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CASE E-25/13
Gunnar V. Engilbertsson
v
Íslandsbanki hf.
(Article 34 SCA – Appeal against a request for an Advisory Opinion – Indexation of
mortgage loans – Directive 87/102/EEC – Directive 93/13/EEC – Principles of
effectiveness and equivalence)
Judgment of the Court, 28 August 2014......................................................... 526
Report for the Hearing................................................................................... 569
Summary of the Judgment
1.

The questions referred to the

3.

Not only contractual terms which

Court by a national court enjoy a

reflect provisions of national legislation

presumption of relevance. The same

that govern the category of contract

presumption applies in relation to

at issue are exempted, but also other

reasoned decisions of national courts

contracts to which that legislation

as regards the content and scope of
the questions referred.

applies pursuant to a provision of
national law. This exemption is based

The question whether contractual

on the legitimate assumption that the

provisions on indexation such as those

national legislature has, in substance,

at issue reflect mandatory statutory or

excluded unfair terms in consumer

regulatory provisions and are exempted

contracts since the mandatory rules

from the scope of Directive 93/13/

strike a fair balance between the rights

EEC pursuant to Article 1(2) is to be

and obligations of the parties. From

ascertained by the national court. The

the perspective of the consumer, it

2.

Court must limit itself to providing the
referring court with guidance which the
latter must take into account in order
to assess whether Article 1(2) of the

is therefore of particular importance
that EEA States actually ensure that
balance.

Directive applies in situations such as

4.

The exclusion of mandatory rules

that in the case at hand.

applies also to contractual terms that
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MÁL E-25/13
Gunnars V. Engilbertssonar
gegn
Íslandsbanka hf.
(34. gr. samningsins milli EFTA-ríkjanna um stofnun eftirlitsstofnunar og dómstóls
– Kæra úrskurðar um að leita ráðgefandi álits – Verðtrygging veðlána – Tilskipun
87/102/EBE –Tilskipun 93/13/EBE – Meginreglurnar um jafnræði við málsmeðferð
og skilvirka framkvæmd EES-réttar)
Dómur EFTA-dómstólsins, 28. ágúst 2014...................................................... 526
Skýrsla framsögumanns................................................................................ 569
Samantekt
1.

Ganga verður út frá því fyrirfram

að spurningar landsdómstóls eigi erindi
til dómstólsins. Telja verður að sömu
sjónarmið eigi almennt við um það hvernig
landsdómstólar hafa með rökstuddum
hætti afmarkað efni og umfang þeirra
spurninga sem vísað er til dómstólsins.
2.

Það álitaefni hvort samningsskilmálar

um verðtryggingu eins og þeir sem
um ræðir í máli þessu endurspegli
lög eða bindandi stjórnsýsluákvæði
og séu þar af leiðandi undanþegnir
gildissviði tilskipunarinnar EBE nr. 93/13
samkvæmt 2. mgr. 1. gr. er því á forræði
landsdómstólsins. EFTA-dómstóllinn verður
að takmarka sig við að veita leiðsögn sem
landsdómstóllinn verður að taka mið af
við mat á því hvort aðstæður eins og þær
sem eru uppi í þessu máli falli undir 2.
mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar.

3. Undanþágan frá gildissviði
tilskipunarinnar nær ekki aðeins til
samningsskilmála sem endurspegla
þau ákvæði landslaga sem gilda
um þann flokk samninga sem um
ræðir í málinu heldur einnig til
annarra samninga sem sú löggjöf
nær til samkvæmt ákvæðum
landslaga. Þessi undanþága byggir
á þeirri réttmætu ályktun að löggjafi
aðildarríkis hafi í grundvallaratriðum
komið í veg fyrir óréttmæta skilmála
í neytendasamningum þar sem hinar
bindandi reglur leiti jafnvægis á milli
réttinda og skyldna samningsaðila.
Frá sjónarhóli neytandans er því
sérstaklega mikilvægt að EES-ríki
tryggi í reynd slíkt jafnvægi.
4. Undanþága samningsskilmála
sem endurspegla lög og bindandi
stjórnsýsluákvæði tekur því einnig til
samningsskilmála sem aðilar eiga val um
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are optional but if chosen by the parties
their substance is not left to the parties
to negotiate.
5. It is for the national court to
ascertain whether contractual terms
on the indexation of the repayment
instalments of mortgage loans, such as
those at issue in the present case, are to
be considered as reflecting mandatory
regulatory or statutory provisions
pursuant to Article 1(2) of Directive
93/13/EEC.
6. Directive 93/13/EEC does not
generally prohibit contractual terms
on the indexation of mortgage loans
in contracts between a supplier and a
consumer. It is for the referring court
to assess whether the term at issue is
unfair. The assessment must take into
account the Court’s guidance on the
interpretation of the concept of “unfair
term”.
7. Directive 93/13/EEC does not
limit the discretion of an EEA State to
determine, whether through legislation
or by means of administrative
regulations, the factors that may cause
changes in a pre-determined index, such
as the Icelandic consumer price index,
as well as the methods for measuring
those changes, provided they are
explicitly described in the contract.

8. It is for the competent national court
to establish whether a particular contract
term has been negotiated individually
within the meaning of Article 3 of Directive
93/13/EEC.
9. It is for the national court to establish
whether a contract term relating to the
indexation of repayment instalments of
a loan to finance real estate purchases
must be regarded as having been explicitly
and comprehensibly described to the
consumer. Such an assessment must
take into account the precise wording of
the relevant contract terms and all other
relevant circumstances, including the
circumstances set out in points (a) and (b)
of the third question posed by the national
court, as well as the national legislation on
price indexation.
10. Article 6(1) of Directive 93/13/EEC
must be interpreted as meaning that,
where a national court considers that a
given term is unfair within the meaning
of Directive 93/13/EEC, that court
must ensure that such a clause is not
binding on the consumer provided that
the contract is capable of continuing
in existence without the unfair term, in
so far as, in accordance with the rules
of domestic law, such continuity of the
contract is legally possible.
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hvort þeir taki upp í samning en geta að

8.

öðru leyti ekki samið sérstaklega um efni

taka afstöðu til þess hvort samið

þeirra, verði þeir fyrir valinu.

hafi verið sérstaklega um tiltekinn

5.

Það er í verkahring lands-

dómstólsins að taka afstöðu til
þess hvort samningsskilmálar um
verðtryggingu afborgana veðláns, eins
og þeir sem um ræðir í máli þessu, skuli
teljast endurspegla lög eða bindandi
stjórnsýsluákvæði samkvæmt 2. mgr. 1.
gr. tilskipunarinnar EBE nr. 93/13.
6.

Tilskipun EBE nr. 93/13 leggur

samningsskilmála í skilningi 3. gr.
tilskipunar EBE nr. 93/13.
9.

Það er landsdómstólsins að meta

hvort samningsskilmáli um verðtryggingu
afborgana af láni til fjármögnunar á
fasteignakaupum skuli teljast hafa verið
lýst fyrir neytandanum með skýrum og
skiljanlegum hætti. Slíkt mat verður
að taka mið af nákvæmu orðalagi
viðeigandi samningsskilmála og öllum

verðtryggingu veðlána í samningum

öðrum aðstæðum, þar á meðal þeirra

landsdómstólsins að leggja mat á það
hvort umræddur skilmáli sé óréttmætur.
Við það mat ber landsdómstólnum

sem vísað er til í a- og b-hluta þriðju
spurningar landsdómstólsins, auk
ákvæða landsréttar um verðtryggingu.

að taka mið af leiðbeiningum EFTA-

10. Ákvæði 1. mgr. 6. gr.

dómstólsins um skýringu hugtaksins

tilskipunarinnar verður að túlka með

,,óréttmætur skilmáli“.

þeim hætti að í þeim tilvikum þar

7.

Tilskipun EBE nr. 93/13 takmarkar

ekki svigrúm EES-ríkis til þess að ákveða
með lögum eða stjórnvaldsfyrirmælum
hvaða þættir geti valdið breytingum á
fyrirfram ákveðinni vísitölu, á borð við

CASE
E-25/13

Það er landsdómstólsins að

ekki almennt bann við skilmálum um
milli lánveitanda og neytanda. Það er

Summary

sem landsdómstóll kemst að þeirri
niðurstöðu að tiltekinn samningsskilmáli
sé óréttmætur samkvæmt tilskipuninni,
beri þeim dómstóli að tryggja að
slíkur skilmáli sé óskuldbindandi

hina íslensku vísitölu neysluverðs, og

fyrir neytandann, að því gefnu að

eftir hvaða aðferðum þær breytingar

samningurinn geti haldið gildi sínu að

skuli mældar, að því gefnu að þeim sé

öðru leyti án hins óréttmæta skilmála að

lýst með skýrum hætti í samningnum.

því marki sem reglur landsréttar leyfa.
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JUDGMENT OF THE COURT
28 August 2014*
(Article 34 SCA – Appeal against a request for an Advisory Opinion – Indexation of
mortgage loans – Directive 87/102/EEC – Directive 93/13/EEC – Principles of
effectiveness and equivalence)
In Case E-25/13,
REQUEST to the Court under Article 34 of the Agreement between the EFTA
States on the Establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice from
Reykjavík District Court (Héraðsdómur Reykjavíkur), in the case between
Gunnar V. Engilbertsson
and
Íslandsbanki hf.
concerning the interpretation of Directive 93/13/EEC of 5 April 1993 on unfair
terms in consumer contracts,

THE COURT,
composed of: Carl Baudenbacher, President and Judge-Rapporteur, Per Christiansen
and Páll Hreinsson, Judges,
Registrar: Gunnar Selvik,
having considered the written observations submitted on behalf of:

*

–

Gunnar V. Engilbertsson (hereinafter “the Plaintiff”), represented
by Einar Páll Tamimi, Attorney at Law, assisted by Guðrún Inga
Torfadóttir, Attorney at Law;

–

Íslandsbanki hf. (hereinafter “the Defendant”), represented by Áslaug
Árnadóttir, District Court Attorney, and Jóhannes Karl Sveinsson,
Supreme Court Attorney, acting as legal counsel;

Language of the request: Icelandic.
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CASE
E-25/13

DÓMUR DÓMSTÓLSINS
28. ágúst 2014*
(34. gr. samningsins milli EFTA-ríkjanna um stofnun eftirlitsstofnunar og dómstóls
– Kæra úrskurðar um að leita ráðgefandi álits – Verðtrygging veðlána – Tilskipun
87/102/EBE – Tilskipun 93/13/EBE – Meginreglurnar um jafnræði við málsmeðferð
og skilvirka framkvæmd EES-réttar)
Mál E-25/13,
BEIÐNI, samkvæmt 34. gr. samningsins milli EFTA-ríkjanna um stofnun
eftirlitsstofnunar og dómstóls, um ráðgefandi álit EFTA-dómstólsins, frá Héraðsdómi
Reykjavíkur, í máli
Gunnars V. Engilbertssonar
gegn
Íslandsbanka hf.
um túlkun á tilskipun 93/13/EBE frá 5. apríl 1993 um óréttmæta skilmála í
neytendasamningum.

DÓMSTÓLLINN,
skipaður dómurunum Carl Baudenbacher, forseta og framsögumanni, Per
Christiansen og Páli Hreinssyni,
dómritari: Gunnar Selvik,
hefur, með tilliti til skriflegra greinargerða frá:
–

Stefnanda, Gunnari V. Engilbertssyni, í fyrirsvari er Einar Páll Tamimi,
hdl., sem nýtur aðstoðar Guðrúnar Ingu Torfadóttur, hdl.

–

Stefnda, Íslandsbanka hf., í fyrirsvari er Áslaug Árnadóttir, hdl.
og henni til aðstoðar sem lögfræðilegur ráðgjafi er Jóhannes Karl
Sveinsson, hrl.

*

Beiðni um ráðgefandi álit á íslensku.
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–

the Icelandic Government, represented by Anna Katrín Vilhjálmsdóttir,
First Secretary, Ministry for Foreign Affairs, acting as Agent, Eiríkur
Áki Eggertsson, Legal Officer, Ministry of Finance and Economic
Affairs, acting as Co-agent, Andri Árnason, Supreme Court Attorney as
Lead Counsel, and Stefán Andrew Svensson, Supreme Court Attorney
as Co-Counsel;

–

the EFTA Surveillance Authority (hereinafter “ESA”), represented by
Xavier Lewis, Director, Markus Schneider, Deputy Director, and Auður Ýr
Steinarsdóttir, Officer, Department of Legal & Executive Affairs, acting
as Agents; and

–

the European Commission (hereinafter “the Commission”),
represented by Michel Van Beek and Nicola Yerrell, Members of the
Legal Service, acting as Agents,

having regard to the Report for the Hearing,
having heard oral argument of the Plaintiff, represented by Einar Páll Tamimi;
the Defendant, represented by Áslaug Árnadóttir; the Government of Iceland,
represented by Stefán Andrew Svensson; ESA, represented by Markus Schneider;
and the Commission, represented by Nicola Yerrell, at the hearing on 9 April 2014,
gives the following

JUDGMENT
I

LEGAL BACKGROUND
EEA law
1

Article 3 EEA reads:
The Contracting Parties shall take all appropriate measures, whether
general or particular, to ensure fulfilment of the obligations arising out of
this Agreement.
They shall abstain from any measure which could jeopardize the attainment
of the objectives of this Agreement.

Case E-25/13 Gunnar V. Engilbertsson v Íslandsbanki hf.
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CASE
E-25/13

Ríkisstjórn Íslands, í fyrirsvari sem umboðsmenn eru Anna Katrín
Vilhjálmsdóttir, deildarstjóri í utanríkisráðuneytinu og Eiríkur Áki
Eggertsson, lögfræðingur hjá fjármála- og efnahagsráðuneytinu.
Lögfræðilegir ráðgjafar þeirra eru Andri Árnason, hrl., og Stefán
Andrew Svensson, hrl.

–

Eftirlitsstofnun EFTA (ESA), í fyrirsvari sem umboðsmenn
eru Xavier Lewis, framkvæmdastjóri, Markus Schneider,
aðstoðarframkvæmdastjóri, og Auður Ýr Steinarsdóttir, lögfræðingur,
á lögfræði- og framkvæmdasviði.

–

Framkvæmdastjórn Evrópusambandsins, í fyrirsvari sem umboðsmenn
eru Michel Van Beek og Nicola Yerrell, hjá lagaskrifstofu framkvæmdastjórnarinnar.

með tilliti til skýrslu framsögumanns,
og munnlegs málflutnings lögmanns stefnanda, Einars Páls Tamimi, lögmanns
stefnda, Áslaugar Árnadóttur, málflutningsmanns ríkisstjórnar Íslands,
Stefáns Andrew Sveinssonar, fulltrúa ESA, Markus Schneider, og fulltrúa
framkvæmdastjórnarinnar, Nicola Yerrell, sem fram fór 9. apríl 2014,
kveðið upp svofelldan

DÓM
I

LÖGGJÖF
EES-réttur
1

Í 3. gr. EES-samningsins segir:
Samningsaðilar skulu gera allar viðeigandi almennar eða sérstakar
ráðstafanir til að tryggja að staðið verði við þær skuldbindingar sem af
samningi þessum leiðir.
Þeir skulu varast ráðstafanir sem teflt geta því í tvísýnu að markmiðum
samnings þessa verði náð.
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Moreover, they shall facilitate cooperation within the framework of this
Agreement.
2

Article 7 EEA reads:
Acts referred to or contained in the Annexes to this Agreement or
in decisions of the EEA Joint Committee shall be binding upon the
Contracting Parties and be, or be made, part of their internal legal order
as follows:
(a) an act corresponding to an EEC regulation shall as such be made part
of the internal legal order of the Contracting Parties;
(b) an act corresponding to an EEC directive shall leave to the authorities
of the Contracting Parties the choice of form and method of
implementation.

Directive 93/13/EEC
3

Council Directive 93/13/EEC of 5 April 1993 on unfair terms in consumer
contracts (OJ 1993 L 95, p. 29) (hereinafter “the Directive”) was
incorporated into Annex XIX to the EEA Agreement at point 7a.

4

Recitals 6, 13, 20 and 24 in the preamble to the Directive read:
Whereas, in order to facilitate the establishment of the internal market and
to safeguard the citizen in his role as consumer when acquiring goods
and services under contracts which are governed by the laws of Member
States other than his own, it is essential to remove unfair terms from those
contracts;
[…]
Whereas the statutory or regulatory provisions of the Member States
which directly or indirectly determine the terms of consumer contracts
are presumed not to contain unfair terms; whereas, therefore, it does
not appear to be necessary to subject the terms which reflect mandatory
statutory or regulatory provisions and the principles or provisions of
international conventions to which the Member States or the Community
are party; whereas in that respect the wording ‘mandatory statutory or
regulatory provisions’ in Article 1(2) also covers rules which, according

Case E-25/13 Gunnar V. Engilbertsson v Íslandsbanki hf.
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Þeir skulu enn fremur auðvelda samvinnu innan ramma samnings
þessa.
2

Í 7. gr. EES-samningsins segir:
Gerðir sem vísað er til eða er að finna í viðaukum við samning þennan, eða
ákvörðunum sameiginlegu EES-nefndarinnar, binda samningsaðila og eru
þær eða verða teknar upp í landsrétt sem hér segir:
(a) gerð sem samsvarar reglugerð EBE skal sem slík tekin upp í landsrétt
samningsaðila;
(b) gerð sem samsvarar tilskipun EBE skal veita yfirvöldum samningsaðila
val um form og aðferð við framkvæmdina.

Tilskipun 93/13/EBE
3

Tilskipun ráðsins 93/13/EBE um óréttmæta skilmála í neytendasamningum
(Stjtíð. ESB 1993 L 95, bls. 29) var tekin upp í XIX. viðauka EESsamningsins, í lið 7a.

4

Í 6., 13., 20. og 24. lið formálsorða tilskipunarinnar segir:
Til að greiða fyrir stofnun innri markaðar og tryggja rétt borgarans í
hlutverki neytanda við kaup á vöru og þjónustu samkvæmt samningum
sem lög annarra aðildarríkja en hans eigin gilda um er mikilvægt að
nema burt óréttmæta skilmála úr slíkum samningum.
[...]
Talið er að lög og stjórnsýsluákvæði aðildarríkjanna, sem beint
eða óbeint ákvarða skilmála neytendasamninga, feli ekki í sér
óréttmæta skilmála. Það virðist því ekki nauðsynlegt að láta ákvæði
þessarar tilskipunar ná til skilmála sem endurspegla lög eða bindandi
stjórnsýsluákvæði og meginreglur eða ákvæði alþjóðasamninga sem
aðildarríkin eða bandalagið er aðili að. Orðalagið „lög og bindandi
stjórnsýsluákvæði“ í 2. mgr. 1. gr. á einnig við um reglur sem
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to the law, shall apply between the contracting parties provided that no
other arrangements have been established;
[…]
Whereas contracts should be drafted in plain, intelligible language, the
consumer should actually be given an opportunity to examine all the terms
and, if in doubt, the interpretation most favourable to the consumer should
prevail;
[…]
Whereas the courts or administrative authorities of the Member States
must have at their disposal adequate and effective means of preventing the
continued application of unfair terms in consumer contracts,
5

Article 1 of the Directive reads:
1.

The purpose of this Directive is to approximate the laws, regulations

and administrative provisions of the Member States relating to unfair terms
in contracts concluded between a seller or supplier and a consumer.
2.

The contractual terms which reflect mandatory statutory or regulatory

provisions and the provisions or principles of international conventions to
which the Member States or the Community are party, particularly in the
transport area, shall not be subject to the provisions of this Directive.
6

Article 2 of the Directive reads:
For the purposes of this Directive:
(a)

‘unfair terms’ means the contractual terms defined in Article 3;

(b) ‘consumer’ means any natural person who, in contracts covered by
this Directive, is acting for purposes which are outside his trade,
business or profession;
(c) ‘seller or supplier’ means any natural or legal person who, in contracts
covered by this Directive, is acting for purposes relating to his trade,
business or profession, whether publicly owned or privately owned.
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samkvæmt lögum gilda í samskiptum samningsaðila, nema samið hafi
verið um aðra skipan.
[…]
Samningar skulu orðaðir á eðlilegu, skiljanlegu máli, neytandi skal fá
tækifæri til þess að skoða alla skilmála og í vafamálum gildir sú túlkun sem
neytandanum kemur best.
[…]
Dómstólar og stjórnvöld aðildarríkjanna verða að eiga tiltækar réttar og
árangursríkar leiðir til að hindra áframhaldandi notkun óréttmætra skilmála í
neytendasamningum.
5

Í 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar segir:
1.

Tilgangurinn með þessari tilskipun er að samræma lög og

stjórnsýslufyrirmæli aðildarríkjanna um óréttmæta skilmála í samningum
milli seljanda eða veitanda og neytanda.
2.

Þessi tilskipun nær ekki til samningsskilmála sem endurspegla

lög og bindandi stjórnsýsluákvæði og ákvæði eða meginreglur í
alþjóðasamningum sem aðildarríkin eða bandalagið eiga aðild að, m.a. á
sviði flutningamála.
6

Í 2. gr. tilskipunarinnar segir:
Í þessari tilskipun er merking eftirfarandi hugtaka sem hér segir:
(a) „óréttmætir skilmálar“: samningsskilmálar samkvæmt skilgreiningu í 3.
gr.;
(b) „neytandi“: einstaklingur sem í samningum, er þessi tilskipun nær til, á
viðskipti í öðru skyni en vegna starfs síns;
(c) „seljandi eða veitandi“: einstaklingur eða lögpersóna sem í
samningum, er þessi tilskipun nær til, á viðskipti vegna starfs síns,
hvort sem það er opinbert starf eða ekki.
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7

Article 3 of the Directive reads:
1. A contractual term which has not been individually negotiated shall be
regarded as unfair if, contrary to the requirement of good faith, it causes a
significant imbalance in the parties’ rights and obligations arising under the
contract, to the detriment of the consumer.
2. A term shall always be regarded as not individually negotiated where
it has been drafted in advance and the consumer has therefore not been
able to influence the substance of the term, particularly in the context of a
pre-formulated standard contract.
The fact that certain aspects of a term or one specific term have been
individually negotiated shall not exclude the application of this Article to the
rest of a contract if an overall assessment of the contract indicates that it
is nevertheless a pre-formulated standard contract.
Where any seller or supplier claims that a standard term has been
individually negotiated, the burden of proof in this respect shall be
incumbent on him.
3. The Annex shall contain an indicative and non-exhaustive list of the
terms which may be regarded as unfair.

8

Article 4 of the Directive reads:
1. Without prejudice to Article 7, the unfairness of a contractual
term shall be assessed, taking into account the nature of the goods or
services for which the contract was concluded and by referring, at the
time of conclusion of the contract, to all the circumstances attending the
conclusion of the contract and to all the other terms of the contract or of
another contract on which it is dependent.
2. Assessment of the unfair nature of the terms shall relate neither to the
definition of the main subject matter of the contract nor to the adequacy
of the price and remuneration, on the one hand, as against the services or
goods supplies in exchange, on the other, in so far as these terms are in
plain intelligible language.

9

Article 5 of the Directive reads:
In the case of contracts where all or certain terms offered to the consumer
are in writing, these terms must always be drafted in plain, intelligible
language. Where there is doubt about the meaning of a term, the
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Í 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar segir:
1.

Samningsskilmáli sem hefur ekki verið samið um sérstaklega telst

óréttmætur ef hann, þrátt fyrir skilyrðið um „góða trú“, veldur umtalsverðu
ójafnvægi réttinda og skyldna samningsaðila samkvæmt samningnum,
neytanda til tjóns.
2.

Ekki telst hafa verið samið sérstaklega um samningsskilmála ef

hann hefur verið saminn fyrirfram og neytandi því ekki haft tækifæri til
að hafa áhrif á efni skilmálans, einkum þegar um er ræða fastorðaða
staðalsamninga.
Þótt samið hafi verið sérstaklega um einstök atriði samningsskilmála eða
einn tiltekinn samningsskilmála, þá gildir þessi grein áfram um afganginn af
samningnum ef heildarmat á samningnum sýnir að hann er þrátt fyrir það
fastorðaður staðalsamningur.
Ef seljandi eða veitandi heldur því fram að samið hafi verið sérstaklega um
staðalskilmála er sönnunarbyrðin hans.
3.

Í viðaukanum er skrá, leiðbeinandi en ekki tæmandi, yfir

samningsskilmála sem teljast óréttmætir.
8

Í 4. gr. tilskipunarinnar segir:
1.

Með fyrirvara um 7. gr. skal við mat á því hvort samningsskilmáli

er óréttmætur taka tillit til þess um hvers konar vörur eða þjónustu
samningurinn er og hafa hliðsjón af öllum aðstæðum á þeim tíma sem
samningurinn er gerður og öllum öðrum skilmálum samningsins eða annars
samnings sem hann hangir saman við.
2.

Matið á því hvort samningsskilmálar séu óréttmætir nær hvorki til

skilgreiningar á aðalefni samningsins né samræmis milli verðs og vara eða
þjónustu og greiðslu fyrir hana ef þessir skilmálar eru orðaðir á eðlilegu,
skiljanlegu máli.
9

Í 5. gr. tilskipunarinnar segir:
Í samningum þar sem allir eða tilteknir skilmálar sem neytanda eru
boðnir eru skriflegir skulu skilmálarnir ávallt orðaðir á eðlilegu,
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interpretation most favourable to the consumer shall prevail. This rule on
interpretation shall not apply in the context of the procedures laid down in
Article 7(2).
10

Article 6 of the Directive reads:
1. Member States shall lay down that unfair terms used in a contract
concluded with a consumer by a seller or supplier shall, as provided for
under their national law, not be binding on the consumer and that the
contract shall continue to bind the parties upon those terms if it is capable
of continuing in existence without the unfair terms.
2. Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that the
consumer does not lose the protection granted by this Directive by virtue
of the choice of the law of a non-Member country as the law applicable to
the contract if the latter has a close connection with the territory of the
Member States.

11

The Annex to the Directive reads:
Terms referred to in Article 3(3)
1.

Terms which have the object or effect of:

…
(l)

providing for the price of goods to be determined at the time of delivery
or allowing a seller of goods or supplier of services to increase their
price without in both cases giving the consumer the corresponding right
to cancel the contract if the final price is too high in relation to the price
agreed when the contract was concluded;
...

2.

Scope of subparagraphs (g), (j) and (l)

…
(c) Subparagraphs (g), (j) and (l) do not apply to:
–

transactions in transferable securities, financial instruments and
other products or services where the price is linked to fluctuations
in a stock exchange quotation or index or a financial market rate
that the seller or supplier does not control;

–

…
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skiljanlegu máli. Í vafamálum um túlkun skilmála gildir sú túlkun sem
neytandanum kemur best. Þessi túlkunarregla gildir ekki í tengslum við
málsmeðferð samkvæmt 2. mgr. 7. gr.
10

Í 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar segir:
1. Aðildarríkin skulu mæla svo fyrir um að óréttmætir skilmálar í samningi
seljanda eða veitanda við neytanda séu ekki samkvæmt landslögum þeirra
bindandi fyrir neytandann og að samningurinn verði áfram bindandi fyrir
samningsaðila ef hann getur haldið gildi sínu að öðru leyti án óréttmætu
skilmálanna.
2. Aðildarríkin skulu gera nauðsynlegar ráðstafanir til að tryggja að
neytandinn sé ekki sviptur þeirri vernd sem þessi tilskipun veitir honum
við það að lög lands utan bandalagsins eru valin sem gildandi lög fyrir
samninginn ef hann tengist náið yfirráðasvæði aðildarríkjanna.

11

Í viðauka tilskipunarinnar segir:
Samningsskilmálar sem um getur í 3. mgr. 3. gr.
1.

Samningsskilmálar sem hafa að markmiði eða þau áhrif:

...
(l)

að gera ráð fyrir að vöruverð sé ákveðið við afhendingu eða heimila
seljanda vöru eða veitanda þjónustu að hækka verðið án þess, í
báðum tilvikum, að veita neytandanum tilsvarandi rétt til að ógilda
samning ef endanlegt verð er of hátt samanborið við umsamið verð
við gerð samnings;
...

2.

Gildissvið g-, j- og l-liðar:

...
(c) Ákvæði g-, j- og l-liðar gilda ekki um:
–

viðskipti með framseljanleg verðbréf, fjármálapappíra og aðrar
vörur eða þjónustu ef verðið er bundið breytingum á vísitölu,
markaðsverði verðbréfa eða vöxtum á fjármagnsmarkaði sem
seljandinn eða veitandinn hefur ekki áhrif á;

–

...
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(d) Subparagraph (l) is without hindrance to price-indexation clauses,
where lawful, provided that the method by which prices vary is
explicitly described.
National law
Act No 7/1936
12

In Iceland, the Directive has been transposed by Act No 14/1995
amending Act No 7/1936 on Contracts, Agency and Void Legal
Instruments by adding four new articles, Articles 36a to 36d, to the latter
Act and by amending Article 36.

13

The first paragraph of Article 36 states that a contract may be set aside,
in full or in part, or amended, if it would be considered unfair or contrary
to good business practice to invoke it, subject, however, to Article 36c. It
states also that the same applies to other legal instruments.

14

Pursuant to the second paragraph of Article 36, consideration is to
be given to the substance of the contract, the position of the parties,
the circumstances when the contract was made and subsequent
circumstances in any assessment made under paragraph 1 of that Article.

15

Pursuant to the first paragraph of Article 36a, Articles 36a to 36d apply to
contracts, including contract terms that have not been individually negotiated,
provided that the contracts form part of the activities of one of the business
activities of one of the parties, the business operator, but do not form part of
the activities of the other party, the consumer. Moreover, reference is made to
Article 36d.

16

Article 36b requires written contracts offered by a business operator to
be phrased in plain and intelligible language. In the event of any doubts
concerning the meaning of a contract referred to in paragraph 1 of Article
36a, the contract shall be construed in the consumer’s favour.

17

According to Article 36c, Article 36 shall apply to contracts specified in the
first paragraph of Article 36a, but with the changes resulting from the second
and third paragraphs of Article 36c.

18

Pursuant to the second paragraph of Article 36c, in assessing whether a
contract is unfair, account should be had to the factors and circumstances
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(d) Ákvæði l-liðar koma ekki í veg fyrir löglega vísitölubindingu
ef aðferðin við útreikning verðbreytinga er útskýrð rækilega í
samningi.
Landsréttur
Lög nr. 7/1936
12

Tilskipunin var leidd í lög á Íslandi með lögum nr. 14/1995 sem breyttu
36. gr. laga nr. 7/1936 um samningsgerð, umboð og ógilda löggerninga
(samningalög) auk þess að bæta fjórum greinum við þau, 36. gr. a., 36. gr.
b., 36. gr. c. og 36. gr. d.

13

Í 1. mgr. 36. gr. samningalaga segir að samningi megi víkja til hliðar
í heild eða að hluta, eða breyta, ef það yrði talið ósanngjarnt eða
andstætt góðri viðskiptavenju að bera hann fyrir sig, sbr. þó 36. gr. c.
Hið sama eigi við um aðra löggerninga.

14

Samkvæmt 2. mgr. 36. gr. skal við mat samkvæmt 1. mgr. líta til efnis
samnings, stöðu samningsaðila, atvika við samningsgerðina og atvika sem
síðar komu til.

15

Samkvæmt 1. mgr. 36. gr. a. gilda ákvæði 36. gr. a–d um samninga,
meðal annars samningsskilmála, sem ekki hefur verið samið um
sérstaklega enda séu samningarnir liður í starfsemi annars aðilans,
atvinnurekanda, en í meginatriðum ekki liður í starfsemi hins aðilans,
neytanda. Sjá hér ennfremur 36. gr. d.

16

36. gr. b. kveður á um að skriflegur samningur, sem atvinnurekandi
gefur neytanda kost á, skuli vera á skýru og skiljanlegu máli. Komi upp
vafi um merkingu samnings sem nefndur er í 1. mgr. 36. gr. a skuli
túlka samninginn neytandanum í hag.

17

Samkvæmt 36. gr. c. gilda ákvæði 36. gr. um samninga samkvæmt 1. mgr.
36. gr. a, þó með þeim breytingum sem leiðir af 2. og 3. mgr. 36. gr. c.

18

Samkvæmt 2. mgr. 36. gr. c. skal, við mat á því hvort samningur sé
ósanngjarn, líta til atriða og atvika sem nefnd eru í 2. mgr. 36. gr., meðal
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referred to in paragraph 2 of Article 36, including the terms of other linked
contracts. However, no attention is to be given to circumstances that
arose subsequently, to the disadvantage of the consumer.
19

The third paragraph of Article 36c states that a contract is to be considered
unfair if it is contrary to good business practices and substantially disturbs the
balance between the rights and obligations of the contracting parties to the
disadvantage of the consumer. If a term of this kind is set aside, either in full
or in part, or amended, the contract shall, at the consumer’s request, remain
valid in other respects without change if it can be performed without the term.

Act No 38/2001
20

Indexation of savings and credit was first generally permitted in Iceland by Act
No 13/1979 on Economic Policy, and provisions on the matter have existed in
Icelandic legislation ever since. Chapter VI of Act No 38/2001 on Interest and
Indexation sets out the provisions in respect of indexation that are currently in
force. Except to the extent permitted by Article 2 of the Act, the provisions of
that chapter are mandatory in relation to all indexed savings and loans.

21

Pursuant to Article 13, the provisions of Chapter VI shall apply to
obligations concerning savings and credits in Icelandic krónur where
the debtor promises to pay money and it has been agreed or stipulated
that the payments are to be price-indexed. It also states that the price
indexation referred to in the Chapter shall mean changes in line with a
domestic price index and that authorisation for price indexation shall be as
provided for in Article 14 of this Act unless otherwise provided for by law.

22

Pursuant to the first paragraph of Article 14, savings and loans may
be price-indexed in accordance with Article 13 if the basis of the price
indexation is the consumer price index (“CPI”) as calculated by Statistics
Iceland in accordance with legislation applicable to the index and published
monthly in the Legal Gazette. An index that is calculated and published in
a specific month shall apply to the indexation of savings and loans from
the first day of the second month thereafter. The second paragraph of
Article 14 states that a loan agreement may be based on a share price
index, domestic or foreign, or a set of such indices which do not measure
changes in general price levels.
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annars skilmála í öðrum samningi sem hann tengist. Þó skal eigi taka tillit
til atvika sem síðar komu til, neytanda í óhag.
19

Í 3. mgr. 36. gr. c. segir að samningur teljist ósanngjarn stríði hann gegn
góðum viðskiptaháttum og raski til muna jafnvægi milli réttinda og skyldna
samningsaðila, neytanda í óhag. Ef slíkum skilmála er vikið til hliðar í heild
eða að hluta, eða breytt, skal samningurinn að kröfu neytanda gilda að
öðru leyti án breytinga verði hann efndur án skilmálans.

Lög nr. 38/2001
20

Almenn heimild til verðtryggingar sparifjár og lánsfjár var fyrst veitt með
lögum nr. 13/1979 um stjórn efnahagsmála o.fl. og hafa ákvæði um það
efni verið í lögum síðan. Núgildandi reglur um verðtryggingu sparifjár og
lánsfjár er að finna í VI. kafla laga nr. 38/2001 um vexti og verðtryggingu.
Ákvæði kaflans eru ófrávíkjanleg, ef frá eru taldar þær undanþágur sem
kveðið er á um í 2. gr.

21

Í samræmi við 13. gr. laganna gilda ákvæði VI. kafla þeirra um
skuldbindingar sem varða sparifé og lánsfé í íslenskum krónum þar
sem skuldari lofar að greiða peninga og þar sem umsamið eða áskilið
er að greiðslurnar skuli verðtryggðar. Þar kemur einnig fram að með
verðtryggingu sé í þessum kafla laganna átt við breytingu í hlutfalli
við innlenda verðvísitölu og að um heimildir til verðtryggingar fari
samkvæmt 14. gr. nema lög kveði á um annað.

22

Samkvæmt 1. mgr. 14. gr. er heimilt að verðtryggja sparifé og
lánsfé samkvæmt 13. gr. sé grundvöllur verðtryggingarinnar vísitala
neysluverðs sem Hagstofa Íslands reiknar samkvæmt lögum sem um
vísitöluna gilda og birtir mánaðarlega í Lögbirtingablaði. Vísitala sem
reiknuð er og birt í tilteknum mánuði gildir um verðtryggingu sparifjár
og lánsfjár frá fyrsta degi þar næsta mánaðar. Í 2. mgr. 14. gr. segir að
í lánssamningi sé þó heimilt að miða við hlutabréfavísitölu, innlenda eða
erlenda, eða safn slíkra vísitalna sem ekki mæla breytingar á almennu
verðlagi.
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23

The first paragraph of Article 15 states that the Central Bank may, subject
to the approval of the Minister of Business Affairs, decide on a minimum
maturity for indexed deposits and loans. The Bank may also, subject to the
approval of the Minister, decide that the interest rates on indexed deposits
and loans should be fixed during the period of the loan. Pursuant to the
second paragraph of that article, the Central Bank shall adopt further rules
on the indexation of savings and loans.

Rules of the Central Bank No 492/2001
24

On the basis of Article 15 of Act No 38/2001, Rules No 492/2001 on
Price Indexation of Savings and Loans were adopted by the Central Bank.

25

Article 1 states that domestic price indexation of savings and loans shall
be based on the CPI as announced monthly by Statistics Iceland, cf. the
provisions of Chapter VI of Act No 38/2001, unless otherwise stipulated
by law.

26

Pursuant to the first paragraph of Article 4, provisions for indexing the
principal of a loan against the CPI are only permitted if the loan is for a
minimum term of five years. The second paragraph of that article provides
that the principal changes in proportion to changes in the CPI from the
base index to the first due date, and then in proportion to changes in the
index between due dates. The principal of a loan shall change on each due
date before interest and instalments are calculated. The base index shall
be the index that is in effect when the loan is furnished, unless otherwise
determined by an agreement or the nature of the case.

27

The third paragraph of Article 4 states that all the due dates of a loan shall be
on the same day of the month, so that the interval between them is counted in
whole months. If the due date of a loan is on a different day of the month from
that on which the loan is furnished, a daily interest rate with special indexation
shall be calculated for the purpose of adjustment for deviations within the
month of the loan (to a maximum of 29 days). On disbursement of a loan,
the borrower pays daily interest if the due date is later in the month than the
granting of the loan, while the lender shall pay if the due date is earlier. The
fourth paragraph of that article provides that in financial instruments, listed
on a regulated market, cf. Act No 110/2007 on Stock Exchanges, - it may
be stipulated that, on the day of the deposit of the loan and on the date of the
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1. mgr. 15. gr. laga nr. 38/2001 kemur fram að Seðlabanki Íslands
geti að fengnu samþykki ráðherra ákveðið lágmarkstíma verðtryggðra
innstæðna og lána. Bankinn getur jafnframt að fengnu samþykki ráðherra
ákveðið að vextir verðtryggðra innstæðna og lána skuli vera óbreytanlegir
á lánstímanum. Þá setur Seðlabankinn nánari reglur um verðtryggingu
sparifjár og lánsfjár, sbr. 2. mgr. sömu lagagreinar.

Reglur Seðlabanka Íslands nr. 492/2001
24

Á grundvelli 15. gr. laga nr. 38/2001 setti Seðlabankinn reglur nr.
492/2001 um verðtryggingu sparifjár og lánsfjár.

25

1. gr. reglnanna kveður á um að verðtrygging sparifjár og lánsfjár miðað
við innlenda verðvísitölu skuli miðast við vísitölu neysluverðs eins og
Hagstofa Íslands auglýsi hana mánaðarlega, sbr. ákvæði VI. kafla laga nr.
38/2001 um vexti og verðtryggingu, nema lög kveði á um annað.

26

Samkvæmt 1. mgr. 4. gr. reglnanna er verðtrygging láns með ákvæði
um að höfuðstóll þess miðist við vísitölu neysluverðs því aðeins heimil
að lánið sé til fimm ára hið minnsta. Í 2. mgr. segir að höfuðstóll láns
breytist í hlutfalli við breytingar á vísitölu neysluverðs frá grunnvísitölu
til fyrsta gjalddaga og síðan í hlutfalli við breytingar á vísitölunni milli
gjalddaga. Skal höfuðstóll láns breytast á hverjum gjalddaga, áður en
vextir og afborgun eru reiknuð út. Grunnvísitala skal vera vísitala sú,
sem í gildi er þegar lán er veitt, nema samningur eða eðli máls leiði til
annars.

27

Í 3. mgr. 4. gr. reglnanna segir að gjalddagar láns skuli allir vera á
sama degi mánaðar, þannig að tímabilið milli gjalddaga teljist í heilum
mánuðum. Sé gjalddagi láns á einhverjum öðrum degi mánaðar en
lánveiting á sér stað, skal til leiðréttingar reikna dagvexti með sérstökum
verðbótum, fyrir frávikið innan lánveitingarmánaðar (mest 29 dagar). Við
útborgun láns greiðir lánþegi dagvextina, ef gjalddagi er síðar í mánuði
en lánveiting, en lánveitandi greiðir, ef gjalddagi er fyrr. Í 4. mgr. er veitt
heimild til að semja svo um í fjármálagerningum, sem skráðir eru á
skipulegum verðbréfamarkaði samanber lög nr. 110/2007 um kauphallir,
að á útborgunardegi láns og greiðsludegi afborgana og vaxta miðist
verðbætur innan mánaðar við daglega línulega breytingu á vísitölu
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payment of instalments and interest, the price indexation within a month shall
be based on a daily linear change in the consumer price index, i.e. between its
value on the first day of the month and its value on the first day of the month
thereafter. Finally, the fifth paragraph of that article provides that receipts shall
state in detail the calculation of payments and accrued indexation.
28

Pursuant to Article 5, however, loan agreements may be indexed against a
domestic or foreign equity index, or a basket of such indices which do not
measure changes in the general level of prices. The provisions of Article 4
paragraph 1 apply to the term of lending, and the technicalities of the debt
documents are subject to the provisions of Article 4, paragraphs 2, 3 and 5
as applicable.

Act No 12/1995
29

Act No 12/1995 on the CPI contains provisions concerning the methods
used when the CPI is calculated. It provides that Statistics Iceland shall
calculate and publish the index on a monthly basis. The index is to be
compiled on a base determined by Statistics Iceland according to the
results of the household budget survey. As far as possible, the index
shall reflect average prices in Iceland. A special Advisory Committee on
the CPI has the purpose of advising Statistics Iceland regarding the CPI
and of monitoring its monthly calculations, cf. paragraph 2 of Article 1 of
Act No 12/1995.

Act No 121/1994
30

At the time the bond in question was issued (see paragraph 33 below),
Act No 121/1994 on Consumer Credit was in force. The Act transposed
Directive 87/102/EEC into Icelandic law and was replaced by Act No
33/2013 on 1 November 2013, which implements Directive 2008/48/EC.
The earlier Directive laid down information disclosure requirements regarding
consumer credits. Pursuant to Article 2(3) of that directive, the provisions
of Article 4 and of Articles 6 to 12 shall not apply to credit agreements or
agreements promising to grant credit, secured by mortgage on immovable
property, insofar as these are not already excluded from the Directive
under Article 2(1)(a). However, the Icelandic legislature decided to apply the
provisions of Directive 87/102/EEC to mortgage credit agreements through
Act No 179/2000, amending Act No 121/1994.
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neysluverðs, það er milli gildis hennar á fyrsta degi mánaðar og gildis
hennar á fyrsta degi næsta mánaðar þar á eftir. Loks segir í 5. mgr. að
á kvittunum skuli jafnan gera nákvæma grein fyrir útreikningi greiðslu og
áföllnum verðbótum.
28

Samkvæmt 5. gr. reglnanna er þó heimilt að í lánssamningum sé miðað við
hlutabréfavísitölu, innlenda eða erlenda, eða safn slíkra vísitalna, sem ekki
mæla breytingar á almennu verðlagi. Um lánstíma gilda ákvæði 1. mgr. 4.
gr. og tæknileg útfærsla í skuldaskjölum fer eftir 2., 3. og 5. mgr. 4. gr.
eins og við getur átt.

Lög nr. 12/1995
29

Í lögum nr. 12/1995 um vísitölu neysluverðs er að finna ákvæði um
aðferðir við útreikning vísitölu neysluverðs. Þar segir að Hagstofa
Íslands skuli reikna og birta vísitöluna mánaðarlega. Hún skal reist á
grunni sem Hagstofan ákveður samkvæmt niðurstöðum neyslukönnunar.
Vísitalan skal svo sem kostur er miðast við meðalverðlag í landinu.
Samkvæmt 2. mgr. 1. gr. laganna er sérstök nefnd Hagstofunni til
ráðgjafar um gerð vísitölunnar og fylgist með reglubundnum útreikningi
hennar.

Lög nr. 121/1994
30

Á útgáfudegi skuldabréfsins (sjá 33. mgr. hér að neðan) voru í gildi lög nr.
121/1994 um neytendalán. Lögin leiddu tilskipun 87/102/EBE í íslenskan
rétt, en í stað þeirra komu lög nr. 33/2013 sem tóku gildi 1. nóvember
2013 og innleiddu tilskipun 2008/48/EB. Fyrri tilskipunin kveður á um
skilyrði til upplýsingagjafar að því er neytendalán varðar. Samkvæmt
3. mgr. 2. gr. hennar eiga ákvæði 4. gr. og 6. til 12. gr. ekki við um
lánssamninga eða samninga um loforð um lánveitingu sem tryggð sé með
fasteignaveði, að því marki sem slíkt er ekki þegar undanþegið tilskipuninni
samkvæmt a-lið 1. mgr. 2. gr. Með lögum nr. 179/2000, sem breyttu
lögum nr. 121/1994, ákvað íslenski löggjafinn þó að ákvæði tilskipunar
87/102/EBE skyldu ná til veðlána.
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31

Article 12 of the Act deals with credit agreements containing clauses allowing
indexation or variations in the rate of interest and the amount or level of other
charges contained in the annual percentage rate of charge, but unquantifiable
at the time when it is calculated. In these cases, the annual percentage rate of
charge shall be calculated on the assumption that the price level, interest rate
and other charges will remain unchanged until the end of the credit agreement.
Moreover, it is stated therein that it shall be assumed when calculating the
annual percentage rate of charge that: (i) if the agreement does not specify a
credit limit, the amount of credit granted shall not exceed ISK 150 000; (ii) if
no fixed maturity is specified, and one cannot be deduced from the terms of
the agreement, the maturity shall be deemed to be one year; and (iii) where the
agreement provides for more than one repayment date, the repayments shall be
made at the earliest time provided for in the agreement.

II FACTS AND PROCEDURE
32

By letter of 5 November 2013, registered at the Court on 12 November
2013, Reykjavík District Court requested an Advisory Opinion in a case
pending before it between Gunnar V. Engilbertsson and Íslandsbanki hf.

33

In 2005 and 2007, the Plaintiff took out three loans in the form of securitiesbacked bonds in order to buy property in Reykjavík. The last bond was
issued on 2 May 2007. Its header stated that it is “linked to the consumer
price index with a provision on the review of the interest rate”. It also defined
the issuer, the overall loan period, the number of instalments and their
timing, the date of the first instalment, and the date from which interest was
to be calculated, as well as the bank account for repayment. In a special text
box it was stated that the “index base” was 267.1 points.

34

According to Article 1 of the bond, “[t]he principal of the debt shall be revised
in proportion to changes in the consumer price index from the index base
as recorded above until the first due date, and thereafter in proportion to
changes in the index between subsequent due dates”. It also made provision
for the consequential revision of the principal of the debt, which “shall be
revised on each due date before the interest and the instalment to be paid
are calculated”, as well as the subsequent instalments, which were to be
“calculated in such a way that on each due date the indexation adjustment is
added to the principal of the debt, the result then being divided by the number
of due dates then remaining, including the due date at the time”.
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12. gr. laga nr. 121/1994 varðar lánssamninga sem heimila verðtryggingu
eða breytingu á vöxtum eða öðrum gjöldum sem teljast hluti árlegrar
hlutfallstölu kostnaðar, en ekki er unnt að meta hverju nemi á þeim tíma
sem útreikningur er gerður. Samkvæmt greininni skal í slíkum tilvikum
reikna út árlega hlutfallstölu kostnaðar miðað við þá forsendu að verðlag,
vextir og önnur gjöld verði óbreytt til loka lánstímans. Í greininni er
jafnframt mælt fyrir um að þegar árleg hlutfallstala kostnaðar sé reiknuð
skuli gera ráð fyrir eftirfarandi: (i) Ef engin hámarksupphæð er tilgreind í
lánssamningi skal hámarksupphæð láns, sem veitt er, teljast 150.000 kr.;
(ii) Ef ekki er tilgreindur ákveðinn lánstími og ekki er unnt að ráða hann
af samningi skal lánstími talinn eitt ár; (iii) Ef í samningi er kveðið á um
fleiri en einn greiðsludag skal ganga út frá endurgreiðslu á þeim tíma sem
samningur kveður fyrst á um.

II MÁLAVEXTIR OG MEÐFERÐ MÁLSINS
32

Með bréfi dagsettu 5. nóvember 2013, sem skráð var í málaskrá
dómstólsins 12. nóvember sama ár, óskaði Héraðsdómur Reykjavíkur
eftir ráðgefandi áliti í máli sem rekið er fyrir dómstólnum milli Gunnars V.
Engilbertssonar og Íslandsbanka hf.

33

Stefnandi tók á árunum 2005 og 2007 þrjú lán í formi veðskuldabréfa til
fasteignakaupa í Reykjavík. 2. maí 2007 var síðasta skuldabréfið gefið út. Í
fyrirsögn skuldabréfsins sagði að það væri ,,bundið vísitölu neysluverðs með
vaxtaendurskoðunarákvæði“. Einnig kom fram nafn útgefanda skuldabréfsins,
lánstími, fjöldi afborgana og mánuðir milli þeirra, gjalddagi fyrstu afborgunar,
upphafstími vaxtaútreiknings og inn á hvaða reikning láninu skyldi ráðstafað.
Þá sagði í sérstökum reit að grunnvísitalan væri 267,1 stig.

34

Í 1. gr. skuldabréfsins sagði: „höfuðstóll skuldarinnar breytist í hlutfalli við
breytingar á vísitölu neysluverðs frá grunnvísitölu samkvæmt ofanskráðu
til fyrsta gjalddaga og síðan í hlutfalli við breytingar á vísitölunni milli síðari
gjalddaga.“ Þar var einnig ákvæði um hvernig færi um þær breytingar á
höfuðstól skuldarinnar sem fylgdu, en um þær sagði: ,,Skal höfuðstóll
skuldarinnar breytast á hverjum gjalddaga, áður en vextir og afborgun eru
reiknuð út.“ Um afborganirnar sagði svo: ,,Afborganir eru reiknaðar þannig,
að á hverjum gjalddaga er verðbótum bætt við höfuðstól skuldarinnar og
síðan er deilt í útkomuna með þeim fjölda gjalddaga, sem þá eru eftir, að
meðtöldum þeim gjalddaga, sem er í það sinn.“
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35

The bond was accompanied by a repayment schedule signed by both
parties on the same day as the bond was issued. It set out 180 due dates
of the bond, with information about the individual instalments broken down
into repayment of principal, interest and costs. The payment schedule
contained a clause noting that it was based on the “index currently valid” (as
well as current interest rates and bank tariffs), and that this could “change
in accordance with the provisions of the loan agreement”. The schedule
stated further that “[i]f the principal of the loan is subject to review and/or
the loan period is not fixed, the schedule is based, purely as an example,
on particular sums and a loan period of one year” and that it formed part of
the attached loan agreement. Moreover, the borrower confirmed that he/
she had received and examined the schedule. Finally, the bond contained a
provision authorising the calling-in of the entire debt in the event of a default
in the payment of the instalments, as well as the possibility of an attachment
to secure payment without any previous court orders, as provided for in the
Enforcement Measures Act No 90/1989.

36

The relevant loan application – also dated 2 May 2007 – noted that it was
an accompanying document to the bond, and that the security for the loan
was the Plaintiff’s property in Reykjavík.

37

From around mid-2009, the Plaintiff made no further payments. At the
Defendant’s request and based on the enforcement provisions set out in
the bond, the Reykjavík District Commissioner made an attachment of the
Plaintiff’s share in his Reykjavík property that served as security for the loan.
The Plaintiff raised objections to this and argued that the indexation provisions
in the bond were unlawful and contrary to Article 36 and Articles 36a to 36c of
Act No 7/1936. The District Commissioner rejected the Plaintiff’s objections.
As a consequence, the Plaintiff referred the matter to Reykjavík District Court,
arguing that the enforcement action should be discontinued.

38

In these proceedings, the Plaintiff argued that the indexation provision had
not been individually negotiated and that it was an unfair contract term
contrary to Article 3(1) of the Directive. On the basis of Article 3 EEA
and Article 6(1) of the Directive, in his view, the corresponding national
provision had to be interpreted as requiring the unfair contract term to be
set aside. Moreover, Article 36 of Act No 7/1936 could not be considered
a sufficient basis to set aside the term. That provision allows for a contract
term to be set aside but does not require such.
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Með skuldabréfinu fylgdi greiðsluáætlun sem var undirrituð af báðum
aðilum sama dag og skuldabréfið sjálft. Hún tilgreindi alla 180 gjalddaga
skuldabréfsins og hverjar yrðu eftirstöðvar skuldarinnar hverju sinni,
heildargreiðslu á hverjum gjalddaga og hvernig hún sundurliðaðist í
afborganir, vexti og kostnað. Þá var í greiðsluáætluninni ákvæði þar sem
fram var tekið að áætlunin byggðist á ,,núgildandi vísitölu“ (og þeim
vöxtum og verðskrám sem í gildi voru hjá bankanum) og að ,,[þ]eir þættir
[gætu] tekið breytingum í samræmi við ákvæði lánssamningsins.“ Enn
fremur sagði: ,,Ef lánsfjárhæð er breytileg og/eða lánstími óákveðinn er
áætlunin byggð í dæmaskyni eingöngu á tilteknum upphæðum og eins
árs lánstíma.“ Tekið var fram að greiðsluáætlunin væri hluti viðhengds
lánssamnings. Jafnframt staðfesti lántaki að hafa móttekið og kynnt
sér greiðsluáætlunina. Loks innihélt skuldabréfið ákvæði um heimild
til gjaldfellingar allrar skuldarinnar við greiðslufall á afborgunum auk
heimildar til fjárnámsgerðar til fullnustu hennar án undangengins dóms
eða réttarsáttar samkvæmt lögum nr. 90/1989 um aðför.

36

Í lánsumsókn, sem einnig er dagsett 2. maí 2007, segir að hún sé
fylgiskjal með fyrrnefndu skuldabréfi og að veð fyrir skuldinni sé fasteign
stefnanda í Reykjavík.

37

Frá miðju ári 2009 hefur stefnandi ekki greitt af skuldabréfinu. Að
kröfu stefnda gerði sýslumaðurinn í Reykjavík fjárnám í eignarhluta
stefnanda í fasteigninni í Reykjavík vegna áhvílandi veðbanda á grundvelli
aðfararheimildarinnar í skuldabréfinu. Við fjárnámið mótmælti stefnandi
framgangi gerðarinnar. Mótmælin voru á því reist að verðtryggingarákvæði
skuldabréfsins væru ólögmæt og í andstöðu við 36. gr. og 36. gr. a. til c.
laga nr. 7/1936. Sýslumaður féllst ekki á mótmæli stefnanda og stefnandi
lagði málið fyrir Héraðsdóm Reykjavíkur þar sem hann krafðist þess að
gerðin yrði felld úr gildi.

38

Stefnandi heldur því fram að ekki hafi verið samið sérstaklega um
verðtryggingarákvæðið og það sé óréttmætt samningsákvæði, andstætt 1.
mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar. Á grundvelli 3. gr. EES-samningsins og 1. mgr.
6. gr. tilskipunarinnar hafi borið að túlka samsvarandi ákvæði landsréttar
þannig að hinum óréttmæta samningi yrði vikið til hliðar. Jafnframt telur
stefnandi að 36. gr. laga nr. 7/1936 geti ekki talist nægilegur grundvöllur
til að víkja ákvæðinu til hliðar. Sú grein mæli einungis fyrir um heimild til
ógildingar en ekki skyldu.
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39

In addition, the Plaintiff argued that the indexation mechanism had not been
fully explained in the bond and that he therefore did not understand the
financial risks and consequences of high inflation. In his view, the payment
schedule did not give a realistic picture of how the principal of the debt
and the instalment payments would develop during the loan period.

40

The Defendant disagreed. It argued that price indexation was permitted
by law and that the loan complied with all relevant requirements. In any
event, it was not possible to set aside a provision of the bond relating to
price indexation without interfering with its other provisions. The Defendant
also submitted that the Directive had been correctly implemented into
the national legal system since, pursuant to Article 7 EEA, the Icelandic
legislature has the choice of form and method with regard to the
implementation of directives. Consequently, in its view, the outcome in this
case depended on the interpretation of Act No 7/1936, since directives
have no direct legal effect.

41

As regards the Annex of the Directive, the Defendant contends that it has
not been implemented. However, there was no obligation to implement the
list in the Annex since it is only indicative and non-exhaustive.

42

According to the Defendant, it was clearly stated in the bond that the
principal of the debt was to change in line with changes in the CPI, in
accordance with national law, from an index base which was also set out in
a clear manner in the document.

43

On 4 July 2013, Reykjavík District Court granted the Plaintiff’s request to
obtain an Advisory Opinion from the Court in relation to the first question
he presented, but not as regards the second. The Defendant challenged
that decision, bringing an appeal before the Supreme Court of Iceland. On
hearing that appeal, the Supreme Court decided that the questions set out
below should be referred to the Court.

44

Having regard to the letter from the Supreme Court of Iceland of 8 October
2013 and its judgment of 8 October 2013 in Supreme Court Case No
489/2013, Reykjavík District Court posed the following questions:
1.

Is it compatible with the provisions of Council Directive 93/13/
EEC of 5 April 1993 on unfair terms in consumer contracts if the
legislation in a State which is a party to the EEA Agreement permits
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Stefnandi heldur því þar að auki fram að framkvæmd verðtryggingarinnar
hafi ekki verið útskýrð til fulls í skuldabréfinu og því hafi hann ekki skilið
þá fjárhagslegu áhættu og afleiðingar sem hárri verðbólgu fylgja. Að hans
mati gæfi greiðsluáætlunin ekki raunhæfa mynd af því hvernig höfuðstóll
skuldarinnar og afborganirnar myndu þróast á lánstímanum.

40

Stefndi hafnar sjónarmiðum stefnanda. Hann telur að verðtrygging hafi
verið heimil lögum samkvæmt og að lánið hafi uppfyllt öll viðeigandi
skilyrði. Hvað sem því líður sé ekki unnt að víkja til hliðar fyrirmælum
skuldabréfsins um verðtryggingu án þess að raska öðrum ákvæðum þess.
Stefndi telur jafnframt að tilskipunin hafi verið réttilega innleidd í landsrétt
því samkvæmt 7. gr. EES-samningsins hafi íslenski löggjafinn val um form
og aðferð við innleiðingu tilskipana. Niðurstaða þessa máls ráðist því, að
mati stefnda, af túlkun laga nr. 7/1936, þar sem tilskipanir hafi ekki bein
réttaráhrif.

41

Stefndi telur að viðauki tilskipunarinnar hafi ekki verið innleiddur en það hafi
ekki verið skylt þar sem listinn í viðaukanum sé aðeins til leiðbeiningar og
ekki tæmandi.

42

Samkvæmt stefnda komi skýrt fram í skuldabréfinu að höfuðstóll lánsins
breytist, í samræmi við ákvæði landsréttar, í hlutfalli við breytingar á vísitölu
neysluverðs frá grunnvísitölu sem einnig komi skilmerkilega fram í skjalinu.

43

Með úrskurði 4. júlí 2013 féllst Héraðsdómur Reykjavíkur á beiðni
stefnanda um að leita ráðgefandi álits hjá EFTA-dómstólnum á fyrstu
spurningu hans en ekki á annarri spurningunni. Stefndi kærði þann
úrskurð til Hæstaréttar Íslands sem ákvað að beina neðangreindum
spurningum til EFTA-dómstólsins.

44

Með vísan til bréfs Hæstaréttar Íslands frá 8. október 2013 og dóms
hans frá sama degi í máli nr. 489/2013 beindi Héraðsdómur Reykjavíkur
eftirfarandi spurningum til EFTA-dómstólsins:
1.

Samrýmist það ákvæðum tilskipunar ráðsins 93/13/EBE frá 5. apríl
1993 um óréttmæta skilmála í neytendasamningum ef löggjöf í ríki
sem aðild á að EES-samningnum heimilar að samningur neytanda
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contracts between consumers and suppliers for loans to finance real
estate purchases to contain provisions stating that the instalment
repayments are to be linked to a predetermined index?
2.

If the answer to the first question is that the index-linking of
repayments of loans taken to finance real-estate purchases is
compatible with the provisions of Directive 93/13/EEC, then the
second question is: Does the Directive limit the discretion of the
EEA State in question to determine, whether through legislation or
by means of administrative regulations, the factors that may cause
changes in the predetermined index and the methods by which these
changes are to be measured?

3.

If the answer to the second question is that Directive 93/13/EEC
does not restrict the discretion of the Member State referred to in that
question, then the third question is: is a contractual term regarded as
having been individually negotiated within the meaning of Article 3(1)
of the Directive when (a) it is stated in the bond which the consumer
signs when taking out the loan that his obligation is index-linked and
the base index to be used when calculating price-changes is specified
in the bond, (b) the bond is accompanied by a payment schedule
showing estimated and itemised payments to be made on the due
dates of the loan, and it is stated in the schedule that these estimates
may change in accordance with the indexation provision of the bond,
and (c) both the consumer and the lender sign the payment schedule
at the same time as the consumer signs the bond?

4.

Is the method of calculation of price changes in contracts for loans
to finance real estate purchases regarded as having been explicitly
explained to the consumer within the meaning of point 2(d) of the
Annex to Directive 93/13/EEC when the circumstances are as
described in the third question?

5.

Does a State that is party to the EEA Agreement have the option, when
adopting Article 6(1) of Directive 93/13/EEC, of either prescribing
in domestic legislation that unfair contract terms within the meaning
of Article 6(1) of the Directive may be declared non-binding on the
consumer or prescribing in domestic legislation that such terms shall
be non-binding on the consumer at any time?
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og veitanda um lán til fjármögnunar fasteignakaupa hafi að geyma
ákvæði þess efnis að greiðslur af láninu skuli verðtryggðar samkvæmt
fyrirfram ákveðinni vísitölu?
2.

Ef svarið við fyrstu spurningunni er á þann veg að verðtrygging
greiðslna af láni sem tekið er til fjármögnunar fasteignakaupa sé
samrýmanleg ákvæðum tilskipunar 93/13/EBE þá er í öðru lagi
spurt hvort tilskipunin takmarki svigrúm viðkomandi samningsríkis til
þess að ákveða með lögum eða stjórnvaldsfyrirmælum hvaða þættir
skuli valda breytingum á hinni fyrirfram ákveðnu vísitölu og eftir
hvaða aðferðum þær breytingar skuli mældar?

3.

Ef svarið við annarri spurningunni er að tilskipun 93/13/EBE
takmarki ekki það svigrúm samningsríkis sem nefnt er í þeirri
spurningu þá er í þriðja lagi spurt hvort samningsskilmáli teljist
hafa verið sérstaklega umsaminn í skilningi 1. mgr. 3. gr.
tilskipunarinnar þegar a) tekið er fram í skuldabréfi sem neytandi
undirritar í tilefni lántöku að skuldbinding hans sé verðtryggð og
tilgreint er í skuldabréfinu við hvaða grunnvísitölu verðbreytingar
skuli miðast, b) skuldabréfinu fylgir yfirlit sem sýnir áætlaðar
og sundurliðaðar greiðslur á gjalddögum lánsins og tekið er
fram í yfirlitinu að áætlunin geti tekið breytingum í samræmi við
verðtryggingarákvæði lánssamningsins, og c) neytandi og veitandi
undirrita báðir greiðsluyfirlitið samtímis og samhliða því að neytandi
undirritar skuldabréfið?

4.

Telst aðferðin við útreikning verðbreytinga í lánssamningi um
fjármögnun fasteignakaupa hafa verið útskýrð rækilega fyrir neytanda í
skilningi d. liðar 2. gr. viðauka við tilskipun 93/13/EBE þegar atvik eru
með þeim hætti sem nánar greinir í þriðju spurningunni?

5.

Á ríki sem er aðili að EES-samningnum val milli þess við innleiðingu
1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunar 93/13/EBE, annars vegar að mæla svo
fyrir í landsrétti að heimilt sé að lýsa óskuldbindandi fyrir neytanda
óréttmæta skilmála í skilningi 1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar, eða
hins vegar að mæla svo fyrir í landsrétti að slíkir skilmálar skuli
ávallt vera óskuldbindandi fyrir neytandann?
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45

By letter of 1 April 2014, the Court asked the parties whether, in order
to answer the questions referred by Reykjavík District Court in the case
at hand, it is of relevance, and if so to what extent, that the Icelandic
legislature decided to apply the provisions of Directive 87/102/EEC to
mortgage credit agreements through Act No 179/2000, amending Act No
121/1994, as the Defendant contended in its written submissions.

46

Reference is made to the Report for the Hearing for a fuller account of the
legal framework, the facts, the procedure and the written observations
submitted to the Court, which are mentioned or discussed hereinafter only
insofar as is necessary for the reasoning of the Court.

III THE SCOPE OF THE NATIONAL COURT’S REQUEST
47

The Plaintiff submits that the questions referred by Reykjavík District
Court do not fully cover the issues that court intended to refer before
the Supreme Court rendered its ruling. As a consequence, the Plaintiff
suggests that the Court should render an Advisory Opinion on those
matters as well as on the questions that have been referred by the District
Court.

48

The Court recalls that it is solely for the national court before which the dispute
has been brought, and which must assume responsibility for the subsequent
judicial decision, to determine in the light of the particular circumstances of
the case both the need for an Advisory Opinion in order to enable it to deliver
judgment and the relevance of the questions which it submits to the Court
(see Case E-13/11 Granville Establishment v Volker Anhalt, Melanie Anhalt and
Jasmin Barbaro, née Anhalt [2012] EFTA Ct. Rep. 400, paragraph 18).

49

Even if in practice the decision to submit a reference will often be made on an
application by one or both parties in the national proceedings, the cooperation
between the Court and the national court is completely independent of any
initiative by the parties (see Case E-18/11 Irish Bank Resolution Corporation
Ltd v Kaupþing hf (“Irish Bank”) [2012] EFTA Ct. Rep. 592, paragraphs
55 and 56). The questions referred to the Court by a national court enjoy
a presumption of relevance. The same presumption applies in relation to
reasoned decisions of national courts as regards the content and scope of
the questions referred (see Case E-10/12 Yngvi Harðarson v Askar Capital hf.
[2013] EFTA Ct. Rep. 204, paragraphs 38 and 41, and case law cited).
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Með bréfi dagsettu 1. apríl 2014 leitaði dómstóllinn svara hjá aðilum
málsins við því hvort máli skipti við úrlausn málsins, líkt og stefndi hélt
fram í skriflegri greinargerð, að íslenski löggjafinn hafi, með lögum
nr. 179/2000 sem breyttu lögum nr. 121/1994, ákveðið að ákvæði
tilskipunar 87/102/EBE skyldu ná til veðlána og þá að hvaða marki.

46

Vísað er til skýrslu framsögumanns um frekari lýsingu löggjafar,
málsatvika, meðferðar málsins og skriflegra greinargerða sem
dómstólnum bárust. Verða þau ekki rakin frekar nema að því leyti sem
forsendur dómsins krefjast.
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III UMFANG BEIÐNI LANDSDÓMSTÓLSINS
47

Stefnandi heldur því fram að spurningarnar sem Héraðsdómur Reykjavíkur
beindi til EFTA-dómstólsins taki ekki að öllu leyti til sömu atriða og
þær spurningar sem til stóð að héraðsdómurinn beindi til hans áður
en Hæstiréttur kvað upp sinn dóm. Þar af leiðandi leggur stefnandi til
að upphaflegu spurningum héraðsdóms verði svarað auk þeirra sem
héraðsdómurinn hefur nú beint til dómstólsins.

48

Dómstóllinn minnir á að það er einungis landsdómstólsins, sem málið hefur
verið lagt fyrir og sem axla verður ábyrgð á eftirfarandi dómsniðurstöðu,
að meta bæði þörfina á ráðgefandi áliti til að hann geti kveðið upp dóm
og mikilvægi spurninganna sem hann vísar til EFTA-dómstólsins í ljósi
þeirra tilteknu aðstæðna sem uppi eru í málinu (sjá mál E-13/11 Granville
Establishment gegn Volker Anhalt, Melanie Anhalt and Jasmin Barbaro, née
Anhalt [2012] EFTA Ct. Rep. 400, 18. mgr.).

49

Jafnvel þó að ákvörðunin um að óska eftir ráðgefandi áliti sé í raun oft
tekin að beiðni annars eða beggja aðila í innlendu málsmeðferðinni er
samstarf dómstólsins og landsdómstólsins algerlega óháð frumkvæði
aðilanna (sjá mál E-18/11 Irish Bank Resolution Corporation Ltd gegn
Kaupþing hf („Irish Bank“) [2012] EFTA Ct. Rep. 592, 55. og 56. mgr.).
Ganga verður út frá því fyrirfram að spurningar landsdómstóls eigi erindi
til dómstólsins. Telja verður að sömu sjónarmið eigi almennt við um það
hvernig landsdómstólar hafa með rökstuddum hætti afmarkað efni og
umfang þeirra spurninga sem vísað er til dómstólsins (sjá mál E-10/12
Yngvi Harðarson gegn Askar Capital hf. [2013] EFTA Ct. Rep. 204, 38.
og 41. mgr., og dómaframkvæmd sem þar er vitnað til).
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50

Contrary to the situation in Irish Bank, it appears from the request in the
present case that the competent national court decided to refer the set of
questions as they stood following the decision of the Supreme Court.

51

The Court will therefore answer the questions as formulated by the District
Court in its request of 5 November 2013.

IV ANSWERS OF THE COURT
Applicability of Council Directive 87/102/EEC of 22 December 1986 for
the approximation of the laws, regulations and administrative provisions
of the Member States concerning consumer credit
52

In order to provide a useful answer to the national court, the Court may
extract from all the factors provided by the former and, in particular,
from the statement of grounds in the order for reference, the elements of
EEA law requiring an interpretation having regard to the subject-matter of
the dispute. It may also restrict its analysis to the provisions of EEA law
and provide an interpretation of them which will be of use to the national
court, which has the task of interpreting the provisions of national law and
determining their compatibility with EEA law (see Yngvi Harðarson, cited
above, paragraph 39, and case law cited).

53

In the present case, it appears from the observations received that the
Icelandic legislature decided to apply the provisions of Council Directive
87/102/EEC of 22 December 1986 for the approximation of the laws,
regulations and administrative provisions of the Member States concerning
consumer credit, as incorporated in the EEA Agreement at point 7h of Annex
XIX to the EEA Agreement, also to internal situations, in the sense that,
through Act No 179/2000, amending Act No 121/1994, it applied Directive
87/102/EEC also to mortgage credit agreements.

54

It is settled case law that where domestic legislation, in regulating purely
internal situations, adopts the same or similar solutions as those adopted in
EEA law in order to avoid any distortion of competition, it is in the interest
of the EEA to forestall future differences of interpretation. Provisions or
concepts taken from EEA law should thus be interpreted uniformly,
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Öfugt við stöðuna sem uppi var í máli Irish Bank virðist af beiðninni í
þessu máli sem hinn þar til bæri landsdómstóll hafi ákveðið að beina
spurningunum til EFTA-dómstólsins eins og þær voru orðaðar í dómi
Hæstaréttar Íslands.

51

Dómurinn mun því svara spurningunum eins og þær voru orðaðar í beiðni
Héraðsdóms Reykjavíkur frá 5. nóvember 2013.
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IV SVÖR DÓMSINS
Gildissvið tilskipunar ráðsins 87/102/EBE frá 22. desember 1986 um
samræmingu á lögum og stjórnsýslufyrirmælum aðildarríkjanna varðandi
neytendalán
52

Til þess að unnt sé að veita landsdómstólnum gagnlegt svar tekur
dómstóllinn mið af öllum atriðum sem landsdómstóllinn leggur fram í
beiðni um ráðgefandi álit. Er þá einkum litið til rökstuðningsins að baki
ákvörðuninni um að leita ráðgefandi álits svo og þeirra þátta EES-réttar
sem nauðsynlegt er að túlka að teknu tilliti til sakarefnisins. Í því sambandi
kann dómstóllinn að takmarka umfjöllun sína og túlkun við þau ákvæði
EES-réttar sem nýtast landsdómstólnum sem hefur það verkefni að túlka
ákvæði landsréttar og taka afstöðu til hvernig þau samræmast EES-rétti
(sjá áður tilvitnað mál Yngva Harðarsonar, 39. mgr., og dómaframkvæmd
sem þar er vitnað til).

53

Af skriflegum greinargerðum í máli þessu virðist mega ráða að íslenski
löggjafinn hafi mælt fyrir um að ákvæði tilskipunar ráðsins 87/102/EBE frá
22. desember 1986 um samræmingu á lögum og stjórnsýslufyrirmælum
aðildarríkjanna varðandi neytendalán, eins og þau voru tekin upp í lið 7h í
XIX. viðauka við EES-samninginn, skyldu einnig ná til aðstæðna innanlands
í þeim skilningi að með lögum nr. 179/2000 sem breyttu lögum nr.
121/1994 var tilskipun 87/102/EBE einnig beitt um veðlán.

54

Það er í samræmi við dómvenju að þegar reglur landsréttar sem einungis
eiga við aðstæður innanlands byggjast á sömu eða svipuðum lausnum og
EES-réttur, í þeim tilgangi að forðast röskun á samkeppni, er það EESsamstarfinu í hag að komið sé í veg fyrir ólíka túlkun í framtíðinni. Af þeim
sökum verður að gæta samræmis við túlkun reglna eða hugtaka sem
fengin eru úr EES-rétti óháð þeim aðstæðum sem þau eiga við um (sjá mál
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irrespective of the circumstances in which they apply (see Case E-17/11
Aresbank S.A v Landsbankinn hf., the Financial Supervisory Authority and
Iceland [2012] EFTA Ct. Rep. 916, paragraph 45, and case law cited).
55

However, in the case at hand, having regard to the subject-matter of the
dispute, it is unclear whether, and if so to what extent, Directive 87/102/
EEC concerning consumer credit and/or its relationship with Directive
93/13/EEC requires an interpretation.

56

Consequently, the Court will limit its answers to an analysis of the provisions
of Directive 93/13/EEC and will not provide guidance on the interpretation
of Directive 87/102/EEC. It is the task of the referring court to assess
whether it considers that sufficient guidance is given by the Advisory Opinion
or whether it appears to it that a further request to the Court is required (see
Case E-2/12 INT HOB-vín ehf. [2013] EFTA Ct. Rep. 816, paragraph 14).

Applicability of Directive 93/13/EEC
57

Both in their written observations and at the hearing, the Defendant,
Iceland, and ESA have questioned whether the contractual terms at issue
fall within the scope of the Directive. They observe that, pursuant to Article
1(2) of the Directive, contractual terms, when they reflect mandatory
statutory or regulatory provisions in national legislation, shall not be
subject to the provisions of the Directive.

58

This issue has not been addressed in the questions referred to the Court.
However, it is for the Court to provide the national court with all those
elements for the interpretation of EEA law that may be of assistance
in adjudicating on the case pending before it. Consequently, the Court
must address, as a preliminary point, whether the contractual terms on
indexation of repayment instalments of mortgage loans such as those at
issue in this case must be considered mandatory pursuant to Article 1(2)
of the Directive.

Observations submitted to the Court
59

The Defendant and ESA argue that, when national legislation has set out
rules that directly or indirectly determine the terms of consumer contracts,
consumers are not prone to suffer due to a weaker bargaining position and
do not need the same protection since the playing field has been levelled.
Hence, the Directive states in Article 1(2) that contractual terms reflecting
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E-17/11 Aresbank S.A. gegn Landsbankanum hf., Fjármálaeftirlitinu og
Íslandi [2012] EFTA Ct. Rep. 916, 45. mgr., og dómaframkvæmd sem þar
er vitnað til).
55

Hins vegar er óljóst í máli þessu, að teknu tilliti til efnis deilunnar, hvort
tilskipun 87/102/EBE um neytendalán og/eða samband hennar við
tilskipun 93/13/EBE þarfnist túlkunar og ef svo er að hvaða marki.

56

Þar af leiðandi mun dómstóllinn takmarka svör sín við greiningu ákvæða
tilskipunar 93/13/EBE og mun ekki veita leiðsögn um túlkun tilskipunar
87/102/EBE. Það fellur í hlut landsdómstólsins sem leitar ráðgefandi
álits að leggja mat á það hvort hann telji hið ráðgefandi álit veita nægilega
leiðsögn eða hvort leita þurfi frekara álits hjá dómstólnum (sjá mál
E-2/12 INT HOB-vín ehf. [2013] EFTA Ct. Rep. 816, 14. mgr.).

Gildissvið tilskipunar 93/13/EBE
57

Stefndi, Ísland og ESA hafa öll, bæði í skriflegum greinargerðum sínum
og við munnlegan málflutning, látið í ljós efasemdir um það hvort
samningsskilmálarnir sem deilt er um falli undir gildissvið tilskipunarinnar.
Þau benda á að samkvæmt 2. mgr. 1. gr. nái tilskipunin ekki til
samningsskilmála sem endurspegla lög eða bindandi stjórnsýsluákvæði
landsréttar.

58

Ekki er fjallað um þetta atriði í spurningunum sem beint var til dómstólsins.
Það leiðir þó af því hlutverki dómstólsins að veita álit varðandi öll
túlkunaratriði EES-réttar sem geta orðið landsdómstólnum að liði við að
komast að niðurstöðu í máli þessu að leggja verður mat á það, í upphafi,
hvort samningsskilmálar um verðtryggingu afborgana veðláns eins og þess
sem fjallað er um í þessu máli skuli teljast ófrávíkjanlegir samkvæmt 2.
mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar.

Athugasemdir sem lagðar voru fyrir dómstólinn
59

Stefndi og ESA halda því fram að þegar landslög hafi að geyma reglur sem
taki, beint eða óbeint, til skilmála neytendasamninga sé neytandi almennt
ekki í verri samningsaðstöðu og þurfi því ekki á sömu vernd að halda þar
sem búið sé að jafna aðstöðumuninn. Því komi fram í 2. mgr. 1. gr.
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mandatory statutory or regulatory provisions of national law are not subject
to the provisions of the Directive.
60

The Defendant claims that the indexation at issue is based upon rules
that must be considered mandatory. Indexation of mortgage loans is
not obligatory, but constitutes a well-established and common means of
addressing the inflation risk. If the parties agree that the loan shall be
indexed, the indexation has to comply with Articles 13 and 14 of Act No
38/2001. Moreover, the calculation of the CPI, upon which the indexation
must be based, is to be carried out by Statistics Iceland in accordance
with the rules set out in Act No 12/1995. In the Defendant’s view, the
indexation terms contested in the case at hand satisfy the relevant rules
established in Acts No 38/2001 and No 12/1995.

61

The Government of Iceland submits that the wording “mandatory or
regulatory provisions” in Article 1(2) of the Directive extends not only to
non-derogable laws which apply to contractual provisions, but also covers
derogable default contractual provisions.

62

ESA contends that contractual terms are excluded from the scope of the
Directive according to Article 1(2) if they reflect provisions of national
legislation governing a certain category of contracts. ESA argues that this
applies to the terms at issue. The indexation clauses and the calculation of
the underlying CPI are largely covered by detailed provisions of national law.
These statutory rules are not to be considered mandatory in the sense that
consumers are obliged to enter into indexed loan agreements. However, if
private parties choose to do so, the terms of indexation laid down in national
law are mandatory. Thus, the terms of bonds and payment schedules such
as those at issue are determined, at least indirectly, on the basis of the
provisions specified.

63

The Plaintiff, on the other hand, argues that the Directive applies to the
mortgage loan instrument in question. It does not follow from the preamble
to the Directive or from case law that the instrument at issue is excluded
from the scope of the Directive. The exclusion specified in Article 1(2) of
the Directive does not apply to the disputed indexation arrangement. The
mortgage loan instrument linking the borrower’s obligations to a CPI does
not reflect a mandatory statutory or regulatory provision within the meaning
of that Article. Moreover, even if the exemption under Article 1(2) of the
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tilskipunarinnar að hún nái ekki til samningsskilmála sem endurspegla lög
eða stjórnsýsluákvæði landsréttar.
60

Stefndi telur að verðtryggingin sem deilt er um í þessu máli byggist á
reglum sem verði að teljast ófrávíkjanlegar. Ekki sé skylt að verðtryggja
veðlán en það sé venjuhelguð og almenn leið til að takast á við hættu
á verðbólgu. Ef samningsaðilar samþykkja að lán skuli verðtryggt
verði verðtryggingin að vera í samræmi við 13. og 14. gr. laga nr.
38/2001. Samkvæmt reglum laga nr. 12/1995 skuli Hagstofa Íslands
enn fremur annast útreikning á vísitölu neysluverðs sem verðtryggingin
verði sömuleiðis að byggjast á. Þá telur stefndi að hin umdeildu
verðtryggingarákvæði séu í samræmi við viðeigandi reglur laga nr.
38/2001 og nr. 12/1995.

61

Ríkisstjórn Íslands telur að orðalagið ,,lög og bindandi stjórnsýsluákvæði“ í 2.
mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar taki ekki einungis til ófrávíkjanlegra laga sem eiga
við um samningsskilmála heldur einnig til skilmála sem samkvæmt lögum
gilda í samskiptum samningsaðila nema samið hafi verið um aðra skipan.

62

ESA telur að samningsskilmálar sem endurspegla ákvæði laga eða
stjórnvaldsfyrirmæla sem eiga við um ákveðna flokka samninga séu
undanskildir gildissviði tilskipunarinnar skv. 2. mgr. 1. gr. hennar og
að sú sé raunin í máli þessu. ESA telur að nákvæm ákvæði landsréttar
taki á flestu sem við kemur verðtryggingunni og útreikningi á vísitölu
neysluverðs sem hún er tengd við. Þessar lagareglur teljist ekki
bindandi í þeim skilningi að neytendum sé skylt að gangast undir
verðtryggða lánssamninga. Ef einkaaðilar ákveða hins vegar að gera
það séu skilmálar verðtryggingarinnar eins og kveðið er á um þá í
landsrétti bindandi. Skilmálar skuldabréfa og greiðsluáætlana, eins og
þeirra sem um ræðir í máli þessu, ráðist því að minnsta kosti óbeint af
áðurnefndum ákvæðum.

63

Stefnandi heldur því hins vegar fram að tilskipunin eigi við um
hinn umdeilda veðlánagerning. Það leiði hvorki af formálsorðum
tilskipunarinnar né dómaframkvæmd að hann sé undanþeginn gildissviði
hennar. Undanþágur 2. mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar eigi ekki við um hina
umdeildu verðtryggingarskilmála. Veðlánagerningurinn sem batt skyldur
lántaka við vísitölu neysluverðs endurspegli ekki bindandi ákvæði laga
eða stjórnsýslufyrirmæla í skilningi þeirrar greinar. Jafnvel þó að í fyrstu
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Directive were to apply prima facie, its application would be excluded in
practice since the consumer has to be informed about mandatory statutory
or regulatory provisions and, as regards the CPI Act No 12/1995, the
Defendant did not do so.
64

In the Commission’s view, it follows from recital 13 in the preamble to the
Directive that Article 1(2) of the Directive is intended to cover contractual
terms determined by provisions of national law or default terms that are
deemed to apply when the parties make no other specific arrangements.
The rationale behind Article 1(2) of the Directive is that it may legitimately be
supposed that the national legislature already struck an appropriate balance
between the rights and obligations of the parties to certain types of contract.

65

The Commission submits further that in Icelandic law price indexation is
governed by the terms of Act No 38/2001, which, pursuant to Article
14, permits savings and loans to be price-indexed if the basis for that
indexation is the CPI calculated by Statistics Iceland. In this way, the
Icelandic legislature has weighed up the various interests of the parties to
loan agreements and provided for the possibility of price-indexing, under
certain strictly defined conditions. However, the inclusion of a priceindexation clause appears to remain purely a possibility. It is authorised
by national law, but is not compulsory, and does not apply as a default
rule in the absence of any specific contractual arrangement on this point.
It follows, therefore, that it cannot be a mandatory provision within the
meaning of Article 1(2) of the Directive. Such a conclusion is reinforced by
the general consideration that derogations from EEA consumer protection
law must be interpreted strictly.

Findings of the Court
66

The jurisdiction of the Court extends to the interpretation of the Directive,
the Annex thereto, and the criteria which the national court should apply
when examining the unfairness of a contractual term in the light of the
provisions of the Directive.

67

Thus, the question whether contractual provisions on indexation such as
those at issue reflect mandatory statutory or regulatory provisions and
are therefore exempted from the scope the Directive pursuant to Article
1(2) is to be ascertained by the national court (compare Case C-488/11
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mætti ætla að undanþága 2. mgr. 1. gr. ætti við væri beiting hennar
útilokuð þar sem upplýsa þurfi neytanda um ófrávíkjanleg ákvæði laga
og stjórnsýslufyrirmæla og stefndi hafi ekki sinnt þeirri skyldu sinni að
því er varðar lög nr. 12/1995.
64

Að mati framkvæmdastjórnarinnar leiðir það af 13. lið formálsorða
tilskipunarinnar að 2. mgr. 1. gr. hennar sé ætlað að ná til
samningsskilmála sem stjórnast af ákvæðum landsréttar eða
varaskilmála sem gilda þegar aðilarnir hafa ekki samið sérstaklega um
annað. Rökin að baki 2. mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar séu þau að með
réttu megi gera ráð fyrir því að löggjafi aðildarríkis hafi þegar leitað
jafnvægis milli allra réttinda og skyldna aðila í ákveðnum tegundum af
samningum.

65

Framkvæmdastjórnin telur jafnframt að verðtryggingin falli undir ákvæði
íslenskra laga nr. 38/2001. 14. gr. þeirra laga heimili verðtryggingu
sparifjár og lánsfjár, sé grundvöllur verðtryggingarinnar vísitala
neysluverðs sem Hagstofa Íslands reiknar. Þannig hafi löggjafinn með
skýrum hætti vegið hagsmuni aðila lánssamninga og gefið kost á
verðtryggingu með ákveðnum skýrt afmörkuðum skilyrðum. Notkun
verðtryggingarákvæðis virðist þó einungis vera valkostur. Slík ákvæði
séu heimil samkvæmt landsrétti en ekki skyld og gildi ekki sjálfkrafa
þegar ekki hefur verið samið sérstaklega um þau. Þar af leiðandi
geti þau ekki talist endurspegla bindandi lög í skilningi 2. mgr. 1. gr.
tilskipunarinnar. Almenn sjónarmið um að túlka beri ákvæði EES-réttar
sem miða að neytendavernd þröngt styðji þá niðurstöðu.

Álit dómstólsins
66

Það fellur undir lögsögu dómstólsins að túlka tilskipunina, viðauka hennar
og þau viðmið sem landsdómstólnum ber að taka mið af við athugun á því
hvort samningsskilmálar séu óréttmætir samkvæmt tilskipuninni.

67

Það álitaefni hvort samningsskilmálar um verðtryggingu eins og þeir sem
um ræðir í máli þessu endurspegli lög eða bindandi stjórnsýsluákvæði og
séu þar af leiðandi undanþegnir gildissviði tilskipunarinnar samkvæmt 2.
mgr. 1. gr. er því á forræði landsdómstólsins (sjá til samanburðar
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Asbeek Brusse and de Man Garabito, judgment of 30 May 2013, published
electronically, paragraph 33). The Court must limit itself to providing the
referring court with guidance which the latter must take into account in
order to assess whether Article 1(2) of the Directive applies in situations
such as that in the case at hand.
68

According to recital 13 in the preamble to the Directive, the exclusion
contained in Article 1(2) extends to terms which reflect provisions of
national law that apply between the parties to the contract independently
of their choice or provisions that apply by default in the absence of other
arrangements established by the parties.

69

Not only contractual terms which reflect provisions of national legislation
that govern the category of contract at issue are exempted, but also
other contracts to which that legislation applies pursuant to a provision of
national law (compare Case C-92/11 RWE Vertrieb, judgment of 21 March
2013, published electronically, paragraphs 26 and 27).

70

This exemption is based on the legitimate assumption that the national
legislature has, in substance, excluded unfair terms in consumer contracts
since the mandatory rules strike a fair balance between the rights and
obligations of the parties. From the perspective of the consumer, it is
therefore of particular importance that EEA States actually ensure that
balance. If power is delegated, it must be assessed in each individual case
whether that balance has in fact been struck.

71

In the present case, it was agreed that the mortgage loan was to be linked
to the CPI with a provision on the review of the interest rate subject to
further requirements, as set out in paragraphs 33 to 35 above.

72

The Court notes that Icelandic law provides for a possibility to index
certain loans on the basis of the CPI. The index is calculated by Statistics
Iceland. Statistics Iceland is a professionally-independent institution under
the aegis of the Icelandic Prime Minister. The index is subject to certain
requirements. These requirements and the calculation of the underlying CPI
are set out in Act No 38/2001, Act 12/1995 and Rules No 492/2001 on
Price Indexation of Savings and Loans as published by the Central Bank of
Iceland. The Central Bank’s rules are subject to the approval of the Minister
of Finance and Economic Affairs, cf. Article 15 of Act No 38/2001.
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mál C-488/11 Asbeek Brusse and de Man Garabito, dómur frá 30. maí
2013, birtur með rafrænum hætti, 33. mgr.). EFTA-dómstóllinn verður að
takmarka sig við að veita leiðsögn sem landsdómstóllinn verður að taka
mið af við mat á því hvort aðstæður eins og þær sem eru uppi í þessu máli
falli undir 2. mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar.
68

Samkvæmt 13. lið formálsorða tilskipunarinnar tekur undanþágan í 2. mgr.
1. gr. til skilmála sem endurspegla ákvæði landslaga sem samningsaðilar
hafa ekki val um að gildi þeirra á milli eða sem gilda sjálfkrafa þegar ekki
er um annað samið.

69

Undanþágan nær ekki aðeins til samningsskilmála sem endurspegla þau
ákvæði landslaga sem gilda um ákveðinn flokk samninga heldur einnig til
annarra samninga sem sú löggjöf nær til samkvæmt ákvæðum landslaga
(sjá til samanburðar mál C-92/11 RWE Vertrieb, dómur frá 21. mars 2013,
birtur með rafrænum hætti, 26. og 27. mgr.).

70

Þessi undanþága byggir á þeirri réttmætu ályktun að löggjafi aðildarríkis
hafi í grundvallaratriðum komið í veg fyrir óréttmæta skilmála í
neytendasamningum þar sem hinar bindandi reglur leiti jafnvægis á milli
réttinda og skyldna samningsaðila. Frá sjónarhóli neytandans er það því
sérstaklega mikilvægt að EES-ríki tryggi í reynd slíkt jafnvægi. Meta verður
hvort svo sé í hverju tilviki fyrir sig ef vald er framselt.

71

Í þessu máli var samið um að veðlánið skyldi bundið vísitölu neysluverðs
með vaxtaendurskoðunarákvæði bundnu tilteknum skilyrðum, eins og nánar
getur í 33. til 35. mgr. hér að framan.

72

Dómstóllinn bendir á að íslensk löggjöf heimili bindingu tiltekinna lána
við vísitölu neysluverðs. Hagstofa Íslands hefur útreikning vísitölunnar
með höndum. Hagstofa Íslands er óháður fagaðili sem heyrir undir
forsætisráðherra Íslands. Vísitalan er háð ákveðnum skilyrðum. Þau
skilyrði og útreikningur hinnar undirliggjandi grunnvísitölu eru útlistuð
í lögum nr. 38/2001, lögum nr. 12/1995 og reglum Seðlabanka
Íslands nr. 492/2001 um verðtryggingu sparifjár og lánsfjár. Reglur
Seðlabankans eru háðar samþykki fjármála- og efnahagsráðherra
samkvæmt 15. gr. laga nr. 38/2001.
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73

However, indexation does not appear mandatory in the sense that a
mortgage loan must be indexed. All the same, it is plain from the case-file
that indexation is a widespread practice in Iceland. Furthermore, indexation
does not apply as a default rule in the absence of any specific contractual
arrangement on this point between the parties.

74

At the same time, if the parties agree to index a loan in accordance with
one of the possibilities provided under Icelandic law, it appears that they
are bound to a substantial extent by the scheme set out in regulatory
and statutory provisions of national law. That seems to be the case if
the parties agree to index the loan on the basis of the CPI as set out in
paragraph 33 to 35.

75

To the extent that the contractual terms at issue reflect the regulatory
scheme provided under Icelandic law for the indexation of loans based
on the CPI, it would be artificial to draw a distinction between terms that,
pursuant to national law, must be included in a category of contract,
such as mortgage loans, and clauses whose inclusion in the category
of contract is optional but whose substance is mandatory. In neither
case does the inequality of bargaining power influence the content of the
terms to the detriment of the consumer. Moreover, to the extent that the
parties have to apply contractual terms which reflect a scheme set out in
regulatory and statutory provisions of national law, these rules are equally
imposed on the supplier and consumer.

76

Therefore, the exclusion of mandatory rules applies also to contractual
terms that are optional but if chosen by the parties their substance is
not left to the parties to negotiate. The legitimate assumption that unfair
contractual terms are excluded applies therefore also in a case of that
kind, as it does in cases where parties have no choice, or have not made a
choice.

77

It therefore follows from Article 1(2) of the Directive as well as from the
premise underlying the system of protection introduced by the Directive
that such contractual terms must also be considered mandatory and thus
exempted from the application of the Directive. This conclusion is not
altered by the general consideration that derogations from EEA consumer
protection law must be interpreted strictly.
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Verðtryggingin virðist þó ekki vera ófrávíkjanleg, í þeim skilningi að skylt
sé að verðtryggja fasteignalán. Engu að síður er ljóst af málsgögnum að
verðtrygging er útbreidd á Íslandi. Enn fremur er verðtrygging ekki regla
sem á sjálfkrafa við í þeim tilvikum þar sem samningsaðilar hafa ekki
sérstaklega samið um annað fyrirkomulag.

74

Að sama skapi virðast samningsaðilar að verulegu leyti bundnir af því
kerfi sem mælt er fyrir um í lögum og reglugerðum landsréttar ef þeir
sammælast um að verðtryggja lán í samræmi við einn þeirra möguleika
sem í boði eru samkvæmt íslenskum lögum. Sú virðist vera raunin ef aðilar
ákveða að binda lán við vísitölu neysluverðs eins og lýst er í 33. til 35.
mgr.

75

Að því marki sem hinir umdeildu samningsskilmálar endurspegla reglur
íslensks réttar um verðtryggingu lána á grundvelli vísitölu neysluverðs
standa ekki efnisleg rök til að gera greinarmun á skilmálum sem
samkvæmt landsrétti verða að fylgja ákveðnum tegundum samninga,
eins og til dæmis veðlánum, og skilmálum sem eru lögbundnir að
efni til en samningsaðilar hafa val um hvort þeir leggi til grundvallar í
lögskiptum sínum. Í hvorugu tilvikinu hefur ójöfn samningsstaða áhrif
á efni skilmálans neytanda í óhag. Að því marki sem samningsaðilar
verða að taka mið af samningsskilmálum sem endurspegla lagakerfi og
regluverk landsréttar er það enn fremur svo að þær reglur gilda jafnt
um lánveitendur og neytendur.

76

Undanþága samningsskilmála sem endurspegla lög og bindandi
stjórnsýsluákvæði tekur því einnig til samningsskilmála sem aðilar eiga
val um hvort þeir taki upp í samning en geta að öðru leyti ekki samið
sérstaklega um efni þeirra verði þeir fyrir valinu. Sú réttmæta ályktun að
komið hafi verið í veg fyrir óréttmæta samningsskilmála nær því jafnt til
slíkra tilvika og tilvika þar sem samningsaðilar hafa ekkert val eða hafa ekki
komið sér saman um annað fyrirkomulag.

77

Það leiðir því af 2. mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar og forsendum að baki kerfi
neytendaverndarinnar sem tilskipunin kom á að einnig skal telja slíka
samningsskilmála endurspegla lög og bindandi stjórnsýsluákvæði og því
undanþegna gildissviði tilskipunarinnar. Almennar hugleiðingar um að
undanþágur frá reglum EES-réttar um neytendavernd verði að túlka með
þröngum hætti geta ekki breytt þeirri niðurstöðu.
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78

Since the exclusion provided for in Article 1(2) of the Directive is only
applicable insofar as the contractual terms reflect mandatory provisions
it must be assessed whether and to what extent the regulatory scheme
is exhaustive and that the seller or supplier therefore has no right
to unilaterally set out certain aspects in terms and conditions at a
contractual level. By contrast, rules of a regulatory scheme which enable
the contractual parties to individually negotiate certain aspects are not
to be considered mandatory. Moreover, even if the terms of a contract
are found to reflect mandatory provisions, the supplier of a loan may
be required to provide the customer with certain information as regards
those provisions (compare, to that effect, Case C-472/10 Invitel,
judgment of 26 April 2012, published electronically, paragraph 29). This
issue is addressed in paragraph 143 of this judgment.

79

It is for the national court to ascertain whether contractual terms on the
indexation of the repayment instalments of mortgage loans, such as those
at issue in the present case, are to be considered as reflecting mandatory
regulatory or statutory provisions pursuant to Article 1(2) of the Directive.

Substance of the first question
Observations submitted to the Court
80

As regards the substance of the first question, the Plaintiff submits that it
is compatible with Directive 93/13/EEC for the legislation in a EEA State
to permit repayment instalments to be linked to a predetermined index
in contracts between consumers and suppliers for loans to finance real
estate purchases, insofar as the reasons for or method of variation are
explicitly and comprehensively described in the debt instrument. However,
in his view, the information given in the present case does not enable the
Plaintiff as a consumer to read from the terms of the contract, prior to or
at the time he enters into it, the extent of the obligations he is undertaking.
No guidance is given as to what to expect in terms of payment obligations
during the contract period as a result of the indexation. For that to be the
case, everything of importance would have to be written into the contract
in a clear and unambiguous fashion.

81

In the event that the Directive applies in the case at hand, the Defendant
submits that the Annex to the Directive contains a list of the terms that may
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Þar sem undanþága 2. mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar á einungis við
að því leyti sem samningsskilmálar endurspegla lög og bindandi
stjórnsýsluákvæði verður að meta hvort og að hvaða marki reglur
landsréttar séu tæmandi og seljandi eða veitandi hafi þar af leiðandi
ekki rétt til þess að kveða einhliða á um tiltekin atriði í almennum
skilmálum við samningsgerðina. Á hinn bóginn ber ekki að telja ákvæði
landsréttar sem heimila samningsaðilum að semja um tiltekin atriði
bindandi. Enn fremur getur lánveitanda verið skylt að láta neytanda í té
tilteknar upplýsingar um þá samningsskilmála sem teljast bindandi (sjá
til samanburðar C-472/10 Invitel, dómur frá 26. apríl 2012, birtur með
rafrænum hætti, 29. mgr.). Um þetta atriði er nánar fjallað í 143. mgr.
þessa dóms.

79

Það er í verkahring landsdómstólsins að taka afstöðu til hvort
samningsskilmálar um verðtryggingu afborgana veðláns, eins og þeir
sem um ræðir í máli þessu, skuli teljast endurspegla lög eða bindandi
stjórnsýsluákvæði samkvæmt 2. mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar.
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Efni fyrstu spurningarinnar
Athugasemdir sem lagðar voru fyrir dómstólinn
80

Að því er efni fyrstu spurningarinnar varðar bendir stefnandi á að það
samrýmist ákvæðum tilskipunar 93/13/EBE að löggjöf í ríki sem aðild á
að EES-samningnum heimili að samningur neytanda og veitanda um lán til
fjármögnunar fasteignakaupa hafi að geyma ákvæði þess efnis að greiðslur
af láninu skuli verðtryggðar samkvæmt fyrirfram ákveðinni vísitölu að því
gættu að ástæður verðbreytinga eða aðferðin sem beitt er sé útskýrð
skilmerkilega og rækilega í skuldabréfinu. Hins vegar telur stefnandi að
upplýsingarnar sem veittar voru í þessu máli hafi ekki gert honum, sem
neytanda, kleift að lesa út úr skilmálum samningsins umfang þeirrar
skuldbindingar sem hann tekst á hendur fyrir eða við samningsgerðina.
Engar leiðbeiningar sé að finna um hvaða áhrif verðtryggingin geti haft á
greiðsluskylduna á samningstímanum. Til að svo mætti vera hefði þurft að
taka fram öll atriði sem þýðingu hafa með skýrum og ótvíræðum hætti í
samningnum.

81

Eigi tilskipunin við um mál þetta bendir stefndi á að í viðauka hennar
sé að finna lista yfir þá skilmála sem geti talist óréttmætir. Sá listi sé
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be regarded as unfair. However, this list is not exhaustive and it has not
been regarded as binding. As can be seen from paragraph 1(l) of the Annex,
indexation in itself is not to be considered unfair. Moreover, that provision
does not apply to the indexation term at issue since it is not subject to any
arbitrary decision-making. Moreover, as can be seen from points 2(c) and
(d) of the Annex, the use of price-indexation clauses is to be considered fair,
provided that they are in accordance with the law and that the method by
which prices vary is explicitly described.
82

Taking the same premise as the Defendant, ESA argues that the Directive
does not establish a general prohibition on financial services providers
using price-indexation clauses in consumer mortgage contracts. On the
contrary, point 2(d) of the Annex to the Directive provides expressly that
price-indexation clauses do not, in and of themselves, amount to terms that
may be regarded as unfair, where these clauses are lawful and the method
by which prices vary is explicitly described. The emphasis is thus placed
on the clarity and quality of the information concerning the price indexation
which the seller or supplier provided to the consumer at the time when the
contract was concluded.

83

ESA contends that the two conditions of point 2(d) of the Annex to the
Directive are fulfilled. First, Chapter VI of Act No 38/2001 and Rules No
492/2001 expressly permit the index-linking of loans provided that the basis
of the indexation is the official CPI. Second, it follows from the information
given by the national court that an explicit description of the price-index
mechanism was provided in the contract. The bond and the accompanying
payment schedule contain provisions specifically explaining that the principal
of the debt will be revised on each due date before the interest and the
instalment payable are calculated, in proportion to changes in the CPI.

84

The Commission submits that Articles 3 and 4 of the Directive lay down
general principles for the assessment of whether a particular contractual
term is unfair, but do not as such preclude a price-indexation clause.
This is further illustrated by the terms of Article 3(3) of the Directive read
together with the Annex. Not only does this confirm that the list of terms
set out in paragraph 1 of the Annex is purely indicative. Paragraph 1(l),
read together with point 2(d), goes on to provide express confirmation that
a price-indexation clause may be permitted, subject only to the condition
that, in order to be considered fair, it should explicitly describe the method
by which prices vary.
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þó ekki tæmandi og hafi ekki talist bindandi. Eins og lesa megi úr l-lið
1. mgr. viðaukans geti verðtrygging í sjálfu sér ekki talist óréttmæt.
Jafnframt geti tilvitnaður liður ekki tekið til verðtryggingarinnar sem
hér um ræðir þar sem hún sé ekki háð geðþóttaákvörðunum. Það leiði
enn fremur af c- og d-lið 2. mgr. viðaukans við tilskipunina að notkun
verðtryggingarákvæða teljist réttmæt að því gefnu að þau samrýmist
lögum og að aðferðin við útreikning verðbreytinga sé rækilega útskýrð í
samningi.
82

ESA heldur því fram, á sömu forsendum og stefndi, að í tilskipuninni
sé ekki að finna almennt bann við því að fjármálafyrirtæki notist við
verðtryggingarákvæði í veðlánum til neytenda. Þvert á móti komi skýrlega
fram í d-lið 2. mgr. viðauka tilskipunarinnar að verðtryggingarákvæði
teljist ekki óréttmætir skilmálar í sjálfu sér ef vísitölubindingin er „lögleg“
og „aðferðin við útreikning verðbreytinga er útskýrð rækilega í samningi.“
Áherslan sé því á skýrleika og gæði þeirra upplýsinga sem seljandi eða
veitandi lét neytandanum í té um verðtrygginguna við samningsgerðina.

83

ESA telur bæði skilyrði d-liðar 2. mgr. viðauka tilskipunarinnar uppfyllt.
Í fyrsta lagi sé skýr heimild fyrir því í VI. kafla laga nr. 38/2001
og reglum nr. 492/2001 að lán séu verðtryggð að því gefnu að
vísitölubindingin stjórnist af hinni opinberu vísitölu neysluverðs. Í
öðru lagi megi ráða af þeim upplýsingum sem landsdómstóllinn hafi
veitt að verðtryggingin hafi verið rækilega útskýrð í samningnum.
Skuldabréfið og greiðsluáætlunin sem því fylgdi innihaldi ákvæði sem
útskýri sérstaklega að höfuðstóll skuldarinnar skuli breytast á hverjum
gjalddaga, í samræmi við vísitölu neysluverðs, áður en vextir og
afborgun séu reiknuð út.

84

Framkvæmdastjórnin telur að 3. og 4. gr. tilskipunarinnar mæli fyrir um
meginreglur við mat á því hvort tiltekinn samningsskilmáli sé óréttmætur
en útiloki ekki notkun verðtryggingarákvæðis. 3. mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar
lesin með hliðsjón af viðauka hennar sýni þetta enn frekar. Það staðfesti
ekki aðeins að listi skilmálanna í 1. mgr. viðaukans sé eingöngu
leiðbeinandi heldur veiti l-liður 1. mgr., lesinn með hliðsjón af d-lið 2. mgr.,
einnig skýra staðfestingu á því að heimila megi verðtryggingarákvæði með
því eina skilyrði að slíkur skilmáli innihaldi rækilega útskýringu á aðferðinni
sem beitt er við útreikning verðbreytinga.
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Findings of the Court
85

To cover the situation that, having regard to the considerations set out in
paragraphs 71 to 79 of this judgment, the national court finds the Directive
applicable to the contractual terms linking the mortgage loan to the CPI,
the Court will, in order to give as useful a reply as possible, also examine
the issues raised by the subsequent questions of the referring court.

86

By its first question, the national court asks, in essence, whether the
Directive generally prohibits contractual terms on the indexation of
mortgage loans in contracts between a supplier and a consumer.

87

Taken together, Articles 3, 4 and 5 of the Directive lay down general
principles for assessing whether a particular contractual term is unfair.
Pursuant to the Directive, an unfair contractual term is a term which has
not been individually negotiated and which, contrary to the requirement of
good faith, causes a significant imbalance in the parties’ contractual rights
and obligations, to the detriment of the consumer.

88

In referring to the concept of good faith and in view of a significant
imbalance between the rights and obligations of the parties, Article 3 of
the Directive merely defines in a general way the factors that render unfair
a contractual term (compare, to that effect, Case C-478/99 Commission v
Sweden [2002] ECR I-4147, paragraph 17).

89

The Annex to which Article 3(3) of the Directive refers contains an
indicative and non-exhaustive list of terms which may be regarded as
unfair. A term appearing in the list need not necessarily be considered
unfair and, conversely, a term that does not appear in the list may none
the less be regarded as unfair (compare Case C-243/08 Pannon GSM
[2009] ECR I-4713, paragraphs 37 and 38). If the content of the Annex
does not suffice in itself to establish automatically the unfair nature of
a contested term, it is nevertheless an essential element on which the
competent court may base its assessment as to the unfair nature of that
term.

90

Moreover, Article 5 of the Directive imposes an obligation on the seller or
supplier to draft terms in plain, intelligible language. The 20th recital in the
preamble to Directive specifies that the consumer must actually be given
an opportunity to examine all the terms of the contract.
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Álit dómstólsins
85

Til að þess að svör dómstólsins komi að sem mestu gagni og að teknu
tilliti til þess möguleika að landsdómstóllinn telji að tilskipunin kunni að
eiga við um samningsskilmála sem binda veðlán við vísitölu neysluverðs,
samanber umfjöllun í 71. til 79. mgr. hér að framan, mun dómstóllinn
einnig taka afstöðu til þeirra álitaefna sem tengjast næstu spurningum
landsdómstólsins.

86

Með fyrstu spurningunni leitar landsdómstóllinn í aðalatriðum svars við
því hvort tilskipunin leggi almennt bann við notkun samningsskilmála um
verðtryggingu veðlána í samningum lánveitenda og neytenda.

87

Meginreglur um mat á því hvort tiltekinn samningsskilmáli teljist óréttmætur
er að finna í 3., 4. og 5. gr. tilskipunarinnar. Samkvæmt tilskipuninni telst
samningsskilmáli óréttmætur ef ekki hefur verið samið sérstaklega um
hann og skilmálinn veldur þrátt fyrir skilyrðið um ,,góða trú“, umtalsverðu
ójafnvægi réttinda og skyldna samningsaðila samkvæmt samningnum,
neytanda til tjóns.

88

3. gr. tilskipunarinnar hefur aðeins að geyma almenn atriði um þá þætti
sem geta gert það að verkum að samningsskilmáli teljist óréttmætur í
ljósi hugtakanna um „góða trú“ og „umtalsvert ójafnvægi milli réttinda
og skyldna samningsaðila“ (sjá til samanburðar, mál C-478/99
Framkvæmdastjórnin gegn Svíþjóð [2002] ECR I-4147, 17. mgr.).

89

Í viðaukanum sem vísað er til í 3. mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar er listi,
leiðbeinandi en ekki tæmandi, yfir skilmála sem teljast óréttmætir.
Skilmáli á listanum telst ekki endilega óréttmætur og skilmáli sem ekki
er að finna á listanum getur engu að síður talist óréttmætur (sjá til
samanburðar mál C-243/08 Pannon GSM [2009] ECR I-4713, 37. og
38. mgr.). Ef efni viðaukans nægir ekki eitt og sér til að slá því föstu
að umdeildur samningsskilmáli teljist óréttmætur, er það engu að síður
grundvallarþáttur sem þar til bær dómstóll getur byggt mat sitt um
óréttmæti skilmálans á.

90

5. gr. tilskipunarinnar leggur jafnframt þá skyldu á seljanda eða veitanda
að orða skilmála á eðlilegu og skiljanlegu máli. Í 20. lið formálsorða
tilskipunarinnar er tekið fram að neytandi verði að fá tækifæri til þess að
skoða alla skilmála samningsins.
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91

The jurisdiction of the Court extends to the interpretation of the concept of
an “unfair term” used in Article 3(1) of the Directive and in the Annex thereto
and to the criteria which the national court should apply when examining
a contractual term in the light of the provisions of the Directive. It is for
that court to determine, in the light of those criteria, whether a particular
contractual term is actually unfair in the circumstances of the case.

92

As to the question whether a particular term in a contract is, or is not,
unfair, Article 4(1) of the Directive provides that the answer should be
reached taking into account the nature of the goods or services for which
the contract was concluded and by referring, at the time of conclusion of
the contract, to all the circumstances surrounding the conclusion of the
contract. In the context of the present case, the national court must also
take into consideration that under an indexed loan, the interest rate is
normally lower than it would have been under a non-indexed loan.

93

Consequences of the term under the law applicable to the contract must
also be taken into account. This requires that consideration be given to the
relevant national law (compare Case C-226/12 Constructora Principado,
judgment of 16 January 2014, published electronically, paragraph 24),
comprising a comparative analysis between the legal situation of the
consumer under the contract and the legal situation provided for by the
national law in force. To that end, an assessment should also be carried out
of the legal situation of that consumer having regard to the means at his
disposal, under national legislation, to prevent continued use of unfair terms
(compare Case C-415/11 Aziz, judgment of 14 March 2013, published
electronically, paragraph 68).

94

With regard to the circumstances in which such an imbalance arises
“contrary to the requirement of good faith”, the national court must assess
for those purposes whether the seller or supplier, dealing fairly and
equitably with the consumer, could reasonably assume that the consumer
would have agreed to such a term in individual contract negotiations.

95

However, pursuant to Article 4(2) of the Directive, the assessment of the unfair
nature of the terms shall relate neither to the definition of the main subject
matter of the contract nor to the adequacy of the price and remuneration, on
the one hand, as against the services or goods supplies in exchange, on the
other, in so far as these terms are in plain intelligible language.
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Það fellur undir lögsögu dómstólsins að túlka hugtakið ,,óréttmætur
samningsskilmáli“ eins og það er notað í 1. mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar
og viðauka hennar til að skýra þær forsendur sem landsdómstólnum
ber að beita þegar hann leggur mat á samningsskilmála með hliðsjón af
tilskipuninni. Það er hins vegar landsdómstólsins að ákveða, að teknu
tilliti til þeirra forsendna, hvort tiltekinn samningsskilmáli teljist í raun
óréttmætur í ljósi atvika málsins.

92

Hvað varðar þá spurningu hvort tiltekinn samningsskilmáli sé óréttmætur
eða ekki segir í 1. mgr. 4. gr. tilskipunarinnar að því skuli svarað að teknu
tilliti til þess um hvers konar vörur eða þjónustu samningurinn var gerður
og með hliðsjón af öllum aðstæðum sem tengjast gerð samningsins. Í
þessu máli verður landsdómstóllinn einnig að taka tillit til þess að vextir
af verðtryggðu láni eru alla jafna lægri en þeir væru ef um óverðtryggt lán
væri að ræða.

93

Einnig verður að gæta afleiðinga skilmálans samkvæmt þeim lögum sem
eiga við um samninginn. Það þarf því að gæta að viðeigandi ákvæðum
landsréttar (sjá til samanburðar mál C-226/12 Constructora Principado,
dómur frá 16. janúar 2014, birtur með rafrænum hætti, 24. mgr.)
sem felur í sér samanburð á lagalegri stöðu neytandans samkvæmt
samningnum annars vegar og reglum landsréttar hins vegar. Til þess að
svo megi verða er einnig nauðsynlegt að meta lagalega stöðu neytandans
með hliðsjón af þeim úrræðum sem hann hefur að landsrétti til að koma í
veg fyrir áframhaldandi beitingu óréttmætra skilmála (sjá til samanburðar
mál C-415/11 Aziz, dómur frá 14. mars 2013, birtur með rafrænum hætti,
68. mgr.).

94

Við aðstæður þegar slíkt ójafnvægi myndast, þrátt fyrir skilyrðið um ,,góða
trú“, verður landsdómstóllinn að meta hvort seljandi eða veitandi sem
kemur fram við neytanda af sanngirni og réttlæti geti réttilega talið að
neytandinn hefði fallist á slíkan samningsskilmála ef um hann hefði verið
samið sérstaklega.

95

Samkvæmt 2. mgr. 4. gr. tilskipunarinnar skal mat á óréttmæti skilmálanna
þó hvorki tengjast skilgreiningu á aðalefni samningsins né samanburði á
verði og endurgjaldi, annars vegar, og þeirri þjónustu eða vöru sem kemur
í staðinn, hins vegar, ef skilmálarnir eru á skýru og skiljanlegu máli.
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96

In the present case, that exclusion does not apply since a term relating
to a mechanism for amending the prices of the services provided to the
consumer is not encompassed by Article 4 of the Directive (compare
Invitel, cited above, paragraph 29).

97

In light of the considerations set out above, the Directive does not
categorically prohibit a price-indexation clause in a mortgage loan
agreement, such as the one at issue, as Articles 3 and 4 of the Directive
are limited to laying down general principles for the assessment of whether
a particular contractual term is unfair and Article 3(3) of the Directive read
together with point 2(d) of the Annex to the Directive explicitly provides
that price-indexation clauses do not, in and of themselves, amount to
terms that may be regarded as unfair, where these clauses are lawful and
the method by which prices vary is explicitly described.

98

At the same time, it follows from the relevant provisions of the Annex
and Articles 3(3) and 5 of the Directive that the clarity and quality of
the information about the price indexation which the seller or supplier
provided the consumer with at the time when the contract was concluded
is particularly relevant for the assessment (compare, to that effect,
the Opinion of Advocate General Wahl of 8 May 2014 in Joined Cases
C-359/11 and C-400/11 Schulz and Egbringhoff, published electronically,
point 53). Whether the conditions of clarity and quality of information are
fulfilled is a matter to be assessed by the national court.

99

The answer to the first question must therefore be that Directive 93/13/
EEC does not generally prohibit contractual terms on the indexation
of mortgage loans in contracts between a supplier and a consumer. It
is for the referring court to assess whether the term at issue is unfair.
The assessment must take into account the Court’s guidance on the
interpretation of the concept of “unfair term”.

The second question
100 By its second question, the referring court asks, in essence, whether, on
the basis that, under the Directive, the indexation of mortgage loans is not
generally prohibited, the Directive limits the discretion of an EEA State to
determine, through legislation or by means of administrative regulations,
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Sú undanþága á þó ekki við í þessu máli þar sem 4. gr. tilskipunarinnar
gerir ekki ráð fyrir skilmála sem felur í sér aðferð til að breyta verðlagi
þeirrar þjónustu sem neytandanum er veitt (sjá til samanburðar, áður
tilvitnað mál Invitel, 29. mgr.).

97

Af ofangreindum athugasemdum má sjá að tilskipunin leggur ekki
skilyrðislaust bann við verðtryggingarákvæðum í samningum um veðlán
eins og þeim sem hér um ræðir, þar sem 3. og 4. gr. tilskipunarinnar
mæla einungis fyrir um meginreglur við mat á því hvort tiltekinn
samningsskilmáli sé óréttmætur og í 3. mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar,
með hliðsjón af d-lið 2. mgr. viðauka hennar, segir berum orðum að
verðtryggingarákvæði teljist ekki óréttmætir skilmálar, í sjálfu sér, ef
vísitölubindingin er „lögleg“ og „aðferðin við útreikning verðbreytinga er
útskýrð rækilega í samningi.“

98

Það leiðir að sama skapi af viðeigandi ákvæðum viðaukans auk 3. mgr.
3. gr. og 5. gr. tilskipunarinnar að skýrleiki og gæði upplýsinganna
um verðtrygginguna sem seljandi eða veitandi veitti neytandanum á
undirritunartíma samningsins hefur sérstaka þýðingu við matið (sjá til
samanburðar um það atriði, álit Wahls aðallögsögumanns frá 8. maí 2014
í sameinuðum málum C-359/11 og C-400/11 Schulz and Egbringhoff, birt
rafrænt, 53. liður). Það er landsdómstólsins að meta hvort skilyrðin um
skýrleika og gæði upplýsinga séu uppfyllt.

99

Fyrstu spurningunni verður því að svara þannig að tilskipun 93/13/
EBE leggur ekki almennt bann við skilmálum um verðtryggingu veðlána í
samningum milli veitanda og neytanda. Það er landsdómstólsins að leggja
mat á það hvort umræddur skilmáli sé óréttmætur. Matið verður að taka
mið af leiðbeiningum dómstólsins um skýringu hugtaksins ,,óréttmætur
skilmáli“.

Önnur spurningin
100 Inntak annarrar spurningar landsdómstólsins er í aðalatriðum hvort, ef
gert er ráð fyrir að tilskipunin leggi ekki almennt bann við verðtryggingu
veðlána, tilskipunin takmarki svigrúm EES-ríkis til þess að ákveða með
lögum eða stjórnvaldsfyrirmælum hvaða þættir geti valdið breytingum á
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the factors that may cause changes in a pre-determined index, such as the
CPI, as well as the methods for measuring those changes.
Observations submitted to the Court
101 The Plaintiff submits that the Directive does not limit the discretion of
an EEA State to determine, whether through legislation or by means of
administrative regulations, the factors that may cause changes in the
predetermined index and the methods by which these changes are to be
measured, insofar as these factors are capable of comprehension by an
average consumer if explicitly described in a contract and supporting a high
degree of certainty regarding the contractual obligations of the consumer.
102 The Defendant argues that it follows from Article 1(1) of the Directive that the
Directive is intended to regulate unfair terms in contracts only. It does not
influence the power of an EEA State to regulate the indexing of loans, and in
particular when such indexation is an integral part of the domestic economy,
i.e. in relation to savings and preservation of the purchasing power of savers.
103 The Government of Iceland submits that the Directive does not impose
any limits on an EEA State determining by national legislation the factors
that may cause changes in a predetermined index such as the CPI or the
methods by which these changes are to be measured since the terms at
issue do not fall within the scope of the Directive. Moreover, the national
law referred to in the question of Reykjavík District Court, i.e. the operation
of the index, does not relate to contractual terms per se and is therefore,
in any event, not covered or limited by the Directive.
104 Second, and notwithstanding the above, the Icelandic Government submits
that, since the national law of the EEA State will be a benchmark in the
national court’s assessment of whether contractual terms are considered
fair, changes to the index as a result of factors and methodology
prescribed by national law cannot in and of themselves give rise to a
finding that contractual terms referencing that index are unfair. National
law cannot be limited by the Directive in practice. And, even if the Directive
could limit that discretion, the Government fails to see how this could
cause changes in the manner in which Statistics Iceland compiles the CPI,
since the index is compiled independently by that body and in accordance
with European standards.
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fyrirfram ákveðinni vísitölu, á borð við vísitölu neysluverðs, og eftir hvaða
aðferðum þær breytingar skuli mældar.
Athugasemdir sem lagðar voru fyrir dómstólinn
101 Stefnandi telur tilskipunina ekki takmarka svigrúm EES-ríkis til þess að
ákveða með lögum eða stjórnvaldsfyrirmælum hvaða þættir geti valdið
breytingum á hinni fyrirfram ákveðnu vísitölu og eftir hvaða aðferðum
þær breytingar skuli mældar. Þau skilyrði þurfi að vera uppfyllt að
meðalneytandi sé fær um að skilja þá þætti, séu þeir rækilega útskýrðir
í samningi, og að þeir stuðli að því að hann geti gert sér grein fyrir
skuldbindingum sínum með allnokkurri vissu.
102 Stefndi heldur því fram að það leiði af 1. mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar
að henni sé einvörðungu ætlað að setja reglur um óréttmæta skilmála
í samningum. Hún hafi ekki áhrif á vald EES-ríkis til að setja reglur
um verðtryggingu lána sérstaklega sé slík verðtrygging órjúfanlegur
þáttur hagkerfis landsins, það er til að tryggja og varðveita kaupmátt
sparifjáreigenda.
103 Ríkisstjórn Íslands telur að tilskipunin takmarki ekki svigrúm EES-ríkja til að
ákveða í landsrétti hvaða þættir geti valdið breytingum á fyrirfram ákveðinni
vísitölu, á borð við vísitölu neysluverðs, eða eftir hvaða aðferðum þær
breytingar skuli mældar þar sem skilmálarnir sem um ræðir í máli þessu
falli ekki innan gildissviðs tilskipunarinnar. Enn fremur varði þau ákvæði
landsréttar sem lúta að vísitölunni og vísað er til í spurningu Héraðsdóms
Reykjavíkur ekki samningsskilmálana í sjálfu sér. Falli ákvæðin því hvorki
undir tilskipunina né takmarkist af henni.
104 Í öðru lagi telur ríkisstjórn Íslands, þrátt fyrir ofangreint, að þar sem
landsréttur EES-ríkis muni þjóna sem viðmið landsdómstólsins við
mat á því hvort samningsskilmálarnir teljist réttmætir geti breytingar á
vísitölunni vegna þeirra þátta og aðferða sem kveðið er á um í ákvæðum
landsréttar ekki einar og sér stutt þá niðurstöðu að samningsskilmálarnir
sem vísa til vísitölunnar séu óréttmætir. Tilskipunin geti ekki takmarkað
ákvæði landsréttar í framkvæmd. Jafnvel þótt svo væri að tilskipunin gæti
takmarkað þetta svigrúm, getur ríkisstjórnin ekki séð hvernig slíkt geti haft
áhrif á það hvernig Hagstofa Íslands reiknar út vísitölu neysluverðs en hún
er óháður aðili sem reiknar vísitöluna út í samræmi við evrópska staðla.
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105 In the event that the Directive is applicable, ESA contends that point 2(d)
of the Annex requires only that the method of calculation for the price
indexation must be explicitly described in the contract, given that priceindexation clauses are lawful under national rules. There are no rules
specifying the factors that may or may not be used when the amendments
to a predetermined index are calculated.
106 According to ESA, the Directive is not intended to fetter the powers of
national authorities to regulate contract terms. The national authorities
are therefore free to regulate which factors may cause changes in the
predetermined index and the methods by which these changes are
to be measured. The fact that Article 1(2) of the Directive expressly
excludes mandatory statutory or regulatory provisions from its scope
further strengthens the conclusion that the Directive is not intended
to address the powers of national authorities to regulate terms in
consumer contracts.
107 In the Commission’s view, the question should be answered in the negative
since the Directive is silent in that regard. In particular, point 2(d) of the
Annex lays down no specific conditions or criteria for the choice of factors
to be taken into account, or the method of calculation.
Findings of the Court
108 The Court notes at the outset that the discretion of an EEA State to
determine, whether through legislation or by means of administrative
regulations, the factors that may cause changes in a pre-determined index,
such as the CPI, as well as the methods for measuring those changes is
not limited in itself.
109 Only a contractual term permitting the indexation of mortgage loan can
be assessed under the Directive. If that term is not considered to reflect
a mandatory provision under Article 1(2) of the Directive, it must fulfil the
conditions set out in the Directive in order not to be considered unfair, in
particular those laid down in point 2(d) of the Annex, according to which
the method of calculation for the price indexation has to be explicitly
described in the contract, given that price-indexation clauses are lawful for
the category of contract at issue under national law.
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105 Eigi tilskipunin við heldur ESA því fram að samkvæmt d-lið 2. mgr. viðauka
hennar sé þess einungis krafist að aðferðin við útreikning verðbreytinga sé
útskýrð rækilega í samningnum, að því gefnu að verðtryggingarákvæði séu
lögleg samkvæmt reglum landsréttar. Engar reglur séu fyrir hendi þar sem
tekið er fram hvaða þáttum megi eða megi ekki taka mið af við útreikning
breytinga á fyrirfram ákveðinni vísitölu.
106 Að mati ESA er tilskipuninni ekki ætlað að takmarka vald stjórnvalda
aðildarríkis til að setja reglur um samningsskilmála. Stjórnvöldum ríkisins
sé því frjálst að setja reglur um það hvaða þættir geti valdið breytingum
á hinni fyrirfram ákveðnu vísitölu og hvaða aðferðir skuli notaðar til að
mæla þær breytingar. Sú staðreynd að bindandi lög og stjórnsýsluákvæði
séu í 2. mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar sérstaklega undanskilin gildissviði
hennar renni stoðum undir þá niðurstöðu að tilskipuninni sé ekki ætlað
að taka til valds stjórnvalda aðildarríkis til að setja reglur um skilmála í
neytendasamningum.
107 Að mati framkvæmdastjórnarinnar ætti að svara spurningunni neitandi þar
sem ekkert komi fram í tilskipuninni um það efni. Framkvæmdastjórnin bendir
sérstaklega á að í d-lið 2. mgr. viðauka hennar sé ekki kveðið á um nein
sérstök skilyrði eða forsendur fyrir þeim þáttum sem taka beri mið af eða
aðferð við útreikning.
Álit dómstólsins
108 Í upphafi bendir dómstóllinn á að svigrúm EES-ríkis til þess að ákveða með
lögum eða stjórnvaldsfyrirmælum hvaða þættir geti valdið breytingum á
hinni fyrirfram ákveðnu vísitölu og eftir hvaða aðferðum þær breytingar
skuli mældar, sé ekki takmarkað.
109 Á grundvelli tilskipunarinnar er aðeins hægt að leggja mat á
samningsskilmála sem heimilar verðtryggingu veðláns. Ef skilmálinn telst
ekki endurspegla bindandi ákvæði samkvæmt 2. mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar
verður hann að uppfylla skilyrði tilskipunarinnar til þess að teljast ekki
óréttmætur, sérstaklega skilyrði d-liðar 2. mgr. viðaukans, þar sem segir
að aðferðinni við útreikning verðbreytinga verði að lýsa með skýrum hætti í
samningi að því gefnu að verðtryggingarákvæði séu lögleg fyrir umrædda
tegund samninga samkvæmt landsrétti.
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110 Consequently, the answer to the second question must be that the
Directive does not limit the discretion of an EEA State to determine,
whether through legislation or by means of administrative regulations, the
factors that may cause changes in a pre-determined index, such as the
Icelandic consumer price index, as well as the methods for measuring
those changes, provided they are explicitly described in the contract.
The third question
111 By its third question, the referring court asks, in essence, whether a
contractual term must be regarded as having been individually negotiated
within the meaning of Article 3(1) of the Directive when
(a) it is stated in the bond which the consumer signs when taking out the
loan that his obligation is index-linked and the base index to be used
when calculating price-changes is specified in the bond;
(b) the bond is accompanied by a payment schedule showing estimated and
itemised payments to be made on the due dates of the loan, and it is
stated in the schedule that these estimates may change in accordance
with the indexation provision of the bond; and
(c) both the consumer and the lender sign the payment schedule at the
same time as the consumer signs the bond.
Observations submitted to the Court
112 The Defendant reiterates that in its view the indexation term at issue
falls outside the scope of the Directive. The Court’s jurisdiction is to give
answers that concern the EEA Agreement, its Protocols and Annexes.
113 The Defendant argues that the information given to the Plaintiff at the time
the bond was issued was in accordance with both Articles 6 and 12(1) of Act
No 121/1994. Further, the term concerning price indexation was individually
negotiated, as the Plaintiff had other options and could have negotiated, inter
alia, for a non-indexed loan.
114 The Icelandic Government submits that a contractual term that reflects
national law applicable to such contracts falls outside the scope of the
Directive. On the other hand, contractual terms that do not reflect the
provisions of Articles 13 and 14 of Act No 38/2001 will, as a matter of
national law, be void – unless they are to the advantage of the borrower.
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110 Þar af leiðandi verður að svara annarri spurningunni með þeim hætti að
tilskipunin takmarki ekki svigrúm EES-ríkis til þess að ákveða með lögum
eða stjórnvaldsfyrirmælum hvaða þættir geti valdið breytingum á fyrirfram
ákveðinni vísitölu, á borð við hina íslensku vísitölu neysluverðs, og eftir
hvaða aðferðum þær breytingar skuli mældar, að því gefnu að þeim sé lýst
með skýrum hætti í samningnum.
Þriðja spurningin
111 Inntak þriðju spurningar landsdómstólsins er í aðalatriðum hvort
samningsskilmáli teljist hafa verið sérstaklega umsaminn í skilningi 1. mgr.
3. gr. tilskipunarinnar þegar
(a) tekið er fram í skuldabréfi sem neytandi undirritar í tilefni lántöku að
skuldbinding hans sé verðtryggð og tilgreint er í skuldabréfinu við
hvaða grunnvísitölu verðbreytingar skuli miðast,
(b) skuldabréfinu fylgir yfirlit sem sýnir áætlaðar og sundurliðaðar greiðslur
á gjalddögum lánsins og tekið er fram í yfirlitinu að áætlunin geti tekið
breytingum í samræmi við verðtryggingarákvæði lánssamningsins, og
(c) neytandi og veitandi undirrita báðir greiðsluyfirlitið samtímis og
samhliða því að neytandi undirritar skuldabréfið.
Athugasemdir sem lagðar voru fyrir dómstólinn
112 Stefndi ítrekar þá skoðun sína að verðtryggingarákvæðið sem um ræðir
falli utan gildissviðs tilskipunarinnar. Lögsaga EFTA-dómstólsins nái til
spurninga sem varða EES-samninginn, bókanir hans og viðauka.
113 Stefndi heldur því fram að upplýsingar þær sem stefnandi fékk við útgáfu
skuldabréfsins hafi bæði verið í samræmi við 6. gr. og 1. mgr. 12. gr. laga
nr. 121/1994. Stefndi telur þar að auki að sérstaklega hafi verið samið um
verðtryggingarákvæðið þar sem stefnanda buðust aðrir kostir og hefði til
dæmis getað samið um óverðtryggt lán.
114 Íslenska ríkið telur að samningsskilmáli sem endurspegli ákvæði
landsréttar, sem við eigi um slíka samninga falli utan gildissviðs
tilskipunarinnar. Hins vegar muni samningsskilmálar sem ekki
endurspegla ákvæði 13. og 14. gr. laga nr. 38/2001 teljast ógildir
að landsrétti nema þeir séu lántaka til hagsbóta. Samkvæmt því
endurspegli verðtryggingarákvæði annað hvort ákvæði íslenskra laga
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Accordingly, a contractual indexation term either reflects national law and falls
outside the Directive’s scope, or it does not reflect national law and is void as
a matter of Icelandic law. On this basis, the Government of Iceland argues that
the question is hypothetical and therefore inadmissible, since, in light of the
answers to the previous questions, the answer to this question cannot have
any effect on the determination of the national court in the case before it.
115 Without prejudice to that objection, and to the extent that the Court
declares the question admissible, the Icelandic Government submits that,
pursuant to Article 3(2) of the Directive, it is for the national court to
assess whether the indexation clause has been individually negotiated.
116 ESA too argues that it is for the national court to assess whether the
contractual terms at issue have been individually negotiated within the meaning
of Article 3(2) of the Directive. The Court can provide guidance on when
contractual terms may be considered to have been individually negotiated.
117 On the basis that the Directive is applicable, ESA submits that it remains
unclear whether the question of individual negotiation is relevant in the main
proceedings. ESA makes reference to the findings in its 2001 Report on the
Application of Directive 93/13/EEC. According to that report, Iceland has
opened the unfairness review of consumer contracts available under Article 36
of Act No 7/1936 to any term in a consumer contract including those that have
been individually negotiated. This higher level of protection is explicitly permitted
pursuant to Article 8 of the Directive. In any event, ESA submits, there are no
indications in the request of the national court to suggest that the terms have
been individually negotiated.
118 As regards condition (a), ESA argues that no contracting parties could
have individually negotiated the base index or the calculation of it, since
that is regulated by national law. As regards condition (b), ESA submits
that the fact that the bond was accompanied by a payment schedule
itemising estimated payments to be made on the agreed due dates does
not change the outcome of the assessment. The schedule expressly states
that the prospective payments are only estimates, which may change
in accordance with the indexation provision of the bond. Moreover, the
information given is in accordance with the relevant national legislation, i.e.
Act No 38/2001 and Rules No 492/2001. As regards condition (c), ESA
argues that the fact that both parties have signed the payment schedule
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og falli utan gildissviðs tilskipunarinnar eða endurspegli ekki íslensk
lög og séu því ekki gild að íslenskum rétti. Á þeim forsendum, telur
ríkisstjórn Íslands að spurningin sé fræðilegs eðlis og því ekki dómtæk
þar sem svarið við henni geti, í ljósi svara við fyrri spurningunum, ekki
haft nein áhrif á mat landsdómstólsins sem málið er rekið fyrir.
115 Að þessu virtu og að því gefnu að spurningunni sé ekki vísað frá dómi
telur ríkisstjórn Íslands að það sé hlutverk landsdómstólsins að meta hvort
samið hafi verið sérstaklega um verðtryggingarákvæðið í samræmi við 2.
mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar.
116 ESA heldur því einnig fram að það sé landsdómstólsins að meta hvort
samið hafi verið sérstaklega um samningsskilmálana sem um ræðir í
skilningi 2. mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar. Dómstóllinn geti veitt leiðbeiningar
um það hvenær telja megi að sérstaklega hafi verið samið um
samningsskilmála.
117 Ef gengið er út frá því að tilskipunin eigi við telur ESA óljóst að það hafi
nokkra þýðingu við úrlausn málsins sem rekið er fyrir landsdómstólnum
hvort sérstaklega hafi verið samið um skilmálana. ESA vísar til eigin
skýrslu, frá árinu 2001, um beitingu tilskipunar 93/13/EBE. Í skýrslunni
komi fram að Ísland hafi opnað fyrir þann möguleika að mat verði lagt á
óréttmæti allra skilmála neytendasamninga á grundvelli 36. gr. laga nr.
7/1936, einnig þeirra sem sérstaklega hafi verið samið um. Slík aukin
vernd sé sérstaklega heimiluð í 8. gr. tilskipunarinnar. Í öllu falli telur ESA
enga vísbendingu að finna um það í beiðni landsdómstólsins að samið hafi
verið sérstaklega um skilmálana.
118 Hvað varðar skilyrði (a) telur ESA að hvorugur samningsaðilinn hafi getað
samið sérstaklega um grunnvísitöluna eða útreikning á henni þar sem þau
atriði séu lögbundin. Hvað varðar skilyrði (b) segir ESA að sú staðreynd
að greiðsluáætlun hafi fylgt skuldabréfinu sem sundurliðaði áætlaðar
greiðslur á gjalddögum lánsins breyti ekki niðurstöðu mats hennar á því
atriði. Sérstaklega sé tekið fram í greiðsluáætluninni að hún sé aðeins
áætlun sem geti tekið breytingum í samræmi við verðtryggingarákvæði
lánssamningsins. Enn fremur séu upplýsingarnar sem veittar hafi verið
í samræmi við viðeigandi ákvæði landslaga, það eru ákvæði laga nr.
38/2001 og reglna nr. 492/2001. Hvað varðar skilyrði (c) tekur ESA fram
að sú staðreynd að báðir aðilar hafi undirritað greiðsluáætlunina breyti ekki
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does not alter the assessment. The substance of the payment schedule
cannot be negotiated, as it is based on projections of future payments of
the bond that depend on the CPI as calculated each month.
119 The Commission submits that it is a matter for the national court, taking
all circumstances into account, to assess whether the price indexation
clause should be regarded as having been individually negotiated. In that
assessment, the rule specified in Article 3(2) of the Directive is of particular
importance. The information provided in the request from Reykjavík District
Court suggests prima facie that the price-indexation clause was both a
standard term used by the bank and part of a pre-drafted document. Further,
the Commission continues, were the bank to contend nevertheless that such
a term was individually negotiated, it would need to prove this in accordance
with the third subparagraph of Article 3(2).
Findings of the Court
120 It appears from the case-file that, under Article 4 of the Central Bank’s
Rules No 492/2001, the parties to a contract can determine the base
index by agreement. Nevertheless, it is not clear from the case-file whether
this includes a possibility for a bank to impose on a borrower within
the meaning of the Directive a certain base index unilaterally and, if so,
whether that indeed happened in the circumstances at issue in the main
proceedings.
121 In that regard the Court recalls that it is for the national court to assess,
taking into account all the circumstances, whether the contractual terms at
issue in a given case before it have been individually negotiated (compare
Constructora Principado, cited above, paragraph 19). The Court must limit
itself to providing the referring court with guidance as to when contractual
terms may be considered to have been individually negotiated.
122 In making that appraisal, Article 3(2) of the Directive establishes that a term
must be regarded as not having been individually negotiated where it has
been drafted in advance and the consumer has not been able to influence
its substance, particularly in the context of a pre-formulated standard
contract. The fact that certain aspects of a term or one specific term have
been individually negotiated shall not exclude the application of the Directive
to the rest of a contract if an overall assessment of the contract indicates
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mati hennar. Efni greiðsluáætlunarinnar sé ekki umsemjanlegt þar sem
hún byggi á spá um væntanlegar afborganir samkvæmt skuldabréfinu sem
ræðst af mánaðarlegum útreikningi vísitölu neysluverðs.
119 Framkvæmdastjórnin telur að það sé landsdómstólsins að meta hvort
telja beri að samið hafi verið sérstaklega um verðtryggingarákvæðið,
að teknu tilliti til allra aðstæðna. Við slíkt mat verði að taka sérstakt
tillit til 2. mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar. Við fyrstu sýn virðist að þær
upplýsingar sem fylgi beiðni Héraðsdóms Reykjavíkur bendi til þess að
verðtryggingarákvæði hafi bæði verið staðlaður skilmáli hjá bankanum
og hluti af stöðluðu skjali. Framkvæmdastjórnin telur jafnframt að ef
bankinn haldi því engu að síður fram að samið hafi verið sérstaklega um
samningsákvæðið beri hann sönnunarbyrði fyrir því að svo sé í samræmi
við þriðja undirlið 2. mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar.
Álit dómstólsins
120 Af gögnum málsins virðist mega ráða að aðilar samnings geti samkvæmt
4. gr. reglna Seðlabankans nr. 492/2001 komið sér saman um
grunnvísitölu. Engu að síður er óljóst við skoðun gagnanna hvort banki
geti ákveðið einhliða hvaða grunnvísitala lántaka, í skilningi tilskipunarinnar,
býðst og, ef svo er, hvort sú hafi verið raunin í málinu sem rekið er fyrir
landsdómstólnum.
121 Hvað þetta atriði varðar minnir dómstóllinn á að það er í verkahring
landsdómstólsins að taka afstöðu til þess, að virtum öllum atvikum
málsins, hvort sérstaklega hafi verið samið um þá samningsskilmála sem
tekist er á um í málinu sem hann hefur til meðferðar (sjá til samanburðar,
áður tilvitnað mál Constructora Principado, 19. mgr.). Dómstóllinn
verður að takmarka álit sitt við að leiðbeina landsdómstólnum um
það atriði hvenær líta beri svo á að samið hafi verið sérstaklega um
samningsskilmála.
122 Í 2. mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar er kveðið á um að við slíkt mat teljist ekki
hafa verið samið sérstaklega um samningsskilmála ef hann hefur verið
saminn fyrirfram og neytandi hefur ekki haft tækifæri til að hafa áhrif
á efni hans, einkum þegar um er að ræða fastorðaða staðalsamninga.
Þótt samið hafi verið sérstaklega um einstök atriði samningsskilmála
eða efni tiltekins samningsskilmála gildir tilskipunin áfram um önnur
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that it is nevertheless a pre-formulated standard contract. Finally, the third
subparagraph of Article 3(2) establishes that where a seller or supplier claims
that a standard term has been individually negotiated, the burden of proof shall
be incumbent on that party.
123 As follows from Article 8, the Directive provides for minimum
harmonisation. Therefore, it is for the national court to assess whether
the relevant Icelandic legislation provides for a greater level of protection.
In particular, it must assess whether the unfairness review of consumer
contracts available under Article 36 et seq. of Act No 7/1936 has been
extended to terms that have been individually negotiated.
124 As for the question itself, first, the simple mention in the bond that the
obligation is index-linked and specification of the base index to be used
when calculating price-changes does not entail that the contractual term
has to be regarded as having been individually negotiated. Second, the
fact that the bond was accompanied by a payment schedule itemising
estimated payments to be made on the agreed due dates must be
assessed in the same way. The schedule expressly states that it only
provides estimates, which may change in accordance with the indexation
provision of the bond. Third, the fact that both parties have signed the
payment schedule cannot alter the assessment under Article 3(2). More
specifically, the substance of the payment schedule cannot be negotiated,
as it is based on projections of future payments under the bond that
depend on the CPI as calculated each month.
125 Consequently, there is nothing in the request of the national court to
suggest that the bond at issue in the main proceedings was individually
negotiated. Were the Defendant to claim otherwise, it would be incumbent
on that party to prove this in accordance with the third subparagraph of
Article 3(2) of the Directive. On the contrary, the information provided in
the request tends to suggest that the price-indexation clause was both a
standard term used by the bank and part of a pre-drafted document.
126 In light of the above, the answer to the third question must be that it is for
the competent national court to establish whether a particular contract
term has been negotiated individually within the meaning of Article 3 of
Directive 93/13/EEC.
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atriði samnings ef heildarmat á honum sýnir að hann er þrátt fyrir það
fastorðaður staðalsamningur. Loks segir í þriðja undirlið 2. mgr. 3. gr. að
ef seljandi eða veitandi heldur því fram að samið hafi verið sérstaklega um
staðalskilmála beri hann sönnunarbyrðina fyrir því.
123 Það leiðir af 8. gr. tilskipunarinnar að hún kveður á um
lágmarkssamræmingu. Það er því í verkahring landsdómstólsins að taka
afstöðu til hvort sú íslenska löggjöf sem við á veiti ríkari vernd. Sérstaklega
verður landsdómstóllinn að meta hvort sú vernd gegn óréttmætum
skilmálum í neytendasamningum sem mælt er fyrir um í 36. gr. til 36 gr. d,
laga nr. 7/1936 feli í sér ríkari vernd með þessum hætti og hvort hún nái
einnig til skilmála sem samið hefur verið sérstaklega um.
124 Hvað spurninguna sjálfa varðar verður í fyrsta lagi að hafa í huga að það
eitt að tekið sé fram í skuldabréfinu að skuldbindingin sé verðtryggð og
tilgreint sé við hvaða grunnvísitölu verðbreytingar skuli miðast þýðir ekki
að telja þurfi samningsskilmála sérstaklega umsaminn. Í öðru lagi verður
með sama hætti að leggja mat á þýðingu þess að skuldabréfinu hafi
fylgt yfirlit sem sýnir áætlaðar og sundurliðaðar greiðslur á gjalddögum
lánsins. Tekið er fram í yfirlitinu að áætlunin geti tekið breytingum í
samræmi við verðtryggingarákvæði lánssamningsins. Í þriðja lagi getur
það ekki breytt því mati sem verður að fara fram samkvæmt 2. mgr.
3. gr. að báðir aðilar hafi undirritað greiðsluyfirlitið. Nánar tiltekið er
efni greiðsluáætlunarinnar ekki umsemjanlegt þar sem hún byggir á
spá um væntanlegar afborganir samkvæmt skuldabréfinu sem ræðst af
mánaðarlegum útreikningi vísitölu neysluverðs.
125 Þar af leiðandi er ekkert í beiðni landsdómstólsins sem bendir til þess
að sérstaklega hafi verið samið um efni skuldabréfsins sem málið sem
þar er rekið snýst um. Ef stefndi heldur öðru fram er það hans að færa
sönnur á að svo sé samkvæmt 3. undirlið 2. mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar.
Af gögnum sem fylgja beiðninni virðist aftur á móti mega ráða að
verðtryggingarákvæðið hafi hvort tveggja verið staðlaður skilmáli hjá
bankanum og hluti af stöðluðu skjali.
126 Í ljósi þess sem rakið er hér að framan verður að svara þriðju spurningunni
með þeim hætti að það sé landsdómstólsins að taka afstöðu til þess hvort
samið hafi verið sérstaklega um tiltekinn samningsskilmála í skilningi 3. gr.
tilskipunar 93/13/EBE.
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The fourth question
127 By its fourth question, the referring court seeks to establish, in essence,
whether, under the circumstances described in the third question, the
method of calculation of price changes in contracts for loans to finance real
estate purchases must be regarded as having been explicitly described to
the consumer within the meaning of point 2(d) of the Annex to the Directive.
Observations submitted to the Court
128 The Plaintiff submits that the indexation is generally lawful, although the
method by which prices vary, e.g. the underlying criteria for the calculation of
the index, is far from being explicitly described. What is laid down in the bond
is the principle of the loan being linked to the CPI. The bond also explains
in some detail how the principal shall be revised to reflect changes in the
consumer price index. However, this information does not enable the Plaintiff
as a consumer to read from the terms of the contract, prior to or at the time
he enters into it, the extent of the obligations he is undertaking. No guidance is
given as to what to expect in terms of payment obligations during the contract
period as a result of the indexation. For that to be the case, everything of
importance would have had to be written into the contract in a clear and
unambiguous fashion.
129 On the basis that the Directive is applicable, the Defendant submits that, at the
time the bond was issued, it was prescribed as a matter of national law which
information had to be given to consumers regarding the terms in consumer
credit agreements, including indexation clauses in mortgage loans, and it
indeed complied with these rules, i.e. Articles 6 and 12 of Act No 121/1994.
130 To the extent that the Court regards the question as admissible, the
Icelandic Government submits that point 2(d) of the Annex to the Directive,
which is to be considered a limitation of paragraph 1(l) of the Annex, is
not relevant to the issue before the national court. Indexation of a loan
principal does not represent a change in the price of goods or services
over the duration of the contract. Rather, it is intended to ensure that the
principal of the loan remains consistent over the loan’s repayment period
and is not reduced by inflation. Moreover, Icelandic law only permits loans
to be indexed to the publicly maintained CPI. Therefore, lenders cannot
unilaterally change the amount owed by borrowers.
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Fjórða spurningin
127 Inntak fjórðu spurningar landsdómstólsins er í aðalatriðum hvort telja beri
að aðferðinni við útreikning verðbreytinga í lánssamningi um fjármögnun
fasteignakaupa hafi verið lýst rækilega fyrir neytanda í skilningi d. liðar
2. gr. viðauka tilskipunarinnar þegar atvik eru með þeim hætti sem nánar
greinir í þriðju spurningunni.
Athugasemdir sem lagðar voru fyrir dómstólinn
128 Stefnandi heldur því fram að verðtryggingin sé almennt lögleg þótt því
fari fjarri að aðferðin við útreikning verðbreytinga, það er undirliggjandi
forsendur útreiknings vísitölunnar, sé rækilega útskýrð. Í skuldabréfinu
komi fram sú meginregla að lánið skuli tengt við vísitölu neysluverðs.
Þar sé einnig útskýrt nokkuð ítarlega hvernig höfuðstóllinn breytist í
samræmi við breytingar á vísitölu neysluverðs. Þessar upplýsingar geri
stefnanda þó ekki kleift að lesa úr skilmálum samningsins umfang þeirrar
skuldbindingar sem hann tekst á hendur fyrir eða við samningsgerðina.
Engar leiðbeiningar sé að finna um hvaða áhrif verðtryggingin geti haft á
greiðsluskylduna á samningstímanum. Til að svo mætti vera hefði þurft að
taka fram öll atriði sem þýðingu hafa með skýrum og ótvíræðum hætti í
samningnum.
129 Að því gefnu að tilskipunin eigi við um skuldabréfið telur stefndi að á
útgáfudegi þess hafi reglur landsréttar gilt um hvaða upplýsingar um
skilmála neytendalána yrði að láta neytendum í té meðal annars um
verðtryggingarákvæði veðlána. Stefndi segist sannarlega hafa farið að
þessum reglum það er að segja 6. og 12. gr. laga nr. 121/1994.
130 Að því gefnu að spurningunni verði ekki vísað frá dómi telur íslenska
ríkisstjórnin að d-liður 2. mgr. viðauka tilskipunarinnar, sem ætlað sé að
afmarka gildissvið l-liðar 1. mgr. viðaukans, hafi ekki áhrif á málið sem
rekið er fyrir landsdómstólnum. Verðtrygging höfuðstóls láns teljist ekki
breyting á verði vöru eða þjónustu á samningstímabilinu. Henni sé fremur
ætlað að tryggja að höfuðstóll lánsins haldist stöðugur á uppgreiðslutíma
þess og lækki ekki vegna verðbólgu á því tímabili. Þar að auki heimili
íslensk löggjöf verðtryggingu lána eingöngu í tengslum við hina opinberu
vísitölu neysluverðs. Þar af leiðandi geti lánveitendur ekki einhliða breytt
þeirri fjárhæð sem lántakar skulda.
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131 Should the Court hold that point 2(d) of the Annex applies to the indexation
terms at issue, the Icelandic Government submits that the information
provided could be regarded as an explicit description of the method by which
prices may vary, in particular since information about the consumer price
index itself is publicly available. In that respect, the Government adds that a
reference was made to the base index on the date the loan was taken out and
a payment schedule with an illustrative example of estimated payments based
on a given set of presumptions was provided. However, it is not possible to
determine in the abstract whether or not a hypothetical document explicitly
describes the method by which prices may vary. Accordingly, it is for the
national court having regard to the actual document, all the circumstances of
the case, and the knowledge of the parties to determine this matter.
132 As a preliminary point and in the event that the Directive is applicable,
ESA notes that the Icelandic version of the relevant provision of the
Annex differs from the English version. The latter uses the term
“explicitly described” and not “explicitly explained” (in Icelandic: “útskýrð
rækilega”). Other language versions are: FR: “explicitement décrit”; DE:
“ausdrücklich beschrieben”; IT: “esplicitamente descritte”; ES: “se describa
explícitamentre”; DA: “udfoerligt beskrevet”; and SV: “beskrivs tydligt”.
133 In that regard, ESA submits that the term must be interpreted in line with
the above-mentioned language versions of the Directive, in other words
that the method by which prices vary must be explicitly described.
134 ESA submits further that it is for the national court to assess whether
the price-indexation clause has been explicitly described in the relevant
documents within the meaning of point 2(d) of the Annex to the Directive.
Article 5 of the Directive must be taken into account when making that
assessment and that the fairness or unfairness of a commercial practice
must be assessed against the “average consumer”, who must be
“reasonably well-informed and reasonably observant and circumspect”,
taking into account social, cultural and linguistic factors.
135 ESA argues that the circumstances described in the request suggest that
the methods of calculating price changes in contracts for loans for the
financing of real estate purchases have been explained to the consumer in
a sufficiently clear manner. In particular, it appears to reflect the method of
calculation explicitly described in Chapter VI of Act No 38/2001 and Rules
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131 Ef dómurinn kemst að þeirri niðurstöðu að d-liður 2. gr. viðaukans eigi við
um verðtryggingarákvæðin sem um ræðir telur ríkisstjórn Íslands að líta
megi á upplýsingarnar sem veittar hafa verið sem rækilega útskýringu á
aðferðinni við útreikning verðbreytinga sérstaklega þar sem upplýsingar
um vísitölu neysluverðs séu aðgengilegar öllum. Ríkisstjórnin bendir á að
vísað hafi verið til grunnvísitölunnar á undirritunardegi lánsins og að láninu
hafi fylgt greiðsluáætlun með lýsandi dæmi um áætlaðar afborganir sem
byggðist á þeim forsendum sem gefnar voru. Ekki sé þó hægt að slá því
almennt föstu hvort slíkt skjal með dæmum lýsi aðferðinni við útreikning
verðbreytinga með skýrum hætti. Þar af leiðandi sé það landsdómstólsins
að meta hvort svo sé með hliðsjón af hinu raunverulega skjali, öllum
aðstæðum og vitneskju samningsaðila.
132 Í upphafi og ef talið verður að tilskipunin eigi við vill ESA taka fram að
íslensk þýðing viðeigandi ákvæðis viðauka tilskipunarinnar sé frábrugðin
enskri útgáfu textans. Í ensku þýðingunni er notað orðalagið: ,,explicitly
described“ í stað hins íslenska: ,,útskýrð rækilega“. Þýðingar á öðrum
málum eru: á frönsku: ,,explicitement décrit“; á þýsku: ,,ausdrücklich
beschrieben“; á ítölsku: ,,siano esplicitamente descritte“; á spænsku: ,,se
describa explícitamentre“; á dönsku: ,,udførligt beskrevet“; og á sænsku:
,,beskrivs tydligt“.
133 ESA telur að hugtakið beri að skýra í samræmi við fyrrnefndar þýðingar
tilskipunarinnar. Með öðrum orðum að aðferðina við útreikning
verðbreytinga verði að útskýra með skýrum hætti.
134 ESA telur jafnframt að það sé landsdómstólsins að meta hvort
verðtryggingarákvæði hafi verið útskýrt með nægilega skýrum hætti í
viðeigandi skjölum í skilningi d-liðar 2. mgr. viðauka tilskipunarinnar. Hafa verði
hliðsjón af 5. gr. tilskipunarinnar þegar metið er hvort svo sé og jafnframt að
meta beri réttmæti viðskiptavenju gagnvart hinum ,,almenna neytanda“ sem
teljist ,,sæmilega vel upplýstur og sæmilega athugull og forsjáll“ að virtum
félagslegum, menningarlegum og tungumálalegum þáttum.
135 ESA heldur því fram að aðstæðurnar sem lýst er í beiðninni um ráðgefandi
álit gefi til kynna að aðferðin við útreikning verðbreytinga í samningum um
lán til fjármögnunar fasteignakaupa hafi verið útskýrð fyrir neytandanum
með nægilega skýrum hætti. Sér í lagi virðist samningurinn endurspegla þá
aðferð við útreikning sem vísað sé til með beinum hætti í VI. kafla laga nr.
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No 492/2001. Overall, the information given about the revision of the
principal of the debt and the calculation of the instalments in the bond and
the accompanying payment schedule is sufficient for the purposes of the
Directive.
136 The Commission submits that the description of the method by which
prices vary, as also required by point 2(d) of the Annex to the Directive, is
a crucial element of the case at hand. It allows the consumer to make an
informed choice before signing the contract. Relevant factors will include
those set out in points (a) and (b) of the third question, taken together with
the precise drafting of the clause as a whole, as well as all other relevant
circumstances, including the extent to which the clause complies with the
national provisions on price indexation.
137 The Commission adds that, where interest payments under a loan are
indexed, it is clear that the payment schedule cannot, by its very nature,
predict the exact instalments to be paid in the future. However, an explicit
and clear statement to the effect that those instalments might change in
accordance with a defined index, as well as a specific reference to the
price index method used, normally satisfies the transparency requirements
mentioned above.
Findings of the Court
138 In the event that the Directive is applicable, it must be noted that the
Icelandic language version of point 2(d) of the Annex to the Directive
differs materially from the other versions of the provision including the
English, Norwegian, German, French, Danish, Swedish, Italian and Spanish
language versions. The latter versions use the term “explicitly described”,
and not “explicitly explained” (in Icelandic: “útskýrð rækilega”).
139 In the case of discrepancy between different language versions, the
version which reflects the purpose and the general scheme of the rules
provided for as well as the general principles of EEA law must be deemed
to express the meaning of an EEA law provision (compare Irish Bank, cited
above, paragraphs 84 to 99). Consequently, point 2(d) of the Annex to the
Directive requires an “explicit description” and not an “explicit explanation”
of the method by which prices vary.
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38/2001 og reglum nr. 492/2001. Að öllu gættu uppfylli þær upplýsingar
sem veittar voru um endurskoðun höfuðstóls lánsins og um útreikning
afborgana samkvæmt verðbréfinu og greiðsluáætluninni sem því fylgdi
skilyrði tilskipunarinnar.
136 Framkvæmdastjórnin heldur því fram að það hvort aðferðin við útreikning
verðbreytinga hafi verið útskýrð rækilega, eins og krafa sé gerð um í d-lið
2. mgr. viðauka tilskipunarinnar, sé afgerandi þáttur þessa máls. Slíkt
geri neytandanum kleift að taka upplýsta ákvörðun áður en hann undirritar
samninginn. Meðal þátta sem líta verði til í því sambandi séu þau atriði sem
vísað sé til í a- og b-hluta þriðju spurningarinnar ásamt tildrögum skilmálans
í heild sinni. Einnig verði að horfa til allra annarra atvika sem skipt geti máli
þar með talið hvort, og þá að hversu miklu leyti, skilmálinn sé í samræmi
við ákvæði landsréttar um verðtryggingu.
137 Þá segir framkvæmdastjórnin að í þeim tilfellum þar sem vaxtagreiðslur
af lánum eru verðtryggðar sé ljóst að greiðsluáætlun geti, eðli málsins
samkvæmt, ekki sagt fyrir um nákvæmar afborganir í framtíðinni. Þó
uppfylli skýr og afdráttarlaus yfirlýsing um að afborganirnar kunni að
breytast í samræmi við tilgreinda vísitölu ásamt sérstakri tilvísun til
þeirrar verðtryggingaraðferðar sem notast er við yfirleitt framangreind
skilyrði um gagnsæi.
Álit dómstólsins
138 Ef tilskipunin á við um mál þetta verður að athuga að íslensk þýðing hennar
er efnislega frábrugðin öðrum útgáfum ákvæðisins meðal annarra hinni
ensku, norsku, þýsku, frönsku, dönsku, sænsku, ítölsku og spænsku.
Í þeim útgáfum er notast við orðalagið ,,rækilega lýst“ (e. explicitly
described) en ekki ,,útskýrð rækilega“ (e. explicitly explained).
139 Ef ósamræmi er á milli ákvæða tilskipunar eftir því á hvaða tungumáli
hún er ber að leggja til grundvallar að útgáfan á því tungumáli sem
endurspeglar markmið og heildarsamhengi ákvæðisins við reglur
tilskipunarinnar, svo og meginreglur EES-réttar, lýsi merkingu ákvæðisins
að EES-rétti (sjá til samanburðar áður tilvitnað mál Irish Bank, 84. til 99.
mgr.). Þar af leiðandi er þess krafist samkvæmt d-lið 2. mgr. viðauka
tilskipunarinnar að aðferðinni við útreikning verðbreytinga sé ,,rækilega
lýst“ en ekki að hún sé ,,rækilega útskýrð“.
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140 As regards the question referred by the national court, the jurisdiction
of the Court extends to the interpretation of the concept of an “unfair
term” used in Article 3(1) of the Directive and in the Annex thereto,
bearing in mind that it is for that court to determine, in the light of those
criteria, whether a particular contractual term is actually unfair in the
circumstances of the case, including the question whether the method of
calculation of price changes in contracts for loans to finance real estate
purchases has been explicitly described.
141 It is of crucial importance for a consumer to obtain adequate information
on a contract’s terms and consequences before concluding it. This is
particularly the case if the parties agree on a price indexation that leads
automatically to adjustments of the principal of the debt, such as the CPI
indexation at issue. It is on the basis of that information that the consumer
decides to be bound or not by the terms previously drawn up by the seller
or supplier.
142 Accordingly, it is of fundamental importance for that purpose, first, whether
the contract sets out in a transparent fashion a description of the indexation
mechanism of a loan, so that the consumer can foresee, on the basis of clear,
intelligible criteria, the alterations that may occur to the principal of the loan
(compare, to that effect, Invitel, cited above, paragraphs 24, 26 and 28).
143 It is clear that the obligation to make the consumer aware of the method
of the variation of the instalments is not satisfied by the mere reference, in
the contract, to a legislative or regulatory act determining the rights and
obligations of the parties. It is essential that the consumer is informed by
the seller or supplier of the content of the provisions concerned (compare,
to that effect, Invitel, cited above, paragraph 29).
144 In the present case it must be examined whether the price indexation
clause contained an explicit and comprehensible description of the
“method by which prices vary”, as required by point 2(d) of the Annex
to the Directive. Such a description must allow the consumer to make
an informed choice before signing the contract. As the Commission has
submitted, the relevant factors will include those set out in points (a) and
(b) of the third question, taken together with the precise drafting of the
clause as a whole, as well as all other relevant circumstances.
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140 Hvað spurningu landsdómstólsins varðar þá nær lögsaga EFTA-dómstólsins
til túlkunar hugtaksins ,,óréttmætur samningsskilmáli“ eins og það er
notað í 1. mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar og viðauka hennar að því gættu
að það er landsdómstólsins að meta, á grundvelli þeirra viðmiða, hvort
tiltekinn samningsskilmáli sé í raun óréttmætur miðað við atvik málsins og
hvort aðferðinni við útreikning verðbreytinga veðláns til fjármögnunar á
fasteignakaupum hafi verið rækilega lýst.
141 Það er ákaflega mikilvægt að neytandi fái nægilegar upplýsingar
um skilmála samnings og afleiðingar hans áður en hann samþykkir
hann. Þetta á sérstaklega við í tilvikum þar sem aðilar koma sér
saman um verðtryggingu sem leiðir sjálfkrafa til breytinga á höfuðstól
skuldarinnar líkt og bindingu við vísitölu neysluverðs í þessu tilviki.
Það er á grundvelli þeirra upplýsinga sem neytandi ákveður hvort hann
vilji skuldbinda sig eða ekki samkvæmt skilmálum sem seljandinn eða
veitandinn hefur samið fyrir fram.
142 Samkvæmt framansögðu hefur einnig grundvallarþýðingu að þessu leyti,
í fyrsta lagi, hvort samningurinn lýsi framkvæmd verðtryggingar láns með
gegnsæjum hætti svo að neytandi geti séð fyrir, á grundvelli skýrra og
skiljanlegra forsendna, þær breytingar sem orðið geta á höfuðstól lánsins (sjá
til samanburðar um það atriði áður tilvitnað mál Invitel, 24., 26. og 28. mgr.).
143 Það er ljóst að skyldunni til að vekja athygli neytandans á þeirri aðferð sem
notuð er við útreikning á verðbreytingum afborgana er ekki fullnægt með
því einu að vísa í samningnum til laga eða stjórnsýslufyrirmæla sem kveða
á um réttindi og skyldur aðila. Það er lykilatriði að seljandi eða veitandi
upplýsi neytanda um efni viðeigandi ákvæða (sjá til samanburðar um það
atriði, áður tilvitnað mál Invitel, 29. mgr.).
144 Í þessu máli verður að meta hvort ,,aðferðinni við útreikning verðbreytinga“
hafi verið lýst í verðtryggingarákvæðinu með skýrum og skiljanlegum hætti
í samræmi við d-lið 2. mgr. viðauka tilskipunarinnar. Slík lýsing verður að
gefa neytandanum færi á að taka upplýsta ákvörðun áður en hann undirritar
samninginn. Meðal viðeigandi þátta eru þau atriði sem vísað er til í a- og
b-hluta þriðju spurningarinnar ásamt tildrögum skilmálans í heild sinni, og
allar aðrar aðstæður sem skipt geta máli, eins og framkvæmdastjórnin
hefur bent á.
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145 Where instalment payments under a loan are indexed, a payment schedule
will by its very nature contain predictions concerning future instalments.
Such predictions may only exceptionally and by chance correspond to
an actual instalment to be paid. Therefore, the contract must contain
an explicit and clear statement to the effect that those instalments
might change in accordance with a defined index, as well as a specific
description and reference to the price index method used.
146 The answer to the fourth question must therefore be that it is for the
national court to establish whether a contract term relating to the
indexation of repayment instalments of a loan to finance real estate
purchases must be regarded as having been explicitly and comprehensibly
described to the consumer. Such an assessment must take into account
the precise wording of the relevant contract terms and all other relevant
circumstances, including the circumstances set out in points (a) and (b)
of the third question posed by the national court, as well as the national
legislation on price indexation.
The fifth question
147 In order to provide an interpretation of EEA law as useful as possible to the
referring court, it is necessary to construe the fifth question as asking, in
essence, which obligations follow from Article 6(1) of the Directive where a
national court finds, pursuant to the Directive, that a given term is unfair.
Observations submitted to the Court
148 The Plaintiff submits that, pursuant to Article 6(1) of the Directive and
the case law concerning the function of that provision, EEA States are
obliged to introduce into national law provisions to the effect that unfair
contract terms pursuant to Article 3(1) of the Directive shall not be
binding on the consumer. EEA States have no discretion concerning the
obligation to release a consumer from the binding effect of an unfair
contract term.
149 The Plaintiff also contends that, pursuant to Article 6(1) of the Directive, a
contract that contains an unfair term shall continue to bind the parties if it
is capable of continuing in existence without the unfair term. In the present
case, it is clear that this is possible. The loan will simply become a normal,
non-indexed consumer mortgage loan agreement.
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145 Þegar afborganir láns eru verðtryggðar má, eðli málsins samkvæmt,
finna spá um væntanlegar afborganir í greiðsluáætlun. Slík spá getur
aðeins í undantekningartilvikum og fyrir tilviljun samsvarað hinum
raunverulegu afborgunum sem krafist er. Þar af leiðandi verður
samningurinn að innihalda skýra og afdráttarlausa yfirlýsingu um að
afborganirnar kunni að breytast í samræmi við tilgreinda vísitölu ásamt
sérstakri lýsingu á og tilvísun til þeirrar verðtryggingaraðferðar sem
notast er við.
146 Því verður að svara fjórðu spurningunni með þeim hætti að það sé
landsdómstólsins að meta hvort samningsskilmáli um verðtryggingu
afborgana af láni til fjármögnunar á fasteignakaupum skuli teljast hafa verið
lýst fyrir neytandanum með skýrum og skiljanlegum hætti. Slíkt mat verður
að taka mið af nákvæmu orðalagi viðeigandi samningsskilmála og öllum
öðrum aðstæðum, þar á meðal þeim sem vísað er til í a- og b-hluta þriðju
spurningar landsdómstólsins, auk ákvæða landsréttar um verðtryggingu.
Fimmta spurningin
147 Til að geta veitt landsdómstólnum eins gagnlega túlkun á EES-rétti og
frekast er unnt, er nauðsynlegt að líta á fimmtu spurninguna þannig að
með henni sé spurt, í aðalatriðum, hvaða skyldur leiði af 1. mgr. 6. gr.
tilskipunarinnar í tilvikum þar sem landsdómstóll kemst að þeirri niðurstöðu
að tiltekinn samningsskilmáli teljist óréttmætur samkvæmt tilskipuninni.
Athugasemdir sem lagðar voru fyrir dómstólinn
148 Stefnandi heldur því fram að samkvæmt 1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar
og dómaframkvæmd í tengslum við hana sé EES-ríkjum skylt að taka
upp í landsrétt ákvæði um að óréttmætir samningsskilmálar í skilningi 1.
mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar skuli ekki skuldbinda neytanda. EES-ríki geti
ekki vikið frá skyldunni til að leysa neytanda frá skuldbindingu óréttmæts
samningsskilmála.
149 Samkvæmt 1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar telur stefnandi einnig að
samningur sem inniheldur óréttmætt ákvæði skuli áfram skuldbinda
samningsaðila ef mögulegt er að viðhalda samningnum án hins óréttmæta
ákvæðis. Hann telur ljóst að það sé mögulegt í þessu máli. Samningurinn
verði þá einfaldlega venjulegur, óverðtryggður samningur um veðlán til
neytenda.
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150 ESA submits that the question is only of a hypothetical nature in a case
such as the present, since it is obvious from the information provided in the
request that the Icelandic legislature has already made its choices on the
implementation of Article 6(1) of the Directive. It argues, however, that the
Court is competent to reformulate the question if it considers it appropriate
to advise the national court on the obligation that follows from Article 6(1)
of the Directive where a national court finds that a given term is unfair within
the meaning of the Directive.
151 As regards the duty of national courts to interpret national law in
conformity with EEA law, ESA recalls that Article 3 EEA requires the EEA
States to take all measures necessary to guarantee the application and
effectiveness of EEA law. ESA notes further in that respect that it is settled
case law that a national court seised with a case to which the Directive
applies has to carry out, of its own motion, an assessment of the fairness
of the contractual terms.
152 On that basis, ESA submits that Article 6(1) of the Directive requires
that, where a national court considers that a given term before it is unfair
within the meaning of that Directive, that court must (i) make a finding
accordingly, and (ii) draw the necessary consequences, that is to say,
ensure that such a clause is not binding on the consumer and to decide
whether “the contract is capable of continuing in existence without the
unfair terms”, and in that case (only) the contract “shall continue to bind
the parties”.
153 ESA contends finally that Article 4(1) of the Directive sets out that,
in assessing whether a given term is unfair within the meaning of the
Directive, the relevant point in time is when the agreement at issue is
concluded. In other words, a term that is fair at that time cannot, under the
Directive, be considered to become unfair at a later stage of the contract’s
term. Nor can an unfair term become fair due to lapse of time or changes
that take place subsequent to the conclusion of the contract.
154 On the question whether national law is obliged to make an unfair term
non-binding on the consumer, the Commission observes that Article 6(1)
of the Directive plainly states that unfair terms in a contract “shall not” be
binding on the consumer.
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150 ESA telur að spurningin sé, í máli sem þessu, einungis fræðilegs eðlis þar
sem ljóst sé af upplýsingum sem fylgt hafi beiðninni um ráðgefandi álit
að íslenski löggjafinn hafi þegar valið aðferð við innleiðingu 1. mgr. 6. gr.
tilskipunarinnar. Dómurinn sé þó bær til þess að endurorða spurninguna
telji hann ráðlegt að leiðbeina landsdómstólnum um þær skyldur sem leiði
af 1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar í tilvikum þar sem dómstóll aðildarríkis
kemst að þeirri niðurstöðu að tiltekinn samningsskilmáli sé óréttmætur í
skilningi tilskipunarinnar.
151 Hvað skyldu dómstóla aðildarríkjanna til að skýra ákvæði landsréttar til
samræmis við EES-rétt varðar bendir ESA á að 3. gr. EES-samningsins
mæli fyrir um að EES-ríki skuli gera allar viðeigandi ráðstafanir til að tryggja
beitingu og virkni EES-réttar. ESA telur enn fremur að það sé viðurkennd
dómaframkvæmd að landsdómstóli sem hefur mál til meðferðar sem
tilskipunin tekur til beri að meta sanngirni samningsskilmálanna að eigin
frumkvæði.
152 Samkvæmt framansögðu telur ESA að í 1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar sé gerð
krafa um að í þeim tilvikum þar sem landsdómstóll kemst að þeirri niðurstöðu
að tiltekinn samningsskilmáli sé óréttmætur samkvæmt tilskipuninni beri þeim
dómstól að (i) kveða upp úrskurð í samræmi við það og (ii) sjá til þess að
afleiðingarnar séu þær að tryggt sé að slíkur skilmáli sé óskuldbindandi fyrir
neytandann; og ákveða hvort samningurinn geti ,,haldið gildi sínu að öðru leyti
án óréttmætu skilmálanna“ og (aðeins) ef svo er að ,,samningurinn verði áfram
bindandi fyrir samningsaðila“.
153 Loks telur ESA að 1. mgr. 4. gr. tilskipunarinnar kveði á um að viðeigandi
tímapunktur til að skoða hvort tiltekinn skilmáli sé óréttmætur í skilningi
tilskipunarinnar sé við undirritunartíma samningsins sem um ræðir. Með
öðrum orðum geti skilmáli sem telst réttmætur á þeim tímapunkti ekki talist
verða óréttmætur samkvæmt tilskipuninni síðar á gildistíma samningsins.
Eins geti óréttmætur skilmáli heldur ekki talist réttmætur með tímanum eða
vegna breytinga sem eiga sér stað eftir undirritun samningsins.
154 Í tengslum við þá spurningu hvort skylt sé að sjá til þess að óréttmætur
samningsskilmáli teljist óskuldbindandi fyrir neytandann að landsrétti tekur
framkvæmdastjórnin fram að í 1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar sé skýrt
kveðið á um að óréttmætir samningsskilmálar ,,séu ekki“ bindandi fyrir
neytandann.
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155 The Defendant and the Icelandic Government agree that Article 6 of the
Directive requires EEA States to take the necessary measures to ensure
that unfair terms used in a contract concluded with a consumer by a seller
or supplier are not binding on the consumer. However, EEA States have the
choice of form and method of implementation under Article 7 EEA, which
corresponds to the principle of national procedural autonomy, as limited by
the principles of equivalence and effectiveness. Accordingly, the Icelandic
Government argues that it is sufficient for a State to provide the national
courts with the power to annul unfair contractual terms as long as they
are obliged to exercise that power with respect to terms they find unfair
pursuant to the Directive.
156 As regards the situation under Icelandic law, the Icelandic Government
submits, with reference to Articles 36a and 36c of Act No 7/1936, that
Article 36 of that Act relates both to contractual terms that may be unfair
pursuant to the Directive and to terms that may be invalid or unfair purely as
a matter of national law. Pursuant to Article 3 of Act No 2/1993, Icelandic
courts are obliged to interpret national law in line with Iceland’s obligations
stemming from the EEA Agreement. In accordance with those obligations,
national courts, acting within the constitutional scope of that power, must
annul contractual terms where they find that a contractual term is unfair
within the meaning and scope of the provisions implementing the Directive.
157 The Icelandic Government argues that the end-result for the consumer
is thereby effectively the same whether national law explicitly requires
national courts to annul unfair contractual terms or simply gives them the
power to do so.
Findings of the Court
158 Given the nature and significance of the public interest which constitutes
the basis of the protection guaranteed to consumers, who are in a weak
position vis-à-vis sellers or suppliers, the Directive requires EEA States,
as is apparent from Article 7(1), read in conjunction with recital 24 in the
preamble thereto, to provide for adequate and effective means “to prevent
the continued use of unfair terms in contracts concluded with consumers
by sellers or suppliers”.
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155 Stefndi og ríkisstjórn Íslands eru sammála um að samkvæmt 6. gr.
tilskipunarinnar sé EES-ríkjum skylt að gera nauðsynlegar ráðstafanir til að
tryggja að óréttmætir skilmálar í samningi sem seljandi eða veitandi gerir
við neytanda séu ekki bindandi fyrir neytandann. EES-ríki hafi þó val um form
og aðferð við innleiðingu samkvæmt 7. gr. EES-samningsins í samræmi við
meginregluna um forræði á réttarfari með þeim takmörkunum sem leiði af
meginreglunum um jafnræði við málsmeðferð og um skilvirka framkvæmd
EES-réttar. Það er því mat ríkisstjórnarinnar að nægilegt sé að ríki veiti
dómstólum sínum vald til að ógilda óréttmæta samningsskilmála ef þeim er
skylt að beita því valdi vegna skilmála sem þeir telja óréttmæta samkvæmt
tilskipuninni.
156 Hvað stöðuna að íslenskum rétti varðar telur ríkisstjórn Íslands, með
vísan til 36. gr. a og 36. gr. c laga nr. 7/1936, að 36. gr. sömu laga
taki jafnt til samningsskilmála sem talist geti óréttmætir samkvæmt
tilskipuninni og skilmála sem einvörðungu geti talist ógildir eða
óréttmætir á grundvelli ákvæða landslaga. Samkvæmt 3. gr. laga nr.
2/1993 sé íslenskum dómstólum skylt að skýra lög og reglur landslaga
til samræmis við samningsskuldbindingar Íslands samkvæmt EESsamningnum. Samkvæmt þeirri skyldu og í samræmi við stjórnskipulega
lögsögu þeirra verði íslenskir dómstólar að ógilda samningsskilmála
sem þeir telja óréttmæta í skilningi þeirra lagaákvæða sem innleiddu
tilskipunina.
157 Íslenska ríkið heldur því fram að útkoman fyrir neytandann sé þar með
sú sama í reynd óháð því hvort landsréttur skyldi dómstóla til að ógilda
óréttmæta samningsskilmála eða veiti þeim aðeins vald til þess.
Álit dómstólsins
158 Í ljósi þeirra miklu almannahagsmuna sem liggja að baki vernd neytenda
sem eru í veikri stöðu gagnvart seljendum eða veitendum er gerð sú krafa
til EES-ríkja samkvæmt tilskipuninni, eins og ljóst er af 1. mgr. 7. gr. með
hliðsjón af 24. lið formálsorða hennar, að þau skapi réttar og árangursríkar
leiðir ,,til að hindra áframhaldandi notkun óréttmætra skilmála í
neytendasamningum“.
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159 Article 3 of the EEA Agreement requires the EEA States to take all
measures necessary to guarantee the application and effectiveness
of EEA law. It is inherent in the objectives of the EEA Agreement that
national courts are bound, as far as possible, to interpret national law in
conformity with EEA law. Consequently, they must, as far as possible,
apply the methods of interpretation recognised by national law in order to
achieve the result sought by the relevant rule of EEA law (see Case E-6/13
Metacom AG v Rechtsanwälte Zipper & Collegen [2013] EFTA Ct. Rep.
856, paragraph 69 and case law cited).
160 It is necessary to refer both to the wording of Article 6(1) of the Directive
and to the objectives and overall scheme of that provision to examine
the consequences of a finding that a contractual term is unfair (compare,
to that effect, Case C-482/07 AHP Manufacturing [2009] ECR I-7295,
paragraph 27, and Case C-125/10 Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp. [2011]
ECR I-12987, paragraph 29).
161 According to the wording of Article 6(1) of the Directive, the EEA States are
granted a certain degree of autonomy with respect to the definition of the
legal arrangements applicable to unfair terms. Nevertheless they are expressly
required to provide that those terms “shall […] not be binding on the consumer
and that the contract shall continue to bind the parties upon those terms if it is
capable of continuing in existence without the unfair terms”.
162 As follows from settled case law, the national court is required, where it
has available to it the legal and factual elements necessary for that task,
to assess of its own motion whether a contractual term falling within the
scope of the Directive is unfair, compensating in this way for the imbalance
which exists between the consumer and the seller or supplier (compare
C-280/13 Barclays Bank, judgment of 30 April 2014, reported electronically,
paragraph 34; Aziz, cited above, paragraph 46 and case law cited).
163 In that regard, it is for the referring court to ascertain what the national
rules applicable to the dispute before it are and to do whatever lies within
its jurisdiction, taking the whole body of domestic law into consideration
and applying the interpretative methods recognised by domestic law, with
a view to ensuring that Article 6(1) of the Directive is fully effective and
achieving an outcome consistent with the objective pursued by it (see, to
that effect, Case C-282/10 Dominguez, judgment of 24 January 2012,
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159 Í 3. gr. EES-samningsins er mælt fyrir um að EES-ríki skuli gera allar
viðeigandi ráðstafanir til að tryggja beitingu og virkni EES-réttar. Það
er órjúfanlegur hluti af markmiðum EES-samningsins að dómstólum
aðildarríkjanna beri skylda til að skýra ákvæði landsréttar til samræmis við
EES-rétt eins og þeim er frekast unnt. Þeir verða þar af leiðandi að beita
viðurkenndum lögskýringaraðferðum landsréttar, eins og þeim er frekast
unnt, til að ná fram þeirri niðurstöðu sem viðeigandi regla EES-réttar stefnir
að (sjá mál E-6/13 Metacom AG gegn Rechtsanwälte Zipper & Collegen
[2013] EFTA Ct. Rep. 856, 69. mgr. og dómaframkvæmd sem þar er
vitnað til).
160 Nauðsynlegt er að vísa jafnt til orðalags 1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar sem
og til markmiða og heildarkerfisins að baki ákvæðinu til að meta afleiðingar
þess að samningsskilmáli teljist óréttmætur (sjá til samanburðar um það
atriði, mál C-482/07 AHP Manufacturing [2009] ECR I-7295, 27. mgr. og
mál C-125/10 Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp. [2011] ECR I-12987, 29. mgr.).
161 Samkvæmt orðalagi 1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar hafa EES-ríkin sjálfræði
upp að vissu marki um útfærslu á þeim lagareglum sem eiga við um
óréttmæta skilmála. Engu að síður er þeim skýrlega gert að mæla svo
fyrir að slíkir skilmálar ,,séu ekki [...] bindandi fyrir neytandann og að
samningurinn verði áfram bindandi fyrir samningsaðila ef hann getur haldið
gildi sínu að öðru leyti án óréttmætu skilmálanna.“
162 Af viðurkenndri dómaframkvæmd leiðir að þegar lagalegar forsendur
og staðreyndir máls leyfa ber landsdómstólnum skylda til að meta
að eigin frumkvæði hvort samningsskilmáli sem fellur undir gildissvið
tilskipunarinnar sé óréttmætur. Þannig er bætt fyrir það ójafnræði sem
ríkir milli neytanda og seljanda eða veitanda (sjá til samanburðar mál
C-280/13 Barclays Bank, dómur frá 30. apríl 2014, birtur með rafrænum
hætti, 34. mgr. og áður tilvitnað mál Aziz, 46. mgr. og dómaframkvæmd
sem þar er vitnað til).
163 Það er því landsdómstólsins að slá því föstu hvaða reglur landsréttar
gilda um málið sem rekið er fyrir honum, nýta öll þau úrræði sem felast
í lögsögu hans, skoða málið í ljósi allra ákvæða landsréttar og beita
viðurkenndum lögskýringaraðferðum með það fyrir augum að tryggja virkni
1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar að fullu og að niðurstaðan sé í samræmi við
markmið hennar (sjá, varðandi þetta atriði, mál C-282/10 Dominguez,
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published electronically, paragraph 27, and case law cited, and Case
C-618/10 Banco Español de Crédito, judgment of 14 July 2012, published
electronically, paragraph 58).
164 It follows from Article 6(1) of the Directive that national courts are required
only to exclude the application of an unfair contractual term such that it
does not produce binding effects with regard to the consumer, without
also being authorised to revise the term’s content. In principle, the contract
must continue in existence (compare, to that effect, Case C-26/13 Kásler
and Káslerné Rábai, judgment of 30 April 2014, published electronically,
paragraphs 80 to 84) without any amendment other than that resulting
from the deletion of the unfair terms, in so far as, in accordance with the
rules of domestic law, such continuity of the contract is legally possible.
165 In the light of the foregoing, the answer to the fifth question must be that
Article 6(1) of the Directive must be interpreted as meaning that, where
a national court considers that a given term is unfair within the meaning
of the Directive, that court must ensure that such a clause is not binding
on the consumer provided that the contract is capable of continuing in
existence without the unfair term, in so far as, in accordance with the rules
of domestic law, such continuity of the contract is legally possible.

V COSTS
166 The costs incurred by the Icelandic Government, ESA and the Commission,
which have submitted observations to the Court, are not recoverable.
Since these proceedings are a step in the proceedings pending before
Héraðsdómur Reykjavíkur, any decision on costs for the parties to those
proceedings is a matter for that court.
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dómur frá 24. janúar 2012, birtur með rafrænum hætti, 27. mgr., og
dómaframkvæmd sem þar er vitnað til og mál C-618/10 Banco Español de
Crédito, dómur frá 14. júlí 2012, birtur með rafrænum hætti, 58. mgr.).
164 Af 1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar leiðir að dómstólum aðildarríkjanna er
einungis gert að koma í veg fyrir beitingu óréttmæts samningsskilmála
þannig að hann verði ekki bindandi fyrir neytandann án þess að þeir hafi
einnig heimild til að endurskoða efni skilmálans. Samningurinn verður,
að meginstefnu, að halda gildi sínu (sjá til samanburðar um það atriði,
mál C-26/13 Kásler and Káslerné Rábai, dómur frá 30. apríl 2014, birtur
með rafrænum hætti, 80. til 84. mgr.) án annarra breytinga en þeirra að
hinir óréttmætu skilmálar eru felldir út að því marki sem reglur landsréttar
leyfa.
165 Í ljósi framangreindra atriða er svarið við fimmtu spurningunni að 1. mgr.
6. gr. tilskipunarinnar verði að túlka með þeim hætti að í þeim tilvikum þar
sem landsdómstóll kemst að þeirri niðurstöðu að tiltekinn samningsskilmáli
sé óréttmætur samkvæmt tilskipuninni beri þeim dómstól að tryggja
að slíkur skilmáli sé óskuldbindandi fyrir neytandann að því gefnu að
samningurinn geti haldið gildi sínu að öðru leyti án hins óréttmæta skilmála
að því marki sem reglur landsréttar leyfa.

V MÁLSKOSTNAÐUR
166 Ríkisstjórn Íslands, Eftirlitsstofnun EFTA og framkvæmdastjórn
Evrópusambandsins, sem skilað hafa greinargerðum til EFTA-dómstólsins,
skulu hver bera sinn málskostnað. Þar sem um er ræða mál sem er hluti af
málarekstri fyrir Héraðsdómi Reykjavíkur kemur það í hlut þess dómstóls
að kveða á um kostnað málsaðila.
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On those grounds,

THE COURT
in answer to the questions referred to it by Reykjavík District Court hereby gives the
following Advisory Opinion, on the basis and to the extent that contractual terms on
the indexation of repayment instalments of mortgage loans, such as those at issue
in the main proceedings, are not considered to reflect mandatory regulatory or
statutory provisions in accordance with Article 1(2) of Directive 93/13/EEC:
1.

Directive 93/13/EEC does not generally prohibit contractual terms on
the indexation of mortgage loans in contracts between a supplier and a
consumer. It is for the referring court to assess whether the term at issue
is unfair. The assessment must take into account the Court’s interpretation
of the concept of “unfair term”.

2.

Directive 93/13/EEC does not limit the discretion of an EEA State to
determine, whether through legislation or by means of administrative
regulation, the factors that may cause changes in a pre-determined
index, such as the Icelandic consumer price index, as well as the
methods for measuring those changes, provided they are explicitly
described in the contract.

3.

It is for the competent national court to establish whether a particular
contract term has been negotiated individually within the meaning of
Article 3 of Directive 93/13/EEC.

4.

It is for the competent national court to establish whether a contract
term relating to the indexation of repayment instalments of a loan
to finance real estate purchases must be regarded as having been
explicitly and comprehensibly described to the consumer. Such an
assessment must take into account the precise wording of the relevant
contract terms and all other relevant circumstances, including the
circumstances set out in points (a) and (b) of the third question posed by
the national court, as well as the national legislation on price indexation.
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Með vísan til framangreindra forsendna lætur,

DÓMSTÓLLINN
uppi svohljóðandi ráðgefandi álit um spurningar þær sem Héraðsdómur
Reykjavíkur beindi til dómstólsins, á þeim forsendum og að svo miklu leyti sem
samningsskilmálar um verðtryggingu afborgana veðláns, eins og þær sem deilt er
um í málinu sem rekið er fyrir landsdómstólnum, teljast ekki endurspegla lög eða
bindandi stjórnsýsluákvæði samkvæmt 2. mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunar 93/13/EBE:
1.

Tilskipun 93/13/EBE leggur ekki almennt bann við skilmálum um
verðtryggingu veðlána í samningum milli veitanda og neytanda. Það
er landsdómstólsins að meta hvort umræddur skilmáli sé óréttmætur.
Matið verður að taka mið af skýringu dómstólsins á hugtakinu
,,óréttmætur skilmáli“.

2.

Tilskipun 93/13/EBE takmarkar ekki svigrúm EES-ríkis til þess að
ákveða með lögum eða stjórnvaldsfyrirmælum hvaða þættir geti valdið
breytingum á fyrirfram ákveðinni vísitölu, á borð við hina íslensku
vísitölu neysluverðs, og eftir hvaða aðferðum þær breytingar skuli
mældar að því gefnu að þeim sé lýst með skýrum hætti í samningnum.

3.

Það er landsdómstólsins að taka afstöðu til þess hvort samið hafi verið
sérstaklega um tiltekinn samningsskilmála í skilningi 3. gr. tilskipunar
93/13/EBE.

4.

Það er landsdómstólsins að meta hvort samningsskilmála um
verðtryggingu afborgana af láni til fjármögnunar á fasteignakaupum
skuli teljast hafi verið lýst fyrir neytandanum með skýrum og
skiljanlegum hætti. Slíkt mat verður að taka mið af nákvæmu orðalagi
viðeigandi samningsskilmála og öllum öðrum aðstæðum, þar á meðal
þeim sem vísað er til í a- og b-hluta þriðju spurningar landsdómstólsins,
auk ákvæða landsréttar um verðtryggingu.
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5.

Article 6(1) of Directive 93/13/EEC must be interpreted as meaning
that, where a national court considers that a given term is unfair
within the meaning of the Directive, that court must ensure that such
a clause is not binding on the consumer provided that the contract is
capable of continuing in existence without the unfair term, in so far as,
in accordance with the rules of domestic law, such continuity of the
contract is legally possible.

Carl Baudenbacher

Per Christiansen

Páll Hreinsson

Delivered in open court in Luxembourg on 28 August 2014.
Philipp Speitler

Carl Baudenbacher

Acting Registrar

President
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1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar verður að túlka með þeim hætti að í
þeim tilvikum þar sem landsdómstóll kemst að þeirri niðurstöðu að
tiltekinn samningsskilmáli sé óréttmætur samkvæmt tilskipuninni beri
þeim dómstól að tryggja að slíkur skilmáli sé óskuldbindandi fyrir
neytandann að því gefnu að samningurinn geti haldið gildi sínu að öðru
leyti án hins óréttmæta skilmála að því marki sem reglur landsréttar
leyfa.

Carl Baudenbacher

Per Christiansen

Páll Hreinsson

Kveðið upp í heyranda hljóði í Lúxemborg 28. ágúst 2014.
Philipp Speitler

Carl Baudenbacher

Settur dómritari

Forseti
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REPORT FOR THE HEARING
in Case E-25/13
REQUEST to the Court under Article 34 of the Agreement between the EFTA States on
the Establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice from the Reykjavík
District Court (Héraðsdómur Reykjavíkur), in the case between
Gunnar V. Engilbertsson
and
Íslandsbanki hf.
concerning the interpretation of Directive 93/13/EEC of 5 April 1993 on unfair
terms in consumer contracts.

I

INTRODUCTION
1.

The parties to the main proceedings pending before Reykjavík District Court
are in dispute as regards the lawfulness of an indexation clause in a bond
dated 2 May 2007 issued by Glitnir banki hf. for the purchase of real estate
by Gunnar V. Engilbertsson (“Plaintiff”). On 14 October 2008, the bond was
transferred from Glitnir banki hf. by way of an administrative decision of the
Icelandic Financial Supervisory Authority to Íslandsbanki hf. (“Defendant”). The
indexation at issue is based on the Consumer Price Index and the loan capital
is increased in proportion to inflation.

2.

In the proceedings before the Reykjavík District Court, the Plaintiff argued
that the indexation provision is an unfair contract term contrary to Directive
93/13/EEC. On the basis of Article 6(1) of Directive 93/13/EEC, the
corresponding national provision had to be interpreted as meaning that it
required the unfair contract term to be set aside.

3.

The Defendant has rejected the Plaintiff’s view. It argued that price
indexation was permitted by law and that the loan complied with all
relevant requirements. In any event, it was not possible to set aside a
provision of the bond relating to price indexation without interfering with its
other provisions. The Defendant also submitted that the Directive had been
correctly implemented into the national legal system.
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SKÝRSLA FRAMSÖGUMANNS
í máli E-25/13
BEIÐNI um ráðgefandi álit EFTA-dómstólsins samkvæmt 34. gr. samningsins milli EFTAríkjanna um stofnun eftirlitsstofnunar og dómstóls frá Héraðsdómi Reykjavíkur, í máli

Gunnars V. Engilbertssonar
og
Íslandsbanka hf.
varðandi túlkun á tilskipun nr. 93/13/EBE frá 5. apríl 1993 um óréttmæta skilmála í
neytendasamningum (tilskipunin).

I

INNGANGUR
1.

Ágreiningur aðila í málinu sem rekið er fyrir Héraðsdómi Reykjavíkur lýtur
að því hvort verðtryggingarákvæði í skuldabréfi sem gefið var út af Glitni
banka hf. 2. maí 2007 vegna fasteignakaupa Gunnars V. Engilbertssonar
(stefnanda) sé lögmætt. Skuldabréfið var fært 14. október 2008 úr Glitni
banka hf. yfir í Íslandsbanka hf. (stefnda) samkvæmt stjórnvaldsákvörðun
Fjármálaeftirlitsins. Grundvöllur verðtryggingarinnar sem um ræðir var
vísitala neysluverðs og höfuðstóll lánsins hækkar í hlutfalli við verðbólgu.

2.

Við rekstur málsins fyrir Héraðsdómi Reykjavíkur hefur stefnandi
haldið því fram að verðtryggingarákvæðið sé óréttmætur skilmáli
og andstæður tilskipun 93/13/EBE. Á grundvelli 1. mgr. 6. gr.
tilskipunarinnar verði að túlka samsvarandi ákvæði landsréttar með
þeim hætti að víkja eigi hinum óréttmæta skilmála til hliðar.

3.

Stefndi vísar sjónarmiðum stefnanda á bug. Stefndi telur verðtrygginguna
heimila að lögum og að lánveitingin uppfylli öll önnur skilyrði sem við
eiga. Hvað sem því líður sé ekki hægt að víkja ákvæði skuldabréfsins um
verðtryggingu til hliðar án þess að raska öðrum ákvæðum þess. Þá telur
stefndi einnig að tilskipunin hafi verið réttilega innleidd í landslög.
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4.

The questions referred concern the interpretation of Directive 93/13/
EEC, as incorporated in Annex XIX to the EEA Agreement at point 7a,
(“the Directive”), with respect to loan contracts between consumers and
suppliers for the financing of real estate purchases according to which
the instalment repayments are linked to a predetermined index. They
also concern the issue of whether Article 6(1) of the Directive has been
correctly implemented into the Icelandic legal order.

II LEGAL BACKGROUND
EEA law
5.

Article 3 EEA reads as follows:
The Contracting Parties shall take all appropriate measures, whether
general or particular, to ensure fulfilment of the obligations arising out of
this Agreement.
They shall abstain from any measure which could jeopardize the attainment
of the objectives of this Agreement.
Moreover, they shall facilitate cooperation within the framework of this
Agreement

6.

Article 7 EEA reads as follows:
Acts referred to or contained in the Annexes to this Agreement or
in decisions of the EEA Joint Committee shall be binding upon the
Contracting Parties and be, or be made, part of their internal legal order
as follows:
(a) an act corresponding to an EEC regulation shall as such be made part
of the internal legal order of the Contracting Parties;
(b) an act corresponding to an EEC directive shall leave to the authorities
of the Contracting Parties the choice of form and method of
implementation.
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Spurningarnar sem beint er til dómstólsins lúta að túlkun tilskipunar nr.
93/13/EBE, eins og hún var tekin upp í XIX. viðauka EES-samningsins í lið
7a, í tengslum við lánasamninga milli neytenda og veitenda til fjármögnunar
fasteignakaupa, þar sem afborganir eru tengdar fyrirfram ákveðinni vísitölu.
Spurningarnar snúast einnig um það hvort 1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar
hafi verið réttilega innleidd í íslenskan rétt.

II LÖGGJÖF
EES-réttur
5.

Í 3. gr. EES-samningsins segir:
Samningsaðilar skulu gera allar viðeigandi almennar eða sérstakar
ráðstafanir til að tryggja að staðið verði við þær skuldbindingar sem af
samningi þessum leiðir.
Þeir skulu varast ráðstafanir sem teflt geta því í tvísýnu að markmiðum
samnings þessa verði náð.
Þeir skulu enn fremur auðvelda samvinnu innan ramma samnings þessa.

6.

Í 7. gr. EES-samningsins segir:
Gerðir sem vísað er til eða er að finna í viðaukum við samning þennan, eða
ákvörðunum sameiginlegu EES-nefndarinnar, binda samningsaðila og eru
þær eða verða teknar upp í landsrétt sem hér segir:
(a) gerð sem samsvarar reglugerð EBE skal sem slík tekin upp í landsrétt
samningsaðila;
(b) gerð sem samsvarar tilskipun EBE skal veita yfirvöldum samningsaðila
val um form og aðferð við framkvæmdina.
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Directive 93/13/EEC
7.

Directive 93/13/EEC on unfair terms in consumer contracts was
incorporated into Annex XIX to the EEA Agreement at point 7a.1

8.

Article 1 of the Directive reads:
1.

The purpose of this Directive is to approximate the laws, regulations

and administrative provisions of the Member States relating to unfair terms
in contracts concluded between a seller or supplier and a consumer.
2.

The contractual terms which reflect mandatory statutory or regulatory

provisions and the provisions or principles of international conventions to
which the Member States or the Community are party, particularly in the
transport area, shall not be subject to the provisions of this Directive.
9.

Article 2 of the Directive reads:
For the purposes of this Directive:
(a)

‘unfair terms’ means the contractual terms defined in Article 3;

(b) ‘consumer’ means any natural person who, in contracts covered by
this Directive, is acting for purposes which are outside his trade,
business or profession;
(c) ‘seller or supplier’ means any natural or legal person who, in contracts
covered by this Directive, is acting for purposes relating to his trade,
business or profession, whether publicly owned or privately owned.
10.

Article 3 of the Directive reads:
1.

A contractual term which has not been individually negotiated shall

be regarded as unfair if, contrary to the requirement of good faith, it
causes a significant imbalance in the parties’ rights and obligations
arising under the contract, to the detriment of the consumer.
1

Inserted by Decision of the EEA Joint Committee No 7/1994 (OJ 1994 L 160, p. 1 and EEA
Supplement No 17, 28.6.1994, p. 1), entered into force 1 July 1994.
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Tilskipun nr. 93/13/EBE
7.

Tilskipun nr. 93/13/EBE um óréttmæta skilmála í neytendasamningum var
tekin upp í XIX. viðauka EES-samningsins, í lið 7a.1

8.

Í 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar segir:
1.

Tilgangurinn með þessari tilskipun er að samræma lög og

stjórnsýslufyrirmæli aðildarríkjanna um óréttmæta skilmála í samningum
milli seljanda eða veitanda og neytanda.
2.

Þessi tilskipun nær ekki til samningsskilmála sem endurspegla

lög og bindandi stjórnsýsluákvæði og ákvæði eða meginreglur í
alþjóðasamningum sem aðildarríkin eða bandalagið eiga aðild að, m.a. á
sviði flutningamála.
9.

Í 2. gr. tilskipunarinnar segir:
Í þessari tilskipun er merking eftirfarandi hugtaka sem hér segir:
(a) „óréttmætir skilmálar“: samningsskilmálar samkvæmt skilgreiningu í 3.
gr.;
(b) „neytandi“: einstaklingur sem í samningum, er þessi tilskipun nær til, á
viðskipti í öðru skyni en vegna starfs síns;
(c) „seljandi eða veitandi“: einstaklingur eða lögpersóna sem í
samningum, er þessi tilskipun nær til, á viðskipti vegna starfs síns,
hvort sem það er opinbert starf eða ekki.

10.

Í 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar segir::
1.

Samningsskilmáli sem hefur ekki verið samið um sérstaklega telst

óréttmætur ef hann, þrátt fyrir skilyrðið um „góða trú“, veldur umtalsverðu
ójafnvægi réttinda og skyldna samningsaðila samkvæmt samningnum,
neytanda til tjóns.
1

Bætt við samkvæmt ákvörðun sameiginlegu EES-nefndarinnar nr. 7/1994 (Stjtíð. ESB 1994 L 160,
bls. 1 og EES-viðbætir nr. 17, 28.6.1994, bls. 1), tók gildi 1. júlí 1994.
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2.

A term shall always be regarded as not individually negotiated where

it has been drafted in advance and the consumer has therefore not been
able to influence the substance of the term, particularly in the context of a
pre-formulated standard contract.
The fact that certain aspects of a term or one specific term have been
individually negotiated shall not exclude the application of this Article to the
rest of a contract if an overall assessment of the contract indicates that it
is nevertheless a pre-formulated standard contract.
Where any seller or supplier claims that a standard term has been
individually negotiated, the burden of proof in this respect shall be
incumbent on him.
3.

The Annex shall contain an indicative and non-exhaustive list of the

terms which may be regarded as unfair.
11.

Article 4 of the Directive reads as follows:
1.

Without prejudice to Article 7, the unfairness of a contractual

term shall be assessed, taking into account the nature of the goods or
services for which the contract was concluded and by referring, at the
time of conclusion of the contract, to all the circumstances attending the
conclusion of the contract and to all the other terms of the contract or of
another contract on which it is dependent.
2.

Assessment of the unfair nature of the terms shall relate neither to the

definition of the main subject matter of the contract nor to the adequacy
of the price and remuneration, on the one hand, as against the services or
goods supplies in exchange, on the other, in so far as these terms are in
plain intelligible language.
12.

Article 5 of the Directive reads as follows:
In the case of contracts where all or certain terms offered to the consumer
are in writing, these terms must always be drafted in plain, intelligible
language. Where there is doubt about the meaning of a term, the
interpretation most favourable to the consumer shall prevail. This rule on
interpretation shall not apply in the context of the procedures laid down in
Article 7 (2).
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Ekki telst hafa verið samið sérstaklega um samningsskilmála ef

hann hefur verið saminn fyrirfram og neytandi því ekki haft tækifæri til
að hafa áhrif á efni skilmálans, einkum þegar um er ræða fastorðaða
staðalsamninga.
Þótt samið hafi verið sérstaklega um einstök atriði samningsskilmála eða
einn tiltekinn samningsskilmála, þá gildir þessi grein áfram um afganginn af
samningnum ef heildarmat á samningnum sýnir að hann er þrátt fyrir það
fastorðaður staðalsamningur.
Ef seljandi eða veitandi heldur því fram að samið hafi verið sérstaklega um
staðalskilmála er sönnunarbyrðin hans.
3.

Í viðaukanum er skrá, leiðbeinandi en ekki tæmandi, yfir

samningsskilmála sem teljast óréttmætir.
11.

Í 4. gr. tilskipunarinnar segir:
1.

Með fyrirvara um 7. gr. skal við mat á því hvort samningsskilmáli

er óréttmætur taka tillit til þess um hvers konar vörur eða þjónustu
samningurinn er og hafa hliðsjón af öllum aðstæðum á þeim tíma sem
samningurinn er gerður og öllum öðrum skilmálum samningsins eða annars
samnings sem hann hangir saman við.
2.

Matið á því hvort samningsskilmálar séu óréttmætir nær hvorki til

skilgreiningar á aðalefni samningsins né samræmis milli verðs og vara eða
þjónustu og greiðslu fyrir hana ef þessir skilmálar eru orðaðir á eðlilegu,
skiljanlegu máli.
12.

Í 5. gr. tilskipunarinnar segir:
Í samningum þar sem allir eða tilteknir skilmálar sem neytanda eru boðnir
eru skriflegir skulu skilmálarnir ávallt orðaðir á eðlilegu, skiljanlegu máli.
Í vafamálum um túlkun skilmála gildir sú túlkun sem neytandanum kemur
best. Þessi túlkunarregla gildir ekki í tengslum við málsmeðferð samkvæmt
2. mgr. 7. gr.
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13.

Article 6 of the Directive reads as follows:
1.

Member States shall lay down that unfair terms used in a contract

concluded with a consumer by a seller or supplier shall, as provided for
under their national law, not be binding on the consumer and that the
contract shall continue to bind the parties upon those terms if it is capable
of continuing in existence without the unfair terms.
2.

Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that the

consumer does not lose the protection granted by this Directive by virtue
of the choice of the law of a non-Member country as the law applicable to
the contract if the latter has a close connection with the territory of the
Member States.
14.

The Annex to the Directive reads as follows:
Terms referred to in Article 3(3)
1.

Terms which have the object or effect of:

(a) …
(l)

providing for the price of goods to be determined at the time of
delivery or allowing a seller of goods or supplier of services to
increase their price without in both cases giving the consumer the
corresponding right to cancel the contract if the final price is too high
in relation to the price agreed when the contract was concluded;

2.

Scope of subparagraphs (g), (j) and (l)

(a) …
(c) Subparagraphs (g), (j) and (l) do not apply to:
–

transactions in transferable securities, financial instruments
and other products or services where the price is linked to
fluctuations in a stock exchange quotation or index or a financial
market rate that the seller or supplier does not control

–

…

(d) Subparagraph (l) is without hindrance to price-indexation clauses,
where lawful, provided that the method by which prices vary is
explicitly described
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Í 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar segir:
1.

Aðildarríkin skulu mæla svo fyrir um að óréttmætir skilmálar í samningi

seljanda eða veitanda við neytanda séu ekki samkvæmt landslögum þeirra
bindandi fyrir neytandann og að samningurinn verði áfram bindandi fyrir
samningsaðila ef hann getur haldið gildi sínu að öðru leyti án óréttmætu
skilmálanna.
2.

Aðildarríkin skulu gera nauðsynlegar ráðstafanir til að tryggja að

neytandinn sé ekki sviptur þeirri vernd sem þessi tilskipun veitir honum
við það að lög lands utan bandalagsins eru valin sem gildandi lög fyrir
samninginn ef hann tengist náið yfirráðasvæði aðildarríkjanna.
14.

Í viðauka tilskipunarinnar segir:
Samningsskilmálar sem um getur í 3. mgr. 3. gr.
1. Samningsskilmálar sem hafa að markmiði eða þau áhrif:
(a) ...
(l)

að gera ráð fyrir að vöruverð sé ákveðið við afhendingu eða heimila
seljanda vöru eða veitanda þjónustu að hækka verðið án þess, í
báðum tilvikum, að veita neytandanum tilsvarandi rétt til að ógilda
samning ef endanlegt verð er of hátt samanborið við umsamið verð
við gerð samnings;

2.

Gildissvið g-, j- og l-liðar:

(a) ...
(c) Ákvæði g-, j- og l-liðar gilda ekki um:
–

viðskipti með framseljanleg verðbréf, fjármálapappíra og aðrar
vörur eða þjónustu ef verðið er bundið breytingum á vísitölu,
markaðsverði verðbréfa eða vöxtum á fjármagnsmarkaði sem
seljandinn eða veitandinn hefur ekki áhrif á;

–
d)

...

Ákvæði l-liðar koma ekki í veg fyrir löglega vísitölubindingu ef aðferðin
við útreikning verðbreytinga er útskýrð rækilega í samningi.
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National law
Act No 7/1936
15.

In Iceland, the Directive has been transposed by Act No 14/1995
amending Act No 7/1936 on Contracts, Agency and Void Legal
Instruments by adding four new articles, Articles 36(a) to (d), to the latter
Act and by amending Article 36.

16.

The first paragraph of Article 36 states that a contract may be set aside,
in full or in part, or amended, if it would be considered unfair or contrary
to good business practice to invoke it, subject to Article 36(c). It is also
stated that the same applies to other legal instruments.

17.

Pursuant to the second paragraph of Article 36, consideration is to
be given to the substance of the contract, the position of the parties,
the circumstances when the contract was made and subsequent
circumstances in any assessment made under paragraph 1 of that Article.

18.

Pursuant to the first paragraph of Article 36(a), Articles 36(a) to (d) apply to
contracts, including contract terms that have not been individually negotiated,
provided that the contracts form part of the activities of one of the business
activities of one of the parties, the business operator, but do not form part of
the activities of the other party, the consumer. Moreover, reference is made to
Article 36(d).

19.

It is required under Article 36(b) that written contracts offered by a
business operator shall be phrased in plain and intelligible language. In
the event of any doubts concerning the meaning of a contract referred
to in paragraph 1 of Article 36, the contract shall be construed in the
consumer’s favour.

20.

According to Article 36(c), Article 36 shall apply to contracts pursuant to the
first paragraph of Article 36(a), but with the changes resulting from the second
and third paragraphs of Article 36(c).

21.

Pursuant to the second paragraph of Article 36(c), account should be had
to the factors and circumstances referred to in paragraph 2 of Article 36,
including the terms of other linked contracts. However, no attention is to
be given to circumstances that arose subsequently, to the disadvantage of
the consumer.
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Landsréttur
Lög nr. 7/1936
15.

Tilskipunin var leidd í lög á Íslandi með lögum nr. 14/1995, sem breyttu
lögum nr. 7/1936 um samningsgerð, umboð og ógilda löggerninga
(samningalög) með því að bæta fjórum greinum við þau, 36. gr. a., 36. gr.
b., 36. gr. c. og 36. gr. d.

16.

Í 1. mgr. 36. gr. samningalaga segir að samningi megi víkja til hliðar
í heild eða að hluta, eða breyta, ef það yrði talið ósanngjarnt eða
andstætt góðri viðskiptavenju að bera hann fyrir sig, sbr. þó 36. gr. c.
Hið sama eigi við um aðra löggerninga.

17.

Samkvæmt 2. mgr. 36. gr. skal við mat samkvæmt 1. mgr. líta til efnis
samnings, stöðu samningsaðila, atvika við samningsgerðina og atvika sem
síðar komu til.

18.

Samkvæmt 1. mgr. 36. gr. a. gilda ákvæði 36. gr. a–d um samninga,
meðal annars samningsskilmála, sem ekki hefur verið samið um
sérstaklega enda séu samningarnir liður í starfsemi annars aðilans,
atvinnurekanda, en í meginatriðum ekki liður í starfsemi hins aðilans,
neytanda, samanber þó 36. gr. d.

19.

36. gr. b. kveður á um að skriflegur samningur, sem atvinnurekandi
gefur neytanda kost á, skuli vera á skýru og skiljanlegu máli. Komi upp
vafi um merkingu samnings sem nefndur er í 1. mgr. 36. gr. a skuli túlka
samninginn neytandanum í hag.

20.

Samkvæmt 36. gr. c. gilda ákvæði 36. gr. um samninga samkvæmt 1. mgr.
36. gr. a, þó með þeim breytingum sem leiðir af 2. og 3. mgr. 36. gr. c.

21.

Samkvæmt 2. mgr. 36. gr. c. skal líta til atriða og atvika sem nefnd eru
í 2. mgr. 36. gr., meðal annars skilmála í öðrum samningi sem hann
tengist. Þó skal eigi taka tillit til atvika sem síðar komu til, neytanda í
óhag.
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22.

The third paragraph of Article 36(c) states that a contract is to be considered
unfair if it is contrary to good business practices and substantially disturbs the
balance between the rights and obligations of the contracting parties to the
disadvantage of the consumer. If a term of this kind is set aside, either in full
or in part, or amended, the contract shall, at the consumer’s request, remain
valid in other respects without change if it can be performed without the term.

Act No. 38/2001
23.

Indexation of savings and credit was first generally permitted in Iceland by Act
No 13/1979 on Economic Policy, and provisions on the matter have existed in
Icelandic legislation ever since. Chapter VI of Act No 38/2001 on Interest and
Indexation sets out the provisions in respect of indexation that are currently in
force. Except to the extent permitted by Article 2 of the Act, the provisions of
that chapter are mandatory in relation to all indexed savings and loans.

24.

Pursuant to Article 13, the provisions of Chapter VI shall apply to
obligations concerning savings and credits in Icelandic krónur where
the debtor promises to pay money and it has been agreed or stipulated
that the payments are to be price-indexed. It also states that the price
indexation as referred to in the Chapter shall mean changes in line with a
domestic price index and that authorisation for price indexation shall be as
provided for in Article 14 of this Act unless otherwise provided for by law.

25.

Pursuant to the first paragraph of Article 14, savings and loans may
be price-indexed in accordance with Article 13 if the basis of the price
indexation is the consumer price index (“CPI”) as calculated by Statistics
Iceland in accordance with legislation applicable to the index and published
monthly in the Legal Gazette. An index that is calculated and published in a
specific month shall apply to the indexation of savings and loans from the
first day of the second month thereafter. In paragraph 2, it is stated that a
loan agreement may be based on a share price index, domestic or foreign,
or a set of such indices which do not measure changes in general price
levels.

26.

In the first paragraph of Article 15, it is stated that the Central Bank may,
subject to the approval of the Minister of Business Affairs, decide on a
minimum maturity for indexed deposits and loans. The Bank may also,
subject to the approval of the Minister, decide that the interest rates on
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Í 3. mgr. 36. gr. c. segir að samningur teljist ósanngjarn stríði hann
gegn góðum viðskiptaháttum og raski til muna jafnvægi milli réttinda
og skyldna samningsaðila, neytanda í óhag. Ef slíkum skilmála er vikið
til hliðar í heild eða að hluta, eða breytt, skal samningurinn að kröfu
neytanda gilda að öðru leyti án breytinga verði hann efndur án skilmálans.

Lög nr. 38/2001
23.

Verðtrygging sparifjár og lánsfjár var fyrst heimiluð með lögum nr.
13/1979 um stjórn efnahagsmála o.fl. og hafa ákvæði um það efni
verið í lögum síðan. Núgildandi reglur um verðtryggingu sparifjár
og lánsfjár er að finna í VI. kafla laga nr. 38/2001 um vexti og
verðtryggingu. Ákvæði kaflans eru ófrávíkjanleg, ef frá eru taldar þær
undanþágur sem kveðið er á um í 2. gr.

24.

Í samræmi við 13. gr. laganna gilda ákvæði VI. kafla þeirra um
skuldbindingar sem varða sparifé og lánsfé í íslenskum krónum þar
sem skuldari lofar að greiða peninga og umsamið eða áskilið er
að greiðslurnar skuli verðtryggðar. Þar kemur einnig fram að með
verðtryggingu sé í þessum kafla laganna átt við breytingu í hlutfalli
við innlenda verðvísitölu og að um heimildir til verðtryggingar fari
samkvæmt 14. gr. nema lög kveði á um annað.

25.

Samkvæmt 1. mgr. 14. gr. er heimilt að verðtryggja sparifé og lánsfé
samkvæmt 13. gr. ef grundvöllur verðtryggingarinnar er vísitala
neysluverðs, sem Hagstofa Íslands reiknar samkvæmt lögum er um
vísitöluna gilda og birtir mánaðarlega í Lögbirtingablaði. Gildir sú
vísitala sem reiknuð er og birt í tilteknum mánuði um verðtryggingu
sparifjár og lánsfjár frá fyrsta degi þar næsta mánaðar. Í 2. mgr. segir
að í lánssamningi sé þó heimilt að miða við hlutabréfavísitölu, innlenda
eða erlenda, eða safn slíkra vísitalna sem ekki mæla breytingar á almennu
verðlagi.

26.

1. mgr. 15. gr. laga nr. 38/2001 kemur fram að Seðlabanki Íslands geti að
fengnu samþykki ráðherra ákveðið lágmarkstíma verðtryggðra innstæðna
og lána og að vextir af þeim skuli vera óbreytanlegir á lánstímanum.
Bankinn getur jafnframt, að fengnu samþykki ráðherra, ákveðið að vextir
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indexed deposits and loans should be fixed during the period of the loan.
Pursuant to the second paragraph, the Central Bank shall adopt further
rules on the indexation of savings and loans.
Rules of the Central Bank No 492/2001
27.

On the basis of Article 15 of Act No 38/2001, Rules No 492/2001 on
Price Indexation of Savings and Loans were adopted by the Central Bank.

28.

In Article 1, it is stated that domestic price indexation of savings and loans
shall be based on the CPI as announced monthly by Statistics Iceland,
cf. the provisions of Chapter VI of Act No 38/2001, unless otherwise
stipulated by law.

29.

Pursuant to the first paragraph of Article 4, provisions for indexing the
principal of a loan against the CPI are only permitted if the loan is for a
minimum term of five years. In the second paragraph, it is stated that
the principal changes in proportion to changes in the CPI from the base
index to the first due date, and then in proportion to changes in the index
between due dates. The principal of a loan shall change on each due date
before interest and instalments are calculated. The base index shall be
the index that is in effect when the loan is furnished, unless otherwise
determined by an agreement or the nature of the case.

30.

The third paragraph of Article 4 states that all the due dates of a loan
shall be on the same day of the month, so that the interval between them
is counted in whole months. If the due date of a loan is on a different day
of the month from that on which the loan is furnished, a daily interest rate
with special indexation shall be calculated for the purpose of adjustment
for deviations within the month of the loan (to a maximum of 29 days). On
disbursement of a loan, the borrower pays daily interest if the due date is
later in the month than the granting of the loan, while the lender shall pay if
the due date is earlier. In the fourth paragraph it is stipulated that it is also
permissible to conclude financial instruments, listed on a regulated market,
cf. Act No 110/2007 on Stock Exchanges, provided that, on the day of
the deposit of the loan and on the date of the payment of instalments and
interest, the price indexation within a month shall be based on a daily linear
change in the consumer price index, i.e. between its value on the first day
of the month and its value on the first day of the month thereafter. Finally,
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verðtryggðra innstæðna og lána skuli vera óbreytanlegir á lánstímanum.
Þá setur seðlabankinn nánari reglur um verðtryggingu sparifjár og lánsfjár,
sbr. 2. mgr. sömu lagagreinar.
Reglur Seðlabanka Íslands nr. 492/2001
27.

Á grundvelli 15. gr. laga nr. 38/2001 setti Seðlabankinn reglur nr.
492/2001 um verðtryggingu sparifjár og lánsfjár.

28.

Fyrsta grein reglnanna kveður á að verðtrygging sparifjár og lánsfjár
miðað við innlenda verðvísitölu skuli miðast við vísitölu neysluverðs eins og
Hagstofa Íslands beri að auglýsa mánaðarlega, sbr. ákvæði VI. kafla laga
nr. 38 frá 26. maí 2001 um vexti og verðtryggingu, nema lög kveði á um
annað.

29.

Samkvæmt 1. mgr. 4. gr. reglnanna er verðtrygging láns með ákvæði
um að höfuðstóll þess miðist við vísitölu neysluverðs því aðeins heimil
að lánið sé til fimm ára hið minnsta. Í 2. mgr. segir að höfuðstóll láns
breytist í hlutfalli við breytingar á vísitölu neysluverðs frá grunnvísitölu
til fyrsta gjalddaga og síðan í hlutfalli við breytingar á vísitölunni milli
gjalddaga. Skal höfuðstóll láns breytast á hverjum gjalddaga, áður en
vextir og afborgun eru reiknuð út. Grunnvísitala skal vera sú vísitala
sem er í gildi þegar lán er veitt, nema samningur eða eðli máls leiði til
annars.

30.

Í 3. mgr. 4. gr. reglnanna segir að gjalddagar láns skulu allir vera á
sama degi mánaðar, þannig að tímabilið milli gjalddaga teljist í heilum
mánuðum. Sé gjalddagi láns á einhverjum öðrum degi mánaðar
en lánveiting á sér stað, skal til leiðréttingar reikna dagvexti með
sérstökum verðbótum, fyrir frávikið innan lánveitingarmánaðar (mest
29 dagar). Við útborgun láns greiðir lánþegi dagvextina, ef gjalddagi er
síðar í mánuði en lánveiting, en lánveitandi greiðir, ef gjalddagi er fyrr.
Í 4. mgr. er veitt heimild til að semja svo um í fjármálagerningum, sem
skráðir eru á skipulegum verðbréfamarkaði samanber lög nr. 110/2007
um kauphallir, að á útborgunardegi láns og greiðsludegi afborgana og
vaxta miðist verðbætur innan mánaðar við daglega línulega breytingu á
vísitölu neysluverðs, það er milli gildis hennar á fyrsta degi mánaðar og
gildis hennar á fyrsta degi næsta mánaðar þar á eftir. Loks segir í
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the fifth paragraph states that receipts shall state in detail the calculation of
payments and accrued indexation.
31.

Pursuant to Article 5, however, loan agreements may be indexed against a
domestic or foreign equity index, or a basket of such indices which do not
measure changes in the general level of prices. The provisions of Article 4
paragraph 1 apply to the term of lending, and the technicalities of the debt
documents are subject to the provisions of Article 4, paragraphs 2, 3 and 5
as applicable.

Act No 12/1995
32.

Act No 12/1995 on the CPI contains provisions concerning the methods used
when the CPI is calculated. It provides that Statistics Iceland shall calculate and
publish the index on a monthly basis. The index is to be compiled on a base
determined by Statistics Iceland according to the results of the household
budget survey. Insofar as possible, the index shall reflect average prices in
Iceland. A special Advisory Committee on the CPI has the purpose of advising
Statistics Iceland regarding the CPI and of monitoring its monthly calculations,
cf. paragraph 2 of Article 1 of Act No 12/1995.

Act No 121/1994
33.

At the time the bond in question was issued, Act No 121/1994 on Consumer
Credit was in force. The Act transposed Directive 87/102/EEC into Icelandic
law and was replaced by Act No 33/2013 on 1 November 2013, which
implements Directive 2008/48/EC. The former Directive sets forth information
disclosure requirements regarding consumer credits. Pursuant to its Article
2(3), the provisions of Article 4 and of Articles 6 to 12 shall not apply to credit
agreements or agreements promising to grant credit, secured by mortgage
on immovable property, insofar as these are not already excluded from the
Directive under paragraph 1 (a) of this Article. However, the Icelandic legislator
decided to apply the provisions of Directive 87/102/EEC to mortgage credit
agreements through Act No 179/2000, amending Act No 121/1994.

34.

Article 12 of the Act deals with credit agreements containing clauses allowing
indexation or variations in the rate of interest and the amount or level of other
charges contained in the annual percentage rate of charge, but unquantifiable
at the time when it is calculated. In these cases, the annual percentage rate of
charge shall be calculated on the assumption that the price level, interest rate
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5. mgr. að á kvittunum skuli jafnan gera nákvæma grein fyrir útreikningi
greiðslu og áföllnum verðbótum.
31.

Samkvæmt 5. gr. reglnanna er þó veitt heimild til þess að í
lánssamningum sé miðað við hlutabréfavísitölu, innlenda eða erlenda,
eða safn slíkra vísitalna, sem ekki mæla breytingar á almennu verðlagi.
Um lánstíma gilda ákvæði 1. mgr. 4. gr. og tæknileg útfærsla í
skuldaskjölum fer eftir 2., 3. og 5. mgr. 4. gr. eins og við getur átt.

Lög nr. 12/1995
32.

Lög nr. 12/1995 um vísitölu neysluverðs innihalda ákvæði um aðferðir
við útreikning vísitölu neysluverðs. Þar segir að Hagstofa Íslands skuli
reikna og birta vísitöluna mánaðarlega. Hún skal reist á grunni sem
Hagstofan ákveður samkvæmt niðurstöðum neyslukönnunar. Vísitalan
skal svo sem kostur er miðast við meðalverðlag í landinu. Samkvæmt 2.
mgr. 1. gr. laganna er sérstök nefnd Hagstofunni til ráðgjafar um gerð
vísitölunnar og fylgist með reglubundnum útreikningi hennar.

Lög nr. 121/1994
33.

Á útgáfudegi skuldabréfsins voru í gildi lög nr. 121/1994 um
neytendalán. Lögin leiddu tilskipun 87/102/EBE í íslenskan rétt,
en í stað þeirra komu lög nr. 33/2013 frá 1. nóvember 2013, sem
innleiddu tilskipun 2008/48/EB. Fyrri tilskipunin kveður á um skilyrði
til upplýsingagjafar varðandi neytendalán. Samkvæmt 3. mgr. 2.
gr. hennar skulu ákvæði 4. gr. og 6. til 12. gr. ekki eiga við um
lánssamninga eða samninga sem í felast loforð um lánveitingu er
tryggð sé með fasteignaveði að því marki sem slíkt er ekki þegar
undanþegið tilskipuninni samkvæmt a-lið 1. mgr. greinarinnar. Íslenski
löggjafinn ákvað þó að ákvæði tilskipunar 87/102/EBE skyldu ná til
veðlána samkvæmt lögum 179/2000, sem breyttu lögum 121/1994.

34.

12. gr. laga nr. 121/1994 varðar lánasamninga sem heimila
verðtryggingu eða breytingu á vöxtum eða öðrum gjöldum sem teljast
hluti árlegrar hlutfallstölu kostnaðar, en ekki er unnt að meta hverju nemi
á þeim tíma sem útreikningur er gerður. Samkvæmt greininni skal í slíkum
tilvikum reikna út árlega hlutfallstölu kostnaðar miðað við þá forsendu að
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and other charges will remain unchanged until the end of the credit agreement.
Moreover, it is stated therein that it shall be assumed when calculating the
annual percentage rate of charge that: (i) if the agreement does not specify a
credit limit, the amount of credit granted shall not exceed ISK 150,000; (ii) if
no fixed maturity is specified, and one cannot be deduced from the terms of
the agreement, the maturity shall be deemed to be one year; (iii) where the
agreement provides for more than one repayment date, the repayments shall
be made at the earliest time provided for in the agreement.

III FACTS AND PROCEDURE
35.

By letter of 5 November 2013, registered at the EFTA Court on 12
November 2013, the Reykjavík District Court requested an Advisory
Opinion in a case pending before it between Gunnar V. Engilbertsson and
Íslandsbanki hf.

36.

In 2005 and 2007, the Plaintiff took out three loans in the form of securitiesbacked bonds in order to buy property in Reykjavík. On 2 May 2007, the
Plaintiff issued the last bond. Its header stated that it is “linked to the
consumer price index with a provision on the review of the interest rate”. It
also defined the issuer, the overall loan period, the number of instalments
and their timing, the date of the first instalment, and the date from which
interest was to be calculated, as well as the bank account for repayment. In
a special text box it states that the “index base” is 267.1 points.

37.

According to Article 1 of the bond, “The principal of the debt shall be
revised in proportion to changes in the consumer price index from the
index base as recorded above until the first due date, and thereafter
in proportion to changes in the index between subsequent due dates.”
It also made provision for the consequential revision of the principal of
the debt, which “shall be revised on each due date before the interest
and the instalment to be paid are calculated”, as well as the subsequent
instalments, which were to be “calculated in such a way that on each
due date the indexation adjustment is added to the principal of the debt,
the result then being divided by the number of due dates then remaining,
including the due date at the time”.

38.

The bond was accompanied by a payment schedule signed by both
parties on the same day as the bond was issued. It set out 180 due
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verðlag, vextir og önnur gjöld verði óbreytt til loka lánstímans. Í 12. er
jafnframt mælt fyrir um að þegar árleg hlutfallstala kostnaðar sé reiknuð
skuli gera ráð fyrir eftirfarandi: (i) Ef engin hámarksupphæð er tilgreind í
lánssamningi skal hámarksupphæð láns, sem veitt er, teljast 150.000 kr.;
(ii) Ef ekki er tilgreindur ákveðinn lánstími og ekki er unnt að ráða hann
af samningi skal lánstími talinn eitt ár; (iii) Ef í samningi er kveðið á um
fleiri en einn greiðsludag skal ganga út frá endurgreiðslu á þeim tíma sem
samningur kveður fyrst á um.

III MÁLAVEXTIR OG MEÐFERÐ MÁLSINS
35.

Með bréfi dagsettu 5. nóvember 2013, sem skráð var í málaskrá
dómstólsins 12. nóvember sama ár, óskaði Héraðsdómur Reykjavíkur
eftir ráðgefandi áliti í máli sem rekið er fyrir dómstólnum milli Gunnars
V. Engilbertssonar og Íslandsbanka hf.

36.

Stefnandi tók á árunum 2005 og 2007 þrjú lán hjá Glitni banka hf. í formi
veðskuldabréfa til fasteignakaupa í Reykjavík. 2. maí 2007 gaf stefnandi út
síðasta skuldabréfið. Í fyrirsögn skuldabréfsins sagði að það væri ,,bundið
vísitölu neysluverðs með vaxtaendurskoðunarákvæði“. Einnig kom fram
nafn útgefanda skuldabréfsins, lánstími, fjöldi afborgana og mánuðir milli
þeirra, gjalddagi fyrstu afborgunar, upphafstími vaxtaútreiknings og inn á
hvaða reikning greiðslur af því skyldu berast. Þá sagði í sérstökum reit að
grunnvísitala væri 267,1 stig.

37.

Í 1. gr. skuldabréfsins sagði: „Höfuðstóll skuldarinnar breytist í hlutfalli
við breytingar á vísitölu neysluverðs frá grunnvísitölu samkvæmt
ofanskráðu til fyrsta gjalddaga og síðan í hlutfalli við breytingar
á vísitölunni milli síðari gjalddaga.“ Þar var einnig gert ráð fyrir
breytingum á höfuðstóli skuldarinnar en um það sagði: ,,Skal höfuðstóll
skuldarinnar breytast á hverjum gjalddaga, áður en vextir og afborgun
eru reiknuð út.“ Um afborganirnar sagði svo: ,,Afborganir eru reiknaðar
þannig, að á hverjum gjalddaga er verðbótum bætt við höfuðstól
skuldarinnar og síðan er deilt í útkomuna með þeim fjölda gjalddaga,
sem þá eru eftir, að meðtöldum þeim gjalddaga, sem er í það sinn.“

38.

Með skuldabréfinu fylgdi greiðsluáætlun sem var undirrituð af báðum
aðilum sama dag og skuldabréfið sjálft. Hún tilgreindi alla 180
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dates of the bond, with information about the individual instalments
broken down into an instalment of the principal, of interest and costs.
The payment schedule contained a clause noting that it was based on
the “index currently valid” (as well as current interest rates and bank
tariffs), and that this could “change in accordance with the provisions
of the loan agreement.” It was further stated that “[i]f the principal of
the loan is subject to review and/or the loan period is not fixed, the
schedule is based, purely as an example, on particular sums and a loan
period of one year” and that the schedule formed part of the attached
loan agreement. Moreover, the borrower confirmed that he/she had
received and examined the schedule. Finally, the bond contained a
provision authorising the calling-in of the entire debt in the event of
default of payment of the instalments, as well as the possibility of an
attachment to secure payment without any previous court orders, as
provided for in the Enforcement Measures Act No 90/1989.
39.

The relevant loan application – also dated 2 May 2007 – noted that it was
an accompanying document to the bond, and that the security for the loan
was the Plaintiff’s property in Reykjavik.

40.

From around mid-2009, the Plaintiff made no further payments. At the
Defendant’s request and based on the enforcement provisions set out in
the bond, the Reykjavík District Commissioner made an attachment of the
Plaintiff’s share in his Reykjavík property that served as security for the
loan. The Plaintiff raised objections to this and argued that the indexation
provisions in the bond were unlawful and contrary to Article 36 and Articles
36(a) to 36(c) of Act No 7/1936. The Plaintiff’s objections were dismissed
and the Plaintiff referred the matter to Reykjavík District Court, demanding
that the enforcement action be invalidated.

41.

In these proceedings, the Plaintiff argued that the indexation provision had
not been individually negotiated and that it was an unfair contract term
contrary to Article 3(1) of the Directive. On the basis of Article 3 EEA and
Article 6(1) of the Directive, the corresponding national provision had to be
interpreted as meaning that it required the unfair contract term to be set
aside. Moreover, Article 36 of Act No 7/1936 could not be considered a
sufficient basis to set aside the term. These provisions state only that a
contract clause may be invalidated, but not that this is obligatory.
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gjalddaga skuldabréfsins og hverjar yrðu eftirstöðvar skuldarinnar hverju
sinni, heildargreiðslu á hverjum gjalddaga og hvernig hún sundurliðaðist
í afborganir, vexti og kostnað. Þá var í greiðsluáætluninni ákvæði þar
sem fram var tekið að áætlunin byggðist á ,,núgildandi vísitölu“ (og þeim
vöxtum og verðskrám sem í gildi voru hjá bankanum). Einnig sagði: ,,Þeir
þættir geta tekið breytingum í samræmi við ákvæði lánssamningsins.“
Enn fremur sagði: ,,Ef lánsfjárhæð er breytileg og/eða lánstími óákveðinn
er áætlunin byggð í dæmaskyni eingöngu á tilteknum upphæðum og eins
árs lánstíma.“. Tekið var fram að greiðsluáætlunin væri hluti viðhengds
lánasamnings. Jafnframt staðfesti lántaki að hafa móttekið og kynnt
sér greiðsluáætlunina. Loks innihélt skuldabréfið ákvæði um heimild
til gjaldfellingar allrar skuldarinnar við greiðslufall á afborgunum, auk
heimildar til fjárnámsgerðar til fullnustu hennar án undangengins dóms eða
réttarsáttar samkvæmt lögum nr. 90/1989 um aðför.
39.

Í lánsumsókn, sem einnig er dagsett 2. maí 2007, segir að hún sé
fylgiskjal með fyrrnefndu skuldabréfi og að veð fyrir skuldinni sé fasteign
stefnanda í Reykjavík.

40.

Frá því um mitt ár 2009, hætti stefnandi að greiða af skuldabréfinu.
Að kröfu stefnda gerði sýslumaðurinn í Reykjavík fjárnám í eignarhluta
stefnanda í fasteigninni í Reykjavík vegna áhvílandi veðbanda á grundvelli
aðfararheimildarinnar í skuldabréfinu. Við fjárnámið mótmælti stefnandi
framgangi gerðarinnar. Mótmælin voru á því reist að verðtryggingarákvæði
skuldabréfsins væri ólögmætt og í andstöðu við 36. gr. og 36. gr. a. til c.
laga nr. 7/1936. Sýslumaður féllst ekki á mótmæli stefnanda og stefnandi
lagði málið fyrir Héraðsdóm Reykjavíkur þar sem hann krafðist ógildingu
gerðarinnar.

41.

Stefnandi heldur því fram að ekki hafi verið samið sérstaklega um
verðtryggingarákvæðið og það sé óréttmætt samningsákvæði, andstætt 1.
mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar. Á grundvelli 3. gr. EES-samningsins og 1. mgr.
6. gr. tilskipunarinnar hafi borið að túlka samsvarandi ákvæði landsréttar
þannig að hinum óréttmæta samningi yrði vikið til hliðar. Jafnframt telur
stefnandi að 36. gr. laga nr. 7/1936 gæti ekki talist nægilegur grundvöllur
til að víkja ákvæðinu til hliðar. Sú grein mæli einungis fyrir um heimild til
ógildingar, en ekki skyldu.
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42.

In addition, the Plaintiff argued that the indexation mechanism had not been
fully explained in the bond and that he therefore did not understand the
financial risks and consequences of high inflation. In his view, the payment
schedule could not give a realistic picture of how the principal of the debt
and the instalment payments would develop during the loan period.

43.

The Defendant rejected the Plaintiff’s view. It argued that price indexation
was permitted by law and that the loan complied with all relevant
requirements. In any event, it was not possible to set aside a provision
of the bond relating to price indexation without interfering with its other
provisions. The Defendant also submitted that the Directive had been
correctly implemented into the national legal system since, pursuant to
Article 7 EEA, the Icelandic legislator has the choice of form and method
as regards how to implement directives. The conclusion of this case would
therefore depend on the interpretation of Act No 7/1936, since directives
have no direct legal effect.

44.

As regards the Annex of the Directive, the Defendant submits that it had not
been implemented. However, there was no such obligation to implement the
list in the Annex since it is only indicative and non-exhaustive.

45.

The Defendant also argues that it was clearly stated in the bond that the
principal of the debt was to change in line with changes in the CPI, in
accordance with national law, from an index base which was also set out in
a clear manner in the document.

46.

On 4 July 2013, Reykjavík District Court granted the Plaintiff’s request
to obtain an Advisory Opinion from the EFTA Court on the first question
presented, but not as regards the second. The Defendant had objected to
that request and brought an appeal against the decision before the Supreme
Court of Iceland, which decided to refer the questions mentioned below to
the EFTA Court.

IV QUESTIONS REFERRED
47.

With reference to the letter from the Supreme Court of Iceland of 8
October 2013 and its judgment of 8 October 2013 in Supreme Court Case
No 489/2013, Reykjavík District Court poses the following questions:
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Stefnandi heldur því þar að auki fram að framkvæmd verðtryggingarinnar
hafi ekki verið útskýrð til fulls í skuldabréfinu, og því hafi hann ekki skilið
þá fjárhagslegu áhættu og afleiðingar hárrar verðbólgu. Að hans mati
gat greiðsluáætlunin ekki gefið raunhæfa mynd af því hvernig höfuðstóll
skuldarinnar og afborganirnar myndu þróast á lánstímanum.

43.

Stefndi hafnaði sjónarmiðum stefnanda og telur að verðtryggingin hafi
verið heimil lögum samkvæmt og að lánið hafi uppfyllt öll viðeigandi
skilyrði. Hvað sem því líður hafi ekki verið mögulegt að víkja til hliðar
fyrirmælum skuldabréfsins um verðtryggingu án þess að raska við
öðrum ákvæðum þess. Stefndi telur jafnframt að tilskipunin hafi verið
réttilega innleidd í landsrétt, því samkvæmt 7. gr. EES-samningsins
hafi íslenski löggjafinn val um form og aðferð við innleiðingu tilskipana.
Niðurstaða þessa máls ráðist því af túlkun laga nr. 7/1936, þar sem
tilskipunin hefur ekki bein réttaráhrif.

44.

Varðandi viðauka tilskipunarinnar, telur stefndi að hann hafi ekki
verið innleiddur. Það hafi hins vegar ekki verið skylt, þar sem listinn í
viðaukanum sé aðeins til leiðbeiningar og ekki tæmandi.

45.

Stefndi heldur því einnig fram að skilmerkilega komi fram í skuldabréfinu
að höfuðstóll lánsins myndi taka breytingum í samræmi við breytingar
á vísitölu neysluverðs, í samræmi við ákvæði landsréttar, miðað við
grunnvísitölu sem einnig var skilmerkilega getið í skjalinu.

46.

4. júlí 2013 féllst Héraðsdómur Reykjavíkur á beiðni stefnanda um
að leita ráðgefandi álits hjá EFTA-dómstólnum á fyrstu spurningunni,
en ekki á annarri spurningunni. Stefndi mótmælti beiðninni og kærði
ákvörðunina til Hæstaréttar Íslands, sem ákvað að beina neðangreindum
spurningum til EFTA-dómstólsins.

IV SPURNINGARNAR SEM BEINT VAR TIL DÓMSTÓLSINS
47.

Með vísan til bréfs Hæstaréttar Íslands, frá 8. október 2013, og
úrskurði hans sama dag í máli nr. 489/2013, beindi Héraðsdómur
Reykjavíkur eftirfarandi spurningum til EFTA-dómstólsins:
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1.

Is it compatible with the provisions of Council Directive 93/13/
EEC of 5 April 1993 on unfair terms in consumer contracts if the
legislation in a State which is a party to the EEA Agreement permits
contracts between consumers and suppliers for loans to finance real
estate purchases to contain provisions stating that the instalment
repayments are to be linked to a predetermined index?

2.

If the answer to the first question is that the index-linking of repayments
of loans taken to finance real-estate purchases is compatible with
the provisions of Directive 93/13/EEC, then the second question is:
Does the Directive limit the discretion of the EEA State in question to
determine, whether through legislation or by means of administrative
regulations, the factors that may cause changes in the predetermined
index and the methods by which these changes are to be measured?

3.

If the answer to the second question is that Directive 93/13/EEC
does not restrict the discretion of the Member State referred to in that
question, then the third question is: is a contractual term regarded as
having been individually negotiated within the meaning of Article 3(1)
of the Directive when a) it is stated in the bond which the consumer
signs when taking out the loan that his obligation is index-linked and the
base index to be used when calculating price-changes is specified in
the bond, b) the bond is accompanied by a payment schedule showing
estimated and itemised payments to be made on the due dates of the
loan, and it is stated in the schedule that these estimates may change
in accordance with the indexation provision of the bond, and c) both the
consumer and the lender sign the payment schedule at the same time
as the consumer signs the bond?

4.

Is the method of calculation of price changes in contracts for loans
to finance real estate purchases regarded as having been explicitly
explained to the consumer within the meaning of paragraph 2(d) of
the Annex to Directive 93/13/EEC when the circumstances are as
described in the third question?
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Samrýmist það ákvæðum tilskipunar ráðsins 93/13/EBE frá 5.
apríl 1993 um óréttmæta skilmála í neytendasamningum ef löggjöf
í ríki sem aðild á að EES-samningnum heimilar að samningur
neytanda og veitanda um lán til fjármögnunar fasteignakaupa hafi að
geyma ákvæði þess efnis að greiðslur af láninu skuli verðtryggðar
samkvæmt fyrirfram ákveðinni vísitölu?

2.

Ef svarið við fyrstu spurningunni er á þann veg að verðtrygging
greiðslna af láni sem tekið er til fjármögnunar fasteignakaupa sé
samrýmanleg ákvæðum tilskipunar 93/13/EBE þá er í öðru lagi spurt
hvort tilskipunin takmarki svigrúm viðkomandi samningsríkis til þess
að ákveða með lögum eða stjórnvaldsfyrirmælum hvaða þættir skuli
valda breytingum á hinni fyrirfram ákveðnu vísitölu og eftir hvaða
aðferðum þær breytingar skuli mældar?

3.

Ef svarið við annarri spurningunni er að tilskipun 93/13/EBE
takmarki ekki það svigrúm samningsríkis sem nefnt er í þeirri
spurningu þá er í þriðja lagi spurt hvort samningsskilmáli teljist
hafa verið sérstaklega umsaminn í skilningi 1. mgr. 3. gr.
tilskipunarinnar þegar a) tekið er fram í skuldabréfi sem neytandi
undirritar í tilefni lántöku að skuldbinding hans sé verðtryggð og
tilgreint er í skuldabréfinu við hvaða grunnvísitölu verðbreytingar
skuli miðast, b) skuldabréfinu fylgir yfirlit sem sýnir áætlaðar
og sundurliðaðar greiðslur á gjalddögum lánsins og tekið er
fram í yfirlitinu að áætlunin geti tekið breytingum í samræmi við
verðtryggingarákvæði lánssamningsins, og c) neytandi og veitandi
undirrita báðir greiðsluyfirlitið samtímis og samhliða því að neytandi
undirritar skuldabréfið?

4.

Telst aðferðin við útreikning verðbreytinga í lánssamningi um
fjármögnun fasteignakaupa hafa verið útskýrð rækilega fyrir neytanda í
skilningi d. liðar 2. gr. viðauka við tilskipun 93/13/EBE þegar atvik eru
með þeim hætti sem nánar greinir í þriðju spurningunni?
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5.

Does a State that is party to the EEA Agreement have the option,
when adopting Article 6(1) of Directive 93/13/EEC, of either
prescribing in domestic legislation that unfair contract terms within
the meaning of Article 6(1) of the Directive may be declared nonbinding on the consumer or prescribing in domestic legislation that
such terms shall be non-binding on the consumer at any time?

V WRITTEN OBSERVATIONS
48.

Pursuant to Article 20 of the Statute of the Court and Article 97 of the
Rules of Procedure, written observations have been received from:
–

the Plaintiff, represented by Einar Tamimi, Attorney at Law, assisted
by Guðrún Inga Torfadóttir, Attorney at Law;

–

the Defendant, represented by Áslaug Árnadóttir, District Court
Attorney, and Jóhannes Karl Sveinsson, Supreme Court Attorney,
acting as legal counsel;

–

the Icelandic Government, represented by Anna Katrín Vilhjálmsdóttir,
First Secretary, Ministry for Foreign Affairs, acting as Agent, Eiríkur
Áki Eggertsson, Legal Officer, Ministry of Finance and Economic
Affairs, acting as Co-agent, Andri Árnason, Supreme Court Attorney as
Lead Counsel, and Stefán Andrew Svensson, Supreme Court Attorney
as Co-Counsel;

–

the EFTA Surveillance Authority (hereinafter “ESA”), represented by
Xavier Lewis, Director, Markus Schneider, Deputy Director, and Auður Ýr
Steinarsdóttir, Officer, Department of Legal & Executive Affairs, acting
as Agents; and

–

the European Commission (hereinafter “Commission”), represented
by Michel Van Beek and Nicola Yerrell, Members of the Legal Service,
acting as Agents.

VI SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENTS SUBMITTED
The Plaintiff
49.

At the outset, the Plaintiff submits that the questions referred by the
Reykjavík District Court do not fully cover the question the District
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Á ríki sem er aðili að EES-samningnum val milli þess við innleiðingu
1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunar 93/13/EBE, annars vegar að mæla svo
fyrir í landsrétti að heimilt sé að lýsa óskuldbindandi fyrir neytanda
óréttmæta skilmála í skilningi 1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar, eða hins
vegar að mæla svo fyrir í landsrétti að slíkir skilmálar skuli ávallt vera
óskuldbindandi fyrir neytandann?

V SKRIFLEGAR GREINARGERÐIR
48.

Í samræmi við 20. gr. stofnsamþykktar EFTA-dómstólsins og 97. gr.
starfsreglna hans hafa skriflegar greinargerðir borist frá eftirtöldum aðilum:
–

Stefnanda, í fyrirsvari er Einar Tamimi, hdl., sem nýtur aðstoðar
Guðrúnar Ingu Torfadóttur, hdl.

–

Stefnda, í fyrirsvari er Áslaug Árnadóttir, hdl. og henni til aðstoðar
sem lögfræðilegur ráðgjafi er Jóhannes Karl Sveinsson, hrl.

–

Ríkisstjórn Íslands, í fyrirsvari sem umboðsmenn eru Anna Katrín
Vilhjálmsdóttir, deildarstjóri í utanríkisráðuneytinu og Eiríkur Áki
Eggertsson, lögfræðingur hjá fjármála- og efnahagsráðuneytinu.
Lögfræðilegir ráðgjafar þeirra eru Andri Árnason, hrl., og Stefán
Andrew Svensson, hrl.

–

Eftirlitsstofnun EFTA (ESA), í fyrirsvari sem umboðsmenn eru
Xavier Lewis, framkvæmdastjóri lögfræði- og framkvæmdasviðs,
Markus Schneider og Auður Ýr Steinarsdóttir lögfræðingar á lögfræðiog framkvæmdasviði.

–

Framkvæmdastjórn Evrópusambandsins, í fyrirsvari sem
umboðsmenn eru Michel Van Beek og Nicola Yerrell, hjá lagaskrifstofu
framkvæmdastjórnarinnar.

VI SAMANTEKT YFIR MÁLSÁSTÆÐUR OG RÖK AÐILA
Stefnandi
49.

Stefnandi heldur því fram að spurningarnar sem Héraðsdómur Reykjavíkur
beindi til EFTA-dómstólsins taki ekki að öllu leyti til sömu atriða og þær
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Court intended to refer before the judgment of the Supreme Court. As
a consequence, the Plaintiff suggests giving an Advisory Opinion on the
latter question as well as the questions that have been referred by the
District Court.
Applicability of the Directive

2

50.

The Plaintiff submits that the Directive applies to the mortgage loan
instrument in question. It neither follows from the Preamble to the Directive
nor from the case law of the European Courts that the instrument at issue
is excluded from the scope of the Directive.

51.

In the Plaintiff’s view, it follows from Reykjavík District Court’s referral that it
is undisputed that the terms of the mortgage loan had not been individually
negotiated and therefore fall within the scope of Article 3(1) of the Directive.
Moreover, the contract used was a standardised contract. Save for the
information on the borrower, all terms, e.g. the amount of the loan, the interest
rate, the base indexation of the principal and the information on repayments
are standard and identical in all such contracts. In particular, the Plaintiff has
had no possibility to influence or negotiate the indexation of the principal.

52.

The Plaintiff submits further that the existence of a payment schedule does
not alter the assessment under Articles 3(1) and (2) of the Directive, since it
contains only an automatically generated calculation of instalments based on
the contractual terms.

53.

The Plaintiff alleges that the exclusion regulated in Article 1(2) of the
Directive does not apply to the disputed indexation arrangement.2
The mortgage loan instrument linking the borrower’s obligations
to a consumer price index does not reflect a mandatory statutory
or regulatory provision in the sense of that Article. A legislative or
regulatory provision does not exist under Icelandic law that requires
an indexation of loans, such as the one at issue. The only relevant
provision is Article 14(1) of Act No 38/2001, according to which
savings and loans may be indexed if the basis of that indexation is the
consumer price index calculated and published by Statistics Iceland.

As regards the scope of Article 1(2) of the Directive, reference is made to Case C-92/11 RWE
Vertrieb AG v Verbraucherzentrale Nordrhein-Westfalen e.V, judgment of 21 March 2013, not yet
reported, paragraphs 26 to 28 and 32.
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spurningar sem héraðsdómur ætlaði sér upphaflega að beina til hans,
fyrir dóm Hæstaréttar. Þar af leiðandi leggur stefnandi til að upphaflegu
spurningum héraðsdóms verði svarað auk þeirra sem héraðsdómurinn
hefur nú beint til dómstólsins.
Gildissvið tilskipunarinnar

2

50.

Stefnandi telur að tilskipunin nái til þeirra veðlánagerninga sem hér um
ræðir. Það leiði hvorki af formála tilskipunarinnar né dómafordæmum
Evrópudómstólsins og EFTA-dómstólsins að þess háttar gerningar séu
undanskildir gildissviði tilskipunarinnar.

51.

Að mati stefnanda leiðir það af beiðni Héraðsdóms Reykjavíkur að
ágreiningslaust sé að ekki hafi verið samið sérstaklega um skilmála
veðlánsins og þeir falli því undir gildissvið 1. mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar.
Jafnframt telur stefnandi að um staðlaðan samning hafi verið að ræða.
Að upplýsingum um lántaka undanskildum, voru allir skilmálar, svo sem
upphæð lánsins, vextir, grunnvísitala höfuðstólsins og upplýsingar um
afborganir staðlaðar og samhljóða í öllum sambærilegum samningum.
Stefnandi bendir sérstaklega á að hann hafi engin tök haft á að hafa áhrif á
eða semja um verðtryggingu höfuðstólsins.

52.

Stefnandi telur einnig að tilvist greiðsluáætlunar breyti engu um mat
samkvæmt 1. og 2. mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar, þar sem áætlunin innihaldi
aðeins sjálfvirka útreikninga afborgana í samræmi við samningsskilmálana.

53.

Stefnandi heldur því fram að undanþágur í 2. mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar eigi
ekki við um hina umdeildu verðtryggingarskilmála.2 Veðlánagerningurinn sem
batt skyldur lántaka við vísitölu neysluverðs endurspegli ekki bindandi ákvæði
laga eða stjórnsýslufyrirmæla í skilningi þeirrar greinar. Íslensk löggjöf
hefur ekki að geyma slíkt ákvæði laga eða stjórnsýslufyrirmæla, sem mælir
fyrir um skyldu til verðtryggingar lána, eins og lánsins sem hér um ræðir.
Aðeins 1. mgr. 14. gr. laga nr. 38/2001 kemur til álita, en samkvæmt því
er heimilt að verðtryggja sparifé og lánsfé, svo framarlega sem grundvöllur
verðtryggingarinnar er vísitala neysluverðs sem Hagstofa Íslands reiknar og
birtir mánaðarlega í Lögbirtingablaði.

Varðandi umfang 2. mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar er vísað til máls C-92/11 RWE Vertrieb AG v
Verbraucherzentrale Nordrhein-Westfalen e.V, dómur frá 21. mars 2013, enn óbirtur, 26. til 28. mgr.
og 32. mgr.
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54.

The Plaintiff also alleges that, even if the exemption under Article 1(2) of
the Directive were to apply prima facie, its application would be excluded
since, pursuant to the findings in judgment in Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi
Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt,3 the consumer has to be informed about
mandatory statutory or regulatory provisions, and the Defendant had not
done so as regards the CPI Act No 12/1995.

Unfairness of the Indexation Term under Article 3(1) of the Directive

3

4

55.

The Plaintiff claims that the manner in which the indexation term is
presented renders it unfair pursuant to Article 3(1) of the Directive.
Moreover, and by reference to Article 1(l) of the Annex to the Directive,
the Plaintiff alleges that the indexation term is unfair since the contract at
issue lacks a provision that allows the Plaintiff to cancel the contract if the
final price is too high. In his view, it is evident from Article 2(d) of the Annex
to the Directive that paragraph 1(l) of that Annex encompasses price
indexation clauses, such as the one at issue.

56.

The Plaintiff submits that the indexation is generally lawful, although
the method by which prices vary, e.g. the underlying criteria for the
calculation of the index, is far from explicitly described. What is stipulated
in the bond is the principle of the loan being linked to the consumer price
index. It also explains in some detail how the principal shall be revised to
reflect changes in the consumer price index. However, this information
does not enable the Plaintiff as a consumer to read from the terms of
the contract, prior to or at the time he enters into it, the extent of the
obligations he is undertaking. No guidance is given as to what to expect in
terms of payment obligations during the contract period as a result of the
indexation. For that to be the case, everything of importance would have
had to be written into the contract in a clear and unambiguous fashion.

57.

The Plaintiff also submits that the unfairness of the indexation clause at
issue follows from the findings in Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v
Invitel Távközlési Zrt.4 It states that, according to the facts at hand and the

Case C-472/10 Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, judgment of 26 April
2012, not yet reported, paragraph 29.
Reference is made to Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, cited above,
paragraphs 22 to 24 and 26 to 31.
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Þá heldur stefnandi því fram, að jafnvel þótt ætla mætti í fyrstu að
undanþága samkvæmt 2. mgr. 1. gr. ætti við, væri hún útilokuð þar sem
því hafi verið slegið föstu í máli Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v
Invitel Távközlési Zrt3 að upplýsa þurfi neytanda um ófrávíkjanleg ákvæði
laga og stjórnsýslufyrirmæla og að stefndi hafi ekki sinnt þeirri skyldu sinni
í tengslum við lög nr. 12/1995 um vísitölu neysluverðs.

Verðtryggingarákvæðið er óréttmætt samkvæmt 1. mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar

3

4

55.

Stefnandi telur að framsetning verðtryggingarákvæðisins geri það
óréttmætt í skilningi 1. mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar. Stefnandi heldur því
enn fremur fram með vísan til l-liðs 1. mgr. viðauka tilskipunarinnar að
verðtryggingarákvæðið sé óréttmætt þar sem í viðkomandi samningi
skorti ákvæði sem veiti stefnanda heimild til þess að ógilda samninginn
ef endanlegt verð hans er of hátt. Að hans mati má ljóslega leiða af
d-lið 2. gr. viðauka tilskipunarinnar að l-liður 1. mgr. viðaukans taki til
verðtryggingarákvæða eins og þess sem mál þetta snýst um.

56.

Stefnandi heldur því fram að verðtryggingin sé almennt lögleg þótt því
fari fjarri að aðferðin við útreikning verðbreytinga, það er, undirliggjandi
forsendur útreiknings vísitölunnar, sé rækilega útskýrð. Í skuldabréfinu
kemur fram sú meginregla að lánið skuli tengt við vísitölu neysluverðs. Þar
er einnig útskýrt nokkuð ítarlega hvernig höfuðstóllinn breytist í samræmi
við breytingar á vísitölu neysluverðs. Þessar upplýsingar gera stefnanda þó
ekki kleift að lesa úr skilmálum samningsins umfang þeirrar skuldbindingar
sem hann tekst á hendur, fyrir eða við samningsgerðina. Engar
leiðbeiningar sé að finna um hvers sé að vænta varðandi greiðsluskylduna
vegna verðtryggingarinnar á samningstímanum. Til að svo mætti vera hefði
þurft að taka fram öll mikilvæg atriði með skýrum og ótvíræðum hætti í
samningnum.

57.

Stefnandi telur einnig að hið umdeilda verðtryggingarákvæði teljist
óréttmætt í ljósi niðurstaðna í máli Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v
Invitel Távközlési Zrt.4 Hann telur málsatvik og viðeigandi ákvæði

Mál C-472/10 Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, dómur frá 26. apríl 2012,
enn óbirtur, 29. mgr.
Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, 22. til 24.
mgr. og 26. til 31. mgr.
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relevant national legislation, the indexation clause should be considered
unfair pursuant to most if not all the examples indicated in that judgment:

58.

5

6

7

8

9

10

–

if the reasons for and method of price variations are not specified
in a contract term resulting in such variations, such a term may be
considered unfair;5

–

if the consumer does not have the right to terminate the contract in
case of price variations, the price variation term may be considered
unfair;6

–

a contract term that does not meet the obligation contained in Article
5 of the Directive that it be drafted in clear, intelligible language may
be considered unfair;7

–

if a provision of national legislation, which sets out the rights and
obligations that could supplement contested terms of the consumer
contract, does not set out the reasons for and the method of the
amendment of the price to be paid for services in plain, intelligible
language, and, as the case may be, whether consumers have the right
to terminate the contract, such terms may be considered unfair; 8

–

if a consumer is not able to examine all the contract terms
applicable to him and, in addition, to examine the consequences of
those terms, such terms may be considered unfair.9

The Plaintiff also submits that the indexation clause is precisely of
the nature that has been found per se to be unfair in Joined Cases
C-240/98 to 244/9810, i.e. without any need to further examine the
national context. In the Plaintiff’s view, the clause at issue is solely

Reference is made to Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, cited above,
paragraphs 24 and 26.
Reference is made to Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, cited above,
paragraphs 24 and 26.
Reference is made to Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, cited above,
paragraph 27.
Reference is made to Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, cited above,
paragraph 30.
Reference is made to Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, cited above,
paragraph 27.
Reference is made to Joined Cases C-240/98 to 244/98 Océano Grupo Editorial SA v Roció
Murciano Quintero (C-240/98) and Salvat Editores SA v José M. Sánchez Alcón Prades (C-241/98),
José Luis Copano Badillo (C-242/98), Mohammed Berroane (C-243/98) and Emilio Viñas Feliú
(C-244/98) [2000] ECR I-4941.
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landsréttar leiða til þess að verðtryggingarákvæðið skuli teljast óréttmætt í
samræmi við flest, ef ekki öll, dæmin sem rakin eru í því máli:
–

ef ástæður og aðferðir verðbreytinga eru ekki nefndar í
samningsskilmála sem býr að baki þeim, má telja skilmálann
óréttmætan,5

–

ef neytandinn hefur ekki tök á að segja upp samningnum vegna
verðbreytinga, má telja skilmála um þær verðbreytingar óréttmætan,6

–

samningsskilmála sem uppfyllir ekki skilyrði 5. gr. tilskipunarinnar um
að hann skuli orðaður á skýru, eðlilegu máli, má telja óréttmætan,7

–

ef ákvæði landsréttar, sem kveður á um réttindi og skyldur samkvæmt
skilmálum neytendasamnings sem ágreiningur rís um, mælir ekki, á
skýru og eðlilegu máli, fyrir um ástæður breytinga á verði sem greiða
skal fyrir þjónustu, sem og aðferð við útreikning þeirra, og ef ekki
kemur fram hvort neytendur hafi rétt á að segja upp samningnum, má
telja slíka skilmála óréttmæta.8

–

ef neytanda gefst ekki kostur á því að skoða alla samningsskilmála
sem eiga við um viðskipti hans, og getur þar að auki ekki tekið
afstöðu til afleiðinga þeirra, má telja þá óréttmæta.9

58.

Stefnandi telur einnig að verðtryggingarákvæðið sé sama eðlis
og ákvæði sem taldist óréttmætt, sem slíkt, í sameinuðum málum
C-240/98 til 244/9810, það er, án þess að skoða þyrfti aðstæður í
aðildarríkinu sérstaklega. Að mati stefnanda er samningsskilmálinn sem

5

6

7
8
9
10

Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, 24. og
26. mgr.
Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, 24. og
26. mgr.
Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, 27. mgr.
Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, 30. mgr.
Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, 27. mgr.
Vísað er til sameinaðra mála C-240/98 til 244/98 Océano Grupo Editorial SA v Roció Murciano
Quintero (C-240/98) og Salvat Editores SA v José M. Sánchez Alcón Prades (C-241/98), José Luis
Copano Badillo (C-242/98), Mohammed Berroane (C-243/98) og Emilio Viñas Feliú (C-244/98)
[2000] ECR I-4941.
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to the benefit of the seller and contains no benefit in return for the
consumer.11
Non-bindingness of the Indexation Clause

11

12

13

59.

The Plaintiff submits that, pursuant to Article 6(1) of the Directive and
the case law concerning the function of that provision,12 EEA States are
obliged to introduce into national law provisions to the effect that unfair
contract terms pursuant to Article 3(1) of the Directive shall not be binding
on the consumer. In his view, this shall result automatically from the
unfairness of the indexation term under Article 3(1) of the Directive. EEA
States have no discretion as to the obligation to release a consumer from
the binding effect of an unfair contract term.

60.

The Plaintiff submits that, pursuant to Article 6(1) of the Directive, a
contract that contains an unfair term shall continue to bind the parties if it
is capable of continuing in existence without the unfair term.

61.

The Plaintiff argues that it follows from the judgment in Jana Perenicová
and Vladislav Perenic v SOS financ spol. s r. o13 that a determination of the
capability of a contract to continue in existence without the unfair term(s)
shall be objectively assessed. The situation of the parties shall not have an
impact on that decision. It shall only be decisive whether the contract can
function without the unfair term.

62.

The Plaintiff submits that it is clear that the contract can continue to exist
without the indexation term. It will simply become a normal, non-indexed
consumer mortgage loan agreement. The declaration of the indexation term
not being binding and the continued existence of what remains of the contract
will probably have a negative impact on the lender. However, this consequence
must have been foreseen by the European legislator and the European courts
when enacting and interpreting Article 6(1) of the Directive.

Reference is made to Case C-237/02 Freiburger Kommunalbauten GmbH Baugesellschaft & Co. KG v
Ludger Hofstetter and Ulrike Hofstetter [2004] ECR I-3403, paragraph 23.
Reference is made to Case C-453/10 Jana Perenicová and Vladislav Perenic v SOS financ spol. s
r. o., judgment of 15 March 2012, not yet reported, paragraph 30; and Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi
Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, cited above, paragraph 34.
Reference is made to Jana Perenicová and Vladislav Perenic v SOS financ spol. s r. o., cited above,
paragraph 32.
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hér er til athugunar einvörðungu seljanda í hag og neytandinn nýtur engra
hagsbóta á móti.11
Óskuldbindandi eðli verðtryggingarákvæðisins

11

12

13

59.

Stefnandi heldur því fram, að samkvæmt 1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar
og dómaframkvæmd varðandi hana,12 sé EES-ríkjum skylt að taka upp
í landsrétt ákvæði um að óréttmætir samningsskilmálar í skilningi 1.
mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar skuli ekki skuldbinda neytanda. Að mati
stefnanda leiðir það sjálfkrafa til þess að verðtryggingarákvæðið teljist
óréttmætt samkvæmt 1. mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar. EES-ríki geti ekki
vikið frá skyldunni til að leysa neytanda frá skuldbindingum óréttmætra
samningsskilmála.

60.

Samkvæmt 1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar telur stefnandi að samningur
sem inniheldur óréttmætt ákvæði skuli áfram skuldbinda samningsaðila, ef
mögulegt er að viðhalda samningnum án hins óréttmæta ákvæðis.

61.

Stefnandi heldur því fram að það leiði af dómsniðurstöðu í máli Jana
Perenicová and Vladislav Perenic v SOS financ spol. s r. o13 að ákvörðun
um það hvort mögulegt sé að samningur haldi gildi sínu án hins óréttmæta
ákvæðis eða ákvæða, skuli byggja á málefnalegu mati. Staða samningsaðila
eigi ekki að hafa áhrif á þá ákvörðun. Aðeins beri að líta til þess hvort
mögulegt sé að samningurinn haldi gildi sínu án hins óréttmæta ákvæðis.

62.

Stefnandi telur ljóst að samningurinn geti haldið gildi sínu án
verðtryggingarákvæðisins. Hann verði þá einfaldlega venjulegur,
óverðtryggður samningur um veðlán til neytenda. Sú niðurstaða að
verðtryggingarákvæðið teljist óskuldbindandi og að samningurinn haldi
gildi sínu að öðru leyti muni að líkindum hafa neikvæðar afleiðingar
fyrir lánveitanda. Hins vegar hlýtur evrópski löggjafinn sem og
Evrópudómstóllinn og EFTA-dómstóllinn að hafa séð þá niðurstöðu fyrir
þegar þessir aðilar lögtóku og túlkuðu 1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar

Vísað er til máls C-237/02 Freiburger Kommunalbauten GmbH Baugesellschaft & Co. KG v Ludger
Hofstetter and Ulrike Hofstetter [2004] ECR I-3403, 23. mgr.
Vísað er til máls C-453/10 Jana Perenicová and Vladislav Perenic v SOS financ spol. s r. o., dómur
frá 15. mars 2012, 30. mgr.; og áður tilvitnaðs máls Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel
Távközlési Zrt, 34. mgr.
Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls Jana Perenicová and Vladislav Perenic v SOS financ spol. s r. o., 32.
mgr.
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Answers to Questions 1 to 5
63.

The Plaintiff suggests that the question to be submitted for an Advisory
Opinion pursuant to the ruling of the District Court of 4 July 2013 be
answered as follows:
It is not in conformity with Council Directive 93/13/EEC on unfair terms in
consumer contracts that the terms of a real-estate loan by the lender to the
consumer, where stating: “The debt shall be repaid with equal payments
of interest and instalments, annuity loan, plus indexation for every payment
according to the consumer index”; where stating: “The debt is attached to the
consumer index according to the aforementioned and changes in accordance
with changes of the index from the index base of the debt instrument to the
current index on the due date; the index base is defined; there is no further
discussion or clarification of the consumer index as referred to, for example,
the grounds on which it is based, how it is construed, how it changes, where
or for what reasons, etc.; the grounds of the index are based on information
about consumption on grounds of inspection of household expenses; all
price changes of the commodities inspected, including changes derived
from taxes and other public charges, affect the index; the prices of a large
monthly sample of commodities and changes in prices determine changes
of the index; the index of every month is based on the general prices during
about one week around the middle of the month, except in instances where
commodity prices change rapidly, in which instance collecting price data over
a longer period of time is permissible; basing the index of every month on the
average of a month or months is permissible as applicable if it turns out not to
be possible to focus on present data about prices or price changes, or if this
is not deemed as being applicable; the index base is changed annually, are
binding for consumers.

64.

The Plaintiff suggests that the first question be answered as follows:
It is compatible with the provisions of Council Directive 93/13/EEC of 5
April 1993 on unfair terms in consumer contracts if the legislation in a
State which is a party to the EEA Agreement permits contracts between
consumers and suppliers for loans to finance real estate purchases to
contain provisions stating that the instalment repayments are to be linked
to a predetermined index, insofar as the reasons for or method of variation
is explicitly and comprehensively described in the debt instrument, not only
the link between the variations in the index and variations in the obligations,
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Svör við spurningum 1 til 5
63.

Stefnandi telur að svara beri spurningunni sem beina átti til dómstólsins
samkvæmt úrskurði Héraðsdóms Reykjavíkur, frá 4. júlí 2013, með
eftirfarandi hætti:
Það samræmist ekki tilskipun ráðsins 93/13/EBE um óréttmæta skilmála
í neytendasamningum að skilmálar fasteignaláns frá veitanda til neytanda
séu bindandi fyrir neytanda. Þetta á við um skilmálana þar sem segir:
„Skuldin endurgreiðist með jöfnum greiðslum vaxta og afborgana,
jafngreiðslulán, að viðbættum verðbótum á hverja greiðslu samkvæmt
vísitölu neysluverðs“; þar sem segir: „Skuldin er bundin vísitölu neysluverðs
samkvæmt framanskráðu og breytist í samræmi við breytingar á vísitölunni
frá grunnvísitölu bréfs þess til gildandi vísitölu á gjalddaga“; þar sem
grunnvísitala er tilgreind; ekkert er frekar fjallað um eða gerð grein fyrir
tilvísaðri vísitölu neysluverðs, svo sem á hvaða grunni hún byggir, hvernig
hún er samansett, hvernig hún breytist, hvenær eða af hvaða ástæðum,
o.s.frv.; grunnur vísitölunnar byggist á upplýsingum um neyslu úr rannsókn
á útgjöldum heimilanna; allar verðbreytingar á þeim vörum sem kannaðar
eru, þ.m.t. breytingar sem stafa af sköttum og öðrum opinberum gjöldum,
hafa áhrif á vísitöluna; fylgst er með verði á viðamiklu úrtaki af vörum í
hverjum mánuði og breyting þess ræður breytingum á vístölunni; vísitala
hvers mánaðar miðast almennt við verðlag í að um það bil vikutíma um
miðjan mánuð, nema ef verðlag vöru breytist ört, en þá er heimilt að safna
verðupplýsingum yfir lengri tíma; heimilt er að miða vísitölu hvers mánaðar
við meðaltal mánaðar eða mánaða eftir því sem við á, ef ekki er unnt að
miða við samtímaupplýsingar um verðlag eða verðbreytingar eða sé það
ekki talið eiga við; skipt er um grunn vísitölunnar árlega.

64.

Stefnandi leggur til að dómstóllinn svari fyrstu spurningunni með
eftirfarandi hætti:
Það samrýmist ákvæðum tilskipunar ráðsins 93/13/EBE frá 5. apríl
1993 um óréttmæta skilmála í neytendasamningum að löggjöf í ríki sem
aðild á að EES-samningnum heimili að samningur neytanda og veitanda
um lán til fjármögnunar fasteignakaupa hafi að geyma ákvæði þess efnis
að greiðslur af láninu skuli verðtryggðar samkvæmt fyrirfram ákveðinni
vísitölu, að því gættu að ástæður verðbreytinga eða aðferðin sem beitt er
sé útskýrð skilmerkilega og rækilega í skuldabréfinu, ekki aðeins tengslin
milli breytinga á vísitölunni og verðbreytingar á láninu, heldur einnig hvaða
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but also the factors that influence the level of the index, enabling the
consumer to fully appreciate the extent of his obligation pursuant to the
contract term, prior to or at the time of contracting.
65.

The Plaintiff suggests that the second question be answered as follows:
Council Directive 93/13 does not limit the discretion of an EEA State
to determine, whether through legislation or by means of administrative
regulations, the factors that may cause changes in the predetermined
index and the methods by which these changes are to be measured,
insofar as these factors are capable of comprehension by an average
consumer if explicitly described in a contract and of supporting a
high degree of certainty regarding the contractual obligations of the
consumer.

66.

The Plaintiff suggests that the third question be answered as follows:
A contractual term is not regarded as having been individually negotiated
within the meaning of Article 3(1) of Council Directive 93/13 when a)
it is stated in the bond which the consumer signs when taking out the
loan that his obligation is index-linked and the base index to be used
when calculating price-changes is specified in the bond, b) the bond is
accompanied by a payment schedule showing estimated and itemised
payments to be made on the due dates of the loan, and it is stated in
the schedule that these estimates may change in accordance with the
indexation provision of the bond, and c) both the consumer and the
lender sign the payment schedule at the same time as the consumer
signs the bond, if the indexation term in the bond has been drafted by
the lender in advance and the payment schedule does not impact on the
actual or potential effect of the indexation on the borrower’s obligations
pursuant to the indexation clause in the bond.

67.

The Plaintiff suggests that the fourth question be answered as follows:
The method of calculation of price changes in contracts for loans to
finance real estate purchases are not regarded as having been explicitly
explained to the consumer within the meaning of paragraph 2(d) of the
Annex to Directive 93/13/EEC when the circumstances are as described
in the third question.
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þættir hafi áhrif á vísitöluna, svo að neytandanum sé gert kleift að lesa út
úr skilmálum samningsins umfang þeirrar skuldbindingar sem hann tekst á
hendur, fyrir, eða við samningsgerðina.
65.

Stefnandi leggur til að dómstóllinn svari annarri spurningunni með
eftirfarandi hætti:
Tilskipun 93/13/EBE takmarkar ekki svigrúm EES-ríkis til þess að ákveða
með lögum eða stjórnvaldsfyrirmælum hvaða þættir skuli valda breytingum
á hinni fyrirfram ákveðnu vísitölu og eftir hvaða aðferðum þær breytingar
skuli mældar, að því skilyrði uppfylltu, að meðalneytandi sé fær um að
skilja þá þætti, ef þeir eru rækilega útskýrðir í samningi og stuðla að því að
hann geti gert sér grein fyrir skuldbindinginum sínum með allnokkurri vissu.

66.

Stezfnandi leggur til að dómstóllinn svari þriðju spurningunni með
eftirfarandi hætti:
Samningsskilmáli telst ekki hafa verið sérstaklega umsaminn í skilningi 1.
mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunar nr. 93/13 þegar a) tekið er fram í skuldabréfi sem
neytandi undirritar í tilefni lántöku að skuldbinding hans sé verðtryggð
og tilgreint er í skuldabréfinu við hvaða grunnvísitölu verðbreytingar skuli
miðast, b) skuldabréfinu fylgir yfirlit sem sýnir áætlaðar og sundurliðaðar
greiðslur á gjalddögum lánsins og tekið er fram í yfirlitinu að áætlunin geti
tekið breytingum í samræmi við verðtryggingarákvæði lánssamningsins,
og c) neytandi og lánveitandi undirrita báðir greiðsluyfirlitið
samtímis og samhliða því að neytandi undirritar skuldabréfið, ef
verðtryggingarákvæði skuldabréfsins hefur verið samið fyrirfram af
lánveitandanum og greiðsluáætlunin breytir engu um raunveruleg eða
möguleg áhrif verðtryggingar á skuldbindingar lántakans samkvæmt
verðtryggingarákvæði skuldabréfsins.

67.

Stefnandi leggur til að dómstóllinn svari fjórðu spurningunni með
eftirfarandi hætti:
Aðferðin við útreikning verðbreytinga í lánssamningi um fjármögnun
fasteignakaupa telst ekki hafa verið útskýrð rækilega fyrir neytanda í
skilningi d. liðar 2. gr. viðauka við tilskipun 93/13/EBE þegar atvik eru
með þeim hætti sem nánar greinir í þriðju spurningunni.
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68.

The Plaintiff suggests that the fifth question be answered as follows:
A State that is party to the EEA Agreement does not have the option, when
adopting Article 6(1) of Directive 93/13/EEC, of either prescribing in domestic
legislation that unfair contract terms within the meaning of Article 6(1) (sic)
of the Directive may be declared non-binding on the consumer or prescribing
in domestic legislation that such terms shall be non-binding on the consumer
at any time, but must restrict itself to the latter in accordance with the clear
wording of Article 6(1).

The Defendant
Applicability of the Directive

14

69.

The Defendant argues that, when national legislation has set forth rules
that directly or indirectly determine the terms of consumer contracts,
consumers are not prone to suffer due to a weaker bargaining position and
do not need the same protection since the playing field has been levelled.
Hence, the Directive clearly states in Article 1(2) that contractual terms
that reflect mandatory statutory or regulatory provisions of national law are
not subject to the provisions of the Directive.

70.

The Defendant submits that the 13th recital in the preamble to the
Directive clearly states that the statutory or regulatory provisions of
the Member States that directly or indirectly determine the terms of
consumer contracts are presumed not to contain unfair terms. Pursuant
to that recital, Article 1(2) of the Directive applies to both mandatory
and supplementary legal provisions, i.e. provisions that apply only to a
contractual relationship in the absence of other commercial bargain.14

71.

The Defendant submits that Article 7 EEA leaves the choice of form and
method of implementation to the Contracting Parties – whether through
primary law or administrative measures – without prejudice to the duty of
national courts to interpret national law in conformity with EEA law and in
light of the purpose of the EEA rules in accordance with Article 3 EEA.

Reference is made to RWE Vertrieb AG v Verbraucherzentrale Nordrhein-Westfalen e.V, cited above,
paragraphs 27 and 28; and AG Trstenjak’s Opinion of 13 September 2012 in that case, point
37; reference is also made to section 1-b Chapter III of the Report from the Commission on the
implementation of Council Directive 93/13/EEC of 5 April on unfair terms in consumer contracts
[COM/2000/0248 final].
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Stefnandi leggur til að dómstóllinn svari fimmtu spurningunni með
eftirfarandi hætti:
Ríki sem er aðili að EES-samningnum á ekki val milli þess við innleiðingu
1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunar 93/13/EBE, annars vegar að mæla svo fyrir í
landsrétti að heimilt sé að lýsa óréttmæta skilmála í skilningi 1. mgr. 6.
gr. (svo) tilskipunarinnar óskuldbindandi fyrir neytanda, eða hins vegar, að
mæla svo fyrir í landsrétti að slíkir skilmálar skuli ávallt vera bindandi fyrir
neytandann. Ríkið verður að takmarka sig við hið síðarnefnda samkvæmt
skýru orðalagi 1. mgr. 6. gr.

Stefndi
Gildissvið tilskipunarinnar

14

69.

Stefndi telur að þegar landslög hafa að geyma reglur sem taka, beint
eða óbeint, til skilmála neytendasamninga, sé neytandi almennt ekki í
verri samningsaðstöðu og þurfi því ekki á sömu vernd að halda, þar sem
búið sé að jafna aðstöðumuninn. Því kemur skýrlega fram í 2. mgr. 1. gr.
tilskipunarinnar að hún nái ekki til samningsskilmála sem endurspegla lög
eða stjórnsýsluákvæði landsréttar.

70.

Stefndi bendir á að í 13. tl. formálsorða tilskipunarinnar komi skýrlega
fram að telja skuli að lög og stjórnsýsluákvæði aðildarríkjanna, sem beint
eða óbeint ákvarða skilmála neytendasamninga, feli ekki í sér óréttmæta
skilmála. Í samræmi við þann tölulið eigi 2. mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar bæði
við um bindandi og frávíkjanleg lagaákvæði, það er að segja ákvæði sem
gilda aðeins um samband samningsaðila, ef ekki hefur verið samið um
aðra skipan.14

71.

Stefndi telur að 7. gr. EES-samningsins veiti aðildarríkjum val um form
og aðferð við innleiðingu – hvort sem það er gert með settri löggjöf eða
stjórnvaldsfyrirmælum– með fyrirvara um skyldu dómstóla aðildarríkis til að
túlka landsrétt til samræmis við EES-rétt og með hliðsjón af markmiði EESsamningsins í samræmi við 3. gr. EES-samningsins.

Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls RWE Vertrieb AG v Verbraucherzentrale Nordrhein-Westfalen e.V,
27. og 28. mgr.; og áliti Trstenjaks aðallögsögumanns frá 13. september 2012 í því máli, 37.
liðar; einnig er vísað til hluta 1-b í III. kafla skýrslu framkvæmdastjórnarinnar um framkvæmd
á tilskipun ráðsins nr. 93/13/EBE frá 5. apríl um óréttmæta skilmála í neytendasamningum
[COM/2000/0248 final].
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72.

The Defendant refers to Aziz and argues that national legislation is the
norm and that national norms that are applied in a contract between a
professional and a consumer would normally not to be considered unfair.15

73.

The Defendant claims that the indexation at issue is based upon rules that
are to be considered mandatory rules. Indexation of mortgage loans is
not obligatory, but a well-established and common means of coping with
the inflation risk. If the parties agree that the loan shall be indexed, the
indexation has to comply with Articles 13 and 14 of Act No 38/2001.
Moreover, the calculation of the CPI, upon which the indexation has to
be based, is to be carried out by Statistics Iceland in accordance with
the rules set out in Act No 12/1995. Moreover, the contested indexation
terms are in accordance with the relevant rules in Acts No 38/2001 and
No 12/1995.

74.

The Defendant also relies on the principle of legal certainty and argues that
a business operator that enters into a contract containing terms that are in
line with national legislation cannot be regarded as acting unlawfully.75.
Based on the aforementioned arguments, the Defendant claims that
contractual terms that reflect provisions of national legislation fall outside
the scope of the Directive, and claims that national legislation cannot be
incompatible with the Directive.

The first question
Fairness of the contested indexation terms

15

16

76.

The Defendant submits that the Annex to the Directive contains a list
of the terms that may be regarded as unfair. However, this list is not
exhaustive and it has not been regarded as binding.16 It can be seen from
subparagraph (1) of paragraph (1) of that Annex that indexation in itself is
not to be considered unfair.

77.

Moreover, the Defendant argues that that subparagraph does not apply to
the indexation term at issue since it is not subject to any arbitral decisionmaking. The price index, as is clearly stipulated in the bond, is established

Reference is made to Case C-415/11 Mohamed Aziz v Caixa d’Estalvis de Catalunya, Tarragona i
Manresa (Catalunyacaixa), judgment of 14 March 2013, not yet reported, paragraph 68.
Reference is made to Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, cited above,
paragraph 26.
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72.

Stefndi vísar til máls Aziz og heldur því fram að reglur landslaga séu hið
almenna viðmið, og að reglur landslaga sem skírskotað er til í samningi
milli atvinnurekanda og neytanda muni almennt ekki teljast óréttmætar.15

73.

Stefndi telur að verðtryggingin sem deilt er um í þessu máli byggist á
reglum sem verði að teljast ófrávíkjanlegar. Ekki sé skylt að verðtryggja
veðlán, en það sé venjuhelguð og almenn leið til að takast á við hættu
á verðbólgu. Ef samningsaðilar samþykkja að lán skuli verðtryggt,
verði verðtryggingin að vera í samræmi við 13. og 14. gr. laga nr.
38/2001. Samkvæmt reglum laga nr. 12/1995 skuli Hagstofa Íslands
enn fremur annast útreikning á vísitölu neysluverðs, sem verðtryggingin
verður sömuleiðis að byggjast á. Þá telur stefndi að hin umdeildu
verðtryggingarákvæði séu í samræmi við viðeigandi reglur laga nr.
38/2001 og 12/1995.

74.

Stefndi ber einnig fyrir sig regluna um réttarvissu og heldur því fram að
atvinnurekandi sem stofnar til samnings sem inniheldur skilmála í samræmi
við landslög geti ekki talist hafa hegðað sér með óréttmætum hætti. 75.
Á grundvelli framangreindra röksemda telur stefndi að samningsskilmálar
sem endurspegla ákvæði landslaga falli utan gildissviðs tilskipunarinnar og
að landsréttur geti ekki verið ósamrýmanlegur tilskipuninni.
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Fyrsta spurningin
Réttmæti hinna umdeildu verðtryggingarákvæða

15

16

76.

Stefndi telur að viðauki tilskipunarinnar innihaldi lista yfir skilmála sem geti
talist óréttmætir. Sá listi sé þó ekki tæmandi og hefur ekki talist bindandi.16
Úr l-lið 1. mgr. viðaukans megi lesa að verðtryggingin geti í sjálfu sér ekki
talist óréttmæt.

77.

Jafnframt heldur stefndi því fram að tilvitnaður l-liður 1. mgr. geti ekki
tekið til verðtryggingarinnar sem hér um ræðir þar sem hún er ekki
háð geðþóttaákvörðunum. Verðvísitalan er, eins og skýrlega greinir í
skuldabréfinu, ákveðin af óháðu stjórnvaldi, Hagstofu Íslands, og getur
því ekki talist einhliða breyting á upphaflegum samningsskilmálum
af hálfu stefnda. Það sé verðtryggingarfyrirkomulagið sem

Vísað er til máls C-415/11 Mohamed Aziz v Caixa d’Estalvis de Catalunya, Tarragona i Manresa
(Catalunyacaixa), dómur frá 14. mars 2013, enn óbirtur, 68. mgr.
Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, 26. mgr.
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by an independent public authority, Statistics Iceland, and can therefore
not be considered as a unilateral change to the initial contract terms by the
Defendant. It is the index mechanism that allows for changes in the course
of the contractual relationship. Finally, the indexation term is regulated by
law and not the Defendant or even Statistics Iceland.
78.

The Defendant argues that it can also be seen from subparagraphs (c)
and (d) of paragraph (2) of the Annex to the Directive that the use of
price-indexation clauses are to be considered fair, provided that they are
in accordance with the law and that the method by which prices vary is
explicitly described. Moreover, similar arrangements are widely known and
have been used in other economies. They are not unfair, but simply an
allocation of a known risk, a commercial bargain.

79.

The Defendant submits that the answer to the first question should be as
follows:
Contractual terms which reflect provisions of national legislation fall
outside the scope of Directive 93/13/EEC. If the terms should be found
to fall within the scope of Directive 93/13/EEC, the answer to the first
question should be that it is compatible with the provisions of the Directive
for legislation in a State which is a party to the EEA Agreement to permit
contracts between consumers and suppliers for loans to finance real
estate purchases to contain provisions stating that instalment repayments
of the loan are to be linked to a predetermined index.

The second question
80.

17

The Defendant argues that it follows from Article 1(2) of the Directive that
contractual terms that reflect mandatory statutory or regulatory provisions
of national law are not subject to the provisions of the Directive. According
to the 13th recital of the Directive, statutory or regulatory provisions of the
Member State that directly or indirectly determine the terms of consumer
contracts are presumed not to contain unfair terms. Moreover, it follows
from Article 1(1) of the Directive that the Directive is intended to regulate
unfair terms in contracts only.17 It does not influence the power of an
EEA State to regulate the indexing of loans, and in particular when such

Reference is also made to the Order of the Court in Case C-433/11 SKP k.s. v Kveta Polhošová
[2012], not yet reported, paragraphs 33 and 34.
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heimili breytingar á gildistíma samningsins. Loks telur stefndi að
verðtryggingarákvæðið stjórnist af lögum en hvorki af ákvörðunum
stefnda eða Hagstofu Íslands.
78.

Stefndi heldur því fram að það leiði einnig af c- og d-lið 2. mgr. viðaukans
við tilskipunina að notkun verðtryggingarákvæða teljist réttmæt, að því
gefnu að þau samrýmist lögum og að aðferðin við útreikning verðbreytinga
sé rækilega útskýrð í samningi. Enn fremur segir stefndi að svipað
fyrirkomulag þekkist víða og sé notað í öðrum hagkerfum. Það sé ekki
óréttmætt, heldur einfaldlega samkomulag í viðskiptum sem felur í sér
dreifingu á þekktri áhættu.

79.

Stefndi leggur til að dómstóllinn svari fyrstu spurningunni með eftirfarandi
hætti:
Samningsskilmálar sem endurspegla ákvæði landslaga falla utan
gildissviðs tilskipunar 93/13/EBE. Ef komist verður að þeirri
niðurstöðu að skilmálarnir falli undir tilskipun 93/13/EBE ætti að
svara fyrstu spurningunni með þeim hætti að það samrýmist ákvæðum
tilskipunarinnar að löggjöf í ríki sem aðild á að EES-samningnum
heimili að samningur neytanda og veitanda um lán til fjármögnunar
fasteignakaupa hafi að geyma ákvæði þess efnis að greiðslur af láninu
skuli verðtryggðar samkvæmt fyrirfram ákveðinni vísitölu.

Önnur spurningin
80.

Stefndi heldur því fram að það leiði af 2. mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar,
að samningsskilmálar sem endurspegla ófrávíkjanleg ákvæði laga eða
stjórnvaldsfyrirmæla landsréttar falli ekki undir ákvæði tilskipunarinnar.
Samkvæmt 13. lið formálsorða tilskipunarinnar, er talið að lög og
stjórnsýsluákvæði aðildarríkjanna, sem beint eða óbeint ákvarða skilmála
neytendasamninga, feli ekki í sér óréttmæta skilmála. Jafnframt leiðir það
af 1. mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar að henni sé einvörðungu ætlað að setja
reglur um óréttmæta skilmála í samningum.17 Henni er ekki ætlað að hafa
áhrif á vald EES-ríkis til að setja reglur um verðtryggingu lána, sérstaklega

17

Vísað er til úrskurðar dómsins í máli C-433/11 SKP k.s. v Kveta Polhošová [2012], enn óbirtur, 33.
og 34. mgr.
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indexation is an integral part of the domestic economy, i.e. the saving and
preservation of the purchasing powers of savers.
81.

The Defendant submits that the answer to the second question should be
as follows:
Directive 93/13/EEC does not limit the discretion of the EEA State in question
to determine, whether through legislation or by means of administrative
regulations, the factors that may cause changes in the predetermined index
and the methods by which these changes are to be measured.

The third question

18

19

20

82.

The Defendant reiterates its opinion that the indexation term at issue falls
outside the scope of the Directive.

83.

The Defendant submits that the EFTA Court’s jurisdiction is to give answers
that concern the EEA Agreement, its Protocols and Annexes.18 In its view,
the Court would have to assess the facts of the case and to interpret
national law in order to answer the third question, which is not within the
role of the Court.19

84.

As regards the interpretation of the concept of an “unfair term” under
Article 3(1) of the Directive, the Defendant submits that it follows from
case law that it is for the European Courts to set out the criteria which the
national courts may or must apply when assessing whether the contractual
term at issue is unfair in the circumstances of the case. The latter
assessment is within the competence of the national court, however.20

85.

The Defendant argues that the information given to the Plaintiff at the
time the bond was issued was in accordance with both Article 6 and
12(1) of Act No 121/1994. The Defendant submits further that the term
concerning price indexation was individually negotiated, as the Plaintiff had
other options and could inter alia have negotiated for a non-indexed loan.

Reference is made to Case E-1/94 Restamark [1994-1995] EFTA Ct. Rep 15, paragraph 78; Case
E-16/10 Philip Morris EFTA [2011] EFTA Ct. Rep 330, paragraph 87.
As regards the role of the national court, reference is made to Case E-2/95 Eilert Eidesund v
Stavanger Catering A/S [1995-1996] EFTA Ct. Rep 1, paragraph 14.
Reference is made to Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, cited above,
paragraph 22; and Mohamed Aziz v Caixa d’Estalvis de Catalunya, Tarragona i Manresa
(Catalunyacaixa), cited above, paragraph 66.
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þegar slík verðtrygging er órjúfanlegur þáttur í hagkerfi landsins, til að
tryggja og varðveita kaupmátt sparifjáreigenda.
81.

Stefndi leggur til að dómstóllinn svari annarri spurningunni með eftirfarandi
hætti:
Tilskipun 93/13/EBE takmarkar ekki svigrúm viðkomandi samningsríkis
til þess að ákveða með lögum eða stjórnvaldsfyrirmælum hvaða þættir
skuli valda breytingum á hinni fyrirfram ákveðnu vísitölu og eftir hvaða
aðferðum þær breytingar skuli mældar.

Þriðja spurningin

18

19

20

82.

Stefndi ítrekar þá skoðun sína að verðtryggingarákvæðið sem um ræðir
falli utan gildissviðs tilskipunarinnar.

83.

Stefndi telur að lögsaga EFTA-dómstólsins nái til spurninga sem varða
EES-samninginn, bókanir hans og viðauka.18 Að hans mati yrði dómstóllinn
að leggja mat á málsatvik og túlka landsrétt til að honum sé unnt að svara
spurningunni, en það sé hins vegar ekki hlutverk dómstólsins.19

84.

Í sambandi við túlkun hugtaksins ,,óréttmætir skilmálar“ í skilningi 1. mgr.
3. gr. tilskipunarinnar bendir stefndi á að það leiði af dómaframkvæmd að
það sé hlutverk Evrópudómstólsins og EFTA-dómstólsins að skilgreina þau
viðmið sem dómstólar aðildarríkjanna geta eða eiga að notast við þegar
þeir leggja mat á það hvort samningsskilmálarnir sem um ræðir teljist
óréttmætir miðað við atvik málsins. Hið síðarnefnda mat sé þó á valdsviði
landsdómstólsins.20

85.

Stefndi heldur því fram að upplýsingar þær sem stefnandi fékk við útgáfu
skuldabréfsins hafi bæði verið í samræmi við 6. gr. og 1. mgr. 12. gr. laga
nr. 121/1994. Stefndi telur þar að auki að sérstaklega hafi verið samið um
verðtryggingarákvæðið, þar sem stefnanda buðust aðrir kostir í stöðunni
og hefði til dæmis getað samið um óverðtryggt lán.

Vísað er til mála E-1/94 Restamark [1994-1995] EFTA Ct. Rep 15, 78. mgr. og E-16/10 Philip Morris
EFTA [2011] EFTA Ct. Rep 330, 87. mgr.
Varðandi hlutverk landsdómstólsins er vísað til máls E-2/95 E-2/95 Eilert Eidesund v Stavanger
Catering A/S [1995-1996] EFTA Ct. Rep 1, 14. mgr.
Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðra mála Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, 22. mgr.;
og Mohamed Aziz v Caixa d’Estalvis de Catalunya, Tarragona i Manresa (Catalunyacaixa), 66. mgr.
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86.

Based on the above, the Defendant submits that the Court answer the third
question as follows:
The question should not be answered as it falls outside the scope of the
Directive and is a matter of national law. If the Court answers the question in
substance, the Defendant submits that the answer should be that a contractual
term should be regarded as having been individually negotiated within the
meaning of Article 3(1) of the Directive when a) it is stated in the bond which
the consumer signs when taking the loan that his obligation is index-linked and
the base index to be used when calculating price-changes is specified in the
bond, b) the bond is accompanied by a payment schedule showing estimated
and itemised payments to be made on the due dates of the loan, and it is
stated in the schedule that these estimates may change in accordance with
the indexation provision of the bond, and c) both the consumer and the lender
sign the payment schedule at the same time as the consumer signs the bond.

The fourth question
87.

The Defendant reiterates that the list of the terms that may be regarded
as unfair in the Annex to the Directive is not exhaustive and that it has not
been regarded as binding. Therefore, the Annex is not sufficient in itself to
establish automatically the unfair nature of a contested term.21 However,
it is nevertheless an essential element on which the competent court may
base its assessment as to the unfair nature of the term at issue.22

88.

The Defendant also submits that, at the time the bond was issued, it
was regulated under national law which information had to be given to
consumers regarding the terms in consumer credit agreements, including
indexation clauses in mortgage loans, and that the Defendant had
complied with these rules, i.e. Articles 6 and 12 of Act No 121/1994.

89.

Based on the above, the Defendant argues that, in order to answer the
fourth question, the Court has to assess facts and interpret national law.
However, that assessment is for the national court. It continues that the

21

22

Reference is made to Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, cited above,
paragraph 25.
Reference is made to Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, cited above,
paragraph 26.
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Samkvæmt framansögðu leggur stefndi til að dómstóllinn láti þriðju
spurningunni ósvarað. Ef dómstóllinn ákveður að svara henni á annað borð
leggur stefndi til að henni verði svarað með eftirfarandi hætti:
Samningsskilmáli telst hafa verið sérstaklega umsaminn í skilningi
1. mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar þegar a) tekið er fram í skuldabréfi
sem neytandi undirritar í tilefni lántöku að skuldbinding hans sé
verðtryggð og tilgreint er í skuldabréfinu við hvaða grunnvísitölu
verðbreytingar skuli miðast, b) skuldabréfinu fylgir yfirlit sem sýnir
áætlaðar og sundurliðaðar greiðslur á gjalddögum lánsins og tekið
er fram í yfirlitinu að áætlunin geti tekið breytingum í samræmi við
verðtryggingarákvæði lánssamningsins, og c) neytandi og veitandi
undirrita báðir greiðsluyfirlitið samtímis og samhliða því að neytandi
undirritar skuldabréfið.

Fjórða spurningin
87.

Stefndi ítrekar að listi í viðauka tilskipunarinnar yfir þá skilmála sem telja
má óréttmæta, sé ekki tæmandi og hafi ekki talist bindandi. Viðaukinn
dugir því ekki, einn og sér, til að skera úr um óréttmæti umdeilds
samningsskilmála.21 Listinn er þó engu að síður grundvallaratriði, sem
hinn þar til bæri dómstóll geti haft hliðsjón af við mat sitt á því hvort hinir
umdeildu samningsskilmálar teljist óréttmætir.22

88.

Stefndi telur einnig að á útgáfudegi skuldabréfsins hafi það lotið
reglum landsréttar sem kváðu á um hvaða upplýsingar yrði að láta
neytendum í té varðandi skilmála neytendalána, meðal annars um
verðtryggingarákvæði veðlána. Stefndi segist hafa farið að þessum
reglum, það er að segja 6. og 12. gr. laga nr. 121/1994.

89.

Samkvæmt framansögðu heldur stefndi því fram að til að hægt sé að
svara fjórðu spurningunni, verði dómstóllinn að leggja mat á málsatvik
og túlka reglur landsréttar. Slíkt mat sé hins vegar í verkahring
landsdómstólsins. Þá telur stefndi að landsdómstóllinn verði að taka

21
22

Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, 25. mgr.
Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, 26. mgr.
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national court has to decide whether the term at issue is of an unfair
nature in light of Articles 3(1) and (3) of the Directive.23
90.

Based on the arguments mentioned in paragraphs 77 to 78 above, the
Defendant argues further, that subparagraph l of paragraph (1) of the
Annex to the Directive does not apply to the bond, and adds that, pursuant
to paragraph 2(d) of the Annex, subparagraph (l) of paragraph (1) does
not hinder having price-indexation terms, where lawful, provided that the
method by which prices vary is explicitly described. The changes to the
principal of the loan based on the price index mechanism provided in
the bond and national law cannot be deemed to be unilateral changes by
the Defendant to the initial contract terms. Articles 13 and 14 of Act No
38/2001 on interest and price indexation set out the only way in which the
indexation of loans and savings is permitted under Icelandic law. Pursuant
to Article 14 of that Act, loans may only be price-indexed if the basis of
the price-indexation is the consumer price index as calculated by Statistics
Iceland, an independent public authority, in accordance with legislation
applicable to the index.

91.

The Defendant submits that the answer to the fourth question should be as
follows:
Paragraph 2 (d) of the Annex does not apply to the bond. If paragraph 2 (d)
of the Annex is found to apply to the bond, the Defendant submits that the
answer to question four should be that it is for the national court, ruling in
the pending case, to assess whether the method of the calculation of price
changes in the debated bond and accompanying loan documents should
be regarded as having been explicitly explained to the Plaintiff within the
meaning of paragraph 2(d) of the Annex to Directive 93/13/EEC.

The fifth question
92.

23

The Defendant argues that the relevant national law provisions are
more flexible than Article 6(1) of the Directive and that, in most cases,
they provide consumers with greater protection than Article 6(1) of the
Directive. Article 6(1) has been implemented in the Icelandic legal order
by Articles 36(1) and 36(c) of Act No 7/1936. A contract between

Reference is made to Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, cited above,
paragraphs 26 and 30.
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afstöðu til þess hvort skilmálinn sem um ræðir sé óréttmætur í skilningi 1.
og 3. mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar.23
90.

Á grundvelli þeirra röksemda sem settar hafa verið fram í 76. og
77. mgr., hér að framan, telur stefndi jafnframt l-lið 1. mgr. viðauka
tilskipunarinnar ekki beinlínis eiga við um skuldabréfið og bætir því
við að samkvæmt d-lið 2. mgr. viðaukans, komi l-liður 1. mgr. ekki
í veg fyrir verðtryggingarákvæði, séu þau lögum samkvæm, að því
gefnu að aðferð við útreikning verðbreytinga sé rækilega útskýrð.
Breytingar á höfuðstóli lánsins samkvæmt verðtryggingarákvæði
skuldabréfsins og landslögum geta ekki talist einhliða breytingar stefnda
á upphaflegum samningsskilmálum. 13. og 14. gr. laga nr. 38/2001
um vexti og verðtryggingu kveða á um einu leiðina sem heimilt er að
fara við verðtryggingu sparifjár og lánsfjár samkvæmt íslenskum rétti.
Samkvæmt 14. gr. laganna má einungis verðtryggja lán ef grundvöllur
verðtryggingarinnar er vísitala neysluverðs samkvæmt útreikningum
Hagstofu Íslands, óháðrar ríkisstofnunar, og samkvæmt lögum sem um
vísitöluna gilda.

91.

Stefndi leggur til að dómstóllinn svari fjórðu spurningunni með eftirfarandi
hætti:
Ákvæði d-liðar 2. mgr. viðauka tilskipunarinnar eiga ekki við um
skuldabréfið. Ef dómurinn kemst að þeirri niðurstöðu að það ákvæði eigi
við um skuldabréfið telur stefndi að svara beri fjórðu spurningunni með
þeim hætti að það sé landsdómstólsins sem málið er rekið fyrir að meta
hvort aðferð við útreikning verðbreytinga á hinu umdeilda skuldabréfi, og
lánaskjöl tengd því, skuli teljast hafa verið rækilega útskýrð fyrir stefnanda í
skilningi d-liðar 2. mgr. viðauka tilskipunar 93/13/EBE.

Fimmta spurningin
92.

23

Stefndi heldur því fram að viðeigandi ákvæði landsréttar séu sveigjanlegri
en 1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar og að þau tryggi neytendum ríkari vernd
en 1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar, í flestum tilvikum. 1. mgr. 6. gr. var
innleidd í íslenskan rétt með 1. mgr. 36. gr. og 36. gr. c laga nr. 7/1936.
Samningi, á milli atvinnurekanda og neytanda, sem ekki hefur verið

Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, 26. og
30. mgr.
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a professional party and a consumer that has not been individually
negotiated can be set aside in full or in part, or amended, if it would be
considered unfair or contrary to good business practices to invoke it.
93.

The Defendant argues that national authorities have a considerable
margin as regards the implementation of directives into the national
legal order. EEA States are required to provide in their national law that
unfair contractual terms between a consumer and a professional party,
which have not been individually negotiated, do not bind consumers.24 By
reference to case law, it adds that the implementation of a directive may,
depending on its content, be effected in an EEA State by way of general
principles or a general legal context, provided that they are appropriate
for the purpose of guaranteeing in fact the full application of the directive,
and that, where a provision of the directive is intended to create rights
or the general legal context is sufficiently precise and clear, and the
persons concerned can ascertain the full extent of their rights, and, where
appropriate, rely on them before the national courts.25

94.

By reference to case law, the Defendant submits further that, in the
absence of EEA legislation, it is for the national legislator by virtue
of the principle of procedural autonomy to establish procedural rules
governing actions for safeguarding rights that individuals derive from
European law. However, these rules must comply with the principles of
equivalence and effectiveness.26

95.

The Defendant submits that the answer to the fifth question should be as
follows:
A State that is party to the EEA Agreement has the option, when
implementing Article 6(1) of Directive 93/13/EEC, of either prescribing in
domestic legislation that unfair contract terms within the meaning of Article
6(1) of the Directive may be declared non-binding on the consumer or

24

25

26

Reference is made to Case C-472/11 Banif Plus Bank Zrt v Csaba Csipai and Viktória Csipai,
judgment of 21 February 2013, not yet reported, paragraph 25.
Reference is made to Case C-388/07 The Queen on the application of The Incorporated Trustees
of the National Council for Ageing (Age Concern England) v Secretary of State for Business,
Enterprise and Regulatory Reform [2009] ECR I-1569, paragraph 42; and Case 29/84 Commission
v Germany [1985] ECR I-1661, paragraph 23; and Case 363/85 Commission v Italy, ECR 1987
I-1733, paragraph 7.
Reference is made to Banif Plus Bank Zrt v Csaba Csipai and Viktória Csipai, cited above, paragraphs
26 and 27.
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sérstaklega samið um, má víkja til hliðar í heild eða að hluta, eða breyta, ef
það yrði talið ósanngjarnt eða andstætt góðri viðskiptavenju að bera hann
fyrir sig.
93.

Stefndi heldur því fram að innlend stjórnvöld hafi talsvert svigrúm
varðandi innleiðingu tilskipana í landsrétt. EES-ríkjum er skylt að kveða
á um það í lögum að óréttmætir samningsskilmálar á milli neytanda
og atvinnurekanda, sem ekki hafa verið sérstaklega umsamdir, séu
óskuldbindandi fyrir neytendur.24 Stefndi bætir við, með vísan til
dómaframkvæmdar, að innleiða megi tilskipun, eftir því sem efni hennar
gefur tilefni til, með því að meginreglur eða almennt lagalegt samhengi sé
sniðið að tilskipuninni, að því gefnu að leiðin sem valin er sé til þess fallin
að tryggja raunverulega innleiðingu hennar að fullu, og, að í þeim tilvikum
þar sem ákvæði tilskipunarinnar er ætlað að skapa réttindi eða hið almenna
lagalega samhengi er nægilega nákvæmt og skýrt, og að einstaklingar
sem réttindin varða geti fullvissað sig um inntak þeirra, og þar sem það á
við, beitt þeim fyrir sig fyrir landsdómstólum.25

94.

Með vísan til dómaframkvæmdar telur stefndi enn fremur, að þegar
EES-reglur eru ekki fyrir hendi, sé það löggjafa aðildarríkis að ákveða,
í samræmi við réttarfarsreglur ríkisins, hvaða málsmeðferðarreglur
skuli gilda um mál sem lúta að vernd réttinda sem einstaklingar njóta
samkvæmt Evrópurétti. Þær reglur verða þó að vera í samræmi við
grundvallarreglurnar um jafnræði við málsmeðferð og skilvirka framkvæmd
EES-réttar.26

95.

Stefndi leggur til að dómstóllinn svari fimmtu spurningunni með eftirfarandi
hætti:
Ríki sem er aðili að EES-samningnum á val milli þess við innleiðingu 1.
mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunar 93/13/EBE, annars vegar að mæla svo fyrir í
landsrétti að heimilt sé að lýsa óskuldbindandi fyrir neytanda óréttmæta
skilmála í skilningi 1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar, eða hins vegar að mæla

24

25

26

Vísað er til máls C-472/11 Banif Plus Bank Zrt v Csaba Csipai and Viktória Csipai, dómur frá 21.
febrúar 2013, enn óbirtur, 25. mgr.
Vísað er til máls C-388/07 The Queen on the application of The Incorporated Trustees of the
National Council for Ageing (Age Concern England) v Secretary of State for Business, Enterprise and
Regulatory Reform [2009] ECR I-1569, 42 mgr;, máls 29/84 Commission v Germany [1985] ECR
I-1661, 23. mgr.; og máls 363/85 Commission v Italy, ECR 1987 I-1733, 7. mgr.
Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls Banif Plus Bank Zrt v Csaba Csipai and Viktória Csipai, 26. og 27.
mgr.
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prescribing in domestic legislation that such terms shall be non-binding on
the consumer at any time.
The Government of Iceland
The first question
96.

The Government of Iceland understands the first question as asking, in
the abstract, whether national legislation that permits contracts between
consumers and suppliers for loans to finance real estate purchases to
contain provisions stating that instalment repayments are to be linked to a
predetermined index is necessarily incompatible with the Directive.

97.

Firstly, the Government of Iceland submits that the contractual terms
at issue do not fall within the scope of the Directive since the Directive
does not apply to contractual provisions reflecting applicable provisions
of national legislation. As can be derived from recital 13 to the Directive,
Article 1(2) of the Directive is based on the presumption that national
statutes do not contain unfair terms. 27 The same recital clarifies that the
wording “mandatory or regulatory provisions” extends not only to nonderogable laws which apply to contractual provisions, but also covers
derogable default contractual provisions.

98.

With reference to RWE Vertrieb v Verbraucherzentrale NRW, the
Government of Iceland submits further that, where contractual terms which
reflect provisions of national statutes or regulations which prescribe or
permit the use of these terms in the category of contracts to which the
contract in question belongs, those terms will, by virtue of Article 1(2) of
the Directive, fall outside the scope of the Directive. 28

99.

The Government of Iceland also argues that it is for the national court
to assess whether the terms at issue reflect

27

28

As regards the historical background, reference is made to AG Trstenjak’s Opinion of 13 September
2012 in Case C-92/11 RWE Vertrieb AG v Verbraucherzentrale Nordrhein-Westfalen e.V., not yet
reported, points 42 and 43.
Reference is made to RWE Vertrieb AG v Verbraucherzentrale Nordrhein-Westfalen e.V., cited above,
paragraph 27; and the Opinion in that case, point 50.
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svo fyrir í landsrétti að slíkir skilmálar skuli ávallt vera óskuldbindandi fyrir
neytandann.
Ríkisstjórn Íslands
Fyrsta spurningin
96.

Ríkisstjórn Íslands skilur fyrstu spurninguna þannig að með henni sé leitað
svars við því, almennt séð, hvort ákvæði landsréttar sem heimilar að
samningur neytanda og veitanda um lán til fjármögnunar fasteignakaupa
hafi að geyma ákvæði þess efnis að greiðslur af láninu skuli verðtryggðar
samkvæmt fyrirfram ákveðinni vísitölu sé ósamrýmanlegt tilskipuninni.

97.

Í fyrsta lagi bendir ríkisstjórn Íslands á að samningsskilmálarnir sem um
ræðir falli ekki undir gildissvið tilskipunarinnar þar sem tilskipunin taki ekki
til samningsskilmála sem endurspegla viðeigandi ákvæði landsréttar. Eins
og leiða megi af 13. tl. formálsorða tilskipunarinnar, er gert ráð fyrir því 2.
mgr. 1. gr. hennar að ákvæði landsréttar feli ekki í sér óréttmæta skilmála.
27

Sami liður skýrir að orðalagið ,,lög og bindandi stjórnsýsluákvæði“ taki

ekki einungis til ófrávíkjanlegra laga sem eiga við um samningsskilmála,
heldur einnig til skilmála sem samkvæmt lögum gilda í samskiptum
samningsaðila, nema samið hafi verið um aðra skipan.
98.

Með vísan til máls RWE Vertrieb v Verbraucherzentrale NRW bendir
ríkisstjórnin enn fremur á að samningsskilmálar sem endurspegla ákvæði
laga eða stjórnsýslufyrirmæla landsréttar sem mæla fyrir um eða heimila
notkun slíkra skilmála í þeim flokki samninga sem um ræðir, falli utan
gildissviðs tilskipunarinnar, samkvæmt 2. mgr. 1. gr. hennar.28

99.

Ríkisstjórnin telur einnig að það sé landsdómstólsins að meta hvort hinir
umdeildu skilmálar endurspegli ákvæði laga

27

28

Varðandi sögulegan bakgrunn, er vísað til álits AG Trstenjaks frá 13. september 2012 í máli C-92/11
RWE Vertrieb AG v Verbraucherzentrale Nordrhein-Westfalen e.V., enn óbirtur, 42. og 43. liðir.
Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls RWE Vertrieb AG v Verbraucherzentrale Nordrhein-Westfalen e.V., 27.
mgr.; og álits í því máli, 50.-liður.
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applicable statutory or regulatory provisions and thereby fall outside of the
scope of the Directive.29
100. Secondly, the Icelandic Government argues, even if, notwithstanding the
above, contractual terms that are permitted by legislation could fall within
the scope of the Directive, such provisions would not be unfair in terms of
the Directive.
101. The Icelandic Government submits that it is not stated in the Directive that
a category of terms shall automatically be considered unfair per se, and
nor is any category of contractual terms banned as such; instead, it is for
the competent national authority to make an assessment of the terms at
issue.30 By reference to case law, the Icelandic Government argues that
one criterion in the national court’s assessment is to establish which set
of national rules would apply in the absence of an agreement between
the parties, and whether the consumer is put in a less favourable position
than that provided for by the applicable national law. Therefore, national
legislation that permits the use of certain clauses in contracts, in this
context the indexation of loans, cannot be incompatible with the provisions
of the Directive.
102. The Icelandic Government argues that, even if it were for the Court to
assess whether the content of the applicable national legislation is “unfair”
and “contrary to good faith”, the Government observes that the Icelandic
legislation permitting the indexation of loans has been considered by the
Iceland Parliament several times, and it has repeatedly determined that loan
agreements, including consumer loans, may be linked to the consumer price
index. The provisions of Act No 38/2001 apply mandatorily to price-indexed
loans in Icelandic currency and can only be derogated from in the borrower’s
interest. That Act and its predecessors were passed with the aim of improving
economic stability, and thereby the interests of society in general, including
those of consumers, as well as reducing the interest burden on borrowers.
Thus, the Icelandic Parliament has considered the appropriate balance to
be struck between the interests of various parties to loan contracts for the
29

30

Reference is made to Case C-488/11 Dirk Frederik Asbeek Brusse and Katarina de Man Garabito v
Jahani BV, judgment of 30 May 2013, not yet reported, paragraph 33.
Reference is made to Case C-478/99 Commission v Sweden [2000] ECR I-4170, paragraph 11; and
Case C-237/02 Freiburger Kommunalbauten GmbH Baugesellschaft & Co. KG v Ludger Hofstetter
and Ulrike Hofstetter, cited above, paragraphs 21 to 25.
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eða stjórnsýslufyrirmæla landsréttar og falli þar með utan gildissviðs
tilskipunarinnar.29
100. Þrátt fyrir það, heldur ríkisstjórnin því fram, í öðru lagi, að jafnvel þótt
samningsskilmálar sem heimilir eru lögum samkvæmt gætu fallið undir
gildissvið tilskipunarinnar, geti slíkir skilmálar ekki talist óréttmætir í
skilningi tilskipunarinnar.
101. Ríkisstjórn Íslands bendir á að hvorki komi fram í tilskipuninni að flokkur
samningsskilmála skuli sjálfkrafa teljast óréttmætur, í sjálfu sér, né að
ákveðinn flokkur samningsskilmála sé bannaður, sem slíkur. Þess í stað
sé það undir þar til bærum stjórnvöldum aðildarríkis komið að leggja
mat á skilmálana sem um ræðir.30 Með vísan til dómaframkvæmdar,
telur ríkisstjórnin að eitt viðmið í mati landsdómstólsins sé að slá föstu,
hvaða reglur landsréttar myndu eiga við ef aðilar hefðu ekki samið
sérstaklega um skilmálana, og hvort neytandinn sé verr settur en
reglur landsréttar kveða á um. Ákvæði landsréttar sem heimilar notkun
ákveðinna skilmála í samningi, verðtryggingarákvæði lánasamnings
í þessu tilviki, geta því ekki verið ósamrýmanleg ákvæðum
tilskipunarinnar.
102. Ríkisstjórn Íslands telur, að jafnvel þótt það væri EFTA-dómstólsins
að meta hvort inntak viðeigandi ákvæða landsréttar séu óréttmæt
og andstæð góðri viðskiptavenju, hafi íslensk löggjöf, sem heimilar
verðtryggingu lána, oftsinnis verið tekin til umfjöllunar á Alþingi og
þingið ítrekað komist að þeirri niðurstöðu að lánasamninga megi tengja
við neysluvísitölu og að það eigi einnig við um neytendalánasamninga.
Ekki megi víkja frá ákvæðum laga nr. 38/2001 þegar um verðtryggð
lán í íslenskum krónum er að ræða, nema frávikin séu lántaka í hag.
Markmiðið með setningu þeirra laga, og forvera þeirra, hafi verið að auka
efnahagslegan stöðugleika, og þar með stuðla að almannahag, þar á
meðal hag neytenda, og að minnka vaxtabyrði lántakenda. Alþingi hefur
því leitað jafnvægis milli hagsmuna margra aðila að lánasamningum til
29

30

Vísað er til máls C-488/11 Dirk Frederik Asbeek Brusse and Katarina de Man Garabito v Jahani
BV,dómur frá 30. maí 2013, enn óbirtur, 33. mgr.
Vísað er til máls C-478/99 Commission v Sweden [2000] ECR I-4170, 11. mgr.; og áður tilvitnaðs
máls C-237/02 Freiburger Kommunalbauten GmbH Baugesellschaft & Co. KG v Ludger Hofstetter
and Ulrike Hofstetter, 21. til 25. mgr.
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financing of real estate purchases and the terms that may be included in such
contracts. Moreover, the Icelandic Government contends that real interest
rates on indexed loans are generally lower than those on non-indexed loans
over time, and that has also been the case in Iceland.
103. Thirdly, notwithstanding the above, the Icelandic Government argues that,
in any event, it is clear that price-indexation terms are not incompatible by
their nature with the Directive.31
104. The Government of Iceland submits that the answer to the first question
should be as follows:
As provisions of national legislation fall outside the scope of Directive
93/13/EEC, it is compatible with the provisions of Directive 93/13/EEC
for legislation in an EEA State to permit contracts between consumers and
suppliers for loans to finance real estate purchases to contain provisions
stating that instalment repayments are to be linked to a predetermined
index.
The second question
105. Firstly, the Government of Iceland submits that the Directive does not
impose any limits on an EEA State determining by national legislation the
factors that may cause changes in such a predetermined index as the CPI
or the methods by which these changes are to be measured since the
terms at issue do not fall within the scope of the Directive.
106. Moreover, the national law referred to in the question of Reykjavík District
Court, i.e. the operation of the index, does not relate to contractual terms
per se and would therefore not be covered or limited by the Directive in
any event.
107. Secondly, and notwithstanding the above, the Icelandic Government
submits that, since the national law of the EEA State will be a benchmark
in the national court’s assessment of whether contractual terms are to be
considered fair, changes to the index as a result of factors and methodology
prescribed by national law cannot in and of themselves give rise to a finding
that contractual terms referencing that index are unfair. National law, such as
the one in question, cannot be limited by the Directive in practice.
31

Reference is made to paragraphs 2(c) and 2(d) of the Annex to the Directive.
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fjármögnunar fasteignakaupa og þeirra skilmála sem setja má í slíka
samninga. Ríkisstjórnin telur jafnframt að raunvextir verðtryggðra lána séu
almennt lægri en óverðtryggðra lána til langs tíma litið og sú hafi einnig
orðið raunin á Íslandi.
103. Í þriðja lagi, að öllu framansögðu gættu, telur ríkisstjórnin að í öllu falli
sé ljóst að verðtryggingarákvæði séu ekki í eðli sínu ósamrýmanleg
tilskipuninni.31
104. Ríkisstjórn Íslands leggur til að dómstóllinn svari fyrstu spurningunni með
eftirfarandi hætti:
Þar sem ákvæði landsréttar falla utan gildissviðs tilskipunar 93/13/
EBE, samrýmist það ákvæðum tilskipunar ráðsins 93/13/EBE að löggjöf
í ríki sem aðild á að EES-samningnum heimili að samningur neytanda
og lánveitanda til fjármögnunar fasteignakaupa hafi að geyma ákvæði
þess efnis að greiðslur af láninu skuli verðtryggðar samkvæmt fyrirfram
ákveðinni vísitölu.
Önnur spurningin
105. Ríkisstjórn Íslands bendir á það, í fyrsta lagi, að tilskipunin takmarki
ekki svigrúm EES-ríkja til að ákveða í landsrétti hvaða þættir geti valdið
breytingum á hinni fyrirfram ákveðnu vísitölu eða eftir hvaða aðferðum þær
breytingar skuli mældar, þar sem skilmálarnir sem um ræðir í máli þessu
falli ekki innan gildissviðs tilskipunarinnar.
106. Enn fremur, varða þau ákvæði landsréttar sem vísað er til í spurningu
Héraðsdóms Reykjavíkur, það eru ákvæði sem lúta að vísitölunni, ekki
samningsskilmálana í sjálfu sér og falla því hvorki undir, né takmarkast af
tilskipuninni.
107. Í öðru lagi, þrátt fyrir ofangreint, telur ríkisstjórn Íslands að þar sem
landsréttur EES-ríkis muni þjóna sem viðmið landsdómstólsins við mat á
því hvort samningsskilmálarnir teljist réttmætir, geti breytingar á vísitölunni
vegna þeirra þátta og aðferða sem kveðið er á um í ákvæðum landréttar
ekki einar og sér stutt þá niðurstöðu að samningsskilmálarnir sem vísa til
vísitölunnar séu óréttmætir. Í framkvæmd geti tilskipunin ekki takmarkað
ákvæði landsréttar, eins og þau sem hér eru til umfjöllunar.
31

Vísað er til c- og d-liðar 2. mgr. viðauka tilskipunarinnar.
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108. Accordingly, the Directive cannot, de jure or de facto, limit the EEA
States’ discretion to determine the factors that may cause changes in
a predetermined index to which consumer loans are referenced or the
methods by which these changes are to be measured. And, even if the
Directive could limit that discretion, it fails to see how this could cause
changes in the manner in which Statistics Iceland compiles the CPI, since
the index is compiled independently by it and in accordance with European
standards.
109. The Government of Iceland submits that the answer to the second question
should be as follows:
Directive 93/13/EEC does not limit the discretion of an EEA State to
determine the factors that may cause changes in a predetermined index
to which consumer loans are referenced or the methods by which these
changes are to be measured.
The third question
110. The Icelandic Government submits that a contractual term that reflects
national law applicable to such contracts is outside the scope of the
Directive. On the other hand, contractual terms that do not reflect the
provisions of Articles 13 and 14 of Act No 38/2001, will, as a matter of
national law, be void – unless they are to the advantage of the borrower.
Accordingly, a contractual indexation term either reflects national law and
falls outside the Directive’s scope, or it does not reflect national law and
is void as a matter of Icelandic law. Whether or not an indexation clause is
individually negotiated within the meaning of the Directive cannot affect its
validity under Icelandic law.
111. On this basis, the Government of Iceland argues that the question is
hypothetical and therefore inadmissible, since, in light of the answers to
the previous questions, the answer to this question cannot have any effect
on the determination of the national court in the case before it.32
112. Without prejudice to that, and to the extent the Court declares the question
admissible, the Icelandic Government submits that, pursuant to Article 3(2)
of the Directive, it is for the national court to assess whether the indexation
32

Reference is made to Case E-6/96 Tore Wilhelmsen AS v Oslo kommune [1997] EFTA Ct. Rep. 64,
paragraph 40.
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108. Þar af leiðandi getur tilskipunin ekki takmarkað svigrúm EES-ríkja til
að ákveða hvaða þættir skuli valda breytingum í fyrirfram ákveðinni
vísitölu sem vísað er til í neytendalánum, eða eftir hvaða aðferðum þær
breytingar skuli mældar, hvorki lagalega, né í reynd. Jafnvel þó svo væri,
að tilskipunin gæti takmarkað þetta svigrúm, getur ríkisstjórnin ekki séð
hvernig slíkt geti haft áhrif á það hvernig Hagstofa Íslands reiknar út
vísitölu neysluverðs, þar sem vísitalan er reiknuð út af óháðum aðila og í
samræmi við evrópska staðla.
109. Ríkisstjórn Íslands leggur til að dómstóllinn svari annarri spurningunni með
eftirfarandi hætti:
Tilskipun 93/13/EBE takmarkar ekki svigrúm viðkomandi samningsríkis til
þess að ákveða með lögum eða stjórnvaldsfyrirmælum hvaða þættir skuli
valda breytingum á hinni fyrirfram ákveðnu vísitölu og eftir hvaða aðferðum
þær breytingar skuli mældar.
Þriðja spurningin
110. Íslenska ríkið telur að samningsskilmáli sem endurspeglar ákvæði
landréttar, sem á við um slíka samninga, falli utan gildissviðs
tilskipunarinnar. Hins vegar munu samningsskilmálar sem ekki
endurspegla ákvæði 13. og 14. gr. laga nr. 38/2001, teljast ógildir
samkvæmt landsrétti – nema þeir séu lántaka til hagsbóta. Samkvæmt því
endurspegla verðtryggingarákvæði annað hvort ákvæði íslenskra laga og
falla utan gildissviðs tilskipunarinnar, eða endurspegla ekki íslensk lög og
eru því ekki gild að íslenskum rétti. Hvort sérstaklega hafi verið samið um
verðtryggingarákvæði í skilningi tilskipunarinnar getur ekki haft áhrif á gildi
þess samkvæmt íslenskum rétti.
111. Á þeim forsendum, telur ríkisstjórn Íslands að spurningin sé fræðilegs eðlis
og því ekki dómtæk, þar sem svarið við henni getur, í ljósi svara við fyrri
spurningunum, ekki haft nein áhrif á mat landsdómstólsins sem málið er
rekið fyrir.32
112. Að þessu virtu, og að því gefnu að spurningunni sé ekki vísað frá dómi,
telur ríkisstjórnin að það sé hlutverk landsdómstólsins að meta hvort samið
hafi verið sérstaklega um verðtryggingarákvæðið, í samræmi við 2. mgr.
32

Vísað er til máls E-6/96 Tore Wilhelmsen AS v Oslo kommune [1997] EFTA Ct. Rep. 64, 40. mgr.
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clause has been individually negotiated. Moreover, even if a contractual
term has not been individually negotiated, the national court has to assess
under Article 4(1) of the Directive whether that term is actually unfair,
having regard to all the circumstances.
113. The Government of Iceland submits that the answer to the third question
should be as follows:
The question is inadmissible as it cannot have any effect on the
determination of the national court in the case before it.
The fourth question
114. The Icelandic Government refers to its observations referred to in
paragraphs 110 to 111 above and submits that, as a matter of Icelandic
law, the question is hypothetical.
115. Without prejudice to the aforesaid and to the extent that the Court decides
that the question is admissible, the Icelandic Government submits that
paragraph 2(d) of the Annex to the Directive, which is to be considered a
limitation of paragraph 1(l) of the Annex to the Directive, is not relevant to
the issue before the national court. Indexation of a loan principal does not
represent a change in price of goods or services over the duration of the
contract. It is intended rather to ensure that the principal of the loan remains
consistent over the time for repayment of the credit and is not reduced by
inflation during that period. The Icelandic Government argues that indexation
of a loan principal is therefore analogous to, and fulfils the same function
as, a component of the interest charged for the granting of credit in respect
of a non-indexed loan and is far removed from the situation envisaged by
paragraph 1(l) of the Annex to the Directive. Moreover, Icelandic law only
permits loans to be indexed to the publicly maintained CPI. Therefore,
lenders cannot unilaterally change the amount owed by borrowers.
116. If, the Government of Iceland continues, the Court, notwithstanding all the
above, were to find the question admissible and paragraph 2(d) of the Annex
to the Directive to apply to the indexation terms at issue, the Icelandic
Government submits that the information provided could be regarded as an
explicit description of the method by which prices may vary, in particular since
information about the consumer price index itself is publicly available. The
Icelandic Government submits in that respect that a reference had been made
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3. gr. tilskipunarinnar. Hún telur jafnframt að, þótt ekki hafi verið samið
sérstaklega um samningsskilmála, verði landsdómstóllinn að meta hvort
hann sé í raun réttmætur, með hliðsjón af öllum aðstæðum, samkvæmt 1.
mgr. 4. gr.
113. Ríkisstjórn Íslands leggur til að dómstóllinn svari þriðju spurningunni með
eftirfarandi hætti:
Vísa ber spurningunni frá dómi, þar sem hún getur ekki haft áhrif á mat
landsdómstólsins í málinu sem rekið er fyrir honum.
Fjórða spurningin
114. Ríkisstjórn Íslands vísar til þeirra athugasemda sem settar voru fram í 110.
og 111. mgr. að framan og telur að spurningin sé fræðilegs eðlis, þar sem
hún fjallar um íslenskan rétt.
115. Með vísan til þess sem fram er komið og að því gefnu að spurningunni
verði ekki vísað frá dómi, telur íslenska ríkisstjórnin að d-liður 2.
mgr. viðauka tilskipunarinnar, sem ætlað er að afmarka gildissvið
l-liðs 1. mgr. viðaukans, hafi ekki áhrif á málið sem rekið er fyrir
landsdómstólnum. Verðtrygging á höfuðstóli láns telst ekki breyting á
verði vöru eða þjónustu á samningstímabilinu. Henni er fremur ætlað að
tryggja að höfuðstóll lánsins haldist stöðugur á uppgreiðslutíma þess
og lækki ekki vegna verðbólgu á því tímabili. Ríkisstjórn Íslands telur að
verðtrygging á höfuðstóli láns megi því jafna til hluta þeirra vaxta sem
lagðir eru á óverðtryggð lán, og þjóni sama tilgangi. Hún sé því fjarri
þeim aðstæðum sem l-liður 1. mgr. viðauka tilskipunarinnar tekur til.
Þar að auki heimili íslensk löggjöf verðtryggingu lána í tengslum við hina
opinberu vísitölu neysluverðs. Þar af leiðandi geti lánveitendur ekki einhliða
breytt þeirri fjárhæð sem lántakar skulda.
116. Ef spurningunni er, þrátt fyrir framansagt, ekki vísað frá dómi og
dómstóllinn telur að d-liður 2. mgr. viðaukans við tilskipunina eigi við
um verðtryggingarákvæðin sem um ræðir, telur ríkisstjórn Íslands
að líta megi á upplýsingarnar sem veittar hafa verið sem rækilega
útskýringu á aðferðinni við útreikning verðbreytinga, sérstaklega
þar sem upplýsingar um vísitölu neysluverðs eru aðgengilegar öllum
almenningi. Ríkisstjórnin telur því að vísað hafi verið til grunnvísitölunnar
á undirritunardegi lánsins og að láninu hafi fylgt greiðsluáætlun með
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to the base index on the date the loan was taken out and a payment schedule
with an illustrative example of estimated payments based on a given set of
presumptions had been provided. However, in the Icelandic Government’s view
it is not possible to determine in the abstract whether or not a hypothetical
document explicitly describes the method by which prices may vary.
Accordingly, it is for the national court having regard to the actual document,
all the circumstances, and the knowledge of the parties to determine this.
117. The Government of Iceland submits that the answer to the fourth question
should be as follows:
The question is inadmissible as it cannot have any effect on the
determination of the national court in the case before it.
The fifth question
118. The Icelandic Government submits by reference to case law that Article
6 of the Directive requires EEA States to take the necessary measures to
ensure that unfair terms used in a contract concluded with a consumer by
a seller or supplier are not binding on the consumer.33 Moreover, provided
that unfair terms are not binding on the consumer, EEA States have
autonomy concerning the definition of the legal arrangements applicable to
unfair terms.
119. In this respect, the Icelandic Government submits that EEA States have the
choice of form and method of implementation under Article 7 EEA, which
corresponds to the principle of national procedural autonomy, as limited by
the principles of equivalence and effectiveness.34 Accordingly, the Icelandic
Government argues that it is sufficient for a State to provide the national
courts with the power to annul unfair contractual terms as long as they
are obliged to exercise that power with respect to terms they find unfair
pursuant to the Directive.35
120. As regards the situation in Icelandic law, the Icelandic Government submits
with reference to Articles 36(a) and 36(c) of Act No 7/1936 that Article 36
33
34

35

Reference is made to Commission v Sweden, cited above, paragraph 16.
Reference is made to Case C-168/05 Elisa María Mostaza Claro v Centro Móvil Milenium SL [2006]
ECR I-10421, paragraph 24.
Reference is made to Case C-488/11 Dirk Frederik Asbeek Brusse and Katarina de Man Garabito v
Jahani BV, judgment of 30 May 2013, not yet reported, paragraphs 11 and 51.
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lýsandi dæmi um áætlaðar afborganir sem byggðist á þeim forsendum
sem gefnar voru. Að mati ríkisstjórnarinnar er þó ekki hægt að slá því
almennt föstu hvort slíkt skjal með dæmum lýsi aðferðinni við útreikning
verðbreytinga. Þar af leiðandi sé það landsdómstólsins að meta hvort
svo sé, með hliðsjón af hinu raunverulega skjali, öllum aðstæðum og
vitneskju samningsaðila.
117. Ríkisstjórn Íslands leggur til að dómstóllinn svari fjórðu spurningunni með
eftirfarandi hætti:
Vísa ber spurningunni frá dómi, þar sem hún getur ekki haft áhrif á mat
landsdómstólsins í málinu sem rekið er fyrir honum.
Fimmta spurningin
118. Með vísan til dómaframkvæmdar telur ríkisstjórn Íslands að samkvæmt 6.
gr. tilskipunarinnar sé EES-ríkjum skylt að gera nauðsynlegar ráðstafanir
til að tryggja að óréttmætir skilmálar í samningi sem seljandi eða veitandi
gerir við neytanda sé ekki bindandi fyrir neytandann.33 Að því gefnu að
hin óréttmætu samningsákvæði séu ekki bindandi fyrir neytanda er EESríkjum í sjálfsvald sett hvernig þau útfæra þær lagareglur sem eiga við um
óréttmæta skilmála.
119. Ríkisstjórnin telur að EES-ríki hafi val um form og aðferð við innleiðingu
samkvæmt 7. gr. EES-samningsins, í samræmi við meginregluna um
forræði á réttarfari, með þeim takmörkunum sem af meginreglunum um
jafnræði við málsmeðferð og um skilvirka framkvæmd EES-réttar leiða.
34
Það er því mat ríkisstjórnarinnar að nægilegt sé að ríki veiti dómstólum
þess vald til að ógilda óréttmæta samningsskilmála ef þeim er skylt að
beita því valdi varðandi þá skilmála sem þeir telja óréttmæta samkvæmt
tilskipuninni.35
120. Varðandi stöðuna að íslenskum rétti, telur ríkisstjórn Íslands með vísan
til 36. gr. a og 36. gr. c laga nr. 7/1936 að 36. gr. laganna taki jafnt til
samningsskilmála sem talist geta óréttmætir samkvæmt tilskipuninni og
33
34

35

Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls Commission v Sweden, 16. mgr.
Vísað er til máls C-168/05 Elisa María Mostaza Claro v Centro Móvil Milenium SL [2006] ECR
I-10421, 24. mgr.
Vísað er til máls C-488/11 Dirk Frederik Asbeek Brusse and Katarina de Man Garabito v Jahani
BV,dómur frá 30. maí 2013, enn óbirtur, 11. og 51. mgr.
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of that Act relates to both contractual terms that may be unfair pursuant to
the Directive and terms that may be invalid or unfair purely as a matter of
national law. Pursuant to Article 3 of Act No 2/1993, Icelandic courts are
obliged to interpret national law in line with Iceland’s obligations stemming
from the EEA Agreement. Following these obligations, national courts,
acting within the constitutional scope of that power, must annul contractual
terms where they find that a contractual term is unfair within the meaning
and scope of the provisions implementing the Directive.
121. The Icelandic Government argues that the end-result for the consumer
is thereby effectively the same whether national law explicitly requires
national courts to annul unfair contractual terms or simply gives them the
power to do so.
122. The Government of Iceland submits that the answer to the fifth question
should be as follows:
EEA States have discretion as to how the provisions of Article 6(1) of
Directive 93/13/EEC are implemented provided that the national courts
are empowered to annul unfair contractual terms.
The EFTA Surveillance Authority
Applicability of the Directive
123. ESA submits that, according to well-established case law, it is for the Court
to provide the national court with all those elements for the interpretation
of EEA law that may be of assistance in adjudicating on the case pending
before it, whether or not that court has specifically referred to them in its
questions.36
124. ESA contends that the scope of the Directive has not been addressed in
the questions referred to the Court and nor does it seem to have played a
role in the national proceedings. However, ESA asks the Court to address
36

Reference is made to Case C-241/89 SARPP [1990] ECR I-4695, paragraph 8; Case C-315/92
Verband Sozialer Wettbewerb (‘Clinique’) [1994] ECR I-312, paragraph 7; Case C-87/97 Consorzio
per la tutela de formaggio Gorgonzola [1999] ECR I-1301, paragraph 16; Case C-456/02 Trojani
[2004] ECR I-7573, paragraph 38; Case C-452/03 RAL [2005] ECR I-3947, paragraph 25; Joined
cases C-95/07 and C-96/07 Ecotrade Spa [2003] ECR I-3457, paragraph 37; Joined Cases
C-578/10 to C-580/10 van Putten and Others, judgment of 26 April 2012, not yet reported,
paragraph 23; and Case C-273/12 Harry Winston, judgment of 11 July 2013, not yet reported,
paragraph 24.
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skilmála sem einvörðungu geta talist ógildir eða óréttmætir á grundvelli
ákvæða landslaga. Samkvæmt 3. gr. laga nr. 2/1993 er íslenskum
dómstólum skylt að skýra lög og reglur landslaga, til samræmis
við samningsskuldbindingar Íslands samkvæmt EES-samningnum.
Samkvæmt þeirri skyldu og í samræmi við stjórnskipulegt valdsvið sitt,
verða íslenskir dómstólar að ógilda samningsskilmála sem þeir telja
óréttmæta í skilningi þeirra lagaákvæða sem innleiddu tilskipunina.
121. Íslenska ríkið heldur því fram að útkoman fyrir neytandann sé þar með
sú sama í reynd, óháð því hvort landsréttur skyldi dómstóla til að ógilda
óréttmæta samningsskilmála eða veiti þeim aðeins vald til þess.
122. Ríkisstjórn Íslands leggur til að dómstóllinn svari fimmtu spurningunni með
eftirfarandi hætti:
Ríki sem er aðili að EES-samningnum á val um aðferð við innleiðingu 1.
mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunar 93/13/EBE, að því gefnu að dómstólar þess hafi
vald til að ógilda óréttmæta samningsskilmála.
Eftirlitsstofnun EFTA
Gildissvið tilskipunarinnar
123. ESA telur, í samræmi við skýra dómaframkvæmd, að það sé hlutverk
dómstólsins að veita landsdómstólnum alla þá leiðsögn um túlkun á öllum
þáttum EES-réttar sem getur orðið að gagni við úrlausn málsins sem
rekið er fyrir honum, óháð því hvort sérstaklega hafi verið vísað til þeirra í
spurningunum sem beint var til hans.36
124. ESA telur að spurningarnar sem beint var til dómstólsins fjalli ekki um
gildissvið tilskipunarinnar og ekki virðist sem það hafi komið til skoðunar
við rekstur málsins fyrir landsdómstólnum. ESA fer þess þó á leit við
36

Vísað er til máls C-241/89 SARPP [1990] ECR I-4695, 8. mgr.; máls C-315/92 Verband Sozialer
Wettbewerb (‘Clinique’) [1994] ECR I-312, 7. mgr; máls C-87/97 Consorzio per la tutela de formaggio
Gorgonzola [1999] ECR I-1301, 16. mgr.; máls C-456/02 Trojani [2004] ECR I-7573, 38. mgr.; máls
C-452/03 RAL [2005] ECR I-3947, 25. mgr.; sameinaðra mála C-95/07 og C-96/07 Ecotrade Spa
[2003] ECR I-3457, 37. mgr.; sameinaðra mála C-578/10 til C-580/10 van Putten and Others, dómur
frá 26. apríl 2012, enn óbirtur, 23. mgr.; og máls C-273/12 Harry Winston, dómur frá 11. júlí 2013,
enn óbirtur, 24. mgr.
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this issue and the meaning of Article 1(2) of the Directive, given the
importance of the issue in the context of the present proceedings.
125. ESA submits that the aim of Directive is to address the behaviour of private
operators as sellers of goods or supplier of services to consumers, with the
objective of safeguarding the rights of the consumer, who is in a weak position
vis-à-vis the seller or supplier. In turn, it is not the aim of the Directive to
influence statutory or regulatory provisions that regulate contract terms under
certain circumstances. Pursuant to recital 13 of the preamble to the Directive,
terms of contract that are determined directly or indirectly by such provisions
are presumed not to contain unfair terms.
126. As regards the indexation of mortgages such at the one at issue, ESA
argues that the indexation and the calculation of the underlying CPI are
largely covered by detailed provisions of national law, i.e. Articles 13 and
14 of Act No 38/2001 and the provisions of Act No 12/1995. These
statutory rules are not to be considered mandatory in the sense that
consumers are obliged to enter into indexed loan agreements. However,
if private parties choose to do so, the terms of that indexation as
stipulated in national law are mandatory. Thus, in ESA’s view, the terms
of bonds and payment schedules such as the ones at issue are at least
indirectly determined on the basis of the aforementioned provisions.
127. ESA submits with reference to case law that contractual terms that reflect
mandatory statutory or regulatory provisions set out in national law are prima
facie excluded from the scope of the Directive.37 It is not useful to distinguish
between stipulations that, pursuant to national law, must be included in a
contract and clauses whose inclusion is optional but where the content is
mandatory. In neither case does the inequality of bargaining power influence
the content of the stipulation to the detriment of the consumer. In the case of
a clause that must be included, the interests of the weaker contracting party
must be presumed to be taken into account by the national legislature. In
the case of a clause that is optional but whose content is determined by the
national authorities, the national legislature must also be presumed to have
balanced the interests of the parties. In any case, the bargaining strength of
one party had no influence over the content of the stipulation.
37

Reference is made to Dirk Frederik Asbeek Brusse and Katarina de Man Garabito v Jahani BV, cited
above, paragraphs 32 to 34.
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dóminn að hann taki það álitamál til skoðunar ásamt inntaki 2. mgr. 1. gr.
tilskipunarinnar, með hliðsjón af mikilvægi þess fyrir úrlausn málsins.
125. ESA telur að tilskipuninni sé ætlað að taka til atferlis þeirra einkaaðila sem
eru seljendur vöru eða veitendur þjónustu til neytenda, með það fyrir augum
að tryggja réttindi neytenda, sem eru í veikri stöðu gagnvart seljanda eða
veitanda. Tilskipuninni er hins vegar ekki ætlað að hafa áhrif á ákvæði laga
eða stjórnvaldsfyrirmæla sem gilda um samningsskilmála undir ákveðnum
kringumstæðum. Samkvæmt 13. tl. formálsorða tilskipunarinnar, er talið að
samningsskilmálar sem, beint eða óbeint, eru ákvarðaðir af slíkum ákvæðum
landslaga, séu ekki óréttmætir.
126. Varðandi verðtryggingu veðlána, eins og þeirra sem hér um ræðir,
telur ESA að nákvæm ákvæði landsréttar fjalli um flest sem við kemur
verðtryggingunni og útreikningi á vísitölu neysluverðs sem hún er
tengd við, það er 13. og 14. gr. laga nr. 38/2001 og ákvæði laga
nr. 12/1995. Þessar lagareglur skulu ekki teljast bindandi í þeim
skilningi að neytandanum sé skylt að gangast undir verðtryggða
lánasamninga. Ef einkaaðilar ákveða hins vegar að gera það, eru skilmálar
verðtryggingarinnar eins og kveðið er á um þá í landsrétti bindandi. Að
mati ESA ráðast því skilmálar skuldabréfa og greiðsluáætlana, eins og
þeirra sem um ræðir í máli þessu, að minnsta kosti óbeint af áðurnefndum
ákvæðum.
127. ESA telur, með vísan til dómaframkvæmdar, að samningsskilmálar sem
endurspegla bindandi ákvæði laga og stjórnsýslufyrirmæli landsréttar
séu, fljótt á litið, undanskildir gildissviði tilskipunarinnar.37 Hún telur óþarft
að greina á milli samningsskilmála sem skylt er, samkvæmt ákvæðum
landslaga, að taka upp í samning, og þeirra skilmála sem eru valkvæðir,
þótt efni þeirra sé lögboðið. Í hvorugu tilfellinu hefur ójöfn samningsstaða
aðila áhrif á efni skilmálanna, neytanda í óhag. Í tilfelli skilmála sem skylt
er að taka upp í samningi, verður að ætla að löggjafinn hafi haft hagsmuni
veikari samningsaðilans í huga. Í þeim tilfellum þar sem skilmálarnir eru
umsemjanlegir, en efni þeirra lögbundið, verður einnig að telja að löggjafinn
hafi reynt að jafna aðstöðu samningsaðila. Í hvorugu tilfellinu hefur sterkari
samningsstaða annars aðilans áhrif á efni skilmálans.
37

Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls Dirk Frederik Asbeek Brusse and Katarina de Man Garabito v Jahani
BV, 32. til 34. mgr.
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128. ESA submits that it follows from case law38 that contractual terms are
excluded from the scope of that directive if they reflect provisions of
national legislation governing a certain category of contracts, and argues
that this applies to the terms at issue.
129. On the basis of the above, ESA contends that the terms of the bonds and
payment schedules such as at issue in the main proceedings fall outside
the scope of the Directive. Consequently, it is not necessary to provide the
national courts with answers to the questions referred.
130. ESA suggests therefore that the answer to the questions should be as
follows:
The scope of Council Directive 93/13/EEC of 5 April 1993 on unfair terms
in consumer contracts as laid down in its Article 1(2) does not extend to
contractual terms such as are at issue in the main proceedings insofar as
they reflect national rules on the index-linking of instalment repayments of
loans taken to finance real-estate purchases.
The first question
131. At the outset, ESA notes that, in the alternative to the submissions made
above and for the sake of good order, it submits observations on the
questions referred by the national court.
132. As regards the criteria for the general assessment of unfairness pursuant
to the Directive and the relationship between the European courts and
national courts, ESA refers in particular to settled case law.39
133. With respect to the situation in the case at hand, ESA argues that the
Directive does not set out a general prohibition on financial service
38

39

Reference is made to RWE Vertrieb AG v Verbraucherzentrale Nordrhein-Westfalen e.V, cited above,
paragraph 25. As regards further observations on the application of Article 1(2) of the Directive,
reference is also made to the Opinion of AG Trstenjak in the same case, paragraphs 34 to 58.
As regards the above-mentioned assessments, reference is made to Sweden v Commission, cited
above, paragraphs 11 and 17; Freiburger Kommunalbauten, cited above, paragraphs 18, 19 and 21;
Opinion of AG Geelhoed in Case C-478/99 Commission of the European Communities v Kingdom of
Sweden [2002] ECR I-4147, point 29; Joined Cases C-240/98 to C-244/ 98 Océano Grupo [2000]
ECR I-4941, paragraphs 22 to 24; see also Case C-226/12 Constructora Principado S, judgment
of 16 January 2014, not yet reported, paragraphs 20 to 23 and case law cited; Joined Cases
C-537/12 and C-116/13, Banco Popular Español, v Maria Teodolinda Rivas Quichimbo a.o., order the
court of 14 November 2013, not yet reported, paragraph 22 and case law cited.
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128. ESA telur að af dómaframkvæmd38 megi leiða að samningsskilmálar
sem endurspegla ákvæði laga eða stjórnvaldsfyrirmæla sem eiga við um
ákveðna flokka samninga, séu undanskildir gildissviði tilskipunarinnar, og
að sú sé raunin í máli þessu.
129. Samkvæmt framansögðu telur ESA að skilmálar skuldabréfa
og greiðsluáætlana, sem mál þetta lítur að, falli utan gildissviðs
tilskipunarinnar. Þar af leiðandi sé ekki nauðsynlegt að veita svar við þeim
spurningum sem landsdómstóllinn hefur beint til EFTA-dómstólsins.
130. ESA leggur því til að dómstóllinn svari spurningunum með eftirfarandi
hætti:
Gildissvið tilskipunar ráðsins 93/13/EBE frá 5. apríl 1993 um óréttmæta
skilmála í neytendasamningum nær ekki til samningsskilmála eins og þeirra
sem málið sem rekið er fyrir landsdómstólnum snýst um, að svo miklu leyti
sem þeir endurspegla reglur landsréttar um verðtryggingu afborgana af
lánum til fjármögnunar fasteignakaupa.
Fyrsta spurningin
131. Í upphafi vill ESA taka fram, til vara við ofangreint svar, að hún geri
eftirtaldar athugasemdir við spurningar landsdómstólsins.
132. Varðandi forsendur almenns mats á óréttmæti samkvæmt tilskipuninni
og samspils Evrópudómstólsins og EFTA-dómstólsins við dómstóla
aðildarríkjanna vísar ESA til dómvenju.39
133. Varðandi þá stöðu sem uppi er í þessu máli, heldur ESA því fram að í
tilskipuninni sé ekki að finna almennt bann við því að fjármálafyrirtæki
38

39

Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls RWE Vertrieb AG v Verbraucherzentrale Nordrhein-Westfalen e.V,
25. mgr. Varðandi frekari umfjöllun um beitingu 2. mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar er einnig vísað til álits
Trstenjak aðallögsögumanns í sama máli, mgr. 34 til 58.
Varðandi ofangreindar athugasemdir, er vísað til áður tilvitnaðs máls Sweden v Commission, 11. og
17. mgr.; áður tilvitnaðs máls Freiburger Kommunalbauten, 18., 19. og 21. mgr.; Álits Geelhoed
aðallögsögumanns í máli C-478/99 Commission of the European Communities v Kingdom of Sweden
[2002] ECR I-4147, 29.-liður; sameinaðra mála C-240/98 til C-244/ 98 Océano Grupo [2000] ECR
I-4941, 22. til 24. mgr.; sjá einnig mál C-226/12, Constructora Principado S, dómur frá 16. janúar
2014, enn óbirtur, 20. til 23. mgr. og þeirra dóma sem þar er vísað til; sameinuð mál C-538/12 og
C-116/13 Banco Popular Español v Maria Teodolinda Rivas Quichimbo a.o., úrskurður dómstólsins
frá 14. nóvember 2013, enn óbirtur, mgr. 22 og þeirra dóma sem þar er vísað til.
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providers having price-indexation clauses in consumer mortgage
contracts. On the contrary, paragraph 2(d) of the Annex to the Directive
explicitly provides that price-indexation clauses do not, in and of
themselves, amount to terms that may be regarded as unfair, where
these clauses are lawful and the method by which prices vary is explicitly
described. The emphasis is thus placed on the clarity and quality of the
information about the price indexation which the seller or supplier provided
the consumer with at the time when the contract was concluded.
134. ESA submits that the two conditions of paragraph 2(d) of the Annex to the
Directive are fulfilled. Firstly, it is explicitly permitted pursuant to Chapter VI of
Act No 38/2001 and Rules No 492/2001 for loans to be index-linked provided
that the basis of the indexation is the official consumer price index. Secondly,
it follows from the information given by the national court in its referral that an
explicit description of the price-index mechanism was provided in the contract.
The bond and the accompanying payment schedule contain provisions that
specifically explain that the principal of the debt will be revised on each due
date before the interest and the instalment to be paid are calculated, in
proportion to changes in the CPI.
135. ESA therefore suggests that the answer to the first question referred
should be as follows:
Council Directive 93/13/EEC of 5 April 1993 on unfair terms in consumer
contracts does not preclude national legislation, such as that at issue in
the main proceedings, which authorises the parties to a loan agreement
to agree on a price indexation method set out under national legislation
provided that the terms thereof are explicitly described in plain and
intelligible language in the contract.
The second question
136. ESA argues that paragraph 2(d) of the Annex to the Directive only
requires that the method of calculation for the price indexation is
explicitly described in the contract, given that price-indexation clauses
are lawful under national rules. There are no rules specifying the factors
that may or may not be used when the amendments to a predetermined
index are calculated.
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notist við verðtryggingarákvæði í veðlánum til neytenda. Þvert á
móti komi skýrlega fram í d-lið 2. mgr. viðauka tilskipunarinnar að
verðtryggingarákvæði teljist ekki óréttmætir skilmálar, í sjálfu sér, ef
vísitölubindingin er „lögleg“ og „aðferðin við útreikning verðbreytinga
er útskýrð rækilega í samningi“. Áherslan er því á skýrleika og gæði
þeirra upplýsinga sem seljandi eða veitandi lét neytandanum í té um
verðtrygginguna við samningsgerðina.
134. ESA telur bæði skilyrði d-liðar 2. mgr. viðauka tilskipunarinnar uppfyllt. Í
fyrsta lagi, er skýr heimild fyrir því í VI. kafla laga nr. 38/2001 og reglna
nr. 492/2001 að lán séu verðtryggð að því gefnu að vísitölubindingin
stjórnist af hinni opinberu vísitölu neysluverðs. Í öðru lagi, má ráða af þeim
upplýsingum sem landsdómstóllinn hefur veitt í beiðninni um ráðgefandi
álit, að verðtryggingin hafi verið rækilega útskýrð í samningnum.
Skuldabréfið og greiðsluáætlunin sem því fylgdi innihalda ákvæði sem
útskýra sérstaklega að höfuðstóll skuldarinnar skuli breytast á hverjum
gjalddaga, áður en vextir og afborgun eru reiknuð út, í samræmi við vísitölu
neysluverðs.
135. ESA leggur því til að dómstóllinn svari fyrstu spurningunni með eftirfarandi
hætti:
Tilskipun ráðsins 93/13/EBE frá 5. apríl 1993 um óréttmæta skilmála í
neytendasamningum, girðir ekki fyrir ákvæði landsréttar, eins og þau sem
til álita koma í málinu sem rekið er fyrir landsdómstólnum, þar sem aðilum
lánasamnings er heimilað að semja um verðtryggingu í samræmi við
ákvæði landsréttar, að því gefnu að skilmálarnir séu rækilega útskýrðir á
skýru og eðlilegu máli í samningnum.
Önnur spurningin
136. ESA heldur því fram að samkvæmt d-lið 2. mgr. viðauka tilskipunarinnar sé
þess einungis krafist að aðferðin við útreikning verðbreytinga sé útskýrð
rækilega í samningnum, að því gefnu að verðtryggingarákvæðið sé löglegt
samkvæmt reglum landsréttar. Engar reglur eru fyrir hendi, þar sem
tekið er fram hvaða þætti megi, eða megi ekki, taka mið af við útreikning
breytinga á fyrirfram ákveðinni vísitölu.
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137. ESA reiterates that the purpose of the Directive is to safeguard the
rights of the consumer, who is often in a weak position vis-à-vis the
seller or supplier. The Directive is not designed to fetter the powers of
national authorities to regulate contract terms. The national authorities
are therefore free to regulate which factors may cause changes in the
predetermined index and the methods by which these changes are to be
measured.
138. ESA adds that the fact that Article 1(2) of the Directive explicitly excludes
mandatory statutory or regulatory provisions from its scope further
strengthens the conclusion that the Directive is not intended to address the
powers of national authorities to regulate terms in consumer contracts.
139. ESA therefore suggests that the answer to the second question referred
should be as follows:
Directive 93/13/EEC does not create any ground for assessing the factors
that may cause changes in the predetermined index and the methods by
which these changes are to be measured.
The third question
140. At the outset, ESA submits that it is for the national court to assess
whether the contractual terms at issue have been individually negotiated
within the meaning of Article 3(2) of the Directive.40 However, the Court
can provide guidance concerning when contractual terms may be
considered to have been individually negotiated.
141. ESA submits that it remains unclear whether that question is relevant in
the main proceedings. As noted in its 2001 Report on the Application of
Directive 93/13/EEC,41 Iceland has not limited the unfairness review of
consumer contracts available under Article 36 of Act No 7/1936 to terms
40

41

Reference is made to Constructora Principado S, cited above, paragraph 19; as regards the burden
of proof reference is made to the last sentence of Article 3(2) of the Directive.
EFTA Surveillance Authority’s Report on the Application of Council Directive 93/13/EEC of 5 April
1993 on Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts (“the EFTA Surveillance Authority’s Report on the
Application of Directive 93/13/EEC”), adopted on 6 December 2001. Available at: http://www.
eftasurv.int/media/public-documents/108301.PDF.
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137. ESA ítrekar að tilgangur tilskipunarinnar sé að standa vörð um réttindi
neytandans, sem stendur oft höllum fæti gagnvart seljandanum eða
lánveitandanum. Tilskipuninni er ekki ætlað að takmarka vald stjórnvalda
aðildarríkis til að setja reglur um samningsskilmála. Stjórnvöldum ríkisins
er því frjálst að setja reglur um það hvaða þættir geti valdið breytingum
á hinni fyrirfram ákveðnu vísitölu og hvaða aðferðir skulu notaðar til að
mæla þær breytingar.
138. ESA bætir við, að sú staðreynd, að bindandi lög og stjórnsýsluákvæði
séu í 2. mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar sérstaklega undanskilin gildissviði
hennar renni stoðum undir þá niðurstöðu, að tilskipuninni sé ekki ætlað
að fjalla um vald stjórnvalda aðildarríkis til að setja reglur um skilmála í
neytendasamningum.
139. ESA leggur því til að dómstóllinn svari annarri spurningunni með eftirfarandi
hætti:
Tilskipun ráðsins 93/13/EBE frá 5. apríl 1993 um óréttmæta skilmála í
neytendasamningum, inniheldur engar leiðbeiningar um hvernig skuli meta
þá þætti sem valdið geti breytingum á hinni fyrirfram ákveðnu vísitölu og
hvaða aðferðir skulu notaðar til að mæla þær breytingar.
Þriðja spurningin
140. Í upphafi vill ESA taka fram að það sé landsómstólsins að meta hvort samið
hafi verið sérstaklega um samningsskilmálana sem um ræðir, í skilningi 2.
mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar.40 Þó geti dómurinn veitt leiðbeiningar um það
hvenær telja megi að sérstaklega hafi verið samið um samningsskilmála.
141. ESA telur óljóst hvort þessi spurning skipti máli við úrlausn málsins sem
rekið er fyrir héraðsdómi. Eins og fram kemur í skýrslu stofnunarinnar um
beitingu tilskipunar 93/13/EBE, frá 2001,41 hefur Ísland ekki takmarkað
athugun á því hvort skilmálar í neytendasamningum séu óréttmætir,
samkvæmt 36. gr. laga nr. 7/1936, við skilmála sem sérstaklega
hefur verið samið um. Sú lagagrein á við um hvers kyns skilmála í
40

41

Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls Constructora Principado S, 19. mgr. Sem varðar sönnunarbyrði,
vísast til síðustu setningar 2. mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar.
Skýrsla Eftirlitsstofnunar EFTA um beitingu tilskipunar ráðsins 93/13/EBE frá 5. apríl 1993
um óréttmæta skilmála í neytendasamningum (“the EFTA Surveillance Authority’s Report on the
Application of Directive 93/13/EEC”), útgefin 6. desember 2001. Hér má nálgast skýrsluna: http://
www.eftasurv.int/media/public-documents/108301.PDF.
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that have not been individually negotiated; that provision applies to any
term in a consumer contract. This higher level of protection is explicitly
permitted pursuant to Article 8 of the Directive.
142. In any event, ESA submits, there are no indications in the request of
the national court as to whether or not the indexation clause should be
included in the contract.
143. As regards letter (a) of the question, ESA submits that no contracting parties
could have individually negotiated the base index or the calculation of it,
since that is regulated by national law, and the contracting parties cannot
have any influence on the base index agreed or on its future calculation.
Accordingly, they cannot be considered to have been individually negotiated.
144. As regards letter (b) of the question, ESA submits that the fact that the
bond had been accompanied by a payment schedule itemising estimated
payments to be made on the agreed due dates does not change the
outcome of the assessment at issue. ESA adds that it is expressly
stated in the schedule that they are only estimates, which may change
in accordance with the indexation provision of the bond. Moreover, the
information given is in accordance with the relevant national legislation, i.e.
Act No 38/2001 and Rules No 492/2001.
145. As regards letter(c) of the question, ESA argues that the fact that
both parties have signed the payment schedule does not alter the
assessment. The substance of the payment schedule cannot be
negotiated, as it is based on projections of future payments of the bond
that depend on the CPI as it is calculated each month.
146. ESA therefore suggests that the answer to the third question should be as
follows:
It is for the relevant national court to establish whether a particular
contract term has been negotiated individually, in the sense that the
consumer was able to influence whether or not the term would be
included, within the meaning of Article 3 of Directive 93/13/EEC.
The fourth question
147. As a preliminary point, ESA notes that the Icelandic version of the relevant
provision of the Annex to the Directive differs from the English version.
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neytendasamningum. Slík aukin vernd er sérstaklega heimiluð í 8. gr.
tilskipunarinnar.
142. ESA telur, í öllu falli, að enga vísbendingu sé að finna um það í beiðni
héraðsdóms hvort verðtryggingarákvæði skuli sett í samninginn.
143. Varðandi a-lið spurningarinnar, telur ESA að hvorugur samningsaðilinn hafi
getað samið sérstaklega um grunnvísitöluna eða útreikning á henni, þar
sem þau atriði eru lögbundin og samningsaðilum því ófært að hafa nokkur
áhrif á grunnvísitöluna eða útreikning á henni í framtíðinni. Þar af leiðandi
verður ekki talið að um sérstaklega umsamda skilmála hafi verið að ræða,
hvað þau atriði varðar.
144. Varðandi b-lið spurningarinnar, telur ESA að sú staðreynd að greiðsluáætlun
hafi fylgt skuldabréfinu sem sýnir sundurliðaðar áætlaðar greiðslur á
gjalddögum lánsins breyti ekki niðurstöðu mats hennar á því atriði.
ESA bætir við að sérstaklega sé tekið fram í greiðsluáætluninni að
hún sé aðeins áætlun, sem geti tekið breytingum í samræmi við
verðtryggingarákvæði lánssamningsins. Enn fremur telur hún að
upplýsingarnar sem veittar voru, séu í samræmi við viðeigandi ákvæði
landslaga, það eru ákvæði laga nr. 38/2001 og reglna nr. 492/2001.
145. Varðandi c-lið spurningarinnar tekur ESA fram að sú staðreynd að báðir
aðilar hafi undirritað greiðsluáætlunina breyti ekki mati hennar. Efni
greiðsluáætlunarinnar er ekki umsemjanlegt, þar sem hún byggir á spá um
væntanlegar afborganir samkvæmt skuldabréfinu á grundvelli mánaðarlegra
útreikninga vísitölu neysluverðs.
146. ESA leggur því til að dómstóllinn svari þriðju spurningunni með eftirfarandi
hætti:
Það er landsdómstólsins að meta hvort samið hafi verið sérstaklega um
tiltekinn samningsskilmála þannig að neytandinn hafi getað haft áhrif á
það hvort skilmálinn yrði settur í samninginn, í skilningi 3. gr. tilskipunar
93/13/EBE.
Fjórða spurningin
147. Í upphafi vill ESA taka fram að íslensk þýðing viðeigandi ákvæðis viðauka
tilskipunarinnar sé frábrugðin ensku útgáfu textans. Í ensku þýðingunni
er notað orðalagið: ,,explicitly described“ í stað hins íslenska: ,,útskýrð
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The latter uses the term “explicitly described” instead of “explicitly
explained” (in Icelandic: “útskýrð rækilega”).Other language versions
are: FR: “explicitement décrit”; DE: “ausdrücklich beschrieben”; IT “siano
esplicitamente descritte”; ES “se describa explícitamentre”; DA “udfoerligt
beskrevet”; SV “beskrivs tydligt”. The Authority submits that the term must
be interpreted in line with the above-mentioned language versions of the
Directive, in other words that the method by which prices vary must be
explicitly described.42
148. ESA submits that, pursuant to the Directive, it is for the national court to
assess whether the price-indexation clause has been explicitly described
in the relevant documents within the meaning of paragraph 2(d) of the
Annex to the Directive.43 ESA adds that Article 5 of the Directive must be
taken into account when making that assessment and that the fairness
or unfairness of a commercial practice must be assessed against
the “average consumer”, who must be “reasonably well-informed and
reasonably observant and circumspect”, taking into account social, cultural
and linguistic factors.44
149. ESA argues that the circumstances as described in the request suggest
that the methods of calculating price changes in contracts for loans for the
financing of real estate purchases have been explained to the consumer in
a sufficiently clear manner. In particular, it appears to reflect the method of
calculation as explicitly described in Chapter VI of Act No 38/2001 and Rules
No 492/2001.
150. ESA submits that it follows from the request that information given about
the revision of the principal of the debt and about the calculation of the
instalments in the bond and the accompanying payment schedule is
sufficient in terms of the Directive.
151. ESA therefore suggests that the answer to the fourth question should be
as follows:
42

43
44

Reference is made to Case E-18/11 Irish Bank Resolution Corporation Ltd v Kaupþing hf [2012] EFTA
Ct. Rep. 592, paragraph 86.
Reference is made to Constructora Principado S, cited above, paragraph 20.
Reference is made to Case C-356/04 Lidl v Colruyt [2006] ECR I-8501, paragraph 78, and case law
cited.
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rækilega„. Þýðing á öðrum málum eru: á frönsku: ,,explicitement décrit“;
á þýsku: ,,ausdrücklich beschrieben“; á ítölsku: ,,siano esplicitamente
descritte“; á spænsku: ,,se describa explícitamentre“; á dönsku: ,,udførligt
beskrevet“; og á sænsku: ,,beskrivs tydligt“. ESA telur að hugtakið beri
að skýra í samræmi við fyrrnefndar þýðingar tilskipunarinnar. Með öðrum
orðum, að aðferðin við útreikning verðbreytinga verði að útskýra með
skýrum hætti.42
148. ESA telur að af tilskipuninni leiði að það sé landsdómstólsins að meta
hvort verðtryggingarákvæði hafi verið útskýrt með nægilega skýrum hætti
í viðeigandi skjölum, í skilningi d-liðs 2. mgr. viðauka tilskipunarinnar.43
Stofnunin bætir því við, að hafa verði hliðsjón af 5. gr. tilskipunarinnar
þegar metið er hvort svo sé, og jafnframt að meta beri réttmæti
viðskiptavenju gagnvart hinum ,,almenna neytanda“ sem er ,,sæmilega
vel upplýstur og sæmilega athugull og forsjáll“, að félagslegum,
menningarlegum og málfræðilegum þáttum virtum.44
149. ESA heldur því fram að aðstæðurnar sem lýst er í beiðninni um ráðgefandi
álit gefi til kynna að aðferðin við útreikning verðbreytinga í samningum um
lán til fjármögnunar fasteignakaupa hafi verið útskýrð fyrir neytandanum
með nægilega skýrum hætti. Sér í lagi, virðist samningurinn endurspegla
þá aðferð við útreikning sem vísað er til með beinum hætti í VI. kafla laga
nr. 38/2001 og reglum 492/2001.
150. ESA telur það leiða af beiðninni að upplýsingarnar sem veittar voru, um
endurskoðun höfuðstóls lánsins og um útreikning afborgana samkvæmt
verðbréfinu og greiðsluáætluninni sem því fylgdi, uppfylli skilyrði
tilskipunarinnar.
151. ESA leggur því til að dómstóllinn svari fjórðu spurningunni með eftirfarandi
hætti:
42

43
44

Vísað er til máls E-18/11 Irish Bank Resolution Corporation Ltd v Kaupþing hf [2012] EFTA Ct. Rep.
592, 86. mgr.
Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls Constructora Principado S, 20. mgr.
Vísað er til máls C-356/04 Lidl v Colruyt [2006] ECR I-8501, 78. mgr, og dóma sem þar er vísað til.
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It is for the relevant national court to establish whether a particular
price-indexation clause has been explicitly described within the meaning
of paragraph 2(d) of the Annex to Directive 93/13/EEC in the relevant
documentation.
Fifth question
152. ESA submits that the question is only of a hypothetical nature in a case
such as the present one, since it is obvious from the information provided
in the request from the Reykjavík District Court that the Icelandic legislator
has already made its choices as regards how to implement Article
6(1) of the Directive. In any event, detailed guidance on the scope of
discretion that national legislators enjoy under the EEA Agreement when
implementing directives can be found in Jan Anfinn Wahl.45 The Court is
competent, however, to reformulate the question46 if it were to consider it
appropriate to advise the national court on the obligation that follows from
Article 6(1) of the Directive where a national court finds that a given term
before it is unfair within the meaning of the Directive.
153. As regards the duty of national courts to interpret national law in
conformity with EEA law, ESA recalls that Article 3 EEA requires the EEA
States to take all measures necessary to guarantee the application and
effectiveness of EEA law. Consequently, they must, as far as possible,
apply the methods of interpretation recognised by national law in order
to achieve the result sought by the relevant rule of EEA law.47 ESA notes
further in that respect that it is settled case law by now that a national
court seized with a case in which the Directive applies has to carry out the
assessment of the fairness of the contractual terms of its own motion.48
154. On that basis, ESA submits that Article 6(1) of the Directive requires
that, where a national court considers that a given term before it is unfair
within the meaning of that Directive, that court must (i) make a finding
45

46

47

48

Reference is made to Case E-15/12 Jan Anfinn Wahl v the Icelandic State, judgment of 22 July 2013,
not yet reported, paragraphs 49 to 56.
Reference is made to Case C-140/12 Pensionsversicherungsanstalt v Peter Brey, judgment of 19
September 2013, not yet reported, paragraph 31 and the case law cited.
Reference is made to Case E-6/13 Metacom AG v Rechtsanwälte Zipper & Collegen, judgment of 27
November 2013, not yet reported, paragraph 69, and case law cited.
Reference is made to Joined Cases C-240/98 to C-244/98, Océano Grupo Editorial SA [2000] ECR
I-4941, paragraphs 26 to 28.
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Það er landsdómstólsins að meta hvort tiltekið verðtryggingarákvæði hafi
verið útskýrt með skýrum hætti í skilningi d-liðar 2. mgr. viðauka tilskipunar
93/13/EBE í samningsskjölum.
Fimmta spurningin
152. ESA telur að spurningin sé einungis fræðilegs eðlis, í máli sem þessu, þar sem
ljóst sé af upplýsingum sem fylgdu beiðni Héraðsdóms Reykjavíkur að íslenski
löggjafinn hafi þegar valið aðferð við innleiðingu 1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar.
Hvað sem því líður, má, að sögn ESA, í máli Jan Anfinn Wahl,45 finna nákvæmar
leiðbeiningar um takmarkanir á því vali sem löggjafar aðildarríkjanna hafa,
samkvæmt EES-samningnum, við innleiðingu tilskipana. Dómurinn væri þó,
að hennar mati, bær til þess að endurorða spurninguna46 ef hann teldi ráðlegt
að leiðbeina landsdómstólnum um þær skyldur sem leiða af 1. mgr. 6. gr.
tilskipunarinnar í þeim tilvikum þar sem dómstóll aðildarríkis kemst að þeirri
niðurstöðu í máli sem rekið er fyrir honum að tiltekinn samningsskilmáli sé
óréttmætur í skilningi tilskipunarinnar.
153. Varðandi skyldu dómstóla aðildarríkjanna til að skýra ákvæði landsréttar til
samræmis við EES-rétt, bendir ESA á að 3. gr. EES-samningsins mæli fyrir
um að EES-ríki skulu gera allar viðeigandi ráðstafanir til að tryggja beitingu
og virkni EES-réttar. Þeir verði þar af leiðandi að beita viðurkenndum
lögskýringaraðferðum landsréttar til að ná fram þeirri niðurstöðu sem
viðeigandi regla EES-réttar stefnir að.47 ESA telur ennfremur að það sé
nú föst dómaframkvæmd að landsdómstóll, sem hefur mál til meðferðar
sem tilskipunin tekur til, beri að meta að eigin frumkvæði sanngirni
samningsskilmálanna.48
154. Samkvæmt framansögðu telur ESA að í 1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar
sé gerð krafa um að í þeim tilvikum þar sem landsdómstóllinn kemst að
þeirri niðurstöðu að tiltekinn samningsskilmáli sé óréttmætur samkvæmt
tilskipuninni beri þeim dómstól að (i) kveða upp úrskurð í samræmi við
45

46

47

48

Vísað er til máls E-15/12 Jan Anfinn Wahl v the Icelandic State, dómur frá 22. júlí 2013, enn óbirtur,
49. til 56. mgr.
Vísað er til máls C-140/12 Pensionsversicherungsanstalt v Peter Brey, dómur frá 19. september
2013, enn óbirtur, 31. mgr., og þeirra mála sem þar er vísað er til.
Vísað er til máls E-6/13 Metacom AG v Rechtsanwälte Zipper & Collegen, dómur frá 27. nóvember
2013, enn óbirtur, 69. mgr., og þeirra dóma sem þar er vísað til.
Vísað er til sameinaðra mála C-240/98 til C-244/98, Océano Grupo Editorial SA [2000] ECR I-4941,
mgr. 26 to 28.
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accordingly, and (ii) draw the necessary consequences; that is, ensure that
such a clause is not binding on the consumer; and to make a decision as
to whether “the contract is capable of continuing in existence without the
unfair terms”; (only) in which case that contract “shall continue to bind the
parties”.
155. ESA finally submits that Article 4(1) of the Directive sets out that the
relevant point in time to examine whether a given term is unfair within the
meaning of the Directive is when the agreement at issue is concluded. In
other words, a term that is fair at that time cannot, under the Directive, be
considered to become unfair at a later stage of the contract’s duration.
Nor can an unfair term become fair due to lapse of time or changes that
take place subsequent to the conclusion of the contract.
156. ESA therefore suggests that the answer to the fifth question should be as
follows:
Article 6(1) of Directive 93/13/EEC must be interpreted as meaning that
where a national court considers that a given term before it is unfair within the
meaning of that Directive, that court must ensure that such a clause is not
binding on the consumer; and to take a decision as to whether the contract is
or is not capable of continuing in existence without the unfair term.
The European Commission
The first question
157. The Commission submits that Articles 3 and 4 of the Directive lay down
general principles for the assessment of whether a particular contractual
term is unfair, but do not as such preclude a price-indexation clause.
This is further illustrated by the terms of Article 3(3) of the Directive
read together with the Annex. Not only does this confirm that the list of
terms set out in point 1 of the Annex is purely indicative, but paragraph
1(1) read together with paragraph 2(d) also goes on to provide express
confirmation that a price-indexation clause may be permitted – subject only
to the condition that, in order to be considered fair, such a clause should
explicitly describe the method by which prices vary.
158. The Commission submits that the answer to the first question should be as
follows:
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það, og (ii) sjá til þess að afleiðingarnar séu þær að tryggt sé að slíkur
skilmáli sé óskuldbindandi fyrir neytandann; og taka ákvörðun um það
hvort samningurinn geti ,,haldið gildi sínu að öðru leyti án óréttmætu
skilmálanna“; og (aðeins) ef svo er að ,,samningurinn verði áfram bindandi
fyrir samningsaðila“.
155. Loks telur ESA að 1. mgr. 4. gr. tilskipunarinnar kveði á um að viðeigandi
tímapunktur til að skoða hvort tiltekinn skilmáli sé óréttmætur í skilningi
tilskipunarinnar, sé við undirritunartíma samningsins sem um ræðir. Með
öðrum orðum, getur skilmáli sem telst réttmætur á þeim tímapunkti,
ekki talist verða óréttmætur samkvæmt tilskipuninni síðar á gildistíma
samningsins. Eins getur óréttmætur skilmáli heldur ekki talist réttmætur með
tímanum eða vegna breytinga sem eiga sér stað eftir undirritun samningsins.
156. ESA leggur því til að dómstóllinn svari fimmtu spurningunni með eftirfarandi
hætti:
1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunar 93/13/EBE verður að túlka með þeim hætti að í
þeim tilvikum þar sem landsdómstóll kemst að þeirri niðurstöðu að tiltekinn
samningsskilmáli sé óréttmætur samkvæmt tilskipuninni beri þeim dómstól
að tryggja að slíkur skilmáli sé óskuldbindandi fyrir neytandann, og taka
ákvörðun um það hvort samningurinn geti haldið gildi sínu að öðru leyti, án
hins óréttmæta skilmála.
Framkvæmdastjórn Evrópusambandsins
Fyrsta spurningin
157. Framkvæmdastjórnin telur að 3. og 4. gr. tilskipunarinnar mæli fyrir um
meginreglur við mat á því hvort tiltekinn samningsskilmáli sé óréttmætur,
en útiloki ekki notkun verðtryggingarákvæðis. Þetta sést nánar á 3. mgr.
3. gr. tilskipunarinnar með hliðsjón af viðauka hennar. Það staðfestir ekki
aðeins að listi skilmálanna í 1. mgr. viðaukans sé eingöngu leiðbeinandi,
heldur er í l-lið 1. mgr., ef hann er lesinn með hliðsjón af d-lið 2. mgr., skýra
staðfestingu á því að finna, að heimila megi verðtryggingarákvæði – með
því eina skilyrði að slíkur skilmáli verði að innihalda rækilega útskýringu á
aðferðinni sem beitt er við útreikning verðbreytinga.
158. Framkvæmdastjórnin leggur til að dómstóllinn svari fyrstu spurningunni
með eftirfarandi hætti:
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Directive 93/13/EEC does not, in principle, prohibit provisions in contracts
between consumers and suppliers for loans to finance real estate
purchases which link the repayments of the loan to a predetermined index.
The second question
159. In the Commission’s view, the question should be answered in the negative
since the Directive is silent in that regard. In particular, paragraph 2(d)
of the Annex to the Directive lays down no specific conditions or criteria
for the choice of factors to be taken into account, or the method of
calculation.
160. The Commission submits that the answer to the second question should
be as follows:
Directive 93/13/EEC does not limit the discretion of the EEA States to
determine the factors causing changes to such a predetermined index, nor
the methods for their calculation.
The third question
161. The Commission submits that it is a matter for the national court to
assess whether the price indexation clause should be regarded as having
been individually negotiated, taking all circumstances into account. In that
assessment, the legal presumption stipulated in Article 3(2) is of particular
importance.
162. The Commission adds that, at first sight, the information provided in the
request from Reykjavík District Court would tend to suggest that the priceindexation clause was both a standard term used by the bank and part of
a pre-drafted document. Further, the Commission continues, if the bank
were to argue that such a term were nevertheless individually negotiated,
it would need to prove this in accordance with the third subparagraph of
Article 3(2) of the Directive.
163. The Commission submits that the answer to the third question should be
as follows:
It is for the relevant national court to establish whether a particular
contract term has not been negotiated individually in accordance with
Article 3(2) of Directive 93/13/EEC.
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Tilskipun 93/13/EBE leggur, í grundvallaratriðum, ekki bann við
skilmálum í samningum neytenda og veitenda um lán til fjármögnunar
fasteignakaupa sem tengja afborganir við fyrirfram ákveðna vísitölu.
Önnur spurningin
159. Að mati framkvæmdastjórnarinnar ætti að svara spurningunni neitandi,
þar sem ekkert kemur fram í tilskipuninni um það efni. Í d-lið 2. mgr.
viðauka hennar, sérstaklega, er ekki kveðið á um nein sérstök skilyrði eða
forsendur fyrir þeim þáttum sem taka ber mið af, eða aðferð við útreikning.
160. Framkvæmdastjórnin leggur til að dómstóllinn svari fyrstu spurningunni
með eftirfarandi hætti:
Tilskipun 93/13/EBE takmarkar ekki svigrúm EES-ríkja til að þess að
ákveða með lögum hvaða þættir skuli valda breytingum á hinni fyrirfram
ákveðnu vísitölu eða eftir hvaða aðferðum þær breytingar skuli mældar.
Þriðja spurningin
161. Framkvæmdastjórnin telur að það sé landsdómstólsins að meta hvort telja
beri að samið hafi verið sérstaklega um verðtryggingarákvæði, að teknu
tilliti til allra aðstæðna. Við slíkt mat verður að taka sérstakt tillit til 2. mgr.
3. gr.
162. Framkvæmdastjórnin telur einnig að, við fyrstu sýn, virðast þær
upplýsingar sem fylgja beiðni Héraðsdóms Reykjavíkur benda til þess að
verðtryggingarákvæði hafi bæði verið staðlaður skilmáli hjá bankanum
og hluti af stöðluðu skjali. Framkvæmdastjórnin telur jafnframt að ef
bankinn haldi því fram, engu að síður, að samið hafi verið sérstaklega um
samningsákvæðið beri hann sönnunarbyrði fyrir því að svo sé, í samræmi
við þriðja málslið 2. mgr. 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar.
163. Framkvæmdastjórnin leggur til að dómstóllinn svari þriðju spurningunni
með eftirfarandi hætti:
Það kemur í hlut landsdómstóls að ákveða hvort samið hafi verið
sérstaklega um tiltekinn samningsskilmála samkvæmt 2. mgr. 3. gr.
tilskipunar 93/13/EBE.
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The fourth question
164. The Commission argues that a preliminary issue that arises is whether the
price-indexation clause could be said to reflect a mandatory statutory or
regulatory provision within the meaning of Article 1(2) of the Directive, and,
as such, be excluded from its application. The 13th recital of the preamble
to the Directive explains this exclusion as being intended to cover
contractual terms determined by provisions of national law, or default
terms that are deemed to apply when the parties make no other specific
arrangements. The rationale behind Article 1(2) of the Directive is that it
may legitimately be supposed that the national legislature already struck
an appropriate balance between all the rights and obligations of the parties
to certain types of contract.49
165. The Commission submits that price indexation is governed by the terms
of Act No 38/2001, which, pursuant to its Article 14, permits savings and
loans to be price-indexed if the basis for that indexation is the consumer
price index as calculated by Statistics Iceland. In this way, the Icelandic
legislator has clearly weighed up the various interests of the parties to loan
agreements and provided for the possibility of price-indexing, under certain
strictly defined conditions.
166. The Commission argues that, in the case at hand, the inclusion of a priceindexation clause appears to remain purely a possibility: it is authorised
by national law, but is not compulsory, and does not apply as a default
rule in the absence of any specific contractual arrangement on this point.
It follows that it cannot be a mandatory provision within the meaning of
Article 1(2) of the Directive. Such a conclusion is further reinforced by the
general consideration that derogations from EEA consumer protection law
must be interpreted strictly.50
167. Also at the outset, the Commission submits that the exclusion mentioned in
Article 4(2) of the Directive cannot apply to a term relating to a mechanism
for amending the prices of the services provided to the consumer.51
49

50

51

Reference is made to RWE Vertrieb AG v Verbraucherzentrale Nordrhein-Westfalen e.V, cited above,
paragraph 28.
Reference is made to Case C-481/99 Georg Heininger and Helga Heininger v Bayerische Hypo- und
Vereinsbank AG [2001] ECR I-9945, paragraph 31.
Reference is made to Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, cited above,
paragraph 23.
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Fjórða spurningin
164. Framkvæmdastjórnin heldur því fram að sú spurning sem vaknar fyrst
sé hvort segja megi að verðtryggingarákvæðið endurspegli „bindandi
lög eða stjórnsýslufyrirmæli“ í skilningi 2. mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar
og sé því undanskilið gildissviði hennar. Í 13. tl. formálsorða
tilskipunarinnar er sú takmörkun útskýrð með þeim hætti að henni sé
ætlað að ná til samningsskilmála sem stjórnast af ákvæðum landsréttar,
eða varaskilmála sem gilda þegar aðilarnir hafa ekki samið sérstaklega
um annað. Rökin að baki 2. mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar eru þau að
með réttu megi gera ráð fyrir því löggjafi aðildarríkis hafi þegar leitað
jafnvægis milli allra réttinda og skyldna aðila ákveðinna tegunda
samninga.49
165. Framkvæmdastjórnin telur að verðtryggingin falli undir ákvæði laga nr.
38/2001. 14. gr. þeirra laga heimilar verðtryggingu sparifjár og lánsfjár,
sé grundvöllur verðtryggingarinnar vísitala neysluverðs sem Hagstofa
Íslands reiknar. Þannig hafi löggjafinn með skýrum hætti vegið hagsmuni
aðila lánasamninga og gefið kost á verðtryggingu, með ákveðnum, skýrt
afmörkuðum skilyrðum.
166. Framkvæmdastjórnin telur að notkun verðtryggingarákvæðis í samningum,
líkt og í þessu máli, virðist einungis vera valkostur: það sé heimilt
samkvæmt landsrétti, en ekki skylt, og gildir ekki sjálfkrafa í tilvikum þar
sem ekki hefur verið samið sérstaklega um það. Þar af leiðandi telur hún
að það geti ekki talist endurspegla bindandi lög í skilningi 2. mgr. 1. gr.
tilskipunarinnar. Almenn sjónarmið um að túlka beri ákvæði EES-réttar sem
miða að neytendavernd þröngt, styðja þá niðurstöðu.50
167. Framkvæmdastjórnin bendir einnig á að undanþága 2. mgr. 4. gr.
tilskipunarinnar geti ekki náð til skilmála sem ætlað er að breyta verði
þeirrar þjónustu sem neytandanum er látin í té.51
49

50

51

Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs mál RWE Vertrieb AG v Verbraucherzentrale Nordrhein-Westfalen e.V, 28.
mgr.
Vísað er til máls C-481/99 Georg Heininger and Helga Heininger v Bayerische Hypo- und Vereinsbank
AG [2001] ECR I-9945, 31. mgr.
Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, 23. mgr.
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168. As regards the substance of the price-indexation clause, the Commission
submits that it is for the national court to assess whether a specific contract
term is unfair or not, taking into account not only the factors listed in Articles
3 and 4 of the Directive, but also transparency requirements laid down
in its Article 5. With reference to RWE Vertrieb AG v Verbraucherzentrale
Nordrhein-Westfalen e.V, the Commission argues that this is of particular
importance when the fairness of contracts permitting price changes is
assessed.52 Moreover, the Commission observes that the possibility for the
consumer to foresee, on the basis of clear, intelligible criteria, the changes
that are likely to occur is of particular importance in this type of situation.53
169. Finally, the Commission argues that the answer to the question
regarding whether the price-indexation clause contained an explicit and
comprehensible description of the method by which prices vary, as also
required by point 2(d) of the Annex to the Directive, is a crucial element
of the case at hand. It allows the consumer to make an informed choice
before signing the contract. Relevant factors will include those set out in
points a) and b) of the third question referred by the national court, taken
together with the precise drafting of the clause as a whole, as well as all
other relevant circumstances, including the compliance of the clause with
the national law provisions on price indexation.
170. The Commission adds that, where interest payments under a loan are
indexed, it is clear that the payment schedule cannot, by its very nature,
predict the exact instalments to be paid in future. However, an explicit
and clear statement to the effect that those instalments might change in
accordance with a defined index, as well as a specific reference to the
price index method used, normally satisfies the transparency requirements
discussed above.
171. The Commission submits that the answer to the fourth question should be
as follows:
It is for the relevant national court to establish whether a contract term
relating to the indexation of repayment instalments of a loan to finance
52

53

Reference is made to RWE Vertrieb AG v Verbraucherzentrale Nordrhein-Westfalen e.V, cited above,
paragraphs 49 to 55.
Reference is made to Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, cited above,
paragraph 28.
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168. Varðandi efni verðtryggingarákvæðisins tekur framkvæmdastjórnin fram
að það sé landsdómstólsins að meta hvort tiltekinn samningsskilmáli
sé óréttmætur, ekki aðeins að teknu tilliti til þeirra atriða sem útlistuð
eru í 3. og 4. gr. tilskipunarinnar, heldur einnig kröfu 5. gr. um gagnsæi.
Með vísan til máls RWE Vertrieb AG v Verbraucherzentrale NordrheinWestfalen e.V heldur framkvæmdastjórnin því fram að þetta sé sérstaklega
mikilvægt þegar réttmæti samninga sem heimila verðbreytingar er metið.52
Framkvæmdastjórnin bendir enn fremur á að möguleikar neytandans til að
sjá fyrir, á grundvelli skýrra og skiljanlegra forsendna, þær breytingar sem
orðið geta, séu sérstaklega mikilvægir við slíkar aðstæður. 53
169. Loks heldur framkvæmdastjórnin því fram að svarið við spurningunni
um hvort verðtryggingarákvæðið hafi innihaldið rækilega útskýringu á
aðferðinni við útreikning verðbreytinga, eins og krafa er gerð um í d-lið 2.
mgr. viðauka tilskipunarinnar, sé afgerandi þáttur þessa máls. Slíkt geri
neytandanum kleift að taka upplýsta ákvörðun áður en hann undirritar
samninginn. Meðal viðeigandi þátta eru þau atriði sem vísað er til í a- og
b-hluta þriðju spurningarinnar í beiðni landsdómstólsins, ásamt tildrögum
skilmálans í heild sinni, og allar aðrar aðstæður sem skipt geta máli,
þar með talið hvort skilmálinn sé í samræmi við ákvæði landsréttar um
verðtryggingu.
170. Þá segir framkvæmdastjórnin að í þeim tilfellum þar sem vaxtagreiðslur
af lánum eru verðtryggðar, sé ljóst að greiðsluáætlun geti, eðli málsins
samkvæmt, ekki sagt til um nákvæmar afborganir í framtíðinni. Þó uppfylli
skýr og afdráttarlaus yfirlýsing um að afborganirnar kunni að breytast
í samræmi við tilgreinda vísitölu, ásamt sérstakri tilvísun til þeirrar
verðtryggingaraðferðar sem notast er við, yfirleitt framangreind skilyrði um
gagnsæi.
171. Framkvæmdastjórnin leggur til að dómstóllinn svari fjórðu spurningunni
með eftirfarandi hætti:
Það er landsdómstólsins að meta hvort samningsskilmáli um verðtryggingu
afborgana af láni til fjármögnunar á fasteignakaupum skuli teljast hafa
verið útskýrður fyrir neytanda með skýrum og skiljanlegum hætti. Slíkt mat
52

53

Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls RWE Vertrieb AG v Verbraucherzentrale Nordrhein-Westfalen e.V, 49.
til 55. mgr.
Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v Invitel Távközlési Zrt, 28. mgr.
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real estate purchases is to be regarded as having been explicitly and
comprehensibly explained to the consumer. Such an assessment should
take into account the precise wording of the relevant contract terms and all
other relevant circumstances, including the circumstances set out in points
a) and b) of the third question posed by the national court, as well as the
applicable national legislation on price indexation
The fifth question
172. The Commission submits that the fifth question queries the effects to be
attributed to a finding that a contract term is unfair, and, more specifically,
whether national law is obliged to make such a term non-binding on the
consumer. In this regard, the Commission merely submits that Article 6(1)
of the Directive plainly states that unfair terms in a contract “shall not” be
binding on the consumer.54
173. The Commission submits that the answer to the fifth question should be as
follows:
Article 6(1) of Directive 93/13/EEC should be interpreted as requiring
unfair contract terms within the meaning of its Article 3(1) not to be
binding on the consumer.
Carl Baudenbacher
Judge-Rapporteur

54

Reference is made to Case C-618/10 Banco Español de Crédito SA v Joaquín Calderón Camino,
judgment of 14 June 2012, not yet reported, paragraphs 62 and 63.
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verður að taka mið af nákvæmu orðalagi viðeigandi samningsskilmála og
allra annarra aðstæðna, þar á meðal þeirra sem vísað er til í a- og b-hluta
þriðju spurningar landsdómstólsins, auk viðeigandi ákvæða landsréttar um
verðtryggingu.
Fimmta spurningin
172. Framkvæmdastjórnin telur að með fimmtu spurningunni sé leitað svars við
því hvaða áhrif sú niðurstaða hefði, að samningsskilmáli teljist óréttmætur,
og sérstaklega hvort skylt sé, að landsrétti, að sjá til þess að slíkur
skilmáli teljist óskuldbindandi fyrir neytandann. Hvað þetta varðar, telur
framkvæmdastjórnin að í 1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunarinnar sé skýrt kveðið á
um að óréttmætir samningsskilmálar ,,séu ekki“ bindandi fyrir neytandann.
54

173. Framkvæmdastjórnin leggur til að dómstóllinn svari fimmtu spurningunni
með eftirfarandi hætti:
Skýra ber 1. mgr. 6. gr. tilskipunar 93/13/EBE með þeim hætti að
samkvæmt henni sé gerð krafa um að óréttmætir samningsskilmálar í
skilningi 1. mgr. 3. gr. séu óskuldbindandi fyrir neytandann.
Carl Baudenbacher
Framsögumaður

54

Vísað er til máls C-618/10 Banco Español de Crédito SA v Joaquín Calderón Camino, dómur frá 14.
júní 2012, enn óbirtur, 62 og 63. mgr.
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CASE E-15/10 COSTS
Schenker North AB, Schenker Privpak AB, Schenker Privpak AS
v
Posten Norge AS
(Taxation of costs – Recoverable costs – VAT)
Order of the Court, 28 August 2014............................................................... 618
Summary of the Order
1. It follows from Article 69(b) RoP
that recoverable costs are limited, first,
to those incurred for the purpose of
the proceedings before the Court and,
second, to those which are necessary
for that purpose.
2. When taxing the recoverable
costs, it is settled case law that the
Court must, in the absence of EEA
provisions laying down fee-scales, make
an unfettered assessment of the facts
of the case, taking into account the
purpose and nature of the proceedings,
their significance from the point of view
of EEA law as well as the difficulties
presented by the case, the amount of
work generated by the proceedings for
the agents and advisers involved and the
financial interests which the parties had
in the proceedings. In that regard, the
Court notes that in major competition
law cases, the services of economists
may often be required in order to assess
any actual or potential economic impact
on the relevant market in the particular
proceedings at issue. Such costs

incurred are in principle recoverable.
3. As a general rule, the procedural
task of an intervener is significantly
aided by the work of the main party in
support of which it has intervened. As an
intervention is, by its nature, subordinate
to the main action, it cannot therefore
present as many difficulties as that
action, save in exceptional cases.
4. For the purposes of determining
the amount of recoverable legal fees
these can usefully be assessed by
the Court as a number of hours’ work
at a certain hourly rate. The primary
consideration of the Court is the total
number of hours of work which may
appear to be objectively necessary for
the purpose of the proceedings before
the Court.
5. While Norway Post has not
challenged the applicants’ petition for
the VAT to be included in the recoverable
costs, the Court must raise this matter
ex officio in order to ensure that there is
no potential for unjust enrichment. In this
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assessment, the Court presupposes that
VAT was correctly charged.
6. VAT on recoverable costs may
also be recoverable. However, if an
applicant is accountable for VAT, it is
usually entitled to recover from the
tax authorities VAT paid on goods
and services purchased by it. VAT
thus does not represent an expense

Summary

CASE
E-15/10
COSTS

for it and, accordingly, it cannot
claim reimbursement of VAT on
costs which are recoverable under
Article 69(b) RoP. There can be no
reimbursement of VAT on legal fees
and disbursements, if an applicant is
able to deduct the amounts paid in
that respect and thus has not had to
bear those sums itself.
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ORDER OF THE COURT
28 August 2014
(Taxation of costs – Recoverable costs – VAT)

In Case E-15/10 COSTS,
Schenker North AB, established in Gothenburg (Sweden),
Schenker Privpak AB, established in Borås (Sweden),
Schenker Privpak AS, established in Oslo (Norway),
represented by Jon Midthjell, advokat,
applicants,
v
Posten Norge AS, established in Oslo (Norway), represented by Beret Sundet,
advocate,
defendant,
APPLICATION for the taxation of costs recoverable following the judgment of the
Court of 18 April 2012 in Case E-15/10 Posten Norge v ESA [2012] EFTA Ct. Rep.
246,

THE COURT,
composed of: Carl Baudenbacher, President and Judge-Rapporteur, Per Christiansen
and Páll Hreinsson, Judges,
Registrar: Gunnar Selvik,
makes the following
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ORDER
I

FACTS, PROCEDURE AND FORMS OF ORDER SOUGHT
1

By application lodged at the Court on 14 September 2010, Posten Norge
AS (“Norway Post”) brought an action under Article 36(2) of the Agreement
between the EFTA States on the Establishment of a Surveillance Authority
and a Court of Justice (“SCA”) for annulment of EFTA Surveillance Authority
(“ESA”) Decision No 322/10/COL of 14 July 2010 relating to a proceeding
under Article 54 of the EEA Agreement (Case No 34250 Norway Post /
Privpak) or, in the alternative, annulment or reduction of the fine imposed
on the applicant in that decision.

2

By an order of 15 February 2011, the President of the Court granted
Schenker North AB, Schenker Privpak AB and Schenker Privpak AS
(“the applicants” or collectively “DB Schenker”) leave to intervene in the
proceedings in support of the form of order sought by ESA.

3

By judgment of 18 April 2012 in Case E-15/10 Posten Norge v ESA [2012]
EFTA Ct. Rep. 246, the Court set the fine imposed by Article 2 of Decision
No 322/10/COL of 14 July 2010 relating to a proceeding under Article 54
EEA (Case No 34250 Norway Post / Privpak) on Posten Norge AS at EUR
11 112 000 and dismissed the remainder of the application. Pursuant to
Article 66(3) of the Rules of Procedure (“RoP”), the Court ordered Norway
Post to bear its own costs and to pay 75% of ESA’s costs and the costs of
DB Schenker. ESA was ordered to bear the remainder of its own costs.

4

On 16 January 2013, DB Schenker served its cost claim of EUR 423 837
on Norway Post requesting payment by 30 January 2013.

5

On 17 January 2013, Norway Post’s counsel confirmed receipt of the
claim.

6

On 1 February 2013, DB Schenker notified Norway Post that it had
failed to respond to the claim and asked it to take a position within three
additional working days to avoid legal action. The same day, Norway Post’s
counsel conformed receipt of the letter by e-mail.

7

On 5 February 2013, Norway Post wrote to DB Schenker stating that it
was now being represented by its in-house counsel. Norway Post stated
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that it disputed DB Schenker’s claim for recoverable costs of EUR 423
837, considering the claim “unfounded and excessive”. Norway Post
indicated that it considered “an amount of EUR 200.000 incl. VAT will
more than cover your client’s recoverable costs, and that a claim of costs
exceeding EUR 200.000 cannot, in any event, be considered ‘necessarily
incurred’ by your client for its role in the proceedings in Case E-15/10…”.
Norway Post stated that it would pay EUR 200 000 to DB Schenker’s client
account that day. It indicated that it thereby considered DB Schenker’s
claim for costs to be settled.
8

On 6 February 2013, DB Schenker notified Norway Post that it had failed
to pay the claim in full, stating that Norway Post’s letter did not provide any
legal justification for the refusal to pay the balance.

9

On 13 February 2013, Norway Post wrote to DB Schenker Informing it that
Norway Post had changed counsel and was no longer represented by its
in-house counsel in the matter. Norway Post reiterated that it regarded the
cost claim as excessive and unfounded.

10

On 20 February 2013, DB Schenker wrote to Norway Post’s new counsel.
DB Schenker stated that Norway Post had not disputed any specific part of
its breakdown of costs but was simply disputing the total time spent on the
case. In addition, it emphasised that Norway Post had refused to provide
a comparison of its own costs. DB Schenker Invited Norway Post to
reconsider its position by 1 March 2013 to avoid the matter being brought
before the Court.

11

On 1 March 2013, Norway Post replied to DB Schenker stating that it
“considers that a claim of costs exceeding EUR 200.000,00 cannot be
regarded as ‘necessarily incurred’ for your client’s role in the proceedings
in Case E-15/10, Posten Norge AS v EFTA Surveillance Authority. Posten
Norge AS therefore maintains that your client’s claim in the total amount of
EUR 423,837.00 is unfounded and excessive.”

12

As the parties have not been able to agree on the costs to be recovered,
DB Schenker lodged an application at the Registry of the Court on 28
October 2013, pursuant to Article 70(1) RoP, where it applied for taxation
of the costs it may recover from Norway Post. In the application, the Court
is requested to fix the total amount of those costs at EUR 426 888.
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By observations lodged at the Registry of the Court on 4 December 2013,
Norway Post requested the Court to fix the total amount of the said costs
at no more than EUR 200 000.

14

The applicants claim that they have incurred the following costs:
— Legal costs before the Court of EUR 236 220
— Forensic economist costs before the Court of EUR 128 350
— Norwegian VAT (25 percent) of EUR 59 055 on legal costs
— Travel costs for the court hearing of EUR 1 928
— Shipment of court pleadings of EUR 1 335.

15

On 23 May 2014, the Court prescribed measures of organization of
procedure pursuant to Article 49(1) and Article 49(3)(a) RoP concerning
the ability or otherwise of DB Schenker to recover the cost of VAT paid
on legal fees in the present case. The Court requested DB Schenker to
answer the following questions, and provide such supplementary evidence
as might be necessary on this point:
— Are Schenker North AB, Schenker Privpak AB and Schenker Privpak
AS accountable for VAT (i.e. registered for VAT purposes) and so
entitled to recover, from the tax authorities, VAT paid on goods and
services purchased by them?
— It appears as though in the present case Schenker North AB was the
undertaking invoiced for DB Schenker’s legal fees. Were those legal
fees borne solely by Schenker North AB or if not, what proportion
was borne by Schenker North AB, Schenker Privpak AB and Schenker
Privpak AS respectively?
— Are Schenker North AB and Schenker Privpak AB able to recover the
VAT paid on the legal fees at issue from the Norwegian tax authorities
or any other tax authority?

16

A deadline was set for 3 June 2014. DB Schenker submitted its response
on 2 June 2014.
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II LAW AND ASSESSMENT OF THE CASE
Arguments of the parties
DB Schenker
17

DB Schenker submits that the parties are in disagreement over the amount
of legal and forensic economist costs that are recoverable pursuant to
Article 69(b) RoP. DB Schenker asserts that, according to the case law,
recoverable costs are limited, first, to those incurred for the purpose
of the proceedings before the Court and, second, to those which are
necessary for that purpose. DB Schenker submits that its costs meet
those criteria.

18

DB Schenker submits that it has not been contested in the correspondence
between that parties that the items on the cost claim have been incurred
for the purpose of the proceedings. The dispute has been limited to
whether or not the costs were necessary to that end. The only exception
to that is the claim of an additional 6.25 hours of legal work for the
preparation of the present application.

19

DB Schenker submits that the legal and forensic economist costs were
necessary for the purposes of the proceedings, having regard to the
facts of the case and taking into account the purpose and nature of the
proceedings, their significance from the point of view of EEA law as well
as the difficulties presented by the case, the amount of work generated
by the proceedings for the agents and advisers involved and the financial
interest which the parties had in the proceedings. For interveners,
it follows that it must be considered to what extent they made an
independent contribution to the proceedings, or merely duplicated work
that had been undertaken by the party which they supported.

20

Excluding its own submissions in Case E-15/10, DB Schenker submits that
in total there were 721 pages of pleadings and 268 annexes which totalled
4241 pages. Moreover, this was a significant case as it was the first of
its kind to come before the Court. DB Schenker stresses that Norway
Post successfully argued, without it being contested by DB Schenker, that
Case E-15/10 had to be tried against the highest standard of proof and
that the applicable standard of review required that the Court try all factual
and legal aspects of the case. As a necessary consequence, Norway
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Post must accept that the nature of the proceedings inherently demanded
substantial efforts on behalf of the intervener to contest its case.
21

DB Schenker notes that it had a substantial financial interest in the
proceedings on account of its follow-on action before the Norwegian
national courts to recover damages for the losses it suffered as result of
Norway Post’s infringement of Article 54 EEA. In addition, DB Schenker
submits that Norway Post has not specified what part of its case
duplicated that of ESA. DB Schenker stresses that ESA, in its comments
on the statement in intervention, asserted that DB Schenker had avoided
unnecessary repetition of arguments already advanced to the Court by
ESA. Moreover, ESA acknowledged that DB Schenker had “further to
the material deficits already pointed out by [ESA] identified significant
shortcomings in the methodology and argumentation of those documents”.

22

DB Schenker submits therefore that it is entitled to recover its legal and
forensic economist costs on the basis of the extensive and complex
set of facts that governed the case, taking into account in particular
the extraordinary amount of work generated by the proceedings, the
demanding nature and purpose of the proceedings which required the
highest standard of proof and a full judicial review of all parts of the case,
the substantial financial interests involved, and the fact that ESA expressed
its satisfaction concerning DB Schenker’s independent contribution to the
proceedings and avoidance of unnecessary repetitions.

Preparation of the application for leave to intervene
23

This was the first application of its kind to come before the Court and
there was no case law on the point. The legal analysis required had to
take account of the fact that Norway Post might attempt to challenge the
intervention, which indeed it set out to do.

24

DB Schenker claims 22.25 hours of legal assistance for this part of the case.

Preparation of the statement in intervention including legal, factual and forensic
analysis of the extensive pleadings and evidence submitted and drafting of the
statement in intervention
25

DB Schenker was granted an extended eight-week period to prepare the
intervention which, when submitted, was 89 pages in length. The work
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was extremely complex. DB Schenker submits as an illustration that the
mere assessment as to whether the methodology applied in the eight
expert reports conformed to the Commission’s best practice criteria for
the submission of economic evidence and data collection required the
completion of 56 tests.
26

DB Schenker claims 346.75 hours of legal assistance and 360.50 hours
of forensic economist assistance for this part of the case.

Preparation of the application for measures of organization of procedure
27

In its reply, Norway Post submitted a wide-ranging human rights violation plea,
too late for the Commission or any of the EU/EFTA States to respond in their
written observations. The implications of this plea were potentially fundamental
to the functioning of the Court and, given the highly unusual circumstances,
DB Schenker asked the Court to consider several alternative reasons under
Article 88(2) RoP, which ESA had not pursued in its preceding request to the
Court, to review Norway Post’s new plea on its own initiative even though the
plea might otherwise have been considered inadmissible. This was to ensure
that the plea was properly addressed by the Court thereby making it difficult
for Norway Post to advance the same plea before the national court hearing
the follow-on action on the basis that the plea had not been discussed by the
Court.

28

DB Schenker claims 29.25 hours of assistance from counsel for this part
of the case.

Preparations for the oral hearing, including legal, factual and forensic analysis
of Norway Post’s response to the statement in intervention, legal and factual
analysis of ESA’s rejoinder, factual analysis of the new evidence that the Court
required from ESA, and the drafting of rebuttal points for the oral hearing in
preparation of an expected in-depth discussion of Norway Post’s substantive
objections against the statement in intervention
29

DB Schenker observes that Norway Post’s comments on its statement in
intervention were 54 pages in length.

30

This meant that DB Schenker had to make a legal, factual and forensic
assessment of the nature, content and reach of Norway Post’s extensive
rebuttals, in order to be fully prepared to discuss any part of those
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contentious points at the hearing. The extent of that work can best be
illustrated by the detailed 51 pages of rebuttal points that DB Schenker
prepared in advance of the hearing. In addition, less than one week before
the hearing, Norway Post decided to request an unusually limited amount
of time to present its case, both in comparison with similar cases before
the General Court, and having regard to what could have been expected
given the extensive pleadings in the present case.
31

In addition, DB Schenker also had to assess ESA’s 116-page rejoinder and
the relevance and impact of the 352 pages of new evidence that the Court
requested be brought into the proceedings on 2 September 2011.

32

DB Schenker claims 179.75 hours of legal assistance and 122.50 hours
of assistance from its forensic economists for this part of the case.

Review of the hearing report
33

The 54-page Report for the Hearing required careful and detailed review.
The necessity of that work is underscored by the complexity of the case.

34

DB Schenker claims 12.5 hours of legal assistance for this part of the
case.

Oral hearing
35

DB Schenker had the right to be represented by counsel at the hearing
which required a day.

36

DB Schenker claims 8 hours of legal assistance for this part of the case.

Preparation of the application for taxation of costs
37

DB Schenker claims 6.25 hours of legal assistance for the preparation of
the present application.

38

The average hourly rate charged has been EUR 390.60 for counsel and
EUR 265.70 for the forensic economists. In addition, the legal costs were
subject to Norwegian VAT at 25%. This equates to “a rounded amount” of
EUR 236 220 in legal costs, EUR 128 350 in forensic economist costs,
and EUR 59 055 in Norwegian VAT.
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Travel costs
39

DB Schenker seeks to recover EUR 1 928 in travel costs pursuant
to Article 69(b) RoP. This includes the costs of counsel making a
round trip between Oslo and Luxembourg (EUR 1 503) and one night’s
accommodation in Luxembourg (EUR 425) for the hearing.

Shipment costs
40

DB Schenker seeks to recover EUR 1 335 in shipment costs pursuant to
Article 69(b) RoP. This includes the costs of shipments made on 3 January
2011 for the application for leave to intervene (EUR 439), on 26 April
2011 for the statement in intervention (EUR 752) and on 16 June 2011 for
the application for measures of organization of procedure (EUR 144).

Measures of organization of procedure
41

In response to the measures of organization of procedure prescribed
by the Court, DB Schenker Informed the Court that Schenker North AB
and Schenker Privpak AB are registered as Swedish VAT companies and
Schenker Privpak AS is registered as a Norwegian VAT company. DB
Schenker submits that Schenker North AB was the undertaking invoiced
for all the costs in the claim before the Court and that these costs were
borne solely by Schenker North AB. DB Schenker submits that Schenker
North AB, which was the only undertaking to be invoiced and to bear all
the costs in the claim that the Court is considering in the present case, is
not entitled to recover VAT from the Norwegian tax authorities or any other
tax authority. First, pursuant to Section 10(1)(a) of the Norwegian VAT Act
(“NVA”) a recovery claim can only be filed for filed for Norwegian services
acquired by a foreign undertaking for the use in its business abroad. This
has also been confirmed as settled law by the national tax authorities
in their VAT enforcement guidelines. Consequently, in the present case,
as the Norwegian services were acquired for the use of the business in
Norway, Schenker North AB would not be entitled to recover VAT under
Section 10(1)(a) NVA.

42

Second, DB Schenker continues, pursuant to Section 10(1)(c) NVA, a
recovery claim can only be filed for VAT that would have been deductible in
Norway. Where VAT has been applied erroneously, the established practice
of the national tax authorities is to consider such VAT as non-deductible,
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and hence, not recoverable for a foreign undertaking. It is not settled
law to what extent work provided by a Norwegian law firm in relation to
legal proceedings before an international court such as the EFTA Court is
subject to Norwegian VAT. A judgment by the Norwegian Supreme Court
of 11 October 2012 (and thus after the legal proceedings in the present
case ended) appears to hold a contrario that work carried out in relation
to legal proceedings before a foreign court may fall outside of the NVA
when the work is carried out by a Norwegian law firm for a Norwegian VAT
registered company. Were that interpretation also to be applied in relation
to work concerning proceedings before an international court such as
the EFTA Court in the present case, this would be a further reason why
Schenker North AB would not be entitled to recover VAT under Section
10(1)(a) NVA.
43

Third, DB Schenker contends that, pursuant to Section 10(1)(2) of the
VAT regulation adopted by the Norwegian Government under the NVA, a
legitimate recovery claim must be filed within six months of the end of
the calendar year to which the VAT charge relates. Under the established
practice of the national tax authorities that time limit is absolute.
Consequently, even if a legitimate recovery claim could have been made
(which DB Schenker denies), it would in any event be time-barred as a
result of Section 10(1)(2) of the VAT regulation.

44

Finally, DB Schenker contends that this issue has not been contested by
the defendant. Moreover, the Court awarded compensation for Norwegian
VAT in relation to a cost claim from a Norwegian VAT company against
ESA in Case E14/10 COSTS. In that case, ESA did not contest the VAT
claim, and neither did the Court raise the issue ultra petita. DB Schenker
therefore maintains that it is entitled to full recovery of its costs claim, as
set out in its application for the present taxation.

Norway Post
45

Norway Post submits that Article 69 RoP should be interpreted and applied
in the same way as similar provisions governing such matters before the
General Court and ECJ unless specific circumstances justify different
treatment. An intervention is, by its nature, subordinate to the main action,
and cannot therefore present as many difficulties as that action, save in
exceptional circumstances. Moreover, as a general rule, the procedural
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task of an intervener is significantly aided by the work of the main party in
support of which it has intervened.
46

Norway Post submits that the comparison and suggestion of a direct
correlation between its efforts and DB Schenker’s in the context of the
proceedings in Case E-15/10 is manifestly inappropriate. Given the
background to Case E-15/10, Norway Post submits that it was only natural
that it engaged considerable resources in order to defend itself against
the infringement decision. Consequently, as their respective positions were
different, the costs incurred by Norway Post are hardly indicative of the
amount of costs to be considered reasonably incurred by DB Schenker.

47

Norway Post submits that DB Schenker greatly exceeded its role as
a supporter of ESA and the reasonable limits of intervention. Norway
Post submits that its litigation strategy was entirely legitimate and
cannot therefore be viewed as warranting any exceptional efforts on DB
Schenker’s part.

48

Second, Norway Post contends that, on the basis of DB Schenker’s own
arguments that Norway Post had “built its entire application on just three
pleas”, its perceived concessions and the limited scope of the pleas
on Norway Post’s part would strongly indicate that efforts reasonably
employed by DB Schenker In the context of its intervention need not have
been as extensive as are reflected in its claim for costs.

49

Third, Norway Post asserts that DB Schenker’s less than favourable view of
ESA’s efforts in the present application for taxation of costs fundamentally
contradicts the opinion previously expressed by DB Schenker In its
statement in intervention. This undermines DB Schenker’s subsequent
contention that its extensive submissions and the corresponding costs
were in fact necessarily incurred.

50

Fourth, Norway Post wishes to emphasise that even if ESA’s defence were
theoretically to be considered incomplete or insufficient, it would not be
the role of DB Schenker as an intervener to assume ESA’s obligation to
demonstrate an infringement. However, Norway Post stresses that even
any negligence by ESA of specific aspects of the relevant facts would not
necessarily have amounted to an inadequate defence on its part. By its own
contention, DB Schenker decided to submit “a substantial and comprehensive
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rebuttal of the most important of [the expert reports commissioned by Norway
Post], and thereby contest all the affected sections in the application and the
reply where Norway Post relied on a wide number of contentions drawn from
that evidence”. In the view of Norway Post, this is indicative of the excessive
extent to which DB Schenker as an intervener has, by its own choice,
undertaken extensive efforts and incurred corresponding costs far exceeding
what may be considered reasonably incurred by an intervener.
51

In Norway Post’s view, the foregoing considerations imply that an
appreciable reduction should be made in the costs claimed by DB
Schenker In the present case. Norway Post contends that the obtaining
by DB Schenker of extensive economic reports cannot be considered
reasonably incurred and thus recoverable.

52

The number of hours used by Schenker’s legal counsel is excessive.
In Norway Post’s view, having regard to DB Schenker’s limited role as
intervener, the number of hours applied is greatly excessive. Notably, DB
Schenker’s legal counsel, having been involved in the case since June 2002,
should be expected to have known the case exceptionally well prior to DB
Schenker’s intervention.

53

In this context, Norway Post notes that the fact that the advisors of an
intervener were already familiar with the case, having represented the
company during the administrative procedure, was found by the General
Court to have facilitated their work and also to have reduced the time
which they had to devote to the case. Against this background, even
if Norway Post recognises that parts of the legal fees incurred by DB
Schenker are to be regarded as recoverable costs under Article 69 RoP,
Norway Post contends that the claim made by DB Schenker Is excessive
and should thus be reduced by the Court.

54

Norway Post submits that the EUR 200 000 already transferred to DB
Schenker by Norway Post covers any costs reasonably incurred by DB
Schenker In the context of the present case.

Findings of the Court
55

Under Article 70(1) RoP, the Court shall, if there is a dispute concerning
the costs to be recovered, on application by the party concerned and after
hearing the opposite party, make an order.
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56

According to Article 69(b) RoP, “expenses necessarily incurred by the
parties for the purpose of the proceedings, in particular the travel and
subsistence expenses and the remuneration of agents, advisers or
lawyers”, shall be regarded as costs which are recoverable from the party
ordered to pay the costs.

57

The Court has recognised the principle of procedural homogeneity
and held that homogeneity cannot be restricted to the interpretation of
provisions whose wording is identical in substance to parallel provisions of
EU law (see, inter alia, Case E-14/11 DB Schenker v ESA (“DB Schenker I”)
[2012] EFTA Ct. Rep. 1178, paragraph 78, and, with regard to the taxation
of costs, see, specifically, Case E-14/10 COSTS Konkurrenten.no v ESA
[2012] EFTA Ct. Rep. 900, paragraph 23 and case law cited).

58

It follows from Article 69(b) RoP that recoverable costs are limited, first, to
those incurred for the purpose of the proceedings before the Court and,
second, to those which are necessary for that purpose (see Konkurrenten.
no v ESA, cited above, paragraph 24 and case law cited).

59

When taxing the recoverable costs, it is settled case law that the Court
must, in the absence of EEA provisions laying down fee-scales, make
an unfettered assessment of the facts of the case, taking into account
the purpose and nature of the proceedings, their significance from the
point of view of EEA law as well as the difficulties presented by the case,
the amount of work generated by the proceedings for the agents and
advisers involved and the financial interests which the parties had in the
proceedings (see Konkurrenten.no v ESA, cited above, paragraph 26 and
case law cited). In that regard, the Court notes that in major competition
law cases, the services of economists may often be required in order
to assess any actual or potential economic impact on the relevant
market in the particular proceedings at issue. Such costs incurred are in
principle recoverable (compare, inter alia, Case T-342/99 DEP Airtours
v Commission [2004] ECR II-1785, paragraph 55, as regards merger
control).

60

In that respect, it must also be recalled that the ability of the Court to
assess the value of work carried out is dependent on the accuracy of the
information provided (see Konkurrenten.no v ESA, cited above, paragraph
27 and case law cited).
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61

Finally, account must be taken of the fact that, as a general rule, the
procedural task of an intervener is significantly aided by the work of
the main party in support of which it has intervened (compare Case
C-191/86 DEP Tokyo Electric v Council, Order of 4 February 1993, not
published in the ECR). As an intervention is, by its nature, subordinate to
the main action, it cannot therefore present as many difficulties as that
action, save in exceptional cases (compare Case T-65/96 DEP Kish Glass
v Commission [2001] ECR II-3261, paragraph 20 and case law cited).

62

The amount of costs recoverable in the present case must be assessed in
the light of those criteria.

63

The dispute in the present case concerned complex economic and legal
issues, which were studied by a sole counsel and economists engaged
by DB Schenker. DB Schenker did not confine itself to reiterating ESA’s
arguments but put forward further arguments. The observations it
submitted were relevant and helped to clarify the issues raised by the
dispute. The case was particularly significant from the perspective of
EEA law, both in terms of its substance and as a major competition
case brought before the Court. It is sufficient to recall that the Court
held in Case E-15/10 Posten Norge v ESA, cited above, paragraph 290,
that in substance, the intervention was not related to Norway Post’s
only successful plea, namely, that the duration of the administrative
proceedings was excessive.

64

As regards the economic interest of the dispute, it suffices to note that
the complaint that was the subject of the contested decision concerned a
serious infringement of Article 54 EEA, filed with ESA by DB Schenker.

65

Accordingly, the nature of the dispute and the financial interests which
the parties had in the proceedings are such as to justify substantial fees
(compare, to that effect, Kish Glass v Commission, cited above, paragraph
24, and Case T-2/93 DEP Air France v Commission [1995] ECR II-533,
paragraph 24).

66

Norway Post has argued in essence that the total number of billed hours
submitted by DB Schenker’s legal counsel and economists are excessive,
given the type of case and its role as an intervener. Therefore, Norway
Post argues that those costs were not expenses necessarily incurred for
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the purpose of the proceedings pursuant to Article 69(b) RoP. However,
Norway Post has not at all challenged the breakdown of the sums at issue
in DB Schenker’s claim. In particular, Norway Post has not challenged the
hourly rate charged.
67

Consequently, the Court finds that recoverable lawyers’ fees in the case
at hand can reasonably be assessed on the basis of an hourly rate of
EUR 390. This rate presupposes that the work was carried out by an
experienced lawyer in the relevant field (compare Case T-233/99 DEP
Land Nordrhein-Westfalen v Commission, Order of 19 December 2006, not
published in the ECR, paragraph 39). The Court finds that an hourly rate of
EUR 260 for economists’ fees is appropriate.

68

The fact that remuneration at these rates is taken into account requires in
return a strict assessment of the total number of hours’ work essential for
the purposes of the proceedings in question (see, to that effect, Joined
Cases C-12/03 P-DEP and C-13/03 P-DEP Tetra Laval v Commission
[2010] ECR I-67*, paragraph 63).

69

For the purposes of determining the amount of recoverable legal fees
these can usefully be assessed by the Court as a number of hours’ work
at a certain hourly rate. The primary consideration of the Court is the total
number of hours of work which may appear to be objectively necessary
for the purpose of the proceedings before the Court (see, to that effect,
Airtours v Commission, cited above, paragraph 30).

70

As regards the preparation of its application for leave to intervene, DB
Schenker claims 22.25 hours of legal assistance. While this was the first
application of its type to come before the Court, the Court finds that 19
hours was sufficient.

71

As regards the preparation of its statement in intervention, DB Schenker
claims 346.75 hours of legal assistance and 360.50 hours of forensic
economist assistance. The Court recalls the volume of the legal
submissions as well as the annexed economic reports and that DB
Schenker was granted 8 weeks to prepare its statement in intervention.
The Court finds that 320 hours of legal fees and 350 hours of economists’
fees are appropriate.
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72

As regards the preparation of its application for measures of organization
of procedure, DB Schenker claims 29.25 hours of legal assistance. The
Court recalls that DB Schenker’s request for measures of organization of
procedure was declined. Consequently, the Court finds that 5 hours of
legal fees are appropriate.

73

As regards its preparations for the oral hearing, DB Schenker claims
179.75 hours of legal assistance and 122.50 hours of assistance from
its forensic economists. The Court recalls in particular the length of
both Norway Post’s comments on the statement in intervention and the
rejoinder. On that basis, the Court finds that 110 hours of legal fees and
115 hours of economists’ fees are appropriate.

74

As regards its review of the Report for the Hearing, DB Schenker claims
12.5 hours of legal assistance. The Court finds that 6 hours of legal fees
are appropriate.

75

As regards the oral hearing, DB Schenker claims 8 hours of legal
assistance. The Court finds that 8 hours of legal fees are appropriate.

76

As regards the preparation of its application for taxation of costs, DB
Schenker claims 6.25 hours of legal assistance. The Court finds that 6.25
hours of legal fees are appropriate.

77

Consequently, the Court finds that a total of 474.25 hours of legal fees
and 465 hours of economists’ fees were necessarily incurred.

78

The applicants have claimed the cost of Norwegian VAT on their legal fees
which the Court notes were invoiced to Schenker North AB on behalf of DB
Schenker. While Norway Post has not challenged the applicants’ petition
for the VAT to be included in the recoverable costs, the Court must raise
this matter ex officio in order to ensure that there is no potential for unjust
enrichment. In this assessment, the court presupposes that VAT was
correctly charged.

79

VAT on recoverable costs may also be recoverable. However, if an
applicant is accountable for VAT, it is usually entitled to recover from the
tax authorities VAT paid on goods and services purchased by it. VAT
thus does not represent an expense for it and, accordingly, it cannot
claim reimbursement of VAT on costs which are recoverable under
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Article 69(b) RoP. There can be no reimbursement of VAT on legal fees
and disbursements, if an applicant is able to deduct the amounts paid in
that respect and thus has not had to bear those sums itself (compare,
inter alia, Case C-582/11 PDEP Schwaaner Fischwaren v Rügen Fisch,
Order of 14 November 2013, reported electronically, paragraph 31,
Case C-191/11 P-DEP Norma Lebensmittelfilialbetrieb v Yorma’s,
Order of 10 July 2012, not published in the ECR, paragraph 24, and
Case C-137/92 P-DEP Hüls v Commission, not published in the ECR,
paragraph 20).
80

Given that pursuant to Section 10(1)(a) of the Norwegian VAT Act a claim
for recovery of VAT can only be filed for Norwegian services acquired
by a foreign undertaking for use in its business outside of Norway, it is
apparent that Schenker North AB, which bore the entirety of the costs of
this case on behalf of DB Schenker, is not entitled to recover the VAT on
the legal fees in question from the Norwegian tax authorities. As Schenker
North AB was not able to deduct the amounts paid in that respect, it thus
has had to bear those amounts itself. Therefore, the sum of VAT paid to
the Norwegian tax authorities is recoverable based on the total number
of hours of legal fees the Court has found were necessarily incurred. This
amounts to EUR 46 239.38.

81

As regards the attendance of its counsel for the hearing, DB Schenker
seeks to recover EUR 1 928 in travel costs pursuant to Article 69(b) RoP.
This includes the costs of counsel making a round trip between Oslo and
Luxembourg (EUR 1 503) and one night’s accommodation in Luxembourg
(EUR 425) for the hearing. The Court finds that these costs of EUR 1 928
were necessarily incurred.

82

As regards the shipping of its pleadings, DB Schenker seeks to recover
EUR 1 335 in shipment costs pursuant to Article 69(b) RoP. This includes
the costs of shipments made on 3 January 2011 for the application
for leave to intervene (EUR 439), on 26 April 2011 for the statement
in intervention (EUR 752) and on 16 June 2011 for the application for
measures of organization of procedure (EUR 144). The Court finds that
these costs of EUR 1 335 were necessarily incurred.
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It follows from the foregoing that the costs which the Court has found
to be recoverable are lawyers’ fees of EUR 184 957.50, VAT of
EUR 46 239.38, economists’ fees of EUR 120 900, travel and subsistence
expenses for the applicant’s counsel of EUR 1 928, and shipping expenses
of EUR 3 263. These costs amount in total to a recoverable sum of
EUR 357 287.88. Bearing in mind that Norway Post has already paid
DB Schenker EUR 200 000 in costs, the remaining sum recoverable is
EUR 157 287.88.
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On those grounds,

THE COURT
hereby orders:
The total remaining costs to be paid by Posten Norge AS to the applicants
are fixed at EUR 157 287.88.

Carl Baudenbacher

Per Christiansen

Páll Hreinsson

Luxembourg, 28 August 2014
Michael-James Clifton

Carl Baudenbacher

Acting Registrar

President
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CASE E-8/13
Abelia
v
EFTA Surveillance Authority
(Action for annulment of a decision of the EFTA Surveillance Authority – Proper
representation before the Court – State aid – Alleged aid granted to lessors
of premises to public schools – Decision not to open the formal investigation
procedure – Legal interest – Status as interested party – Competitive link)
Order of the Court, 29 August 2014............................................................... 640
Order of the President, 3 February 2014......................................................... 663
Report for the Hearing................................................................................... 673
Summary of the Order
1. Article 17 (2) of the Statute of the
Court requires that parties other than
any EFTA State, ESA, the European
Union and the Commission must be
represented by a lawyer. Pursuant to
Article 17 (3) of the Statute of the Court,
only a lawyer authorized to practice
before a court of a Contracting Party to
the EEA Agreement may represent or
assist a party before the Court.
2. However, the requirement that a
party be represented before the Court
by an independent third party is not
a requirement designed generally to
exclude representation by employees
of the principal or by those who are
financially dependent upon it. The
essence of the requirement imposed
by EEA law is to prevent private parties
from bringing actions in person without

recourse to an appropriate intermediary.
When interpreting the second paragraph
of Article 17 of the Court’s Statute,
the decisive factor is whether the
relationship, regardless of its type,
between the lawyer and his client is such
as to put into doubt the independence of
that lawyer, as required by EEA law.
3.

The concept of the independence

of lawyers is determined not only
positively, that is by reference to
professional ethical obligations, but also
negatively, that is to say, by the absence
of an employment relationship liable to
affect the independence of the lawyer.
That reasoning applies with the same
force in a situation in which a lawyer is
employed by an entity connected to the
party he represents.
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4. Pursuant to the second paragraph
of Article 36 SCA, a natural or legal
person may institute proceedings
against a decision addressed to another
person if the decision is of direct and
individual concern to them, by reason
of certain attributes that are peculiar
to them or by circumstances from all
other persons and those circumstances
distinguish them individually just as the
person addressed by the decision.

an obligation on ESA to give the

5. In the context of the procedure for
reviewing State aid under Article 1 of
Part I of Protocol 3 SCA, the preliminary
examination under Article 1(3) must
be distinguished from the formal
investigation under Article 1(2). At the
end of the preliminary examination,
ESA is obliged to initiate the formal
investigation procedure if it is unable to
overcome all doubts or difficulties raised
that the measure under consideration
does not constitute State aid, unless it
also overcomes all doubts or difficulties
concerning the measure’s compatibility
with the EEA Agreement, even if it were
State aid.

out the possibility that an undertaking

6. It is only in connection with the
formal investigation procedure that
Part II of Protocol 3 SCA imposes
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parties concerned notice to submit
their comments. Pursuant to Article
1(h) of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA, an
“interested party” means, inter alia, any
person, undertaking or association of
undertakings whose interests might be
affected by the granting of State aid,
in particular competing undertakings
and trade associations. Article 1(h) of
Part II of Protocol 3 SCA does not rule
which is not a direct competitor of the
beneficiary of the aid can be categorised
as an interested party, provided that
that undertaking demonstrates that its
interests could be adversely affected by
the grant of the aid. For that purpose,
it is necessary for that undertaking to
establish that the aid is likely to have
a specific effect on its situation and
that it has a legitimate interest in the
implementation or non-implementation
of the aid or in the maintenance of the
already granted aid. Such a legitimate
interest may consist, inter alia, in the
protection of its competitive position,
in so far as that position would be
adversely affected by the aid measure.
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ORDER OF THE COURT
29 August 2014
(Action for annulment of a decision of the EFTA Surveillance Authority – Proper
representation before the Court – State aid – Alleged aid granted to lessors of
premises to public schools – Decision not to open the formal investigation procedure –
Legal interest – Status as interested party – Competitive link)
In Case E-8/13,
Abelia, Oslo, Norway, represented by Thomas Nordby, advokat, and Ingeborg
Djupvik, advokatfullmektig,
applicant,
supported by
Akademiet Bergen AS, Akademiet Drammen AS, Akademiet Sandnes AS,
Akademiet Oslo AS, Akademiet VGS Molde AS and Akademiet VGS Ålesund
AS, represented, first, by Henrik Grung, advokat, and, subsequently, by Espen I.
Bakken, advokat,
interveners,
v
EFTA Surveillance Authority, represented by Xavier Lewis, Director, and Catherine
Howdle, Temporary Officer, Legal and Executive Affairs, acting as Agents,
defendant,
APPLICATION for the annulment of EFTA Surveillance Authority Decision No 160/13/
COL of 24 April 2013 on alleged aid granted to lessors of premises to public
schools,

THE COURT,
composed of: Carl Baudenbacher, President, Per Christiansen and Páll Hreinsson
(Judge-Rapporteur), Judges,
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Registrar: Gunnar Selvik,
having regard to the written pleadings of the parties and the interveners, and the
written observations of the European Commission (“the Commission”), represented
by Margarida Afonso and Lorna Armati, members of its Legal Service, acting as
Agents,
having regard to the Report for the Hearing,
having heard oral argument of Abelia (“the applicant”), represented by Thomas
Nordby and Ingeborg Djupvik; the EFTA Surveillance Authority (“ESA” or “the
defendant”), represented by Xavier Lewis and Catherine Howdle, and the European
Commission, represented by Margarida Afonso, at the hearing on 20 May 2014,
gives the following

ORDER
I

LEGAL CONTEXT
1

Article 61(1) EEA reads:
Save as otherwise provided in this Agreement, any aid granted by EC
Member States, EFTA States or through State resources in any form
whatsoever which distorts or threatens to distort competition by favouring
certain undertakings or the production of certain goods shall, in so far as
it affects trade between the Contracting Parties, be incompatible with the
functioning of this Agreement.

2

Article 16 of the Agreement between the EFTA States on the Establishment
of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice (“SCA”) reads:
Decisions of the EFTA Surveillance Authority shall state the reasons on
which they are based.

3

The second paragraph of Article 36 SCA reads:
Any natural or legal person may, under the same conditions, institute
proceedings before the EFTA Court against a decision of the EFTA
Surveillance Authority addressed to that person or against a decision
addressed to another person, if it is of direct and individual concern to
the former.
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4

Article 1 of Part I of Protocol 3 to the SCA (“Protocol 3 SCA”), as amended
by the Agreements amending Protocol 3 thereto, signed in Brussels on 21
March 1994, 6 March 1998 and 10 December 2001, reads:
1. The EFTA Surveillance Authority shall, in cooperation with the EFTA
States, keep under constant review all systems of aid existing in those
States. It shall propose to the latter any appropriate measures required by
the progressive development or by the functioning of the EEA Agreement.
2. If, after giving notice to the parties concerned to submit their
comments, the EFTA Surveillance Authority finds that aid granted by an
EFTA State or through EFTA State resources is not compatible with the
functioning of the EEA Agreement having regard to Article 61 of the EEA
Agreement, or that such aid is being misused, it shall decide that the EFTA
State concerned shall abolish or alter such aid within a period of time to be
determined by the Authority.
…

5

Article 1 of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA reads:
For the purpose of this Chapter:
...
(h) ‘interested party’ shall mean any State being a Contracting Party to
the EEA Agreement and any person, undertaking or association of
undertakings whose interests might be affected by the granting of aid,
in particular the beneficiary of the aid, competing undertakings and
trade associations.

6

Article 4(2) to (5) of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA reads:
2. Where the EFTA Surveillance Authority, after a preliminary examination,
finds that the notified measure does not constitute aid, it shall record that
finding by way of a decision.
3. Where the EFTA Surveillance Authority, after a preliminary
examination, finds that no doubts are raised as to the compatibility with
the functioning of the EEA Agreement of a notified measure, in so far as it
falls within the scope of Article 61(1) of the EEA Agreement, it shall decide
that the measure is compatible with the functioning of the EEA Agreement
(hereinafter referred to as a ‘decision not to raise objections’). The decision
shall specify which exception under the EEA Agreement has been applied.
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4. Where the EFTA Surveillance Authority, after a preliminary examination,
finds that doubts are raised as to the compatibility with the functioning
of the EEA Agreement of a notified measure, it shall decide to initiate
proceedings pursuant to Article 1(2) in Part I (hereinafter referred to as a
‘decision to initiate the formal investigation procedure’).
5. The decisions referred to in paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 shall be taken
within two months. That period shall begin on the day following the
receipt of a complete notification. The notification will be considered as
complete if, within two months from its receipt, or from the receipt of
any additional information requested, the EFTA Surveillance Authority
does not request any further information. The period can be extended
with the consent of both the EFTA Surveillance Authority and the EFTA
State concerned. Where appropriate, the EFTA Surveillance Authority
may fix shorter time limits.
7

Article 6(1) of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA reads:
The decision to initiate the formal investigation procedure shall summarise
the relevant issues of fact and law, shall include a preliminary assessment
of the EFTA Surveillance Authority as to the aid character of the proposed
measure and shall set out the doubts as to its compatibility with the
functioning of the EEA Agreement. The decision shall call upon the EFTA
State concerned and upon other interested parties to submit comments
within a prescribed period which shall normally not exceed one month.
In duly justified cases, the EFTA Surveillance Authority may extend the
prescribed period.

8

Article 10(1) of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA reads:
Where the EFTA Surveillance Authority has in its possession information
from whatever source regarding alleged unlawful aid, it shall examine that
information without delay.

9

Article 13(1) of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA reads:
The examination of possible unlawful aid shall result in a decision pursuant
to Article 4(2), (3) or (4) of this Chapter. ...

10

The first and second paragraphs of Article 17 of Protocol 5 SCA (“the
Statute”) read:
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The EFTA States, the EFTA Surveillance Authority, the Community and
the EC Commission shall be represented before the Court by an agent
appointed for each case; the agent may be assisted by an adviser or by a
lawyer.
Other parties must be represented by a lawyer.

II FACTS
Background
11

The applicant is a trade and employers association that is part of a larger
employers’ organisation, Næringslivets Hovedorganisasjon (“NHO”), the
Confederation of Norwegian Enterprise. According to the application,
Abelia represents 1 250 member companies providing services in the
fields of IT, telecommunications, research and development, consultancy
and education, including a number of private schools that offer educational
services.

12

Under the Norwegian VAT Act (lov 19 juni 2009 nr. 58 om merverdiavgift),
education services, as well as the letting of real estate, are exempt from
VAT, pursuant to section 3-5 and section 3-11 respectively. Under section
2-3(1), businesses that let buildings or premises for use by municipalities
or county authorities for the purpose of providing public services may, on
a voluntary basis, register in the VAT register (Merverdiavgiftsregisteret).
The effect of such registration is that the lease in question is subject to
VAT pursuant to section 311(2)(k) of the VAT Act. Lessors who are eligible
to register their business pursuant to section 2-3(1), and who have chosen
to do so, may deduct input VAT from the output VAT charged on rent, in
accordance with the provisions of section 8 of the VAT Act.

13

Pursuant to the provisions of the Norwegian VAT Compensation Act
(lov 12 desember 2002 nr. 108 om kompensasjon av merverdiavgift for
kommuner, fylkeskommuner mv.), municipalities and county authorities,
as well as private enterprises providing certain services, may receive
compensation for VAT when buying goods and services from businesses
registered in the VAT register. Consequently, municipalities operating
public schools may be compensated for VAT charged on the lease
of premises for such schools, provided that the lessor in question
has chosen to register voluntarily in the VAT register. Since voluntary
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registration in the VAT register under section 2-3(1) of the VAT Act is
limited to the letting of buildings or premises for use by municipalities
or county authorities, lessors of real estate to private schools are not
eligible to register their business in the VAT register under that provision.
Preliminary investigation procedure
14

By letter of 19 March 2010, the applicant lodged a complaint with ESA
alleging that illegal State aid had been granted to lessors of premises to
public schools and other public sector service providers. According to the
complaint, the Norwegian VAT system had the effect of putting lessors
of premises to private schools, as well as private schools themselves, at
an economic disadvantage. Thereby competition in both the real estate
market and the market for educational services was distorted.

15

By letter of 21 October 2010, ESA requested information from Norway in
connection with the complaint. Norway replied by letter of 25 November
2010. Further information was provided by the applicant at a meeting
with ESA in January 2011, as well as by letters of 31 May 2011 and 30
November 2011. By letter of 26 November 2012, ESA communicated its
preliminary view that the measure in question did not constitute State aid.
The applicant responded by letter of 20 December 2012, reaffirming its
position that the measure constituted State aid.

The contested decision
16

By Decision No 160/13/COL of 24 April 2013 (“the contested decision”),
ESA concluded, without initiating the formal investigation procedure
provided for in Article 1(2) of Part I of Protocol 3 SCA, that the contested
provisions of the Norwegian VAT Act and the VAT Compensation Act did
not constitute State aid within the meaning of Article 61(1) of the EEA
Agreement.

17

First, ESA noted that the State aid rules only apply when a selective
advantage is granted to undertakings. The notion of undertaking requires
that the aid recipient engages in economic activity. ESA found that the
provision of schooling in Norway did not constitute an economic activity.
Consequently, ESA concluded that subsidies in favour of public schools,
including under the VAT Compensation Act, fell outside the ambit of the
State aid rules.
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18

Second, ESA found no evidence that the provisions of the Norwegian VAT
Act and the VAT Compensation Act provided an advantage to lessors of
real estate to public schools.

19

ESA noted that there is no a priori distinction or discrimination between
lessors to public schools and lessors to private schools that would prevent
any operator from offering to let premises to either type of school.

20

ESA stated further that, in its view, the Norwegian VAT system resulted
in different cost structures for lessors to public schools and lessors to
private schools. However, ESA did not consider lessors of premises to
private schools to be disadvantaged, since they were likely to pass on any
VAT paid in connection with their input factors to their (private) lessees in
the form of higher rent.

21

ESA found it irrelevant in this respect that, overall, private schools
had more limited financial means at their disposal than public schools.
According to the information at ESA’s disposal, private schools had at
least some discretion in allocating their funds. Thus, private schools
could decide – within their statutory limits – either to spend fewer funds
on rent or to limit spending on other cost items in order to be able to
afford a higher rent than a similar public school. In either scenario, ESA
noted, interested potential lessors would be able to compete for the
supply of rental premises as defined and required by the individual private
school.

22

As regards the alleged incentive for private schools to supply premises
themselves, ESA stated that the Norwegian VAT system might represent a
consideration when deciding whether to rent or supply premises oneself.
However, ESA concluded that this would at most affect the structure of
demand for rental premises. It would not result in favouring one category
of lessors over another, since all potential lessors would be free to
compete for business with public and private schools alike.

23

Based on this assessment, ESA concluded that the provisions of the
Norwegian VAT Act and VAT Compensation Act did not have the effect
of granting State aid, within the meaning of Article 61(1) of the EEA
Agreement, to public schools or the lessors of premises to public schools.
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III PROCEDURE AND FORMS OF ORDER SOUGHT BY THE PARTIES
24

On 24 June 2013, the applicant brought an action under the second
paragraph of Article 36 SCA for annulment of the contested decision.

25

By application registered at the Court on 30 July 2013, ESA raised a
preliminary objection to the admissibility of the application on the grounds
that the applicant was not properly represented before the Court. The
applicant’s reply to the preliminary objection was registered at the Court on
26 August 2013. By decision of 20 September 2013, the Court decided,
pursuant to Article 87(4) of the Rules of Procedure, to reserve its decision
on ESA’s application for the final judgment.

26

ESA submitted a defence, which was registered at the Court on 18
October 2013. The reply from the applicant was registered at the Court on
26 November 2013. The rejoinder from ESA was registered at the Court
on 19 December 2013.

27

By joint application registered at the Court on 13 November 2013,
Akademiet Bergen AS, Akademiet Drammen AS, Akademiet Sandnes AS,
Akademiet Oslo AS, Akademiet VGS Molde AS and Akademiet VGS Ålesund
AS (“Akademiet” or “the interveners”) applied for leave to intervene in
support of the forms of order sought by the applicant. By letter dated
25 November 2013, the application to intervene was served on the
parties in accordance with Article 89(2) of the Rules of Procedure. On 27
November 2013, Abelia submitted written observations on the application
to intervene. ESA lodged its written observations on the application to
intervene on 26 November 2013. By Order of the President of 3 February
2014, Akademiet was granted leave to intervene in support of the forms of
order sought by Abelia.

28

Pursuant to Article 20 of the Statute of the Court, the Commission
submitted observations registered at the Court on 6 January 2014.

29

The applicant, Abelia, requests the Court to:
(1) Declare that Abelia’s action for annulment is admissible.
(2) Annul EFTA Surveillance Authority Decision 160/13/COL of 24 April
2013.
(3) Order the defendant to pay the costs of the present proceedings.
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30

The defendant, ESA, requests the Court to:
(1) Dismiss the application as inadmissible.
(2) Order the applicant to bear the costs.
or, in the alternative, to:
(1) Dismiss the application.
(2) Order the applicant to bear the costs.

31

In its intervention, registered at the Court on 27 February 2014, Akademiet
requested the Court to annul the contested decision.

32

The Commission submitted that the application should be dismissed as
inadmissible or, in any event, as unfounded.

33

Reference is made to the Report for the Hearing for a fuller account of the
facts, the procedure, the pleas and arguments of the parties, which are
mentioned or discussed hereinafter only in so far as is necessary for the
reasoning of the Court.

IV LAW
Admissibility
First plea of inadmissibility: The applicant is not properly represented before the
Court
Arguments of the parties and those who have submitted observations
34

In its preliminary objection on admissibility, ESA has questioned the
applicant’s representation. It asserts that the application is inadmissible
on the grounds that the applicant is not represented by a lawyer before
the Court within the meaning of Article 17 of the Statute. ESA argues that,
under the interpretation applied by the European Court of Justice (“ECJ”)
to the parallel provision in Article 19 of the Statute of the ECJ, which must
also be applied to Article 17 of the Statute, a lawyer representing a natural
or legal person must be an independent third party in relation to the litigant
and that no derogation is allowed from this rule. In ESA’s view, an objective
test must be applied under this provision to secure that a lawyer is a
genuine intermediary, capable of defending the client’s best interests.
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35

According to ESA, Article 17 of the Statute must be subject to an
interpretation which clearly excludes any relationship of employment
between the lawyer and the body he purports to represent. This exclusion
also applies where lawyers are employed by an entity connected to the
party they represent, and where there is a risk that the professional opinion
of those advisers would be, at least partly, influenced by their working
environment.

36

In ESA’s view, a lawyer cannot objectively be perceived as being a genuine
intermediary between his client and the Court if his independence can be
compromised by the existence of an employment relationship with a body
that is connected to the party he represents. A lawyer in that position
cannot be granted rights of audience before the Court, a conclusion that
cannot be negated by the existence of a second contract of employment
with another party, even if the party in question is a law firm. ESA
considers it irrelevant whether one of Abelia’s representatives is also
answerable to an independent law firm.

37

ESA contends that the applicant is a national sector federation within
NHO and that the two organisations share common goals and intentions
as well as members. This alignment of interests establishes a sufficiently
close connection to preclude lawyers from NHO representing the applicant
before the Court. Since a relationship of employment exists between
NHO and the two lawyers who signed the present application, they cannot
be considered sufficiently independent from the applicant to meet the
requirements of Article 17 of the Statute.

38

The Commission agrees with ESA that the requirement of independence of
a lawyer implies that there must be no employment relationship between
the lawyer and his client, including a situation in which the lawyers are
employed by an entity connected to the party they represent. This rule is
fundamentally linked to the idea that the lawyer is not dependent on his
client but free to seek work elsewhere. The Commission also submits that
a lawyer seconded to an association such as NHO must, for the period of
secondment, be deemed to have a status equivalent to that of an in-house
lawyer. In this regard, the Commission argues that the case law of the
Union Courts cannot be read as testing the actual level of independence
but, instead, as providing for an absolute rule with no consideration given
to whether any particular individual would actually be influenced by a
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link to the litigant. An application signed by a representative who is not
independent of the litigant must accordingly be dismissed as inadmissible.
39

The applicant denies that the relationship between Abelia and NHO involves
sharing common goals and intentions. Abelia is only one of a total of 21
associations within NHO. In the event of a conflict of interest between the
different associations, NHO will, as a rule, support the general interest
of its members as a whole. Thus, since the lawyers that lodged the
application on behalf of the applicant are in the service of NHO and not
Abelia, they cannot be considered as the applicant’s in-house lawyers.

40

According to the applicant, the question whether there is an employment
relationship between a lawyer and his client is irrelevant for the present
dispute. Lawyers employed by NHO are bound by the ethical code of
conduct of the Norwegian Bar Association, which has been ratified as a
regulation by the Norwegian Ministry of Justice and harmonized with the
European CCBE (the Council of Bar and Law Societies in Europe) code
of conduct. They are also entitled to make representations before the
courts and are protected by the same legal privilege as lawyers working
in external law firms. Moreover, there are no financial or administrative
links between Abelia and its representatives. In the applicant’s view, the
relationship rather corresponds to that between a client and a lawyer
in a law firm. Thus, lawyers working for NHO should be regarded as
sufficiently detached and should be objectively perceived as being genuine
intermediaries between their client and the Court.

41

The applicant contends that the case law cited by ESA in support
differs fundamentally from the facts of the present case. It considers
that an in-house lawyer is only excluded from representing a party if
he has a lesser degree of independence or rights of audience than
those set out in the Order of the President of the Court in Case E-7/12
DB Schenker v EFTA Surveillance Authority [2013] EFTA Ct. Rep. 407.
The decisive factor is not whether an employment relationship exists
or whether the lawyer is internal or external, but, instead, whether the
relationship between the lawyer and the party is such as to place in
doubt the independence of the lawyer, as required by EEA law.

42

Furthermore, the applicant contends that, in addition to being represented
by an independent lawyer from NHO, it is also represented in the present
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case by Ms Nina Lea Gjerde who is registered as a practicing advocate at
the law firm Arntzen de Besche. The contract under which NHO purchases
Ms Gjerde’s services from Arntzen de Besche on a temporary basis has
not altered this employment relationship and Ms Gjerde continues to
receive her normal salary from the law firm. The applicant also states
that Ms Gjerde has discussed the present dispute with her supervisors at
Arntzen de Besche and received input from them on drafts.
Findings of the Court
43

The first issue of admissibility concerns the situation of Abelia’s counsel
in light of the second paragraph of Article 17 of the Statute, according
to which parties other than any EFTA State, ESA, the European Union and
the Commission must be represented by a lawyer. Such a lawyer must be
authorized to practice before a court of an EEA State.

44

The term “represented” in the second paragraph of Article 17 of the
Statute has to be interpreted as meaning that an individual is not
authorised to act in person, but must use the services of a third person
authorised to practise before a court of an EEA State (see, to that
effect, Order of the President in DB Schenker V ESA, cited above,
paragraph 31).

45

The requirement to use a third person is based on a view of the lawyer’s
role as collaborating in the administration of justice and as being required
to provide, in the overriding interest of full independence, such legal
assistance as the client needs. That conception reflects legal traditions
common to the EEA States and is also to be found in EEA law. Moreover,
that notion must be interpreted objectively and is necessarily independent
from the national legal order.

46

However, the requirement that a party be represented before the Court
by an independent third party is not a requirement designed generally
to exclude representation by employees of the principal or by those
who are financially dependent upon it. The essence of the requirement
imposed by EEA law is to prevent private parties from bringing actions
in person without recourse to an appropriate intermediary. So far as
legal persons are concerned, the requirement of representation by a
third party thus seeks to ensure that they are represented by someone
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who is sufficiently detached from the represented legal person. Whether
this is so has to be addressed by the Court on a case by case basis.
47

Therefore, financial or structural relationships that the representative has
with his client cannot be such as to give rise to confusion between the
client’s own interests and the personal interests of its representative.
On the contrary, the representative must be objectively perceived as
being a genuine intermediary between his client and the Court when he
is entrusted with defending his client’s best interests, in accordance
with the forms and limits defined by the procedural rules applicable.
When interpreting the second paragraph of Article 17 of the Court’s
Statute, the decisive factor is whether the relationship, regardless of its
type, between the lawyer and his client is such as to put into doubt the
independence of that lawyer, as required by EEA law.

48

In the current proceedings, the applicant has submitted a power of
attorney statement for Ms Ingebjørg Harto, Ms Nina Lea Gjerde and
Ms Ingeborg Djupvik, registered at the Court on 17 September 2013.
However, only Ms Harto and Ms Gjerde signed the application.

49

According to statements from the Supervisory Council for Legal Practice,
dated 20 and 21 June 2013, annexed to the application, both Ms Harto
and Ms Gjerde are licensed to practise as advocates in Norway before
courts other than the Supreme Court, the former being registered as a
“practising advocate in The Confederation of Norwegian Enterprise (NHO)”
and the latter as a “practising advocate in the law firm Arntzen de Besche
Advokatfirma AS”.

50

In the present case, the reference made by the applicant to the obligations
of independence flowing from the rules regulating the profession of legal
adviser is not enough in itself to demonstrate that Ms Harto was entitled
to represent the applicant before the Court. Indeed, the concept of the
independence of lawyers is determined not only positively, that is by
reference to professional ethical obligations, but also negatively, that is
to say, by the absence of an employment relationship liable to affect the
independence of the lawyer. That reasoning applies with the same force
in a situation in which a lawyer is employed by an entity connected to the
party he represents.
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51

In the present case it is not contested that Ms Harto, one of the two
lawyers signing the application on behalf of Abelia, is head of the Business
Legislation Department of NHO. It appears that Ms Harto does not have
administrative or financial powers over Abelia and, conversely, also that
Abelia does not have any administrative or financial powers over her. It
also seems that this Department assists companies that are members of
NHO in relation to their legal problems.

52

Moreover, it is common ground that NHO is a confederation that includes 21
different federations, covering different industries such as transport, food
and agriculture. The applicant’s assertions that, in the event of a conflict of
interest between any of the federations, NHO is not in a position to instruct
the federations to overcome the disagreement and that different federations
are not obliged to follow decisions made by the board of NHO, except when
collective wage negotiations are concerned, have not been contested by
ESA.

53

The Court has not been provided with any information that demonstrates
that the interests of NHO are largely the same as those of the applicant,
and thus liable to affect the independence of Ms Harto as its lawyer.

54

Furthermore, Ms Gjerde is employed neither by the applicant nor by NHO,
but by Arntzen de Besche, an independent law firm. This follows from the
confirmation of the Supervisory Council for Legal Practice submitted by the
applicant and the contract between NHO and Arntzen de Besche for the
temporary provision of Ms Gjerde’s services. The contract was attached to
the reply to the preliminary objection of inadmissibility.

55

This contract provides for Ms Gjerde to be in the service of NHO for the
period 2 April 2013 to 31 January 2014, with a possibility of extension.
Article 4 of the contract specifies that NHO should pay Arntzen de Besche
for these services and not pay Ms Gjerde her salary directly.

56

Accordingly, it is clear that Ms Gjerde is employed by an independent law
firm and is therefore not economically dependent on providing her legal
services to the applicant. This is not altered by the fact that she is located at
NHO’s head office in Oslo and supervised by Ms Harto or by the fact that the
contract between Arntzen de Besche and NHO states that the firm is neither
responsible for the work done by Ms Gjerde nor for reviewing her work.
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57

In the light of this, Ms Gjerde must be considered to possess the
necessary independence for the purposes of the second paragraph of
Article 17 of the Statute to represent the applicant in the present case.

58

Accordingly, ESA’s plea of inadmissibility on account of the fact that the
applicant is not properly represented before the Court must be rejected.

Second plea of inadmissibility: The applicant lacks sufficient legal interest
Arguments of the parties and those who have submitted observations
59

ESA argues that the judgment in Kronoply (Case C-83/09 P Commission
v Kronoply and Kronotex [2011] ECR I-4441) has set out that an
applicant must establish that it is an interested party within the
meaning of Regulation (EC) No 659/1999, and, in particular, that its
economic interests are affected in order to meet the test for locus
standi for actions against a Commission decision not to initiate a formal
investigation. The procedure set out in Protocol 3 SCA is parallel to that
set out in Regulation No 659/1999 and, consequently, the same test
should be applied with respect to standing before the Court in cases
concerning decisions by ESA.

60

ESA notes that it has not found State aid at the level of public schools
and contends that the applicant is trying to circumvent this finding by
alleging instead that there is State aid at the level of those that lease
premises to schools, a market in which the applicant is not active.
The applicant has not provided evidence to demonstrate that any of
its members have a relationship of rivalry with lessors of real estate
to public schools. However, following Kronoply, cited above, this is a
requirement when an applicant is not active in the same market as the
beneficiaries. Given the lack of evidence, in ESA’s view, the applicant
has not passed the test for standing and the application should be
dismissed as inadmissible.

61

With regard to the applicant’s procedural rights, ESA observes that the
applicant had ample opportunity to submit information and comments
during the preliminary investigation procedure and that it did just that. In
the proceedings before the Court, no submissions have been made that
could not have been made during that procedure.
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62

The Commission proposes tentatively that the applicant’s pleas and
arguments should be held inadmissible as regards the part of the
contested decision that concerns aid to the lessors of real estate, on the
grounds that the applicant is not an interested party in relation to those
beneficiaries, while the pleas and arguments invoked by the applicant may
be heard in relation to aid to public schools.

63

The applicant submits that it has legal standing since the competitive
position of its members is affected by the measure in question and since
it lodged the complaint that led to the contested decision. The applicant
makes reference to the second paragraph of Article 36 SCA and submits
that the contested decision is of direct and individual concern to many of
the undertakings it represents. The present proceedings are necessary
to safeguard the procedural rights of both the applicant and those
undertakings.

64

The applicant claims to be an interested party within the meaning of Article
1(h) of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA, arguing that a decision by ESA not to
initiate a formal investigation procedure in which such interested parties
may participate is of direct and individual concern to it.

65

The applicant argues that lessors of premises to municipalities and
counties are granted more favourable treatment under the Norwegian
VAT rules than lessors of premises to private entities. This in turn affects
competition between public and private schools in the market in which
students enrol for exams in an attempt to improve their grades such as to
meet the requirements for studying at certain colleges and universities.

66

Moreover, the applicant states that, pursuant to consistent case law,
a distinction is drawn between, on the one hand, a situation where an
applicant claims that ESA should have opened the formal investigation
procedure and, on the other, a situation where an applicant seeks to
challenge the merits of a decision. The applicant maintains that it meets
the criteria for locus standi established by case law with respect to
ESA’s decision to close the case without opening the formal investigation
procedure.

67

The applicant argues that it does not need to represent lessors of
real estate who might be affected by alleged unlawful State aid to be
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considered an interested party. It follows from Kronoply, cited above,
that significant effects on competition can occur in other markets
located upstream or downstream, and, consequently, that the position of
undertakings operating in these markets might be affected. The applicant
contends that ESA has not commented on its submission that certain
activities of schools constitute economic activity.
68

The applicant submits that ESA failed to sufficiently assess several
components of the original complaint and, in addition, it seeks to challenge
ESA’s decision not to initiate the formal investigation procedure, thereby
infringing Abelia’s procedural rights. The rationale behind the action is to
safeguard those rights.

Findings of the Court
69

Pursuant to the second paragraph of Article 36 SCA, a natural or legal
person may institute proceedings against a decision addressed to another
person if the decision is of direct and individual concern to them. Since
the contested decision was addressed to Norway, it must be considered
whether it is of individual and direct concern to the applicant (see Case
E-1/13 Míla v ESA, judgment of 27 January 2014, not yet reported,
paragraph 43, and case law cited).

70

Persons other than those to whom a decision is addressed may only claim
to be individually concerned within the meaning of the second paragraph of
Article 36 SCA if the decision affects them by reason of certain attributes
that are peculiar to them or if they are differentiated by circumstances
from all other persons and those circumstances distinguish them
individually just as the person addressed by the decision (see Míla v ESA,
cited above, paragraph 44, and case law cited).

71

As the present action concerns an ESA decision on State aid, the Court
notes that, in the context of the procedure for reviewing State aid under
Article 1 of Part I of Protocol 3 SCA, the preliminary examination under
Article 1(3) must be distinguished from the formal investigation under
Article 1(2).

72

The purpose of the preliminary examination is to enable ESA to form a
first opinion on the existence of State aid and, if aid exists, on its partial or
complete compatibility with the functioning of the EEA Agreement. If ESA
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finds, at the conclusion of the preliminary examination, that the measure
does not constitute State aid within the scope of Article 61(1) EEA, it shall
record that finding by way of a decision under Article 4(2) of Part II of
Protocol 3 SCA, as it did in the present case.
73

If ESA finds that the measure must be considered as State aid within the
scope of Article 61(1) EEA, but that no doubts can be raised as to its
compatibility with the functioning of the EEA Agreement, ESA shall adopt
a decision under Article 4(3) of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA to raise no
objections. These two types of decision are, by implication, also a refusal
to initiate the formal investigation pursuant to Article 1(2) of Part I of that
protocol (see Míla v ESA, cited above, paragraph 48, and case law cited).

74

However, if ESA finds, after the preliminary examination, that State aid
exists and that it has doubts or serious difficulties in establishing whether
the aid is compatible with the functioning of the EEA Agreement, it shall
adopt a decision to initiate the formal investigation procedure provided for
in Article 1(2) of Part I of Protocol 3 SCA and Article 6(1) of Part II of that
protocol (Article 4(4) of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA).

75

Therefore, at the end of the preliminary examination, ESA is obliged to
initiate the formal investigation procedure if it is unable to overcome all
doubts or difficulties raised that the measure under consideration does
not constitute State aid, unless it also overcomes all doubts or difficulties
concerning the measure’s compatibility with the EEA Agreement, even if
it were State aid (see Case E-1/12 Den norske forleggerforening v ESA
[2012] EFTA Ct. Rep. 1040, paragraph 99, and Míla v ESA, cited above,
paragraph 50).

76

The formal investigation procedure is designed to enable ESA to be fully
informed about all the facts of the case. Thus, pursuant to Article 6(1)
of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA, a decision to open the formal investigation
procedure involves calling upon the EFTA State concerned and upon
other interested parties (collectively referred to in Article 1(2) of Part I
of Protocol 3 SCA as parties concerned) to submit comments within a
prescribed period which must not as a rule exceed one month (see Den
norske forleggerforening v ESA, cited above, paragraph 65, and Míla v
ESA, cited above, paragraph 51, and case law cited).
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77

It is only in connection with the formal investigation procedure that Part
II of Protocol 3 SCA imposes an obligation on ESA to give the parties
concerned notice to submit their comments (see, to that effect, Case
C-487/06 P British Aggregates v Commission [2008] ECR I-10515,
paragraph 27, and case law cited).

78

Where ESA decides not to initiate the formal investigation procedure, the
persons intended to benefit from the procedural guarantees under that
investigation may secure compliance therewith only if they are able to
challenge ESA’s decision before the Court (see Míla v ESA, cited above,
paragraph 52).

79

On this basis, an action for the annulment of such a decision brought by an
interested party within the meaning of the formal investigation procedure is
admissible where the party seeks, by instituting proceedings, to safeguard
the procedural rights available. This applies both to a decision under
Article 4(2) of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA that a measure does not constitute
State aid, as in the present case, and a decision not to raise objections
under Article 4(3) of Part II of that protocol (see Míla v ESA, cited above,
paragraph 53, and case law cited).

80

Pursuant to Article 1(h) of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA, an “interested party”
means, inter alia, any person, undertaking or association of undertakings
whose interests might be affected by the granting of State aid, in
particular competing undertakings and trade associations (see Míla v ESA,
cited above, paragraph 54, and, for comparison, Kronoply, cited above,
paragraph 63, and case law cited). In other words, that term covers an
indeterminate group of persons.

81

Article 1(h) of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA does not rule out the possibility that
an undertaking which is not a direct competitor of the beneficiary of the aid
can be categorised as an interested party, provided that that undertaking
demonstrates that its interests could be adversely affected by the grant of
the aid (compare, to that effect, Kronoply, cited above, paragraph 64).

82

For that purpose, it is necessary for that undertaking to establish, to the
requisite legal standard, that the aid is likely to have a specific effect on its
situation. This requirement entails that the undertaking in question is able
to show a legitimate interest in the implementation or non-implementation
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of the alleged aid measures at issue or, if those measures have already
been granted, in their maintenance. Such a legitimate interest may consist,
inter alia, in the protection of its competitive position, in so far as that
position would be adversely affected by the aid measures (compare, to
that effect, Kronoply, cited above, paragraphs 65 and 66, and case law
cited).
83

The competitive position of an undertaking may be adversely affected not
only if the undertaking and the aid beneficiary are competitors on the output
product market but also if they are rival purchasers of the same factors of
production. That is the case where it cannot be ruled out that the aid has
resulted in negative effects for the undertaking in question due, inter alia,
to an increase of the price of necessary factors of production (compare
Kronoply, cited above, paragraphs 67 to 69, and the Opinion of Advocate
General Jääskinen in that case, points 126 to 138).

84

As regards the scope of judicial review, it must be borne in mind that
it is not for the Court, when considering whether the application is
admissible, to make a definitive finding on the competitive relationship
between the applicant’s members and the alleged aid recipient. It is
for the applicant alone to adduce pertinent reasons to show that the
alleged aid may adversely affect the legitimate interests of one or more
of its members by seriously jeopardising their position on the market in
question (compare Case T-182/10 Aiscat v Commission, judgment of
15 January 2013, published electronically, paragraph 60 and case law
cited).

85

The applicant in the present case is a trade and employers association
that is part of NHO, the Confederation of Norwegian Enterprise. Abelia
represents 1 250 member companies providing services in the fields
of IT, telecommunications, research and development, consultancy and
education. Among the member companies represented by the applicant
are a number of private schools that offer educational services.

86

By the present action, the applicant intends to protect the individual
interests of certain of its members. The applicant claims to have
standing on the basis of representing undertakings that are active in
the same markets as public schools and whose competitive position
in those markets is being affected by the Norwegian VAT rules. It does
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not contend that it represents lessors of real estate who might be
affected by the alleged unlawful State aid to lessors of premises to
public schools. By reference to Kronoply, cited above, the applicant
argues that significant effects on competition can occur in other markets
located upstream or downstream, and, consequently, that the position
of undertakings operating in those markets may be affected. Therefore,
the refusal to open the formal investigation procedure is of direct and
individual concern to members of Abelia.
87

As regards the effect on the competitive position of its members, the
applicant argues that, as a result of section 2-3 and section 3-11 of the
VAT Act, lessors of premises to private schools are not able to add output
VAT on the rent they charge, for which the school could subsequently
receive compensation. Thus, input VAT becomes an expense that falls on
the lessor, which entails that lessors of premises to private schools have
to compensate by passing on this additional cost in the rent. In contrast,
if a lessor decided to let premises to a municipality operating the same
service to the public, the lessor would be treated differently, as he would
be able to deduct input VAT from his income and the municipality would
receive compensation for the VAT on the rent.

88

However, the present case must be distinguished from Kronoply, cited
above. In that case, the applicant and the aid beneficiary were rival buyers
of the same factors of production. In its application in the case at hand,
the applicant did not point to any specific instances where its members,
for whom it is substituting itself, find themselves in a relationship of rivalry
with the beneficiaries of the alleged aid, that is, lessors of premises to
public schools. On the contrary, the applicant’s members operate on the
downstream market, where they claim to be in competition with public
schools.

89

At the oral hearing, the applicant took issue with that part of ESA’s
decision which concerns its assessment of possible State aid to public
schools. This plea is a new plea in law which must be distinguished
from the applicant’s plea that ESA should have opened the formal
investigation procedure in relation to alleged aid to lessors of premises
to municipalities, since only the latter is mentioned in the application.
According to Article 19 of the Statute of the Court and Article 33(1)(c) of
the Court’s Rules of Procedure, the application must set out, inter alia,
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a summary of the pleas on which the application is based. Moreover,
pursuant to Article 37(2) of the Rules of Procedure, the applicant may not
introduce any new plea in law in the reply, or during the oral procedure,
unless it is based on matters of law or of fact which have come to light
in the course of the procedure. It follows that the applicant’s plea which
relates to ESA’s alleged failure to open the formal investigation procedure
as regards possible aid to public schools is inadmissible.
90

The applicant has failed to demonstrate that any of its members are
sufficiently affected by the State aid to which the contested decision
relates. Consequently, the applicant lacks legal standing to challenge the
contested decision by its plea alleging the existence of doubts or serious
difficulties concerning the alleged aid.

91

The Court thus concludes that the applicant does not have standing and
that the action is inadmissible.

V COSTS
92

Under Article 66(2) of the Rules of Procedure, the unsuccessful party
is to be ordered to pay the costs if they have been applied for in the
successful party’s pleadings. Since ESA has requested that the applicant
be ordered to pay the costs and the latter has been unsuccessful, it must
be ordered to pay the costs. Akademiet Bergen AS, Akademiet Drammen
AS, Akademiet Sandnes AS, Akademiet Oslo AS, Akademiet VGS Molde
AS, and Akademiet VGS Ålesund AS who have intervened in the case must
bear their own costs. The costs incurred by the European Commission are
not recoverable.
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On those grounds,

THE COURT
hereby:
1.

Dismisses the application as inadmissible.

2.

Orders the applicant to pay the costs incurred by the defendant.

Carl Baudenbacher

Per Christiansen

Páll Hreinsson

Delivered in open court in Luxembourg on 29 August 2014.
Philipp Speitler

Carl Baudenbacher

Acting Registrar

President
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ORDER OF THE PRESIDENT
3 February 2014
(Intervention – Admissibility – Interest in the result of the case)
In Case E-8/13,
Abelia (Business association of Norwegian knowledge and technology based
enterprises), established in Oslo, Norway,
represented by Ingebjørg Harto, attorney at law, Ingeborg Djupvik, Advokatfullmektig
and Nina Lea Gjerde, attorney at law,
applicant,
v
EFTA Surveillance Authority, represented by Xavier Lewis, Director; and
Catherine Howdle, Temporary Officer, Department of Legal & Executive Affairs,
acting as Agents, Brussels, Belgium,
defendant,
APPLICATION seeking the annulment of ESA’s decision No 160/13/COL of
24 April 2013 to close the case without opening the formal investigation procedure
as to whether the Norwegian provisions on VAT and VAT compensation, which have
the effect of relieving lessors of premises to public schools and other public bodies
of input VAT on their purchase of goods and services, is to be regarded as State aid
within the meaning of Article 61(1) of the EEA Agreement.
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THE PRESIDENT
makes the following

ORDER
I

BACKGROUND
1

Abelia (or the “applicant”) is a trade and employer association within
Næringslivets Hovedorganisasjon (“NHO”), the Confederation of Norwegian
Enterprises. Abelia represents 1 250 member companies within the
IT, telecommunications, research and development, consultancy and
educational services sectors.

2

Akademiet Bergen AS, Akademiet Drammen AS, Akademiet Sandnes AS,
Akademiet Oslo AS, Akademiet VGS Molde AS and Akademiet VGS Ålesund
AS (collectively “Akademiet” or “applicant interveners”) are private upper
secondary schools in Norway.

3

On 23 March 2010, Abelia filed a State aid complaint with the EFTA
Surveillance Authority (“ESA”), registered as ESA Case No 551057,
alleging that certain provisions of the Norwegian VAT and VAT
Compensation Act favour public schools to the detriment of private ones.
On 1 July 2010, ESA also received a letter on the matter from Private
Barnehagers Landsforbund.

4

Between March 2010 and April 2013, ESA conducted its preliminary
investigation.

5

By letter of 26 November 2012, ESA submitted its preliminary conclusion
on the matter stating that the provisions of the Norwegian VAT Act and
the VAT Compensation Act do not have the effect of granting State aid to
public schools or the lessors of premises to public schools.

6

On 20 December 2012, Abelia responded to ESA’s preliminary conclusion
by reiterating that ESA had not assessed the subject matter of the case.
In addition, Abelia submitted that the length of the preliminary examination
constituted an indication of the existence of doubt requiring the initiation of
the formal investigation procedure.
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7

On 24 April 2013, ESA issued Decision No 160/13/COL. ESA stated that
following Article 3-5 of the Norwegian VAT Act, education services are
exempt from the application of the VAT Act. According to Article 3-11 of
the VAT Act, the letting of real estate property is equally exempt. However,
according to Articles 2(b) and 3 of the VAT Act, lessors of premises to public
entities can voluntarily register for VAT. Such registration would enable them
to charge VAT on the rent paid by the lessee, and to deduct any input VAT
they have incurred. Lessors of premises to public schools can thus register
for VAT, which enables them to charge output VAT and to deduct input VAT.

8

ESA stated that it understood that public schools do not ultimately have
to bear VAT themselves, since they are subsequently compensated for
the VAT paid.

9

In contrast, lessors of premises to private schools cannot register for VAT
in respect of their rental activities. Consequently, they cannot charge VAT
on the rent and are thus unable to deduct input VAT. This means that the
entire input VAT represents a normal expense for the lessors, which must
be covered through the rent. ESA noted that this extra cost will most likely
be passed on to the private school in the form of higher rent.

10

ESA stated that in principle, private school can also receive VAT
compensation pursuant to Articles 2(c) and 3 of the VAT Compensation
Act. However, in the case of rent payment, this compensation is not
available to them because their lessors are unable to charge VAT in the
first place.

11

ESA concluded on the basis of its assessment and in view of the
information available that the provisions of the Norwegian VAT Act and VAT
Compensation Act do not have the effect of constituting State aid within
the meaning of Article 61(1) EEA to public schools or lessors of premises
to public schools. ESA therefore closed the case without any further
investigation.

Order

CASE
E-8/13

II FACTS AND PROCEDURE
12

On 24 June 2013, Abelia lodged an application pursuant to the second
paragraph of Article 36 of the Agreement between the EFTA States on the
Establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice (“SCA”).
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13

Abelia seeks the annulment of ESA Decision No 160/13/COL of 24 April
2013 to close the case without opening the formal investigation procedure
on whether the Norwegian provisions on VAT and VAT compensation, which
have the effect of relieving lessors of premises to public schools and other
public bodies of input VAT on their purchase of goods and services, are to
be regarded as State aid within the meaning of Article 61(1) EEA.

14

Second, Abelia requests the Court to order ESA to bear the costs.

15

On 30 July 2013, ESA submitted preliminary objections on inadmissibility
pursuant to Article 87(1) of the Rules of Procedure (“RoP”).

16

On 26 August 2013, Abelia submitted its response to ESA’s inadmissibility
plea.

17

On 20 September 2013, the Court decided, pursuant to Article 87(4)
RoP, to reserve its decision upon the defendant’s application for the final
judgment.

18

On 18 October 2013, ESA lodged its defence at the Court’s Registry.

19

On 13 November 2013, Akademiet sought leave to intervene, pursuant
to Article 36 of the Statute and Article 89 RoP, in support of the form of
order sought by Abelia.

20

On 27 November 2013, Abelia lodged its reply.

21

On 29 November 2013, both ESA and Abelia lodged their written
observations on the application to intervene at the Court’s Registry.

22

On 19 December 2013, ESA submitted its rejoinder.

23

On 6 January 2014, the European Commission submitted written
observations.

III SUBMISSIONS OF THE APPLICANT INTERVENERS
24

Akademiet Bergen AS, Akademiet Drammen AS, Akademiet Sandnes AS,
Akademiet Oslo AS, Akademiet VGS Molde AS and Akademiet VGS Ålesund
AS request leave to intervene in support of the form of order sought by the
applicant, in accordance with Article 36 of the Statute and Article 89 RoP.
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Akademiet submits that it has a direct and existing interest in the result
of the case since it leases premises required for educational purposes as
well as office space in the Norwegian cities of Oslo, Drammen, Sandnes,
Bergen, Ålesund and Molde.

26

Akademiet submits that all the lease agreements that it has entered into
are premised on the fact that the lessor is not allowed to deduct input VAT
on costs related to building, maintenance and operation of the premises
used by Akademiet. The basis for these leases is that Akademiet goes to
the market with a request for tenders for a long-term lease agreement for
premises to be used for the purposes of education.

27

In particular, the applicant interveners note that the premises must be
specially adapted for educational purposes. Therefore, as Akademiet
further submits, the possibility to obtain long-term lease agreements with
schools places the lessors in competition with one another.

28

Moreover, Akademiet submits that potential adaption costs incurred by the
lessors also include non-deductible input VAT which must be covered by
the rental fee paid by Akademiet.

29

Unlike the situation for premises leased by private schools, the
Norwegian VAT regulation allows lessors to deduct input VAT on
costs related to the building and use of the premises leased by public
schools. As the competitive situation between the lessors is, at least,
similar to the situation for agreements with private schools, the lessors’
right to deduct input VAT on all costs related to the premises, public
schools will benefit from the lessors right to deduct input VAT.

30

Akademiet submits that the differences in the VAT regulations have
an impact on the terms of the lease agreements available to itself in
comparison to public schools, in that it is more expensive for a private
school than a public school to lease premises for educational purposes.

31

Akademiet further submits that a ruling in favour of the applicant would
significantly and directly influence the rents payable by Akademiet for
premises leased for educational purposes.
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32

Akademiet contends, therefore, that it should be granted leave to intervene
pursuant to the second paragraph of Article 36 of the Statute and Article
89(1) RoP.

IV OBSERVATIONS OF THE PARTIES
33

Abelia submits that Akademiet should be granted leave to intervene and
asserts that the applicant interveners have a direct and existing interest in
the outcome of the case

34

Abelia submits that private schools – in addition to offering upper
secondary education – also offer arrangements for external candidates
(privatistskole). In that context, Abelia submits that the market for
arrangements for external candidates has to be regarded as an economic
activity as such arrangements are entirely financed by the students and are
offered on a purely commercial basis. In contrast, public schools also offer
this form of training, usually, but not invariably, for free.

35

Abelia submits that, given the complexity of the VAT compensation regime
and its effect on different markets, it is particularly important that the
applicant interveners be allowed to intervene. Furthermore, should the
Court rule in favour of the applicant, Akademiet would be in a better
position to submit information and comments to ESA. Accordingly, Abelia
submits that Akademiet has an interest in the result of the case.

36

ESA submits that the applicant interveners are all members of Abelia.
ESA asserts, as stated in its defence, that Abelia has not shown that it
is an interested party and, consequently, does not have locus standi in
the case at hand. ESA contends that its arguments in support of its plea
of inadmissibility for lack of locus standi are equally applicable to the
applicant interveners. Therefore, the application to intervene will stand or
fall with the Court’s determination of Abelia’s locus standi (or lack thereof).

37

ESA concedes that if Abelia is held to have locus standi to contest the
decision, the balance of convenience favours granting the application to
intervene. However, ESA questions what additional arguments could be
raised by the applicant interveners given that they are members of Abelia.

38

ESA further notes that the application for leave to intervene is timely. If the
Court holds that Abelia has an interest in the proceedings, and therefore
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locus standi, ESA acknowledges the discretion of the Court whether to
grant the application to intervene.

V LAW
39

Under the second paragraph of Article 36 of the Court’s Statute, any
person establishing an interest in the result of any case submitted to the
Court, save in cases between EFTA States or between EFTA States and the
EFTA Surveillance Authority, may intervene in that case.

40

The Court has recognised the principle of procedural homogeneity (see,
inter alia, Case E-14/11 DB Schenker v ESA (“DB Schenker I”) [2012]
EFTA Ct. Rep. 1178, paragraph 78). Article 36 of the Statute is essentially
identical in substance to Article 40 of the Statute of the Court of Justice of
the European Union. Accordingly, the principle of procedural homogeneity
must also apply to the assessment of whether an applicant for intervention
has established an interest in the result of the case (see, inter alia,
Order of the President of 1 July 2013 in Case E-5/13 DB Schenker v ESA
(“DB Schenker V”), paragraph 39).

41

An interest in the result of a case within the sense of the Statute is to
be understood as meaning that a person must establish a direct and
existing interest in the grant of the form of order sought by the party
whom it intends to support and, thus, in the ruling on the specific act
whose annulment is sought (see, inter alia, Order of the President of
30 May 2013 in Case E-4/13 DB Schenker v ESA (“DB Schenker IV”),
paragraph 19).

42

As a preliminary point, it should be observed that there is no particular link
between the right to intervene and the possibility of bringing an action.
According to the second paragraph of Article 36 of the Statute, the right of
individuals to intervene is conditional merely upon “an interest in the result
of any case” before the Court, whereas the admissibility of an action for
annulment brought by individuals is subject to the condition that they must be
the addressees of the measure which they seek to have annulled or at least
that the measure should be of direct and individual concern to them (see Case
302/87 Parliament v Council [1988] ECR 5615, paragraph 18). Therefore,
ESA is wrong to argue, in essence, that insofar as the action brought by the
applicant should be declared inadmissible by virtue of a lack of locus standi,
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the applicant interveners should, for the same reason, be declared not to
have standing to intervene (compare the order of the President of the Second
Chamber of the Court of First Instance of 6 March 2008 in Case T-208/07
BOT Elektrownia Belchatów and Others v Commission [2008] ECR II-225*,
paragraph 6).
43

The Court decided on 20 September 2013, pursuant to Article 87(4) RoP,
to reserve its decision on the defendant’s application on inadmissibility
for the final judgment. Consequently, a third party may be in a position to
establish an interest in the result of the case or intervene in support of the
form of order sought by one of the parties (see, by way of comparison,
Case C-341/00 P Conseil national des professions de l’automobile and
Others v Commission [2001] ECR I-5363, paragraph 36).

44

It must thus be determined whether the applicant interveners have
sufficient interest, as defined in the abovementioned case law, to intervene
in support of the form of order sought by Abelia.

45

In the present case Abelia seeks the annulment of ESA Decision No
160/131/COL of 24 April 2013. In that decision, ESA concluded, following
the preliminary examination procedure under Protocol 3 to the SCA, that
the provisions of the Norwegian VAT Act and the VAT Compensation Act do
not have the effect of granting State aid within the meaning of Article 61(1)
EEA to public schools or the lessors of premises to public schools.

46

In essence, Abelia alleges that comparable undertakings letting premises
to private actors operating public services, such as schools, are in the
exact same situation as those letting premises to public authorities
providing the same service, but do not benefit from the right to register
for VAT. Thus, it is alleged that lessors of premises to private schools find
themselves in a less favourable position than lessors of premises to public
schools, which do not have to pass on the additional cost of non-deductible
input VAT in the rent.

47

The applicant interveners are private schools which are registered as
limited liability companies in Norway and which offer upper secondary
education as well as offering services for external candidates
(privatistskole). They lease premises for their schools as do Norwegian
public schools.
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48

Consequently, Akademiet has established a direct and existing interest in
supporting the applicant in the case as required by the second paragraph
of Article 36 of the Statute.

49

Article 89(1) RoP provides that an application to intervene must be made
within six weeks of the publication of the notice referred to in Article
14(6) RoP. Notice in the present case was published in the EEA Section
of, and the EEA Supplement to, the Official Journal on 3 October 2013.
Consequently the present application for leave to intervene, which was
lodged at the Court’s Registry on 13 November 2013, is timely.

50

In light of the above, the applicant interveners are granted leave to
intervene in the case in support of the form of order sought by the
applicant.

Order
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On those grounds,

THE PRESIDENT
hereby orders:
1.

Akademiet Bergen AS, Akademiet Drammen AS, Akademiet Sandnes
AS, Akademiet Oslo AS, Akademiet VGS Molde AS and Akademiet VGS
Ålesund AS are granted leave to intervene in Case E-8/13 in support of
the form of order sought by the applicant.

2.

Costs are reserved.

Luxembourg, 3 February 2014
Gunnar Selvik

Carl Baudenbacher

Registrar

President
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REPORT FOR THE HEARING
in Case E-8/13
APPLICATION to the Court pursuant to Article 36 of the Agreement between the EFTA
States on the Establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice in the
case between
Abelia
supported by
Akademiet Bergen AS, Akademiet Drammen AS, Akademiet Sandnes AS,
Akademiet Oslo AS, Akademiet VGS Molde AS, and Akademiet VGS Ålesund
AS
and
EFTA Surveillance Authority
seeking annulment of the EFTA Surveillance Authority’s Decision No 160/13/COL of
24 April 2013 on alleged State aid to lessors of premises to public schools.

I

INTRODUCTION
1.

On 24 April 2013, the EFTA Surveillance Authority (“ESA” or “the
defendant”) adopted Decision No 160/13/COL (“the contested
decision”), in which it concluded, following the preliminary examination
procedure under Protocol 3 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement,
that the provisions of the Norwegian VAT Act and the VAT Compensation
Act do not have the effect of granting State aid, within the meaning of
Article 61(1) of the EEA Agreement, to public schools or the lessors of
premises to public schools.

2.

In its application, Abelia (“the applicant”) seeks the annulment of the
contested decision. The application is based on two pleas. Firstly, the
applicant contends that ESA failed to initiate the formal investigation
procedure pursuant to Article 1(2) of Part I of Protocol 3 to the
Surveillance and Court Agreement, although it was obliged to do so,
thereby infringing the applicant’s procedural rights. Secondly,
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the applicant asserts that ESA failed to fulfil its obligation to provide
sufficient reasoning for its findings.

II FACTS
Background
3.

The applicant is a trade and employers association that is part of
Næringslivets Hovedorganisasjon (“NHO”), the Confederation of Norwegian
Enterprise. Abelia represents 1250 member companies providing services in
the fields of IT, telecommunications, research and development, consultancy
and education. Among the member companies represented by the applicant
are a number of private schools that offer educational services.

4.

Under the Norwegian VAT Act (merverdiavgiftsloven), education services,
as well as the letting of real estate, are exempt from VAT. Pursuant to
section 2-3(1), businesses that let buildings or premises for use by
municipalities or county authorities for the purpose of providing public
services may choose to register on a voluntary basis in the VAT register
(merverdiregisteret). The effect of such voluntary registration is that the
lease in question is subject to VAT pursuant to section 3-11(2)(k) of the VAT
Act. Lessors who are eligible to register their business pursuant to section
2-3(1), and who have chosen to do so, may deduct input VAT from the
output VAT charged on rent, in accordance with the provisions of Section 8
of the VAT Act.

5.

Pursuant to the provisions of the Norwegian VAT Compensation Act (lov
om kompensasjon for merverdiavgift for kommuner, fylkeskommuner
mv.), municipalities and county authorities, as well as private
enterprises providing certain services, may receive compensation for
VAT when buying goods and services from businesses registered in the
VAT register. Consequently, municipalities operating public schools may
be compensated for VAT charged on the lease of premises for such
schools, provided that the lessor in question has chosen to register
voluntarily in the VAT register. Since voluntary registration in the VAT
register under section 2-3(1) of the VAT Act is limited to the letting of
buildings or premises for use by municipalities or county authorities,
lessors of real estate to private schools are not eligible to register their
business in the VAT register under that provision.
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The complaint and the preliminary examination
6.

On 19 March 2010, the applicant filed a State aid complaint with ESA,
registered as event NO 551057, concerning alleged State aid to lessors
of premises to public schools and other public sector service providers.
The complaint stated that certain provisions of the Norwegian VAT Act and
VAT Compensation Act had the effect of relieving undertakings that rent
premises to publicly operated schools and other public bodies of input
VAT on their purchases of goods and services, while undertakings offering
the same service to private schools and other private undertakings were
not granted the same advantage. According to the complaint, this had
the effect of putting lessors of premises to private schools, as well as
the private schools themselves, at an economic disadvantage, thereby
distorting competition in both the real estate market and the market for
educational services.

7.

By letter of 21 October 2010, ESA requested information from Norway
in connection with the complaint. Norway replied to the request for
information by letter of 25 November 2010. Further information was
provided by the applicant at a meeting between Abelia and ESA in January
2011, as well as by the letters of 31 May 2011 and 30 November 2011.
By letter of 26 November 2012, ESA communicated its preliminary view
that the measure the complaint concerned did not constitute State aid.
The applicant responded by letter of 20 December 2012, reaffirming its
position that the measure in question constituted State aid.

The contested decision
8.

On 24 April 2013, ESA adopted the contested decision, closing the case
on the grounds that the provisions of the Norwegian VAT Act and the VAT
Compensation Act did not involve State aid within the meaning of Article
61(1) of the EEA Agreement, without initiating the formal investigation
procedure provided for in Article 1(2) of Part I of Protocol 3 SCA.

9.

Firstly, ESA noted that the State aid rules only apply when selective
advantage is granted to undertakings. ESA stated that the notion of
undertaking, requires that the aid recipient engages in economic activity.
ESA found that the provision of schooling in Norway did not constitute
economic activity. Consequently, ESA concluded that subsidies in favour of
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public schools, including under the VAT Compensation Act, fall outside the
ambit of the State aid rules.
10.

Secondly, ESA found that the provisions of the Norwegian VAT Act and the
VAT Compensation Act provided no advantage favouring lessors of real
estate to public schools.

11.

ESA noted that there is no a priori distinction or discrimination between
lessors to public schools and lessors to private schools that would prevent
any operator from offering to let premises to either type of school.

12.

ESA stated that it understood that the Norwegian VAT system resulted
in different cost structures for lessors to public schools and lessors
to private schools. However, ESA did not consider that the lessors of
premises to private schools were disadvantaged compared with lessors of
premises to public schools, since they were likely to pass on any VAT paid
in connection with their input factors to their (private) lessees in the form
of higher rent.

13.

ESA considered that it was irrelevant in this respect that, overall, private
schools had more limited financial means at their disposal than public
schools. ESA stated that, according to the information at its disposal,
private schools had at least some discretion in allocating their available
funds. Thus, private schools could decide – within the statutory limits –
either to spend less funds on rent or to limit spending on other cost items
in order to be able to afford higher rent than a similar public school. In
either scenario, ESA noted, interested potential lessors would be able to
compete for the supply of rental premises as defined and required by the
individual private school.

14.

As regards the alleged incentive for private schools to supply premises
themselves, ESA stated its understanding that the Norwegian VAT system
might represent a consideration when deciding whether to rent or supply
premises oneself. However, ESA concluded that this would at most affect
the structure of demand for rental premises. It would not result in favouring
one category of lessors over another, since all potential lessors would be
free to compete for business with public and private schools alike.

15.

Based on its assessment, ESA concluded that the provisions of the
Norwegian VAT Act and VAT Compensation Act did not have the effect
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of granting State aid, within the meaning of Article 61(1) of the EEA
Agreement, to public schools or the lessors of premises to public schools.
16.

The preliminary examination was concluded without initiating the formal
investigation procedure provided for in Article 1(2) of Part I of Protocol 3
to the Surveillance and Court Agreement.

III PROCEDURE BEFORE THE COURT AND FORMS OF ORDER SOUGHT
BY THE PARTIES
17.

By application registered at the Court on 24 June 2013, the applicant
lodged the present action.

18.

By application registered at the Court on 30 July 2013, the defendant
raised a preliminary objection to the admissibility of the application on the
grounds that the applicant was not properly represented before the Court.
The applicant’s reply to the preliminary objection was registered at the
Court on 26 August 2013. By decision of 20 September 2013, the Court
decided, pursuant to Article 87(4) of the Rules of Procedure, to reserve its
decision on the defendant’s application for the final judgment.

19.

By joint application registered at the Court on 13 November 2013,
Akademiet Bergen AS, Akademiet Drammen AS, Akademiet Sandnes
AS, Akademiet Oslo AS, Akademiet VGS Molde AS and Akademiet VGS
Ålesund AS (“Akademiet” or “the intervener”) applied for leave to intervene
in support of the forms of order sought by the applicant. The application
to intervene was served on the parties in accordance with Article 89(2)
of the Rules of Procedure. On 27 November 2013, Abelia submitted
written observations on the application to intervene. ESA lodged its written
observations on the application to intervene on 26 November 2013. By
Order of the President of 3 February 2014, Akademiet was granted leave
to intervene in support of the forms of order sought by Abelia.

20.

ESA submitted a statement of defence, which was registered at the Court
on 18 October 2013. The reply from Abelia was registered at the Court on
26 November 2013. The rejoinder from ESA was registered at the Court
on 19 December 2013.

21.

Akademiet submitted a statement of intervention, which was registered at
the Court on 27 February 2014.
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22.

23.

The applicant, Abelia, requests the Court to:
1.

Declare that Abelia’s action for annulment is admissible

2.

Annul EFTA Surveillance Authority Decision 160/13/COL of 24 April
2013.

3.

Order the defendant to pay the costs of the present proceedings.

The intervener, Akademiet, requests the Court to:
1.

24.

Annul ESA Decision 160/13/COL.

The defendant, ESA, requests the Court to:
1.

Dismiss the application as inadmissible.

2.

Order the applicant to bear the costs.
or, in the alternative, to:

1.

Dismiss the application.

2.

Order the applicant to bear the costs.

IV LEGAL CONTEXT
25.

Article 61(1) of the EEA Agreement (“EEA”) reads as follows:
Save as otherwise provided in this Agreement, any aid granted by EC
Member States, EFTA States or through State resources in any form
whatsoever which distorts or threatens to distort competition by favouring
certain undertakings or the production of certain goods shall, in so far
as it affects trade between Contracting Parties, be incompatible with the
functioning of this Agreement.

26.

Article 16 of the Agreement between the EFTA States on the Establishment
of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice (“SCA”) reads:
Decisions of the EFTA Surveillance Authority shall state the reasons on
which they are based.

27.

The second paragraph of Article 36 SCA reads:
Any natural or legal person may, under the same conditions, institute
proceedings before the EFTA Court against a decision of the EFTA Surveillance
Authority addressed to that person or against a decision addressed to another
person, if it is of direct and individual concern to the former.
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Article 1 of Part I of Protocol 3 SCA reads:
1. The EFTA Surveillance Authority shall, in cooperation with the EFTA
States, keep under constant review all systems of aid existing in those
States. It shall propose to the latter any appropriate measures required by
the progressive development or by the functioning of the EEA Agreement.
2. If, after giving notice to the parties concerned to submit their comments,
the EFTA Surveillance Authority finds that aid granted by an EFTA State or
through EFTA State resources is not compatible with the functioning of the EEA
Agreement having regard to Article 61 of the EEA Agreement, or that such aid
is being misused, it shall decide that the EFTA State concerned shall abolish or
alter such aid within a period of time to be determined by the Authority.
...

29.

Article 1 of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA reads:
For the purpose of this Chapter:
…
(h) ‘interested party’ shall mean any State being a Contracting Party to
the EEA Agreement and any person, undertaking or association of
undertakings whose interests might be affected by the granting of aid,
in particular the beneficiary of the aid, competing undertakings and
trade associations.

30.

Article 4 of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA reads:
…
2. Where the EFTA Surveillance Authority, after a preliminary examination,
finds that the notified measure does not constitute aid, it shall record that
finding by way of a decision.
3. Where the EFTA Surveillance Authority, after a preliminary
examination, finds that no doubts are raised as to the compatibility with
the functioning of the EEA Agreement of a notified measure, in so far as it
falls within the scope of Article 61(1) of the EEA Agreement, it shall decide
that the measure is compatible with the functioning of the EEA Agreement
(hereinafter referred to as a ‘decision not to raise objections’). The decision
shall specify which exception under the EEA Agreement has been applied.
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4.

Where the EFTA Surveillance Authority, after a preliminary examination,

finds that doubts are raised as to the compatibility with the functioning
of the EEA Agreement of a notified measure, it shall decide to initiate
proceedings pursuant to Article 1(2) in Part I (hereinafter referred to as a
‘decision to initiate the formal investigation procedure’).
5.

The decisions referred to in paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 shall be taken

within two months. That period shall begin on the day following the receipt
of a complete notification. The notification will be considered as complete
if, within two months from its receipt, or from the receipt of any additional
information requested, the EFTA Surveillance Authority does not request
any further information. The period can be extended with the consent of
both the EFTA Surveillance Authority and the EFTA State concerned. Where
appropriate, the EFTA Surveillance Authority may fix shorter time limits.
…
31.

Article 6(1) of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA reads:
1.

The decision to initiate the formal investigation procedure shall

summarise the relevant issues of fact and law, shall include a preliminary
assessment of the EFTA Surveillance Authority as to the aid character of
the proposed measure and shall set out the doubts as to its compatibility
with the functioning of the EEA Agreement. The decision shall call upon
the EFTA State concerned and upon other interested parties to submit
comments within a prescribed period which shall normally not exceed one
month. In duly justified cases, the EFTA Surveillance Authority may extend
the prescribed period.
32.

Article 10(1) of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA reads:
1.

Where the EFTA Surveillance Authority has in its possession

information from whatever source regarding alleged unlawful aid, it shall
examine that information without delay.
33.

Article 13(1) of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA reads:
1.

The examination of possible unlawful aid shall result in a decision

pursuant to Article 4(2), (3) or (4) of this Chapter.[…]
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Article 17 of Protocol 5 SCA (“the Statute”) reads:
The EFTA States, the EFTA Surveillance Authority, the Union and the
European Commission shall be represented before the Court by an agent
appointed for each case; the agent may be assisted by an adviser or by a
lawyer.
Other parties must be represented by a lawyer.

V WRITTEN PROCEDURE BEFORE THE COURT
35.

Pleadings have been received from:
— the applicant, represented by Ingebjørg Harto, attorney-at-law, and
Nina Lea Gjerde, attorney-at-law;
— the intervener, represented by Espen I. Bakken, attorney-at-law;
— the defendant, represented by Xavier Lewis, Director, and Catherine
Howdle, Officer, Department of Legal & Executive Affairs, acting as
agents.

36.

Pursuant to Article 20 of the Statute, written observations have been
received from:
— the European Commission (“the Commission”), represented by
Margarida Afonso and Lorna Armati, members of its Legal Service,
acting as agents.

VI SUMMARY OF PLEAS IN LAW AND ARGUMENTS SUBMITTED
Preliminary objection: whether the applicant is properly represented
before the Court
Arguments of the EFTA Surveillance Authority
37.

ESA contends that the present application is inadmissible on the grounds
that the applicant is not properly represented before the Court within the
meaning of Article 17 of the Statute.

38.

ESA notes that the provision in the second paragraph of Article 17 of the
Statute is worded in the same terms as the third paragraph of Article 19
of the Statute of the Court of Justice of the European Union. According
to the defendant, the Court of Justice of the European Union (“ECJ”) has
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long held that natural or legal persons who bring actions against the
institutions must be represented by a lawyer who is a third party in relation
to the litigant. According to the defendant, this principle has been applied
rigorously and consistently. Furthermore, the ECJ has emphasised that
neither the Statute of the Court of Justice nor its Rules of Procedure
provide for any derogation from this rule.1
39.

According to ESA, the ECJ held as early as 1965 that external
representation is essential.2 More recently, the ECJ has held the
requirement that a party be represented by a lawyer to mean that a litigant
must use the services of a third party, who must be authorised to practise
as a lawyer before a court of a Member State of the EU or EEA.3 According
to the defendant, the ECJ has also made it clear that a plaintiff cannot
represent himself even though he is a lawyer authorised to plead before a
national court of a Member State.4

40.

According to ESA, it has been held that an applicant could not be represented
by another body, in turn represented by a lawyer, when that lawyer was also
the managing director of the applicant company.5 Moreover, the General Court
has dismissed as inadmissible an application brought by an English charitable
trust that had been signed by a lawyer who was a trustee of the applicant.6
According to ESA, the General Court recalled in the latter case the importance
of parties being represented before the General Court by an independent third
party,7 and in particular the importance of the representative being “objectively
perceived as being a genuine intermediary between his client and the court
concerned when he is entrusted with defending his client’s best interests”.8 In
the same case, ESA submits, the General Court stated that “[a] legal person
cannot [...] be properly represented before the Courts of the European

1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8

Reference is made to Case 131/83 Vaupel v Court of Justice, unpublished, paragraph 8.
Reference is made to Case 108/63 Merlini v High Authority [1965] ECR 1, paragraph 9.
Reference is made to Case T-79/99 Euro-Lex v OHIM [1999] ECR II-3555, paragraph 27.
Reference is made to Case C-174/96 P Lopes v Court of Justice, Order of 5 December 1996,
[1996] ECR I-6401; reference is also made to Case T-131/99 Shaw and Falla v Commission, Order
of 29 November 1999, unpublished, paragraph 11.
Reference is made to Case T-184/04 Sulvida v Commission [2005] ECR II-85, paragraphs 10 and 11.
Reference is made to Case T-452/10 ClientEarth v Council, Order of 6 September 2011, [2011] ECR
II-257, paragraph 18.
Reference is made to ClientEarth v Council, cited above, paragraph 20.
Reference is made to ClientEarth v Council, cited above.
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Union by a lawyer who has, within the body which he represents, extensive
administrative and financial powers”.9

9
10

11
12
13
14

41.

ESA claims that, in Prezes Urzedu Komunikacji Elektronicznej and
Republic of Poland v Commission,10 the ECJ held that the third paragraph
of Article 19 of the Statute of the Court of Justice precluded employed
lawyers from presenting arguments before the Court of Justice on behalf
of their employer. According to ESA, the ECJ held that “the concept of
independence of lawyers is determined not only positively, that is by
reference to professional ethical obligations, but also negatively, that is to
say, by absence of an employment relationship”.11

42.

ESA argues that the judgment in Prezes constitutes an important
application of the principles set out by the EU Courts in the interpretation
of Article 19 of the Statute of the Court of Justice. According to the
defendant, the judgment focuses on who is a “lawyer” within the meaning
of that provision.12 In this respect, ESA claims, the ECJ made it clear that
Article 19 requires the lawyer representing the party to be independent
from it and that this provision clearly excludes any relationship of
employment between the lawyer and the body he purports to represent.

43.

In Prezes, ESA argues, the ECJ emphasised that the rationale behind the
exclusion of any employment relationship between the lawyer and the
party to the proceedings applies with the same force in a situation such as
that of the legal advisers at issue in [the] dispute, in which the lawyers are
employed by an entity connected to the party they represent, and where
there is a risk that the professional opinion of those advisers would be, at
least partly, influenced by their working environment.13 ESA claims that the
ECJ also dismissed the argument that Polish law [...] provided a series of
guarantees of the independence of the legal advisers.14

Reference is made to ClientEarth v Council, paragraph 15.
Reference is made to Joined Cases C-422/11 P and C-423/11 P Prezes Urzedu Komunikacji
Elektronicznej and Republic of Poland v Commission, judgment of 6 September 2012, not yet
reported.(referred to hereafter as ‘Prezes’)
Reference is made to Prezes, cited above, paragraph 24.
Reference is made to Prezes, cited above, paragraph 17.
Reference is made to Prezes, cited above, paragraph 25.
Reference is made to Prezes, cited above, paragraphs 29 to 36; reference is also made to Case
C-535/12 P Faet Oltra v European Ombudsman, Order of 6 of June 2013, not yet reported.
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15

16

17
18
19

44.

ESA submits that the reasoning behind the case law of the ECJ and the
General Court is fully compatible with the case law of the EFTA Court.15
According to ESA, the Court has noted that the Statute requires that
parties must be represented by someone who is sufficiently detached
and who may be objectively perceived as being a genuine intermediary
between his client and the Court when entrusted with defending his
client’s best interests.16

45.

In ESA’s view, a lawyer cannot be objectively perceived as being a genuine
intermediary between his client and the Court if his independence can be
compromised by the existence of an employment relationship with a body
that is connected to the party he represents. According to ESA, such a
lawyer cannot be granted rights of audience before the European Courts.
ESA argues that this conclusion cannot be negated by the existence of
a second contract of employment with another party, even if the party in
question is a law firm.17

46.

In anticipation of the argument that the lawyers representing Abelia are
employed by NHO rather than by Abelia, ESA refers again to Prezes.18
ESA argues that the ECJ noted the formal separation of the UKE and
its Chairman but stated that their connection was likely to affect the
independence of the lawyers in question, since “the interests of the UKE
are largely the same as those of its Chairman”.19

47.

ESA contends that, due to the connection between Abelia and NHO, the
two lawyers who have signed the present application cannot be considered
sufficiently independent from Abelia to meet the requirements of Article 17
of the Statute.

48.

ESA submits that Abelia is a national sector federation within NHO. According
to ESA, the relationship between Abelia and NHO involves sharing common
goals and intentions. Moreover, the defendant claims, the two organisations
are composed of common members, as stated in the by-laws of NHO.

Reference is made to Case E-7/12 DB Schenker v EFTA Surveillance Authority, Order of the President
of 21 December 2012, not yet reported.
Reference is made to DB Schenker, cited above, paragraph 32, referring to ClientEarth v Council,
cited above.
Reference is made to Prezes, cited above, paragraph 24.
Reference is made to Prezes, cited above.
Reference is made to Prezes, cited above, paragraph 25.
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In ESA’s view, the alignment of interests between NHO and Abelia
establishes a sufficiently close connection between the two as to preclude
lawyers employed by NHO from representing Abelia before the Court.

20
21
22

49.

ESA concludes that the application has not been brought in conformity with the
rules of the Statute and that it should therefore be dismissed as inadmissible.

50.

In its defence, ESA makes the following remarks.

51.

ESA contends that there are a number of public policy reasons for the
Court to dismiss the application as inadmissible rather than proceeding
further with the case. It argues that, as a matter of public policy, the
consequence of a party not being properly represented should be that
their arguments cannot be heard.20 Allowing further submissions to be
made in the case by improperly represented parties would create a lacuna
in the Court’s own rules.

52.

In reply to the submission that NHO comprises members other than Abelia,
ESA argues that this fact has no bearing on the “connection test” set out in
Prezes.21 According to ESA, Abelia has conceded that it is 100% a part of
NHO. In the defendant’s view, this is clearly a sufficiently close connection.

53.

ESA submits that the discussion of the case law in Abelia’s preliminary
objection to ESA demonstrates that Abelia had missed the point ESA
sought to make, i.e. that the ECJ has always held that parties must
be represented by a lawyer who is a third party. According to ESA,
while this principle may manifest itself in a number of different ways,
the approach of the ECJ has been consistent with this principle since
the 1960s. In ESA’s view, the present case does not constitute an
extension of the principle set out in Prezes; rather, it falls within the
general test set out by the ECJ in that case.

54.

ESA contends that the ECJ would not consider Abelia to be properly
represented. In ESA’s view, to the extent that the provisions governing
procedure before the ECJ and the Court are the same, the principle of
procedural homogeneity applies.22

Reference is made to Case T-120/13 Codacons v Commission, Order of 31 May 2013, unpublished.
Reference is made to Prezes, cited above, paragraph 25.
Reference is made to Case E-13/10 Aleris Ungplan AS v EFTA Surveillance Authority [2011] EFTA Ct.
Rep. 3, paragraph 24 and case law cited.
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23
24
25

55.

Responding to the claim that Ms Gjerde is in fact employed by the law firm
Arntzen de Besche, ESA submits that Abelia did not disclose this status
to the Court when making the application. According to ESA, Ms Gjerde
represented herself in the application as part of NHO rather than being
completely independent.

56.

In ESA’s view, under the ‘negative test’ set out in Prezes, it is irrelevant
whether Ms Gjerde is also answerable to her law firm.23 According to
ESA, the General Court has made it clear that, where a lawyer has two
roles, one as an independent legal professional and one as a lawyer not
independent of the party he represents or a body connected to it, he
cannot be deemed to meet the test of independence set out in Article
19 of the Statute of the Court of Justice.24 ESA argues that accepting a
seconded lawyer working within a company as independent would create
an unacceptable and highly exploitable lacuna in the case law and create
a way of circumventing the rule set out in Akzo Nobel25 and subsequent
decisions.

57.

In its rejoinder, the defendant notes the following.

58.

ESA maintains that the lawyers representing the applicant do not meet the
test set out in Prezes. According to ESA, the applicant has not put forward
anything to challenge the fact that Abelia is wholly a member of NHO, that
the interests of Abelia and NHO are aligned and that NHO is not a law firm,
although two of its lawyers are representing the applicant before the Court.
In ESA’s view, the fact that NHO also has other members is irrelevant.

59.

ESA contends that, under the test set out in Prezes, in-house lawyers
working for an organisation that is sufficiently closely connected to a
party to make arguments on its behalf at the complaint stage are not
permitted to represent that party before the Court. In view of the fact that
NHO is not a law firm, ESA submits that the choice of a lawyer employed
by NHO indicates that the two bodies are closely connected and have
corresponding interests.

Reference is made to Prezes, cited above, paragraphs 24 and 25.
Reference is made to Case T-120/13 Codacons v Commission, cited above.
Reference is made to Case C-550/07 P Akzo Nobel Chemicals and Akcros Chemicals v Commission,
cited above.
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60.

ESA claims that Abelia has not addressed the arguments of principle as
illustrated in the defendant’s reference to case law. In ESA’s view, the
attempt to distinguish the case law misses the point ESA was trying to
make, i.e. that the ECJ has established the principle that a party must be
represented by an independent lawyer.

61.

As regards the link between Abelia and NHO, ESA argues that the
important point is that Abelia is wholly a member of NHO. The defendant
claims that this renders irrelevant the fact that NHO also has other
members.

62.

Finally, as regards Ms Gjerde’s contemporaneous employment by a law
firm, ESA submits that this cannot amount to an exception to the rule
established in Prezes. According to ESA, in Prezes, the ECJ tied the test
for determining legal representation under Article 19 of the Statute of
the Court of Justice to the requirement of independence set out in Akzo
Nobel.26
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Arguments of Abelia

26

63.

The applicant claims that the lawyers representing Abelia in the present
case are sufficiently independent from Abelia to meet the requirements
of Article 17 of the Statute. The applicant argues that it is properly
represented before the Court and that the application for annulment is
admissible.

64.

In Abelia’s view, ESA has misunderstood the relationship between Abelia
and NHO.

65.

The applicant emphasises that NHO is a confederation, not a corporation.
According to the applicant, a confederation is generally understood to
be an organisation that consolidates authority from other autonomous
bodies. The applicant contends that from a legal standpoint, Abelia is, a
fully independent organisation with its own statutes, finances, business
registration number, board of directors and employees. In short, the
applicant argues, Abelia is autonomous. While Abelia cooperates with NHO,
it is not obliged to comply with decisions made by the board of NHO.

Reference is made to Akzo Nobel Chemicals and Akcros Chemicals v Commission, cited above.
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27

66.

As regards ESA’s reference to the by-laws of NHO, the applicant argues
that that the provisions cited by ESA must be understood in light of the
history of NHO and its central role in connection with collective wage
negotiations in Norway. According to the applicant, the objective of the
provisions in question is to commit the members of NHO to respect
the outcome of these wage negotiations. The applicant argues that the
provisions in question cannot be cited in support of ESA’s contention that
Abelia and NHO are closely connected.

67.

The applicant rejects the claim that the relationship between Abelia and
NHO involves sharing common goals and intentions. The applicant notes
that Abelia is only one of a total of 21 associations within NHO. The
applicant argues that Abelia is dedicated to improving business conditions
for its member companies in the knowledge and technology-based sector,
whereas NHO’s goals and intentions cover 20 additional sectors as well. In
the event of a conflict of interest between different federations within NHO,
NHO will as rule support the general interests of its members as a whole,
rather than the interests of a specific industry.

68.

The applicant rejects the contention that Abelia and NHO are composed
of common members. The applicant points out that NHO is composed of
more than 22 100 member companies from 21 different sectors, whereas
Abelia only has 1100 member companies, exclusively in the knowledge
and technology sector. It is correct, however, that, pursuant to the by-laws
of NHO, all members of Abelia are required to also be members of NHO,
unless the board of NHO accepts a different connection.

69.

Turning to the lawyers who signed the present application, Abelia observes
that the lawyers who signed the application on Abelia’s behalf were not
employees of Abelia. According to the applicant, Abelia currently employs
seven in-house lawyers. However, instead of being represented by its own
in-house lawyers in the present case, Abelia is being represented by NHO.
The applicant argues that the question of whether there is an employment
relationship between a lawyer and his client is irrelevant to the present
dispute.27

70.

Abelia submits that lawyers employed by NHO are bound by the ethical

Reference is made, by comparison, to DB Schenker v EFTA Surveillance Authority, cited above,
paragraph 33.
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code of conduct of the Norwegian Bar Association. According to the
applicant, the lawyers in question are entitled to make representations
before the courts and are protected by the same legal privilege as lawyers
working in external law firms.

28
29

71.

With respect to the relationship between Abelia and lawyers employed
by NHO, the applicant stresses that lawyers employed by NHO have no
administrative or financial powers over Abelia, and nor does Abelia have
any such power over them. The applicant also claims that the lawyers
employed by NHO cannot be seen as “governing” or “controlling” bodies
within either Abelia or NHO.

72.

According to the applicant, the relationship between Abelia and lawyers
employed by NHO corresponds to the relationship between a lawyer in
a law firm and his or her clients. For that reason, the applicant submits,
lawyers working for NHO should be regarded as sufficiently detached and
should be objectively perceived as being genuine intermediaries between
their client and the Court.28

73.

As regards the case law cited by ESA relating to the interpretation and
application of Article 19 of the Statute of the Court of Justice and Article
17 of the Statute, Abelia argues that ESA’s reliance on this case law is
based on a misunderstanding of the relationship between Abelia and
NHO and the functions of the lawyers employed by NHO. In Abelia’s view,
ESA’s preliminary objections are based on case law that is fundamentally
different from the case at hand.

74.

Abelia identifies five distinct situations in the case law cited by ESA:
(i) a document has in fact been drafted by the applicant himself rather
than a lawyer, (ii) the applicant is a lawyer representing himself, (iii) a
lawyer representing an applicant is a controlling or governing body
of the applicant, (iv) a lawyer representing an applicant has extensive
administrative or financial powers over the applicant, and (v) there
is an employment relationship between the applicant and the lawyer
representing him.29 In Abelia’s view, none of these situations corresponds

Reference is made to DB Schenker v EFTA Surveillance Authority, cited above.
Reference is made to Merlini v High Authority, cited above; Euro-Lex v OHIM, cited above; Lopes v
Court of Justice, cited above; Sulvida v Commission, cited above; ClientEarth v Council, cited above;
and Case T-40/08 EREF v Commission, Order of 19 November 2009, [2009] ECR II-222.
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to the circumstances in the present case. Abelia argues that the case
law cited by the defendant does not support the preliminary objection of
inadmissibility and that it should therefore be rejected.
75.

As regards Prezes,30 Abelia notes that it disagrees strongly with ESA’s
interpretation of that judgment. According to Abelia, paragraph 13 of
the judgment is of vital importance to understanding the ECJ’s line of
reasoning. In those sections, Abelia submits, the General Court found
that the lawyers in question had a lesser degree of independence than
a legal adviser or lawyer practising in a law firm external to their client,
because they were employed by a body whose mission was to serve
the applicant and their sole function was to assist the applicant.

76.

Abelia argues that the situation in the present case differs fundamentally
from the situation in Prezes. Firstly, NHO’s mission is not solely to serve
Abelia. Secondly, assisting Abelia is not the sole function of the lawyers
representing the applicant. Thirdly, Abelia claims that the reasoning in
Prezes means that legal advisers who do not work under the conditions
described in the judgment, i.e. where it is not their employer’s mission
to serve the applicant and where they do not have the sole function of
assisting the applicant, should be regarded as sufficiently independent
pursuant to the Statute of the Court of Justice.

77.

With respect to procedural homogeneity, Abelia submits that, while the
Court may take into account the reasoning of the ECJ when interpreting
the Statute or Rules of Procedure, it is not obliged to do so. Secondly,
Abelia submits that, were the Court to take the reasoning of the ECJ into
account, it does not follow that it must adopt the same interpretation of
the case law as ESA. Thirdly, according to Abelia, the case law of the EFTA
Court does not per se exclude in-house lawyers from representing a party
before the Court.31

78.

According to the applicant, an in-house lawyer is only excluded from
representing a party if he has a lesser degree of independence or

30
31

Reference is made to Prezes v Commission, cited above.
Reference is made to DB Schenker v EFTA Surveillance Authority, Order of the President of 21
December 2012, cited above.
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rights of audience than set out in Schenker II.32 In Abelia’s view, the
decisive factor is not whether or not an employment relationship exists
or whether the lawyer is internal or external, but, rather, whether the
relationship between the lawyer and the party is such as to place in
doubt the independence of the lawyer as required by EEA law.33 Abelia
argues that this interpretation of the case law is consistent with earlier
case law of the EFTA Court.34

32

33
34

79.

Abelia further contends that, in addition to being represented by an
independent lawyer from NHO, it is also represented in the present case by
a lawyer from the law firm Arntzen de Besche.

80.

Abelia claims that one of the lawyers who signed the application, Ms
Gjerde, is not employed by NHO but by the law firm Arntzen de Besche.
The applicant claims that Ms Gjerde is only assisting NHO for a limited
period in accordance with an agreement between Arntzen de Besche and
NHO while one of NHO’s employees is on maternity leave. The applicant
submits that Annex 1 to the application contains confirmation that Ms
Gjerde is registered as a practising advocate at Arntzen de Besche.

81.

Abelia claims that Arntzen de Besche often enters into this type of
agreement and that such contracts have no effect on the terms of
employment between Arntzen de Besche and the lawyer. The lawyers
remain employed by Arntzen de Besche.

82.

Turning to the provisions of the agreement between NHO and Arntzen
de Besche, Abelia claims that Ms Gjerde does not gain any financial
advantage from the contract and that she receives her normal salary from
Arntzen de Besche. The applicant notes that the contract stipulates that
Ms Gjerde should invoice eight hours per day for her services to NHO and
shall receive no overtime from either NHO or Arntzen de Besche.

83.

Abelia claims that Ms Gjerde discussed the present dispute with her
superiors at Arntzen de Besche and received input from them on drafts.
According to the applicant, Ms Gjerde also contacted a managing partner

Reference is made to DB Schenker v EFTA Surveillance Authority, Order of the President of 21
December 2012, cited above, paragraph 34.
Reference is made to DB Schenker v EFTA Surveillance Authority, paragraphs 33 to 36.
Reference is made to Case E-8/00 Norwegian Federation of Trade Unions and Others v Norwegian
Association of Local and Regional Authorities and Others, [2002] EFTA Ct. Rep. 114.
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at Arntzen de Besche, Mr Nordby, in order to obtain his approval before
signing the present application.
84.

As regards the contact details provided for Ms Gjerde in the application
and her being listed in NHO’s organisational chart, Abelia points out that
the phone number provided for Ms Gjerde in the application is owned and
paid for by Arntzen de Besche. Abelia submits that the listing in NHO’s
organisational chart is a natural consequence of the underlying purpose
of the contract. With respect to the e-mail address listed for Ms Gjerde in
the application, the applicant notes that, while Ms Gjerde still checks her
regular Arntzen de Besche e-mail address daily, it was considered most
appropriate to provide an e-mail address at NHO in the application.

85.

In its reply to ESA’s defence, Abelia maintains its position that the lawyers
representing it are sufficiently independent.

86.

Abelia rejects the contention that it is irrelevant to the test set out in
Prezes whether NHO is composed of other members in addition to Abelia.
In Abelia’s view, this fact constitutes a highly relevant difference between
the situation in Prezes and the situation in the present case. In Abelia’s
view, ESA’s line of argument constitutes an extension of the principle set
out in that judgment.

87.

As regards the observation that correspondence and meetings with ESA
were conducted by employees of NHO on behalf of Abelia, the applicant
argues that it would be challenging for a lawyer to assist his client if such
representation would render the lawyer in question unable to represent
his client before the Court. Abelia also rejects the assertion that the fact
that NHO is not a law firm constitutes evidence of a close connection
between Abelia and NHO. Responding to the contention that the Court was
not informed that one of the lawyers who signed the application on behalf
of Abelia was employed by the law firm Arntzen de Besche, Abelia refers
again to Annex 1 to the application, which contains confirmation from
the Norwegian Supervisory Council for Legal Practice that Ms Gjerde is
registered as a practising advocate in the law firm Arntzen de Besche.

88.

Lastly, Abelia submits that ESA’s reasoning concerning the circumvention
of rules regarding legal privilege is hypothetical and unnecessary.
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Written observations of the European Commission

35
36

89.

The Commission submits that the judgment of the ECJ in Prezes is
unequivocal as to the conception of a lawyer’s role in the legal order of
the European Union, on which Article 19 of the Statute of the European
Court of Justice is based. A lawyer’s role is that of collaborating on the
administration of justice, being required to provide, in full independence
and in the overriding interest of that cause, such legal assistance as the
client needs.35

90.

The Commission submits that the requirement of independence of a lawyer
implies that there must be no employment relationship between the lawyer
and his client, including a situation in which the lawyers are employed by
an entity connected to the party they represent.36 This rule is based on the
premise that the independent lawyer is not influenced in his conduct of the
proceedings by considerations such as the level of remuneration, bonus,
perception of the hierarchy, career progress etc. It is also fundamentally
linked to the idea that the lawyer is not dependent on that client, but free
to seek work elsewhere.

91.

In the Commission’s view, the issue is not how many sectors of industry
are members of NHO or the extent of the applicant’s influence in the
broader management of NHO, but rather that the lawyers in NHO only
serve the interests of NHO. The Commission notes that there is no
suggestion that they may be able to seek work beyond that circle of
membership. According to the Commission, this is the essence of the
factors identified in Prezes as compromising the independence, for the
purposes of the rules of procedure of the Union Courts, of the lawyers in
question.

92.

The Commission submits that the situation of a lawyer seconded to
the association must, for the period of secondment, be deemed to be
equivalent to that of an in-house lawyer.

93.

The Commission argues that Prezes cannot be read as testing the
actual level of independence of the lawyers in that case in relation to the
Chairman of the UKE. In the Commission’s view, the rule is absolute: it

Reference is made to Prezes, cited above.
Reference is made to Prezes, paragraphs 23 to 25.
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is not a question of whether any particular individual would actually be
influenced by a link to the litigant but is based on the legal fiction that
lawyers who are third parties with respect to the litigant simply do not
need to ask themselves difficult questions and are free to walk away from
any particular client without their livelihood being called into question.37
94.

According to the Commission, the case law of the Union Courts provides
for an absolute rule whereby the party representing a litigant must be
independent of the litigant. An application that has not been signed by
such a person has not been properly submitted and must be dismissed
as inadmissible. The Commission submits that, in the absence of any
argument to the contrary, the principle of procedural homogeneity appears
to call for the application of this case law to the present case.

Admissibility: whether the applicant has legal standing
Arguments of Abelia
95.

The applicant recalls that the present case concerns an action for
annulment challenging a decision in which the defendant declined to open
the formal investigation procedure regarding alleged State aid to lessors of
premises to public schools. The applicant claims to represent undertakings
that are active in the same markets as public schools and whose
competitive position in those markets is being affected by the Norwegian
VAT rules. Abelia further notes that it lodged the complaint that led to the
contested decision.

96.

The applicant observes that, pursuant to Article 36(2) SCA, any natural
or legal person may institute proceedings against a decision addressed
to another person if the decision in question is of direct and individual
concern to the former.

97.

Abelia submits that it has legal standing to institute the present
proceedings, as the contested decision, including the refusal to initiate
the formal investigation procedure, is of direct and individual concern to

37

Reference is made to Prezes, cited above, paragraph 22.
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many of the undertakings that Abelia represents.38 According to Abelia, it
is necessary to bring the present proceedings in order to safeguard the
procedural rights of Abelia and the undertakings it represents.
98.

Abelia observes that, pursuant to Article 1(h) of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA,
an “interested party” for the purpose of Article 1(2) of Part I of Protocol
3 SCA means, inter alia, any person, undertaking or association of
undertakings whose interests might be affected by the granting of aid, that
is to say, in particular, competing undertakings of the beneficiary of that
aid. In other words, it means an indeterminate group of addressees.39

99.

Abelia argues that the lawfulness of a decision adopted under Article 4(2)
of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA depends upon whether there are doubts as
to the compatibility of the measure in question with the functioning of the
EEA Agreement. Since such doubts must trigger the initiation of a formal
investigation procedure in which the interested parties referred to in Article
1(h) of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA can participate, it must be held that such
a decision is of direct and individual concern to any interested party within
the meaning of Article 1(h) of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA.

100. Abelia claims to be an interested party within the meaning of Article 1(h)
of Part II of Protocol 3 SCA with respect to the contested decision, since
the competitive position in the market of several of the undertakings that
Abelia represents is affected by the alleged State aid.40
101. Abelia contends that lessors of premises to municipalities and counties are
granted more favourable treatment under the Norwegian VAT rules than
lessors of premises to private entities.
102. In Abelia’s view, this favourable treatment of lessors of premises to public
schools also affects competition between public and private schools in the
38

39

40

Reference is made to Case E-1/12 Den norske Forleggerforening v EFTA Surveillance Authority
[2012] EFTA Ct. Rep. 1040, paragraphs 61 to 66; reference is also made to Case T-304/08 Smurfit
Kappa Group v Commission, judgment of the General Court of 10 July 2012, not yet reported,
paragraph 46; and Case T-188/95 Waterleiding Maatschappij “Noord-West Brabant” v Commission
[1998] ECR II-3713, paragraphs 56 to 58.
Reference is made to Case C-83/09 P Commission v Kronoply and Kronotex [2011] ECR I-4441,
paragraph 63; and Case C-323/82 Intermills v Commission [1984] ECR 3809, paragraph 16.
Reference is made to Commission v Kronoply and Kronotex, cited above, paragraph 63, to Intermills
v Commission, cited above, paragraphs 63 to 71; and Waterleiding Maatschappij “Noord-West
Brabant” v Commission, cited above, paragraphs 71 to 81.
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market in which students sign up for exams in an attempt to improve their
grades and meet the requirements for studying at certain colleges and
universities. Abelia claims that the VAT rules directly affect the structure of
the market for the provision of educational services, such as arrangements
for private candidates, and thus affect the competitive position of the
applicant’s member companies operating in that market.41
103. Abelia concludes that it must be regarded as an interested party, since
the competitive position of its members is affected by the measure in
question, and since the complaint that led to the contested decision was
lodged by Abelia.42
104. In its reply to ESA’s defence, the applicant makes the following remarks.
105. Abelia submits that, pursuant to consistent case law, a distinction is drawn
between, on the one hand, a situation where an applicant claims that ESA
should have opened the formal investigation procedure and, on the other, a
situation where an applicant seeks to challenge the merits of a decision.43
Abelia maintains that it meets the criteria for locus standi established by
case law with respect to the defendant’s decision to close the case without
opening the formal investigation procedure.
106. In reply to the assertion that Abelia has not suggested that it represents
lessors of real estate who might be affected by the alleged unlawful
State aid to lessors of premises to public schools, Abelia argues that
this is not a necessary condition for the applicant to be regarded as an
interested party in the present dispute.44
41

42

43

44

Reference is made to Waterleiding Maatschappij “Noord-West Brabant” v Commission, cited above,
paragraph 80.
Reference is made to Waterleiding Maatschappij “Noord-West Brabant” v Commission , cited above
paragraphs 79 to 91; reference is also made to Commission v Kronoply and Kronotex, cited above,
paragraphs 64 to 70.
Reference is made to Report for the Hearing in Case E-1/13 Míla v EFTA Surveillance Authority,
paragraph 39; reference is also made to Waterleiding Maatschappij “Noord-West Brabant” v
Commission, cited above, paragraphs 53 and 54; Joined Cases C-75/05 P and C-80/05 P
Germany and Others v Kronofrance [2008] ECR I-6619, paragraphs 38 to 40; Smurfit Kappa Group
v Commission, cited above, paragraphs 45 to 48; and Case T-123/09 Ryanair v Commission,
judgment of the General Court of 28 March 2012, not yet reported, paragraphs 66 to 68.
Reference is made to Commission v Kronoply and Kronotex, cited above; and to Waterleiding
Maatschappij “Noord-West Brabant” v Commission, cited above.
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107. According to Abelia, the ECJ made it clear in Kronoply that an
undertaking that is not a direct competitor of a beneficiary of State aid
can be considered an “interested party” if the undertaking in question
substantiates that its interests could be adversely affected by the aid
in question.45 In Abelia’s view, it follows from Kronoply that significant
effects on competition can occur in other markets located upstream
or downstream, and, consequently, that the position of undertakings
operating in these markets may be affected.46
108. Abelia argues that the competitive position of private schools that offer
training for public exams at upper secondary level and that operate on
a purely commercial basis is also affected by the Norwegian VAT rules.
According to Abelia, ESA acknowledges a distortion of competition
at the level of schools, although ESA does not comment on Abelia’s
argument that certain services offered by private schools constitute
economic activity.
109. Abelia submits that the situation regarding VAT compensation is complex
and covers more than just schools. According to the applicant, if ESA had
opened the formal investigation procedure, it would have provided Abelia
with a better basis for submitting information and comments, as well as
giving other interested parties, such as private healthcare institutions, a
better basis for submitting information and comments.47
110. Responding to the argument that it has not provided evidence of further
information or comments that it has been precluded from submitting,
Abelia claims that several components of the original complaint were not
properly assessed by ESA. The applicant refers to the claim in the original
complaint that a private school that builds its own premises will be able
to deduct all VAT relating to the building and operating of the premises
in question. According to Abelia, this claim, which was elaborated on in a
supportive statement by PK Eiendom, was only briefly commented on in
the contested decision. Abelia argues that, if ESA had taken the statement
45
46

47

Reference is made to Commission v Kronoply and Kronotex, cited above, paragraph 16.
Reference is made to Commission v Kronoply and Kronotex, cited above, paragraph 24; reference
is also made to Waterleiding Maatschappij “Noord-West Brabant” v Commission, cited above,
paragraphs 79 to 81.
Reference is made to Case E-9/04 The Bankers’ and Securities Dealers’ Association of Iceland v
EFTA Surveillance Authority [2006] EFTA Ct. Rep. 42, paragraph 63.
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by PK Eiendom into account, it would have been in doubt as to whether or
not the differential treatment under the VAT Compensation Act constituted
State aid.
111. In conclusion, the applicant states that it seeks to challenge ESA’s decision
not to initiate the formal investigation procedure, thereby infringing Abelia’s
procedural rights. According to the applicant, the rationale behind the
action is to safeguard the applicant’s procedural rights.
Arguments of ESA
112. ESA contends that the applicant has not demonstrated that it passes the test
for standing in connection with decisions of this type.
113. According to ESA, since the judgment of the ECJ in Kronoply,48 the test
for locus standi for actions against a Commission decision not to initiate
a formal investigation has been that the applicant must establish that it is
an interested party within the meaning of Regulation 659/1999, and, in
particular, that its economic interests might be affected. The defendant
argues that the EFTA Court has adopted this test.49
114. ESA submits that the procedure set out in Protocol 3 SCA is parallel to
that set out in Regulation 659/1999. In ESA’s view, the same test should
be applied with respect to standing before the EFTA Court in cases
concerning decisions by ESA.
115. The defendant argues that, pursuant to the rules on standing for
organisations representing member groups, an organisation such as
the applicant is required to show that at least one of its members is an
interested party.50 However, ESA contends, the applicant has provided no
evidence that any of its members would constitute an interested party in
the sense that their interests might be affected by the contested decision.
116. According to ESA, the ECJ held in Kronoply that, if the applicant is not
active in the same market as the beneficiaries, it has to show that a
“relationship of rivalry” exists between them.51 In ESA’s view, Abelia has
48
49
50

51

Reference is made to Commission v Kronoply and Kronotex, cited above.
Reference is made to Den norske Forleggerforening v EFTA Surveillance Authority, cited above.
Reference is made to Case T-236/10 Asociación Española de Banca v Commission, Order of the
General Court of 29 March 2012, not yet reported, paragraph 23.
Reference is made to Commission v Kronoply and Kronotex, cited above, paragraph 69.
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not provided any evidence to demonstrate that its members have a
relationship of rivalry with lessors of real estate to public schools.
117. As regards the interests of the schools themselves, the defendant claims
that Abelia has criticised ESA for looking into that aspect of the case. At
any rate, ESA observes, it found in the contested decision that there was
no State aid in the market downstream of the public schools.
118. The defendant concludes that, given the lack of evidence, the applicant
has not passed the test for standing in cases of the present type.
Accordingly, the defendant submits that the application should be
dismissed as inadmissible on the basis of lack of locus standi.
119. In addition, ESA contends that Abelia’s procedural rights could not
have been infringed by a decision not to open the formal investigation
procedure.
120. According to ESA, Abelia’s plea depends on the notion that, if ESA were
to open the formal investigation procedure Abelia would participate in the
procedure by submitting comments and evidence that would lead ESA to
conclude that there had been State aid.
121. ESA submits that, with respect to the formal investigation procedure,
the role of interested parties is to provide bodies in ESA’s position with
information.52 The defendant argues that interested parties cannot lay
claim to an exchange of arguments with ESA.53
122. The defendant argues that it has spent a considerable amount of time
listening to the applicant and to its members. The defendant also claims
to have given detailed consideration to the arguments and evidence
put forward by Abelia and its members. According to the defendant,
the applicant has not provided evidence of a single further comment or
piece of information that it considers itself to have been precluded from
submitting during the course of the preliminary examination procedure, and
that it hopes to put forward in the formal investigation procedure.
123. The defendant concludes that the right that the applicant claims has been
52
53

Reference is made to Case 70/72 Commission v Germany [1973] ECR 813, paragraph 19.
Reference is made to Case C-367/95 P Commission v Sytraval and Brink‘s France [1998] ECR
I-1719, paragraph 59.
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infringed has in fact been eviscerated. According to ESA, the exercise of
this right would only have the effect of prolonging the investigation and
lead to a formal procedure based on no more evidence than that given to
ESA during the course of the preliminary examination.
124. In its rejoinder, ESA maintains that the applicant has not submitted any
elements that show that it should be accorded locus standi in the present case.
125. According to ESA, where a party that is not a direct competitor of an alleged
beneficiary challenges a preliminary decision on the grounds of infringement
of its procedural rights, that party will have standing if its interests could be
adversely affected by the aid.
126. ESA submits that the complaint concerns a State aid situation in a
market in which Abelia does not compete. According to ESA, Abelia has
acknowledged that there is no State aid in its own market.
127. ESA contends that Abelia has misread the Kronoply judgment. ESA claims
that Kronoply did not turn on significant effects occurring in upstream or
downstream markets; rather, it concerned non-competing companies on
the same level, where one company was affected via an upstream market
by a price rise caused by State aid provided to another company on the
same level. In ESA’s view, the present case can be distinguished from the
situation in Kronoply.
128. ESA observes that it has found that there is no State aid at the level of the
schools. In ESA’s view, the applicant is trying to circumvent this finding
by alleging that there is instead State aid at the level of those who lease
premises to schools, a market in which Abelia is not active. ESA argues
that, in making this claim, the applicant loses locus standi.
129. As regards the applicant’s procedural rights, the defendant makes the
following observations.
130. In reply to the contention that, if ESA had opened the formal
investigation procedure, the applicant would have been in a better
position to submit information and comments, ESA claims that Abelia
was repeatedly invited to do just that. According to the defendant, the
applicant made a number of submissions to ESA during the course of
the preliminary investigation procedure.
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131. ESA argues that the applicant has not made a single submission on the
substance of the case during the proceedings before the Court that could
not have been made to ESA during the preliminary examination procedure.
132. ESA accepts that, had it opened the formal investigation procedure,
other parties might have participated. In ESA’s view, however, it is not for
the applicant to take the part of other parties. ESA submits that, where
an original complainant has had ample opportunity to make a case for
opening the formal investigation procedure, ESA should not be required
to open such a procedure on the grounds of mere speculation that there
might be other parties who might wish to participate.
Written observations of the European Commission
133. The Commission observes that, to the extent that the applicant may
be considered to have challenged the conclusion concerning both the
direct and indirect beneficiaries, while the pleas and arguments invoked
by the applicant might be heard in relation to aid to public schools, the
Commission queries whether the applicant’s pleas and arguments should
not be found inadmissible as regards the part of the contested decision
that concerns aid to the lessors of real estate, on the grounds that the
applicant is not an interested party in relation to those beneficiaries.
First substantive plea: obligation to initiate the formal investigation
procedure
Arguments of Abelia
134. The applicant contends that, by adopting the contested decision without
initiating the formal investigation procedure provided for in Article 1(2) of
Part I of Protocol 3 SCA, ESA infringed Abelia’s procedural rights.
135. Abelia submits that the length and circumstances of the proceedings in
the preliminary examination and the content of the contested decision both
constitute evidence of the existence of doubt as to the compatibility of the
measure in question with the functioning of the EEA Agreement, thereby
requiring the initiation of the formal investigation procedure.
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A – The length and circumstances of the preliminary examination procedure
136. The applicant notes that ESA reached the contested decision 32 months
after the complaint had been lodged. In the applicant’s view, the duration
of the preliminary examination in the present case should be regarded as
exceeding the time normally required for such examinations.54
137. Abelia argues that there does not seem to have been extensive
correspondence in the case between ESA and the interested parties that
could explain the length of the preliminary examination. The applicant
further notes that ESA’s preliminary view in the case was communicated
almost a year after the last correspondence took place between ESA and
the applicant. According to Abelia, this duration cannot be justified by the
circumstances and context of the procedure.
138. Based on the foregoing, Abelia concludes that the length of the preliminary
proceedings constitutes an indication of the existence of doubt, thereby
requiring the initiation of the formal investigation procedure.
139. In reply to ESA’s defence, Abelia makes the following submissions.
140. Abelia argues that, if ESA had not been in doubt as to the compatibility of
the measure, it would have been natural to adopt the decision at a much
earlier stage.
141. In reply to the claim that the length of the procedure cannot in itself
lead to the conclusion that the formal investigation procedure should
have been initiated, Abelia submits that, while it does not consider the
length of the proceedings in itself to be sufficient to conclude that the
formal investigation procedure should have been initiated, it considers
that the duration constitutes cogent evidence of the existence of serious
difficulties.
142. Abelia claims to have assessed not only the length but also the
circumstances of the preliminary examination procedure, such
as factual errors in the contested decision and the rather limited
correspondence during the preliminary phase. According to Abelia,
54

Reference is made to paragraph 48(b) of ESA’s Guidelines on Best Practice for the conduct of state
aid control procedures, according to which the authority should endeavour to reach a preliminary
view within 12 months of the date of the complaint.
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these factors are not in conformity with the time that elapsed between
the complaint and the adoption of the contested decision.
143. As regards ESA’s claim that it has no serious doubts about the subject
matter of the contested decision, Abelia claims that the criterion for the
lawfulness of a decision not to open a formal investigation is whether there
are “doubts” as to the compatibility of the aid with the common market,
not “serious doubts”.
144. Responding to the assertions that ESA conducted a diligent and
impartial examination and spent a significant amount of time listening
to Abelia’s complaint, Abelia maintains that not all elements of the
complaint were properly assessed by ESA before it adopted the
contested decision.
145. In conclusion, the applicant reaffirms its view that the length and
circumstances of the preliminary examination procedure constitute
evidence that ESA was in doubt and should therefore have opened the
formal investigation procedure.
B – The content of the contested decision
146. Abelia observes that six conditions must be satisfied in order for a
measure to constitute State aid within the meaning of Article 61(1)
EEA: (i) it must constitute an economic advantage for the recipient,
(ii) it must be granted by the state or through state resources, (iii) the
beneficiary must be an undertaking carrying out economic activity, (iv)
it must favour certain undertakings or the production of certain goods,
(v) it must distort or threaten to distort competition, and (vi) it must
affect or be capable of affecting trade between the contracting parties
to the EEA Agreement.
147. While the plaintiff is of the opinion that all the six conditions are met, the
contested decision holds that the second and fifth conditions are met in
the present case. As regards the remaining four conditions, Abelia claims
that the contested decision is rather vague.
148. As regards the finding in the contested decision that Norwegian public
schools are not undertakings, Abelia submits that ESA interpreted the
scope of the complaint too narrowly and that it erred in assessing the
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schools as the main beneficiary of the aid. According to Abelia, the
main recipients of aid are commercial undertakings that invest in real
estate and are eligible for registration in the VAT register. Abelia claims
that the case of Norwegian schools was merely used in the complaint
in order to illustrate the general question of illegal State aid in this
particular field.
149. With respect to the finding in the contested decision that the provision
of schooling in Norway does not constitute economic activity, Abelia
makes two submissions. Firstly, Abelia reiterates the claim that the
recipients of the alleged aid are lessors of premises to, inter alia,
public schools, and that they should be regarded as undertakings
engaged in economic activity. Secondly, Abelia argues that this finding
appears to conflict with ESA’s findings in Decision No 155/07/COL,
where ESA stated that “[a]lthough some of the entities which receive
input tax refunds do not fulfil the condition of being an undertaking,
the fact that some beneficiaries of the VAT Compensation Act are
undertakings, constitutes sufficient grounds to assess the scheme as
such for State aid purposes”.
150. Abelia claims that, as stated by ESA in Decision No 155/07/COL,
the fact that some beneficiaries of the VAT Compensation Act are
undertakings constitutes sufficient grounds for assessing the scheme
for State aid purposes. Abelia argues that, if this factor had been taken
into account, ESA would have been in doubt as to whether the measure
in question was compatible with the functioning of the EEA Agreement
and would thus have been under an obligation to open the formal
investigation procedure.
151. With respect to the assessment carried out in the contested decision
under the heading “no advantage to lessors of real estate to public
schools”, the applicant contends that this part of the decision is rather
vague.
152. Abelia argues that ESA appears to have disregarded the supporting
statements submitted by ROM Eiendom, Amfi Eiendom and PK Eiendom.
In particular, Abelia claims that ESA disregarded the statement by PK
Eiendom. In Abelia’s view, had ESA taken this statement into account, it
would have been in doubt as to whether the different treatment of lessors
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under the VAT Compensation Act constituted State aid and it would thus
have been under an obligation to open the formal investigation procedure.
153. The applicant claims that the line of argument put forward by ESA in
Decision No 155/07/COL was disregarded in the contested decision. In
particular, the applicant refers to ESA’s finding in the former decision that,
“[t]o the extent that the Norwegian authorities compensate input tax on
purchase of goods and services to undertakings falling within the scope
of Section 2 of the VAT Compensation Act, they grant those undertakings
an economic advantage” and the conclusion that “the VAT compensation
cannot be justified by the nature and logic of the VAT system” and that it
therefore constitutes a selective measure.
154. Turning to ESA’s assessment of a possible advantage to lessors of real
estate to public schools, Abelia submits that this is the crux of the matter.
Abelia interprets ESA as arguing in the contested decision that lessors of
premises to private schools are not disadvantaged, since they can cover
their loss by increasing the rent. In Abelia’s view, this argument is incorrect
and inconsistent with the line of reasoning set out by the General Court in
Mediaset v Commission.55 Abelia contends that the reasoning set out by
the General Court in that case is equally applicable to the circumstances of
the present case. This also applies to the argument that lessors are free to
compete for business with private and public schools alike.56
155. Abelia claims that the subject matter of the complaint has not been
properly assessed in the contested decision. In Abelia’s view, the
conditions of State aid have not been properly examined by ESA in light of
the relevant case law.
156. In conclusion, Abelia submits that the content of the contested decision
constitutes an indication of the existence of doubt. In the applicant’s view,
the contested decision rests on an inadequate assessment of the facts
and a misapplication of the relevant case law, particularly Mediaset. Abelia
submits that ESA should have been in doubt as to whether favourable
treatment of lessors to, inter alia, public schools constitutes State aid.
55
56

Reference is made to Case T-177/07 Mediaset v Commission [2010] ECR II-2341.
Reference is made to Mediaset v Commission, cited above; reference is also made to Joined Cases
C-399/10 P and C-401/10 P Bouygues and Bouygues Télécom v Commission and Others, judgment
of 19 March 2013, not yet reported, paragraphs 108 and 109.
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157. In its reply to ESA’s defence, the applicant makes the following remarks.
158. Abelia maintains that important information provided by the applicant was
not taken into account before ESA adopted the contested decision. In
particular, Abelia claims that ESA did not take into account the statement by
PK Eiendom concerning distortion of the real estate market. Abelia contends
that ESA also neglected to take into account incentives for institutions such
as private schools to build and/or own and operate their own premises,
which, in Abelia’s view, lead to distortion in the real estate market.
159. Abelia argues that, when private schools, kindergartens, and healthcare
institutions choose to build and/or own and operate their premises, the
rental market is reduced, putting pressure on the market rent. Moreover,
lessees who are not able to build and/or own and operate their premises will
seek compensation for the extra VAT costs. These extra costs will, as the
applicant contends, normally be divided between the lessor and the lessee.
160. Furthermore, the applicant argues that the fact that lessors of premises
to, inter alia, private schools are not able to register for VAT leads to a
distortion of competition between lessors. According to Abelia, premises
for schools and kindergartens are very different from premises used for
offices. The applicant claims that lessors of such premises are more
exposed to pressure as regards the level of rent – because they are not
eligible for voluntary registration for VAT – than lessors of premises that
are suitable for office use.
161. The applicant also claims that it is difficult for lessors of premises to
private kindergartens to obtain a market rent from a private kindergarten,
leading to less competition for projects that include the building of
kindergartens, since 50% of Norwegian kindergartens are private.
162. Turning to ESA’s arguments relating to the concept of choice, Abelia
contends that it follows from the reasoning set out in the contested
decision that aid provided to company A should not be considered State
aid, as company B, which does not receive aid, could choose to focus on
other products than those it offers in competition with company A.
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163. Concerning the claim that public schools are not to be considered
as undertakings, Abelia emphasises that it considers the provision of
arrangements for external candidates to be an economic activity. In
Abelia’s view, the competitive position of private schools operating on a
purely commercial basis, and thereby carrying out economic activity, is
affected by the VAT rules in question.
164. Abelia maintains that the findings in Decision No 155/07/COL are relevant
to the case at hand. Abelia also rejects the argument that the Mediaset
case can be distinguished from the present case and maintains that
the reasoning set out in that case is relevant to the present dispute. In
particular, the applicant highlights the reasoning for the General Court’s
findings concerning the passing on of costs and the concept of choice.
165. Finally, in response to the argument that ESA could have based
its conclusion merely on the finding that there was no favouring of
undertakings, Abelia submits that it appears to be common ground
that lessors of premises to public institutions are to be regarded as
undertakings. In the applicant’s view, private schools providing services for
external candidates are also undertakings. Abelia argues that it would not
have been correct for ESA to base its conclusion merely on the finding that
there was no favouring of undertakings.
166. In conclusion, Abelia submits that the Norwegian VAT compensation regime
is complex and that its effects on the market are multifaceted. Abelia
claims that ESA only examined part of the problem to be addressed. In
Abelia’s view, if all the relevant factors had been taken into account, ESA
would have been in doubt as to whether the measure was compatible with
the functioning of the EEA Agreement, and would thus have been under an
obligation to open the formal investigation procedure.
Arguments of Akademiet
167. Akademiet claims that the legality of the contested decision depends upon
whether the assessment of the information and evidence that ESA had at
its disposal during the preliminary examination should, objectively, have
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led to doubts as to whether the Norwegian provisions on VAT and VAT
compensation conferred an economic advantage.57
168. In Akademiet’s view, ESA should have had doubts about the Norwegian
provisions on VAT and VAT compensation. Akademiet submits that the
contested decision rests upon an inadequate assessment of the facts
and a misapplication of the relevant case law.
A – The length and circumstances of the preliminary examination procedure
169. Akademiet claims that the duration of the preliminary examination
exceeded the time usually required for such examinations58 and that the
correspondence in the case should be regarded as rather limited.59 In
Akademiet’s view, the duration of the preliminary examination procedure
constitutes a clear indication of the existence of doubt. Akademiet
considers that the complexity of the case, together with the time taken to
reach a decision, indicates that ESA should have been in doubt and should
thus opened the formal investigation procedure.
B – The content of the contested decision
170. Akademiet claims that ESA should have been in doubt as to the application
of Article 61(1) EEA.
171. The arguments set out in Akademiet’s intervention focus on these two findings
in the contested decision, i.e. the notion of undertaking and the issue of
whether any advantage is provided to lessors of premises to public schools.
172. Akademiet argues that secondary schools should be regarded as
undertakings to the extent that they provide services in a market.60
57

58

59

60

Reference is made to Case E-1/13 Míla ehf. v EFTA Surveillance Authority, judgment of 27 January
2014, not yet reported, paragraphs 50 to 51 and 89 to 90.
Reference is made to paragraph 48(b) of ESA’s Guidelines on Best Practice for the conduct of state
aid control procedures.
Reference is made to Case T-30/03 RENV 3F v Commission, cited above, paragraphs 58 to 67; and
Case C-646/11 P 3F v Commission, judgment of 24 January 2013, not yet reported.
Reference is made to Joined Cases C-180/98 and C-184/98 Pavlov and Others [2000] ECR
I-6451, paragraphs 74 and 75; Joined Cases C-209/78 to 215/78 and 218/78 Van Landewyck v
Commission [1980] ECR 3125, paragraph 88; Case C-244/94 FFSA and Others [1995] ECR I-4013;
Case C-49/07 MOTOE [2008] ECR I-4863, paragraphs 27 and 28; reference is also made to Case
118/85 Commission v Italy [1987] ECR 2599, paragraph 7; and Case C-35/96 Commission v Italy
[1998] ECR I-3851, paragraph 36; reference is further made to ESA Decision 267/13/COL of 26
June 2013, paragraph 28.
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According to Akademiet, ESA has previously found that education can be
regarded as an economic activity when the service is provided for a fee.61
173. In Akademiet’s view, the provisions on VAT and VAT compensation affect
educational services provided by private schools that constitute economic
activity. These provisions also affect competition between private and public
schools in the market in which students sign up for new exams in order to
improve their grades.
174. Akademiet claims that Norwegian public schools offer services in a
market. In Akademiet’s view, the fact that some beneficiaries of the
VAT Compensation Act are to be regarded as undertakings constitutes
sufficient grounds for assessing the compensation scheme for State aid
purposes.62 Akademiet submits that this aspect was not taken into account
in the contested decision.
175. Turning to the question of whether any advantage is provided to lessors
of premises to public schools, Akademiet submits that the concept
of aid covers any economic advantage that an undertaking would not
have obtained under normal market conditions in the absence of State
intervention, including an indirect advantage.63
176. Akademiet argues that lessors of premises to public schools receive an
indirect advantage because they are able to charge VAT, which, in turn, leads
to VAT compensation for the public school in question.
177. As Akademiet sees it, ESA argues that lessors of premises to private
schools are not disadvantaged because they can cover their losses
by increasing the rent. However, ESA does not explain why the line
of argumentation set out by the General Court in Mediaset should
not apply in the present case. Akademiet maintains that this line of
argument is indeed applicable to the case at hand. In Akademiet’s
view, the contested decision rests on an inadequate assessment of
61
62
63

Reference is made to ESA Decision 267/13/COL, cited above, paragraphs 30 to 34.
Reference is made to ESA Decision 155/07/COL of 3 May 2007, page 9.
Reference is made to Case C-200/97 Ecotrade [1998] ECR I-7907, paragraph 34; reference is also
made to Case C-156/98 Germany v Commission [2000] ECR I-6857, paragraphs 26 and 27; Case
C-403/10 P Mediaset v Commission, cited above, paragraphs 73 to 77; Case C-382/99 Netherlands
v Commission [2002] ECR I-5163, paragraphs 60 to 66; Case T-424/05 Italy v Commission [2009]
ECR II-23, paragraphs 136 to 147.
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the facts and a misapplication of the relevant case law, particularly the
Mediaset case.
Arguments of the EFTA Surveillance Authority
178. According to ESA, Abelia’s core submission is that the Norwegian
provisions on VAT and VAT compensation have the effect of relieving
lessors of premises to public schools and other public bodies of input VAT
on their purchase of goods and services and that this constitutes State
aid. In ESA’s view, this submission rests on a misunderstanding of the
Norwegian law at issue.
179. ESA argues that the misunderstanding is illustrated by an analysis in three
steps.
180. Firstly, ESA notes that, pursuant to the Norwegian VAT Act, the provision of
educational services and the letting of real estate are exempt from VAT. Under
the provisions of the VAT Compensation Act, public schools are compensated
in arrears for the VAT they pay. Private schools may also be compensated for
VAT under Sections 2(c) and 3 of the VAT Compensation Act.
181. Secondly, ESA observes that lessors of premises to public entities can
voluntarily register for VAT, allowing them to charge output VAT on the rent
paid by the schools and to deduct any input VAT they have incurred. ESA
notes that lessors of premises to private entities cannot register in this way.
Since they cannot charge VAT on rent and then deduct input VAT, the input
VAT becomes an expense that must be covered through the rent. According
to ESA, it is important to note that both types of lessors pay input VAT and
pass the costs incurred through input VAT on to their lessees, either as
output VAT or as part of the costs covered by the rent itself.
182. Thirdly, ESA notes that, although both public and private schools are able
to claim compensation for any VAT they are charged, only public schools
are compensated for VAT charged on rent, since only lessors to public
entities can register for, and thus charge, VAT.
183. The defendant accepts that there is a difference between the situations in
which different schools find themselves. Simply put, ESA argues, public
schools receive more money than private ones, since public schools
have their VAT costs reimbursed. This, in turn, leads to a difference in the
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situation in which lessors of premises to different schools find themselves.
It is also correct, according to ESA, that the rental price will be determined
in different ways for leases to public and to private schools. In the case of
private schools, rent will include input VAT incurred, while, in the case of
public schools, VAT will be charged on top of rent.
184. However, ESA argues, it is essential to understand that persons wishing
to let their premises are entirely free to choose their lessees and set their
own prices. Both public and private schools will require suitable premises.
In both cases, the defendant maintains, lessors will be able to freely
negotiate the rent with the school in question and try to achieve a sufficient
margin.
185. ESA concludes that the difference in treatment under the VAT rules does not
result in a sufficient advantage for one group of lessors over another to lead
to a situation of State aid. On this ground, ESA invites the Court to dismiss
the application as unfounded.
186. In the alternative, ESA raises the substantive pleas, that neither the length
and circumstances of the preliminary examination procedure nor the
content of the contested decision constitute evidence of the existence of
serious doubts.
A – The length and circumstances of the preliminary examination procedure
187. According to ESA, Abelia argues in essence that the length of the
preliminary examination, coupled with a lack of extensive correspondence,
is sufficient to infer that ESA must have had serious doubts and was thus
under an obligation to initiate the formal investigation procedure.
188. ESA claims that the ECJ has consistently held that the length of the
preliminary examination procedure cannot in itself lead to the conclusion
that the formal investigation procedure should have been initiated.64
According to ESA, the EFTA Court has adopted a similar approach when
analysing whether the length of a preliminary examination procedure can
constitute evidence of the existence of serious difficulties.65
64
65

Reference is made to Case C- 646/11 P 3F v Commission, cited above, paragraph 32.
Reference is made to Den norske Forleggerforening v EFTA Surveillance Authority, cited above,
paragraph 109.
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189. ESA contends that, in the present case, it was able to come to a firm view
as regards the measures that form the subject matter of the contested
decision.
190. ESA maintains that it is aware of its duty to conduct investigations in a
timely fashion. However, in ESA’s view, this requirement cannot mean that
an investigation must be conducted at a speed that compromises its ability
to conduct a diligent and impartial examination.66 According to ESA, the
length of the examination procedure was necessary in order to conduct
a diligent examination of all the issues raised by the applicant in the
complaint and to reach a firm view that the measures in question could not
be classified as State aid.
191. ESA argues that it could only assess the complaint once it was in full
possession of the facts of the case and in a position to understand the
national legal situation. In forming its preliminary view, it had to take
into account all the information it had accrued during the preliminary
examination.
192. ESA contends that the initial complaint did not contain sufficient
information to demonstrate the alleged State aid to lessors. Thus,
additional information was required for the defendant to be able to assess
the substance of the complaint. According to ESA, additional information
submitted by the applicant in the course of 2011 contained details of the
impact of the alleged State aid on lessors that enabled the defendant to
reach a conclusion on the substance of the complaint.
193. ESA notes that its preliminary assessment was concluded approximately
one year after the last information was submitted by the applicant. Having
received the applicant’s comments on the preliminary assessment, ESA
reached its final decision within four months.
194. ESA claims that it would be erroneous to infer the existence of doubts
from the length of the preliminary examination procedure. In ESA’s view,
the time taken should not give rise to a finding that it should have had
doubts and therefore should have opened a formal investigation into the
matter.
66

Reference is made to Case T-30/03 RENV 3F v Commission [2011] ECR II-6651, paragraph 57.
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195. In its rejoinder, ESA maintains that the time taken to reach a decision was
not excessive.
196. ESA claims that a preliminary investigation consists of two distinct steps.
Firstly, ESA must understand the nature of the complaint and obtain all the
facts necessary for it to make its decision. Secondly, once it has acquired
all the necessary material, it must make its decision in a timely manner.
ESA submits that the Court should concentrate on the second step of the
proceedings. In the present case, Abelia submitted additional information
less than a year before ESA came to its preliminary conclusions.
Accordingly, ESA argues that the contested decision was made in
conformity with the time frame set out in the Guidelines on Best Practice
for the conduct of state aid control procedures.
197. Moreover, ESA claims that Abelia has not provided any evidence or
arguments to support the contention that the duration of the preliminary
examination procedure cannot be justified by the circumstances and
context of the procedure.
198. In reply to the arguments of Akademiet, ESA states the following.
199. Considering Akademiet’s argument that ESA should have applied the rule
set out in Decision 155/07/COL, ESA points out that the case at hand can
be distinguished from the situation leading to that Decision. Moreover, ESA
is surprised that Akademiet considers that Decision as providing support
for its case. The case at hand does not concern the direct recipients of
payments made under the VAT Compensation Act (i.e. the schools), but
the lessors. On the question of whether State aid exists on the level of the
lessors’ market, Decision 155/07/COL is thus irrelevant.
200. ESA points out that the VAT Compensation Act has been amended since
Decision 155/07/COL was made. On the basis of Section 2(a), seen
in conjunction with Section 4(4), of the VAT Compensation Act, VAT
Compensation is not granted to public schools insofar as they carry out
economic activities in competition with private undertakings.
201. According to ESA, this precludes the possibility of passing on advantages
given to public schools under the VAT Compensation Act to the parts of
those public schools that engage in economic activities on the market.
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Consequently, ESA submits that it was correct in finding that public
schools are not undertakings.
202. In response to Akademiet’s argument that Decision 267/13/COL implies
that the public schools should have been regarded as undertakings,
ESA argues that the fact that both private and public schools provide
educational services in the same market does not mean that public
schools are engaged in economic activities: 67 they cannot be since they
are providing public services.
203. According to ESA, the cost to the recipient and the manner of funding
of the services are the significant factors to be taken into account when
determining whether the services of a particular body constitute economic
activities. ESA emphasises that the public schools are publicly funded and
that neither the schools’ pupils nor their parents pay remuneration for the
services received. ESA adds that Section 4(4) of the VAT Compensation
Act precludes public schools from receiving VAT compensation for their
economic activities, which means that they should have separate accounts
for their economic and non-economic activities for VAT compensation
purposes. In order to complain about State aid on the level of public
schools, a party should submit evidence for the allegation that crosssubsidisation has taken place. ESA contends that the applicant has not
even alleged cross-subsidisation.
204. ESA states that Akademiet tries to infer cross-subsidisation by relying
upon Decision 267/13/COL. ESA submits that this decision reflects the
principle that any advantages received by public schools must not be
passed on to their economic activities in such a way as to give them a
competitive advantage in the marketplace for their economic activities.
ESA denies, however, that this decision is evidence of a general
system of cross-subsidisation between the economic and non-economic
activities of schools.
67

Reference is made to Case E-5/07 Private Barnehagers Landsforbund v EFTA Surveillance Authority
[2008] EFTA Ct. Rep. 62, paragraph 80.
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205. ESA is of the opinion that the current VAT Compensation Act ensures that
advantages received by public schools are not passed on to economic
activities engaged in by those schools. It maintains this view since neither
Abelia nor Akademiet has submitted convincing arguments to indicate that
ESA should have had doubts in reaching this conclusion. Moreover, ESA
points out that Abelia agreed during the preliminary investigation procedure
that the schools were not undertakings.
206. As a final comment concerning Decision 267/13/COL, ESA observes that,
even if it had received proof of instances of cross-subsidisation, this would
not have led to the contested decision having a different outcome. The
applicant complains about alleged aid to lessors of premises and not to
schools.
207. With regard to Akademiet’s argument that aid has been granted to lessors
of premises to schools, ESA points out that Akademiet only reiterated the
arguments already raised by Abelia without adding anything to refute ESA’s
arguments.
208. ESA maintains that there is no advantage to the lessors of premises to
public bodies since the lessors of premises are free to choose the schools
to which they let and to charge their lessees market rates. Lessors of
premises will also have had to pay input VAT in both cases, and they will
pass this on either in the form of output VAT or as part of the rent. Lastly,
the measures neither give lessors an incentive to choose one particular
type of school over another nor do they give an incentive for either type of
school to favour one lessor over another.
209. According to ESA, Akademiet, while endeavouring to rely on Mediaset, has
not provided arguments for why that case should be applied. ESA therefore
maintains its previously stated argument that Mediaset is irrelevant
to the case at hand, since public schools’ possibility of receiving VAT
compensation does not have a direct impact on the upstream market.
210. Considering the duration of the preliminary examination, ESA points out
that Akademiet has not put forward other arguments than those made
by Abelia. Therefore, ESA maintains that settled case law of the ECJ and
the EFTA Court indicates that the length of the preliminary examination
procedure cannot in itself lead to the conclusion that ESA should have
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had doubts and should therefore have initiated the formal investigation
procedure. ESA also maintains that it has conducted its preliminary
investigation procedure in a timely manner: the preliminary assessment
was issued approximately one year after Abelia’s last submission of
information, and the contested decision was issued within four months of
receipt of Abelia’s comments on the preliminary assessment.
211. To Akademiet’s allegation that the duty to state reasons has been infringed,
ESA remarks that it has set out its reasoning in the contested decision with
clarity, having stated the facts and legal considerations that are of decisive
importance in the context of the decision. The mere fact that Abelia and
Akademiet disagree with the reasons given does not constitute a solid
basis for the argument that ESA has not provided sufficient reasons. In
particular, ESA maintains that, in the contested decision, there was no
need to consider Mediaset, since that judgment is irrelevant to the present
case.
B — The content of the contested decision
212. ESA concedes that the contested decision contains small clerical errors,
but it argues that these errors do not substantially affect the contested
decision. According to ESA, the important facts were all present and
correct. ESA notes that it does not consider these errors to be indications
that the substantive analysis carried out by the authority was less than
diligent in any way.
213. With respect to the methodology of the contested decision, and in
response to the assertion that it erred in assessing schools to be the
main beneficiaries of the aid, ESA submits that this claim rests on a
misunderstanding of the contested decision. According to ESA, it is clear
from the title and from section 2.1 of the contested decision that ESA
understood the focus of the complaint to be the advantage to lessors of
premises to public schools.
214. ESA submits that the complaint was based on the alleged
consequences of a difference in the VAT provisions that apply to
schools in the public and private sector. The complaint focused on
indirect aid to lessors of premises to schools. The logical point of
departure, ESA argues, was to examine the possibility of direct aid
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arising from the relevant VAT provisions. However, in ESA’s view, it
does not follow from this choice of point of departure that ESA erred in
assessing schools as the main beneficiaries.
215. ESA notes that, after concluding that the direct beneficiaries of the
measures in question were not undertakings, the contested decision went
on to examine allegations of indirect State aid to lessors of premises to
public schools. ESA claims that it has always agreed that the latter issue
was the focus of the complaint.
216. ESA argues that the conclusion that there was no indirect advantage to
lessors of premises to public schools was well-founded for the following
reasons: (i) lessors of premises can charge their lessees rent at market
rates, (ii) different cost structures do not lead to a selective advantage for
certain types of lessors, and (iii) lessors of premises are free to choose
their lessees and set rents at market prices.
217. Turning to the alleged distortion of the real estate market, ESA claims that
all information provided by market participants who submitted statements
was taken into account, and it rejects the claim that it failed to take
into account statements from lessors of real estate that the applicant
submitted during the preliminary examination procedure.
218. According to ESA, information provided by ROM Eiendom and Amfi
Eiendom showed that lessors of premises charge higher rent levels from
private schools since they need to recover their input VAT through the
rent. ESA submits that this information was duly reflected in the contested
decision. According to ESA, the information also showed that there is
distortion at the level of schools, since public schools receive more funds
than private ones due to the VAT compensation system. However, ESA
maintains that there can be no State aid at this level since public schools
are not undertakings.
219. With respect to Decision 155/07/COL, the defendant first submits that,
under the case law of the ECJ, a body in the position of ESA is not bound
by previous decisions.68
68

Reference is made to Joined Cases C-106/09 P and C-107/09 P Commission and Spain v
Government of Gibraltar and United Kingdom [2011] ECR I-11113, paragraph 136.
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220. Secondly, ESA argues that Decision 155/07/COL differs from the
present case. According to ESA, Decision 155/07/COL concerned
direct recipients of VAT compensation payments. In that decision, ESA
found that VAT compensation payments made directly to undertakings
constituted State aid. According to the defendant, Norway changed its
legislation on VAT compensation as a result of this decision, by limiting
the possibility of receiving such compensation to entities that do not
qualify as undertakings, such as public schools. The defendant submits
that this decision has no effect on the issue in the present case, which
concerns the alleged indirect effect of the Norwegian VAT provisions on
lessors of premises to public schools that operate in an upstream market
with different characteristics.
221. Turning next to Mediaset, ESA argues that this case concerns the principle
of technological neutrality in the public funding of digital television
networks. According to ESA, under Mediaset, States are in principle
prohibited from choosing a single technology in advance. Instead, the
General Court held in Mediaset that this choice should be left to the market
by way of an open, transparent and non-discriminatory tender process.
222. According to ESA, the General Court held that consumer subsidies for
DTT decoders had the effect of indirectly favouring operators relying on
that technology, since these operators would normally have had to pay for
similar measures to accelerate adoption by consumers. The subsidies for
consumers therefore had a direct impact on the upstream market for the
transmission of television broadcasting.69
223. ESA submits that, in this context, the General Court held to be irrelevant
the argument that any extra cost incurred by operators with proprietary
technology for producing hybrid decoders could potentially be passed
on to consumers. It made this finding, ESA argues, on the basis that this
would still lead to a less favourable position in comparison to operators
that did not need to pass on any such extra costs to consumers.70
224. According to ESA, the key difference between Mediaset and the present
case is that the VAT compensation payments have no direct impact on
the upstream market. In ESA’s view, there is no link in the present case
69
70

Reference is made to Mediaset, cited above, paragraphs 61 to 65.
Ibid, paragraph 95.
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between the provisions of national law and the relief of costs for lessors of
premises to public schools. In ESA’s view, the VAT compensation payments
made to public schools do not have the effect of relieving lessors of
premises of costs they would otherwise have to incur themselves.
225. ESA emphasises that lessors of premises to public schools incur the same
input VAT as incurred by lessors of premises to private schools. According
to ESA, lessors of premises to both types of schools will then need to
recover the costs of the input VAT; lessors of premises to public schools
will charge rent inclusive of output VAT, while lessors of premises to private
schools will reflect their input VAT costs in the overall rent.
226. ESA contends that the mere fact that, due to the operation of the VAT
system, public schools have more funds at their disposal to invest in rent
does not result in an economic advantage for lessors of premises that
happen to conclude rental agreements with public schools. Otherwise,
ESA submits, it might be argued that there could be State aid in favour
of lessors to private schools that, due to their reduced ability to pay
rent, may agree to rent premises that they would otherwise not have
considered.
227. ESA rejects the claim that the contested decision is vague. According
to ESA, while the decision is brief, it is sufficiently clear. ESA submits
that it has clearly stated the reasons for its conclusions in the contested
decision. ESA also rejects the claim that it has not assessed the subject
matter of the complaint. ESA contends that the subject matter of the
complaint was exhaustively examined in the contested decision.
228. ESA argues that it has not interpreted the scope of the complaint too
narrowly. The defendant maintains that it is clear from the contested
decision that the complaint and the correspondence dealt almost
exclusively with lessors of premises to public schools. ESA submits that
those circumstances were all it was in a position to assess. The defendant
further submits that it considers the reasoning set out in the contested
decision to be applicable in comparable situations.
229. In conclusion, ESA submits that it follows from the arguments set out
above that it had no serious doubts about the subject matter of the
contested decision.
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230. In its rejoinder, ESA maintains that it was correct to conclude that it had
no serious difficulties in holding that there was no State aid in the present
situation.
231. In response to the claim that it has acknowledged that there is a difference
in the situations in which public and private schools – and lessors of
premises to different types of schools – find themselves, ESA maintains
that this difference does not amount to State aid.
232. In ESA’s view, the applicant has not attempted to address the reasoning set out
by ESA. Instead, ESA claims, the applicant contends that there are elements of
the case that have not been taken into account, without setting out what those
elements might be.
233. In reply to the contention that ESA did not assess the part of the complaint
that concerned self-builds, the defendant refers to recital 31 of the
contested decision. According to ESA, it follows from the arguments set
out in the contested decision that the choice to self-build cannot result in
any favouring of one category of lessors over another.
234. The defendant claims that it has not made the argument that public and
private schools are charged the same rent. As regards the example of
a contract provided by Abelia, the defendant submits that, instead, the
evidence brought by the applicant supports ESA’s view that there are two
separate markets for rent, i.e. one for renting to private schools and one
for renting to public schools. The rent obtained by the lessor will therefore
depend on the type of school which leases the premises. Furthermore,
ESA submits that the situation at issue does not constitute “less favourable
treatment” for one group of lessors of premises. It is submitted that
lessors of premises are in competition with each other to rent out their
premises. The “market” for these premises is schools who wish to lease
them, but the conditions under which a lessor rents its premises are
determined by whether they lease to a public or a private school. ESA
argues that, as the provisions of VAT law involved in leasing premises
are determined by a school’s status as public or private, that school’s
choice of one lessor over another will not be determined by the applicable
provisions of VAT law but by other factors. The VAT provisions, ESA
submits, give the schools no incentive to choose one lessor over another.
Accordingly, so long as lessors are free to choose the type of school with
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whom they conclude a contract, lessors of premises to private schools
are not put at a competitive disadvantage as compared with lessors of
premises to public schools.
235. Responding to the contention that lessors of premises to private schools
and kindergartens are more exposed to pressure, ESA claims that Abelia
has neither provided evidence to support this contention nor explained
how competition could be affected. As regards the applicant’s assertions
concerning large projects, ESA submits that Abelia has not provided
any evidence or explanation of how this ties in with Abelia’s main line of
argument.
236. Concerning the concept of choice, ESA claims that Abelia’s argument on
this point is flawed in two significant respects.
237. Firstly, according to ESA, the scenario presented by Abelia does not
correspond to the situation in the present case. Secondly, in ESA’s view,
the scenario does not deal with the fact that, if lessors can chose the type
of schools to which they rent, then market rates are likely to be achieved
for each set of premises. ESA submits that all lessors are able to compete
with each other in order to conclude a contract with whichever type of
school they choose.
238. Finally, in response to Abelia’s submissions concerning Decision 155/07/
COL and Mediaset, ESA argues that, although Abelia has asserted that
these are relevant to the case at hand, it has brought no additional
arguments as to why that may be the case, nor addressed the arguments
set out in ESA’s defence. ESA submits that it cannot see how this case law
could apply to the present case.
239. ESA submits that there were no serious doubts or difficulties in concluding
that the provisions of the Norwegian VAT Act and VAT Compensation Act
at issue in the contested decision do not constitute State aid in favour
of public schools or of lessors of premises to public schools within the
meaning of Article 61 EEA.
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Written observations of the European Commission
240. The Commission observes that, when an applicant seeks to safeguard his
procedural rights pursuant to Article 108(2) TFEU, he may rely on any of
the grounds set out in Article 263(2) TFEU.
241. The Commission notes that, if it is unable to conclude, following an initial
examination in the context of the procedure under Article 108(3) TFEU,
that the State measures in question are either not aid within the meaning of
Article 107(1) TFEU or, if classified as aid, are compatible with the Treaty,
or, where that procedure does not enable it to overcome all the difficulties
in determining whether the aid is compatible with the internal market,
the Commission is under an obligation to initiate the procedure under
Article 108(2) TFEU. That obligation is, moreover, expressly confirmed
by the combined provisions of Articles 4(4) and 13(1) of Regulation No
659/1999.71
242. In the Commission’s view, it should be borne in mind that, pursuant to case
law, the notion of serious difficulties is an objective one. The existence of
such difficulties must be sought both in the circumstances in which the
contested measure was adopted and in its content, in an objective manner,
comparing the grounds of the decision with the information available to the
Commission when it took a decision on the compatibility of the disputed
aid with the internal market.72
243. The Commission submits that it is the applicant who bears the burden of
proving the existence of serious difficulties and that he may discharge that
burden of proof by reference to a body of consistent evidence concerning,
firstly, the circumstances and length of the preliminary examination
procedure and, secondly, the content of the contested decision. The
Commission further notes that it is apparent from the case law that, if
the examination procedure carried out is insufficient or incomplete, this
constitutes evidence of the existence of serious difficulties.73
71

72

73

Reference is made to Ryanair v Commission, cited above, paragraph 76; and Case C-487/06 British
Aggregates v Commission [2008] ECR I-10515, paragraph 113.
Reference is made to Ryanair v Commission, cited above, paragraph 77; Case T-73/98 Prayon-Rupel
v Commission [2001] ECR II-867, paragraph 47; and Case T-49/93 SIDE v Commission [1995] ECR
II-2501, paragraph 60.
Reference is made to Ryanair v Commission, cited above, paragraph 79; and Case T-359/04 British
Aggregates and Others v Commission [2010] ECR II-4227, paragraph 57, and case law cited.
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244. The Commission observes that the EFTA Court appears to have adopted
the same approach to the control of State aid by ESA.74
245. Turning to the length of the preliminary examination, the Commission
submits that it is a matter of settled case law that, while the length of the
preliminary examination procedure can be an indication that doubts may
have existed about either the classification of a measure as aid or its
compatibility with the internal market, the length of the procedure cannot in
itself lead to the conclusion that the formal investigation procedure should
have been initiated.75 In the Commission’s view, the applicant appears
to acknowledge this, but confines itself to recounting the rather limited
correspondence in the case at hand.
246. Turning next to the content of the contested decision, the Commission
argues that, since the contested decision was adopted without initiating
the formal investigation procedure, ESA could only adopt it legally if
the preliminary examination did not uncover serious difficulties. The
Commission submits that, if such difficulties existed, the decision could be
annulled on that ground alone, because of the failure to initiate the formal
investigation procedure. This is the case, the Commission submits, even if
it is not established that the substantive assessment of ESA was wrong in
law or in fact.76
247. The Commission observes that the various elements of the provision
in Article 61(1) EEA are cumulative, so that the absence of any one
element means that a measure does not fall within that Article’s scope
of application. It is therefore enough, the Commission argues, that the
contested decision demonstrates a firm conviction that just one of the
elements is absent in order for Abelia’s plea to fail.
248. In the Commission’s view, the contested decision is unequivocal in its
conclusion that the provision of schooling in Norway does not constitute an
economic activity. The Commission further notes that this point seems to
be common ground between the applicant and the defendant. According
to the Commission, the application cannot be interpreted as challenging
74
75
76

Reference is made to Den norske Forleggerforening v EFTA Surveillance Authority, cited above.
Reference is made to 3F v Commission, cited above, paragraph 32, and case law cited.
Reference is made to Ryanair v Commission, cited above, paragraph 80, and British Aggregates and
Others v Commission, cited above, paragraph 58.
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the contested decision on this point. As the Commission sees it, it is not
disputed that an advantage exists at the level of the direct beneficiaries, but
nor is it disputed that these bodies do not engage in an economic activity.
249. The Commission notes that the State aid rules of the EEA Agreement
only apply where the recipient of aid is an undertaking. According to the
Commission, the case law of the Union courts defines an undertaking for
the purposes of the competition and State aid rules of the TFEU as any
entity, regardless of its legal status or the way in which it is financed, that
carries on an economic activity, that is any activity consisting of offering
goods or services on a given market.77
250. The Commission refers to its Communication on the application of
European Union State aid rules to compensation granted for the provisions
of services of general economic interest.78 According to the Commission,
the classification of educational services as an economic activity depends
on an analysis of the specific circumstances under which the services are
provided.
251. The Commission observes that the ECJ has not yet ruled on the precise
question of whether the provision of educational services constitutes
an economic activity for the purposes of the State aid and competition
rules of the TFEU. It has, however, examined a number of cases that
deal with the question of whether the provision of such services falls
within the scope of the rules on the freedom to provide services in
Articles 56 to 62 TFEU. According to this case law, the decisive factor
that brings an activity within the ambit of these Treaty provisions is its
economic character.79 This flows from the requirement that the service
must be provided for remuneration. The essential characteristic of
remuneration pursuant to this case law, the Commission submits, lies in the
fact that it constitutes a consideration for the service in question.80
77

78

79
80

Reference is made to Pavlov and Others, cited above, paragraphs 74 and 75; reference is also made
to Commission v Italy, cited above, paragraph 7; and Case C-35/96 Commission v Italy [1998] ECR
I-3851, paragraph 36.
Reference is made to Communication from the Commission on the application of the European Union
State aid rules to compensation granted for the provision of services of general economic interest,
OJ C 8, 11.1.2012, points 26 to 30.
Reference is made to Case C-281/06 Jundt [2007] ECR I-12231, paragraph 32.
Reference is made to Case C-157/99 Smits and Peerbooms [2001] ECR I-5473, paragraph 58.
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252. The Commission submits further that the ECJ has excluded from the rules
on freedom to provide services courses offered by certain establishments
forming part of a system of public education financed, entirely or mainly,
by public funds. The ECJ has made it clear, the Commission argues, that
by establishing and maintaining such a system of public education, funded
as a general rule from the public purse and not by pupils or their parents,
the State does not intend to become involved in activities for remuneration,
but carries out its tasks on behalf of its population in the social, cultural
and educational fields.81
253. The Commission argues that the sole fact that a similar service is also
provided by competing private organisations does not automatically
transform that activity into an economic activity. In the Commission’s view,
such an interpretation would bring any activity of the State that does not
consist of the exercise of public authority under the notion of economic
activity.82
254. The Commission submits that, on the basis of the information contained
in the contested decision concerning the funding mechanism for schools
in Norway, it is evident that there was no doubt about the conclusion
reached in the decision that the provision of schooling in Norway does
not constitute an economic activity. According to the Commission, the
consequence of such a finding is that any other advantage that may accrue
to schools does not fall foul of the prohibitions on State aid contained in
Article 61 of the EEA Agreement.
255. As regards the market for educational services for external candidates, the
Commission notes, firstly, that the applicant did not raise this issue during
the administrative procedure. The Commission argues that this element
cannot be used to demonstrate that ESA ought to have had doubts about
whether direct beneficiaries fall outside the scope of Article 61 EEA.
256. In the Commission’s view, while it is for the Court to check whether
the facts relied on by ESA are substantively accurate and whether
81

82

Reference is made to Case 263/86 Belgian State v Humbel and Edel [1988] ECR 5365, paragraphs
17 and 18; Case C-109/92 Wirth [1993] ECR I-6447, paragraphs 15 and 16; and Case C-56/09
Zanotti [2010] ECR I-4517, paragraph 31.
Reference, by way of analogy, is made to Private Barnehagers Landsforbund v EFTA Surveillance
Authority, cited above, paragraph 80.
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they establish that the conditions justifying the classification of aid
within the meaning of Article 61(1) EEA are fulfilled,83 the legality
of a decision concerning State aid must be assessed in light of the
information available when the decision was adopted.84 In addition,
since the concept of State aid must be applied to an objective situation
appraised on the date on which the decision was taken, it is the
appraisal carried out on that date that must be taken into account.85
According to the Commission, it cannot be complained that ESA did
not take into account matters of fact or of law that could have been
submitted during the administrative procedure but which were not.86
257. Secondly, the Commission notes that, in any event, the provision of
educational services to external candidates continues to be free of
charge in public schools. In the Commission’s view, the fact that a
similar service is provided by competing private organisations does
not automatically transform that activity into an economic activity.
Consequently, the fact that private schools operate in a market for
educational services and charge a fee that is not merely symbolic does
not alter the conclusion that any advantage at the level of the direct
beneficiaries of the measure in question (public schools) falls outside
the ambit of the State aid rules.
258. Turning to ESA’s assessment of the claim that lessors of premises to
public schools receive an indirect advantage as a result of the combination
of the provisions of the Norwegian VAT Act and the VAT Compensation Act,
the Commission submits that it will be sufficient for the contested decision
to withstand this part of the applicant’s first plea if it is demonstrated
that ESA reached a firm conviction as regards any one of the constituent
elements of Article 61(1) EEA.
83

84

85

86

Reference is made to Joined Cases C-341/06 and C-342/06 P La Poste v UFEX and Others [2008]
ECR I-4777, paragraph 142.
Reference is made to Case T-243/09 Fedecom v Commission, judgment of 27 September 2012, not
yet reported, paragraph 39; Case C-197/99 Belgium v Commission [2003] ECR I-8461, paragraph
86, Case C-288/96 Germany v Commission [2000] ECR I-8237, paragraph 34; and Case C-74/00
Falck and Acciaierie di Bolzano v Commission [2002] ECR I-7869, paragraph 168.
Reference is made to Fedecom v Commission, cited above, paragraph 39; and Joined Cases
C-341/06 P and C-342/06 P La Poste v UFEX and Others, cited above, paragraph 144.
Reference is made to Case T-109/01 Fleuren Compost v Commission [2004] ECR II-127, paragraph
49; reference is also made to Commission v Sytraval and Brink‘s France cited above, paragraph 60;
and Ryanair v Commission, cited above, paragraph 104.
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259. The Commission notes that recital 32 of the contested decision records
the absence of any evidence of an advantage in favour of lessors of
premises to public schools. The Commission argues that it appears to
be a matter of common ground between the parties that the result of the
provisions under examination is an increase in the funds available to public
schools. What is more, the Commission claims, the fact that a measure
increases the spending capacity of its beneficiaries cannot in itself be
taken as having more than an incidental effect on suppliers of goods or
services to those beneficiaries.
260. With respect to the question of indirect beneficiaries, the Commission
notes that, in determining whether a measure constitutes an advantage
for certain undertakings in comparison with others in a comparable factual
and legal situation, the conditions relating to the selectivity of a State aid
measure and the creation of an economic advantage for a recipient are not
always entirely independent of each other.
261. The Commission argues that recital 29 of the contested decision should
be read in view of the fact that, until a property is actually rented and
the identity of the tenant is known, there is no such thing as lessors of
premises to public schools. Rather, there are simply property owners with
suitable property available for rent to whomever they choose, any one of
whom may end up being able to register for VAT with a view to charging
VAT to a public tenant.
262. What is more, the Commission argues, the applicant has not cast doubt
on the clear conviction expressed in recital 30 of the contested decision
that lessors of premises to private schools do not suffer any disadvantage.
Since all lessors of property pay input VAT, they all have the same cost
item to cover. In the Commission’s view, whether that objective is achieved
out of the pocket of the private tenant or from the State via the public
tenant does not alter the fact that the net result for the property owners is
the same in both cases.
263. In the Commission’s view, the judgment in the Mediaset case referred to by
the applicant cannot alter this conclusion. According to the Commission,
contrary to the situation in Mediaset, the VAT rules in the present case are
not designed to generate any extra demand in the upstream property
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rental market, and, more importantly, they are not designed to channel any
increase in the ability to pay to one group of undertakings over another.87
264. Based on the foregoing, the Commission submits that the applicant has
failed to demonstrate the existence of serious difficulties as regards the
contents of the contested decisions.
Second substantive plea: duty to state reasons
Arguments of Abelia
265. Abelia contends that the contested decision should be annulled on the
grounds that the statement of reasons is inadequate.
266. Abelia argues that ESA failed to provide adequate reasons for its decision
as required by Article 16 SCA. According to the applicant, the statement
of reasons does not disclose in a clear and unequivocal manner the
reasoning followed by ESA in a manner that enables the applicant to
ascertain the reasons for the decision and thus to defend its rights.88
267. Abelia claims that the arguments relied on by ESA in the contested
decision are inconsistent with the reasoning of the General Court in
the Mediaset case. The applicant takes the view that ESA should have
stated its reasons for not applying the reasoning in that case to the
circumstances of the present case.
268. Abelia refers, in particular, to the arguments set out by ESA in recitals 30
and 31 of the contested decision to the effect that lessors of premises
to private schools are not disadvantaged compared with lessors of
premises to public schools, since they are likely to pass on any VAT paid
in connection with their input factors to their lessees in the form of higher
rent, and that the measure in question does not result in any favouring of
one category of lessors over another, since all potential lessors are free to
compete for business with private and public schools alike.
269. In its reply to ESA’s defence, the applicant states that the reason for bringing
up Mediaset is that the judgment seems to contradict ESA’s key submission,
87
88

Reference is made to Mediaset v Commission, cited above, paragraphs 55 to 68.
Reference is made to Case E-14/10 Konkurrenten.no AS v EFTA Surveillance Authority [2011] EFTA
Ct. Rep. 266, paragraphs 41 and 42.
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i.e. that lessors are free to choose their lessees and to set their own
prices, and that lessors can pass on input VAT in the form of higher rent.
Abelia argues that, in Mediaset, the General Court rejected the notion that
the possibility of passing on additional costs to customers constitutes an
argument against considering a measure as State aid. In Abelia’s view, ESA
should have explained in the contested decision why it relied on arguments
that appear to be in defiance of the case law of the EU Courts.
Arguments of Akademiet
270. Akademiet submits in its intervention that ESA failed to provide sufficient
reasoning for its findings in the contested decision. Accordingly, Akademiet
claims that the contested decision must be annulled on the grounds that
the statement of reasons is inadequate. In Akademiet’s view, the statement
of reasons does not disclose in a clear and unequivocal fashion the
reasoning followed by ESA in a manner that enables Abelia to ascertain the
reasons for the decision and defend its rights.89
Arguments of the EFTA Surveillance Authority
271. ESA submits that, when closing a case at the end of a preliminary
examination on the grounds that there is no State aid, it has a duty to
explain why the factual and legal material relied on in the complaint does
not demonstrate the existence of State aid. According to ESA, the duty
to state reasons does not require ESA to go into all relevant facts and
points of law when setting out its reasoning, and nor is it obliged to adopt
a position on all arguments put forward by the parties concerned. It is
sufficient to set out the facts and the legal considerations that are of
decisive importance in the context of the decision.
272. ESA maintains that the Mediaset judgment was not mentioned by the
applicant in the complaint. ESA further submits that it is under no duty to
define its position on matters that are manifestly irrelevant. In ESA’s view,
Mediaset is not relevant to the contested decision.
273. In its rejoinder, ESA claims that the applicant has not made its case that
ESA failed in its obligation to state reasons. In ESA’s view, the applicant’s
89

Reference is made to Konkurrenten.no AS v EFTA Surveillance Authority, cited above, paragraphs 41
and 42.
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line of argument is based on the substance of the Mediaset judgment
and does not constitute an autonomous argument in relation to the
infringement of the obligation to state reasons.
Written observations of the European Commission
274. The Commission notes that, during the preliminary examination
procedure, it is required to examine all the facts and points of law
brought to its notice. It is in the light of both the information notified by
the State concerned and the information provided by any complainant
that the institution should form its assessment in the context the
preliminary examination pursuant to Article 108(3) TFEU.90
275. The Commission observes that the lawfulness of a decision concerning
State aid should be assessed in light of the information available to the
Commission at the time when the decision was taken.91 The Commission
submits that it is not obliged to examine of its own motion what matters
might have been brought before it during the administrative procedure.92
276. According to the Commission, by its second plea, the applicant argues
that ESA should have explained in the contested decision the reasons for
not applying the Mediaset judgment.
277. In the Commission’s view, the applicant’s second plea does not appear to
be well-founded. The Commission observes that the Mediaset judgment
and its relevance to the case at hand were not referred to in any of the
correspondence with ESA. Furthermore, the Commission submits that the
Mediaset judgment can be distinguished on the facts and that it is of no
relevance to the assessment in the present case.
Páll Hreinsson
Judge-Rapporteur
90
91

92

Reference is made to Ryanair v Commission, cited above, paragraph 102, and case law cited.
Reference is made to Ryanair v Commission, cited above, paragraph 103; Case C-390/06 Nuova
Agricast [2008] ECR I-2577, paragraph 54; and Case C-290/07 P Commission v Scott [2010] ECR
I-7763, paragraph 91.
Reference is made to Ryanair v Commission, cited above, paragraph 104.
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CASE E-24/13
Casino Admiral AG
v
Wolfgang Egger
(Freedom of establishment – Freedom to provide services – Obligation of
transparency – Principles of equivalence and effectiveness)
Judgment of the Court, 29 August 2014......................................................... 735
Report for the Hearing................................................................................... 761
Summary of the Judgment
1. All games of chance (gambling
and betting) provided in return for
money constitute economic activities
falling within the scope of EEA
fundamental freedoms. Moreover,
national legislation that makes the
exercise of an economic activity
subject to the grant of a concession
constitutes an obstacle to the
freedoms guaranteed by Articles 31
and 36 EEA.
2. Such restrictions may, however,
be justified on the basis of the express
derogations on the basis of the
express derogations as provided for
in Article 33 EEA, or by overriding
reasons in the public interest. The EEA
States are free to set the objectives
of their policy on gaming and, where
appropriate, to define in detail the
level of protection sought, provided
that they comply with the requirements
under the case law of the Court with

regard to their proportionality. Such
contracts are bound to comply with
the fundamental rules of the EEA
Agreement in general, including the
freedom to provide services and,
in particular, the principles of equal
treatment and non-discrimination
on grounds of nationality and the
consequent obligation of transparency.
3. Without necessarily implying an
obligation to launch an invitation to
tender, that obligation of transparency
requires the concession-granting
authority to ensure, for the benefit of
any potential concessionaire, a degree
of advertising sufficient to enable the
bid process for the service concession
to be opened up to competition
and the impartiality of the award
procedures to be reviewed against
objective, non-discriminatory criteria
known in advance. In the absence
of transparency, an undertaking
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RECHTSSACHE E-24/13
Casino Admiral AG
und
Wolfgang Egger
(Niederlassungsfreiheit – Dienstleistungsfreiheit – Transparenzgebot –
Grundsätzeder Äquivalenz und Effektivität)
Urteil des Gerichtshofs, 29. August 2014....................................................... 735
Sitzungsbericht............................................................................................. 761
Zusammenfassung des Urteils
1. Bei allen gegen Entgelt angebotenen
Glücksspielen (Spiele und Wetten) handelt
es sich um Geschäftstätigkeiten, die in
den Geltungsbereich der Grundfreiheiten
des EWR-Abkommens fallen. Darüber
hinaus stellt nationales Recht, das die
Ausübung einer Geschäftstätigkeit von
der Erteilung einer Konzession abhängig
macht, ein Hindernis für die gemäss
Artikel 31 und 36 des EWR-Abkommens
garantierten Freiheiten dar.
2. Solche Einschränkungen können
jedoch aufgrund der in Artikel 33 des EWRAbkommens ausdrücklich vorgesehenen
Ausnahmen oder durch zwingende
Gründe des Allgemeininteresses
gerechtfertigt sein. Den EWR-Staaten
steht es frei, die Ziele ihrer Politik
auf dem Gebiet der Glücksspiele
festzulegen und gegebenenfalls das
angestrebte Schutzniveau genau zu
bestimmen, sofern sie dabei den
Anforderungen der Rechtsprechung

des Gerichtshofs hinsichtlich der
Verhältnismässigkeit genügen. Solche
Veträge haben die grundlegenden
Regeln des EWR-Rechts im Allgemeinen,
einschliesslich der Ausübung des freien
Dienstleistungsverkehrs, und insbesondere
den Gleichbehandlungsgrundsatz und das
Verbot der Diskriminierung aus Gründen
der Staatsangehörigkeit sowie das daraus
folgende Transparenzgebot zu beachten.
3. Auch wenn das Transparenzgebot
nicht unbedingt eine öffentliche
Ausschreibung vorschreibt, verpflichtet
es doch die konzessionserteilende Stelle,
zugunsten der potentiellen Bewerber einen
angemessenen Grad an Öffentlichkeit
sicherzustellen, der ein Bieterverfahren
unter Wettbewerbsbedingungen und die
Nachprüfung der Unparteilichkeit des
Vergabeverfahrens anhand objektiver,
nicht diskriminierender und im Voraus
bekannter Kriterien ermöglicht. Bei
mangelnder Transparenz hat ein
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located in an EEA State other than the

preparation of tenders or be likely to

concession awarding EEA State has

give rise to discrimination against one

no real opportunity of expressing its

of the tenderers.

interest in obtaining that concession.
The principle of transparency implies

5.

all the conditions and detailed rules

on remedies in the field of service

of the award procedure must be

concession contracts, it is for the

drawn up in a clear, precise and

domestic legal system of each EEA

unequivocal manner, to make it
possible for all reasonably informed
tenderers exercising ordinary care to
understand their exact significance
and interpret them in the same way,
and to circumscribe the contracting
authority’s discretion and enable it
to ascertain effectively whether the
tenders submitted satisfy the criteria
applying to the relevant procedure.
4.

In the absence of EEA rules

State to designate the courts and
tribunals having jurisdiction and to lay
down the procedural rules governing
actions for safeguarding rights which
individuals and economic operators
derive from EEA law. However,
such rules must, first, be no less
favourable than those governing
similar domestic actions (principle
of equivalence). Second, they must
not render practically impossible or

The answer to the first three

excessively difficult the exercise of

questions is that, in the absence of
specific provisions, national authorities
remain bound by fundamental rules
of EEA law when awarding service
concessions. This does not preclude

rights conferred by EEA law (principle
of effectiveness)
6.

The principles of equal treatment

the national authority from attaching

and non-discrimination on grounds of

relative weighting to the award criteria

nationality enshrined in Articles 31 and

but there remains a duty to comply

36 EEA and the consequent obligation

with the obligation of transparency.

of transparency do not necessarily

This obligation entails that the relative

require, in the case of a breach of

weighting cannot alter the original

that obligation in connection with the

award criteria, be of a nature that

award of a service concession, the

could have significantly affected the

national authorities to terminate a
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Unternehmen, das in einem anderen
EWR-Staat als dem, in dem die Konzession
erteilt wird, ansässig ist, keine tatsächliche
Möglichkeit, sein Interesse am Erhalt
der erwähnten Konzession kundzutun.
Das Transparenzgebot verlangt, dass
alle Bedingungen und Modalitäten des
Vergabeverfahrens klar, genau und
eindeutig formuliert sind, so dass zum
einen alle durchschnittlich fachkundigen
Bieter bei Anwendung der üblichen
Sorgfalt die genaue Bedeutung dieser
Informationen verstehen und sie in
gleicher Weise auslegen können, und
zum anderen dem Ermessen der
konzessionserteilenden Stelle Grenzen
gesetzt werden und diese tatsächlich
überprüfen kann, ob die Gebote der
Bieter die für das Verfahren geltenden
Kriterien erfüllen.
4. Die Antwort auf die ersten
drei Fragen lautet, dass nationale
Behörden in Ermangelung einschlägiger
Bestimmungen bei der Vergabe von
Dienstleistungskonzessionen den
grundlegenden Regeln des EWRRechts unterliegen. Dies schliesst die
Festlegung einer relativen Gewichtung
der Zuschlagskriterien durch die
nationale Behörde nicht aus; sie
ist dabei jedoch zur Einhaltung des
Transparenzgebots verpflichtet. Diese
Verpflichtung zieht nach sich, dass die
relative Gewichtung die ursprünglichen
Zuschlagskriterien nicht verändern und
nicht von einer Beschaffenheit sein
darf, die die Vorbereitung der Angebote

Summary

CASE
E-24/13

wesentlich hätte beeinflussen können
oder die zu einer Diskriminierung eines
der Bieter führen konnte.
5. In Ermangelung einer EWR-Regelung
zu Rechtsbehelfen betreffend Verträge
über Dienstleistungskonzessionen
ist es Sache der innerstaatlichen
Rechtsordnung der einzelnen EWRStaaten, die zuständigen Gerichte
und die Ausgestaltung von Verfahren,
die den Schutz der den Bürgern und
Wirtschaftsteilnehmern aus dem
EWR-Recht erwachsenden Rechte
gewährleisten sollen, zu bestimmen.
Solche Regelungen sollten jedoch
erstens nicht weniger günstig gestaltet
sein als solche, wie sie für ähnliche
einzelstaatliche Verfahren gelten
(Grundsatz der Äquivalenz). Zweitens
dürfen sie die Ausübung der durch das
EWR-Recht verliehenen Rechte in der
Praxis nicht praktisch unmöglich machen
oder übermässig erschweren (Grundsatz
der Effektivität).
6. Der Gleichbehandlungsgrundsatz
und das Verbot der Diskriminierung
aus Gründen der Staatsangehörigkeit
gemäss den Artikeln 31 und 36 des
EWR-Abkommens und das daraus
folgende Transparenzgebot erfordern
von den nationalen Behörden im Falle
eines Verstosses gegen dieses Gebot
im Zusammenhang mit der Erteilung
einer Dienstleistungskonzession nicht
zwingend die Kündigung des Vertrags
bzw. von den nationalen Gerichten die
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contract or the national courts to set
aside the award decision. However,
the national court must ensure that
the public interest objective of good
administration is adequately reflected
in the award of concessions, so that
awards can be made in a manner that
is neither arbitrary nor discriminatory.

7. It is for the domestic legal system
to regulate the legal procedures
for safeguarding the rights which
individuals derive from the obligation
of transparency in such a way
that those procedures are no less
favourable than similar domestic
procedures and do not make the
exercise of those rights practically
impossible or excessively difficult.
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Aufhebung der Zuschlagsentscheidung.
Allerdings muss das nationale Gericht
dafür Sorge tragen, dass das im
öffentlichen Interesse liegende Ziel
der ordnungsgemässen Verwaltung
bei der Erteilung von Konzessionen
in angemessener Weise erfüllt wird,
damit die Zuschläge frei von Willkür
und Diskriminierung erfolgen können.
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7. Es ist Sache des innerstaatlichen
Rechts, die Rechtsschutzmöglichkeiten,
die den Schutz der dem Bürger aus dem
Transparenzgebot erwachsenden Rechte
gewährleisten, so zu regeln, dass sie
nicht weniger günstig gestaltet sind als
vergleichbare innerstaatliche Verfahren,
und die Ausübung dieser Rechte nicht
praktisch unmöglich machen oder
übermässig erschweren.
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JUDGMENT OF THE COURT
29 August 2014*
(Freedom of establishment – Freedom to provide services – Obligation of transparency
– Principles of equivalence and effectiveness)
In Case E-24/13,
REQUEST to the Court under Article 34 of the Agreement between the EFTA States
on the Establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice from the
State Court of the Principality of Liechtenstein (Staatsgerichtshof des Fürstentums
Liechtenstein) in the case of
Casino Admiral AG
and
Wolfgang Egger
concerning the interpretation of Articles 31 and 36 of the EEA Agreement and
the obligation of transparency derived therefrom in the context of a procedure for
awarding a casino concession,

THE COURT,
composed of: Carl Baudenbacher, President, Per Christiansen and Páll Hreinsson
(Judge-Rapporteur), Judges,
Registrar: Gunnar Selvik,
having considered the written observations submitted on behalf of:
— Casino Admiral AG (“the complainant”), represented by Stefan Hassler, Advocate;
— the Government of Belgium, represented by Liesbet Van den Broeck and Marie
Jacobs, Attachés within the Directorate General Legal Affairs of the Federal Public
Service for Foreign Affairs, Foreign Trade and Development Cooperation, acting
as Agents, and Philippe Vlaemminck and Robbe Verbeke, Attorneys-at-law;
*

Language of the request: German.
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URTEIL DES GERICHTSHOFS
29. August 2014*
(Niederlassungsfreiheit – Dienstleistungsfreiheit – Transparenzgebot – Grundsätze der
Äquivalenz und Effektivität)
In der Rechtssache E-24/13,
ANTRAG des Staatsgerichtshofs des Fürstentums Liechtenstein an den Gerichtshof
gemäss Artikel 34 des Abkommens der EFTA-Staaten über die Errichtung einer
EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde und eines EFTA-Gerichtshofs in der vor ihm anhängigen
Rechtssache
Casino Admiral AG
und
Wolfgang Egger
betreffend die Auslegung der Artikel 31 und 36 des EWR-Abkommens und des
daraus abgeleiteten Transparenzgebots im Zusammenhang mit einem Verfahren zur
Erteilung einer Spielbankenkonzession, erlässt

DER GERICHTSHOF
bestehend aus Carl Baudenbacher, Präsident, Per Christiansen und Páll Hreinsson
(Berichterstatter), Richter,
Kanzler: Gunnar Selvik,
unter Berücksichtigung der schriftlichen Erklärungen
— der Casino Admiral AG (im Folgenden: Beschwerdeführerin), vertreten durch
Stefan Hassler, Rechtsanwalt;
— der Regierung Belgiens, vertreten durch Liesbet Van den Broeck und Marie
Jacobs, Attachés der Generaldirektion Rechtsangelegenheiten des Föderalen
öffentlichen Diensts für auswärtige Angelegenheiten, Aussenhandel und
Entwicklungszusammenarbeit, als Bevollmächtigte, und Philippe Vlaemminck
und Robbe Verbeke, Rechtsanwälte;
*

Sprache des Antrags: Deutsch.
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— the Government of the Principality of Liechtenstein, represented by Dr Andrea
Entner-Koch, Director, and Frédérique Lambrecht, Senior Legal Officer, EEA
Coordination Unit, acting as Agents;
— the EFTA Surveillance Authority (“ESA”), represented by Xavier Lewis, Director,
Markus Schneider, Deputy Director, and Catherine Howdle, Officer, Department
of Legal & Executive Affairs, acting as Agents; and
— the European Commission (“the Commission”), represented by Adrián Tokár,
Hélène Tserepa-Lacombe and Nicola Yerrell, Members of its Legal Service,
acting as Agents,
having regard to the Report for the Hearing,
having heard oral argument of the complainant, represented by Stefan Hassler,
Advocate; Wolfgang Egger (“the respondent”), represented by Thomas Nigg,
Advocate; the Belgian Government, represented by Robbe Verbeke, Attorney-atlaw; the Liechtenstein Government, represented by Dr Andrea Entner-Koch; ESA,
represented by Catherine Howdle; and the Commission, represented by Nicola
Yerrell, at the hearing on 5 June 2014,
gives the following

JUDGMENT
I

LEGAL BACKGROUND
EEA law
1

Article 31(1) of the EEA Agreement reads:
Within the framework of the provisions of this Agreement, there shall be no
restrictions on the freedom of establishment of nationals of an EC Member
State or an EFTA State in the territory of any other of these States. This
shall also apply to the setting up of agencies, branches or subsidiaries
by nationals of any EC Member State or EFTA State established in the
territory of any of these States.
Freedom of establishment shall include the right to take up and
pursue activities as self-employed persons and to set up and manage
undertakings, in particular companies or firms within the meaning of Article
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— der Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein, vertreten durch Dr. Andrea
Entner-Koch, Leiterin, und Frédérique Lambrecht, Leitender Juristischer
Mitarbeiter, von der Stabstelle EWR, als Bevollmächtigte;
— der EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde, vertreten durch Xavier Lewis, Direktor,
Markus Schneider, Stv. Direktor, und Catherine Howdle, Beamtin, Abteilung
Rechts – und Verwaltungsangelegenheiten, als Bevollmächtigte, und
— der Europäischen Kommission (im Folgenden: Kommission), vertreten durch
Adrián Tokár, Hélène Tserepa-Lacombe und Nicola Yerrell, Mitarbeiter des
Juristischen Diensts der Kommission, als Bevollmächtigte;
unter Berücksichtigung des Sitzungsberichts,
nach Anhörung der mündlichen Ausführungen der Beschwerdeführerin,
vertreten durch Stefan Hassler, Rechtsanwalt; Wolfgang Eggers (im Folgenden:
Beschwerdegegner), vertreten durch Thomas Nigg, Rechtsanwalt; der Regierung
Belgiens, vertreten durch Robbe Verbeke, Rechtsanwalt; der Regierung des
Fürstentums Liechtenstein, vertreten durch Dr. Andrea Entner-Koch; der EFTAÜberwachungsbehörde, vertreten durch Catherine Howdle; und der Kommission,
vertreten durch Nicola Yerrell, in der Sitzung vom 5. Juni 2014,
folgendes

URTEIL
I

RECHTLICHER HINTERGRUND
EWR-Recht
1

Artikel 31 Absatz 1 des EWR-Abkommens lautet:
Im Rahmen dieses Abkommens unterliegt die freie Niederlassung von
Staatsangehörigen eines EG-Mitgliedstaats oder eines EFTA-Staates im
Hoheitsgebiet eines dieser Staaten keinen Beschränkungen. Das gilt
gleichermaßen für die Gründung von Agenturen, Zweigniederlassungen oder
Tochtergesellschaften durch Angehörige eines EG-Mitgliedstaats oder eines
EFTA-Staates, die im Hoheitsgebiet eines dieser Staaten ansässig sind.
Vorbehaltlich des Kapitels 4 umfasst die Niederlassungsfreiheit die
Aufnahme und Ausübung selbständiger Erwerbstätigkeiten sowie die
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34, second paragraph, under the conditions laid down for its own nationals
by the law of the country where such establishment is effected, subject to
the provisions of Chapter 4.
2

Article 36(1) of the EEA Agreement reads:
Within the framework of the provisions of this Agreement, there shall be
no restrictions on freedom to provide services within the territory of the
Contracting Parties in respect of nationals of EC Member States and
EFTA States who are established in an EC Member State or an EFTA
State other than that of the person for whom the services are intended.

3

Article 65(1) of the EEA Agreement provides that “Annex XVI contains
specific provisions and arrangements concerning procurement”. Point 1
of this Annex contains a reference to Directive 2004/18/EC of 31 March
2004 on the coordination of procedures for the award of public works
contracts, public supply contracts and public service contracts (OJ 2004 L
134, p. 114) (“the Directive”).

4

Recital 2 in the preamble to the Directive states:
The award of contracts concluded in the Member States on behalf of the
State, regional or local authorities and other bodies governed by public law
entities, is subject to the respect of the principles of the [EC] Treaty and in
particular to the principle of freedom of movement of goods, the principle
of freedom of establishment and the principle of freedom to provide
services and to the principles deriving therefrom, such as the principle
of equal treatment, the principle of non-discrimination, the principle of
mutual recognition, the principle of proportionality and the principle of
transparency. […]

5

Article 17 of the Directive expressly provides that “[w]ithout prejudice
to the application of Article 3, this Directive shall not apply to service
concessions as defined in Article 1(4)”.
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Gründung und Leitung von Unternehmen, insbesondere von Gesellschaften
im Sinne des Artikels 34 Absatz 2, nach den Bestimmungen des
Aufnahmestaats für seine eigenen Angehörigen.
2

Artikel 36 Absatz 1 des EWR-Abkommens lautet:
Im Rahmen dieses Abkommens unterliegt der freie Dienstleistungsverkehr
im Gebiet der Vertragsparteien für Angehörige der EG-Mitgliedstaaten und
der EFTA-Staaten, die in einem anderen EG-Mitgliedstaat beziehungsweise
in einem anderen EFTA-Staat als demjenigen des Leistungsempfängers
ansässig sind, keinen Beschränkungen.

3

Nach Artikel 65 Absatz 1 des EWR-Abkommens sind die „besonderen
Bestimmungen und besonderen Regelungen über das öffentliche
Auftragswesen [...] in Anhang XVI enthalten“. Punkt 1 dieses Anhangs
enthält einen Verweis auf die Richtlinie 2004/18/EG vom 31. März 2004
über die Koordinierung der Verfahren zur Vergabe öffentlicher Bauaufträge,
Lieferaufträge und Dienstleistungsaufträge (ABl. 2004 L 134, S. 114) (im
Folgenden: Richtlinie).

4

Erwägungsgrund 2 der Präambel der Richtlinie lautet:
Die Vergabe von Aufträgen in den Mitgliedstaaten auf Rechnung des
Staates, der Gebietskörperschaften und anderer Einrichtungen des
öffentlichen Rechts ist an die Einhaltung der im Vertrag niedergelegten
Grundsätze gebunden, insbesondere des Grundsatzes des freien
Warenverkehrs, des Grundsatzes der Niederlassungsfreiheit und des
Grundsatzes der Dienstleistungsfreiheit sowie der davon abgeleiteten
Grundsätze wie z. B. des Grundsatzes der Gleichbehandlung, des
Grundsatzes der Nichtdiskriminierung, des Grundsatzes der gegenseitigen
Anerkennung, des Grundsatzes der Verhältnismäßigkeit und des
Grundsatzes der Transparenz. […]

5

Artikel 17 der Richtlinie bestimmt ausdrücklich: „Unbeschadet
der Bestimmungen des Artikels 3 gilt diese Richtlinie nicht für
Dienstleistungskonzessionen gemäß Artikel 1 Absatz 4“.
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6

Article 1(4) of the Directive defines a service concession as “a contract
of the same type as a public service contract except for the fact that the
consideration for the provision of services consists either solely in the right
to exploit the service or in this right together with payment”.

National law
7

Section 2 of the Gambling Act (Geldspielgesetz) of 30 June 2010, LGBl.
2010 No 235, (“the Gambling Act”), reads:
Section 2 – Purpose
(1) The purpose of this Act is:
(a) to ensure that gambling activities take place under safe, orderly
and transparent conditions;
(b) to prevent money laundering, organised crime and the financing
of terrorism on the part of gambling operators, their customers
or third parties connected with gambling activities;
(c) to avoid socially harmful consequences of gambling.
(2) Within the scope of the objectives set out in subsection (1), the
present Act seeks to generate income for the State and to support
non-commercial and charitable projects and activities.

8

Pursuant to section 8(1) of the Gambling Act, any person wishing to
operate a casino requires a concession from the Government.

9

Pursuant to the first sentence of section 8(2) of the Gambling Act, there is
no right to the grant of a concession.

10

Pursuant to section 9 of the Gambling Act, a casino concession may only
be granted if the requirements set out in that section are satisfied.

11

Pursuant to the second sentence of section 13(1) of the Gambling Act, if
only one concession is to be granted, a prior tender procedure must be
carried out. Section 13(2) of the Gambling Act provides that the Office for
Economic Affairs (Amt für Volkswirtschaft) (“the Office”) must examine the
bid and, where necessary, request the applicant to improve its bid or to
provide additional documents within a set time limit.
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Gemäss Artikel 1 Absatz 4 der Richtlinie sind Dienstleistungskonzessionen
definiert als „Verträge, die von öffentlichen Dienstleistungsaufträgen
nur insoweit abweichen, als die Gegenleistung für die Erbringung der
Dienstleistungen ausschließlich in dem Recht zur Nutzung der Dienstleistung
oder in diesem Recht zuzüglich der Zahlung eines Preises besteht“.

Nationales Recht
7

Artikel 2 des Geldspielgesetzes vom 30. Juni 2010, LGBl. 2010 Nr. 235,
lautet:
Art. 2 – Zweck
1)

2)

Dieses Gesetz bezweckt:
a)

einen sicheren, ordnungsgemässen und transparenten
Spielbetrieb zu gewährleisten;

b)

Geldwäscherei, organisierte Kriminalität und Terrorismusfinanzierung
durch Anbieter von Geldspielen, ihre Kunden oder Drittpersonen im
Umfeld des Spielbetriebs zu verhindern;

c)

sozial schädlichen Auswirkungen des Spielbetriebs vorzubeugen.

Im Rahmen der Zwecke nach Abs. 1 soll dieses Gesetz dem Staat
Einnahmen verschaffen sowie gemeinnützige und wohltätige Projekte
und Tätigkeiten fördern.

8

Wer eine Spielbank betreiben will, braucht gemäss Artikel 8 Absatz 1 des
Geldspielgesetzes eine Konzession der Regierung.

9

Nach dem ersten Satz von Artikel 8 Absatz 2 des Geldspielgesetzes
besteht kein Rechtsanspruch auf Erteilung einer Konzession.

10

Nach Artikel 9 des Geldspielgesetzes kann eine Spielbankenkonzession
nur erteilt werden, wenn die in diesem Artikel festgelegten
Voraussetzungen erfüllt sind.

11

Wird nur eine Konzession vergeben, so ist dem zweiten Satz von
Artikel 13 Absatz 1 des Geldspielgesetzes zufolge vorgängig ein
Ausschreibungsverfahren durchzuführen. Artikel 13 Absatz 2 des
Geldspielgesetzes sieht vor, dass das Amt für Volkswirtschaft das Gesuch
prüft und gegebenenfalls beim Gesuchsteller unter Fristansetzung eine
Nachbesserung oder weitere Unterlagen verlangt.
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12

Section 14(1) and (2) of the Gambling Act reads:
Section 14 – Award of the concession
(1) The Government [of the Principality of Liechtenstein] shall decide on
the award of the concession.
(2) If the number of bids submitted is greater than the number of
concessions specified by the Government, it shall reach a decision on
the basis of the quality of the bids submitted, having regard to the most
effective implementation of the objectives of the present Act.

13

Section 17(4) of the Casino Regulation (Spielbankenverordnung) of 21
December 2010, LGBl. 2010 No 439, (“the Casino Regulation”), reads:
(4) If more than one bidder satisfying the requirements for the concession
applies at the same time, the [Office] shall rank those bidders to
reflect best possible satisfaction of the following criteria:
(a) independence of the management in external dealings;
(b) transparency and control of gambling activities and movements
of funds;
(c) professional expertise;
(d) quality of the security scheme;
(e) quality of the scheme for discharging the duty of care;
(f)

quality of the scheme for managing social consequences;

(g) quality and plausibility of the business plan;
(h) reliability and conclusions of the report on the benefits of the
casino for the Liechtenstein economy;
(i)

functioning and evocative force accorded to the internal
organisation and the quality management system;

(k) benefits to the Liechtenstein economy resulting from ancillary
businesses;
(l)

suitability of the casino location from a planning law perspective.

II FACTS AND PROCEDURE BEFORE THE NATIONAL COURT
14

On 1 February 2011 the Government of Liechtenstein (“the Government”)
published online a tender for the award of a concession to operate a
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Artikel 14 Absatz 1 und 2 des Geldspielgesetzes lauten:
Art. 14 – Erteilung der Konzession

13

1)

Die Regierung [des Fürstentums Liechtenstein] entscheidet über die
Erteilung der Konzession.

2)

Ist die Anzahl der eingereichten Gesuche höher als die von der
Regierung vorgesehene Anzahl Konzessionen, so entscheidet die
Regierung aufgrund der Qualität der Gesuche im Hinblick auf eine
optimale Umsetzung der Ziele dieses Gesetzes.

Artikel 17 Absatz 4 der Spielbankenverordnung vom 21. Dezember 2010,
LGBl. 2010 Nr. 439, lautet:
4)

Treten mehrere Gesuchsteller, die die Voraussetzungen für die
Erteilung der Konzession erfüllen, gleichzeitig auf, so rangiert sie das
Amt für Volkswirtschaft nach Massgabe der besten Erfüllung folgender
Kriterien:
a)

Unabhängigkeit der Geschäftsführung gegen aussen;

b)

Transparenz und Überwachung des Spielbetriebs und der
Geldflüsse;

c)

Fachkenntnisse;

d)

Qualität des Sicherheitskonzepts;

e)

Qualität des Sorgfaltspflichtkonzepts;

f)

Qualität des Sozialkonzepts;

g)

Qualität und Glaubwürdigkeit des Businessplans;

h)

Aussagekraft und Ergebnisse des Berichts über den
volkswirtschaftlichen Nutzen der Spielbank;

i)

Funktionalität und Aussagekraft der internen Organisation und des
Qualitätsmanagementsystems;

k)

volkswirtschaftlicher Nutzen der Annexbetriebe;

l)

planungs – und baurechtliche Eignung des Spielbankenstandorts.

II SACHVERHALT UND VERFAHREN VOR DEM NATIONALEN GERICHT
14

Am 1. Februar 2011 veröffentlichte die Regierung des Fürstentums
Liechtenstein (im Folgenden: Regierung) im Internet eine Ausschreibung
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casino in the Principality of Liechtenstein (“the tender notice”). Two bids
were received before the deadline of 31 March 2011; one from the
complainant and the other from the respondent.
15

Under point 3.1 of the tender documentation, supplied to interested
parties, reference was made to the requirements for a concession
specified in section 9 of the Gambling Act and the award criteria
specified in section 17(4)(a) to (l) of the Casino Regulation. Moreover,
it was stated that the criteria set out in the latter section would be
weighted differently, with particular significance attached to the benefits
to the Liechtenstein economy, subparagraphs (h) and (k), and to the
casino’s planned location, subparagraph (l).

16

In April 2011, after the time limit for submitting bids had expired, an
evaluation form was established. This was prepared by the Office and
formally noted by the Government by decision of 19 April 2011. The
evaluation form was not published. It provided detailed weighting of
the criteria specified in section 17(4)(a) to (l) of the Casino Regulation,
referring to the different significance of each criterion. Special
reference was made to “[t]he importance attached to the benefits to
the Liechtenstein economy [...] and the suitability of the casino location
from a planning law perspective”. The evaluation form included the
following table stating the maximum number of points that could be
obtained in relation to each criterion. Furthermore, it was stated that
the Office was to request the Government to award the concession to
the bidder whose bid scored the greatest number of points.
Max. points:

(a)

Independence of the management in external
dealings;

100

(b)

Transparency and control of gambling
activities and movement of funds;

180

(c)

Professional expertise;

110

(d)

Quality of the security scheme;

240

(e)

Quality of the scheme for discharging the duty
of care;

225

(f)

Quality of the scheme for managing social
consequences;

230
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zur Vergabe einer Konzession zum Betrieb einer Spielbank im Fürstentum
Liechtenstein (im Folgenden: Ausschreibung). Bis zum Ende der Frist
am 31. März 2011 gingen zwei Konzessionsgesuche ein; eines von der
Beschwerdeführerin, das andere vom Beschwerdegegner.
15

In Punkt 3.1 der Ausschreibungsunterlagen, die den Interessenten übermittelt
wurden, wurde auf die Konzessionsvoraussetzungen nach Artikel 9 des
Geldspielgesetzes und die Zuschlagskriterien nach Artikel 17 Absatz 4
Buchstaben a bis l der Spielbankenverordnung verwiesen. Überdies wurde
festgehalten, dass die in der letztgenannten Fundstelle angeführten Kriterien
unterschiedlich gewichtet werden, wobei dem volkswirtschaftlichen Nutzen,
Unterabsätze h und k, und dem geplanten Spielbankenstandort, Unterabsatz l,
besondere Bedeutung zukomme.

16

Im April 2011, nach Ablauf der Frist zur Einreichung der Gesuche, wurde
ein Bewertungsbogen erstellt. Dieser wurde vom Amt für Volkswirtschaft
ausgearbeitet und von der Regierung mit Beschluss vom 19. April 2011 zur
Kenntnis genommen. Der Bewertungsbogen wurde nicht veröffentlicht. In
diesem Bewertungsbogen wurde eine ausführliche Gewichtung der Kriterien
nach Artikel 17 Absatz 4 Buchstaben a bis l der Spielbankenverordnung
mit Hinweis auf die unterschiedliche Bedeutung jedes Kriteriums
vorgenommen. Besondere Rechnung getragen wurde „[d]em Stellenwert
des volkswirtschaftlichen Nutzens [...] und der baurechtlichen Eignung des
Spielbankenstandorts“. Der Bewertungsbogen enthielt die nachstehende
Tabelle, aus der die pro Kriterium maximale erreichbare Punktezahl hervorgeht.
Zudem hiess es, das Amt für Volkswirtschaft werde bei der Regierung die
Erteilung der Konzession an jenen Gesuchsteller beantragen, dessen Gesuch
mit der insgesamt höchsten Punktezahl bewertet worden sei.
Punktemaximum:

(a)

Unabhängigkeit der Geschäftsführung gegen
aussen;

100

(b)

Transparenz und Überwachung des
Spielbetriebs und der Geldflüsse;

180

(c)

Fachkenntnisse;

110

(d)

Qualität des Sicherheitskonzepts;

240

(e)

Qualität des Sorgfaltspflichtkonzepts;

225

(f)

Qualität des Sozialkonzepts;

230
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Max. points:

Quality and plausibility of the business plan;

370

(h + Reliability and conclusions of the report
k) on the benefits of the casino and ancillary
businesses for the Liechtenstein economy;

(g)

430

(i)

Functioning and reliability of the internal
organisation and the quality management
system;

150

(l)

Suitability of the casino location from a
planning law perspective;

370

Total
17

2 405

With assistance from experts, the Office examined whether the
requirements for a concession specified in section 9 of the Gambling
Act were satisfied and, in a subsequent step, it ranked the two bids
received in accordance with the criteria set out in section 17(4) of the
Casino Regulation and the weighting provided for in the abovementioned
evaluation form. On 31 January 2012, by decision RA 2011/2897-7117
(“the Decision”), the Government, in accordance with the Office’s request
of 16 November 2011, rejected the complainant’s bid and awarded the
concession to the respondent.

18

The complainant challenged the Government’s decision, bringing
an action before the Administrative Court of the Principality of
Liechtenstein (Verwaltungsgerichtshof des Fürstentums Liechtenstein).
It argued, inter alia, that the evaluation criteria and the weighting
attached to them were incompatible with the Gambling Act and
infringed the Constitution.

19

By judgment of 31 May 2012, the Administrative Court upheld the
complaint in part and set aside the Decision. It found that the weighting
of the award criteria had been unlawful and that a new tender notice
needed to be published. The complainant disagreed with the Court’s
interpretation of the obligation of transparency and, on 20 July 2012,
challenged this judgment before the State Court. By judgment of 11
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Punktemaximum:

(g)

Qualität und Glaubwürdigkeit des Businessplans;

(h + Aussagekraft und Ergebnisse des Berichts
k) über den volkswirtschaftlichen Nutzen der
Spielbank und der Annexbetriebe;

430

(i)

Funktionalität und Aussagekraft
der internen Organisation und des
Qualitätsmanagementsystems;

150

(l)

planungs – und baurechtliche Eignung des
Spielbankenstandorts;

370

Total
17

370

2 405

Unter Beiziehung von Sachverständigen prüfte das Amt für Volkswirtschaft
die Konzessionsvoraussetzungen nach Artikel 9 des Geldspielgesetzes
und nahm anschliessend eine Reihung der zwei eingegangenen Gesuche
nach den Kriterien gemäss Artikel 17 Absatz 4 der Spielbankenverordnung
sowie nach deren Gewichtung entsprechend dem erwähnten
Bewertungsbogen vor. Am 31. Januar 2012 lehnte die Regierung gemäss
Antrag des Amts für Volkswirtschaft vom 16. November 2011 mittels
Entscheidung RA 2011/2897-7117 (im Folgenden: Entscheidung der
Regierung) das Gesuch der Beschwerdeführerin ab und erteilte die
Konzession dem Beschwerdegegner.

18

Gegen diese Entscheidung der Regierung erhob die Beschwerdeführerin
Beschwerde beim Verwaltungsgerichtshof des Fürstentums Liechtenstein.
Sie brachte u. a. vor, die Bewertungskriterien und deren Gewichtung
widersprächen dem Geldspielgesetz und verstiessen gegen die Verfassung.

19

Der Verwaltungsgerichtshof gab der Beschwerde mit Urteil vom 31. Mai
2012 teilweise statt und hob die Entscheidung der Regierung auf. Er
gelangte zu dem Ergebnis, dass die Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien
rechtswidrig war und eine neuerliche Ausschreibung zu erfolgen hätte.
Die Beschwerdeführerin war mit der Auslegung des Transparenzgebots
durch den Verwaltungsgerichtshof nicht einverstanden und erhob am
20. Juli 2012 vor dem Staatsgerichtshof Individualbeschwerde gegen
dieses Urteil. Mit Urteil vom 11. Dezember 2012 gab der
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December 2012, the State Court upheld the appeal, stating that there had
been a breach of the obligation to give reasons, and remitted the case to
the Administrative Court for a new decision.
20

By its second judgment of 18 February 2013, the Administrative Court
again concluded that the Decision should be set aside but rejected the
complainant’s claim that it should be granted the casino concession,
holding that any new procedure to award a concession must begin with a
new tender notice.

21

In this judgment, the Administrative Court concluded that the first
and only document to set out a materially adequate explanation of
the weighting of the award criteria was the evaluation form and not
the original tender notice. As that document had not been published,
it was legally ineffective. Thus, there was no valid weighting of the
criteria to govern the tender procedure. From the perspective of
EEA law, the Administrative Court found that a casino concession
constitutes a service concession and that such concessions are not
covered by any of the directives on public procurement. All the same,
the Administrative Court concluded that the tender procedure at issue
did not satisfy the EEA law requirements of transparency and equal
treatment and was therefore unlawful.

22

On 21 March 2013, the complainant lodged a further complaint with
the State Court, alleging that, in its judgment of 18 February 2013,
the Administrative Court had failed to correctly differentiate between
a service concession and a public contract. For that reason, the
obligation of transparency had not been infringed. Referring to Case
C-226/09 Commission v Ireland [2010] ECR I-11807 and to the Opinion
of Advocate General Alber in Case C-470/99 UniversaleBau [2002]
ECR I-11617, the complainant took the view that the obligation of
transparency does not require the weighting of the award criteria to be
notified in advance. Thus, the Administrative Court had erred in law and
infringed the complainant’s constitutional rights by failing to grant its
request to be awarded the casino concession. The complainant’s
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Staatsgerichtshof der Individualbeschwerde wegen Verletzung der
Begründungspflicht statt und verwies die Rechtssache zur neuerlichen
Entscheidung zurück an den Verwaltungsgerichtshof.
20

Im zweiten Urteil entschied der Verwaltungsgerichtshof am 18. Februar
2013 erneut, die Entscheidung der Regierung aufzuheben. Den Antrag der
Beschwerdeführerin auf Erteilung der Spielbankenkonzession an sie wies
er jedoch ab, da ein allfälliges neues Verfahren zur Konzessionserteilung
mit einer neuerlichen Ausschreibung zu beginnen habe.

21

In seinem Urteil hielt der Verwaltungsgerichtshof fest, dass nur und
erst der Bewertungsbogen eine inhaltlich ausreichende Erläuterung der
Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien enthalte, nicht aber die ursprüngliche
Ausschreibung. Mangels Veröffentlichung hatte dieses Dokument jedoch
keine Rechtswirksamkeit erlangt. Dem Ausschreibungsverfahren lag
daher keine rechtsgültige Gewichtung der Kriterien zugrunde. Der
Verwaltungsgerichtshof stellte fest, dass es sich aus EWR-rechtlicher
Sicht bei einer Spielbankenkonzession um eine Dienstleistungskonzession
handelt und dass Dienstleistungskonzessionen von keiner der das
öffentliche Auftragswesen regelnden Richtlinien erfasst werden.
Dennoch gelangte der Verwaltungsgerichtshof zu dem Schluss, dass
das gegenständliche Ausschreibungsverfahren den EWR-rechtlichen
Anforderungen betreffend Transparenz und Gleichbehandlung nicht
entsprach und somit rechtswidrig war.

22

Am 21. März 2013 erhob die Beschwerdeführerin mit der Begründung,
der Verwaltungsgerichtshof habe in seinem Urteil vom 18. Februar 2013
fälschlicherweise nicht zwischen einer Dienstleistungskonzession und
einer Auftragsvergabe differenziert, erneut Individualbeschwerde beim
Staatsgerichtshof. Das Transparenzgebot sei daher nicht verletzt. Unter
Bezugnahme auf die Rechtssache C-226/09 Kommission ./. Irland,
Slg. 2010, I-11807, und die Schlussanträge des Generalanwalts Alber in der
Rechtssache C-470/99 Universale-Bau, Slg. 2002, I-11617, argumentierte
die Beschwerdeführerin, dass das Transparenzgebot nicht vorschreibe,
dass die Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien im Voraus bekannt gegeben
werden müsse. Dem Verwaltungsgerichtshof sei daher bei der Ablehnung
ihres Antrags auf Erteilung der Spielbankenkonzession ein Rechtsfehler
unterlaufen und er habe die verfassungsmässig gewährleisteten Rechte
der Beschwerdeführerin verletzt. Dem von der Beschwerdeführerin darüber
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further request, that the Decision be suspended until final judgment was
given, was granted by the President of the State Court by decision of 28
March 2013.
23

The State Court observed that there is no case law of the EEA courts
which provides a manifestly unambiguous answer to the question
whether the tender procedure for the casino concession infringed
EEA law requirements, in particular Articles 31 and 36 of the EEA
Agreement, and the obligation of transparency derived therefrom, such
as to justify a new tender procedure.

24

Consequently, in a request registered at the Court on 8 November 2013,
the State Court referred the following questions:
1.

What are the general requirements of EEA law and European law (in
particular Articles 43 and 49 EC and the obligation of transparency
derived therefrom) regarding the procedure for awarding casino
concessions?

2.

Does EEA law or European law require that an authority seeking to
award a concession states at the time at which it publishes its tender
notice how it intends to supplement and specify in greater detail the
requirements set out in the act and the regulation?

3.

In particular, in the context of the relevant tender procedure, is there a
general obligation to give prior notice of the relative weighting that will
be given to the award criteria when awarding the concession? If that
question is answered in the affirmative, what requirements do EEA law
and European law impose as regards the substance of the information
that must be provided in that prior notice?

4.

In the case at hand, were the requirements of EEA law and European
law satisfied?

5.

If the EFTA Court finds that the tender procedure did not comply with
the requirements of EEA law and European law:
a.

Do EEA law and European law establish specific legal
consequences in the case of procedural errors of that kind?

b.

Can procedural errors of that kind be cured? If so, under what
conditions?
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hinaus gestellten Antrag, der Individualbeschwerde aufschiebende Wirkung
zuzuerkennen, wurde vom Präsidenten des Staatsgerichtshofs mit Beschluss
vom 28. März 2013 stattgegeben.
23

Der Staatsgerichtshof weist darauf hin, dass es keine Rechtsprechung der
EWR-Gerichte gibt, welche eine eindeutige Antwort auf die Frage liefert,
ob das Ausschreibungsverfahren zur Vergabe der Spielbankenkonzession
einen Verstoss gegen EWR-Recht, insbesondere gegen die
Artikel 31 und 36 des EWR-Abkommens und das daraus abgeleitete
Transparenzgebot, darstellt, der die Durchführung eines neuerlichen
Ausschreibungsverfahrens rechtfertigt.

24

In der Folge legte der Staatsgerichtshof dem Gerichtshof mit Antrag vom
8. November 2013 die folgenden Fragen vor:
1.

Welches sind die generellen Anforderungen des EWR – bzw.
Europarechts (insbesondere Art. 43 und 49 EG und das daraus
abgeleitete Transparenzgebot) an das Verfahren zur Vergabe von
Spielbankenkonzessionen?

2.

Verlangt das EWR – bzw. Europarecht, dass eine Konzessionsbehörde
bereits im Stadium der Ausschreibung bekannt gibt, wie sie die
Vorgaben in Gesetz und Verordnung ergänzend bzw. weiterführend zu
konkretisieren gedenkt?

3.

Besteht insbesondere eine generelle Pflicht im Rahmen des
entsprechenden Ausschreibungsverfahrens zur vorgängigen
Bekanntgabe der relativen Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien für die
Zuschlagserteilung? Falls ja: welche Anforderungen stellt das EWR – bzw.
Europarecht an den Informationsgehalt dieser vorgängigen Bekanntgabe?

4.

Wurden im konkreten Fall die Vorgaben des EWR – bzw. Europarechts
beachtet?

5.

Falls der EFTA-Gerichtshof zur Auffassung gelangt, dass das
Ausschreibungsverfahren nicht EWR – bzw. europarechtskonform
gewesen ist:
a)

Sehen das EWR – bzw. Europarecht bei solchen Verfahrensfehlern
bestimmte Rechtsfolgen vor?

b)

Ist eine Heilung derartiger Verfahrensfehler möglich? Falls ja,
unter welchen Voraussetzungen?
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c.

In the case at hand, were the requirements met to set aside the
whole tender and concession award procedure?

25

Reference is made to the Report for the Hearing for a fuller account of the
legal framework, the facts, the procedure and the written observations
submitted to the Court, which are mentioned or discussed hereinafter only
insofar as is necessary for the reasoning of the Court.

III THE FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD QUESTIONS
26

In light of the information submitted in the State Court’s request and
the jurisdiction of the Court under Article 34 of the Agreement between
the EFTA States on the Establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a
Court of Justice (“SCA”), the first question must be understood as asking
what requirements can be derived from Articles 31 and 36 of the EEA
Agreement when awarding a casino concession such as that at issue in the
main proceedings. By its second question, the State Court asks whether
there is a requirement to specify, at the time when a tender notice is
published, how the requirements laid down in applicable legislation will be
supplemented. By its third question, the State Court asks whether there is
a general obligation to give prior notice of the relative weighting that will
be given to the award criteria and, if so, what information a notice of that
kind is required to contain. The Court finds it appropriate to assess these
three questions together.

Observations submitted to the Court
27

Referring to Commission v Ireland, cited above, the complainant submits
that even if the obligation of transparency in EEA law requires in public
procurement law that the weighting of the award criteria must necessarily
be published together with the tender notice, such an obligation does
not extend to the award of a service concession. The complainant points
out that this is logical as the economically most advantageous offer is
not relevant since the awarding authority does not need to pay for the
provision of the services.
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Waren im konkreten Fall die Voraussetzungen gegeben, eine
ersatzlose Aufhebung des ganzen Ausschreibungs – sowie
Zuschlagsverfahrens anzuordnen?

Für eine ausführliche Darstellung des rechtlichen Hintergrunds, des
Sachverhalts, des Verfahrens und der beim Gerichtshof eingereichten
schriftlichen Erklärungen wird auf den Sitzungsbericht verwiesen. Auf den
Sitzungsbericht wird im Folgenden nur insoweit eingegangen, wie es für
die Begründung des Gerichtshofs erforderlich ist.

III ZUR ERSTEN, ZWEITEN UND DRITTEN FRAGE
26

Vor dem Hintergrund der im Antrag des Staatsgerichtshofs übermittelten
Informationen und der Zuständigkeit des Gerichtshofs gemäss Artikel 34
des Abkommens zwischen den EFTA-Staaten zur Errichtung einer
Überwachungsbehörde und eines Gerichtshofs betrifft die erste Frage
welche Anforderungen sich aus den Artikeln 31 und 36 des EWRAbkommens bei der Vergabe einer Spielbankenkonzession wie jener, die
Gegenstand des Ausgangsverfahrens ist, ergeben. Mit seiner zweiten
Frage ersucht der Staatsgerichtshof um Klärung, ob bereits im Stadium
der Ausschreibung bekannt gegeben werden muss, wie die in der
anwendbaren Gesetzgebung festgelegten Anforderungen konkretisiert
werden. Die dritte Frage des Staatsgerichtshofs bezieht sich darauf,
ob eine generelle Pflicht zur vorgängigen Bekanntgabe der relativen
Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien besteht und wenn ja, welche Angaben
bei einer solchen Bekanntgabe zu machen sind. Der Gerichtshof erachtet
es als angemessen, diese drei Fragen gemeinsam zu beantworten.

Dem Gerichtshof vorgelegte Stellungnahmen
27

Bezugnehmend auf die Rechtssache Kommission ./. Irland, oben erwähnt,
argumentiert die Beschwerdeführerin, dass sich das Transparenzgebot im
EWR-Recht – selbst wenn es im öffentlichen Auftragswesen eine zwingende
Bekanntgabe der Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien mit der Ausschreibung
vorsieht – nicht auf die Vergabe einer Dienstleistungskonzession erstreckt.
Die Beschwerdeführerin weist darauf hin, dies sei logisch, nachdem das
wirtschaftlich günstigste Angebot nicht von Interesse ist, da der öffentliche
Auftraggeber für die Leistungserbringung keine Zahlungen leisten muss.
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28

The complainant contends that even if the transparency obligation does
require that the weighting of the award criteria must be published, this
obligation has not been breached since the weighting criteria can be found
in the Gambling Act and parts of the Casino Regulation which lay down
the relevant objectives. Where a distinction is not made between these
objectives, they should be considered to be equally important and thus
have equal ranking.

29

In line with the Administrative Court’s findings, the complainant submits
that the evaluation form is unlawful. However, in its view, that should not
lead to the tender procedure itself being found unlawful. The evaluation
form is an internal document produced by the Office that no tenderer knew
to exist. It could simply have been ignored and the tenders submitted
examined without it.

30

With regard to the question whether the tender procedure itself was
lawful, the complainant submits that, at the time of publication of the
tender notice, neither European Union directives nor the case law of the
European Union courts required the publication of the weighting of the
award criteria.

31

At the oral hearing the complainant suggested that the transparency
obligation does not entail a strict requirement. Some degree of publicity
is sufficient, which, in its view, was secured by the online publication
of the tender procedure and the award criteria, where reference was
made to the Gambling Act and the Casino Regulation. The transparency
obligation was further secured in that a bidder had the possibility
to submit to the Office any questions relating to unclear aspects in
the tender documents. Much use was made of this possibility as 27
questions were posed and the answers to them made available to all
bidders.

32

In its oral submissions the respondent stated that the awarding of the
casino concession was lawful and that the requirements laid down in the
Gambling Act and Casino Regulation had been met.
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Die Beschwerdeführerin argumentiert, dass das Transparenzgebot –
selbst wenn es eine Bekanntgabe der Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien
verlangt – nicht verletzt wurde, da die Kriterien für die Gewichtung im
Geldspielgesetz und den Teilen der Spielbankenverordnung, in denen die
relevanten Zielsetzungen statuiert sind, enthalten sind. Wird nicht zwischen
diesen Zwecken unterschieden, sollten sie als gleich wichtig und damit als
gleichrangig betrachtet werden.

29

Im Einklang mit den Schlussfolgerungen des Verwaltungsgerichtshofs
bringt die Beschwerdeführerin vor, der Bewertungsbogen sei
unrechtmässig. Ihrer Ansicht nach sollte dies jedoch nicht dazu führen,
dass das Ausschreibungsverfahren an sich unrechtmässig ist. Beim
Bewertungsbogen handelt es sich um ein vom Amt für Volkswirtschaft
ausgearbeitetes internes Arbeitspapier, über dessen Existenz keiner
der Bieter Bescheid wusste. Man hätte es schlicht ausklammern und die
Gesuche ohne Bewertungsbogen prüfen können.

30

Im Zusammenhang mit der Frage der Rechtmässigkeit des
Ausschreibungsverfahrens weist die Beschwerdeführerin darauf hin, dass zum
Zeitpunkt der Veröffentlichung der Ausschreibung weder europarechtliche
Richtlinien noch die Rechtsprechung der Gerichte der Europäischen Union eine
zwingende Bekanntgabe der Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien verlangten.

31

Bei der Anhörung der mündlichen Ausführungen äusserte die
Beschwerdeführerin, das Transparenzgebot enthalte keine strenge
Anforderung. Ein gewisser Grad an Öffentlichkeit reiche aus, wobei
dieser ihrer Ansicht nach durch die elektronische Veröffentlichung
der Ausschreibung und der Zuschlagskriterien mit Verweis auf das
Geldspielgesetz und die Spielbankenverordnung gewährleistet wurde. Dem
Transparenzgebot wurde darüber hinaus insofern Rechnung getragen,
als die Bieter die Möglichkeit hatten, dem Amt für Volkswirtschaft zu
unklaren Aspekte in den Ausschreibungsunterlagen Fragen zu stellen. Mit
27 gestellten Fragen, deren Antworten allen Bietern zur Verfügung gestellt
wurden, wurde von dieser Möglichkeit reger Gebrauch gemacht.

32

In seinen mündlichen Ausführungen brachte der Beschwerdegegner vor,
die Vergabe der Spielbankenkonzession sei rechtmässig erfolgt und die
Anforderungen des Geldspielgesetzes und der Spielbankenverordnung
seien eingehalten worden.
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33

The Belgian Government notes that service concessions are not
regulated by any public procurement directive or other specific rules.
Thus, the concession awarding authority is bound by the fundamental
rules of EEA law, in particular the principles of equal treatment and nondiscrimination on grounds of nationality and the consequent obligation
of transparency. The main requirement of the latter obligation is that a
competitive procedure must take place before a concession to operate
games is awarded. However, the call for tenders itself does not fall under
the obligation of transparency. It suffices to have a degree of publicity
sufficient to open the service concession up to competition and to allow
the impartiality of the award procedures to be reviewed.

34

The Belgian Government argues that compliance with the principle
of equal treatment and the consequent obligation of transparency
necessarily means that objective criteria – enabling the discretion
of the competent authorities of the EEA State concerned to be
circumscribed – must be sufficiently advertised. Referring to
Commission v Ireland, cited above, the Belgian Government contends
that, when public procurement directives do not apply, it cannot be
legitimately argued that the scope of the principle of equal treatment
and the consequent obligation of transparency extends to requiring that
the relative weighting of the criteria used by the contracting authority
must be determined in advance and notified to potential tenderers when
they are invited to submit their bids. At the oral hearing, the Belgian
Government further emphasized that attaching weighting to a tender
procedure is not allowed once the bids have been opened.

35

Referring to Case C-331/04 ATI EAC and Others [2005] ECR I-10109, the
Belgian Government submits further that it is not contrary to European law
to attach a weighting to already defined award criteria, provided that this
does not alter those criteria, does not contain elements which would have
affected the preparation of the tenders and was not done on the basis of
matters likely to give rise to discrimination against one of the tenderers.
Any such specification, supplementation or weighting added to existing
criteria may not be of substantial nature in as much as this would have
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33

Die Regierung Belgiens hält fest, dass Dienstleistungskonzessionen von
keiner der das öffentliche Auftragswesen regelnden Richtlinien und von
keinen sonstigen speziellen Vorschriften erfasst werden. Somit unterliegt die
konzessionserteilende Behörde den grundlegenden Regeln des EWR-Rechts,
insbesondere dem Grundsatz der Gleichbehandlung und dem Verbot der
Diskriminierung aus Gründen der Staatsangehörigkeit sowie dem daraus
folgenden Transparenzgebot. Die aus dem Transparenzgebot resultierende
Hauptanforderung ist die Durchführung eines Ausschreibungsverfahrens
vor der Erteilung einer Konzession für den Spielbetrieb. Die Ausschreibung
selbst fällt jedoch nicht unter das Transparenzgebot. Es ist ausreichend,
einen angemessenen Grad an Öffentlichkeit sicherzustellen, der eine Öffnung
der Dienstleistungskonzession für den Wettbewerb und die Nachprüfung
ermöglicht, ob die Vergabeverfahren unparteiisch durchgeführt worden sind.

34

Die Regierung Belgiens hebt hervor, dass die Einhaltung des Grundsatzes
der Gleichbehandlung und des daraus folgenden Transparenzgebots
zwangsläufig damit einhergeht, dass objektive Kriterien – die es erlauben,
der Ermessensausübung der zuständigen Behörden des betreffenden
EWR-Staats Grenzen zu setzen – ausreichend öffentlich gemacht werden
müssen. Bezugnehmend auf die Rechtssache Kommission ./. Irland, oben
erwähnt, bringt die Regierung Belgiens vor, dass – wenn keine Richtlinien
über das öffentliche Auftragswesen anwendbar sind – die Annahme nicht
gerechtfertigt ist, dass die Tragweite des Gleichheitsgrundsatzes und des
daraus resultierenden Transparenzgebots so weit reicht, dass die relative
Gewichtung der vom öffentlichen Auftraggeber angewandten Kriterien vorab
bestimmt werden muss und den potenziellen Bietern bei der Aufforderung,
ihre Angebote einzureichen, mitzuteilen ist. In ihren mündlichen Ausführungen
hob die Regierung Belgiens darüber hinaus hervor, dass die Festlegung
einer Gewichtung in einem Ausschreibungsverfahren nach der Öffnung der
Angebote nicht mehr zulässig ist.

35

Unter Verweis auf die Rechtssache C-331/04 ATI EAC u. a., Slg. 2005,
I-10109, argumentiert die Regierung Belgiens weiter, es verstosse nicht
gegen das europäische Recht, zuvor festgelegte Zuschlagskriterien zu
gewichten, sofern dies die Kriterien nicht ändert, die Vorbereitung der
Angebote nicht beeinflusst, und dies nicht unter Berücksichtigung von
Umständen erfolgt ist, die einen der Bieter diskriminieren konnten. Jegliche
Ergänzung, weiterführende Konkretisierung oder Gewichtung bestehender
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allowed for the admission of different tenderers or for the acceptance of
different offers.
36

The Liechtenstein Government submits that public authorities are
required, when awarding service concessions, to comply with the
fundamental rules of EEA law such as the principles of equal treatment
and non-discrimination on grounds of nationality and the consequent
obligation of transparency. In light of those principles, all potential
tenderers have to be afforded equal opportunity in formulating the
terms of their application and they must be subject to the same
conditions. There should be a degree of publicity which is sufficient to
enable the market to be opened up to competition and the impartiality
of the award procedures to be reviewed. According to Liechtenstein,
that requirement is met when a tender notice is published on the
internet and the tender documentation supplied makes it possible to
form a detailed idea of the concession.

37

The Liechtenstein Government contends further that the directives on
the different categories of public contracts do not apply to the award of
a service concession. Referring to Commission v Ireland, cited above, it
submits that there is neither an obligation to determine in advance the
relative weighting of criteria for the award of a service concession nor to
notify such weighting to potential tenderers when they are invited to submit
their bids.

38

According to ESA, it follows from Case C-91/08 Wall [2010] ECR
I-2815 that national authorities must comply with two requirements
when advertising and concluding a service concession. These are that
the tender is advertised in such a way that, first, the concession can
be opened up to competition and, second, the impartiality of the award
procedure can be reviewed. For that purpose, national authorities
should ensure that the evaluation criteria used in a tender award
process do not create a situation of discrimination or partiality and that
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Kriterien darf insofern nicht wesentlich sein, als dies die Zulassung anderer
Bieter oder die Annahme anderer Angebote erlaubt hätte.
36

Der Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein zufolge haben
öffentliche Stellen bei der Vergabe von Dienstleistungskonzessionen
die grundlegenden Regeln des EWR-Rechts, wie den
Gleichbehandlungsgrundsatz und das Verbot der Diskriminierung
aus Gründen der Staatsangehörigkeit sowie das daraus folgende
Transparenzgebot, zu beachten. Vor dem Hintergrund dieser Grundsätze
müssen alle potenziellen Bieter bei der Formulierung der Bedingungen
ihres Angebots die gleichen Chancen haben und denselben Bedingungen
unterliegen. Es sollte ein angemessener Grad an Öffentlichkeit
sichergestellt werden, der eine Öffnung des Marktes für den Wettbewerb
und die Nachprüfung ermöglicht, ob die Vergabeverfahren unparteiisch
durchgeführt worden sind. Der Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein
zufolge ist diese Anforderung erfüllt, wenn die Ausschreibung im Internet
veröffentlicht wurde und die Ausschreibungsunterlagen den Parteien
ermöglichen, sich eine genaue Vorstellung von der Konzession zu machen.

37

Die Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein bringt weiter vor, dass die
Erteilung einer Dienstleistungskonzession nicht in den Geltungsbereich der
Richtlinien über die unterschiedlichen Kategorien von öffentlichen Aufträgen
fällt. Unter Bezugnahme auf die Rechtssache Kommission ./. Irland, oben
erwähnt, hält die Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein fest, dass
weder eine Verpflichtung zur Bestimmung der relativen Gewichtung der
Kriterien für die Erteilung einer Dienstleistungskonzession im Vorfeld
besteht, noch eine Verpflichtung dazu, diese den potenziellen Bietern bei
der Aufforderung, ihre Angebote einzureichen, mitzuteilen.

38

Der EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde zufolge lässt sich aus der Rechtssache
C-91/08 Wall, Slg. 2010, I-2815, ableiten, dass nationale Behörden bei
der Veröffentlichung und Vergabe einer Dienstleistungskonzession zwei
Anforderungen zu erfüllen haben. Und zwar muss die Ausschreibung so
veröffentlicht werden, dass erstens die Konzession für den Wettbewerb
geöffnet und zweitens die Nachprüfung ermöglicht wird, ob das
Vergabeverfahren unparteiisch durchgeführt worden ist. Zu diesem
Zweck sollten die nationalen Behörden gewährleisten, dass die in einem
Zuschlagsverfahren angewendeten Bewertungskriterien zu keiner
Diskriminierung oder Parteilichkeit führen und nicht auf eine Art und
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they are not determined in a manner which precludes a national court from
reviewing whether this is the case.
39

In ESA’s view, the ruling in Commission v Ireland, cited above, implies
that the obligation of transparency does not require the precise
procedural requirements of public procurement directives to be applied
outside the scope of those directives. All the same, the standard
that national authorities should meet in order to fulfil the obligation
of transparency itself appears to have been raised in Joined Cases
C-72/10 and C-77/10 Costa and Cifone, judgment of 16 February
2012, published electronically.

40

ESA is of the view that Articles 31 and 36 EEA require a sufficient level of
advertising so that the concession can be opened up to competition and
the impartiality of the award procedure can be reviewed. The conditions
and rules of the award procedure must be clear, precise and unequivocal
to make it possible for all reasonably informed tenderers exercising
ordinary care to understand their exact significance and interpret them in
the same way.

41

ESA does not consider it the case that EEA law specifically requires
an authority seeking to award a concession to state at the time at
which it publishes its tender notice how it intends to supplement and
specify in greater detail the requirements set out in relevant legal
acts. Specific weighting of the criteria established in the tender notice
can be determined at a later date as long as the bids have not been
opened. The national authority must, however, comply with the general
requirements of transparency. If a relative weighting is set out in the
public tender notice (or may be inferred from consistent practice) then
this relative weighting must not change when the exact weighting is
specified by the tender authority.

42

The Commission notes that service concessions fall outside the scope
of the Directive. All the same, they remain subject to the fundamental
principles of freedom of establishment and freedom to provide
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Weise ermittelt werden, die es ausschliesst, dass ein nationales Gericht
prüft, ob dies der Fall ist.
39

Nach Auffassung der EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde geht aus dem Urteil in
der Rechtssache Kommission ./. Irland, oben erwähnt, hervor, dass das
Transparenzgebot nicht erfordert, dass die genauen Verfahrensanforderungen
der Richtlinien über das öffentliche Auftragswesen ausserhalb des
Geltungsbereichs dieser Richtlinien Anwendung finden. Allerdings scheint
der Standard, den die nationalen Behörden einhalten sollten, um das
Transparenzgebot an sich zu erfüllen, in den verbundenen Rechtssachen
C-72/10 und C-77/10 Costa und Cifone, Urteil vom 16. Februar 2012, in
elektronischer Form veröffentlicht, angehoben worden zu sein.

40

Die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde ist der Ansicht, dass die Artikel 31
und 36 des EWR-Abkommens einen solch ausreichenden Grad an
Öffentlichkeit erfordern, dass die Konzession für den Wettbewerb
geöffnet wird und nachgeprüft werden kann, ob das Vergabeverfahren
unparteiisch durchgeführt worden ist. Überdies müssen die Bedingungen
und Modalitäten des Vergabeverfahrens klar, genau und eindeutig sein, so
dass alle durchschnittlich fachkundigen Bieter bei Anwendung der üblichen
Sorgfalt die genaue Bedeutung dieser Informationen verstehen und sie in
gleicher Weise auslegen können.

41

Die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde glaubt nicht, dass es das EWR-Recht
ausdrücklich erfordert, dass eine Konzessionsbehörde bereits im Stadium
der Ausschreibung bekannt gibt, wie sie die Vorgaben der anwendbaren
Rechtsvorschriften ergänzend bzw. weiterführend zu konkretisieren
gedenkt. Eine spezifische Gewichtung der in der Ausschreibung genannten
Kriterien kann zu einem späteren Zeitpunkt festgelegt werden, sofern die
Gebote noch nicht geöffnet wurden. Die nationale Behörde muss jedoch
die allgemeinen Vorgaben hinsichtlich der Transparenz einhalten. Wenn
eine relative Gewichtung in der Ausschreibung angeführt ist (oder aus einer
einheitlichen Vorgehensweise abgeleitet werden kann), darf sich diese
relative Gewichtung nicht ändern, wenn die ausschreibende Behörde die
genaue Gewichtung festlegt.

42

Die Kommission merkt an, dass Dienstleistungskonzessionen nicht
in den Geltungsbereich der Richtlinie fallen. Trotzdem unterliegen sie
den fundamentalen Grundsätzen der Niederlassungsfreiheit und der
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services, and in particular to the key principle of non-discrimination on
grounds of nationality. An obligation of transparency allows for verifying
that this principle is observed.
43

Referring to Cases C-324/98 Telaustria and Telefonadress [2000] ECR
I-10745 and C-64/08 Engelmann [2010] ECR I-8219, the Commission
submits that, in order to comply with the transparency obligation,
it is essential that the contracting authority provides a “degree of
advertising sufficient to enable the services market to be opened up
to competition” and for the impartiality of the award procedure to be
reviewed.

44

In order to open up the procedure in compliance with the principle of
equal treatment, the Commission submits that adequate information
should be given at the outset so that the interested parties can assess
whether they want to express an interest or not. To circumscribe the
exercise of national authorities’ discretion, the award criteria must
be based on objective, non-discriminatory criteria which are known in
advance. This ensures the equal position of parties when formulating
a bid and that any bids are subsequently assessed on the same terms
and under the same conditions.

45

The Commission also notes that there is no specific requirement to publish
details of the relative weighting to be given to the award criteria for a
service concession falling outside the scope of the Directive. Nevertheless,
the relative weighting of award criteria must be fixed prior to the opening
of bids and it cannot contain information which could have had a significant
effect on the preparation of the bid itself, nor which effectively amounts to
an alteration of the original criteria.

46

At the oral hearing, the Commission stated that it does not share ESA’s
view that Costa and Cifone, cited above, has raised the standard to be
met with respect to the general obligation of transparency. In that case,
the Court of Justice of the European Union refers to longstanding
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Dienstleistungsfreiheit und insbesondere dem zentralen Prinzip des
Verbots der Diskriminierung aus Gründen der Staatsangehörigkeit. Das
Transparenzgebot erlaubt die Überprüfung, ob dieses Prinzip eingehalten wird.
43

Unter Verweis auf die Rechtssachen C-324/98 Telaustria und
Telefonadress, Slg. 2000, I-10745, und C-64/08 Engelmann, Slg. 2010,
I-8219 macht die Kommission geltend, dass der öffentliche Auftraggeber
zur Erfüllung des Transparenzgebots einen „angemessenen Grad
von Öffentlichkeit sicherstellen [muss], der den Dienstleistungsmarkt
dem Wettbewerb öffnet“ und die Nachprüfung ermöglicht, ob das
Vergabeverfahren unparteiisch durchgeführt wurde.

44

Zur Öffnung des Verfahrens unter Einhaltung des Grundsatzes der
Gleichbehandlung sollten, so die Kommission, von Anfang an ausreichende
Informationen bereitgestellt werden, damit die interessierten Parteien
beurteilen können, ob sie Interesse bekunden wollen oder nicht. Um
dem Ermessen nationaler Behörden Grenzen zu setzen, müssen die
Zuschlagskriterien auf objektiven, nicht diskriminierenden und im Voraus
bekannten Kriterien beruhen. So wird gewährleistet, dass die Parteien bei
der Abfassung ihrer Gesuche in derselben Ausgangsposition sind und dass
die Gesuche anschliessend auf der Grundlage derselben Vorgaben und
unter denselben Bedingungen geprüft werden.

45

Die Kommission hält zudem fest, dass bei einer Dienstleistungskonzession,
die nicht in den Geltungsbereich der Richtlinie fällt, keine spezifische
Verpflichtung zur Bekanntgabe von Einzelheiten über die relative
Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien besteht. Nichtsdestotrotz ist die
relative Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien vor der Öffnung der Angebote
festzulegen und darf weder Informationen beinhalten, die sich erheblich auf
die Vorbereitung des Angebots selbst ausgewirkt hätten, noch solche, die
zu einer tatsächlichen Änderung der ursprünglichen Kriterien führen.

46

Bei der Anhörung der mündlichen Ausführungen brachte die Kommission vor,
sie teile die Einschätzung der EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde, der hinsichtlich
des allgemeinen Transparenzgebots zu erfüllende Standard sei durch die
Rechtssache Costa und Cifone, oben erwähnt, angehoben worden, nicht. In
dieser Rechtssache verweist der Gerichtshof der Europäischen Union auf
althergebrachte allgemeine Grundsätze, und angesichts der unterschiedlichen
Sachverhalte kann nicht davon ausgegangen werden, dass damit die
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general principles and, given the difference in factual situation between
the two cases, it cannot be seen as revisiting Commission v Ireland,
cited above, of which no mention is made in the relevant part of the
judgment. In further support of this view, the Commission referred to
Directive 2014/23/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council
of 26 February 2014 on the award of concession contracts (OJ 2014 L
94, p. 1) which has not yet been made part of EEA law. Articles 33, 41
and Annex V require the award criteria to be included in the concession
notice but Article 41(3) requires the criteria to be listed only in descending
order of importance. Thus, the Union legislative bodies have not chosen
a requirement of relative weighting, which can be contrasted with Article
53(2) of Directive 2004/18/EC, and it cannot be argued that a relative
weighting requirement would apply nonetheless on the basis of the general
principles of non-discrimination on grounds of nationality and transparency.
Findings of the Court
47

At the outset, it is noted that the consideration for the provision of services
under the contract at issue in the main proceedings consists solely in the
right to exploit the service of casino operation. Thus, the contract amounts
to a service concession, as defined in Article 1(4) of the Directive.
Accordingly, it falls outside the Directive’s scope as provided for in Article
17 of the Directive.

48

The Court recalls that all games of chance (gambling and betting)
provided in return for money constitute economic activities falling within
the scope of EEA fundamental freedoms (see Case E-3/06 Ladbrokes
[2007] EFTA Ct. Rep. 86, paragraph 39 and case law cited). Moreover,
national legislation, such as that at issue in the main proceedings, that
makes the exercise of an economic activity subject to the grant of a
concession constitutes an obstacle to the freedoms guaranteed by
Articles 31 and 36 EEA.

49

Such restrictions may, however, be justified on the basis of the express
derogations as provided for in Article 33 EEA, or by overriding reasons
in the public interest. Moral, religious and cultural factors, as well as
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Rechtsprechung aus der oben zitierten Rechtssache Kommission ./. Irland, auf
die im massgeblichen Teil des Urteils kein Bezug genommen wird, geändert
wurde. Um diese Ansicht weiter zu untermauern, verweist die Kommission
auf die Richtlinie 2014/23/EU des Europäischen Parlaments und des Rates
vom 26. Februar 2014 über die Konzessionsvergabe (ABl. 2014 L 94, S. 1),
die noch nicht ins EWR-Recht aufgenommen wurde. Die Artikel 33 und 41
sowie Anhang V erfordern die Einbeziehung der Zuschlagskriterien in die
Konzessionsbekanntmachung, doch Artikel 41 Absatz 3 legt fest, dass die
Kriterien nur in absteigender Reihenfolge ihrer Bedeutung angegeben werden
müssen. Dementsprechend haben die europäischen Gesetzgebungsorgane
keine Verpflichtung zur relativen Gewichtung vorgesehen, die Artikel 53
Absatz 2 der Richtlinie 2004/18/EG entgegengestellt werden kann. Es kann
auch nicht argumentiert werden, dass trotzdem eine Verpflichtung zur relativen
Gewichtung auf der Grundlage des allgemeinen Verbots der Diskriminierung
aus Gründen der Staatsangehörigkeit und des Transparenzgebots bestünde.
Entscheidung des Gerichtshofs
47

Einleitend ist festzuhalten, dass die Gegenleistung für die Erbringung
der Dienstleistungen im Rahmen des Vertrags, der Gegenstand des
Ausgangsverfahrens ist, ausschliesslich in dem Recht zum Betrieb einer
Spielbank besteht. Dementsprechend handelt es sich bei dem Vertrag
um eine Dienstleistungskonzession im Sinne von Artikel 1 Absatz 4 der
Richtlinie. Demzufolge fällt er nach den Vorgaben aus Artikel 17 der
Richtlinie nicht in deren Anwendungsbereich.

48

Der Gerichtshof erinnert daran, dass es sich bei allen gegen Entgelt
angebotenen Glücksspielen (Spiele und Wetten) um Geschäftstätigkeiten
handelt, die in den Geltungsbereich der Grundfreiheiten des EWRAbkommens fallen (vgl. Rechtssache E-3/06 Ladbrokes, Slg. 2007, EFTA
Court Report, S. 86, Randnr. 39, und die zitierte Rechtsprechung). Darüber
hinaus stellt ein nationales Recht wie das des Ausgangsverfahrens, das
die Ausübung einer Geschäftstätigkeit von der Erteilung einer Konzession
abhängig macht, ein Hindernis für die gemäss Artikel 31 und 36 des EWRAbkommens garantierten Freiheiten dar.

49

Solche Einschränkungen können jedoch aufgrund der in Artikel 33 des EWRAbkommens ausdrücklich vorgesehenen Ausnahmen zugelassen werden
oder durch zwingende Gründe des Allgemeininteresses gerechtfertigt sein.
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the morally and financially harmful consequences for the individual
and for society associated with gaming, may serve to justify a margin
of discretion for the national authorities, sufficient to enable them to
determine what is required in order to ensure consumer protection and the
preservation of public order.
50

The EEA States are free to set the objectives of their policy on gaming
and, where appropriate, to define in detail the level of protection sought,
provided that they comply with the requirements under the case law of
the Court with regard to their proportionality (see Ladbrokes, cited above,
paragraph 42 and case law cited).

51

Thus, although service concession contracts are not, as EEA law now
stands, governed by any of the directives by which the field of public
procurement is regulated the public authorities concluding them are bound
to comply with the fundamental rules of the EEA Agreement in general,
including the freedom to provide services and, in particular, the principles
of equal treatment and non-discrimination on grounds of nationality and the
consequent obligation of transparency. The latter obligation applies where
the service concession in question may be of interest to an undertaking
located in an EEA State other than that in which the concession is awarded
(see, for comparison, Case C-203/08 Sporting Exchange [2010] ECR
I-4695, paragraphs 39 and 40 and case law cited).

52

Without necessarily implying an obligation to launch an invitation to tender,
that obligation of transparency requires the concession-granting authority
to ensure, for the benefit of any potential concessionaire, a degree of
advertising sufficient to enable the bid process for the service concession
to be opened up to competition and the impartiality of the award
procedures to be reviewed (compare, to that effect, Costa and Cifone,
cited above, paragraph 55 and case law cited).

53

The award of a service concession must therefore be based on objective,
non-discriminatory criteria which are known in advance, in such a way as to
circumscribe the exercise of the national authorities’ discretion.
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Sittliche, religiöse und kulturelle Besonderheiten und die sittlich und finanziell
schädlichen Folgen für den Einzelnen wie für die Gesellschaft, die mit
Spielen und Wetten einhergehen, können ein ausreichendes Ermessen der
staatlichen Stellen rechtfertigen, festzulegen, welche Erfordernisse sich aus
dem Schutz der Verbraucher und der Sozialordnung ergeben.
50

Den EWR-Staaten steht es frei, die Ziele ihrer Politik auf dem Gebiet der
Glücksspiele festzulegen und gegebenenfalls das angestrebte Schutzniveau
genau zu bestimmen, sofern sie dabei den Anforderungen der Rechtsprechung
des Gerichtshofs hinsichtlich der Verhältnismässigkeit genügen (vgl.
Ladbrokes, oben erwähnt, Randnr. 42, und die zitierte Rechtsprechung).

51

Obwohl Dienstleistungskonzessionen nach dem gegenwärtigen
Stand des EWR-Rechts von keiner der das öffentliche Auftragswesen
regelnden Richtlinien erfasst werden, haben die für die Vergabe
verantwortlichen öffentlichen Stellen die grundlegenden Regeln des
EWR-Rechts im Allgemeinen, einschliesslich der Ausübung des freien
Dienstleistungsverkehrs, und insbesondere den Gleichbehandlungsgrundsatz
und das Verbot der Diskriminierung aus Gründen der Staatsangehörigkeit
sowie das daraus folgende Transparenzgebot zu beachten. Dieses
Transparenzgebot gilt, wenn die betreffende Dienstleistungskonzession
für ein Unternehmen von Interesse sein kann, das in einem anderen EWRStaat als dem, in dem diese Konzession erteilt wird, ansässig ist (vgl.
entsprechend Rechtssache C-203/08 Sporting Exchange, Slg. 2010,
I-4695, Randnrn. 39 und 40 und die zitierte Rechtsprechung).

52

Auch wenn das Transparenzgebot nicht unbedingt eine öffentliche
Ausschreibung vorschreibt, verpflichtet es doch die konzessionserteilende
Stelle, zugunsten der potentiellen Bewerber einen angemessenen
Grad an Öffentlichkeit sicherzustellen, der ein Bieterverfahren unter
Wettbewerbsbedingungen und die Nachprüfung ermöglicht, ob die
Vergabeverfahren unparteiisch durchgeführt worden sind (vgl. diesbezüglich
Costa und Cifone, oben erwähnt, Randnr. 55, und die zitierte Rechtsprechung).

53

Die Erteilung einer Dienstleistungskonzession muss daher auf
objektiven, nicht diskriminierenden und im Voraus bekannten Kriterien
beruhen, damit der Ermessensausübung durch die nationalen Behörden
Grenzen gesetzt werden.
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54

In the absence of transparency, an undertaking located in an EEA
State other than the concession awarding EEA State has no real
opportunity of expressing its interest in obtaining that concession.
The transparency requirements are, in particular, such as to ensure
that an undertaking located in the territory of an EEA State other than
Liechtenstein can have access to appropriate information regarding
that concession before it is awarded, so that, if that undertaking had
so wished, it would have been in a position to express its interest in
obtaining that concession (compare Case C-231/03 Coname [2005]
ECR I-7287, paragraphs 18 and 21).

55

The purpose underlying the principle of transparency is essentially to
ensure that any interested operator may take the decision to tender for
contracts on the basis of all the relevant information and to preclude any
risk of favouritism or arbitrariness on the part of the licensing authority. It
implies that all the conditions and detailed rules of the award procedure
must be drawn up in a clear, precise and unequivocal manner, to make it
possible for all reasonably informed tenderers exercising ordinary care to
understand their exact significance and interpret them in the same way,
and to circumscribe the contracting authority’s discretion and enable it
to ascertain effectively whether the tenders submitted satisfy the criteria
applying to the relevant procedure.

56

The principle of legal certainty requires, moreover, that rules of law
be clear, precise and predictable as regards their effects, in particular
where they may have unfavourable consequences for individuals and
undertakings.

57

According to the case-file, the tender documentation, supplied to
interested parties, included a reference to the requirements for the
granting of a concession under section 9 of the Gambling Act and
the award criteria specified in section 17(4)(a) to (l) of the Casino
Regulation. Moreover, it was stated at the outset that the criteria
set out in section 17(4) of the Casino Regulation would be weighted
differently, with particular significance attached to criteria set out in
subparagraphs (h) and (k) of section 17(4), which relate to the benefits
to the Liechtenstein economy, and in subparagraph (l) of the same
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Bei mangelnder Transparenz hat ein Unternehmen, das in einem anderen
EWR-Staat als dem, in dem die Konzession erteilt wird, ansässig ist,
keine tatsächliche Möglichkeit, sein Interesse am Erhalt der erwähnten
Konzession kundzutun. Die Transparenzerfordernisse müssen insbesondere
geeignet sein, einem auf dem Gebiet eines EWR-Staats, bei dem es sich
nicht um Liechtenstein handelt, niedergelassenen Unternehmen vor der
Vergabe Zugang zu angemessenen Informationen über diese Konzession zu
ermöglichen, so dass dieses Unternehmen gegebenenfalls sein Interesse
am Erhalt dieser Konzession hätte bekunden können (vgl. Rechtssache
C-231/03 Coname, Slg. 2005, I-7287, Randnrn. 18 und 21).

55

Der Zweck des zugrundeliegenden Transparenzgrundsatzes besteht
im Wesentlichen darin zu gewährleisten, dass alle interessierten
Wirtschaftsteilnehmer auf der Basis sämtlicher relevanter Informationen
an Ausschreibungen teilnehmen können, und die Gefahr von
Günstlingswirtschaft oder von willkürlichen Entscheidungen der
Vergabestelle auszuschliessen. Er verlangt, dass alle Bedingungen und
Modalitäten des Vergabeverfahrens klar, genau und eindeutig formuliert
sind, so dass zum einen alle durchschnittlich fachkundigen Bieter
bei Anwendung der üblichen Sorgfalt die genaue Bedeutung dieser
Informationen verstehen und sie in gleicher Weise auslegen können, und
zum anderen dem Ermessen der konzessionserteilenden Stelle Grenzen
gesetzt werden und diese tatsächlich überprüfen kann, ob die Gebote der
Bieter die für das Verfahren geltenden Kriterien erfüllen.

56

Der Grundsatz der Rechtssicherheit gebietet im Übrigen, dass
Rechtsvorschriften vor allem dann, wenn sie nachteilige Folgen für Einzelne
und Unternehmen haben können, klar, bestimmt und in ihren Auswirkungen
voraussehbar sind.

57

Laut Akte enthielten die Ausschreibungsunterlagen, die den Interessenten
übermittelt wurden, einen Verweis auf die Konzessionsvoraussetzungen
nach Artikel 9 des Geldspielgesetzes und die Zuschlagskriterien nach
Artikel 17 Absatz 4 Buchstaben a bis l der Spielbankenverordnung.
Zudem wurde von Anfang an festgehalten, dass die in Artikel 17 Absatz 4
der Spielbankenverordnung angeführten Kriterien unterschiedlich
gewichtet werden, wobei den Kriterien gemäss Unterabsatz h und k
von Artikel 17 Absatz 4, die sich mit dem volkswirtschaftlichen Nutzen
beschäftigen, und Unterabsatz l derselben Bestimmung, die den geplanten
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provision, which concerns the casino’s planned location. However, the
relative weighting for each of the award criteria was neither stated in the
publication notice nor the tender documentation.
58

The Court notes that while the requirement to state the relative
weighting for each of the award criteria at the stage of publication of
a contract notice, provided for in Article 53(2) of the Directive, does
extend the obligation of transparency with regard to public service
contracts, the same cannot legitimately be argued with regard to
service concessions in the absence of specific provisions to that effect
(see for comparison, Commission v Ireland, cited above, paragraph
43). Whereas Articles 31 and 36 EEA do not preclude the publication
of the relative weighting of criteria or making such weighting known to
interested operators prior to the submission of bids, the considerations
set out in paragraphs 55 and 56 do not entail that a general obligation
exists in that respect.

59

Nevertheless, by attributing weightings such as those at issue in the
main proceedings, in which the terms on which tenders submitted are
to be evaluated are set out, the contracting authority must ensure the
impartiality of the process and the equality of those interested in acquiring
a concession for a service. There is an obligation on the contracting
authority to interpret the award criteria in the same way and the weighting
of the award criteria should be fixed before the envelopes containing the
tenders submitted are opened. Moreover, the weighting attributed should
not alter the criteria for the award of a contract set out in the tender
documents or the contract notice, nor should it contain elements which, if
they had been known at the time the tenders were prepared, could have
significantly affected their preparation. Finally, the weighting should not
be adopted on the basis of matters likely to give rise to discrimination
against one of the tenderers (compare Commission v Ireland, cited above,
paragraphs 46, 48 and 49).

60

In light of the preceding findings, the answer to the first three questions
must be that, in the absence of specific provisions, national authorities
remain bound by fundamental rules of EEA law when awarding service
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Spielbankenstandort betrifft, besondere Bedeutung zukomme. Die relative
Gewichtung der einzelnen Zuschlagskriterien wurde jedoch weder in der
Ausschreibung noch in den Ausschreibungsunterlagen angegeben.
58

Auch wenn die Verpflichtung, die relative Gewichtung jedes einzelnen
Zuschlagskriteriums im Stadium der Veröffentlichung der Bekanntmachung
anzugeben, wie in Artikel 53 Absatz 2 der Richtlinie vorgesehen, das
Transparenzgebot in Bezug auf öffentliche Dienstleistungsaufträge erweitert,
ist es mangels dahingehender besonderer Vorschriften nicht zulässig,
dies auch in Bezug auf Dienstleistungskonzessionen zu verlangen (vgl.
entsprechend Kommission ./. Irland, oben erwähnt, Randnr. 43). Während
Artikel 31 und 36 des EWR-Abkommens die Veröffentlichung der relativen
Gewichtung der Kriterien oder die Mitteilung dieser Gewichtung an die
interessierten Wirtschaftsteilnehmer vor der Einreichung der Gesuche nicht
verbieten, folgt aus den in den Randnrn. 55 und 56 angeführten Überlegungen
nicht, dass diesbezüglich eine allgemeine Verpflichtung besteht.

59

Wenn der öffentliche Auftraggeber eine Gewichtung wie jene im
Ausgangsverfahren vornimmt und die Voraussetzungen festlegt, unter
denen die eingelangten Gesuche geprüft werden, hat er nichtsdestotrotz
sicher zu stellen, dass der Vorgang unparteiisch durchgeführt wird und
die Gesuchsteller, die an der Erteilung einer Dienstleistungskonzession
interessiert sind, gleich behandelt werden. Der öffentliche Auftraggeber
ist verpflichtet, die Zuschlagskriterien auf die gleiche Weise auszulegen,
und die Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien sollte vor dem Öffnen der
Umschläge mit den Gesuchen festgelegt werden. Darüber hinaus sollte
die angewendete Gewichtung die in den Ausschreibungsunterlagen oder in
der Bekanntmachung angegebenen Zuschlagskriterien weder verändern,
noch sollte sie Elemente enthalten, die sich erheblich auf die Vorbereitung
der Gesuche ausgewirkt hätten, wären sie zu diesem Zeitpunkt bekannt
gewesen. Letztlich darf die Gewichtung nicht unter Berücksichtigung
von Umständen erfolgen, die einen der Bieter diskriminieren können (vgl.
Kommission ./. Irland, oben erwähnt, Randnrn. 46, 48 und 49).

60

Im Lichte der vorgängigen Feststellungen muss die Antwort auf die ersten
drei Fragen lauten, dass nationale Behörden in Ermangelung einschlägiger
Bestimmungen bei der Vergabe von Dienstleistungskonzessionen den
grundlegenden Regeln des EWR-Rechts unterliegen. Dies schliesst die
Festlegung einer relativen Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien durch die
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concessions. This does not preclude the national authority from attaching
relative weighting to the award criteria but there remains a duty to comply
with the obligation of transparency. This obligation entails that the relative
weighting cannot alter the original award criteria, be of a nature that could
have significantly affected the preparation of tenders or be likely to give
rise to discrimination against one of the tenderers.

IV THE FOURTH AND FIFTH QUESTIONS
61

The fourth and fifth questions seek to establish whether the requirements
of EEA law regarding the tender procedure were satisfied and what
consequences follow if those requirements were not satisfied. Namely,
the national court wishes to know whether procedural errors of that kind
can be cured and if requirements for setting aside the whole tender and
concession award procedure are met. The Court finds it appropriate to
assess these questions together.

Observations submitted to the Court
62

The complainant argues that there was a flaw in the weighting of
the award criteria. All the same, as this flaw did not affect the whole
tender procedure it could only lead to a re-opening of the affected
part and only on the condition that more than one tender fulfils the
concession requirements. The complainant asserts that only its bid met
the necessary requirements and that, as a result, the conditions for
repetition are not met.

63

The Belgian and Liechtenstein Governments, ESA and the Commission
all contend that it is for the referring court to assess the facts of the
case before it and rule whether the requirements of EEA law are met.
The Belgian Government submits that if a tender procedure is found
not to be compliant with EEA law then all necessary measures have
to be taken, in accordance with the national legal system, to restore
transparency. The Liechtenstein Government, ESA and the Commission
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nationale Behörde nicht aus; sie ist dabei jedoch zur Einhaltung des
Transparenzgebots verpflichtet. Diese Verpflichtung zieht nach sich,
dass die relative Gewichtung die ursprünglichen Zuschlagskriterien
nicht verändern und nicht von einer Beschaffenheit sein darf, die die
Vorbereitung der Angebote wesentlich hätte beeinflussen können oder die
zu einer Diskriminierung eines der Bieter führen konnte.

IV ZUR VIERTEN UND FÜNFTEN FRAGE
61

Mit der vierten und fünften Frage soll geklärt werden, ob die Vorgaben
des EWR-Rechts im Zusammenhang mit dem Ausschreibungsverfahren
beachtet wurden und welche Folgen eine Nichterfüllung dieser Vorgaben
nach sich zieht. Insbesondere wünscht das nationale Gericht zu wissen,
ob Verfahrensfehler dieser Art geheilt werden können und ob die
Voraussetzungen zur ersatzlosen Aufhebung des ganzen Ausschreibungs
– sowie Zuschlagsverfahrens gegeben waren. Der Gerichtshof erachtet es
als angemessen, diese Fragen gemeinsam zu beantworten.

Dem Gerichtshof vorgelegte Stellungnahmen
62

Die Beschwerdeführerin bringt vor, die Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien
habe einen Mangel aufgewiesen. Allerdings konnte dieser Mangel, da
er nicht das gesamte Ausschreibungsverfahren betraf, nur zu einer
Wiederholung des betroffenen Verfahrensteils führen, und das nur unter der
Bedingung, dass mehr als ein Gesuch die Konzessionsvoraussetzungen
erfüllt. Die Beschwerdeführerin weist darauf hin, dass nur ihr Gesuch
die erforderlichen Voraussetzungen erfüllte, und dass infolgedessen die
Bedingungen für eine Neuausschreibung nicht gegeben sind.

63

Die Regierungen Belgiens und des Fürstentums Liechtenstein, die EFTAÜberwachungsbehörde und die Kommission stimmen darin überein, dass
es Sache des vorlegenden Gerichts ist, den Sachverhalt in der bei ihm
anhängigen Rechtssache zu prüfen und zu beurteilen, ob die Vorgaben des
EWR-Rechts beachtet wurden. Der Regierung Belgiens zufolge müssen, wenn
sich herausstellt, dass ein Ausschreibungsverfahren nicht dem EWR-Recht
entspricht, alle erforderlichen Massnahmen im Rahmen des innerstaatlichen
Rechts ergriffen werden, um die Transparenz wiederherzustellen. Die
Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein, die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde und
die Kommission verweisen auf die Rolle der innerstaatlichen Rechtsordnung bei
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all refer to the role of the national legal system in ensuring remedies for
the protection of rights derived from EEA law and that such remedies
comply with the principles of equivalence and effectiveness.
64

ESA observes further that the evaluation form which set out the fully
weighted criteria was non-binding and unpublished. Moreover, it cannot be
deduced from the State Court’s request whether the evaluation form was
adopted before or after the tenders submitted had been opened. In ESA’s
view, the transparency obligation precludes the adoption of this form if the
tenders had already been opened.

65

ESA contends that if a breach has been established, there can be more
than one appropriate solution to ensure that the adverse effects do not
subsist throughout the performance of the contract.

66

ESA considers the obligation of transparency as intended to fulfil the
public interest objective of ensuring good administration in the award of
concessions, so that awards can be made in a way that is non-arbitrary
and non-discriminatory. A lack of transparency might discourage potential
participants including those who are participating on a cross-border basis
from submitting tenders. The remedies considered by the national court
should reflect the public interest objective.

67

In that regard, ESA contends that the substitution of one tenderer for
another, as requested by the complainant in the case at hand, does
not appear the most appropriate solution. In ESA’s view, re-opening
of the tender procedure appears more appropriate for breaches of
the principle of transparency relating to (i) the weightings attributed
to the award criteria and (ii) the time at which the award criteria were
determined in detail. Should the national court decide on a different
remedy, it will have to ensure that the principles of equivalence and
effectiveness are satisfied.
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der Gewährleistung, dass der Schutz der aus dem EWR-Recht erwachsenden
Rechte mittels Rechtsbehelfen sichergestellt wird und dass solche
Rechtsbehelfe den Grundsätzen der Äquivalenz und Effektivität entsprechen.
64

Die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde bringt weiter vor, dass der
Bewertungsbogen, der die voll gewichteten Kriterien enthielt, unverbindlich
war und nicht veröffentlicht wurde. Zudem geht aus dem Antrag des
Staatsgerichtshofs auf Vorabentscheidung nicht hervor, ob die Annahme
des Bewertungsbogens vor oder nach der Öffnung der eingegangenen
Gesuche erfolgte. Nach Auffassung der EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde steht
das Transparenzgebot der Annahme des Bewertungsbogens nach der
Öffnung der Gesuche entgegen.

65

Wurde ein Verstoss festgestellt, so die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde, kann
es mehr als eine geeignete Lösung geben um sicherzustellen, dass die
nachteiligen Auswirkungen nicht während der Vertragserfüllung fortdauern.

66

Nach Auffasung der EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde soll mit dem
Transparenzgebot das im öffentlichen Interesse liegende Ziel erfüllt
werden, bei der Erteilung von Konzessionen eine ordnungsgemässe
Verwaltung sicher zu stellen, damit Zuschläge frei von Willkür und
Diskriminierung erfolgen können. Mangelnde Transparenz könnte
potenzielle Bieter, inklusive solcher, die sich grenzüberschreitend
beteiligen, von der Einreichung von Gesuchen abhalten. Die vom nationalen
Gericht in Betracht gezogenen Rechtsbehelfe sollten die im öffentlichen
Interesse liegende Zielsetzung reflektieren.

67

In diesem Zusammenhang gelangt die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde zu
der Schlussfolgerung, dass der Austausch des einen Gesuchstellers
gegen den anderen, wie von der Beschwerdeführerin im gegenständlichen
Fall gefordert, nicht als geeignetste Lösung erscheint. Nach Ansicht der
EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde bietet sich eine Neuausschreibung eher bei
Verstössen gegen das Transparenzgebot an, die (i) mit der Gewichtung der
Zuschlagskriterien und (ii) mit dem Zeitpunkt, zu dem die Zuschlagskriterien im
Einzelnen festgelegt wurden, in Zusammenhang stehen. Sollte das nationale
Gericht einen anderen Rechtsbehelf festlegen, wird es zu gewährleisten haben,
dass die Grundsätze der Äquivalenz und Effektivität erfüllt sind.
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68

ESA acknowledges, however, that the re-opening of the award
procedure may involve certain difficulties, for example, when the
bids have been made public or when there is an increased level of
market participation. If there are no safeguards for the parties which
participated in the initial tender procedure, the question of State liability
may arise.

Findings of the Court
69

In the absence of EEA rules on remedies in the field of service concession
contracts, it is for the domestic legal system of each EEA State to
designate the courts and tribunals having jurisdiction and to lay down
the procedural rules governing actions for safeguarding rights which
individuals and economic operators derive from EEA law. However, such
rules must, first, be no less favourable than those governing similar
domestic actions (principle of equivalence). Second, they must not
render practically impossible or excessively difficult the exercise of rights
conferred by EEA law (principle of effectiveness) (see, for comparison,
Case E-11/12 Koch and Others [2013] EFTA Ct. Rep. 272, paragraph 121
and case law cited).

70

It follows that the principles of equal treatment and non-discrimination
on grounds of nationality enshrined in Articles 31 and 36 EEA and the
consequent obligation of transparency do not necessarily require, in the
case of a breach of that obligation in connection with the award of a
service concession, the national authorities to terminate a contract or
the national courts to set aside the award decision.

71

However, in the case at hand, when assessing the available remedies
intended to avoid that effects contrary to Articles 31 and 36 EEA subsist,
the national court must ensure that the public interest objective of good
administration is adequately reflected in the award of concessions,
so that awards can be made in a manner that is neither arbitrary nor
discriminatory.
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Die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde räumt jedoch ein, dass die
Neuausschreibung gewisse Schwierigkeiten mit sich bringen kann, wenn
die Gesuche beispielsweise öffentlich gemacht wurden oder wenn eine
erhöhte Marktteilnahme zu verzeichnen ist. Werden keine Massnahmen zum
Schutz der Parteien getroffen, die an der ursprünglichen Ausschreibung
teilgenommen haben, kann sich die Frage einer staatlichen Haftung stellen.

Entscheidung des Gerichtshofs
69

In Ermangelung einer EWR-Regelung zu Rechtsbehelfen betreffend Verträge
über Dienstleistungskonzessionen ist es Sache der innerstaatlichen
Rechtsordnung der einzelnen EWR-Staaten, die zuständigen Gerichte
und die Ausgestaltung von Verfahren, die den Schutz der den Bürgern
und Wirtschaftsteilnehmern aus dem EWR-Recht erwachsenden Rechte
gewährleisten sollen, zu bestimmen. Solche Regelungen sollten jedoch
erstens nicht weniger günstig gestaltet sein als solche, wie sie für ähnliche
einzelstaatliche Verfahren gelten (Grundsatz der Äquivalenz). Zweitens dürfen
sie die Ausübung der durch das EWR-Recht verliehenen Rechte in der Praxis
nicht praktisch unmöglich machen oder übermässig erschweren (Grundsatz
der Effektivität) (vgl. entsprechend Rechtssache E-11/12 Koch u. a., EFTA
Court Report 2013, S. 272, Randnr. 121 und die zitierte Rechtsprechung).

70

Dementsprechend erfordern der Gleichbehandlungsgrundsatz und das
Verbot der Diskriminierung aus Gründen der Staatsangehörigkeit gemäss
den Artikeln 31 und 36 des EWR-Abkommens und das daraus folgende
Transparenzgebot im Falle eines Verstosses gegen dieses Gebot im
Zusammenhang mit der Erteilung einer Dienstleistungskonzession nicht
zwingend von den nationalen Behörden die Kündigung des Vertrags bzw.
von den nationalen Gerichten die Aufhebung der Zuschlagsentscheidung.

71

Allerdings muss das nationale Gericht, wenn es im gegenständlichen Fall
prüft, welche Rechtsbehelfe zur Verfügung stehen, mit denen sichergestellt
wird, dass keine den Artikeln 31 und 36 des EWR-Abkommens
zuwiderlaufenden Auswirkungen fortdauern, dafür Sorge tragen, dass das
im öffentlichen Interesse liegende Ziel der ordnungsgemässen Verwaltung
bei der Erteilung von Konzessionen in angemessener Weise erfüllt wird,
damit die Zuschläge frei von Willkür und Diskriminierung erfolgen können.
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72

It is for the domestic legal system to regulate the legal procedures for
safeguarding the rights which individuals derive from the obligation of
transparency in such a way that those procedures are no less favourable
than similar domestic procedures and do not make the exercise of those
rights practically impossible or excessively difficult.

73

In order to establish whether the principle of equivalence has been
complied with in the main proceedings, it is for the national court,
which alone has direct knowledge of the procedural rules governing
actions in the relevant field of national law, to consider the purpose,
cause of action and the essential characteristics of allegedly similar
domestic actions. Moreover, every case in which the question arises
as to whether a national provision is less favourable than those
concerning similar domestic actions must be analysed by the national
court by reference to the role of that provision in the procedure, its
conduct and its special features, viewed as a whole, before the various
national bodies (see, for comparison, Koch and Others, cited above,
paragraphs 124 and 125).

74

If the State Court finds that there is a sufficiently serious breach of the
obligation of transparency with respect to the weightings of the award
criteria, a re-opening of the tender procedure appears to be a more
appropriate course of action than the substitution of one tenderer for
another. The stage of the tender procedure at which it should be reopened, e.g. ab initio or at the point at which the bids were received,
depends on the nature of the flaw in the process. This is a matter to be
determined by the State Court.

75

In light of the preceding considerations, the answer to the fourth and
fifth questions must be that the obligation of transparency does not
necessarily require the national authorities to terminate a contract
or the national courts to set aside an award decision in every case
of a breach of that obligation in connection with the award of a
service concession. However, the national court must consider, when
assessing in the circumstances of the case at hand the available
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Es ist Sache des innerstaatlichen Rechts, die Rechtsschutzmöglichkeiten,
die den Schutz der dem Bürger aus dem Transparenzgebot erwachsenden
Rechte gewährleisten, so zu regeln, dass sie nicht weniger günstig gestaltet
sind als vergleichbare innerstaatliche Verfahren, und die Ausübung dieser
Rechte nicht praktisch unmöglich machen oder übermässig erschweren.

73

Um festzustellen, ob der Grundsatz der Äquivalenz im Ausgangsverfahren
beachtet wurde, ist es Aufgabe des nationalen Gerichts – das als einziges
über unmittelbare Kenntnis der Verfahrensvorschriften für Klagen auf dem
entsprechenden Gebiet des nationalen Rechts verfügt – den Gegenstand,
Rechtsgrund und die wesentlichen Merkmale vermeintlich ähnlicher
Verfahren im einzelstaatlichen Rahmen zu beurteilen. Zudem ist jeder
Fall, in dem sich die Frage stellt, ob eine nationale Verfahrensvorschrift
weniger günstig ist als die für vergleichbare Klagen des innerstaatlichen
Rechts geltende, unter Berücksichtigung der Stellung dieser Vorschrift
im gesamten Verfahren, des Verfahrensablaufs und der Besonderheiten
des Verfahrens vor den verschiedenen nationalen Stellen zu prüfen (vgl.
entsprechend Koch u. a., oben erwähnt, Randnrn. 124 und 125).

74

Falls der Staatsgerichtshof einen ausreichend schweren Verstoss gegen das
Transparenzgebot im Hinblick auf die Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien
feststellt, scheint eine Neuausschreibung die geeignetere Massnahme zu
sein als der Austausch des einen Gesuchstellers gegen den anderen. Die
Phase, ab der das Verfahren wiederholt werden müsste – also ob eine
völlige Neuausschreibung durchgeführt würde oder ob das Verfahren an
dem Punkt, an dem die Gesuche eingingen, wiederaufgenommen würde – ist
abhängig von der Art des Verfahrensmangels. Diese Frage ist durch den
Staatsgerichtshof zu klären.

75

Unter Berücksichtigung der obigen Überlegungen muss die Antwort auf
die vierte und fünfte Frage lauten, dass das Transparenzgebot von den
nationalen Behörden nicht zwingend in jedem Fall, in dem ein Verstoss
gegen das Transparenzgebot im Zusammenhang mit der Erteilung einer
Dienstleistungskonzession vorliegt, die Kündigung eines Vertrags bzw.
von den nationalen Gerichten die Aufhebung der Zuschlagsentscheidung
fordert. Allerdings muss das nationale Gericht, wenn es unter den im
gegenständlichen Fall gegebenen Umständen prüft, welche Rechtsbehelfe
zur Verfügung stehen, mit denen sichergestellt wird, dass den Artikeln 31
und 36 des EWR-Abkommens zuwiderlaufende Auswirkungen nicht
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remedies to ensure that effects contrary to Articles 31 and 36 EEA do
not subsist, that the public interest objective of good administration is
adequately reflected in the award of concessions, so that awards can
be made in a way that is non-arbitrary and non-discriminatory. In the
absence of EEA rules on remedies it is for the domestic legal system
to regulate the legal procedures for safeguarding the rights which
individuals derive from the obligation of transparency in such a way
that those procedures are no less favourable than similar domestic
procedures and do not make the exercise of those rights practically
impossible or excessively difficult.

V COSTS
76

The costs incurred by the complainant, the respondent, the
Governments of Belgium and Liechtenstein, ESA and the Commission,
which have all submitted observations to the Court, are not
recoverable. Since these proceedings are a step in the proceedings
pending before the State Court, any decision on the costs of the
parties to those proceedings is a matter for that court.
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fortbestehen, berücksichtigen, dass das im öffentlichen Interesse
liegende Ziel der ordnungsgemässen Verwaltung bei der Erteilung von
Konzessionen angemessen berücksichtigt ist, so dass die Zuschläge frei
von Willkür und Diskriminierung erfolgen können. In Ermangelung einer
EWR-Regelung zu Rechtsbehelfen ist es Sache des innerstaatlichen Rechts,
die Rechtsschutzmöglichkeiten, die den Schutz der dem Bürger aus dem
Transparenzgebot erwachsenden Rechte gewährleisten, so zu regeln, dass
sie nicht weniger günstig gestaltet sind als vergleichbare innerstaatliche
Verfahren, und die Ausübung dieser Rechte nicht praktisch unmöglich
machen oder übermässig erschweren.

V KOSTEN
76

Die Auslagen der Beschwerdeführerin, des Beschwerdegegners, der
Regierungen Belgiens und des Fürstentums Liechtenstein, der EFTAÜberwachungsbehörde und der Europäischen Kommission, die vor dem
Gerichtshof Erklärungen abgegeben haben, sind nicht erstattungsfähig.
Da es sich bei diesem Verfahren um einen Zwischenstreit in einem beim
Staatsgerichtshof des Fürstentums Liechtenstein anhängigen Rechtsstreit
handelt, ist die Kostenentscheidung betreffend die Parteien dieses
Verfahrens Sache dieses Gerichts.
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On those grounds,

THE COURT
in answer to the questions referred to it by the State Court of the Principality of
Liechtenstein hereby gives the following Advisory Opinion:
1.

In the absence of specific provisions, national authorities remain
bound by fundamental rules of EEA law when awarding service
concessions. This does not preclude the national authority from
attaching relative weighting to the award criteria but there remains
a duty to comply with the obligation of transparency. This obligation
entails that the relative weighting cannot alter the original award
criteria, be of a nature that could have significantly affected the
preparation of tenders or be likely to give rise to discrimination
against one of the tenderers.

2.

The obligation of transparency does not necessarily require the
national authorities to terminate a contract or the national courts
to set aside an award decision in every case of breach of that
obligation in connection with the award of a service concession.
However, the national court must consider, when assessing in
the circumstances of the case at hand the available remedies to
ensure that the effects contrary to Articles 31 and 36 EEA do not
subsist, that the public interest objective of good administration is
adequately reflected in the award of concessions, so that awards
can be made in a way that is neither arbitrary nor discriminatory.
In the absence of EEA rules on remedies it is for the domestic legal
system to regulate the legal procedures for safeguarding the rights
which individuals derive from that obligation in such a way that those
procedures are no less favourable than similar domestic procedures
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Aus diesen Gründen erstellt

DER GERICHTSHOF
in Beantwortung der ihm vom Staatsgerichtshof des Fürstentums Liechtenstein
vorgelegten Fragen folgendes Gutachten:
1.

Nationale Behörden unterliegen in Ermangelung einschlägiger
Bestimmungen bei der Vergabe von Dienstleistungskonzessionen
den grundlegenden Regeln des EWR-Rechts. Dies schliesst die
Festlegung einer relativen Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien durch
die nationale Behörde nicht aus; sie ist dabei jedoch zur Einhaltung des
Transparenzgebots verpflichtet. Diese Verpflichtung zieht nach sich,
dass die relative Gewichtung die ursprünglichen Zuschlagskriterien
nicht verändern und nicht von einer Beschaffenheit sein darf, die die
Vorbereitung der Angebote wesentlich hätte beeinflussen können oder
die zu einer Diskriminierung eines der Bieter führen konnte.

2.

Das Transparenzgebot fordert von den nationalen Behörden
nicht zwingend in jedem Fall, in dem ein Verstoss gegen
das Transparenzgebot im Zusammenhang mit der Erteilung
einer Dienstleistungskonzession vorliegt, die Kündigung eines
Vertrags bzw. von den nationalen Gerichten die Aufhebung der
Zuschlagsentscheidung. Allerdings muss das nationale Gericht,
wenn es unter den im gegenständlichen Fall gegebenen Umständen
prüft, welche Rechtsbehelfe zur Verfügung stehen, mit denen
sichergestellt wird, dass den Artikeln 31 und 36 des EWR-Abkommens
zuwiderlaufende Auswirkungen nicht fortbestehen, berücksichtigen,
dass das im öffentlichen Interesse liegende Ziel der ordnungsgemässen
Verwaltung bei der Erteilung von Konzessionen angemessen
berücksichtigt ist, so dass die Zuschläge frei von Willkür und
Diskriminierung erfolgen können. In Ermangelung einer EWR-Regelung
zu Rechtsbehelfen ist es Sache des innerstaatlichen Rechts, die
Rechtsschutzmöglichkeiten, die den Schutz der dem Bürger aus dem
Transparenzgebot erwachsenden Rechte gewährleisten, so zu regeln,
dass sie nicht weniger günstig gestaltet sind als vergleichbare
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and do not make the exercise of those rights practically impossible
or excessively difficult.

Carl Baudenbacher

Per Christiansen

Páll Hreinsson

Delivered in open court in Luxembourg on 29 August 2014.
Philipp Speitler

Carl Baudenbacher

Acting Registrar

President
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innerstaatliche Verfahren, und die Ausübung dieser Rechte nicht
praktisch unmöglich machen oder übermässig erschweren.

Carl Baudenbacher

Per Christiansen		 Páll Hreinsson

Verkündet in öffentlicher Sitzung in Luxemburg am 29. August 2014.
Philipp Speitler

Carl Baudenbacher

Geschäftsführender Kanzler

Präsident
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REPORT FOR THE HEARING
in Case E-24/13
REQUEST to the Court under Article 34 of the Agreement between the EFTA States
on the Establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice from the
State Court of the Principality of Liechtenstein (Staatsgerichtshof des Fürstentums
Liechtenstein) in the case of

Casino Admiral AG
and
Wolfgang Egger
concerning the interpretation of Articles 31 and 36 of the EEA Agreement and
the obligation of transparency derived therefrom in the context of a procedure for
awarding a casino concession.

I

INTRODUCTION
1.

By a letter of 6 November 2013, registered at the Court on 8
November 2013, the State Court of the Principality of Liechtenstein
(the “referring court”) requested an Advisory Opinion in a case pending
before it between Casino Admiral AG (“the complainant”) and Wolfgang
Egger (“the respondent”).

2.

At issue in the case is whether the tender procedure for awarding a casino
concession breaches EEA law and in particular Articles 31 and 36 of the
EEA Agreement, and the obligation of transparency derived therefrom such
as to justify a new tender procedure.

II LEGAL BACKGROUND
EEA law
3.

Article 31(1) of the EEA Agreement reads:
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SITZUNGSBERICHT
in der Rechtssache E-24/13
ANTRAG des Staatsgerichtshofs des Fürstentums Liechtenstein an den Gerichtshof
gemäss Artikel 34 des Abkommens der EFTA-Staaten über die Errichtung einer
EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde und eines EFTA-Gerichtshofs in der vor ihm anhängigen
Rechtssache
Casino Admiral AG
und
Wolfgang Egger
betreffend die Auslegung der Artikel 31 und 36 des EWR-Abkommens, und
des daraus im Zusammenhang mit einem Verfahren zur Erteilung einer
Spielbankenkonzession abgeleiteten Transparenzgebots.

I

EINLEITUNG
1.

Mit Schreiben vom 6. November 2013, beim Gerichtshof eingegangen
am 8. November 2013, stellte der Staatsgerichtshof des Fürstentums
Liechtenstein (im Folgenden: vorlegendes Gericht) einen Antrag auf
Vorabentscheidung in einer bei ihm anhängigen Rechtssache zwischen
der Casino Admiral AG (im Folgenden: Beschwerdeführerin) und Wolfgang
Egger (im Folgenden: Beschwerdegegner).

2.

Im gegenständlichen Fall ist strittig, ob das Ausschreibungsverfahren zur
Erteilung einer Spielbankenkonzession einen Verstoss gegen das EWRRecht und insbesondere Artikel 31 und 36 des EWR-Abkommens, und das
daraus abgeleitete Transparenzgebot darstellt und dementsprechend die
Durchführung einer neuerlichen Ausschreibung gerechtfertigt ist.

II RELEVANTES RECHT
EWR-Recht
3.

Artikel 31 Absatz 1 des EWR-Abkommens lautet:
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Within the framework of the provisions of this Agreement, there shall be no
restrictions on the freedom of establishment of nationals of an EC Member
State or an EFTA State in the territory of any other of these States. This
shall also apply to the setting up of agencies, branches or subsidiaries
by nationals of any EC Member State or EFTA State established in the
territory of any of these States.
Freedom of establishment shall include the right to take up and
pursue activities as self-employed persons and to set up and manage
undertakings, in particular companies or firms within the meaning of Article
34, second paragraph, under the conditions laid down for its own nationals
by the law of the country where such establishment is effected, subject to
the provisions of Chapter 4.
4.

Article 36(1) of the EEA Agreement reads:
Within the framework of the provisions of this Agreement, there shall be
no restrictions on freedom to provide services within the territory of the
Contracting Parties in respect of nationals of EC Member States and EFTA
States who are established in an EC Member State or an EFTA State other
than that of the person for whom the services are intended.

5.

Article 65(1) of the EEA Agreement provides that “Annex XVI contains
specific provisions and arrangements concerning procurement”. Point 1
of this Annex contains a reference to Directive 2004/18/EC of 31 March
2004 on the coordination of procedures for the award of public works
contracts, public supply contracts and public service contracts (OJ 2004 L
134, p. 114) (the “Directive”).

6.

Article 17 of the Directive expressly provides that “[w]ithout prejudice
to the application of Article 3, this Directive shall not apply to service
concessions as defined in Article 1(4)”.

7.

Article 1(4) of the Directive defines a service concession as “a contract
of the same type as a public service contract except for the fact that the
consideration for the provision of services consists either solely in the right
to exploit the service or in this right together with payment”.
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Im Rahmen dieses Abkommens unterliegt die freie Niederlassung von
Staatsangehörigen eines EG-Mitgliedstaats oder eines EFTA-Staates im
Hoheitsgebiet eines dieser Staaten keinen Beschränkungen. Das gilt
gleichermaßen für die Gründung von Agenturen, Zweigniederlassungen oder
Tochtergesellschaften durch Angehörige eines EG-Mitgliedstaats oder eines
EFTA-Staates, die im Hoheitsgebiet eines dieser Staaten ansässig sind.
Vorbehaltlich des Kapitels 4 umfasst die Niederlassungsfreiheit die
Aufnahme und Ausübung selbständiger Erwerbstätigkeiten sowie die
Gründung und Leitung von Unternehmen, insbesondere von Gesellschaften
im Sinne des Artikels 34 Absatz 2, nach den Bestimmungen des
Aufnahmestaats für seine eigenen Angehörigen.
4.

Artikel 36 Absatz 1 des EWR-Abkommens lautet:
Im Rahmen dieses Abkommens unterliegt der freie Dienstleistungsverkehr
im Gebiet der Vertragsparteien für Angehörige der EG-Mitgliedstaaten und
der EFTA-Staaten, die in einem anderen EG-Mitgliedstaat beziehungsweise
in einem anderen EFTA-Staat als demjenigen des Leistungsempfängers
ansässig sind, keinen Beschränkungen.

5.

Laut Artikel 65 Absatz 1 des EWR-Abkommens sind die „besonderen
Bestimmungen und besonderen Regelungen über das öffentliche
Auftragswesen [...] in Anhang XVI enthalten“. Punkt 1 dieses Anhangs
enthält einen Verweis auf Richtlinie 2004/18/EG vom 31. März 2004 über
die Koordinierung der Verfahren zur Vergabe öffentlicher Bauaufträge,
Lieferaufträge und Dienstleistungsaufträge (ABl. 2004 L 134, S. 114) (im
Folgenden: Richtlinie).

6.

In Artikel 17 der Richtlinie heisst es ausdrücklich: „Unbeschadet
der Bestimmungen des Artikels 3 gilt diese Richtlinie nicht für
Dienstleistungskonzessionen gemäß Artikel 1 Absatz 4“.

7.

Gemäss Artikel 1 Absatz 4 der Richtlinie sind Dienstleistungskonzessionen
definiert als „Verträge, die von öffentlichen Dienstleistungsaufträgen
nur insoweit abweichen, als die Gegenleistung für die Erbringung der
Dienstleistungen ausschließlich in dem Recht zur Nutzung der Dienstleistung
oder in diesem Recht zuzüglich der Zahlung eines Preises besteht“.
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National law1
8.

Section 2 of the Gambling Act (Geldspielgesetz) of 30 June 2010, LGBl.
2010 No 235, (the “Gambling Act”), reads:
Section 2 – Purpose
(1) The purpose of this Act is:
(a) to ensure that gambling activities take place under safe, orderly
and transparent conditions;
(b) to prevent money laundering, organised crime and the financing
of terrorism on the part of gambling operators, their customers
or third parties connected with gambling activities;
(c) to avoid socially harmful consequences of gambling.
(2) Within the scope of the objectives set out in subsection (1), the
present Act seeks to generate income for the State and to support
non-commercial and charitable projects and activities.

9.

Pursuant to section 8(1) of the Gambling Act, any person wishing to
operate a casino requires a concession from the Government.

10.

Pursuant to the first sentence of section 8(2) of the Gambling Act, there is
no right to the grant of a concession.

11.

Pursuant to section 9 of the Gambling Act, a casino concession may only
be granted if the requirements set out in that section are satisfied.

12.

Pursuant to the second sentence of section 13(1) of the Gambling Act, if
only one concession is to be granted, a prior tender procedure must be
carried out. Section 13(2) of the Gambling Act provides that the Office for
Economic Affairs (Amt für Volkswirtschaft) (the “Office”) must examine the
bid and, where necessary, request the applicant to improve its bid or to
provide additional documents within a set time limit.

13.
1

Section 14(1) and (2) of the Gambling Act reads:

Translations of national provisions are unofficial and based on those contained in the documents of
the case.
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Nationales Recht1
8.

Artikel 2 des Geldspielgesetzes vom 30. Juni 2010, LGBl. 2010 Nr. 235,
lautet:
Art. 2 – Zweck
1)

Dieses Gesetz bezweckt:
a)

einen sicheren, ordnungsgemässen und transparenten
Spielbetrieb zu gewährleisten;

b)

Geldwäscherei, organisierte Kriminalität und Terrorismusfinanzierung
durch Anbieter von Geldspielen, ihre Kunden oder Drittpersonen im
Umfeld des Spielbetriebs zu verhindern;

c)
2)

sozial schädlichen Auswirkungen des Spielbetriebs vorzubeugen.

Im Rahmen der Zwecke nach Abs. 1 soll dieses Gesetz dem Staat
Einnahmen verschaffen sowie gemeinnützige und wohltätige Projekte
und Tätigkeiten fördern.

9.

Wer eine Spielbank betreiben will, braucht gemäss Artikel 8 Absatz 1 des
Geldspielgesetzes eine Konzession der Regierung.

10.

Laut dem ersten Satz von Artikel 8 Absatz 2 des Geldspielgesetzes
besteht kein Rechtsanspruch auf Erteilung einer Konzession.

11.

Nach Artikel 9 des Geldspielgesetzes kann eine Spielbankenkonzession nur
erteilt werden, wenn die in diesem Artikel festgelegten Voraussetzungen
erfüllt sind.

12.

Wird nur eine Konzession vergeben, so ist dem zweiten Satz von
Artikel 13 Absatz 1 des Geldspielgesetzes zufolge vorgängig ein
Ausschreibungsverfahren durchzuführen. Artikel 13 Absatz 2 des
Geldspielgesetzes sieht vor, dass das Amt für Volkswirtschaft das Gesuch
prüft und gegebenenfalls beim Gesuchsteller unter Fristansetzung eine
Nachbesserung oder weitere Unterlagen verlangt.

13.
1

Artikel 14 Absatz 1 und 2 des Geldspielgesetzes lautet:

[Betrifft nur die englische Sprachfassung.]
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Section 14 – Award of the concession
(1) The Government [of the Principality of Liechtenstein; the
“Government”] shall decide on the award of the concession.
(2) If the number of bids submitted is greater than the number of
concessions specified by the Government, it shall reach a decision
on the basis of the quality of the bids submitted, having regard to the
most effective implementation of the objectives of the present Act.
14.

Section 17(4) of the Casino Regulation (Spielbankenverordnung) of 21
December 2010, LGBl. 2010 No 439, (the “Casino Regulation”), reads:
(4) If more than one bidder satisfying the requirements for the concession
applies at the same time, the [Office] shall rank those bidders to
reflect best possible satisfaction of the following criteria:
(a) independence of the management in external dealings;
(b) transparency and control of gambling activities and movements
of funds;
(c) professional expertise;
(d) quality of the security scheme;
(e) quality of the scheme for discharging the duty of care;
(f)

quality of the scheme for managing social consequences;

(g) quality and plausibility of the business plan;
(h) reliability and conclusions of the report on the benefits of the
casino for the Liechtenstein economy;
(i)

functioning and evocative force accorded to the internal
organisation and the quality management system;

(k) benefits to the Liechtenstein economy resulting from ancillary
businesses;
(l)

suitability of the casino location from a planning law perspective.

III FACTS AND PROCEDURE
15.

On 1 February 2011, the Government published online a tender notice
for the award of a concession to operate a casino in the Principality of
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Art. 14 – Erteilung der Konzession

14.

1)

Die Regierung [des Fürstentums Liechtenstein (im Folgenden:
Regierung)] entscheidet über die Erteilung der Konzession.

2)

Ist die Anzahl der eingereichten Gesuche höher als die von der
Regierung vorgesehene Anzahl Konzessionen, so entscheidet die
Regierung aufgrund der Qualität der Gesuche im Hinblick auf eine
optimale Umsetzung der Ziele dieses Gesetzes.

Artikel 17 Absatz 4 der Spielbankenverordnung vom 21. Dezember 2010,
LGBl. 2010 Nr. 439, lautet:
4)

Treten mehrere Gesuchsteller, die die Voraussetzungen für die
Erteilung der Konzession erfüllen, gleichzeitig auf, so rangiert sie das
Amt für Volkswirtschaft nach Massgabe der besten Erfüllung folgender
Kriterien:
a)

Unabhängigkeit der Geschäftsführung gegen aussen;

b)

Transparenz und Überwachung des Spielbetriebs und der
Geldflüsse;

c)

Fachkenntnisse;

d)

Qualität des Sicherheitskonzepts;

e)

Qualität des Sorgfaltspflichtkonzepts;

f)

Qualität des Sozialkonzepts;

g)

Qualität und Glaubwürdigkeit des Businessplans;

h)

Aussagekraft und Ergebnisse des Berichts über den
volkswirtschaftlichen Nutzen der Spielbank;

i)

Funktionalität und Aussagekraft der internen Organisation und des
Qualitätsmanagementsystems;

k)

volkswirtschaftlicher Nutzen der Annexbetriebe;

l)

planungs – und baurechtliche Eignung des Spielbankenstandorts.

III SACHVERHALT UND VERFAHREN
15.

Am 1. Februar 2011 veröffentlichte die Regierung im Internet eine
Ausschreibung zur Vergabe einer Konzession zum Betrieb einer Spielbank
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Liechtenstein (the “tender notice”). The time limit for submitting bids was
fixed for 16:30 hrs on 31 March 2011.
16.

The tender notice referred to the tender documentation, supplied to
interested parties on payment of a fee of CHF 2 000.

17.

Under the heading “Criteria on which a decision will be based”, point 3.1
of the tender documentation listed the requirements for a concession
specified in section 9 of the Gambling Act and the award criteria specified
in section 17(4)(a) to (l) of the Casino Regulation. It stated that the criteria
set out in subparagraphs (a) to (l) would be weighted differently according
to their importance. Particular significance would be attached to the
benefits to the Liechtenstein economy, subparagraphs (h) and (k), and to
the casino’s planned location, subparagraph (l).

18.

A comprehensive and precise weighting of the individual criteria specified
in section 17(4)(a) to (l) of the Casino Regulation was not carried out until
after the time limit for submitting bids had expired when in April 2011
an evaluation form was established. This was prepared by the Office and
formally noted by the Government by decision of 19 April 2011. The
evaluation form was not published.

19.

Under the heading “purpose of the evaluation form” it is stated:
The evaluation form summarises the [Office]’s evaluation of the concession
bid. It provides the basis for:
(a) any invitation to the bidder to submit improvements or additional
documentation;
(b) the proposition of the [Office] to the Government for the grant or
refusal of the concession.

20.

The subheading “Weighting of the criteria specified in section 17(4)(a) to (l)
of the Casino Regulation” reads:
With a view to achieving the objectives established in section 2 of the
Gambling Act, the importance attached to each criterion specified in
section 17(4)(a) to (l) of the Casino Regulation differs. The importance
attached to the benefits to the Liechtenstein economy (increasing the
attractiveness of Liechtenstein as a tourist destination, additional benefits
resulting from ancillary businesses such as restaurants and hotels, number
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im Fürstentum Liechtenstein (im Folgenden: Ausschreibung). Die Frist zur
Einreichung der Gesuche wurde mit 31. März 2011, 16.30 Uhr, festgesetzt.
16.

In der Ausschreibung wird auf die Ausschreibungsunterlagen verwiesen, die
Interessenten gegen eine Gebühr von CHF 2 000 übermittelt wurden.

17.

Im Punkt 3.1 „Entscheidungskriterien“ der Ausschreibungsunterlagen
werden die Konzessionsvoraussetzungen nach Artikel 9 des
Geldspielgesetzes und die Zuschlagskriterien nach Artikel 17 Absatz 4
Buchstaben a bis l der Spielbankenverordnung angeführt. Dort heisst
es, dass die in den Unterabsätzen a bis l angeführten Kriterien nach
ihrer Bedeutung unterschiedlich gewichtet werden. Dabei komme dem
volkswirtschaftlichen Nutzen, Unterabsätze h und k, und dem geplanten
Spielbankenstandort, Unterabsatz l, erhöhte Bedeutung zu.

18.

Eine vollständige und genaue Gewichtung der einzelnen Kriterien nach
Artikel 17 Absatz 4 Buchstaben a bis l der Spielbankenverordnung erfolgte
erst nach Ablauf der Frist zur Einreichung der Gesuche im April 2011
in einem Bewertungsbogen. Dieser wurde vom Amt für Volkswirtschaft
ausgearbeitet und von der Regierung mit Beschluss vom 19. April 2011
zur Kenntnis genommen. Eine Veröffentlichung dieses Bewertungsbogens
erfolgte nicht.

19.

Im Abschnitt „Zweck des Bewertungsbogens“ hiess es:
Der Bewertungsbogen fasst die Beurteilung des Konzessionsgesuchs
durch das Amt für Volkswirtschaft zusammen. Er dient als Grundlage für:

20.

a)

das allfällige Einverlangen von Nachbesserungen oder ergänzenden
Unterlagen des Gesuchstellers;

b)

den Antrag des Amtes für Volkswirtschaft an die Regierung auf
Erteilung oder Ablehnung der Konzession.

Der Unterabschnitt „Gewichtung der Kriterien nach Art. 17 Abs. 4 Bst. a – l
Spielbankenverordnung“ lautet:
Die in Art. 17 Abs. 4 Bst. a – l Spielbankenverordnung genannten Kriterien
sind im Hinblick auf die Erfüllung der gesetzlichen Ziele nach Art. 2
Geldspielgesetz von unterschiedlicher Bedeutung. Dem Stellenwert des
volkswirtschaftlichen Nutzens (Förderung der touristischen Attraktivität,
Zusatznutzen durch Annexbetriebe wie z. B. Restaurants und Hotel, Zahl
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of new jobs created, contracts for construction firms and local suppliers,
tax revenues) and the suitability of the casino location from a planning law
perspective (i.e. a location allowing for the concession to be exploited and
payment of the gambling levy to follow in as short a time as possible) are
reflected in the weighting given to these factors. The weighting is achieved
by establishing the maximum number of points (“maximum points”) that
can be obtained in relation to each criterion as follows:
Max. points:

(a)

Independence of the management in external
dealings;

100

(b)

Transparency and control of gambling
activities and movement of funds;

180

(c)

Professional expertise;

110

(d)

Quality of the security scheme;

240

(e)

Quality of the scheme for discharging the
duty of care;

225

(f)

Quality of the scheme for managing social
consequences;

230

(g)

Quality and plausibility of the business plan;

370

(h + Reliability and conclusions of the report
k) on the benefits of the casino and ancillary
businesses for the Liechtenstein economy;

430

(i)

Functioning and reliability of the internal
organisation and the quality management
system;

150

(l)

Suitability of the casino location from a
planning law perspective;

370

Total
21.

2 405

The other subsections of the form under the heading “Beauty contest”
relate to the weighting of the individual bid documents, the assessment
criteria, the grading scheme for the individual bid documents and the
satisfaction of the criteria. Under the heading “Ranking” it is established
that the Office will request the Government to award the concession to the
bidder whose bid has scored the greatest number of points.
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der neu geschaffenen Arbeitsplätze, Aufträge an Bauunternehmen und
lokale Zulieferer, Steueraufkommen) und der baurechtlichen Eignung
des Spielbankenstandorts (frühestmögliche Ausübung der Konzession
und Leistung der Geldspielabgabe) werden durch eine entsprechende
Gewichtung ebenfalls Rechnung getragen. Die Gewichtung erfolgt, indem
die pro Kriterium maximale erreichbare Punktezahl („Punktemaximum“)
folgendermassen angesetzt wird:
Punktemaximum:

(a)

Unabhängigkeit der Geschäftsführung gegen
aussen;

100

(b)

Transparenz und Überwachung des
Spielbetriebs und der Geldflüsse;

180

(c)

Fachkenntnisse;

110

(d)

Qualität des Sicherheitskonzepts;

240

(e)

Qualität des Sorgfaltspflichtkonzepts;

225

(f)

Qualität des Sozialkonzepts;

230

(g)

Qualität und Glaubwürdigkeit des
Businessplans;

370
430

(h + Aussagekraft und Ergebnisse des Berichts
k) über den volkswirtschaftlichen Nutzen der
Spielbank und der Annexbetriebe;
(i)

Funktionalität und Aussagekraft
der internen Organisation und des
Qualitätsmanagementsystems;

150

(l)

planungs – und baurechtliche Eignung des
Spielbankenstandorts;

370

Total
21.

2 405

Die weiteren Unterabschnitte des Abschnittes „Beauty contest“
des Bewertungsbogens betreffen die Gewichtung der einzelnen
Gesuchsunterlagen, die Prüfkriterien, die Bewertungsskala für die einzelnen
Gesuchsunterlagen und die Erfüllung der Kriterien. Im Absatz „Rangierung“
wird festgestellt, das Amt für Volkswirtschaft werde bei der Regierung die
Erteilung der Konzession an jenen Gesuchsteller beantragen, dessen Gesuch
mit der insgesamt höchsten Punktezahl bewertet worden sei.
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22.

By 31 March 2011, two bids for a concession had been received by the
Office. One bid was from the complainant and the other bid was from the
respondent.

23.

With assistance from experts, the Office examined whether the
requirements for a concession specified in section 9 of the Gambling
Act were satisfied and, in a subsequent step, the Office ranked the
two bids in accordance with the criteria set out in section 17(4) of the
Casino Regulation and the weighting provided for in the abovementioned
evaluation form.

24.

Following the completion of the evaluation procedure, on 16 November
2011, the Office requested the Government to reject the complainant’s bid
and to award the concession to the respondent, that is to say, to Casino
Vaduzerhof AG (a company in formation). On 31 January 2012, by decision
RA 2011/2897-7117 (the “Decision”), the Government rejected the bid of
the complainant and granted the concession to operate the Liechtenstein
casino to Casino Vaduzerhof AG.

25.

The complainant challenged the Decision by lodging a complaint with the
Administrative Court (Verwaltungsgerichtshof). In its complaint, it argued,
inter alia, that in many respects the evaluation criteria and the weighting
attach Verwaltungsgerichtshof ed to them were incompatible with the
Gambling Act and infringed the Constitution. First, there was no legal
basis for evaluating the benefit of ancillary businesses to the Liechtenstein
economy. Second, the criteria concerning the benefit of the casino to
the Liechtenstein economy and the location of the casino specified in
section 17(4) of the Casino Regulation did not reflect the objectives of the
legislation provided for in section 2 of the Gambling Act.

26.

By judgment of 31 May 2012, the Administrative Court partially upheld
the complaint and set aside the Decision. It found that the weighting of the
award criteria had been unlawful and that a new tender notice needed to
be published.

27.

On 20 July 2012, the complainant challenged this judgment before the
State Court, as it disagreed with the Administrative Court’s interpretation
of the obligation of transparency.
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22.

Bis zum 31. März 2011 gingen beim Amt für Volkswirtschaft zwei
Konzessionsgesuche ein. Das eine stammte von der Beschwerdeführerin
und das andere vom Beschwerdegegner.

23.

Unter Beiziehung von Sachverständigen nahm das Amt für Volkswirtschaft
eine Prüfung der Konzessionsvoraussetzungen nach Artikel 9 des
Geldspielgesetzes und anschliessend eine Reihung der zwei Gesuche nach
den Kriterien gemäss Artikel 17 Absatz 4 der Spielbankenverordnung
sowie nach deren Gewichtung entsprechend dem erwähnten
Bewertungsbogen vor.

24.

Nach Abschluss des Prüfungsverfahrens stellte das Amt für
Volkswirtschaft am 16. November 2011 bei der Regierung den Antrag,
das Gesuch der Beschwerdeführerin abzulehnen und die Konzession
dem Beschwerdegegner bzw. der Casino Vaduzerhof AG in Gründung zu
erteilen. Am 31. Januar 2012 lehnte die Regierung mittels Entscheidung
RA 2011/2897-7117 (im Folgenden: Entscheidung der Regierung) das
Gesuch der Beschwerdeführerin ab und erteilte die Konzession zum
Betrieb der Spielbank in Liechtenstein der Casino Vaduzerhof AG.

25.

Gegen diese Entscheidung der Regierung erhob die Beschwerdeführerin
Beschwerde beim Verwaltungsgerichtshof. Sie brachte in ihrer
Beschwerde u. a. vor, die Bewertungskriterien und deren Gewichtung
widersprächen vielfältig dem Geldspielgesetz und verstiessen gegen die
Verfassung. Zum einen fehle es an der gesetzlichen Grundlage dafür,
dass der volkswirtschaftliche Nutzen der Annexbetriebe beurteilt hätte
werden dürfen. Zum anderen würden die in Artikel 17 Absatz 4 der
Spielbankenverordnung genannten Kriterien des volkswirtschaftlichen
Nutzens des Casinos sowie des Casinostandorts im Gesetzeszweck
gemäss Artikel 2 des Geldspielgesetzes nicht abgebildet.

26.

Der Verwaltungsgerichtshof gab der Beschwerde mit Urteil vom 31. Mai
2012 teilweise statt und hob die Entscheidung der Regierung auf. Er
gelangte zu dem Ergebnis, dass die Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien
rechtswidrig war und eine neuerliche Ausschreibung zu erfolgen hätte.

27.

Am 20. Juli 2012 erhob die Beschwerdeführerin vor dem Staatsgerichtshof
Beschwerde gegen dieses Urteil, da es der Auslegung des
Transparenzgebots durch den Verwaltungsgerichtshof widersprach.
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28.

By judgment of 11 December 2012, the State Court upheld the appeal,
holding that there had been a breach of the obligation to state reasons,
and remitted the case to the Administrative Court for a new decision.

29.

By its second judgment of 18 February 2013, the Administrative Court
again concluded that the Decision should be set aside but rejected the
second branch of the complainant’s claim, namely, that it should be
granted the casino concession.

30.

In this judgment, the Administrative Court concluded that the first and
only document to set out a materially adequate explanation of the
weighting of the award criteria was the evaluation form and not the
original tender notice. However, that document was legally ineffective
as it was not published. For that reason, there was no valid weighting
of the criteria to govern the tender procedure at issue in the present
case.

31.

Also, the Administrative Court considered the non-publication of the
evaluation form from the perspective of EEA law and concluded that a
casino concession constitutes a service concession. Referring to the
case-law of the Court of Justice of the European Union (“ECJ”),2 the
Administrative Court noted that service concessions are not covered by
any of the public procurement directives and reached the conclusion that
the tender procedure at issue did not satisfy the EEA requirements of
transparency and equal treatment and was therefore unlawful.

32.

Consequently, the Administrative Court set aside the Decision, holding
that any new procedure to award a concession must begin with a new
tender notice.

33.

On 21 March 2013, the complainant lodged a further complaint with
the State Court, alleging that, in its judgment of 18 February 2013,
the Administrative Court had failed correctly to differentiate between a
service concession and a public contract. For that reason, the

2

Reference is made to Joined Cases C-72/10 and C-77/10 Costa and Cifone, judgment of 16
February 2012, not yet reported, and Case C-532/06 Lianakis [2008] ECR I-251.
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28.

Mit Urteil vom 11. Dezember 2012 gab der Staatsgerichtshof der
Beschwerde wegen Verletzung der Begründungspflicht statt und
verwies die Rechtssache zur neuerlichen Entscheidung an den
Verwaltungsgerichtshof zurück.

29.

Im zweiten Verfahrensgang entschied der Verwaltungsgerichtshof am
18. Februar 2013 erneut, die Entscheidung der Regierung aufzuheben,
wies jedoch den zweiten Antrag der Beschwerdeführerin auf Erteilung der
Spielbankenkonzession an sie ab.

30.

In seinem Urteil hielt der Verwaltungsgerichtshof fest, dass nur und erst der
Bewertungsbogen eine inhaltlich ausreichende Erläuterung der Gewichtung
der Zuschlagskriterien enthalte, nicht aber die ursprüngliche Ausschreibung.
Dieses Dokument habe jedoch mangels jeglicher Veröffentlichung keine
Rechtswirksamkeit erlangt. Dem gegenständlichen Ausschreibungsverfahren
würde deshalb keine rechtsgültige Gewichtung der Kriterien zugrunde liegen.

31.

Der Verwaltungsgerichtshof befasste sich zudem aus Sicht des EWR-Rechts
mit der fehlenden Veröffentlichung des Bewertungsbogens und hielt fest, dass
es sich bei einer Spielbankenkonzession um eine Dienstleistungskonzession
handle. Mit Verweis auf die Rechtsprechung des Gerichtshofs der
Europäischen Union (im Folgenden: EuGH)2 stellte der Verwaltungsgerichtshof
fest, dass Dienstleistungskonzessionen von keiner der das öffentliche
Auftragswesen regelnden Richtlinien erfasst würden und gelangte zu der
Schlussfolgerung, dass das gegenständliche Ausschreibungsverfahren
den Anforderungen des EWR-Rechts in Bezug auf Transparenz und
Gleichbehandlung nicht entsprach und somit rechtswidrig war.

32.

Demensprechend hob der Verwaltungsgerichtshof die Entscheidung
der Regierung auf und hielt fest, dass ein allfälliges neues Verfahren zur
Konzessionserteilung mit einer neuerlichen Ausschreibung zu beginnen habe.

33.

Am 21. März 2013 erhob die Beschwerdeführerin mit der Begründung,
der Verwaltungsgerichtshof habe in seinem Urteil vom 18. Februar 2013
fälschlicherweise nicht zwischen einer Dienstleistungskonzession und einer
Auftragsvergabe differenziert, erneut Beschwerde beim Staatsgerichtshof.
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Es wird auf die verbundenen Rechtssachen C-72/10 und C-77/10 Costa und Cifone, Urteil vom
16. Februar 2012, noch nicht in der amtlichen Sammlung veröffentlicht, und Rechtssache C-532/06
Lianakis, Slg. 2008, I-251, verwiesen.
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obligation of transparency had not been infringed. At the same time, the
complainant argued that the judgment of the Administrative Court infringed
its constitutional rights to the extent that the latter had refused to honour
the complainant’s request to award it the casino concession.
34.

Relying upon the case-law of the ECJ,3 the complainant took the view
that the obligation of transparency does not require the weighting of
the award criteria to be notified in advance and concluded that the
Administrative Court had erred in law in failing to grant its request for
an order awarding the casino concession. The complainant further
requested that the Decision be suspended until final judgment was
given. This latter request was granted by the President of the State
Court by decision of 28 March 2013.

35.

A further exchange of correspondence followed between the
Administrative Court and the two parties to the proceedings. The State
Court observed that there is no case law of the EEA Courts which
provides a manifestly unambiguous answer to the question whether
the tender procedure for the casino concession infringed EEA law
requirements, in particular Articles 31 and 36 of the EEA Agreement, and
the obligation of transparency derived therefrom, such as to justify a new
tender procedure.

36.

Since many of the ongoing arguments centred on the correct application
and effect of EEA law, and in particular the scope of any transparency
requirements deriving from the principles of the freedom to provide
services and freedom of establishment, the State Court of the Principality
of Liechtenstein decided that it was necessary to refer the following
questions to the Court for an advisory opinion:
1.

What are the general requirements of EEA law and European law
(in particular Articles 43 and 49 EC and the obligation of

3

Reference is made to Case C-226/09 Commission v Ireland [2010] ECR I-11807 and to the Opinion
of Advocate General Alber in Case C-470/99 Universale Bau [2002] ECR I-11617.
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Das Transparenzgebot sei daher nicht verletzt. Gleichzeitig brachte die
Beschwerdeführerin vor, durch das Urteil des Verwaltungsgerichtshofs
insoweit in ihren verfassungsmässig gewährleisteten Rechten verletzt
worden zu sein, als der Verwaltungsgerichtshof ihrem Antrag auf Erteilung
der Spielbankenkonzession nicht entsprochen habe.
34.

Unter Bezugnahme auf die Rechtsprechung des EuGH3 argumentierte die
Beschwerdeführerin, dass das Transparenzgebot nicht vorschreibe, dass die
Gewichtung von Kriterien im Voraus bekannt gegeben werden müsse, und
zog den Schluss, der Verwaltungsgerichtshof sei bei der Ablehnung ihres
Antrags auf Erteilung der Spielbankkonzession einem juristischen Irrtum
erlegen. Die Beschwerdeführerin beantragte darüber hinaus die Aufhebung der
Entscheidung der Regierung bis zum Ergehen eines rechtskräftigen Urteils.
Der Präsident des Staatsgerichtshofs hat diesem Antrag mit Beschluss vom
28. März 2013 stattgegeben.

35.

Zwischen dem Verwaltungsgerichtshof und den beiden Verfahrensparteien
folgte ein weiterer Schriftwechsel. Der Staatsgerichtshof weist darauf
hin, dass keine Rechtsprechung der EWR-Gerichte besteht, welche
offenkundig eine eindeutige Antwort auf die Frage liefert, ob das
Ausschreibungsverfahren zur Vergabe einer Spielbankenkonzession einen
Verstoss gegen die Anforderungen des EWR-Rechts, insbesondere der
Artikel 31 und 36 des EWR-Abkommens, und das daraus abgeleitete
Transparenzgebot darstellt und dementsprechend die Durchführung eines
neuerlichen Ausschreibungsverfahrens gerechtfertigt ist.

36.

Da im Mittelpunkt vieler der laufenden Auseinandersetzungen die
ordnungsgemässe Anwendung und die Auswirkungen des EWR-Rechts
sowie insbesondere der Geltungsbereich etwaiger aus den Grundsätzen
der Dienstleistungsfreiheit und der Niederlassungsfreiheit abgeleiteter
Transparenzanforderungen standen, hat der Staatsgerichtshof des
Fürstentums Liechtenstein entschieden, dem Gerichtshof die folgenden
Fragen mit dem Ersuchen um Erstattung eines Gutachtens vorzulegen:
1.

3

Welches sind die generellen Anforderungen des EWR – bzw.
Europarechts (insbesondere Art. 43 und 49 EG und das daraus

Es wird auf die Rechtssache C-226/09 Kommission ./. Irland, Slg. 2010, I-11807, und die
Schlussanträge des Generalanwalts Alber in der Rechtssache C-470/99 Universale Bau, Slg. 2002,
I-11617, verwiesen.
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transparency derived therefrom) regarding the procedure for awarding
casino concessions?
2.

Does EEA law or European law require that an authority seeking to
award a concession states at the time at which it publishes its tender
notice how it intends to supplement and specify in greater detail the
requirements set out in the act and the regulation?

3.

In particular, in the context of the relevant tender procedure, is there a
general obligation to give prior notice of the relative weighting that will
be given to the award criteria when awarding the concession? If that
question is answered in the affirmative, what requirements do EEA law
and European law impose as regards the substance of the information
that must be provided in that prior notice?

4.

In the case at hand, were the requirements of EEA law and European
law satisfied?

5.

If the EFTA Court finds that the tender procedure did not comply with
the requirements of EEA law and European law:
(a) Do EEA law and European law establish specific legal
consequences in the case of procedural errors of that kind?
(b) Can procedural errors of that kind be cured? If so, under what
conditions?
(c) In the case at hand, were the requirements met to set aside the
whole tender and concession award procedure?

IV WRITTEN OBSERVATIONS
37.

Pursuant to Article 20 of the Statute of the Court and Article 97 of the
Rules of Procedure, written observations have been received from:
–

Casino Admiral AG, represented by Stefan Hassler, Advocate;

–

the Government of the Kingdom of Belgium, represented by Liesbet
Van den Broeck and Marie Jacobs, Attachés within the Directorate
General Legal Affairs of the Federal Public Service for Foreign Affairs,
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abgeleitete Transparenzgebot) an das Verfahren zur Vergabe von
Spielbankenkonzessionen?
2.

Verlangt das EWR – bzw. Europarecht, dass eine Konzessionsbehörde
bereits im Stadium der Ausschreibung bekannt gibt, wie sie die
Vorgaben in Gesetz und Verordnung ergänzend bzw. weiterführend zu
konkretisieren gedenkt?

3.

Besteht insbesondere eine generelle Pflicht im Rahmen des
entsprechenden Ausschreibungsverfahrens zur vorgängigen
Bekanntgabe der relativen Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien für die
Zuschlagserteilung? Falls ja: welche Anforderungen stellt das EWR
– bzw. Europarecht an den Informationsgehalt dieser vorgängigen
Bekanntgabe?

4.

Wurden im konkreten Fall die Vorgaben des EWR – bzw. Europarechts
beachtet?

5.

Falls der EFTA-Gerichtshof zur Auffassung gelangt, dass das
Ausschreibungsverfahren nicht EWR – bzw. europarechtskonform
gewesen ist:
a)

Sehen das EWR – bzw. Europarecht bei solchen Verfahrensfehlern
bestimmte Rechtsfolgen vor?

b)

Ist eine Heilung derartiger Verfahrensfehler möglich? Falls ja,
unter welchen Voraussetzungen?

c)

Waren im konkreten Fall die Voraussetzungen gegeben, eine
ersatzlose Aufhebung des ganzen Ausschreibungs – sowie
Zuschlagsverfahrens anzuordnen?

IV SCHRIFTLICHE ERKLÄRUNGEN
37.

Gemäss Artikel 20 der Satzung des Gerichtshofs und Artikel 97 der
Verfahrensordnung haben schriftliche Erklärungen abgegeben:
–

die Casino Admiral AG, vertreten durch Stefan Hassler, Rechtsanwalt;

–

die Regierung des Königreichs Belgien, vertreten durch Liesbet
Van den Broeck und Marie Jacobs, Attachés der Generaldirektion
Rechtsangelegenheiten des Förderalen öffentlichen Diensts für
auswärtige Angelegenheiten, Aussenhandel und
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Foreign Trade and Development Cooperation, acting as Agents,
assisted by Philippe Vlaemminck and Robbe Verbeke, attorneys-at-law;
–

the Government of the Principality of Liechtenstein, represented by Dr
Andrea Entner-Koch, Director, EEA Coordination Unit, and Frédérique
Lambrecht, Senior Legal Officer, EEA Coordination Unit, acting as
Agents;

–

the EFTA Surveillance Authority (“ESA”), represented by Xavier Lewis,
Director, Markus Schneider, Deputy-Director and Catherine Howdle,
Temporary Officer, Department of Legal & Executive Affairs, acting as
Agents; and

–

the European Commission (“the Commission”), represented by Adrián
Tokár, Hélène Tserepa-Lacombe and Nicola Yerrell, Members of its
Legal Service, acting as Agents.

V SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENTS SUBMITTED
The complainant
38.

At the outset, the complainant underlines the fact that it did not request
the court to set aside the tender procedure, but to award it the concession
that was originally awarded to the respondent. It considers it crucial that
the advisory opinion should not deal with the questions of EEA law arising
simply on a general basis but address these specifically in the context of
the present case.

39.

As protection of the interested parties not submitting bids is one of
the central issues in the case, the complainant requests the Court
to address whether EEA law requires a new tender procedure to be
carried out, to the extent that it is intended to award a concession,
as the possibility cannot be precluded that interested parties were
dissuaded from submitting a bid since the weighting of the award
criteria was supposedly not made public.

40.

In the complainant’s view, the judgment of the Administrative Court
raises several questions, of which the most crucial is whether the
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Entwicklungszusammenarbeit, als Bevollmächtigte, mit Unterstützung
von Philippe Vlaemminck und Robbe Verbeke, Rechtsanwälte;
–

die Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein, vertreten durch Dr.
Andrea Entner-Koch, Leiterin, und Frédérique Lambrecht, Leitender
Juristischer Mitarbeiter, von der Stabstelle EWR, als Bevollmächtigte;

–

die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde, vertreten durch Xavier
Lewis, Direktor, Markus Schneider, Stv. Direktor, und
Catherine Howdle, Beamtin (befristet), Abteilung Rechts – und
Verwaltungsangelegenheiten, als Bevollmächtigte und

–

die Europäische Kommission (im Folgenden: Kommission),
vertreten durch Adrián Tokár, Hélène Tserepa-Lacombe und Nicola
Yerrell, Mitarbeiter des Juristischen Diensts der Kommission, als
Bevollmächtigte.

V ZUSAMMENFASSUNG DER AUSFÜHRUNGEN
Die Beschwerdeführerin
38.

Einleitend betont die Beschwerdeführerin, sie habe beim
Verwaltungsgerichtshof nicht beantragt, das Ausschreibungsverfahren
aufzuheben, sondern ihr die Konzession zu erteilen, die ursprünglich dem
Beschwerdegegner zugesprochen worden war. Der Beschwerdeführerin
erscheint es wesentlich, dass im Gutachten auf die aufgeworfenen EWRrechtlichen Fragen nicht nur in allgemeiner Art eingegangen wird, sondern
auch konkret auf den Anlassfall Bezug genommen wird.

39.

Weil die Frage nach dem Schutz der Interessenten, die kein Gesuch
eingereicht haben, eine der zentralen Fragen ist, ersucht die
Beschwerdeführerin den Gerichtshof, sich mit der Frage zu befassen, ob
aus EWR-rechtlicher Sicht zwingend eine neue Ausschreibung durchgeführt
werden muss, sofern eine Konzession vergeben werden soll, weil nicht
ausgeschlossen werden kann, dass sich Interessenten von der Einreichung
eines Gesuchs aus dem Grunde abhalten liessen, dass die Gewichtung der
Zuschlagskriterien nicht bekannt gewesen sein soll.

40.

Nach Ansicht der Beschwerdeführerin stellen sich aufgrund des Urteils des
Verwaltungsgerichtshofs mehrere Fragen, wobei der Frage, ob
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weighting of the award criteria had to be provided together with the
tender notice.

4
5

6

41.

The complainant disagrees with the view taken by the Administrative Court,
namely, that the obligation of transparency in EEA law requires that the
weighting of the award criteria must necessarily be published together with
the tender notice. The complainant submits that only in public procurement
law is publication of the weighting of the award criteria necessary,4 while
for the award of service concessions, there is no such obligation.

42.

With reference to an article on public procurement law and service
concessions,5 the complainant points out that, for the purpose of service
concession awards, it is logical that the transparency obligation does not
require the weighting of the award criteria to be known in advance. As the
awarding authority does not need to pay for the provision of the services,
the economically most advantageous offer is not relevant. Instead,
the concession holder has to obtain third-party funding. Thus, it is not
important that a particular objective, such as the lowest price, is achieved;
instead, the decisive question is which bidder can demonstrate the best
possible satisfaction of all the criteria incorporating the objectives of the
Gambling Act. However, it is not necessary that the award criteria are
weighted differently; it is also possible that the award criteria are all given
an equal weighting.

43.

The complainant contends that even if the transparency obligation does
require that the weighting of the award criteria must be published, this
obligation has not been breached since the weighting can be found in the
Gambling Act.6 The Gambling Act provides the parameters for the exercise
of discretion by the national authorities when awarding a concession.
Those requirements also govern the interpretation of section 17(4) of the
Casino Regulation which reflects the objectives of the Gambling Act. The
complainant submits further that if the Gambling Act has three equally
important objectives, this equal ranking itself constituted a weighting.

Reference is made to Commission v Ireland, cited above.
Reference is made to the online journal Publicus, Der OnlineSpiegel für das Öffentliche Recht,
Vergaberecht, Dienstleistungskonzessionen, volume 2012.5, Die Dienstleistungskonzession – Der
Königsweg für Rettungsdienst-Vergaben?, <http:// http://www.publicus-boorberg.de/sixcms/detail.
php?template=pub_artikel&id=boorberg01.c.259150.de >.
Reference is made to section 14(2) in conjunction with section 2 of the Gambling Act.
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die Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien mit der Ausschreibung bekannt
gegeben werden muss, eine zentrale Stellung zukommt.

4
5

6

41.

Die Beschwerdeführerin teilt die Ansicht des Verwaltungsgerichtshofs,
dass das EWR-rechtliche verankerte Transparenzgebot erfordert, dass
die Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien zwingend mit der Ausschreibung
bekannt gegeben werden muss, nicht. Der Beschwerdeführerin zufolge
ist die Bekanntgabe der Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien nur im
öffentlichen Beschaffungsrecht zwingend,4 während bei der Vergabe von
Dienstleistungskonzessionen keine derartige Verpflichtung besteht.

42.

Bezugnehmend auf einen Artikel über das öffentliche Vergaberecht und
Dienstleistungskonzessionen5 bringt die Beschwerdeführerin vor, es sei für die
Zwecke der Vergabe von Dienstleistungskonzessionen schlüssig, dass das
Transparenzgebot keine Bekanntgabe der Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien
im Voraus erfordert. Da der Auftraggeber für die Leistungserbringung keine
Zahlungen leisten muss, ist das wirtschaftlich günstigste Angebot nicht von
Interesse. Stattdessen refinanziert sich der Konzessionär bei Dritten. Somit
ist nicht wichtig, dass ein bestimmtes Ziel wie zum Beispiel der niedrigste
Preis erreicht wird, sondern es ist nur ausschlaggebend, welcher Bewerber
die bestmögliche Erfüllung aller Kriterien, die die Ziele des Geldspielgesetzes
umfassen, darlegen kann. Die Zuschlagskriterien müssen aber nicht
zwingend unterschiedliche Wertungen aufweisen, es ist auch möglich, dass
Zuschlagskriterien in ihrer Bedeutung gleich gewichtet werden.

43.

Die Beschwerdeführerin argumentiert, dass keine Verletzung des
Transparenzgebots – selbst wenn es eine Bekanntgabe der Gewichtung
der Zuschlagskriterien verlangt – erfolgt ist, da diese Gewichtung im
Geldspielgesetz enthalten ist.6 Das Geldspielgesetz setzt die „Leitplanken“
für die Ausübung des Ermessens durch die nationalen Behörden bei
der Vergabe einer Konzession. Gemäss diesen Vorgaben ist auch
Artikel 17 Absatz 4 der Spielbankenverordnung, die die Zwecke des
Geldspielgesetzes abbildet, auszulegen. Wenn es drei gleichrangige Zwecke
des Geldspielgesetzes gibt, so die Beschwerdeführerin weiter, ist diese
Gleichrangigkeit eben auch eine Gewichtung.

Es wird auf die Rechtssache Kommission ./. Irland, oben erwähnt, verwiesen.
Es wird auf das elektronische Fachblatt Publicus, Der Online-Spiegel für das Öffentliche Recht,
Vergaberecht, Dienstleistungskonzessionen, Ausgabe 2012.5, <http://www.publicus-boorberg.de/
sixcms/detail.php?template=pub_artikel&id=boorberg01.c.259150.de>, verwiesen.
Es wird auf Artikel 14 Absatz 2 in Verbindung mit Artikel 2 des Geldspielgesetzes verwiesen.
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44.

The complainant submits that the criteria specified in subparagraphs (k)
and (l) of section 17(4) do not fall within the objectives of the Gambling Act
as they cannot be found in section 2(1) of the latter. However, even though
there may be doubts whether the Gambling Act provided a sufficient legal
basis in that regard, these two criteria did not affect the tender notice itself
as they did not impact substantively on the production of a concession bid
but only on the ranking at the award stage.

45.

As regards the evaluation form, the complainant stresses that it is an
internal document produced by the Office. Although the complainant
agrees with the Administrative Court that the evaluation form is unlawful, it
takes the view that this document could simply have been ignored and the
tenders submitted examined without it. Since no tenderer knew that such
an evaluation form had been drafted, this document is not relevant for
determining whether the tender procedure was unlawful.

46.

In answering the question whether the tender procedure was lawful, the
complainant urges the Court to examine whether the procedural principles
of EEA law require publication of the precise weighting of the award
criteria, to what extent this weighting has to be set out and whether
the weighting laid down in the Gambling Act and the Casino Regulation,
providing for an equal ranking of the award criteria, is sufficient.

47.

In relation to this question, the complainant points out that, at the time of
the publication of the tender notice, neither European Union directives nor
the case law of the European Union courts required the publication of the
weighting of the award criteria.

48.

According to the complainant, the Court is asked to consider how the
judgment of the ECJ in Commission v Ireland7 is to be interpreted in
relation to the Liechtenstein service concession award procedures and

7

Reference is made to Commission v Ireland, cited above.
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44.

Der Beschwerdeführerin zufolge zählen die in Artikel 17 Absatz 4
Unterabsätze k und l genannten Kriterien nicht zu den Zielen des
Geldspielgesetzes, da sie nicht in Artikel 2 Absatz 1 des Gesetzes
angeführt sind. Obwohl angezweifelt werden kann, ob das Geldspielgesetz
in diesem Zusammenhang eine ausreichende gesetzliche Grundlage bot,
hatten diese beiden Kriterien keine Auswirkung auf die Ausschreibung
an sich, da sie nicht die Erstellung des Konzessionsgesuchs inhaltlich
tangierten, sondern nur die Rangierung im Zuschlagsverfahren.

45.

Hinsichtlich des Bewertungsbogens hebt die Beschwerdeführerin hervor,
dass es sich dabei um ein vom Amt für Volkswirtschaft ausgearbeitetes
internes Arbeitspapier handelt. Obschon die Beschwerdeführerin
dem Verwaltungsgerichtshof beipflichtet, dass der Bewertungsbogen
unrechtmässig ist, vertritt sie die Auffassung, dass dieses Dokument schlicht
ausgeschieden und die Gesuche ohne Bewertungsbogen geprüft werden
hätten können. Da den Gesuchstellern nicht bekannt war, dass ein solcher
Bewertungsbogen erstellt worden war, ist dieses Dokument für die Frage
der Rechtswidrigkeit des Ausschreibungsverfahrens nicht relevant.

46.

Zur Klärung der Frage der Rechtmässigkeit des Ausschreibungsverfahrens
ruft die Beschwerdeführerin den Gerichtshof auf zu prüfen, ob die EWRrechtlichen Verfahrensgrundsätze die Bekanntgabe der genauen Gewichtung
der Zuschlagskriterien zwingend vorsehen, in welchem Ausmass diese
Gewichtung festgelegt sein muss und ob die im Geldspielgesetz und in
der Spielbankenverordnung enthaltene Gewichtung, die eine gleichrangige
Wertung der Zuschlagskriterien vorsieht, ausreichend ist.

47.

Im Zusammenhang mit dieser Frage weist die Beschwerdeführerin darauf
hin, dass zum Zeitpunkt der Veröffentlichung der Ausschreibung weder
Normen einer europarechtlichen Richtlinie noch die Rechtsprechung
der Gerichte der Europäischen Union eine zwingende Bekanntgabe der
Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien vorsahen.

48.

Die Beschwerdeführerin ersucht den Gerichtshof um Prüfung, wie das Urteil
des EuGH in der Rechtssache Kommission ./. Irland7 im Hinblick auf das
Konzessionsverfahren in Liechtenstein auszulegen ist, und wie die Mitteilung der
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Es wird auf die Rechtssache Kommission ./. Irland, oben erwähnt, verwiesen.
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how the Commission interpretative Communication on concessions8 has
to be understood and to assess whether it can be deduced therefrom that
the weighting of the award criteria has to be published at the same time as
the tender notice.

8

49.

Even if the Court concludes that EEA law requires the weighting of the
award criteria to be published together with the tender notice and that
the weighting to be found in the Gambling Act and the Casino Regulation
does not meet the requirements of the obligation of transparency, the
complainant contends that a new concession award procedure with a
new tender notice is not justified since this flaw only taints the weighting
procedure.

50.

The complainant considers the concession award procedure to consist
of two parts. The first part focuses on whether the tenders submitted
satisfy all the concession requirements. Only when more than one tender
submitted satisfies those criteria is the second part of the procedure
launched and a weighting of the award criteria necessary.

51.

In its view, the flaw in relation to the weighting of the award criteria
only taints the second part of the concession award procedure, while
the first part is left untouched. As the correct outcome of the first
part of the procedure has to be that only the complainant’s bid meets
the necessary requirements, there is no need for any weighting of the
award criteria. The complainant asserts that the fact that both parts of
the assessment are to be found in one procedure does not mean that
a flaw in the second part of the procedure affects the first part of the
procedure.

52.

In this regard, the complainant emphasises that a flaw in the weighting of
the award criteria can only lead to a re-opening of the second part of the
procedure, and this can only be done on the condition that more than one
tender submitted fulfils the concession requirements.

53.

The complainant urges the Court to assess whether an alleged failure
to publish the weighting of the award criteria can result in a requirement
to repeat the tender procedure even in the situation where the award

Reference is made to Commission Interpretative Communication on concessions under Community
Law (OJ 2000 C 121, p. 2), point 3.1.2 – fourth and fifth paragraphs.
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Kommission zu Auslegungsfragen im Bereich Konzessionen8 zu verstehen ist,
und ob daraus abgeleitet werden kann, dass die Bekanntgabe der Gewichtung
der Zuschlagskriterien zwingend mit der Ausschreibung erfolgen muss.

8

49.

Auch wenn der Gerichtshof zu dem Ergebnis käme, dass gemäss EWR-Recht
die Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien zwingend mit der Ausschreibung
bekannt gegeben werden müsste, und dass die im Geldspielgesetz und in
der Spielbankenverordnung enthaltene Gewichtung nicht ausreicht, um dem
Transparenzgebot zu entsprechen, wäre, so die Beschwerdeführerin, ein
neues Konzessionszuschlagsverfahren mit einer neuen Ausschreibung nicht
gerechtfertigt, da dieser Mangel nur den Gewichtungsvorgang beeinträchtigt.

50.

Die Beschwerdeführerin geht davon aus, dass das Zuschlagsverfahren für
die Konzession zweigeteilt ist. Der erste Teil widmet sich der Frage, ob
die eingelangten Gesuche alle Konzessionsvoraussetzungen erfüllen. Nur
wenn mehr als eines der eingelangten Gesuche diesen Kriterien entspricht,
wird der zweite Teil des Verfahrens eingeleitet und eine Gewichtung der
Zuschlagskriterien wird erforderlich.

51.

Nach Ansicht der Beschwerdeführerin beeinträchtigt der Mangel in Bezug
auf die Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien nur den zweiten Teil des
Zuschlagsverfahrens für die Konzession, während der erste Teil davon
unberührt bleibt. Da das korrekte Ergebnis des ersten Verfahrensteils sein
muss, dass nur das Gesuch der Beschwerdeführerin die erforderlichen
Voraussetzungen erfüllt, entfällt die Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien. Die
Beschwerdeführerin macht geltend, dass der Umstand, dass beide Teile der
Prüfung in einem Verfahren vereint sind, nicht damit einhergeht, dass sich ein
Mangel im zweiten Teil des Verfahrens auf den ersten Verfahrensteil auswirkt.

52.

Vor diesem Hintergrund betont die Beschwerdeführerin, dass ein Mangel bei
der Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien nur zu einer Wiederholung des zweiten
Verfahrensteils führen kann, wobei dies nur unter der Bedingung erfolgen
kann, dass mehr als ein Gesuch die Konzessionsvoraussetzungen erfüllt.

53.

Die Beschwerdeführerin ersucht den Gerichtshof um Prüfung, ob
das vermeintliche Versäumnis der Bekanntgabe der Gewichtung der
Zuschlagskriterien dazu führen kann, dass das Ausschreibungsverfahren

Es wird auf die Mitteilung der Kommission zu Auslegungsfragen im Bereich Konzessionen im
Gemeinschaftsrecht (ABl. 2000 C 121, S. 2), Abschnitt 3.1.2, vierter und fünfter Absatz, verwiesen.
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criteria are not applied as, in fact, there is only one suitable bidder.
Moreover, the complainant doubts whether an infringement of EEA law
should lead to a repetition of the concession award procedure. According
to the complainant, a repetition is only justified when there is a serious
infringement and it is not possible to bring about a lawful award of the
concession without resorting to a repetition of the procedure.

9

54.

The complainant contends that, in public procurement law, the setting
aside of a tender procedure is a remedy of last resort, implying that
the awarding authority must first exhaust all legal possibilities available
to it with a view to reaching a lawful decision. The interest of the
complainant lies in a lawful, substantive assessment of the tender it
submitted. According to the complainant, a repetition of the tender
procedure would entail the same consequences for it as setting the
tender procedure aside. Consequently, in its view, the conditions that
need to be satisfied in order to set aside a tender procedure have to
exist in the present case.

55.

The complainant points out that, under national law, a serious flaw in
the tender procedure should lead to the conclusion that the tender
procedure is void, not to the conclusion that the tender procedure must
be set aside.

56.

In this connection, the complainant requests the Court to indicate which
serious flaws in the tender procedure should lead to the repetition of
the concession award procedure. Taking account of the disadvantages
resulting from a repetition, the complainant asserts that it would be
reasonable and proportionate to permit as grounds resulting in the
mandatory repetition of the tender procedure only such grounds as would
also result, by analogy with procurement law,9 in the setting aside of the
tender procedure.

57.

In this regard, the complainant observes that, in public procurement
law, a tender procedure may be set aside where no suitable service
provider has submitted an offer. According to the complainant,
repetition of the tender procedure is not the appropriate solution to

Having reference to a judgment of the German Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof) (X ZR
150/99), the complainant considers it appropriate to apply this part of public procurement law by
analogy.
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wiederholt werden muss, selbst wenn die Zuschlagskriterien gar nicht
angewandt werden, da es nur einen geeigneten Gesuchsteller gibt. Zudem
bezweifelt die Beschwerdeführerin, ob ein Verstoss gegen EWR-Recht
eine Wiederholung des Zuschlagsverfahrens für die Konzession bedingen
sollte. Der Beschwerdeführerin zufolge ist eine Neuausschreibung nur
gerechtfertigt, wenn es sich um einen schwerwiegenden Verstoss handelt
und es nicht möglich ist, ohne Neuausschreibung eine rechtmässige
Konzessionsvergabe herbeizuführen.

9

54.

Im Vergaberecht, so die Beschwerdeführerin, gilt die Aufhebung einer
Ausschreibung als Ultima-Ratio-Rechtsfolge; dementsprechend muss der
Auftraggeber zuvor alle rechtlichen Möglichkeiten ausschöpfen, die ihm
zur Verfügung stehen, um eine rechtmässige Entscheidung treffen zu
können. Die Beschwerdeführerin ist an einer rechtmässigen, stichhaltigen
Prüfung des von ihr vorgelegten Gesuchs interessiert. Sie geht davon aus,
dass eine Neuausschreibung für sie dieselben Auswirkungen hätte wie
eine Aufhebung der Ausschreibung. Deshalb müssen ihrer Ansicht nach
die Voraussetzungen, die erfüllt sein müssen, um eine Ausschreibung
aufzuheben, auch im vorliegenden Fall gegeben sein.

55.

Die Beschwerdeführerin weist darauf hin, dass nach nationalem Recht ein
schwerer Mangel der Ausschreibung zu der Schlussfolgerung führen sollte,
dass die Ausschreibung nichtig ist, und nicht zu der Schlussfolgerung,
dass eine Aufhebung erfolgen muss.

56.

Vor diesem Hintergrund ersucht die Beschwerdeführerin den Gerichtshof
um Angabe, welche schwerwiegenden Fehler in der Ausschreibung zu einer
zwingenden Wiederholung des Zuschlagsverfahrens für die Konzession führen
sollten. Unter Berücksichtigung der aus einer Neuausschreibung resultierenden
Nachteile hält die Beschwerdeführerin fest, dass es angemessen und
verhältnismässig wäre, nur solche Gründe für die zwingende Wiederholung der
Ausschreibung zuzulassen, die auch – in Analogie zum Vergaberecht9 – zur
Aufhebung der Ausschreibung führen würden.

57.

Die Beschwerdeführerin stellt in diesem Zusammenhang fest, dass im
Vergaberecht eine Ausschreibung aufgehoben werden kann, wenn kein
geeigneter Anbieter ein Angebot eingereicht hat. Der Beschwerdeführerin

Die Beschwerdeführerin verweist auf ein Urteil des deutschen Bundesgerichtshofs (X ZR 150/99)
zum Vergaberecht, das ihr analog anwendbar erscheint.
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correct supposed flaws in the procedure. The complainant argues that
there may be other ways to bring about a lawful concession award
decision, for example, the award procedure could be repeated if flawed
criteria relate only to that part of the process. With that solution in
mind, the complainant asserts that only its bid meets the concession
requirements.
The Government of the Kingdom of Belgium
Preliminary remarks
58.

As a preliminary remark, the Belgian Government stresses that since the
service concession in question is a casino concession, the case law of the
ECJ on gambling activities has to be taken into account.

59.

The Belgian Government refers to Schindler10 in which the ECJ stated that
the operating of games of chance is an economic activity of a special
nature, considering the societal risks linked to this type of activity. In
Stanleybet,11 the ECJ noted that the common market and competition
rules do not – and should not – apply to games of chance. The Belgian
Government notes that the special nature of gambling is also the reason
why it is excluded from certain European Union secondary legislation, such
as the Services Directive.12

60.

The Belgian Government contends that national authorities have been
granted a margin of discretion with respect to regulating gambling

10

11

12

Reference is made to Case C-275/92 Her Majesty’s Customs and Excise v Gerhart Schindler and
Jörg Schindler [1994] ECR I-1039, paragraph 60.
Reference is made to Joined Cases C-186/11 and C-209/11 Stanleybet International and Others,
judgment of 24 January 2013, not yet reported, paragraph 45, and Case C-203/08 Sporting
Exchange Ltd, trading as ‘Betfair’ [2010] ECR I-4695, paragraph 58.
Reference is made to Article 2(2)(h) of Directive 2006/123/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 12 December 2006 on services in the internal market, OJ 2006 L 376, p. 36.
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zufolge ist eine Wiederholung der Ausschreibung nicht die geeignete
Massnahme, um allfällige Verfahrensmängel zu korrigieren. Sie vertritt
die Ansicht, dass es andere Möglichkeiten gibt, einen rechtmässigen
Konzessionsvergabeentscheid herbeizuführen. Beispielsweise könnte
das Zuschlagsverfahren wiederholt werden, wenn mangelhafte
Kriterien nur diesen Teil des Vorgangs betreffen. Unter Berufung auf
diese Lösung erklärt die Beschwerdeführerin, dass nur ihr Gesuch die
Konzessionsvoraussetzungen erfüllt.
Die Regierung des Königreichs Belgien
Einleitende Bemerkungen

10

11

12

58.

Einleitend weist die belgische Regierung darauf hin, dass – da es sich bei
der fraglichen Dienstleistungskonzession um eine Spielbankenkonzession
handelt – die Rechtsprechung des EuGH zu Glücksspielaktivitäten
berücksichtigt werden muss.

59.

Die belgische Regierung nimmt Bezug auf die Rechtssache Schindler10, in
der der EuGH festhielt, es handle sich – angesichts der mit dieser Art von
Aktivität verbundenen gesellschaftlichen Risiken – bei der Veranstaltung von
Glücksspielen um eine besondere Art der Geschäftstätigkeit. In Stanleybet11
gelangte der EuGH zu der Schlussfolgerung, dass der Binnenmarkt und
die Wettbewerbsvorschriften auf Glücksspiele keine Anwendung finden
und auch keine Anwendung finden sollen. Der belgischen Regierung
zufolge ist die besondere Natur des Glücksspiels auch der Grund, weshalb
es aus dem Anwendungsbereich bestimmter abgeleiteter europäischer
Rechtsvorschriften, wie der Dienstleistungsrichtlinie, ausgenommen ist.12

60.

Laut der belgischen Regierung wurde den staatlichen Stellen in Bezug
auf die Regulierung von Glücksspielaktivitäten ein Ermessensspielraum

Es wird auf die Rechtssache C-275/92 Her Majesty’s Customs and Excise ./. Gerhart Schindler und
Jörg Schindler, Slg. 1994, I-1039, Randnr. 60, verwiesen.
Es wird auf die verbundenen Rechtssachen C-186/11 und C-209/11 Stanleybet International u. a.,
Urteil vom 24. Januar 2013, noch nicht in der amtlichen Sammlung veröffentlicht, Randnr. 45, und
C-203/08 Sporting Exchange Ltd, Inhaberin der Firma „Betfair“, Slg. 2010, I-4695, Randnr. 58,
verwiesen.
Es wird auf Artikel 2 Absatz 2 Buchstabe h der Richtlinie 2006/123/EG des Europäischen
Parlaments und des Rates vom 12. Dezember 2006 über Dienstleistungen im Binnenmarkt,
ABl. 2006 L 376, S. 36, verwiesen.
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activities.13 However, any restrictions to the freedom of establishment
or the freedom to provide services should be justified by overriding
reasons of public interest. These restrictions should be applied in a
non-discriminatory manner and the standards of proportionality have also
to be met.14
61.

According to the Belgian Government, a sufficiently strict interpretation of
the applicable rules stemming from the fundamental principles of EEA law
is crucial.

First, second and third questions

13

14

15
16

62.

The Belgian Government proposes to answer the first three questions
jointly, as they all concern the question of how the obligation of
transparency under EEA law should be translated to tender procedures for
services concessions.

63.

First, the Belgian Government points out that service concession
contracts are not governed by any public procurement directive and,
therefore, no regard should be had to the Lianakis judgment15 as the
legal provision16 that was crucial to that judgment does not apply to
service concessions.

64.

Since no specific rules apply to service concessions, the concessionawarding public authority is bound by the fundamental rules of
EEA law, in particular by the principles of equal treatment and of
non-discrimination on the ground of nationality and the consequent
obligation of transparency.

65.

On the main obligation of transparency in general, the Belgian Government
notes that the main consequence of this obligation is that a concession
to operate games cannot be given without any competitive procedure

Reference is made to Joined Cases C-316/07, C-358/07, C-359/07, C-360/07, C-409/07 and
C-410/07 Markus Stoß [2010] ECR I-8069, paragraph 76, Joined Cases C-338/04, C-359/04 and
C-360/04 Placanica [2007] ECR I-1891, paragraph 47, and Case C-42/07 Liga Portuguesa de
Futebol Profissional and Bwin International [2009] ECR I-7633, paragraph 57.
Reference is made to Markus Stoß, cited above, paragraph 77, and Liga Portuguesa, cited above,
paragraph 59.
Reference is made to Lianakis, cited above.
Reference is made to Article 36(2) of Directive 92/50 relating to the coordination of procedures for
the award of public service contracts, OJ 1992 L 209, p. 1.
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gewährt.13 Etwaige Einschränkungen der Niederlassungs – oder
Dienstleistungsfreiheit sollten jedoch durch zwingende Gründe des
Allgemeininteresses gerechtfertigt sein. Solche Einschränkungen
sind jedoch diskriminierungsfrei anzuwenden und müssen auch den
Anforderungen an die Verhältnismässigkeit genügen.14
61.

Der belgischen Regierung zufolge ist eine ausreichend strenge Auslegung
der auf den fundamentalen Grundsätzen des EWR-Rechts basierenden
anwendbaren Rechtsvorschriften entscheidend.

Erste, zweite und dritte Frage

13

14

15
16

62.

Die belgische Regierung schlägt vor, die ersten drei Fragen gemeinsam
zu beantworten, da sie sich alle mit der Frage der Anwendung des
EWR-rechtlichen Transparenzgebots auf Ausschreibungsverfahren für
Dienstleistungskonzessionen beschäftigen.

63.

Als erstes macht die belgische Regierung geltend, dass Verträge
über Dienstleistungskonzessionen von keiner der das öffentliche
Auftragswesen regelnden Richtlinie erfasst werden und daher das Urteil
in der Rechtssache Lianakis15 nicht berücksichtigt werden sollte, weil die
Rechtsvorschrift16, die für dieses Urteil wesentlich war, keine Anwendung
auf Dienstleistungskonzessionen findet.

64.

Da auf Dienstleistungskonzessionen keine speziellen Vorschriften
anwendbar sind, unterliegt die konzessionserteilende Behörde den
Grundregeln des EWR-Rechts, insbesondere dem Grundsatz der
Gleichbehandlung und dem Verbot der Diskriminierung aus Gründen der
Staatsangehörigkeit sowie dem daraus folgenden Transparenzgebot.

65.

Hinsichtlich des zentralen Transparenzgebots führt die belgische Regierung
allgemein aus, dass seine Hauptfolge darin besteht, dass eine Konzession

Es wird auf die verbundenen Rechtssachen C-316/07, C-358/07, C-359/07, C-360/07, C-409/07
und C-410/07 Markus Stoß, Slg. 2010, I-8069, Randnr. 76, die verbundenen Rechtssachen
C-338/04, C-359/04 und C-360/04 Placanica, Slg. 2007, I-1891, Randnr. 47, und die Rechtssache
C-42/07 Liga Portuguesa de Futebol Profissional and Bwin International, Slg. 2009, I-7633,
Randnr. 57, verwiesen.
Es wird auf die Rechtssache Markus Stoß, oben erwähnt, Randnr. 77, und die Rechtssache Liga
Portuguesa, oben erwähnt, Randnr. 59, verwiesen.
Es wird auf die Rechtssache Lianakis, oben erwähnt, verwiesen.
Es wird auf Artikel 36 Absatz 2 der Richtlinie 92/50/EWG über die Koordinierung der Verfahren zur
Vergabe öffentlicher Dienstleistungsaufträge, ABl. 1992 L 209, S. 1, verwiesen.
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in advance. The call for tenders itself, however, does not fall under
the obligation of transparency. According to the Belgian Government,
it suffices to have a degree of publicity sufficient to open the service
concession up to competition and to allow the impartiality of the award
procedures to be reviewed.17
66.

The restrictions which can be imposed on the freedom to provide
services in the framework of gambling activities cannot render
legitimate discretionary conduct on the part of the national authorities
which is liable to negate the effectiveness of provisions of EEA
law, in particular those relating to the fundamental freedoms.18 The
Belgian Government emphasises that compliance with the principle of
equal treatment and with the consequent obligation of transparency
necessarily means that the objective criteria enabling the Member
States’ competent authorities’ discretion to be circumscribed must be
sufficiently advertised.19

67.

As regards the obligation of transparency with respect to supplementing,
specifying and weighting existing criteria, the Belgian Government argues
that, although the Directive does not apply to the case at hand, the
fundamental principles of the EEA law must still be respected.

68.

According to the Belgian Government, the considerations expressed by the
ECJ with regard to public service contracts can be applied by analogy to
service concessions due to the similarity between them.

69.

Referring to Commission v Ireland,20 the Belgian Government contends
that, when public procurement directives do not apply, it cannot be
legitimately argued that the scope of the principle of equal treatment and
the consequent obligation of transparency extends to requiring that the
relative weighting of criteria used by the contracting authority is to be
determined in advance and notified to potential tenderers when they are
invited to submit their bids.

17
18
19
20

Reference is made to Case C-64/08 Ernst Engelmann [2010] ECR I-8219, paragraph 50.
Ibid., paragraph 54 and case law cited.
Reference is made to Sporting Exchange, cited above, paragraph 51.
Reference is made to Commission v Ireland, cited above, paragraphs 42 and 43.
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für einen Spielbetrieb nicht ohne vorheriges Wettbewerbsverfahren
erteilt werden kann. Die Ausschreibung selbst fällt jedoch nicht unter das
Transparenzgebot. Gemäss der belgischen Regierung reicht es, einen
angemessenen Grad an Öffentlichkeit sicherzustellen, der eine Öffnung
der Dienstleistungskonzessionen für den Wettbewerb und die Nachprüfung
ermöglicht, ob die Vergabeverfahren unparteiisch durchgeführt worden sind.17

17
18
19
20

66.

Die Einschränkungen, denen die Dienstleistungsfreiheit im Rahmen
von Glücksspielaktivitäten unterzogen werden kann, können keine
Ermessensausübung der nationalen Behörden rechtfertigen, die geeignet ist,
den Bestimmungen des EWR-Rechts, insbesondere, wenn sie Grundfreiheiten
betreffen, ihre praktische Wirksamkeit zu nehmen.18 Die belgische Regierung
hebt hervor, dass die Einhaltung des Grundsatzes der Gleichbehandlung und
des daraus folgenden Transparenzgebots zwangsläufig damit einhergeht,
dass die objektiven Kriterien, die es erlauben, der Ermessensausübung der
zuständigen Behörden der Mitgliedstaaten Grenzen zu setzen, ausreichend
öffentlich gemacht werden müssen.19

67.

Hinsichtlich des Transparenzgebots in Bezug auf die ergänzende
und weiterführende Konkretisierung und Gewichtung bestehender
Kriterien argumentiert die belgische Regierung, dass die fundamentalen
Grundsätze des EWR-Rechts einzuhalten sind, auch wenn die Richtlinie im
gegenständlichen Fall nicht anwendbar ist.

68.

Nach Auffassung der belgischen Regierung können die Überlegungen des
EuGH zu öffentlichen Dienstleistungsaufträgen aufgrund der Ähnlichkeit
analog auf Dienstleistungskonzessionen angewendet werden.

69.

Bezugnehmend auf Kommission ./. Irland20 bringt die belgische Regierung
vor, dass – wenn keine Richtlinien über das öffentliche Auftragswesen
anwendbar sind – die Annahme nicht gerechtfertigt ist, dass die Tragweite
des Gleichheitsgrundsatzes und der daraus fliessenden Transparenzpflicht so
weit reicht, dass die relative Gewichtung der vom öffentlichen Auftraggeber
angewandten Kriterien vorab zu bestimmen und den potenziellen Bietern bei
der Aufforderung, ihre Angebote einzureichen, mittzuteilen ist.

Es wird auf die Rechtssache C-64/08 Ernst Engelmann, Slg. 2010, I-8219, Randnr. 50, verwiesen.
Ebenda, Randnr. 54, und die zitierte Rechtsprechung.
Es wird auf die Rechtssache Sporting Exchange, oben erwähnt, Randnr. 51, verwiesen.
Es wird auf die Rechtssache Kommission ./. Irland, oben erwähnt, Randnrn. 42 und 43, verwiesen.
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70.

The Belgian Government observes further that the ECJ has held that it
is not contrary to European Union law to attach a weighting to already
defined award criteria, provided that this does not alter these criteria,
does not contain elements which would have affected the preparation of
the tenders and was not done on the basis of matters likely to give rise to
discrimination against one of the tenderers.21

71.

The Belgian Government concludes that any specification, supplementation
or weighting added to existing criteria may not be of a substantial nature22
in as much as this would have allowed for the admission of different
tenderers or for the acceptance of different offers.

72.

The Government of the Kingdom of Belgium proposes that the Court
should answer the first, second and third questions as follows:
EU law does not require that an authority seeking to award a concession
states at the time at which it publishes its tender notice how it intends
to supplement and specify in greater detail the requirements which it
had set out; and there is no general obligation to give prior notice of the
relative weighting that will be given to the award criteria when awarding a
service concession, provided that the weighting or supplemental criteria
are not construed after the bids have been reviewed.
The general requirements under European law with respect to the
obligation of transparency should be understood to comprise that Member
States must install a predetermined set of substantial rules, equally
accessible to all interested parties in the EEA and sufficiently advertised,
laid down in accordance with national law, in which the general criteria
for the award of the service concession in question are described and
which create a framework for obtaining an objective and impartial award
decision by the competent authorities. Although further detailing of criteria
and/or weighting can be done without prior publication, no substantial
amendments to these criteria can be implemented and no rules can be
created or decisions taken in the course of the award procedure that could
potentially affect the award decision in a way that one candidate could be
favoured over another.

21
22

Reference is made to Case C-331/04 ATI EAC and Others [2005] ECR I-10109, paragraph 32.
Reference is made to Case C-91/08 Wall [2010] ECR I-2815.
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Der EuGH hat festgestellt, so die belgische Regierung weiter, dass es nicht
gegen das Recht der Europäischen Union verstösst, zuvor festgelegte
Zuschlagskriterien zu gewichten, sofern dies diese Kriterien nicht
ändert, die Vorbereitung der Angebote nicht beeinflusst und dies nicht
unter Berücksichtigung von Umständen erfolgt ist, die einen der Bieter
diskriminieren konnten.21

71.

Nach Einschätzung der belgischen Regierung darf eine etwaige ergänzende
und weiterführende Konkretisierung oder weitere Gewichtung bestehender
Kriterien insofern nicht wesentlicher Natur22 sein, als dies die Zulassung
anderer Bieter oder die Annahme anderer Angebote erlaubt hätte.

72.

Die Regierung des Königreichs Belgien schlägt vor, dass der Gerichtshof
die erste, zweite und dritte Frage folgendermassen beantwortet:
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Das EU-Recht verlangt nicht, dass eine Konzessionsbehörde bereits im
Stadium der Ausschreibung bekannt gibt, wie sie ihre Vorgaben ergänzend
bzw. weiterführend zu konkretisieren gedenkt; es besteht keine generelle
Pflicht zur vorgängigen Bekanntgabe der relativen Gewichtung der
Zuschlagskriterien für die Zuschlagserteilung, vorausgesetzt, es erfolgt
keine Auslegung der Gewichtungs – oder ergänzenden Kriterien nach der
Prüfung der Gebote.
Die allgemeinen Vorgaben des Europarechts hinsichtlich des
Transparenzgebots sind so zu deuten, dass die Mitgliedstaaten ein
festgelegtes Grundregelwerk einführen müssen, das allen Interessenten im
EWR gleichermassen zugänglich ist und ausreichend öffentlich gemacht
wird, das dem innerstaatlichen Recht entspricht, in dem die allgemeinen
Kriterien für die Erteilung der gegenständlichen Dienstleistungskonzession
erläutert sind und das einen Rahmen für eine objektive, unparteiische
Vergabeentscheidung durch die zuständigen Behörden bildet. Obschon
eine weitere Konkretisierung und/oder Gewichtung von Kriterien ohne
vorherige Bekanntgabe erfolgen kann, dürfen keine wesentlichen
Änderungen dieser Kriterien erfolgen und im Zuge des Vergabeverfahrens
dürfen keine Regeln geschaffen oder Entscheidungen getroffen werden,
die sich potenziell so auf die Vergabeentscheidung auswirken könnten,
dass ein Kandidat einem anderen vorgezogen werden könnte.
21
22

Es wird auf die Rechtssache C-331/04 ATI EAC u. a., Slg. 2005, I-10109, Randnr. 32, verwiesen.
Es wird auf die Rechtssache C-91/08 Wall, Slg. 2010, I-2815, verwiesen.
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Fourth question
73.

The Belgian Government indicates that it is for the referring court to make
an assessment of the facts, taking into account all the facts of the case, in
accordance with EEA law as clarified by the Court.

74.

According to the Belgian Government, it appears that in the case at
hand, the requirements of EEA law were satisfied. Should the referring
court reach an opposite conclusion, it is for that court to determine
in accordance with national law what should be done to remedy this
breach of law; in that regard, commencing a new tender procedure is not
necessarily the only appropriate solution.

75.

The Government of the Kingdom of Belgium proposes that the Court
should answer the fourth question as follows:
Assessment of whether the requirement[s] of European law, including
those with respect to the obligation of transparency, are satisfied must be
done by the national court.

Fifth question
76.

The Belgian Government emphasises first that there is no EEA rule
applicable which imposes a specific consequence for a breach of the
obligation of transparency as laid down in EEA law. It is apparent, however,
that all necessary measures would have to be taken to restore the
transparency of the procedure.

77.

According to the Belgian Government, a contract which has been entered
into in breach of the transparency obligation does not necessarily need
to be terminated by the national authorities.23 Similarly, a tenderer whose
offer was not accepted in a procedure in breach of the transparency
obligation should not necessarily be able to obtain an order from the
national court putting an end to that breach.

78.

The Belgian Government contends that national authorities and
competent courts should implement the correct remedy in accordance

23

Reference is made to Wall, cited above, paragraph 65.
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Vierte Frage
73.

Der belgischen Regierung zufolge obliegt es dem vorlegenden Gericht,
eine Beurteilung des Sachverhalts unter Einbeziehung sämtlicher
einschlägiger Fakten durchzuführen und dabei das EWR-Recht gemäss der
Vorabentscheidung des Gerichtshofs zu berücksichtigen.

74.

Laut der belgischen Regierung scheinen die Vorgaben des EWR-Rechts im
konkreten Fall beachtet worden zu sein. Sollte das vorlegende Gericht zu
einer gegensätzlichen Schlussfolgerung gelangen, ist es Aufgabe dieses
Gerichts, auf der Grundlage des nationalen Rechts zu bestimmen, wie diesem
Gesetzesverstoss abgeholfen werden kann; in diesem Zusammenhang muss
die Einleitung eines neuen Ausschreibungsverfahrens nicht unbedingt die
einzige angemessene Lösung sein.

75.

Die Regierung des Königreichs Belgien schlägt vor, dass der Gerichtshof
die vierte Frage folgendermassen beantwortet:
Die Beurteilung, ob die Vorgabe[n] des Europarechts, einschliesslich jener,
die das Transparenzgebot betreffen, beachtet wurden, hat durch das
nationale Gericht zu erfolgen.

Fünfte Frage

23

76.

Die belgische Regierung betont einleitend, dass keine EWR-rechtliche
Vorschrift anwendbar ist, die eine bestimmte Folge für einen Verstoss
gegen das EWR-rechtliche Transparenzgebot festlegt. Es ist jedoch
offensichtlich, dass alle erforderlichen Massnahmen zu treffen sind, um die
Transparenz des Verfahrens wiederherzustellen.

77.

Der belgischen Regierung zufolge muss ein Vertrag, bei dessen Abschluss
das Transparenzgebot verletzt wurde, nicht unbedingt durch die nationalen
Behörden gekündigt werden.23 Ebenso sollte ein Bieter, dessen Angebot
in einem Verfahren, das gegen das Transparenzgebot verstiess, nicht
akzeptiert wurde, nicht zwangsläufig in der Lage sein, vom nationalen
Gericht eine Entscheidung zur Einstellung dieses Verstosses zu erlangen.

78.

Gemäss der belgischen Regierung sollten die nationalen Behörden und
zuständigen Gerichte das gemäss innerstaatlichem Recht korrekte

Es wird auf die Rechtssache Wall, oben erwähnt, Randnr. 65, verwiesen.
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with national law.24 This remedy should comply with the principles of
effectiveness and equivalence.
79.

The Belgian Government stresses that the correct remedy does not
necessarily have to be a new tender procedure. A new procedure only
has added value if it can be anticipated that additional bidders would
participate. It proposes as a solution to reweigh the criteria while leaving
out the unlawfully added weightings.

80.

Finally, the Belgian Government observes that the finding of a failure by a
Member State to fulfil its obligations is not related to a finding as to the
damage flowing therefrom.25

81.

The Government of the Kingdom of Belgium proposes that the Court
should answer the fifth question as follows:
If the national court would find that the tender procedure is indeed not
compliant with European law, all necessary measures would have to
be taken, in accordance with the national legal system of the Member
State concerned, to restore the transparency of the procedure. This
might extend to a new award procedure but it is not necessarily the only
possible remedy.

The Government of the Principality of Liechtenstein
Preliminary remarks
82.

As a preliminary remark, the Liechtenstein Government observes that
the parties to the main proceedings and the referring court agree that
the main proceedings concern the award of a service concession which
may be of interest to an undertaking located in an EEA State other than
Liechtenstein.

83.

Nor is it disputed, the Liechtenstein Government continues, that the
award of service concessions is not subject to any clear rules of
secondary legislation. Only the general principles of equal treatment

24
25

Reference is made to Wall, cited above, paragraph 63.
Reference is made to Commission v Ireland, cited above, paragraph 64, and Case C-263/96
Commission v Belgium [1997] ECR I-7453, paragraph 30.
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Rechtsmittel wählen.24 Dieses Rechtsmittel sollte den Grundsätzen der
Äquivalenz und Effektivität entsprechen.
79.

Die belgische Regierung hebt hervor, dass die korrekte Abhilfe nicht
zwingend ein neues Ausschreibungsverfahren sein muss. Ein neues
Verfahren bietet nur dann einen Mehrwert, wenn davon auszugehen ist,
dass weitere Bieter daran teilnehmen würden. Als Lösung schlägt die
belgische Regierung vor, die Kriterien unter Nichtberücksichtigung der
unrechtmässig hinzugefügten Gewichtungen neu zu bewerten.

80.

Abschliessend verweist die belgische Regierung darauf, dass die
Feststellung einer Vertragsverletzung durch einen Mitgliedstaat nicht
voraussetzt, dass diese einen Schaden verursacht hat.25

81.

Die Regierung des Königreichs Belgien schlägt vor, dass der Gerichtshof
die fünfte Frage folgendermassen beantwortet:
Sollte das nationale Gericht zu dem Schluss gelangen, dass das
Ausschreibungsverfahren tatsächlich gegen das Europarecht verstösst,
müssten entsprechend der innerstaatlichen Rechtsordnung des betroffenen
Mitgliedstaats alle erforderlichen Massnahmen ergriffen werden, um die
Transparenz des Verfahrens wiederherzustellen. Dies kann ein neues
Zuschlagsverfahren nach sich ziehen; ein solches ist jedoch nicht
zwangsläufig die einzige mögliche Abhilfe.

Die Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein
Einleitende Bemerkungen

24
25

82.

Einleitend hält die Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein fest, dass
die Parteien des Ausgangsverfahrens und das vorlegende Gericht
darin übereinstimmen, dass das Ausgangsverfahren die Vergabe einer
Dienstleistungskonzession betrifft, die für ein in einem anderen EWR-Staat
als Liechtenstein angesiedeltes Unternehmen von Interesse sein kann.

83.

Es ist auch nicht strittig, so die Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein
weiter, dass die Vergabe von Dienstleistungskonzessionen keinen
klaren abgeleiteten Rechtsvorschriften unterliegt. Auf solche Vergaben

Es wird auf die Rechtssache Wall, oben erwähnt, Randnr. 63, verwiesen.
Es wird auf die Rechtssache Kommission ./. Irland, oben erwähnt, Randnr. 64, und die Rechtssache
C-263/96 Kommission ./. Belgien, Slg. 1997, I-7453, Randnr. 30, verwiesen.
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and non-discrimination as well as the obligation of transparency guide
such awards.
84.

Taking the view that the award at issue, a service concession, and the
rules which apply to it are undisputed, according to the Liechtenstein
Government, the crucial question is the precise content of the obligations
of transparency and non-discrimination arising from the EEA Agreement.

First question
85.

The Liechtenstein Government observes that the ECJ has held26 that public
authorities, when awarding service concessions, are bound to comply with
the fundamental rules of the Treaties and that they are bound in particular
by Articles 43 and 49 EC (now Articles 49 and 56 TFEU), the principles of
equal treatment and of non-discrimination on grounds of nationality and the
consequent obligation of transparency.

86.

It follows that EEA law requires that the procedure for awarding
casino concessions is governed by the principles of equal treatment
of tenderers and non-discrimination on grounds of nationality.
Resulting from those principles is the equally applicable obligation of
transparency.

87.

Consequently, the Liechtenstein Government contends, the two
abovementioned principles imply that all potential tenderers have to
be afforded equality of opportunity in formulating the terms of their
application, and they have to be subject to the same conditions.27

88.

According to the Liechtenstein Government, the principles of equal
treatment and non-discrimination have been complied with as the
interested parties had a genuine opportunity to manifest their interest
in obtaining the concession and were placed on an equal footing during
the procedure.

26

27

Reference is made to Sporting Exchange, cited above, paragraph 39, and to Engelmann, cited
above, paragraph 49 and case law cited.
Reference is made to Costa and Cifone, cited above, paragraph 57.
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finden nur die allgemeinen Grundsätze der Gleichbehandlung und NichtDiskriminierung sowie das Transparenzgebot Anwendung.
84.

Ausgehend von der Auffassung, dass die gegenständliche Vergabe, bei
der es sich um die Erteilung einer Dienstleistungskonzession handelt,
und die darauf anwendbaren Vorschriften nicht strittig sind, besteht die
entscheidende Fragestellung der Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein
zufolge im genauen Inhalt des im EWR-Abkommen verankerten
Transparenzgebots und Diskriminierungsverbots.

Erste Frage

26

27

85.

Gemäss der Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein hat der
EuGH festgestellt,26 dass öffentliche Stellen bei der Vergabe von
Dienstleistungskonzessionen die Grundregeln der Verträge und
insbesondere die Artikel 43 und 49 EG-Vertrag (nunmehr Artikel 49
und 56 AEUV), den Gleichbehandlungsgrundsatz und das Verbot der
Diskriminierung aus Gründen der Staatsangehörigkeit sowie das daraus
folgende Transparenzgebot zu beachten haben.

86.

EWR – und Europarecht sehen also vor, dass das Verfahren für die Vergabe
von Spielbankenkonzessionen dem Grundsatz der Gleichbehandlung
aller Bieter und dem Verbot der Diskriminierung aus Gründen der
Staatsangehörigkeit unterliegt. Aus diesen Grundsätzen ergibt sich das
ebenso anwendbare Transparenzgebot.

87.

Dementsprechend schlussfolgert die Regierung des Fürstentums
Liechtenstein, dass die beiden obgenannten Grundsätze nahelegen,
dass alle potenziellen Bieter bei der Formulierung der Bedingungen ihres
Angebots die gleichen Chancen haben müssen und dass sie denselben
Bedingungen unterliegen.27

88.

Gemäss der Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein wurden der
Grundsatz der Gleichbehandlung und das Diskriminierungsverbot
eingehalten, da die Interessenten eine reelle Möglichkeit zur Darlegung
ihres Interesses an der Erteilung der Konzession hatten und während des
Verfahrens gleichgestellt waren.

Es wird auf die Rechtssache Sporting Exchange, oben erwähnt, Randnr. 39, die Rechtssache Ernst
Engelmann, oben erwähnt, Randnr. 49, und die zitierte Rechtsprechung verwiesen.
Es wird auf die Rechtssache Costa und Cifone, oben erwähnt, Randnr. 57, verwiesen.
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89.

The obligation of transparency entails that there should be a degree
of publicity which is sufficient to enable the market to be opened up
to competition and the impartiality of the award procedures to be
reviewed.28 According to the Liechtenstein Government, this obligation
was met because the notice was formulated clearly and precisely, the
notice was published on the internet and the tender documentation
supplied made it possible for the parties to form a detailed idea of the
concession.

90.

The Government of the Principality of Liechtenstein proposes that the
Court should answer the first question as follows:
The general requirements of EEA law and European law regarding
the procedure for awarding casino concessions entail firstly that all
potential tenderers be afforded equality of opportunity and accordingly
be subject to the same conditions, and secondly that the concession
granting authority has to ensure, for the benefit of any potential
tenderer, a degree of publicity sufficient to enable the market to be
opened up to competition and the impartiality of the award procedures
to be reviewed. It is for the referring court to rule on the question
whether these principles and the obligation of transparency flowing
from these principles were complied with in the case in the main
proceedings.

Second question

28

91.

The Liechtenstein Government emphasises that the tender documentation,
which was available to parties upon request, stated that “The criteria
set out in points (a) to (l) will be weighted differently according to their
importance. Particular significance will be attached to the benefits to
the Liechtenstein economy, points (h) and (k), and the casino’s planned
location, point (l).”

92.

According to the Liechtenstein Government, the non-published evaluation
form itself, which was established later, did not introduce anything
new in relation to the criteria; it merely established the comprehensive
and precise weighting of the individual criteria. On the basis of the

Reference is made to Sporting Exchange, cited above, paragraphs 40 and 41, and Engelmann, cited
above, paragraph 50.
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89.

Das Transparenzgebot bedingt, dass ein angemessener Grad an
Öffentlichkeit sichergestellt werden sollte, der eine Öffnung des Marktes für
den Wettbewerb und die Nachprüfung ermöglicht, ob die Vergabeverfahren
unparteiisch durchgeführt worden sind.28 Laut der Regierung des
Fürstentums Liechtenstein wurde dieses Gebot eingehalten, da die
Ausschreibung klar und präzise formuliert war, im Internet veröffentlicht
wurde und es die Ausschreibungsunterlagen den Parteien ermöglichten,
sich eine genaue Vorstellung von der Konzession zu machen.

90.

Die Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein schlägt vor, dass der
Gerichtshof die erste Frage folgendermassen beantwortet:
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Die generellen Anforderung des EWR – bzw. Europarechts an das
Verfahren zur Vergabe von Spielbankenkonzessionen sind zum einen, dass
alle potenziellen Bieter die gleichen Chancen haben und dementsprechend
denselben Bedingungen unterliegen müssen, und zum anderen, dass die
konzessionserteilende Stelle zugunsten der potenziellen Bewerber einen
angemessenen Grad an Öffentlichkeit sicherstellen muss, der eine Öffnung
des Marktes für den Wettbewerb und die Nachprüfung ermöglicht, ob die
Vergabeverfahren unparteiisch durchgeführt worden sind. Es ist Aufgabe
des vorlegenden Gerichts, über die Frage zu entscheiden, ob diese
Grundsätze und das aus ihnen resultierende Transparenzgebot im Falle des
Ausgangsverfahrens eingehalten wurden.
Zweite Frage

28

91.

Die Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein weist darauf hin, dass
es in den Ausschreibungsunterlagen, die den Parteien auf Anfrage zur
Verfügung gestellt wurden, hiess: „Die Kriterien nach a) bis l) werden
nach ihrer Bedeutung unterschiedlich gewichtet. Dabei kommen
dem volkswirtschaftlichen Nutzen (Bst. h und k) und dem geplanten
Spielbankenstandort (Bst. l) erhöhte Bedeutung zu.“

92.

Die Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein trägt vor, der später
erstellte, nicht veröffentlichte Bewertungsbogen habe hinsichtlich
der Kriterien keine neuen Informationen enthalten, sondern nur der
vollständigen und genauen Gewichtung der einzelnen Kriterien gedient. Auf

Es wird auf die Rechtssache Sporting Exchange, oben erwähnt, Randnrn. 40 und 41, sowie die
Rechtssache Engelmann, oben erwähnt, Randnr. 50, verwiesen.
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information available to the parties, the tenderers could have reasonably
expected this weighting.
93.

The Liechtenstein Government contends that potential tenderers had
access to the appropriate information prior to the closing date for the
submission of tenders, and thus the principles of equal treatment and
non-discrimination and the consequent obligation of transparency were
satisfied.

94.

The Government of the Principality of Liechtenstein proposes that the
Court should answer the second question as follows:
EEA law or European law requires that a concession-awarding
authority, at the time at which it published its tender notice and tender
documentation, grants potential tenderers access to appropriate
information concerning the concession at issue prior to the closing
date for the submission of tenders, so that they have a real opportunity
of expressing their interest in obtaining that concession and so that the
exercise of the awarding authority’s discretion is circumscribed. It is
for the referring court to evaluate the appropriateness of the detailed
arrangements of the tender notice and tender documentation to the
particularities of the service concession in question.

Third question

29

95.

The Liechtenstein Government submits that neither the principles
of equal treatment and non-discrimination nor the obligation of
transparency were infringed by the fact that the precise weighting of
the award criteria was not published. There is no obligation to give
prior notice of the relative weighting, as the concession award in the
main proceedings falls outside the scope of the directives on the
different categories of public contracts.

96.

The Liechtenstein Government considers that this follows from the
judgment of the ECJ in Commission v Ireland.29 According to the
Liechtenstein Government, this judgment implies that it cannot be
legitimately argued that the concession-awarding authority is under an
obligation to determine in advance the relative weighting of criteria and

Reference is made to Commission v Ireland, cited above, paragraph 43.
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der Grundlage der den Parteien vorliegenden Informationen konnten die
Gesuchsteller vernünftigerweise von dieser Gewichtung ausgehen.
93.

Die Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein merkt an, dass potenzielle
Gesuchsteller vor Ablauf der Abgabefrist für die Gesuche Zugang zu
den entsprechenden Informationen hatten, sodass der Grundsatz der
Gleichbehandlung und das Diskriminierungsverbot sowie das daraus
resultierende Transparenzgebot erfüllt waren.

94.

Die Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein schlägt vor, dass der
Gerichtshof die zweite Frage folgendermassen beantwortet:
Das EWR – bzw. das Europarecht verlangt, dass eine konzessionserteilende
Behörde im Stadium der Ausschreibung und Veröffentlichung der
Ausschreibungsunterlagen vor Ablauf der Abgabefrist für die Gesuche
potenziellen Gesuchstellern Zugang zu einschlägigen Informationen
über die gegenständliche Konzession gewährt, sodass diese eine reelle
Möglichkeit zur Darlegung ihres Interesses an der Erteilung der Konzession
haben und der Ermessensausübung durch die Vergabebehörde Grenzen
gesetzt werden. Die Prüfung der Angemessenheit der Einzelheiten der
Ausschreibung und der Ausschreibungsunterlagen im Hinblick auf die
Besonderheiten der gegenständlichen Dienstleistungskonzession ist Sache
des vorlegenden Gerichts.

Dritte Frage

29

95.

Nach Ansicht der Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein wurden durch
den Umstand, dass die genaue Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien nicht
bekannt gemacht wurde, weder der Grundsatz der Gleichbehandlung und das
Diskriminierungsverbot noch das Transparenzgebot verletzt. Es besteht keine
Pflicht zur vorgängigen Bekanntgabe der relativen Gewichtung, da die Erteilung
der Konzession im Ausgangsverfahren nicht in den Geltungsbereich der
Richtlinien über die unterschiedlichen Kategorien von öffentlichen Aufträgen fällt.

96.

Die Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein geht davon aus, dass
dies aus dem Urteil des EuGH in der Rechtssache Kommission ./. Irland
abgeleitet werden kann.29 Dieses Urteil, so die Regierung des Fürstentums
Liechtenstein, legt nahe, dass die Annahme, dass die konzessionserteilende
Behörde verpflichtet ist, die relative Gewichtung der Kriterien vorab zu

Es wird auf die Rechtssache Kommission ./. Irland, oben erwähnt, Randnr. 43, verwiesen.
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to notify this weighting to potential tenderers when they are invited to
submit their bids.
97.

Since there is no obligation to determine and notify the relative weighting
of the criteria in advance, the Liechtenstein Government holds that
there is in essence no need for the Court to provide guidance on the
requirements that EEA law imposes as regards the substance of the
information regarding the relative weighting that must be provided in the
prior notice.

98.

The Government of the Principality of Liechtenstein proposes that the
Court should answer the third question as follows:
There is no general obligation under EEA law to give prior notice of the
relative weighting that will be given to the award criteria when awarding a
concession such as that in question in the main proceedings.

Fourth question
99.

Having regard to Article 34 of the Agreement between the EFTA States
on the Establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice
(“SCA”), the Liechtenstein Government submits that it is solely for the
referring court, before which the dispute has been brought, to assume
responsibility for the subsequent judicial decision and thus to rule on the
question whether the requirements of EEA law were satisfied in the case at
hand.

100. The Liechtenstein Government points out that the role of the Court is
confined to providing the referring court with an interpretation on EEA law
which will be useful for the decision which the referring court has to take in
the dispute before it.30
101. The Government of the Principality of Liechtenstein proposes that the
Court should answer the fourth question as follows:
30

Reference is made to Case E-2/95 Eilert Eidesund v Stavanger Catering A/S [1995–96] EFTA Ct.
Rep. 3, paragraph 14, and Case E-1/95 Ulf Samuelsson v Svenska staten [1994–95] EFTA Ct. Rep.
145, paragraph 13, and Case E-10/04 Paolo Piazza v Paul Schurte AG [2005] EFTA Ct. Rep. 76,
paragraph 21.
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bestimmen und diese den potenziellen Bietern bei der Aufforderung, ihre
Angebote einzureichen, mitzuteilen ist, nicht gerechtfertigt ist.
97.

Da keine Verpflichtung zur Bestimmung und Bekanntmachung der relativen
Gewichtung der Kriterien vorab besteht, erläutert die Regierung des Fürstentums
Liechtenstein, ist es im Grunde nicht erforderlich, dass sich der Gerichtshof zu
den Anforderungen äussert, die das EWR-Recht an den Informationsgehalt der
vorgängig bekannt zu gebenden relativen Gewichtung stellt.

98.

Die Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein schlägt vor, dass der
Gerichtshof die dritte Frage folgendermassen beantwortet:
Es besteht keine generelle Pflicht im Rahmen des EWR-Rechts zur
vorgängigen Bekanntgabe der relativen Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien
bei der Erteilung einer Konzession wie jener, die Gegenstand des
Ausgangsverfahrens ist.

Vierte Frage
99.

Unter Berücksichtigung von Artikel 34 des Abkommens zwischen den
EFTA-Staaten zur Errichtung einer Überwachungsbehörde und eines
Gerichtshofs (im Folgenden: ÜGA) vertritt die Regierung des Fürstentums
Liechtenstein die Auffassung, dass es einzig dem vorlegenden Gericht,
vor dem die Rechtssache anhängig ist, obliegt, die Verantwortung
für die anschliessende Gerichtsentscheidung zu übernehmen und
dementsprechend zu beurteilen, ob die Vorgaben des EWR-Rechts im
gegenständlichen Fall beachtet wurden.

100. Die Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein legt dar, dass sich
die Aufgabe des Gerichtshofs darauf beschränkt, im Rahmen einer
Vorabentscheidung eine Auslegung des EWR-Rechts für das vorlegende
Gericht vorzunehmen, die für die Entscheidung des vorlegenden Gerichts
in der vor ihm anhängigen Rechtssache zweckdienlich ist.30
101. Die Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein schlägt vor, dass der
Gerichtshof die vierte Frage folgendermassen beantwortet:
30

Es wird auf die Rechtssachen E-2/95 Eilert Eidesund ./. Stavanger Catering A/S, EFTA Court Report
1995-96, S. 3, Randnr. 14, E-1/95 Ulf Samuelsson ./. Svenska staten, EFTA Court Report 1994-95,
S. 145, Randnr. 13, und E-10/04 Paolo Piazza ./. Paul Schurte AG, EFTA Court Report 2005, S. 76,
Randnr. 21, verwiesen.
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It is solely for the referring court, before which the dispute has been
brought, to rule on the question whether the requirements of EEA law and
European law were satisfied in the case at hand.
Fifth question
102. At the outset, the Liechtenstein Government points out that the question
referred is framed in a manner which makes it impossible for the Court to
answer it. Having regard to the division of jurisdiction between the national
courts and the Court as established by Article 34 SCA, only questions 5(a)
and (b) should be answered by the Court.
103. As regards the specific legal consequences that follow in the case of
procedural errors and the conditions under which procedural errors
can be cured, the Liechtenstein Government refers to the statement
made by the European Commission in its Working Paper31 that
“services concessions ... are not covered by the rules providing for
legal remedies in the area of public procurement. Therefore aggrieved
tenderers do not benefit from important judicial protection afforded
by the Remedies Directive.” Thus, it is for the domestic legal system
of each EEA State to lay down detailed procedural rules to ensure the
protection of the rights which individuals derive from EEA law. However,
these national procedural rules have to comply with the principles of
equivalence and effectiveness.
104. The Liechtenstein Government adds that it is for the referring court
to establish whether a legal remedy complies with the principles of
equivalence and effectiveness. In determining whether these two principles
are satisfied, the referring court will have to examine the role of the
remedy in the procedure, its conduct and its special features, viewed as a
whole, before the various national bodies. The referring court will also have
to take into account the basic principles of the domestic judicial system
31

Reference is made to Commission Staff Working Paper, Executive Summary on the Impact
Assessment SEC(2011) 1589 final – accompanying the document Proposal for a Directive of the
European Parliament and of the Council on the award of concession contracts, COM(2011) 897
final, p. 4.
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Es obliegt einzig dem vorlegenden Gericht, vor dem die Rechtssache
anhängig ist, zu beurteilen, ob die Vorgaben des EWR – bzw. Europarechts
im gegenständlichen Fall beachtet wurden.
Fünfte Frage
102. Eingangs weist die Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein darauf hin,
dass die vorgelegte Frage so formuliert ist, dass eine Beantwortung
durch den Gerichtshof nicht möglich ist. Angesichts der in Artikel 34 ÜGA
verankerten Aufgabenteilung zwischen den nationalen Gerichten und dem
Gerichtshof sollte der Gerichtshof nur die Fragen 5 a) und b) beantworten.
103. Hinsichtlich der bestimmten Rechtsfolgen bei Verfahrensfehlern und
Voraussetzungen, unter denen Verfahrensfehler geheilt werden können,
nimmt die Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein Bezug auf die
Äusserung der Europäischen Kommission in ihrem Arbeitsdokument31, dass
„Dienstleistungskonzessionen [...] nicht von den Vorschriften über Rechtsmittel
im öffentlichen Auftragswesen erfasst [sind]. Benachteiligte Bieter können den
mit der Rechtsmittelrichtlinie geschaffenen wichtigen Rechtsschutz daher nicht
in Anspruch nehmen.“ Daher ist es Sache der innerstaatlichen Rechtsordnung
der einzelnen EWR-Staaten, die Ausgestaltung von Verfahren, die den Schutz
der dem Bürger aus dem EWR-Recht erwachsenden Rechte gewährleisten
sollen, zu bestimmen. Diese innerstaatlichen Verfahren müssen jedoch den
Grundsätzen der Äquivalenz und Effektivität entsprechen.
104. Die Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein fügt hinzu, dass die
Entscheidung, ob ein Rechtsmittel den Grundsätzen der Äquivalenz
und Effektivität entspricht, dem vorlegenden Gericht obliegt. Bei der
Feststellung, ob diese beiden Grundsätze erfüllt sind, ist es Aufgabe
des vorlegenden Gerichts, die Stellung des Rechtsmittels im gesamten
Verfahren, den Verfahrensablauf und die Besonderheiten des Verfahrens
vor den verschiedenen nationalen Stellen zu prüfen. Darüber hinaus
berücksichtigt das vorlegende Gericht die Grundsätze, die dem nationalen
Rechtsschutzsystem zugrunde liegen, wie z. B. die Verteidigungsrechte,
31

Es wird auf das Arbeitsdokument der Kommissionsdienststellen, Zusammenfassung der
Folgenabschätzung, SEK(2011) 1589 endgültig, verwiesen, bei dem es sich um ein Begleitdokument
zum Vorschlag des Europäischen Parlaments und des Rates für eine Richtlinie über die
Konzessionsvergabe, KOM(2011) 897 endgültig, S. 4, handelt.
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such as the rights of defence, the principle of legal certainty and the
proper conduct of procedure.32
105. The Liechtenstein Government takes the view that the Liechtenstein
procedural rules and legal remedies comply with the principles of
equivalence and effectiveness. Pursuant to section 87(2) of the
Gambling Act, a complaint may be lodged with the Administrative
Court challenging an ordinance or decision of the Government. This
complaint procedure is governed by the General Public Administration
Act of 21 April 1922 (the “General Public Administration Act”) which
provides, inter alia, that the Administrative Court is accorded full
judicial authority. Subsequently, a decision of the Administrative Court
may be challenged by lodging a complaint with the State Court. The
Liechtenstein Government observes in this regard that the General
Public Administration Act applies both to rights which derive from
national law and to those which derive from EEA law.
106. The Government of the Principality of Liechtenstein proposes that the
Court should answer the fifth question as follows:
It is for the referring court to determine whether, in the case at hand, the
requirements were met to set aside the whole tender and concession
award procedure. It is furthermore for the referring Court to ascertain
whether national procedural rules and legal remedies to ensure the
protection of the rights which individuals derive from EEA law are not less
favourable than those pursuant to which the national legal order protects
similar rights under purely domestic legislation and whether such rules
do not render it in practice impossible or excessively difficult to exercise
the rights conferred by EEA law.
32

Reference is made to Case C-246/09 Susanne Bulicke v Deutsche Büro Service GmbH [2010]
ECR I-7003, paragraphs 29 and 35, and Case E-11/12 Koch, Hummel and Müller v Swiss Life
(Liechtenstein) AG [2013] EFTA Ct. Rep. 272, paragraphs 124 and 125 and case law cited.
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den Grundsatz der Rechtssicherheit und den ordnungsgemässen Ablauf
des Verfahrens.32
105. Nach Ansicht der Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein entsprechen
die liechtensteinischen Verfahrensmodalitäten und Rechtsmittel den
Grundsätzen der Äquivalenz und Effektivität. Gemäss Artikel 87 Absatz 2
des Geldspielgesetzes kann gegen Entscheidungen und Verfügungen der
Regierung Beschwerde beim Verwaltungsgerichtshof erhoben werden.
Dieses Beschwerdeverfahren wird durch das Gesetz vom 21. April
1922 über die allgemeine Landesverwaltungspflege geregelt, das dem
Verwaltungsgerichtshof u. a. uneingeschränkte gerichtliche Zuständigkeit
zugesteht. Gegen eine Entscheidung des Verwaltungsgerichtshofs kann
anschliessend beim Staatsgerichtshof Beschwerde eingelegt werden. Die
Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein hält in diesem Zusammenhang
fest, dass das Gesetz über die allgemeine Landesverwaltungspflege
gleichermassen auf Rechte anwendbar ist, die aus innerstaatlichem Recht
wie auch aus EWR-Recht abgeleitet werden.
106. Die Regierung des Fürstentums Liechtenstein schlägt vor, dass der
Gerichtshof die fünfte Frage folgendermassen beantwortet:
Es obliegt dem vorlegenden Gericht festzustellen, ob im konkreten Fall
die Voraussetzungen gegeben waren, eine ersatzlose Aufhebung des
ganzen Ausschreibungs – sowie Zuschlagsverfahrens anzuordnen. Es ist
zudem Sache des vorlegenden Gerichts zu prüfen, ob die innerstaatlichen
Verfahrensmodalitäten und Rechtsmittel, die den Schutz der dem
Bürger aus dem EWR-Recht erwachsenden Rechte gewährleisten sollen,
nicht weniger günstig gestaltet sind als jene, nach der die nationale
Rechtsordnung vergleichbare Rechte im Rahmen der rein einzelstaatlichen
Gesetzgebung schützt, und ob diese Modalitäten die Ausübung der durch
das EWR-Recht verliehenen Rechte nicht praktisch unmöglich machen oder
übermässig erschweren.
32

Es wird auf die Rechtssache C-246/09 Susanne Bulicke ./. Deutsche Büro Service GmbH, Slg. 2010,
I-7003, Randnrn. 29 und 35, die Rechtssache E-11/12 Koch, Hummel und Müller ./. Swiss Life
(Liechtenstein) AG, EFTA Court Report 2013, S. 272, Randnrn. 124 und 125, und die zitierte
Rechtsprechung verwiesen.
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The EFTA Surveillance Authority
Preliminary remarks
107. ESA submits that the questions referred seek an answer to two key
issues. The first issue is what the obligation of transparency entails
exactly in the context of a tender process for a concession to operate
a casino. The second issue is what remedies and/or courses of action
for national courts are permitted (or precluded) by the obligation of
transparency.
First question
108. As regards the first question, ESA states that, while the Court has not ruled
upon identical or similar cases to the one at hand, the ECJ has ruled upon
three cases which concern procurement procedures falling either outside
the scope of the European Union directives on public procurement, or
falling within the simplified procedural rules applying to procurement within
the scope of Annex II B to the Directive. The principle of homogeneity
obliges the Court to interpret the principle of transparency in the same
manner as the ECJ has interpreted it.
109. ESA contends that it follows from Wall33 that national authorities must
comply with two requirements when advertising and concluding a
concession. The national authorities must ensure, first, that the tender
is advertised in such a way that the concession can be opened up to
competition and, second, that the tender is advertised in a manner which
allows the impartiality of the award procedures to be reviewed.
110. In order to allow for the impartiality of the award procedure to be
reviewed, ESA contends that the national authorities should ensure that
the evaluation criteria used in a tender award process do not create a
situation of discrimination or partiality and that they are not determined
in a manner which precludes a national court from reviewing whether
this was the case.
33

Reference is made to Wall, cited above, paragraph 36.
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Die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde
Einleitende Bemerkungen
107. Der EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde zufolge sollen durch die vorgelegten
Fragen zwei zentrale Aspekte klargestellt werden. Zum einen ist zu
klären, welches die genauen Anforderungen des Transparenzgebots im
Zusammenhang mit einem Ausschreibungsverfahren für eine Konzession
zum Betrieb einer Spielbank sind. Zum anderen stellt sich die Frage,
welche Abhilfen bzw. Vorgehensweisen im Rahmen des Transparenzgebots
für nationale Gerichte zulässig (oder unzulässig) sind.
Erste Frage
108. Hinsichtlich der ersten Frage bringt die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde
vor, dass der EuGH – anders als der Gerichtshof, von dem keine Urteile
in identischen oder ähnlichen Rechtssachen vorliegen – bereits in drei
Fällen entschieden hat, welche Vergabeverfahren betreffen, die nicht
in den Geltungsbereich der Richtlinien der Europäischen Union über
die öffentliche Auftragsvergabe fallen bzw. für die die vereinfachten
Verfahrensvorschriften für die Vergabe im Sinne von Anhang II Teil B der
Richtlinie gelten. Das Homogenitätsgebot verpflichtet den Gerichtshof, das
Transparenzgebot genauso auszulegen wie der EuGH.
109. Der EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde zufolge lässt sich aus der Rechtssache
Wall33 ableiten, dass nationale Behörden bei der Veröffentlichung und
Vergabe einer Konzession zwei Anforderungen zu erfüllen haben. Die
nationalen Behörden müssen sicherstellen, dass erstens die Ausschreibung
so veröffentlicht wird, dass die Konzession für den Wettbewerb geöffnet
werden kann, und dass zweitens die Nachprüfung ermöglicht wird, ob die
Vergabeverfahren unparteiisch durchgeführt worden sind.
110. Zur Ermöglichung der Überprüfung der unparteiischen Durchführung des
Ausschreibungsverfahrens, so die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde, sollten die
nationalen Behörden gewährleisten, dass die in einem Zuschlagsverfahren
angewendeten Bewertungskriterien zu keiner Diskriminierung oder
Parteilichkeit führen und nicht auf eine Art und Weise ermittelt werden, die
es ausschliesst, dass ein nationales Gericht prüft, ob dies der Fall war.
33

Es wird auf die Rechtssache Wall, oben erwähnt, Rdnr. 36 verwiesen.
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111. Relying on Commission v Ireland,34 ESA contends that limitations exist
on the substantive meaning of the obligation of transparency. In its
view, the ECJ ruling implies that the obligation of transparency does not
require the precise procedural requirements of the public procurement
directives to be applied outside the scope of those directives.35
Consequently, this limits the possibility to use Lianakis36 by analogy.
112. ESA argues that Costa and Cifone37 indicates that the ECJ has raised
the standard which national authorities should meet in order to fulfil the
obligation of transparency. ESA refers to paragraphs 73 and 74 of that
judgment:
(73) ... the purpose underlying the principle of transparency, which is a
corollary of the principle of equality, is essentially to ensure that any
interested operator may take the decision to tender for contracts
on the basis of all the relevant information and to preclude any risk
of favouritism or arbitrariness on the part of the licensing authority.
It implies that all the conditions and detailed rules of the award
procedure must be drawn up in a clear, precise and unequivocal
manner, to make it possible for all reasonably informed tenderers
exercising ordinary care to understand their exact significance and
interpret them in the same way, and to circumscribe the contracting
authority’s discretion and enable it to ascertain effectively whether
the tenders submitted satisfy the criteria applying to the relevant
procedure.
(74) The principle of legal certainty requires, moreover, that rules of law
be clear, precise and predictable as regards their effects, in particular
where they may have unfavourable consequences for individuals and
undertakings.
113. Furthermore, ESA stresses that in cases where the requirement of
transparency is not met, the relevant tender procedure will constitute a
prima facie discrimination and/or a difference in treatment, leading to
34
35
36
37

Reference is made to Commission v Ireland, cited above.
Ibid, paragraph 43.
Reference is made to Lianakis, cited above.
Reference is made to Costa and Cifone, cited above.
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111. Unter Bezugnahme auf die Rechtssache Kommission ./. Irland34 äussert die
EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde, dass hinsichtlich der substantiellen Bedeutung
des Transparenzgebots Einschränkungen existieren. Ihrer Auffassung nach
geht aus dem Urteil des EuGH hervor, dass das Transparenzgebot nicht
erfordert, dass die genauen Verfahrensanforderungen der Richtlinien über
das öffentliche Auftragswesen ausserhalb des Geltungsbereichs dieser
Richtlinien Anwendung finden.35 Dadurch wird die Möglichkeit der analogen
Anwendbarkeit der Rechtssache Lianakis36 eingeschränkt.
112. Laut der EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde hat der EuGH in der Rechtssache Costa
und Cifone37 den Standard angehoben, den die nationalen Behörden einhalten
sollten, um das Transparenzgebot zu erfüllen. Die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde
bezieht sich auf die Randnrn. 73 und 74 dieses Urteils:
73. Der Grundsatz der Transparenz, der mit dem Gleichheitssatz einhergeht,
soll [...] im Wesentlichen gewährleisten, dass alle interessierten
Wirtschaftsteilnehmer auf der Grundlage sämtlicher einschlägiger
Informationen an Ausschreibungen teilnehmen können, und die Gefahr
von Günstlingswirtschaft oder von willkürlichen Entscheidungen der
Vergabestelle ausschließen. Er verlangt, dass alle Bedingungen und
Modalitäten des Vergabeverfahrens klar, genau und eindeutig formuliert
sind, so dass zum einen alle durchschnittlich fachkundigen Bieter
bei Anwendung der üblichen Sorgfalt die genaue Bedeutung dieser
Informationen verstehen und sie in gleicher Weise auslegen können und
zum anderen dem Ermessen der konzessionserteilenden Stelle Grenzen
gesetzt werden und diese tatsächlich überprüfen kann, ob die Gebote der
Bieter die für das Verfahren geltenden Kriterien erfüllen.
74. Der Grundsatz der Rechtssicherheit gebietet im Übrigen, dass
Rechtsvorschriften vor allem dann, wenn sie nachteilige Folgen für
Einzelne und Unternehmen haben können, klar, bestimmt und in ihren
Auswirkungen voraussehbar sind.
113. Zudem hebt die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde hervor, dass in
Fällen, in denen das Transparenzgebot nicht eingehalten wird, das
Ausschreibungsverfahren auf den ersten Blick eine Diskriminierung und/
34
35
36
37

Es wird auf die Rechtssache Kommission ./. Irland, oben erwähnt, verwiesen.
Ebenda, Randnr. 43.
Es wird auf die Rechtssache Lianakis, oben erwähnt, verwiesen.
Es wird auf die Rechtssache Costa und Cifone, oben erwähnt, verwiesen.
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a restriction on the freedom of establishment and freedom to provide
services set out in Articles 31 and 36 EEA.
114. According to ESA, EEA law permits the national authorities – including
the national courts – to go beyond the minimum transparency
requirements. Indeed, the more transparency there is to be found in
the procedure, the less chance there is of discriminatory behaviour or
the possibility of bias. A higher degree of transparency also brings the
advantages of improving legal certainty and increasing participation
and competitiveness.
115. As regards the first question, ESA concludes that Articles 31 and 36
EEA require a sufficient level of advertising such that the concession
can be opened up to competition and the impartiality of the award
procedure can be reviewed. Furthermore, ESA concludes that the
conditions and rules of the award procedure must be clear, precise and
unequivocal to make it possible for all reasonably informed tenderers
exercising ordinary care to understand their exact significance and
interpret them in the same way.
Second question
116. As regards the second question, ESA notes that it concerns the
transparency of process. According to ESA, EEA law does not
specifically require that an authority seeking to award a concession
must state at the time at which it publishes its tender notice how it
intends to supplement and specify in greater detail the requirements
set out in the act and the regulation. However, the national authority
must comply with the general requirements of transparency and ESA
emphasises that a higher level of transparency than strictly necessary
is desirable. It is for the national courts to ascertain whether the
requirements of transparency have been met.
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oder eine Ungleichbehandlung darstellt, die zu einer Beschränkung der
Niederlassungsfreiheit und der Dienstleistungsfreiheit gemäss Artikel 31
und Artikel 36 des EWR-Abkommens führt.
114. Nach Auffassung der EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde ist es im EWR-Recht
gestattet, dass nationale Behörden und Gerichte die Mindestanforderungen
an die Transparenz anheben können. Je grösser die Transparenz
im Verfahren ist, desto geringer ist die Wahrscheinlichkeit von
diskriminierendem Verhalten oder von Voreingenommenheit. Ein grösseres
Mass an Transparenz birgt zudem den Vorteil, dass die Rechtssicherheit
verbessert und die Teilnahme und Wettbewerbsfähigkeit erhöht wird.
115. Hinsichtlich der ersten Frage gelangt die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde zu
der Schlussfolgerung, dass die Artikel 31 und 36 des EWR-Abkommens
einen ausreichenden Grad an Öffentlichkeit erfordern, damit die
Konzession für den Wettbewerb geöffnet wird und nachgeprüft werden
kann, ob das Vergabeverfahren unparteiisch durchgeführt worden ist. Die
EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde stellt überdies klar, dass die Bedingungen und
Modalitäten des Vergabeverfahrens klar, genau und eindeutig sein müssen,
so dass alle durchschnittlich fachkundigen Bieter bei Anwendung der
üblichen Sorgfalt die genaue Bedeutung dieser Informationen verstehen
und sie in gleicher Weise auslegen können.
Zweite Frage
116. Die zweite Frage betrifft nach Ansicht der EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde
die Transparenz des Verfahrens. Laut der EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde
verlangt das EWR-Recht nicht ausdrücklich, dass eine Konzessionsbehörde
bereits im Stadium der Ausschreibung bekannt geben muss, wie sie
die Vorgaben in Gesetz und Verordnung ergänzend bzw. weiterführend
zu konkretisieren gedenkt. Die nationale Behörde muss jedoch die
allgemeinen Vorgaben hinsichtlich der Transparenz einhalten, und die EFTAÜberwachungsbehörde hebt hervor, dass ein höheres Mass an Transparenz
als unbedingt erforderlich wünschenswert ist. Es obliegt den nationalen
Gerichten zu prüfen, ob die Transparenzanforderungen erfüllt wurden.
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Third question
117. As regards the third question, ESA notes that it concerns the degree of
detail to which the rules relating to the tender must be known in advance
to all actual or potential participants.
118. According to ESA, the circumstances in Commission v Ireland38 are
very similar to those in the case at hand as in that case only a list of
unweighted criteria was published in the contract tender notice; the
weightings were established after the deadline for submissions and,
following an initial review of the tenders submitted, the criteria were
altered.
119. ESA explains that, in Commission v Ireland,39 Article 53 of the Directive40
did not apply since the contract at issue was excluded from its scope.
Thus, the ECJ assessed the case on the basis of the requirements
imposed by the obligation of transparency.
120. According to ESA, it can be inferred from Commission v Ireland41 that
the specific procedural requirements set out in Article 53 of the Directive
cannot be imposed upon national authorities in situations such as those
in the main proceedings.42 ESA underlines, however, that it would be
desirable if the higher standards of Article 53 of the Directive are reflected
in the procedures followed.
121. Likewise, ESA infers from Commission v Ireland43 that the obligation of
transparency does not prima facie preclude circumstances in which a
detailed weighting of the evaluation criteria for the award
38
39
40
41
42
43

Reference is made to Commission v Ireland, cited above.
Reference is made to Commission v Ireland, cited above.
Article 53 of the Directive is headed “Contract award criteria”.
Reference is made to Commission v Ireland, cited above.
In reaching this conclusion, ESA refers to Commission v Ireland, cited above, paragraphs 43 to 48.
Reference is made to Commission v Ireland, cited above.
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Dritte Frage
117. Die dritte Frage, so die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde, beschäftigt sich mit
dem Grad der Ausführlichkeit, mit denen die Regeln der Ausschreibung
allen tatsächlichen oder potenziellen Bietern im Voraus bekannt gegeben
werden müssen.
118. Der EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde zufolge sind die Umstände in der
Rechtssache Kommission ./. Irland38 sehr ähnlich wie im gegenständlichen
Fall, da in der Ausschreibungsbekanntmachung nur eine Liste ungewichteter
Kriterien veröffentlicht wurde; die Gewichtungen wurden nach Ablauf der Frist
für die Einreichung von Angeboten festgelegt, und die Kriterien wurden nach
einer ersten Prüfung der eingereichten Angebote geändert.
119. Die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde erläutert, dass in der Rechtssache
Kommission ./. Irland 39 Artikel 53 der Richtlinie40 nicht anwendbar
war, da der gegenständliche Vertrag nicht in ihren Geltungsbereich fiel.
Dementsprechend prüfte der EuGH die Rechtssache auf der Grundlage der
durch das Transparenzgebot vorgegebenen Anforderungen.
120. Laut EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde kann aus der Rechtssache Kommission
./. Irland41 abgeleitet werden, dass die Einhaltung der spezifischen
Verfahrensanforderungen gemäss Artikel 53 der Richtlinie den nationalen
Behörden unter Umständen wie den im Ausgangsverfahren gegebenen nicht
auferlegt werden kann.42 Die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde streicht jedoch
heraus, dass es wünschenswert wäre, wenn die angewendeten Verfahren die
höheren Standards nach Artikel 53 der Richtlinie widerspiegeln würden.
121. Ebenso entnimmt die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde aus der Rechtssache
Kommission ./. Irland43, dass das Transparenzgebot Umstände, unter
denen Bieter erst nach Ablauf der Frist für die Einreichung von Angeboten
38
39
40
41
42

43

Es wird auf die Rechtssache Kommission ./. Irland, oben erwähnt, verwiesen.
Es wird auf die Rechtssache Kommission ./. Irland, oben erwähnt, verwiesen.
Artikel 53 der Richtlinie trägt die Überschrift „Zuschlagskriterien“.
Es wird auf die Rechtssache Kommission ./. Irland, oben erwähnt, verwiesen.
Für diese Schlussfolgerung stützt sich die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde auf die Rechtssache
Kommission ./. Irland, oben erwähnt, Randnrn. 43 bis 48.
Es wird auf die Rechtssache Kommission ./. Irland, oben erwähnt, verwiesen.
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of a concession is not set out to bidders until after the deadline for
submissions.44
122. ESA stresses, however, that the judgment of the ECJ in Costa and
Cifone45 cannot be disregarded as this ruling further develops the
transparency obligation. According to ESA, this judgment leaves
little discretion to the national authorities in terms of when to decide
the weightings. Therefore, in its view, the national court will have to
consider whether the level of detail in the criteria published in section
17(4) of the Casino Regulation was sufficiently clear, precise and
unequivocal and whether it ensured that all potential tenderers were
treated in the same way and protected from arbitrariness and/or
discrimination.
123. In relation to the third question, ESA concludes that, in the context of
the relevant tender procedure, there is no specific obligation to give
prior notice of the relative weighting that will be given to the award
criteria when awarding the concession. The contracting authorities are
not prima facie precluded from determining the specific weightings of
the criteria established in the tender notice at a later date, including
where the competition has been closed, as long as the bids have not
been opened.
124. However, the national authorities must ensure that there is a degree
of advertising sufficient to allow the concession to be opened up
to competition and the impartiality of the award procedures to be
reviewed. In choosing not to give prior notice of the relative weighting,
the national authorities must nonetheless ensure that the conditions
and detailed rules of the award procedure are drawn up in a clear,
precise and unequivocal manner, to make it possible for all reasonably
informed tenderers exercising ordinary care to understand their exact
significance and interpret them in the same way. ESA asserts that,
44
45

In reaching this conclusion, ESA refers to Commission v Ireland, cited above, paragraphs 43 to 48.
Reference is made to Costa and Cifone, cited above.
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über die genaue Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien für die Konzession
informiert werden, auf den ersten Blick nicht ausschliesst.44
122. Die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde betont jedoch, dass das Urteil des EuGH
in der Rechtssache Costa und Cifone45 nicht ausser Acht gelassen werden
darf, da das Transparenzgebot in dieser Entscheidung näher beleuchtet
wird. Dieses Urteil bietet, fährt die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde fort,
den nationalen Behörden kaum Spielraum hinsichtlich des Zeitpunkts, zu
dem über die Gewichtung zu entscheiden ist. Dementsprechend, so die
EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde weiter, wird das nationale Gericht zu prüfen
haben, ob der Grad der Ausführlichkeit der in Artikel 17 Absatz 4 der
Spielbankenverordnung festgelegten Kriterien ausreichend klar, genau
und eindeutig war und sicherstellte, dass alle potenziellen Bieter gleich
behandelt und vor Willkür und/oder Diskriminierung geschützt wurden.
123. Betreffend die dritte Frage vertritt die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde
die Auffassung, dass im Zusammenhang mit dem entsprechenden
Ausschreibungsverfahren keine spezielle Pflicht zur vorgängigen
Bekanntgabe der relativen Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien für
die Zuschlagserteilung besteht. Es ist dem Anschein nach nicht
ausgeschlossen, dass die Vergabebehörden die spezifische Gewichtung
der in der Ausschreibung genannten Kriterien zu einem späteren Zeitpunkt
– auch nach dem Ende des Wettbewerbs – festlegen, sofern die Gebote
noch nicht geöffnet wurden.
124. Allerdings müssen die nationalen Behörden einen angemessenen Grad
an Öffentlichkeit sicherstellen, der eine Öffnung der Konzession für den
Wettbewerb und die Nachprüfung ermöglicht, ob die Vergabeverfahren
unparteiisch durchgeführt worden sind. Wenn die nationalen Behörden
entscheiden, die relative Gewichtung nicht im Voraus bekannt zu geben,
müssen sie trotzdem gewährleisten, dass die Bedingungen und Modalitäten
des Zuschlagsverfahrens klar, genau und eindeutig formuliert sind, so
dass alle durchschnittlich fachkundigen Bieter bei Anwendung der üblichen
Sorgfalt die genaue Bedeutung dieser Informationen verstehen und sie
in gleicher Weise auslegen können. Die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde
44

45

Für diese Schlussfolgerung stützt sich die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde auf die Rechtssache
Kommission ./. Irland, oben erwähnt, Randnrn. 43 bis 48.
Es wird auf die Rechtssache Costa und Cifone, oben erwähnt, verwiesen.
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in particular, if a relative weighting is set out in the public tender
notice (or may be inferred from consistent practice) then this relative
weighting must not change when the exact weighting is specified by the
tender authority.
125. The EFTA Surveillance Authority proposes that the Court should answer the
first, second and third questions as follows:
It follows from Articles 31 and 36 of the EEA Agreement, the principle of
equal treatment, the obligation of transparency and the principle of legal
certainty that the conditions and detailed rules of a tender procedure for a
service concession such as that at issue in the main proceedings must be
drawn up in a clear, precise and unequivocal manner.
While there is no specific procedural obligation to give prior notice of the
relative weighting that will be given to the award criteria when awarding
the concession it must nonetheless be possible for all reasonably informed
tenderers exercising ordinary care to understand their exact significance
and interpret them in the same way.
Fourth question
126. ESA submits that it is for the national court to decide on issues of law and
fact arising within the national sphere. Nevertheless, ESA has reservations
as to whether the generalities of the weighting which were set out in the
tender documentation were precise enough and allowed for the actual or
potential tenderers to understand the “exact significance” of each of the
evaluation criteria.
127. In that regard, ESA observes that the tender notice stressed that
subparagraphs (h), (k) and (l) would be given particular significance,
while in the actual weighting subparagraphs (h) and (k) were added
together and given a combined value equal to the combined value
of some other subparagraphs not mentioned as having particular
significance. Also, ESA notes that the value given to subparagraph
(l) was equal to the value given to subparagraph (g); however, the
tender notice did not mention that subparagraph (g) had a particular
significance.
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führt aus, dass insbesondere, wenn eine relative Gewichtung in der
Ausschreibung angeführt ist (oder aus einer einheitlichen Vorgehensweise
abgeleitet werden kann), sich diese relative Gewichtung nicht ändern darf,
wenn die ausschreibende Behörde die genaue Gewichtung festlegt.
125. Die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde schlägt vor, dass der Gerichtshof die
erste, zweite und dritte Frage folgendermassen beantwortet:
Aus den Artikeln 31 und 36 des EWR-Abkommens, dem Grundsatz
der Gleichbehandlung, dem Transparenzgebot und dem Grundsatz der
Rechtssicherheit folgt, dass die Bedingungen und Modalitäten eines
Ausschreibungsverfahrens für eine Dienstleistungskonzession wie jene,
die Gegenstand des Ausgangsverfahrens ist, klar, genau und eindeutig
formuliert sein müssen.
Auch wenn keine spezielle Pflicht zur vorgängigen Bekanntgabe der relativen
Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien für die Zuschlagserteilung besteht, muss
es trotzdem möglich sein, dass alle durchschnittlich fachkundigen Bieter bei
Anwendung der üblichen Sorgfalt die genaue Bedeutung dieser Informationen
verstehen und sie in gleicher Weise auslegen können.
Vierte Frage
126. Die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde stellt fest, dass es Sache des nationalen
Gerichts ist, über im innerstaatlichen Kontext fragliche juristische
Aspekte und Sachverhalte zu entscheiden. Allerdings äussert die EFTAÜberwachungsbehörde Vorbehalte, ob es die in den Ausschreibungsunterlagen
angeführten allgemeinen Angaben über die Gewichtung den tatsächlichen oder
potenziellen Bietern präzise genug waren und es ermöglichten, die „genaue
Bedeutung“ jedes der Bewertungskriterien zu verstehen.
127. In diesem Zusammenhang weist die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde darauf
hin, dass aus der Ausschreibung hervorging, dass den Unterabsätzen( h),
(k) und (l) besondere Bedeutung beigemessen werden würde, während
bei der tatsächlichen Gewichtung die Unterabsätze (h) und (k)
zusammengefasst und mit einem gemeinsamen Wert versehen wurden,
der dem gemeinsamen Wert einiger anderer Unterabsätze entspricht, von
deren besonderer Bedeutung nicht die Rede war. Darüber hinaus, so die
EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde, entsprach der Wert von Unterabsatz( l) jenem
von Unterabsatz( g); in der Ausschreibung wurde jedoch nicht erwähnt,
dass Unterabsatz( g) von besonderer Bedeutung war.
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128. ESA observes further that the evaluation form which set out the fully
weighted criteria was non-binding and non-published. Moreover, from
the request for an advisory opinion, it cannot be deduced whether the
evaluation form was adopted before or after the tenders submitted had
been opened. In ESA’s view, the transparency obligation precludes the
adoption of this form if the tenders had already been opened.
129. The EFTA Surveillance Authority proposes that the Court should answer the
fourth question as follows:
It is for the referring court to verify whether the award procedure at issue
in the main proceedings has met these conditions.
Fifth question
130. ESA recognises that the fifth question concerns whether a proper
interpretation of EEA law would preclude the decision taken by the
Administrative Court to annul the decision and order the restarting of the
procedure ab initio.
131. ESA contends that, as the specific provisions of the public procurement
directives do not apply, the general rules of EEA law apply. These general
rules do not specify a particular remedy for an infringement of the
obligation of transparency, thus it is for the domestic system of the EEA
States to regulate, in compliance with the principles of equivalence and
effectiveness, the legal procedures which are necessary to safeguard
rights deriving from EEA law.
132. Once a breach has been established, ESA submits that there can be more
than one appropriate solution to ensure that the adverse effects do not
subsist throughout the performance of the contract.
133. ESA stresses that the obligation of transparency is intended to fulfil the
public interest objective of ensuring good administration in the award of
concessions, so that awards can be made in a way that is non-arbitrary
and non-discriminatory. A lack of transparency might discourage
potential participants including those who are participating
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128. Die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde bringt weiter vor, dass der
Bewertungsbogen, der die voll gewichteten Kriterien enthielt, unverbindlich
war und nicht veröffentlicht wurde. Zudem geht aus dem Antrag auf
Vorabentscheidung nicht hervor, ob die Annahme des Bewertungsbogens
vor oder nach der Öffnung der eingegangenen Gesuche erfolgte. Nach
Auffassung der EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde steht das Transparenzgebot der
Annahme des Bewertungsbogens nach der Öffnung der Gesuche entgegen.
129. Die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde schlägt vor, dass der Gerichtshof die
vierte Frage folgendermassen beantwortet:
Es ist Sache des vorlegenden Gerichts zu prüfen, ob das Zuschlagsverfahren,
das Gegenstand des Ausgangsverfahrens ist, diese Bedingungen erfüllt hat.
Fünfte Frage
130. Die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde führt aus, dass sich die fünfte Frage damit
beschäftigt, ob eine ordnungsgemässe Auslegung des EWR-Rechts der
Entscheidung des Verwaltungsgerichtshofs, die Vergabeentscheidung für
ungültig zu erklären und eine Neuausschreibung anzuordnen, entgegenstünde.
131. Der EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde zufolge gelten – da die speziellen
Bestimmungen der Richtlinien über das öffentliche Auftragswesen nicht
anwendbar sind – die allgemeinen Normen des EWR-Rechts. Diese
allgemeinen Normen sehen für einen Verstoss gegen das Transparenzgebot
kein spezielles Rechtsmittel vor, sodass es Sache des innerstaatlichen
Rechts der EWR-Staaten ist, unter Beachtung der Grundsätze der Äquivalenz
und Effektivität die Rechtsschutzmöglichkeiten, die zur Wahrung der aus
dem EWR-Recht erwachsenden Rechte erforderlich sind, zu regeln.
132. Wurde ein Verstoss festgestellt, so die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde weiter,
kann es mehr als eine geeignete Lösung geben um sicherzustellen, dass die
nachteiligen Auswirkungen nicht während der Vertragserfüllung fortdauern.
133. Die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde betont, dass mit dem Transparenzgebot
die Zielsetzung im öffentlichen Interesse, nämlich die Gewährleistung einer
ordnungsgemässen Verwaltung bei der Erteilung von Konzessionen, erfüllt
werden soll, damit Zuschläge frei von Willkür und Diskriminierung erfolgen
können. Ein Mangel an Transparenz kann mögliche Teilnehmer, inklusive
derer, die sich grenzüberschreitend beteiligen möchten, davon abschrecken,
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across borders from submitting tenders. The remedies considered by the
national court should reflect the public interest objective.
134. In this regard, ESA contends that the substitution of one tenderer for
another, as requested by the complainant in the case at hand, is not
prima facie sufficient to solve the underlying problem which is a lack of
transparency. In ESA’s view, re-opening of the tender procedure appears,
prima facie, the most appropriate solution if there is a serious breach of
the transparency obligation. Should the national court decide on a different
remedy, it will have to determine whether the principles of equivalence and
effectiveness are met.
135. ESA acknowledges, however, that the re-opening of the award procedure
can involve certain difficulties, for example, when the bids have been made
public or when there is an increased level of market participation. If there
are no safeguards for the parties who participated in the initial tender
procedure, the question of state liability may arise.
136. The EFTA Surveillance Authority proposes that the Court should answer the
fifth question as follows:
It is for the domestic legal system to regulate the legal procedures for
safeguarding the rights which individuals derive from the obligation of
transparency and the principle of legal certainty in such a way that those
procedures are no less favourable than similar domestic procedures
and do not make the exercise of these rights practically impossible or
excessively difficult.
The European Commission
Preliminary remarks
137. As a preliminary remark, the Commission notes that the Directive does
not apply, as it excludes ‘service concessions’ as defined in Article
1(4) from its scope. According to the Commission, the key factors for
determining whether a concession is a service concession is whether
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ein Angebot abzugeben. Die vom nationalen Gericht in Betracht gezogenen
Rechtsmittel sollten die Zielsetzung im öffentlichen Interesse reflektieren.
134. In diesem Zusammenhang gelangt die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde zu
der Schlussfolgerung, dass der Austausch des einen Gesuchstellers
gegen den anderen, wie von der Beschwerdeführerin im gegenständlichen
Fall gefordert, auf den ersten Blick nicht ausreicht, um das zugrunde
liegende Problem der mangelnden Transparenz zu beheben. Nach
Ansicht der EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde erscheint die Wiederholung des
Ausschreibungsverfahrens auf den ersten Blick als geeignetste Lösung,
wenn ein schwerer Verstoss gegen das Transparenzgebot vorliegt. Sollte
das nationale Gericht ein anderes Rechtsmittel bestimmen, wird es zu
prüfen haben, ob die Grundsätze der Äquivalenz und Effektivität erfüllt sind.
135. Die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde räumt jedoch ein, dass die Wiederholung
des Zuschlagsverfahrens gewisse Schwierigkeiten mit sich bringen kann,
wenn die Gebote beispielsweise öffentlich gemacht wurden oder wenn eine
erhöhte Marktteilnahme zu verzeichnen ist. Werden keine Massnahmen zum
Schutz der Parteien getroffen, die an der ursprünglichen Ausschreibung
teilgenommen haben, kann sich die Frage einer staatlichen Haftung stellen.
136. Die EFTA-Überwachungsbehörde schlägt vor, dass der Gerichtshof die
fünfte Frage folgendermassen beantwortet:
Es ist Sache des innerstaatlichen Rechts, die Rechtsschutzmöglichkeiten,
die den Schutz der dem Bürger aus dem Transparenzgebot und dem
Grundsatz der Rechtssicherheit erwachsenden Rechte gewährleisten, so
zu regeln, dass sie nicht weniger günstig gestaltet sind als vergleichbare
innerstaatliche Verfahren und die Ausübung dieser Rechte nicht praktisch
unmöglich machen oder übermässig erschweren.
Die Europäische Kommission
Einleitende Bemerkungen
137. Die Kommission hält einleitend fest, dass die Richtlinie nicht anwendbar
ist, da „Dienstleistungskonzessionen“, wie in Artikel 1 Absatz 4 definiert,
nicht in ihren Geltungsbereich fallen. Der Kommission zufolge sind die
entscheidenden Faktoren für die Bestimmung, ob es sich bei einer
Konzession um eine Dienstleistungskonzession handelt, ob das Entgelt
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the consideration for the provision of services consists in the right to
operate the activity in question and whether the service provider assumes
the risk of the operating service. The Commission considers these
conditions to be met.
First, second and third questions
138. The Commission interprets the first three questions as seeking to establish
which general principles of EEA law should apply to the procedure for
granting a casino concession, with particular emphasis on the obligation of
transparency and its practical application.
139. Notwithstanding the fact that service concessions fall outside the
scope of the Directive, in the Commission’s view, they remain subject
to the fundamental rules of freedom of establishment and freedom
to provide services, and in particular to the key principle of nondiscrimination on grounds of nationality. To enable the contracting
parties to verify that this principle is met, there is an obligation of
transparency.
140. According to the Commission, in order to comply with the transparency
obligation, it is essential that the contracting authority provides a
“degree of advertising sufficient to enable the services market to
be opened up to competition” and for the impartiality of the award
procedure to be reviewed.46
141. The Commission continues by stating that, as regards the application of
the transparency obligation in practice, adequate information should be
given at the outset, so that interested parties can assess whether they
want to express an interest or not,47 as this is the only way in which
the procedure can be “opened up” in compliance with the principle
of equal treatment. Second, the Commission argues that, in order to
circumscribe the exercise of the national authorities’ discretion, the
award criteria must be based on objective, non-discriminatory criteria
which are known in advance.48 Throughout the procedure, the bids have
46

47
48

Reference is made to Case C-324/98 Telaustria and Telefonadress [2000] ECR I-10745, paragraph
62, and Engelmann, cited above, paragraph 50.
Reference is made to Case C-231/03 Coname [2005] ECR I-7287, paragraph 21.
Reference is made to Costa and Cifone, cited above, paragraph 56.
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für die Erbringung der Dienstleistung im Recht zur Durchführung der
fraglichen Tätigkeit besteht, und ob der Dienstleistungserbringer das mit
der Dienstleistung verbundene Betriebsrisiko übernimmt. Die Kommission
geht davon aus, dass diese Bedingungen erfüllt sind.
Erste, zweite und dritte Frage
138. Laut der Kommission soll anhand der ersten drei Fragen festgestellt
werden, welche allgemeinen Grundsätze des EWR-Rechts auf das
Verfahren zur Erteilung einer Spielbankenkonzession angewendet werden
sollten, wobei besonderes Gewicht auf das Transparenzgebot und dessen
praktische Anwendung gelegt wird.
139. Ungeachtet der Tatsache, dass Dienstleistungskonzessionen nicht in den
Geltungsbereich der Richtlinie fallen, unterliegen sie nach Auffassung der
Kommission den fundamentalen Grundsätzen der Niederlassungsfreiheit
und der Dienstleistungsfreiheit und insbesondere dem zentralen Prinzip
des Verbots der Diskriminierung aus Gründen der Staatsangehörigkeit. Das
Transparenzgebot erlaubt es den Vertragsparteien, die Einhaltung dieses
Prinzips zu überprüfen.
140. Die Kommission macht geltend, dass der Auftraggeber zur Erfüllung
des Transparenzgebots einen „angemessenen Grad von Öffentlichkeit
sicherstellen [muss], der den Dienstleistungsmarkt dem Wettbewerb
öffnet“ und die Nachprüfung ermöglicht, ob das Vergabeverfahren
unparteiisch durchgeführt wurde.46
141. Hinsichtlich der Anwendung des Transparenzgebots in der Praxis, so die
Kommission weiter, sollten von Anfang an angemessene Informationen
bereitgestellt werden, damit interessierte Parteien beurteilen können, ob sie
Interesse bekunden wollen oder nicht,47 da dies die einzige Möglichkeit ist,
das Verfahren im Sinne des Grundsatzes der Gleichbehandlung zu „öffnen“.
Zweitens bringt die Kommission vor, dass die Zuschlagskriterien, um dem
Ermessen der nationalen Behörden Grenzen zu setzen, auf objektiven, nicht
diskriminierenden und im Voraus bekannten Kriterien beruhen müssen.48
46

47
48

Es wird auf die Rechtssache C-324/98 Telaustria und Telefonadress, Slg. 2000, I-10745, Randnr. 62,
und die Rechtssache Engelmann, oben erwähnt, Randnr. 50, verwiesen.
Es wird auf die Rechtssache C-231/03 Coname, Slg. 2005, I-7287, Randnr. 21, verwiesen.
Es wird auf die Rechtssache Costa und Cifone, oben erwähnt, Randnr. 56, verwiesen.
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to be assessed on the same terms and under the same conditions.
Third, the Commission adds that, for service concessions falling
outside the scope of the Directive, there is no specific requirement to
publish details of the relative weighting to be given to the award criteria
for service concessions.49
142. In the Commission’s view, there remain two important conditions
that must be satisfied. The first is that a decision on the relative
weighting of award criteria cannot contain information which could
have had a significant effect on the preparation of the bid itself, nor
which effectively amounts to an alteration of the original criteria. The
second is that weighting of the award criteria must be fixed prior to the
opening of the bids.50
143. The European Commission proposes that the Court should answer the
first, second and third questions as follows:
A procedure such as the one in issue in the present proceedings for the
award of a casino concession must comply with the general requirements
of Articles 31 and 36 [of the] EEA [Agreement] and the principle of nondiscrimination, and in particular the obligation of transparency derived
therefrom.
This obligation of transparency must be interpreted as requiring
the criteria for awarding the concession to be objective and nondiscriminatory and known in advance, but does not impose a specific
obligation on the awarding authority to give prior notice of the
relative weighting it intends to apply to those criteria. If details of this
relative weighting are nevertheless provided, the principles of nondiscrimination and transparency imply that this cannot subsequently
be changed in such a way that it could have had a material effect on
the preparation of the bids, or so as to amount to an alteration of the
original criteria.
49

50

Reference is made to Commission v Ireland, cited above, paragraph 43, and ATI EAC and Others,
cited above, paragraph 24.
Reference is made to Commission v Ireland, cited above, paragraphs 48 and 49.
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Die Gebote sind während des gesamten Verfahrens auf der Grundlage
derselben Vorgaben und unter denselben Bedingungen zu prüfen. Die
Kommission erläutert drittens, dass bei Dienstleistungskonzessionen,
die nicht in den Geltungsbereich der Richtlinie fallen, keine spezifische
Verpflichtung zur Bekanntgabe von Einzelheiten über die relative Gewichtung
der Zuschlagskriterien für Dienstleistungskonzessionen besteht.49
142. Nach Einschätzung der Kommission verbleiben zwei wichtige
Voraussetzungen, die erfüllt sein müssen. Zum einen kann eine Entscheidung
über die relative Gewichtung von Zuschlagskriterien weder Informationen
beinhalten, die sich erheblich auf die Vorbereitung des Angebots selbst
ausgewirkt hätten, noch solche, die zu einer tatsächlichen Änderung der
ursprünglichen Kriterien führen. Zum anderen muss die Gewichtung der
Zuschlagskriterien vor der Öffnung der Angebote festgelegt werden.50
143. Die Europäische Kommission schlägt vor, dass der Gerichtshof die erste,
zweite und dritte Frage folgendermassen beantwortet:
Ein Verfahren wie jenes, das Gegenstand der vorliegenden Rechtssache
betreffend die Erteilung einer Spielbankenkonzession ist, muss den
allgemeinen Vorgaben der Artikel 31 und 36 [des] EWR[-Abkommens] und
dem Diskriminierungsverbot, sowie insbesondere dem daraus abgeleiteten
Transparenzgebot, entsprechen.
Dieses Transparenzgebot ist so auszulegen, dass die Kriterien zur Erteilung
der Konzession objektiv und nicht diskriminierend sowie im Voraus bekannt
sein müssen. Das Transparenzgebot verpflichtet die Vergabebehörde jedoch
nicht speziell zur vorgängigen Bekanntgabe der relativen Gewichtung,
die sie auf diese Kriterien anzuwenden gedenkt. Werden trotzdem
Einzelheiten über diese relative Gewichtung bekannt gegeben, legen das
Diskriminierungsverbot und der Grundsatz der Transparenz nahe, dass diese
Gewichtung nicht anschliessend auf eine Art geändert werden kann, die
sich wesentlich auf die Vorbereitung der Angebote auswirken oder zu einer
Änderung der ursprünglichen Kriterien führen hätte können.
49

50

Es wird auf die Rechtssache Kommission ./. Irland, oben erwähnt, Randnr. 43, und die Rechtssache
ATI EAC u. a., oben erwähnt, Randnr. 24, verwiesen.
Es wird auf die Rechtssache Kommission ./. Irland, oben erwähnt, Randnrn. 48 und 49, verwiesen.
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Fourth question
144. The Commission contends that it is for the national court to assess on
the basis of the facts before it whether the requirements of EEA law
were satisfied in the present proceedings. It appears to the Commission
undisputed that all relevant criteria were set out in section 17(4)(a) to
(l) of the Casino Regulation and reproduced in the tender notice of 1
February 2011. Some details of the relative weighting to be given to
those criteria were also published in the tender notice, and it would
appear that this was reflected in the more detailed points system set
out in the subsequent evaluation form. In this context, however, the
Commission stresses that the two important conditions, namely, that
a decision on the relative weighting of award criteria cannot contain
information which could have had a significant effect on the preparation
of the bid itself, nor which effectively amounts to an alteration of the
original criteria and that weighting of the award criteria must be fixed
prior to the opening of the bids, have also to be examined.
145. The European Commission proposes that the Court should answer the
fourth question as follows:
It is for the national court to assess on the basis of all the facts before it
whether the obligation of transparency was complied with.
Fifth question
146. With regard to the fifth question, the Commission considers that it is for
the national legal order to lay down detailed procedural rules to ensure
the protection of the rights of economic operators under EEA law,
provided that those rules are not less favourable than those governing
similar domestic situations (the principle of equivalence) and that they do
not make it excessively difficult or impossible in practice to exercise the
right conferred by EEA law (the principle of effectiveness).
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Vierte Frage
144. Die Kommission vertritt die Auffassung, dass es dem nationalen Gericht
obliegt, auf der Grundlage des Sachverhalts der vor ihm anhängigen
Rechtssache zu beurteilen, ob die Vorgaben des EWR-Rechts im
gegenständlichen Verfahren beachtet wurden. Der Kommission erscheint es
unstrittig, dass alle relevanten Kriterien in Artikel 17 Absatz 4 Buchstaben a
bis l der Spielbankenverordnung festgelegt waren und in der Ausschreibung
vom 1. Februar 2011 wiedergegeben wurden. Einige Einzelheiten der
relativen Gewichtung, die auf diese Kriterien angewendet werden sollte,
wurden auch in der Ausschreibung bekannt gegeben, und es hat den
Anschein, als würde sich dies in dem ausführlicheren Punktesystem des
anschliessend erstellten Bewertungsbogens widerspiegeln. In diesem
Zusammenhang betont die Kommission jedoch, dass auch die zwei
wichtigen Voraussetzungen – nämlich dass eine Entscheidung über die
relative Gewichtung von Zuschlagskriterien weder Informationen beinhalten
kann, die sich erheblich auf die Vorbereitung des Angebots selbst ausgewirkt
hätten, noch solche, die zu einer tatsächlichen Änderung der ursprünglich
Kriterien führen, und dass die Gewichtung der Zuschlagskriterien vor der
Öffnung der Angebote festgelegt werden muss – geprüft werden müssen.
145. Die Europäische Kommission schlägt vor, dass der Gerichtshof die vierte
Frage folgendermassen beantwortet:
Es obliegt dem nationalen Gericht, auf der Grundlage des Sachverhalts der
vor ihm anhängigen Rechtssache zu beurteilen, ob das Transparenzgebot
beachtet wurde.
Fünfte Frage
146. Hinsichtlich der fünften Frage hält die Kommission fest, dass es Sache der
innerstaatlichen Rechtsordnung ist, die Ausgestaltung von Verfahren zu
bestimmen, die den Schutz der Rechte von Wirtschaftsteilnehmern gemäss
EWR-Recht gewährleisten, vorausgesetzt, dass diese Verfahren nicht
weniger günstig gestaltet sind als jene, die auf vergleichbare innerstaatliche
Umstände anwendbar sind (Grundsatz der Äquivalenz), und dass sie die
Ausübung der aus dem EWR-Recht erwachsenden Rechte nicht übermässig
erschweren oder praktisch unmöglich machen (Grundsatz der Effektivität).
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147. The European Commission proposes that the Court should answer the fifth
question as follows:
Remedies under national law for a breach of the above-mentioned
obligations must comply with the principles of equivalence and
effectiveness.

Páll Hreinsson
Judge-Rapporteur
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147. Die Europäische Kommission schlägt vor, dass der Gerichtshof die fünfte
Frage folgendermassen beantwortet:
Rechtsmittel im nationalen Recht für Verstösse gegen die oben erläuterten
Vorgaben müssen den Grundsätzen der Äquivalenz und Effektivität
entsprechen.
Páll Hreinsson
Berichterstatter
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EFTA Surveillance Authority
v
Iceland
(Failure by a Contracting Party to fulfil its obligations – Directive 2006/38/EC –
Failure to implement)
Judgment of the Court, 24 September 2014................................................... 803
Summary of the Judgment
1. Under Article 7 EEA, the
Contracting Parties are obliged to
implement all acts referred to in the
Annexes to the EEA Agreement, as
amended by decisions of the EEA
Joint Committee. Furthermore, Article
3 EEA imposes upon the Contracting
Parties the general obligation to take all
appropriate measures, whether general
or particular, to ensure fulfillment of
the obligations arising out of the EEA
Agreement.
2. The question of whether an EFTA
State has failed to fulfil its obligations
must be determined by reference to
the situation in that State as it stood at

the end of the period laid down in the
reasoned opinion.
3. Iceland failed to fulfil its obligations
under the Act referred to at point 18a of
Annex XIII to the EEA Agreement, that is
Directive 2006/38/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 17 May
2006 amending Directive 1999/62/EC
on the charging of heavy goods vehicles
for the use of certain infrastructures, as
adapted to the EEA Agreement by way
of Protocol 1 thereto, and under Article
7 of the EEA Agreement, by failing
to adopt all the measures necessary
to implement the Act within the time
prescribed.
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JUDGMENT OF THE COURT
24 September 2014
(Failure by a Contracting Party to fulfil its obligations – Failure to implement –
Directive 2006/38/EC on the charging of heavy goods vehicles for the use of certain
infrastructures)
In Case E-1/14,
EFTA Surveillance Authority, represented by Xavier Lewis, Director, and Markus
Schneider, Deputy Director, Department of Legal & Executive Affairs, acting as
Agents,
applicant,
v
Iceland, represented by Anna Katrín Vilhjálmsdóttir, First Secretary, Ministry for
Foreign Affairs, acting as Agent,
defendant,
APPLICATION for a declaration that by failing, within the time prescribed, to adopt
and/or to notify the EFTA Surveillance Authority forthwith, of all measures necessary
to implement the Act referred to at point 18a of Annex XIII to the Agreement on
the European Economic Area, that is Directive 2006/38/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 17 May 2006 amending Directive 1999/62/EC
on the charging of heavy goods vehicles for the use of certain infrastructures, as
adapted to the Agreement by way of Protocol 1 thereto, Iceland has failed to fulfil its
obligations under the Act and Article 7 EEA.

THE COURT,
composed of: Carl Baudenbacher, President, Per Christiansen (Judge-Rapporteur)
and Páll Hreinsson, Judges,
Registrar: Gunnar Selvik,
having regard to the written pleadings of the parties,
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having decided to dispense with the oral procedure,
gives the following

JUDGMENT
I

INTRODUCTION
1

By an application lodged at the Court Registry on 10 January 2014, the
EFTA Surveillance Authority (“ESA”) brought an action under the second
paragraph of Article 31 of the Agreement between the EFTA States on
the Establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice
(“SCA”), seeking a declaration from the Court that by failing, within the
time prescribed, to adopt and/or to notify ESA forthwith, of all measures
necessary to implement the Act referred to at point 18a of Annex XIII to the
Agreement on the European Economic Area, that is Directive 2006/38/EC
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 May 2006 amending
Directive 1999/62/EC on the charging of heavy goods vehicles for the
use of certain infrastructures (OJ 2006 L 157, p. 8) (“the Directive” or “the
Act”), as adapted to the Agreement by way of Protocol 1 thereto, Iceland
has failed to fulfil its obligations under the Act and Article 7 EEA.

II LAW
2

Decision No 129/2012 of 13 July 2012 of the EEA Joint Committee
(“Decision 129/2012”) (OJ 2012 L 309, p. 8 and EEA Supplement No 63,
p. 9) amended Annex XIII to the EEA Agreement by adding the Directive
to point 18a of the Annex. Decision 129/2012 entered into force on 14
July 2012. The time limit for the EEA/EFTA States to adopt the measures
necessary to implement the Directive expired on the same date.

3

The Directive amends Directive 1999/62/EC on the charging of heavy
goods vehicles for the use of certain infrastructures. It applies to vehicle
taxes, tolls and user charges imposed on motor vehicles or articulated
vehicle combinations intended, or used exclusively, for the carriage by
road of goods and having a defined maximum permissible laden weight.
The purpose of the Directive is to harmonise the conditions applicable
to tolls and user charges for the use of road infrastructure in the EEA. In
particular, the Directive encourages sustainable transport in the EEA and a
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fairer system of charging, based on the “user pays” principle and the ability
to apply the “polluter pays” principle. Namely, it allows the EEA States
to differentiate tolls according to a vehicle’s emission category (“EURO”
classification) and the level of damage it causes to roads, the place, time
and the amount of congestion.

III FACTS AND PRE-LITIGATION PROCEDURE
4

By letter of 20 July 2012, ESA reminded the Icelandic Government of its
obligation to implement the Directive into its legal order by 14 July 2012.

5

On 31 October 2012, having received no further information from
Iceland, ESA issued a letter of formal notice. ESA concluded that, by
failing to adopt or, in any event, to inform ESA of the national measures
it had adopted to implement the Directive, Iceland had failed to fulfil its
obligations under the Directive and Article 7 EEA.

6

By email of 14 January 2013, the Icelandic Government replied to the
letter of formal notice, stating that it was working on the implementation of
the Directive, but it was unable to predict exactly when the Directive would
be implemented.

7

On 20 February 2013, ESA delivered a reasoned opinion to Iceland,
maintaining the conclusion set out in its letter of formal notice. Pursuant to
Article 31(2) SCA, ESA required Iceland to take the measures necessary
to comply with the reasoned opinion within two months following the
notification thereof, i.e. no later than 20 April 2013.

8

By email of 26 February 2013, the Icelandic Government replied to the
reasoned opinion, stating that important provisions of the Directive were
already implemented into the Icelandic legal order. It also stated that the
work to finalise the implementation of the outstanding provisions had
begun and that a draft measure was expected to be ready by April 2013.

9

By email of 3 July 2013, in response to an informal inquiry by ESA, the
Icelandic Government informed ESA that a draft regulation implementing
the Directive was expected to be finalised by the end of September 2013.

10

By email of 27 September 2013, the Icelandic Government informed ESA
that the implementation required an amendment to the existing national
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legislation and that a bill was to be presented to Parliament in October
2013. However, by email of 11 November 2013, the Icelandic Government
informally explained that it was not able to specify when the bill would
actually be presented to Parliament.
11

On 18 December 2013, having neither received information on any
measures adopted to implement the Directive, nor being in possession of
any information which could indicate that the Directive had nevertheless
been implemented, ESA decided to bring the matter before the Court
pursuant to Article 31(2) SCA.

IV PROCEDURE AND FORMS OF ORDER SOUGHT
12

ESA lodged the present application at the Court Registry on 10 January 2014.
Iceland’s statement of defence was registered at the Court on
17 March 2014. By fax of 26 March 2014, ESA waived its right to submit
a reply and consented to dispense with the oral procedure should the
Court wish to do so. On 18 June 2014, Iceland also consented to dispense
with the oral procedure.

13

The applicant, ESA, requests the Court to:
1.

Declare that by failing to adopt, and/or to notify the EFTA Surveillance
Authority forthwith of, all the measures necessary to implement the
Act referred to at point 18a of Annex XIII to the Agreement on the
European Economic Area (Directive 2006/38/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 17 May 2006 amending Directive
1999/62/EC on the charging of heavy goods vehicles for the use
of certain infrastructures), as adapted to the Agreement by way of
Protocol 1 thereto, within the time prescribed, Iceland has failed
to fulfil its obligations under the Act and under Article 7 of the
Agreement.

2.
14

Order Iceland to bear the costs of these proceedings.

The defendant, Iceland, submits that the facts of the case as set out in
the application are correct and undisputed. Iceland disputes neither the
declaration nor the order sought by ESA.
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After having received the express consent of the parties, the Court, acting
on a report from the Judge-Rapporteur, decided pursuant to Article 41(2)
of the Rules of Procedure (“RoP”) to dispense with the oral procedure.

V FINDINGS OF THE COURT
16

Article 3 EEA imposes upon the Contracting Parties the general obligation
to take all appropriate measures, whether general or particular, to ensure
fulfilment of the obligations arising out of the EEA Agreement (see,
inter alia, Case E18/13 ESA v Iceland [2013] EFTA Ct. Rep. 962,
paragraph 14, and the case law cited). Under Article 7 EEA, the
Contracting Parties are obliged to implement all acts referred to in the
Annexes to the EEA Agreement, as amended by decisions of the EEA Joint
Committee. An obligation to implement the Directive, and to notify ESA
thereof, also follows from Article 2 of the Directive.

17

EEA Joint Committee Decision 129/2012 entered into force on 14 July 2012.
The time limit for the EEA/EFTA States to adopt the measures necessary
to implement the Directive expired on the same date.

18

The question of whether an EEA/EFTA State has failed to fulfil its
obligations must be determined by reference to the situation in that State
as it stood at the end of the period laid down in the reasoned opinion (see,
inter alia, ESA v Iceland, cited above, paragraph 16, and the case law
cited). It is undisputed that Iceland had not adopted measures necessary
to implement the Directive by the expiry of the time limit given in the
reasoned opinion.

19

Since Iceland did not implement the Directive within the time limit
prescribed, there is no need to examine the alternative form of order
sought against Iceland for failing to notify ESA of the measures
implementing the Directive.

20

It must therefore be held that by failing, within the time prescribed, to
adopt the measures necessary to implement into its national legislation
the Act referred to at point 18a of Annex XIII to the Agreement on
the European Economic Area, that is Directive 2006/38/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 17 May 2006 amending
Directive 1999/62/EC on the charging of heavy goods vehicles for
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the use of certain infrastructures, as adapted to the Agreement by way
of Protocol 1 thereto, Iceland has failed to fulfil its obligations under the
Directive, and under Article 7 EEA.

VI COSTS
21

Under Article 66(2) RoP, the unsuccessful party is to be ordered to pay
the costs if they have been applied for in the successful party’s pleadings.
Since the EFTA Surveillance Authority has requested that Iceland be
ordered to pay the costs, and the latter has been unsuccessful, and none
of the exceptions in Article 66(3) apply, Iceland must therefore be ordered
to pay the costs.
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On those grounds,

THE COURT
hereby:
1.

Declares that Iceland has failed to fulfil its obligations under the
Act referred to at point 18a of Annex XIII to the Agreement on
the European Economic Area (Directive 2006/38/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 17 May 2006 amending
Directive 1999/62/EC on the charging of heavy goods vehicles for the
use of certain infrastructures), as adapted to the Agreement by way of
Protocol 1 thereto, and under Article 7 of the Agreement, by failing to
adopt all the measures necessary to implement the Act within the time
prescribed.

2.

Orders Iceland to bear the costs of the proceedings.

Carl Baudenbacher

Per Christiansen

Páll Hreinsson

Delivered in open court in Luxembourg on 24 September 2014.
Gunnar Selvik

Carl Baudenbacher

Registrar

President
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CASE E-3/14
EFTA Surveillance Authority
v
The Kingdom of Norway
(Failure by an EEA State to fulfil its obligations – Directive 2009/12/EC on
airport charges)
Judgment of the Court, 24 September 2014................................................... 813
Summary of the Judgment
1. Article 3 EEA imposes upon
the Contracting Parties the general
obligation to take all appropriate
measures, whether general or particular,
to ensure fulfilment of the obligations
arising out of the Agreement Under
Article 7 EEA, the Contracting Parties
are obliged to implement all acts
referred to in the Annexes to the EEA
Agreement, as amended by decisions of
the EEA Joint Committee.
2. By Decision 64/2012, the EEA
Joint Committee made the Directive
2009/12/EC of the European Parliament
and of the Council of 11 March 2009
on airport charges a part of the EEA
Agreement. Decision 64/2012 entered
into force on 1 June 2012, and the time

limit for Iceland and Norway to adopt the
measures necessary to implement the
Directive expired on the same date. It
is undisputed that Iceland did not adopt
those measures before the expiry of the
time limit given in the reasoned opinion.
3. By failing to adopt the measures
necessary to implement into its national
legislation the Act referred to at point
65a of Annex XIII to the Agreement on
the European Economic Area, namely
Directive 2009/12/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of
11 March 2009 on airport charges, as
adapted to the EEA Agreement by way of
Protocol 1 thereto, the Kingdom of Norway
has failed to fulfil its obligations under the
Directive and under Article 7 EEA.
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JUDGMENT OF THE COURT
24 September 2014
(Failure by an EEA State to fulfil its obligations – Directive 2009/12/EC on
airport charges)
In Case E-3/14,
EFTA Surveillance Authority, represented by Xavier Lewis, Director, and Markus
Schneider, Deputy Director, Department of Legal & Executive Affairs, acting as Agents,
applicant,
v
The Kingdom of Norway, represented by Didrik Tønseth, Senior Adviser,
Department of Legal Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and Pål Wennerås, advokat,
Office of the Attorney General (Civil Affairs), acting as Agents,
defendant,
APPLICATION for a declaration that by failing, within the time prescribed, to
adopt and/or to notify the EFTA Surveillance Authority forthwith, of the measures
necessary to implement the Act referred to at point 65a of Annex XIII to the
Agreement on the European Economic Area, namely Directive 2009/12/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 2009 on airport charges, as
adapted to the Agreement by way of Protocol 1 thereto, the Kingdom of Norway has
failed to fulfil its obligations under the Act and under Article 7 of the Agreement.

THE COURT,
composed of: Carl Baudenbacher, President, Per Christiansen and Páll Hreinsson
(Judge-Rapporteur), Judges,
Registrar: Gunnar Selvik,
having regard to the written pleadings of the parties,
having decided to dispense with the oral procedure,
gives the following
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I

INTRODUCTION
1

By an application lodged at the Court on 10 January 2014, the EFTA
Surveillance Authority (“ESA”) brought an action under the second
paragraph of Article 31 of the Agreement between the EFTA States on
the Establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice
(“SCA”) seeking a declaration from the Court that by failing, within the
time prescribed, to adopt and/or to notify ESA forthwith of the measures
necessary to implement the Act referred to at point 65a of Annex XIII
to the Agreement on the European Economic Area, namely Directive
2009/12/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March
2009 on airport charges (OJ L 70, p. 11) (“the Directive” or “the Act”), as
adapted to the EEA Agreement by way of Protocol 1 thereto, Norway has
failed to fulfil its obligations under the Directive and under Article 7 EEA.

II LAW
2

Article 7 EEA reads:
Acts referred to or contained in the Annexes to this Agreement or
in decisions of the EEA Joint Committee shall be binding upon the
Contracting Parties and be, or be made, part of their internal legal order
as follows:
(a) an act corresponding to an EEC regulation shall as such be made part
of the internal legal order of the Contracting Parties;
(b) an act corresponding to an EEC directive shall leave to the authorities
of the Contracting Parties the choice of form and method of
implementation.

3

Article 31 SCA reads:
If the EFTA Surveillance Authority considers that an EFTA State has failed
to fulfil an obligation under the EEA Agreement or of this Agreement, it
shall, unless otherwise provided for in this Agreement, deliver a reasoned
opinion on the matter after giving the State concerned the opportunity to
submit its observations.
If the State concerned does not comply with the opinion within the period
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laid down by the EFTA Surveillance Authority, the latter may bring the
matter before the EFTA Court.
4

The Directive was incorporated into the EEA Agreement by Decision No
64/2012 of 30 March 2012 of the EEA Joint Committee (OJ L 207, p.
44 and EEA Supplement No 43, p. 54) (“Decision 64/2012”). Decision
64/2012 added point 65a containing the reference to the Directive in
Annex XIII to the EEA Agreement. According to Article 1 of Decision
64/2012, the Directive shall not apply to Liechtenstein. Decision 64/2012
entered into force on 1 June 2012. According to Article 13 of the
Directive, read in conjunction with Decision 64/2012, the time limit for
Iceland and Norway to adopt the measures necessary to implement the
Directive, and to notify ESA thereof, expired on the same date.

5

The Directive establishes a common framework regulating the essential
features of airport charges and the way they are set. It applies to
airports located in the territory of an EEA State. The main objectives of
the Directive are to prohibit discrimination among airport users and to
ensure transparency by providing the users regularly with information on
the components serving as a basis for the determination of the charges.
The Directive introduces a compulsory procedure for regular consultation
between the airport managing body and airport users with respect
to the operation of the system of airport charges, the level of airport
charges and, as appropriate, the quality of service provided. EEA States
shall also establish an independent supervisory authority to oversee the
implementation of the principles laid down in the Directive.

III FACTS AND PRE-LITIGATION PROCEDURE
6

By letter dated 14 May 2012, ESA reminded the Norwegian Government
of its obligation to take the necessary measures to implement the Directive
into the Norwegian legal order within the prescribed time limit.

7

The Norwegian Government responded in an email dated 11 September
2012, in which it stated that the measures necessary to implement the
Directive had not yet been adopted. The Government clarified that the time
frame for implementation of the Directive was uncertain due to a revision,
being conducted in parallel by the Norwegian Government, of the structure
of the airport charges.
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8

ESA issued a letter of formal notice to Norway dated 19 September 2012.
It concluded that by failing to adopt or, in any event, to notify ESA of the
measures necessary to ensure implementation of the Directive, Norway
had failed to fulfil its obligations under the Directive and Article 7 EEA.

9

By letter dated 21 November 2012, the Norwegian Government stated
that the Directive had not been implemented into the internal legal order.
The Government reiterated that the reason for the late implementation of
the Directive was the close connection between the Directive and a parallel
evolution of the future structure and level of charges on airports operated
by Avinor AS (“Avinor”), the main airport operator.

10

The Norwegian Government further provided in its letter an updated and
indicative time schedule for the implementation procedure. The Ministry
of Transport and Communications intended to send one joint draft
implementing the regulation to a public consultation. The consultation
would include the Directive and the future structure and level of charges
on airports operated by Avinor. As a result, the Government submitted
that the implementation procedure was likely to be completed by
September 2013.

11

Having received no further information from the Norwegian Government, or
any other information which would enable a conclusion that the measures
necessary to implement the Directive had been taken, ESA delivered a
reasoned opinion to Norway on 30 January 2013.

12

ESA maintained the conclusion of its letter of formal notice. Furthermore,
ESA required Norway, pursuant to Article 31(2) SCA, to take the measures
necessary to comply with the reasoned opinion within two months following
notification thereof, i.e. no later than 30 March 2013.

13

In its observations of 21 March 2013 on ESA’s reasoned opinion, the
Norwegian Government confirmed that it had not adopted the necessary
implementation measures within the time prescribed. It stated that the
delay was caused by the interdependence between the redistribution of
competences between the Ministry of Transport and Communications,
the airport operators and the Civil Aviation Authority necessitated by the
Directive on one side and the parallel evolution of the socio-economic
principles of Avinor’s future charging system should be based on, and
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the structure of these charges, on the other. The Government indicated
the end of 2013 as a new estimate for the expected completion of the
procedure to implement the Directive.
14

By a letter dated 10 September 2013, ESA invited the Norwegian
Government to provide updated information on the matter. In a reply
dated 10 October 2013, the Norwegian Government informed ESA that a
proposal for implementation of the Directive had been sent out for public
consultation on 16 August 2013 and that the deadline for comments
on that proposal was 18 November 2013. The Norwegian Government
stated that the formal adoption of a measure implementing the Act was
anticipated before 1 January 2014.

15

Having received no further information, ESA decided to bring the matter
before the Court pursuant to Article 31(2) SCA.

IV PROCEDURE BEFORE THE COURT AND FORMS OF ORDER SOUGHT
16

ESA lodged the present application at the Court on 10 January 2014. The
statement of defence from Norway was received on 27 March 2014. On
23 April 2014, ESA, by way of a fax, waived its right to submit a reply.

17

The applicant, the EFTA Surveillance Authority, requests the Court to:
1.

Declare that by failing to adopt, and/or to notify the EFTA Surveillance
Authority forthwith of, the measures necessary to implement the
Act referred to at point 65a of Annex XIII to the Agreement on the
European Economic Area (Directive 2009/12/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 2009 on airport charges),
as adapted to the Agreement by way of Protocol 1 thereto, within the
time prescribed, Norway has failed to fulfil its obligations under the
Act and under Article 7 of the Agreement.

2.

Order the Kingdom of Norway to bear the costs of these proceedings.

18

The defendant, the Kingdom of Norway, submits that the facts of the case
as set out in the application are correct and undisputed. Norway neither
disputes the declaration nor the order sought by ESA.

19

After having received the express consent of the parties, the Court,
acting on a report from the Judge-Rapporteur, decided to dispense
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with the oral procedure in accordance with Article 41(2) of the Rules of
Procedure (“RoP”).

V FINDINGS OF THE COURT
20

Article 3 EEA imposes upon the Contracting Parties the general obligation
to take all appropriate measures, whether general or particular, to ensure
fulfilment of the obligations arising out of the Agreement (see, inter alia,
Case E-18/13 ESA v Iceland [2013] EFTA Ct. Rep. 962, paragraph 14,
and the case law cited). Under Article 7 EEA, the Contracting Parties
are obliged to implement all acts referred to in the Annexes to the EEA
Agreement, as amended by decisions of the EEA Joint Committee.

21

By Decision 64/2012, the EEA Joint Committee made the Directive part
of the EEA Agreement. Decision 64/2012 entered into force on 1 June
2012, and the time limit for Iceland and Norway to adopt the measures
necessary to implement the Directive expired on the same date.

22

The question of whether an EFTA State has failed to fulfil its obligations
must be determined by reference to the situation in that State as it stood
at the end of the period laid down in the reasoned opinion (see, inter
alia, ESA v Iceland, cited above, paragraph 16, and the case law cited).
It is undisputed that Norway had not adopted the measures necessary
to implement the Directive before the expiry of the time limit given in the
reasoned opinion.

23

Since Norway did not in fact implement the Directive within the prescribed
period, there is no need to examine the alternative form of order sought
against Norway for failing to notify ESA of the measures implementing the
Directive.

24

It must therefore be held that, by failing to adopt the measures necessary
to implement into its national legislation the Act referred to at point 65a
of Annex XIII to the Agreement on the European Economic Area, namely
Directive 2009/12/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of
11 March 2009 on airport charges, as adapted to the EEA Agreement by
way of Protocol 1 thereto, the Kingdom of Norway has failed to fulfil its
obligations under the Directive and under Article 7 EEA.
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VI COSTS
25

Under Article 66(2) RoP, the unsuccessful party is to be ordered to pay
the costs if they have been applied for in the successful party’s pleadings.
Since ESA has requested that the Kingdom of Norway be ordered to pay
the costs, and the latter has been unsuccessful, and since none of the
exceptions in Article 66(3) apply, the Kingdom of Norway must be ordered
to pay the costs.
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On those grounds,

THE COURT
hereby:
1.

Declares that by failing, within the time prescribed, to adopt all the
measures necessary to implement the Act referred to at point 65a of
Annex XIII to the Agreement on the European Economic Area (Directive
2009/12/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11
March 2009 on airport charges), as adapted to the Agreement by way
of Protocol 1 thereto, the Kingdom of Norway has failed to fulfil its
obligations under the Act and under Article 7 of the Agreement.

2.

Orders the Kingdom of Norway to bear the costs of the proceedings.

Carl Baudenbacher

Per Christiansen

Páll Hreinsson

Delivered in open court in Luxembourg on 24 September 2014.
Gunnar Selvik

Carl Baudenbacher

Registrar

President
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v
Iceland
(Failure by a Contracting Party to fulfil its obligations – Failure to implement –
Directive 2007/23/EC on the placing on the market of pyrotechnic articles)
Judgment of the Court, 24 September 2014................................................... 823
Summary of the Judgment
1. Article 3 EEA imposes upon
the Contracting Parties the general
obligation to take all appropriate
measures, whether general or particular,
to ensure fulfilment of the obligations
arising out of the EEA Agreement.
Under Article 7 EEA, the Contracting
Parties are obliged to implement all acts
referred to in the Annexes to the EEA
Agreement, as amended by decisions of
the EEA Joint Committee.
2. The question of whether an EEA/
EFTA State has failed to fulfil its obligations
must be determined by reference to the
situation in the EEA/EFTA State as it stood
at the end of the period laid down in the
reasoned opinion.
3. Since Iceland did not in fact
implement the Directive within the

time limit prescribed, there is no
need to examine the alternative form
of order sought against Iceland for
failing to notify ESA of the measures
implementing the Directive.
4. By failing, within the time limit
prescribed, to adopt the measures
necessary to implement into its national
legislation the Act referred to at point
4 of Chapter XXIX of Annex II to the
Agreement on the European Economic
Area (Directive 2007/23/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council
of 23 May 2007 on the placing on
the market of pyrotechnic articles),
as adapted to the EEA Agreement by
way of Protocol 1 thereto, Iceland has
failed to fulfil its obligations under the
Directive, and under Article 7 EEA.
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JUDGMENT OF THE COURT
24 September 2014
(Failure by a Contracting Party to fulfil its obligations – Failure to implement – Directive
2007/23/EC on the placing on the market of pyrotechnic articles)
In Case E-4/14,
EFTA Surveillance Authority, represented by Auður Ýr Steinarsdóttir, and Gjermund
Mathisen, Officers, Department of Legal & Executive Affairs, acting as Agents,
applicant,
v
Iceland, represented by Anna Katrín Vilhjálmsdóttir, Ministry for Foreign Affairs,
acting as Agent,
defendant,
APPLICATION for a declaration that by failing to adopt, or to notify the EFTA
Surveillance Authority forthwith of, the measures necessary to implement the Act
referred to at point 4 of Chapter XXIX of Annex II to the Agreement on the European
Economic Area (Directive 2007/23/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 23 May 2007 on the placing on the market of pyrotechnic articles),
as adapted to the EEA Agreement by way of Protocol 1 thereto, within the time
prescribed, Iceland has failed to fulfil its obligations under Article 21 of that Act and
Article 7 of the EEA Agreement.

THE COURT,
composed of: Carl Baudenbacher (Judge-Rapporteur), President, Per Christiansen
and Páll Hreinsson, Judges,
Registrar: Gunnar Selvik,
having regard to the written pleadings of the parties,
having decided to dispense with the oral procedure,
gives the following
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JUDGMENT
I

INTRODUCTION
1

By application lodged at the Court Registry on 13 January 2014, the
EFTA Surveillance Authority (“ESA”) brought an action under the second
paragraph of Article 31 of the Agreement between the EFTA States on the
establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice (“SCA”),
for a declaration that by failing to adopt, or to notify ESA forthwith, of the
measures necessary to implement the Act referred to at point 4 of Chapter
XXIX of Annex II to the Agreement on the European Economic Area, that is
Directive 2007/23/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of
23 May 2007 on the placing on the market of pyrotechnic articles
(OJ 2007 L 154/1) (“the Directive” or “the Act”), as adapted to the
Agreement by way of Protocol 1 thereto, Iceland has failed to fulfil its
obligations under Article 21 of the Act and under Article 7 EEA.

2

The Directive establishes rules designed to achieve the free movement
of pyrotechnic articles in the internal market while, at the same time,
ensuring a high level of protection of human health and public security, as
well as the protection and safety of consumers and taking into account the
relevant aspects related to environmental protection. It also establishes the
essential safety requirements which pyrotechnic articles must fulfil with a
view to their being placed on the market.

II FACTS AND PRE-LITIGATION PROCEDURE
3

Decision No 119/2010 of 10 November 2010 of the EEA Joint Committee
(“Decision 119/2010”) amended Chapter XXIX of Annex II to the EEA
Agreement by adding, as new point 4, the Directive. Iceland indicated that
there were constitutional requirements for the purposes of Article 103 EEA.

4

Decision 119/2010 entered into force on 1 November 2012. The time
limit for EFTA States to adopt the measures necessary to implement the
Act expired on the same date.

5

By letter of 10 October 2012, ESA reminded Iceland of its obligation to
notify the measures taken to implement the Act into the Icelandic legal
order by 1 November 2012.
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6

On 20 March 2013, having received no information from Iceland regarding
the implementation of the Act into the Icelandic legal order, ESA issued a
letter of formal notice. ESA concluded that, by failing to adopt or, in any
event, to inform ESA of the national measures it had adopted to implement
the Act, Iceland had failed to fulfil its obligations under the Act and under
Article 7 EEA.

7

Iceland did not reply to the letter of formal notice.

8

On 26 June 2013, ESA delivered a reasoned opinion to Iceland,
maintaining the conclusion set out in its letter of formal notice. Pursuant to
Article 31(2) SCA, ESA required Iceland to take the necessary measures to
comply with the reasoned opinion within two months following notification
thereof, i.e. no later than 26 August 2013.

9

By email of 30 October 2013, Iceland informed ESA that a Bill intended
to implement the Directive would hopefully be presented to the Icelandic
Parliament by the end of January 2014, and would be agreed upon before
the end of that Parliamentary session, in April or May 2014.

10

On 18 December 2013, having neither received information on any
measures adopted to implement the Directive, nor being in possession of
any information which could indicate that the Directive had nevertheless
been implemented, ESA decided to bring the matter before the Court
pursuant to Article 31(2) SCA.

Judgment

CASE
E-4/14

III PROCEDURE AND FORMS OF ORDER SOUGHT
11

On 13 January 2014, ESA lodged the present application at the Court
Registry. On 4 April 2014, Iceland’s statement of defence was registered
at the Court. On 22 April 2014, ESA, by way of a fax, waived its right to
submit a reply.

12

The applicant, the EFTA Surveillance Authority, requests the Court to:
1.

Declare that by failing to adopt, or to notify the EFTA Surveillance
Authority forthwith of, the measures necessary to implement the Act
referred to at point 4 of Chapter XXIX of Annex II to the Agreement on
the European Economic Area (Directive 2007/23/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 23 May 2007 on the placing on the
market of pyrotechnic articles), as adapted to the EEA Agreement
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by Protocol 1 thereto, Iceland has failed to fulfil its obligations under
Article 21 of that Act and Article 7 of the EEA Agreement.
2.

Order Iceland to bear the costs of these proceedings.

13

The defendant, Iceland, submits that the facts of the case as set out
in the application are correct and undisputed. Iceland neither disputes
the declaration sought by ESA under section 5, paragraph 1, in the
application, nor the order sought under section 5, paragraph 2, in the
application.

14

After having received the express consent of the parties, the Court, acting
on a report from the Judge-Rapporteur, decided to dispense with the oral
procedure in accordance with Article 41(2) of the Rules of Procedure
(“RoP”).

IV FINDINGS OF THE COURT
15

Article 3 EEA imposes upon the Contracting Parties the general obligation
to take all appropriate measures, whether general or particular, to ensure
fulfilment of the obligations arising out of the EEA Agreement (see,
inter alia, Case E-18/13 ESA v Iceland, [2013] EFTA Ct. Rep. 962,
paragraph 14 and the case law cited). Under Article 7 EEA, the
Contracting Parties are obliged to implement all acts referred to in the
Annexes to the EEA Agreement, as amended by decisions of the EEA Joint
Committee.

16

Decision 119/2010 entered into force on 1 November 2012. The time
limit for EFTA States to adopt the measures necessary to implement the
Directive expired on the same date. Decision 119/2010 did not set a
separate EEA time limit for the implementation of the Directive into national
law.

17

The question of whether an EEA/EFTA State has failed to fulfil its
obligations must be determined by reference to the situation in the
EEA/EFTA State as it stood at the end of the period laid down in the
reasoned opinion (see, inter alia, ESA v Iceland, cited above, paragraph
16, and the case law cited). It is undisputed that by the expiry of the
time limit given in the reasoned opinion, Iceland had not adopted
measures so as to implement the Directive.
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18

Since Iceland did not in fact implement the Directive within the time
limit prescribed, there is no need to examine the alternative form of
order sought against Iceland for failing to notify ESA of the measures
implementing the Directive.

19

It must therefore be held that, by failing, within the time limit prescribed,
to adopt the measures necessary to implement into its national legislation
the Act referred to at point 4 of Chapter XXIX of Annex II to the Agreement
on the European Economic Area (Directive 2007/23/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 23 May 2007 on the placing on the
market of pyrotechnic articles), as adapted to the EEA Agreement by way
of Protocol 1 thereto, Iceland has failed to fulfil its obligations under the
Directive, and under Article 7 EEA.

Judgment
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V COSTS
20

Under Article 66(2) RoP, the unsuccessful party is to be ordered to pay
the costs if they have been applied for in the successful party’s pleadings.
Since the EFTA Surveillance Authority has requested that Iceland be
ordered to pay the costs and the latter has been unsuccessful, and since
none of the exceptions in Article 66(3) apply, Iceland must therefore be
ordered to pay the costs.
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On those grounds,

THE COURT
hereby:
1.

Declares that by failing to adopt the measures necessary to implement
the Act referred to at point 4 of Chapter XXIX of Annex II to the
Agreement on the European Economic Area (Directive 2007/23/EC
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 May 2007 on
the placing on the market of pyrotechnic articles), as adapted to the
Agreement by way of Protocol 1 thereto, within the time prescribed,
Iceland has failed to fulfil its obligations under Article 21 of that Act
and under Article 7 of the Agreement.

2.

Orders Iceland to bear the costs of the proceedings.

Carl Baudenbacher

Per Christiansen

Páll Hreinsson

Delivered in open court in Luxembourg on 24 September 2014.
Gunnar Selvik

Carl Baudenbacher

Registrar

President
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CASE E-5/14
EFTA Surveillance Authority
v
Iceland
(Failure by an EEA State to fulfill its obligations – Directive 2008/98/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 18 November 2008 on waste and
repealing certain Directives)
Judgment of the Court, 24 September 2014................................................... 831
Summary of the Judgment
1. Article 3 EEA imposes upon
the Contracting Parties the general
obligation to take all appropriate
measures, whether general or
particular, to ensure fulfilment of the
obligations arising out of the Agreement
Under Article 7 EEA, the Contracting
Parties are obliged to implement all
acts referred to in the Annexes to
the EEA Agreement, as amended by
decisions of the EEA Joint Committee.
2. By the Decision No 85/2011 of 1
July 2011 of the EEA Joint Committee,
the EEA Joint Committee made the
Directive 2008/98/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of
18 November 2008 on waste and
repealing certain Directives a part of
the EEA Agreement. The Decision entered
into force on 1 November 2012, and the
time limit for the EFTA States to adopt
the measures necessary to implement

the Directive expired on the same date.
The Decision did not set a separate
EEA time limit for the implementation
of the Directive into national law. It is
undisputed that Iceland did not adopt
those measures before the expiry of the
time limit given in the reasoned opinion.
3.

By failing to adopt the measures

necessary to implement into its national
legislation the Act referred to at point
32ff of Chapter V of Annex XX to the
Agreement on the European Economic
Area (Directive 2008/98/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council
of 19 November 2008 on waste
and repealing certain Directives), as
adapted to the EEA Agreement by
way of Protocol 1 thereto, Iceland has
failed to fulfil its obligations under the
Directive and under Article 7 of the
EEA Agreement.
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JUDGMENT OF THE COURT
24 September 2014
(Failure by an EEA State to fulfil its obligations – Directive 2008/98/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 18 November 2008 on waste and repealing
certain Directives)
In Case E-5/14,
EFTA Surveillance Authority, represented by Xavier Lewis, Director, and Auður
Ýr Steinarsdóttir, Officer, and Catherine Howdle, Temporary Officer, Department of
Legal & Executive Affairs, acting as Agents,
applicant,
v
Iceland, represented by Anna Katrín Vilhjálmsdóttir, Ministry for Foreign Affairs,
acting as Agent,
defendant,
APPLICATION for a declaration that by failing, within the time prescribed, to adopt,
or to notify the EFTA Surveillance Authority (“ESA”) forthwith of, the measures
necessary to implement the Act referred to at point 32ff of Chapter V of Annex XX to
the Agreement on the European Economic Area (“EEA Agreement”), namely Directive
2008/98/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 November 2008
on waste and repealing certain Directives, as adapted to the EEA Agreement by way
of Protocol 1 thereto (“the Directive”), Iceland has failed to fulfil its obligations under
Article 40 of the Directive and under Article 7 of the EEA Agreement.

THE COURT,
composed of: Carl Baudenbacher, President, Per Christiansen and Páll Hreinsson
(Judge-Rapporteur), Judges,
Registrar: Gunnar Selvik,
having regard to the written pleadings of the parties,
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having decided to dispense with the oral procedure,
gives the following

JUDGMENT
I

INTRODUCTION

By an application lodged at the Court on 13 January 2014, ESA brought an action
under the second paragraph of Article 31 of the Agreement between the EFTA
States on the Establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice
(“SCA”) seeking a declaration from the Court that by failing, within the time
prescribed, to adopt, or to notify ESA forthwith of, the measures necessary to
implement the Directive, Iceland has failed to fulfil its obligations under Article 40 of
the Directive and under Article 7 of the EEA Agreement.

II LAW
1

Article 7 of the EEA Agreement reads:
Acts referred to or contained in the Annexes to this Agreement or
in decisions of the EEA Joint Committee shall be binding upon the
Contracting Parties and be, or be made, part of their internal legal order
as follows:
…
(b) an act corresponding to an EEC directive shall leave to the authorities
of the Contracting Parties the choice of form and method of
implementation.

2

Article 31 SCA reads:
If the EFTA Surveillance Authority considers that an EFTA State has failed
to fulfil an obligation under the EEA Agreement or of this Agreement, it
shall, unless otherwise provided for in this Agreement, deliver a reasoned
opinion on the matter after giving the State concerned the opportunity to
submit its observations.
If the State concerned does not comply with the opinion within the period
laid down by the EFTA Surveillance Authority, the latter may bring the
matter before the EFTA Court.
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3

The Directive has been incorporated into the EEA Agreement by Decision
No 85/2011 of 1 July 2011 of the EEA Joint Committee (OJ L 207, p. 44
and EEA Supplement No 43, p. 54) (“the Decision”). The Decision inserted
point 32ff containing the reference to the Directive in Annex XX to the EEA
Agreement. Iceland indicated constitutional requirements for the purposes
of Article 103 of the EEA Agreement.

4

According to Article 40 of Directive 2008/98, read in conjunction with the
Decision, the EFTA States were required to adopt the measures necessary
to implement the Directive by 1 November 2012 and to notify ESA
forthwith thereof.

Judgment
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III FACTS AND PRE-LITIGATION PROCEDURE
5

By letter dated 15 October 2012, ESA reminded the Icelandic Government
of its obligation to take the necessary measures to implement the Directive
into the Icelandic legal order within the prescribed time limit.

6

The Icelandic Government responded in an email dated 31 October 2012,
where it stated that a bill to transpose the Directive was going to be
presented in Parliament the following month. The Icelandic Government
clarified that the time frame for implementation of the Directive was,
however, uncertain.

7

As Iceland had not notified ESA of any measures adopted to implement
the Directive, ESA issued a letter of formal notice dated 6 February 2013,
in which it concluded that by failing to adopt or, in any event, to notify ESA
of, the measures necessary to ensure implementation of the Directive,
Iceland had failed to fulfil its obligations under the Directive and under
Article 7 of the EEA Agreement.

8

The Icelandic Government did not reply to the letter of formal notice.

9

Having received no further information from the Icelandic Government, or
any other information that would enable it to conclude that the measures
necessary to implement the Directive had been taken, ESA delivered a
reasoned opinion to Iceland on 26 June 2013.

10

ESA maintained in the conclusion of its letter of formal notice, that by
failing to adopt the measures necessary to implement the Directive, or in
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any event, by failing to notify ESA forthwith of the measures it had adopted
to implement the Directive, Iceland had failed to fulfil its obligations under
the Directive and under Article 7 of the EEA Agreement. Pursuant to Article
31(2) SCA, ESA required Iceland to take the measures necessary to
comply with the reasoned opinion within two months following notification
thereof, i.e. no later than 26 August 2013.
11

In its observations of 9 September 2013 on ESA’s reasoned opinion,
the Icelandic Government stated that a bill had been presented to the
Parliament in order to change the current waste management legislation
and implement the Directive, but was not adopted. It informed ESA that the
bill was going to be reintroduced to the Parliament during autumn 2013.
Moreover, the Icelandic Government indicated that once the bill had been
adopted by the Parliament, regulations would have to be adopted to fully
implement the Directive.

12

On 24 October 2013, in answering an email from ESA, the Icelandic
Government stated that the bill was in the process of being cost-estimated
prior to being put forward again to the Parliament.

13

Having received no further information from the Icelandic Government,
ESA decided to bring the matter before the Court pursuant to Article 31(2)
SCA.

IV		PROCEDURE BEFORE THE COURT AND FORMS OF ORDER SOUGHT
14

ESA lodged the present application at the Court on 13 January 2014.
The statement of defence from Iceland was received on 4 April 2014. On
16 April 2014, ESA, by way of a fax, waived its right to submit a reply.

15

The applicant, ESA, requests the Court to:
1.

Declare that by failing (i) to adopt, or (ii) to notify ESA forthwith of,
the measures necessary to implement the [Directive], as adapted to
the EEA Agreement by Protocol 1 thereto, Iceland has failed to fulfil
its obligations under Article 40 of that [Directive] and Article 7 of the
EEA Agreement.

2.

Order Iceland to bear the costs of these proceedings.
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16

The defendant, Iceland, submits that the facts of the case as brought
forward in the application are correct and undisputed. Furthermore Iceland
neither disputes the declaration sought by ESA under section 5, paragraph
1, of the application, nor the order sought under section 5, paragraph 2,
of the application.

17

After having received the express consent of the parties, the Court, acting
on a report from the Judge-Rapporteur, decided to dispense with the oral
procedure in accordance with Article 41(2) of the Rules of Procedure
(“RoP”).
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V FINDINGS OF THE COURT
18

Article 3 of the EEA Agreement imposes upon the Contracting Parties the
general obligation to take all appropriate measures, whether general or
particular, to ensure fulfilment of the obligations arising out of the EEA
Agreement (see, inter alia, Case E-18/13 ESA v Iceland [2013] EFTA Ct.
Rep. 962, paragraph 14, and the case law cited). Under Article 7 of the
EEA Agreement, the Contracting Parties are obliged to implement all
acts referred to in the Annexes to the EEA Agreement, as amended by
decisions of the EEA Joint Committee.

19

By the Decision, the EEA Joint Committee made the Directive part of the
EEA Agreement. The Decision entered into force on 1 November 2012,
and the time limit for the EFTA States to adopt the measures necessary
to implement the Directive expired on the same date. The Decision did not
set a separate EEA time limit for the implementation of the Directive into
national law.

20

The question of whether an EFTA State has failed to fulfil its obligations
must be determined by reference to the situation in that State as it
stood at the end of the period laid down in the reasoned opinion (see,
inter alia, ESA v Iceland, cited above, paragraph 16, and the case
law cited). It is undisputed that Iceland did not adopt the measures
necessary to implement the Directive before the expiry of the time limit
given in the reasoned opinion.

21

Since Iceland did not in fact implement the Directive within the
prescribed period, there is no need to examine the alternative form of
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order sought against Iceland for failing to notify ESA of the measures
implementing the Directive.
22

It must therefore be held that, by failing to adopt the measures
necessary to implement into its national legislation the Act referred to at
point 32ff of Chapter V of Annex XX to the Agreement on the European
Economic Area (Directive 2008/98/EC of the European Parliament and
of the Council of 19 November 2008 on waste and repealing certain
Directives), as adapted to the EEA Agreement by way of Protocol 1
thereto, Iceland has failed to fulfil its obligations under the Directive and
under Article 7 of the EEA Agreement.

VI COSTS
23

Under Article 66(2) RoP, the unsuccessful party is to be ordered to pay
the costs if they have been applied for in the successful party’s pleadings.
Since ESA has requested that Iceland be ordered to pay the costs, and
the latter has been unsuccessful, and since none of the exceptions in
Article 66(3) apply, Iceland must be ordered to pay the costs.
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On those grounds,

THE COURT
hereby:
1.

Declares that by failing to adopt the measures necessary to implement
the Act referred to at point 32ff of Chapter V of Annex XX to the
Agreement on the European Economic Area (Directive 2008/98/EC
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 November 2008
on waste and repealing certain Directives), as adapted to the EEA
Agreement by way of Protocol 1 thereto, Iceland has failed to fulfil its
obligations under Article 40 of that Act and under Article 7 of the EEA
Agreement.

2.

Orders Iceland to bear the costs of the proceedings.

Carl Baudenbacher

Per Christiansen		 Páll Hreinsson

Delivered in open court in Luxembourg on 24 September 2014.
Gunnar Selvik

Carl Baudenbacher

Registrar

President
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CASE E-7/14
EFTA Surveillance Authority
v
The Kingdom of Norway
(Failure by an EEA State to fulfill its obligations – Freedom to provide services –
Article 36 EEA – Full registration tax on leased motor vehicles temporarily imported
by Norwegian residents to Norway)
Judgment of the Court, 24 September 2014................................................... 842
Summary of the Judgment
1. Article 3 EEA imposes upon the
Contracting Parties the general obligation
to take all appropriate measures,
whether general or particular, to ensure
fulfilment of the obligations arising out
of the Agreement. The question of
whether an EFTA State has failed to fulfil
its obligations must be determined by
reference to the situation in that State as
it stood at the end of the period laid down
in the reasoned opinion.
2. Article 36 EEA precludes the
application of any national legislation
which, without objective justification,
impedes a provider of services from
actually exercising that freedom or
which have the effect of making the
provision of services between EEA
States more difficult than the provision
of services purely within one EEA State.
3. Under the Norwegian legislation,
where a Norwegian resident leases a
motor vehicle from a non-resident lessor,

he must register the vehicle in Norway
and pay the registration tax, whereas
the vehicle is already registered and the
registration tax paid when the Norwegian
resident leases a motor vehicle from
a lessor resident in Norway. By doing
so, the Norwegian legislation dissuades
Norwegian residents from using leased
car services offered by companies
established in other EEA States and
those companies from offering their
services to Norwegian residents.
4. Since the obligation to pay the
registration tax in the full amount has the
effect of making cross-border leasing
activities more difficult, it constitutes a
barrier to the freedom to provide services.
Such a measure is admissible only as
a derogation expressly provided for by
Article 33 EEA, cf. Article 39 EEA, or
if justified by overriding reasons in the
general interest. Even in such a case,
however, the application of that derogation
must be able to secure the attainment of
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the objective which it pursues and must
not go beyond what is necessary to attain
that objective

vehicle in the State where it is used,

5. The EEA Agreement does not set
out any rules on the taxation of motor
vehicles that are applicable to this
case. Thus, the EEA States are free
to exercise their powers of taxation in
that area, provided they comply with
EEA rules, including the principle of
proportionality.

against vehicle leasing undertakings

6. Accordingly, the national rules at
issue in the present case, which provide
that a full amount of registration tax is
due for foreign-registered motor vehicles
temporarily imported by Norwegian
residents to Norway, are contrary to the
principle of proportionality in so far as
the aim they pursue can be achieved
by introducing a tax proportionate to
the duration of the registration of the

Summary
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which would ensure no discrimination
with respect to amortisation of the tax
established in other EEA States.
7.

By maintaining in force national

rules which provide that a full amount
of registration tax is due for foreignregistered leased motor vehicles
temporarily imported by Norwegian
residents to Norway, without the person
having any right to an exemption or
refund where the vehicle is neither
intended to be used essentially in
Norway on a permanent basis nor in
fact used in that manner, Norway has
failed to fulfil its obligations arising from
Article 36 EEA.
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JUDGMENT OF THE COURT
24 September 2014
(Failure by an EEA State to fulfil its obligations – Freedom to provide services – Article
36 EEA – Full registration tax on leased motor vehicles temporarily imported by
Norwegian residents to Norway)
In Case E-7/14,
EFTA Surveillance Authority, represented by Xavier Lewis, Director, and
Gjermund Mathisen, Officer, Department of Legal & Executive Affairs, acting as
Agents,
applicant,
v
The Kingdom of Norway, represented by Didrik Tønseth, Senior Adviser,
Department of Legal Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and Pål Wennerås, advokat,
Attorney General (Civil Affairs), acting as Agents,
defendant,
APPLICATION for a declaration that by maintaining in force national rules which
provide that a full amount of registration tax is due for foreign-registered leased
motor vehicles temporarily imported by Norwegian residents to Norway, without
the person having any right to an exemption or refund where the vehicle is neither
intended to be used essentially in Norway on a permanent basis nor in fact used in
that manner, the Kingdom of Norway has failed to fulfil its obligations arising from
Article 36 EEA.

THE COURT,
composed of: Carl Baudenbacher, President, Per Christiansen and Páll Hreinsson
(Judge-Rapporteur), Judges,
Registrar: Gunnar Selvik,
having regard to the written pleadings of the parties and the written observations of
the European Commission,
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having decided to dispense with the oral procedure,
gives the following

JUDGMENT
I

INTRODUCTION
1

By an application lodged at the Court on 14 January 2014, the EFTA
Surveillance Authority (“ESA”) brought an action under the second
paragraph of Article 31 of the Agreement between the EFTA States on
the Establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice
(“SCA”) seeking a declaration from the Court that by maintaining in force
national rules which provide that a full amount of registration tax is due
for foreign-registered leased motor vehicles temporarily imported by
Norwegian residents to Norway, without the person having any right
to an exemption or refund where the vehicle is neither intended to be
used essentially in Norway on a permanent basis nor in fact used in that
manner, the Kingdom of Norway has failed to fulfil its obligations arising
from Article 36 EEA.

2

ESA took the view that the Norwegian legislation is contrary to the free
movement of services. The charge of a full registration tax is likely to
hinder Norwegian residents from using leased car services offered by
companies established in other EEA States and to hinder the latter from
offering their services to Norwegian residents. A full registration tax could
only be justified in cases where a person permanently resident in Norway
would lease a vehicle from a company established in another EEA State
and the duration of the leasing contract would cover approximately the
entire economic life of the vehicle.

II LAW
EEA law
3

Article 36(1) EEA reads:
Within the framework of the provisions of this Agreement, there shall be
no restrictions on freedom to provide services within the territory of the
Contracting Parties in respect of nationals of EC Member States and EFTA
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States who are established in an EC Member State or an EFTA State other
than that of the person for whom the services are intended.
4

Article 31 SCA reads:
If the EFTA Surveillance Authority considers that an EFTA State has failed
to fulfil an obligation under the EEA Agreement or of this Agreement, it
shall, unless otherwise provided for in this Agreement, deliver a reasoned
opinion on the matter after giving the State concerned the opportunity to
submit its observations.
If the State concerned does not comply with the opinion within the period
laid down by the EFTA Surveillance Authority, the latter may bring the
matter before the EFTA Court.

National law
5

Section 15 of the Act of 18 June 1965 No 4 on road traffic (lov 18. juni
1965 nr. 4 om vegtrafikk, “The Road Traffic Act”) reads:
Motor vehicles shall be registered. The Ministry adopts further provisions
on such public registration of motor vehicles …

6

Section 1 of the Act of 19 May 1933 No 11 on Excises (lov 19. mai 1933
nr. 11 om særavgifter, “The Excise Act”) reads:
When Parliament with reference to the present Act adopts special charges
for the public purse that are not subject to other Acts, the Ministry adopts
further provisions on the calculation and control.

7

Section 1(1) of the Act of 19 June 1959 No 2 on taxes for motor vehicles
and boats (lov 19. juni 1959 nr. 2 om avgifter vedrørende motorkjøretøyer
og båter, “The Motor Vehicle and Boat Tax Act”) reads:
When Parliament with reference to the present Act adopts special charges
for the public purse that are not subject to other Acts, the Ministry adopts
further provisions on the calculation and control.

8

Section 1-1 of Regulation of 19 March 2001 No 268 on registration tax
for motor vehicles (forskrift 19. mars 2001 nr. 268 om engangsavgift på
motorvogner, “The Motor Vehicle Registration Tax Regulation”) reads:
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The present regulation concerns the calculation and control of the
registration tax for motor vehicles that are subject to charges pursuant to
Parliament’s decision on registration tax on motor vehicles, etc.
9

The Norwegian Parliament adopts for every budget year a decision
imposing special charges, inter alia, on owners of motor vehicles in
accordance with Section 75(a) of the Norwegian Constitution. The legal
framework for implementing the decision follows from Section 1 of the
Excise Act, Section 1(1) of the Motor Vehicle and Boat Tax Act, and
Section 1-1 of the Motor Vehicle Registration Tax Regulation.

10

An exemption is made for foreign-registered rental cars, but not leased
cars, as is clear from Section 1, paragraph 4 and Section 5(c) of
Regulation of 20 June 1991 No 381 on the exemption from import
duties and taxes for importation and temporary use of foreign-registered
motor vehicles (forskrift 20. juni 1991 nr. 381 om avgiftsfri innførsel og
midlertidig bruk av utenlandskregistrert motorkjøretøy i Norge, “The Motor
Vehicle Import Tax Exemption Regulation”).

11

Section 1, paragraph 4, of the Motor Vehicle Import Tax Exemption
Regulation reads:
For the purpose of this regulation, a rental motor vehicle is a vehicle that
is put at the disposal of the lessee for a certain amount of time in relation
to a professional business activity and against remuneration. In case the
rental agreement includes a purchasing option, the vehicle will not be
considered a rental motor vehicle.

12

Section 2, paragraphs 1 and 2, of the Motor Vehicle Import Tax Exemption
Regulation reads:
Main rule
Tax-free import and temporary use of a foreign-registered motor vehicle
in Norway is allowed for persons with permanent residence in another
country, in accordance with Section 3.
The same right for import and use is granted to persons that have
temporary residence in Norway in accordance with Section 4 or that have
access to such import and use in accordance with the provisions laid down
in the present regulation, in accordance with Section 5.
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13

Section 5(c), paragraphs 1 and 4, of the Motor Vehicle Import Tax
Exemption Regulation reads:
Rental motor vehicles
A person with permanent residence in Norway may import and temporarily
use a foreign registered rental motor vehicle in Norway. The total use in
accordance with this provision may not exceed 42 days within a 12-months
period.
…
A foreign-registered rental motor vehicle cannot be used in Norway by
persons with permanent residence in Norway in accordance with this
provision for more than 182 days within a 12-months period.

14

Section 5(i) of the Motor Vehicle Import Tax Exemption Regulation reads:
Company cars
The regional customs office may grant a worker or a self-employed person
who is permanently residing in Norway permission to use a specified
foreign-registered motor vehicle if such is provided by an employer or a
client established in another EEA State. A condition for such a permission
is that the vehicle must be necessary for the performance of professional
duties or assignments, and, furthermore, the motor vehicle may not be
used essentially and permanently in Norway.
The motor vehicle will be considered to have been used essentially
and permanently in Norway when it is used in Norway for 183 days or
more within a 12-months period, and when, within the same 12-months
period, it is used to a greater extent for private and business purposes in
Norway rather than for business purposes abroad, measured in amount of
kilometres.

III FACTS AND PRE-LITIGATION PROCEDURE
15

By letter dated 12 August 2009, ESA informed the Norwegian Government
that it had received a complaint on 5 August 2009 regarding the Norwegian
rules of registration taxation on the temporary import and use of foreignregistered leased or hired cars by persons permanently resident in Norway.

16

The case was the subject of various discussions with the Norwegian
authorities, in which the national legal framework was clarified and
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possible amendments were explored. In this connection, the necessary
amendments to the relevant national rules came into place as regards
rental cars. With respect to leased cars, however, the issue remained.
17

On 21 March 2012, ESA issued a letter of formal notice since foreignregistered leased cars temporarily imported by Norwegian residents to
Norway remained subject to the full registration tax from the moment they
were used in Norway, regardless of their intended or de facto use in Norway,
unless the importer had obtained the special permission for company cars in
accordance with Section 5(i)of Regulation of 20 June 1991 No 381.

18

ESA argued that the Norwegian legislation was not in line with the free
movement of services and concluded that Norway had failed to fulfil its
obligations arising from Article 36 EEA.

19

By letter of 23 May 2012, the Norwegian Government replied to the letter
of formal notice, acknowledging that the Norwegian system might be in
conflict with the obligations arising from Article 36 EEA. The Norwegian
Government informed ESA that it had invited the Norwegian Customs and
Excise Directorate (“the Directorate”) to examine the case and to present
possible amendments.

20

On 11 June 2012, ESA sent a letter to the Norwegian Government
inviting it to present a timetable for the adoption of the necessary
amendments to the relevant legislation in order to ensure its compatibility
with the EEA Agreement.

21

By letter of 29 June 2012, the Norwegian Government replied to ESA that
it had given the Directorate until 15 October 2012 to formulate an opinion
on the matter and to make proposals for amendment. Those amendments
were to be presented to the Norwegian Parliament for approval, and it
was, therefore, not possible to establish, at that time, a timetable for
adoption.

22

Having received no further information from the Norwegian Government,
ESA delivered a reasoned opinion to Norway on 21 November 2012,
maintaining the conclusion of its letter of formal notice. ESA required
Norway to take the measures necessary to comply with the reasoned
opinion within two months following notification thereof.
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23

In its observations of 21 February 2013 on ESA’s reasoned opinion, the
Norwegian Government stated it had already acknowledged that the
Norwegian system might be in conflict with the obligations arising from
Article 36 EEA. The Norwegian Government also informed ESA that it was
planning to adopt, in May 2013, a proposal for legislative changes, due to
be sent to Parliament in October 2013. Final adoption and entry into force
was scheduled to take place by l January 2014.

24

By letter of 4 July 2013, the Norwegian Government announced that it
would not be able to adhere to its timeline and informed ESA that a new
system was scheduled to enter into force by 1 January 2015.

25

ESA decided, therefore, to bring the matter before the Court pursuant to
Article 31(2) SCA.

IV PROCEDURE BEFORE THE COURT AND FORMS OF ORDER SOUGHT
26

ESA lodged the present application at the Court on 14 January 2014. The
statement of defence from Norway was received on 3 April 2014.
On 22 April 2014, ESA, by way of a fax, waived its right to submit a reply.

27

The applicant, ESA, requests the Court to:
1.

Declare that by maintaining in force national rules which provide
that a full amount of registration tax is due for foreign-registered
leased motor vehicles temporarily imported by Norwegian residents
to Norway, without the person having any right to an exemption or
refund where the vehicle is neither intended to be used essentially
in Norway on a permanent basis nor in fact used in that manner,
Norway has failed to fulfil its obligations arising from Article 36 of
the EEA Agreement.

2.

Order the Kingdom of Norway to bear the costs of these proceedings.

28

The defendant, Norway, accepts ESA’s claim that it has failed to fulfil its
obligations arising from Article 36 EEA and requests the Court to declare
the application to be founded.

29

After having received the express consent of the parties, the Court, acting
on a report from the Judge-Rapporteur, decided to dispense with the oral
procedure in accordance with Article 41(2) of the Rules of Procedure (“RoP”).
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V FINDINGS OF THE COURT
30

Article 3 EEA imposes upon the Contracting Parties the general obligation
to take all appropriate measures, whether general or particular, to ensure
fulfilment of the obligations arising out of the EEA Agreement (see, inter
alia, Case E18/13 ESA v Iceland [2013] EFTA Ct. Rep. 962, paragraph 14,
and the case law cited).

31

The question of whether an EFTA State has failed to fulfil its obligations
must be determined by reference to the situation in that State as it stood
at the end of the period laid down in the reasoned opinion (see, inter alia,
ESA v Iceland, cited above, paragraph 16, and the case law cited).

32

Article 36 EEA precludes the application of any national legislation
which, without objective justification, impedes a provider of services
from actually exercising that freedom or which have the effect of making
the provision of services between EEA States more difficult than the
provision of services purely within one EEA State (compare, to that
effect, order in Case C242/05 van de Coevering [2006] ECR I5843,
paragraphs 19 and 20, and case law cited).

33

In the present case, it is undisputed that where a Norwegian resident
leases a motor vehicle from a lessor resident in Norway, that vehicle will
normally be registered in Norway and the registration tax will already have
been paid. Conversely, where a Norwegian resident leases a motor vehicle
from a non-resident lessor, he must register the vehicle in Norway and pay
the registration tax. In the case of the short-term lease of a vehicle for a
non-resident lessor, generally for a period which is shorter than the useful
life of the vehicle, the economic burden of the tax will be concentrated on
the period of the lease.

34

By doing so, the Norwegian legislation dissuades Norwegian residents
from using leased car services offered by companies established in other
EEA States and those companies from offering their services to Norwegian
residents. Since the obligation to pay the registration tax in the full amount
has the effect of making cross-border leasing activities more difficult, it
constitutes a barrier to the freedom to provide services (compare, to that
effect, van de Coevering, cited above, paragraph 21).
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35

Such a measure is admissible only as a derogation expressly provided for
by Article 33 EEA, cf. Article 39 EEA, or if justified by overriding reasons in
the general interest. Even in such a case, however, the application of that
derogation must be able to secure the attainment of the objective which it
pursues and must not go beyond what is necessary to attain that objective
(see, to that effect, van de Coevering, cited above, paragraph 22, and the
case law cited).

36

The Court notes that the EEA Agreement does not set out any rules on the
taxation of motor vehicles that are applicable to this case. Thus, the EEA
States are free to exercise their powers of taxation in that area, provided
they comply with EEA rules (see Case E-14/13 ESA v Iceland [2013]
EFTA Ct. Rep. 924, paragraph 25 and Case E-7/07 Seabrokers [2008]
EFTA Ct. Rep. 172, paragraph 48; compare, to that effect, van de Coevering,
cited above, paragraph 23).

37

Accordingly, an EEA State may levy a registration tax on a vehicle made
available to a person residing in that State by a company established in
another EEA State when that vehicle is intended to be used essentially
in the first EEA State on a permanent basis or is in fact used in that
way. If this condition is not satisfied, the connection with an EEA State
of the vehicle registered in another EEA State is weaker, so that another
justification for the restriction in question is necessary (compare, to that
effect, van de Coevering, cited above, paragraphs 24 and 26, and case
law cited).

38

However, even if the imposition of such a tax were to serve a general
interest, it is also necessary for the tax to comply with the principle of
proportionality. Accordingly,, the national rules at issue in the present
case, which provide that a full amount of registration tax is due for
foreign-registered motor vehicles temporarily imported by Norwegian
residents to Norway, are contrary to the principle of proportionality
in so far as the aim they pursue can be achieved by introducing a tax
proportionate to the duration of the registration of the vehicle in the State
where it is used, which would ensure no discrimination with respect to
amortisation of the tax against vehicle leasing undertakings established
in other EEA States (compare, to that effect, van de Coevering, cited
above, paragraph 27).
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It must therefore be held that, by maintaining in force national rules which
provide that a full amount of registration tax is due for foreign-registered
leased motor vehicles temporarily imported by Norwegian residents to
Norway, without the person having any right to an exemption or refund
where the vehicle is neither intended to be used essentially in Norway on a
permanent basis nor in fact used in that manner, Norway has failed to fulfil
its obligations arising from Article 36 EEA.

VI COSTS
40

Under Article 66(2) RoP, the unsuccessful party is to be ordered to pay
the costs if they have been applied for in the successful party’s pleadings.
Since the EFTA Surveillance Authority has requested that Norway be
ordered to pay the costs, and the latter has been unsuccessful, and since
none of the exceptions in Article 66(3) apply, Norway must be ordered to
pay the costs.
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On those grounds,

THE COURT
hereby:
1.

Declares that by maintaining in force national rules which provide
that a full amount of registration tax is due for foreign-registered
leased motor vehicles temporarily imported by Norwegian residents to
Norway, without the person having any right to an exemption or refund
where the vehicle is neither intended to be used essentially in Norway
on a permanent basis nor in fact used in that manner, the Kingdom of
Norway has failed to fulfil its obligations arising from Article 36 EEA.

2.

Orders the Kingdom of Norway to bear the costs of the proceedings.

Carl Baudenbacher

Per Christiansen

Páll Hreinsson

Delivered in open court in Luxembourg on 24 September 2014.
Gunnar Selvik

Carl Baudenbacher

Registrar

President
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FIFA
v
EFTA Surveillance Authority
(Action for annulment – Television broadcasting – Article 14 of Directive 2010/13/
EU – Measures concerning events of major importance for an EEA State – FIFA
World Cup – Freedom to provide services – Right to property – Statement of
reasons)
Judgment of the Court, 3 October 2014......................................................... 856
Report for the Hearing................................................................................... 883
Summary of the Judgment
1. Pursuant to Article 14(1) of the
Directive 2010/13/EU of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 10
March 2010 on the coordination of
certain provisions laid down by law,
regulation or administrative action
in Member States concerning the
provision of audio-visual media service,
an EEA State may take measures to
ensure that broadcasters under its
jurisdiction do not transmit, on an
exclusive basis, events which are
regarded by that EEA State as being
of major importance for society, in
a way that deprives a substantial
proportion of the public of the
possibility of following these events
on free television. According to Article
14(2) of the Directive, EEA States shall
immediately notify the Commission or
ESA of measures taken, or to be taken,
to that effect. The Commission or ESA

will then verify whether such measures
are compatible with EEA law.
2. EEA States have a broad discretion
when determining the events which are
of major importance, and that ESA’s role
in that respect is limited to determining
whether a State has complied with
EEA law in exercising its discretion.
The extent of that margin of discretion
is further apparent from the fact that
the Directive does not set out detailed
criteria for its exercise. The only criteria
laid down are referred to in recital 52 in
the preamble, namely that they must be
outstanding events which are of interest
to the general public in the EEA or in
a given EEA State or in an important
component part of a given EEA State
and are organised in advance by an
event organiser who is legally entitled to
sell the rights pertaining to that event.
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3. In the examination under Article
14(2) of the Directive, ESA is required, in
particular, to verify whether the following
conditions are satisfied: (a) the event
has been added to the list in accordance
with a clear and transparent procedure
in due time; (b) such an event may
validly be regarded as being of major
importance; (c) the designation of the
event as being of major importance is
compatible with the general principles
of EEA law, such as the principles of
proportionality and non-discrimination,
with the principles of the freedom to
provide services and the freedom of
establishment, and with the rules of
free competition. ESA’s power of review
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is limited. First, it follows from the
extent of the discretion accorded to
the EEA States that ESA must limit its
assessment to determining whether the
EEA State has committed a manifest
error in designating an event of major
importance. Second, if an EEA State has
designated an event as being of major
importance, ESA is required to examine
only the effects of that designation on
the freedom to provide services and
the freedom of establishment, free
competition and the right to property
which exceed effects which are
intrinsically linked to the inclusion of that
event in the list provided for in Article
14(1) of the Directive.
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JUDGMENT OF THE COURT
3 October 2014
(Action for annulment – Television broadcasting – Article 14 of Directive 2010/13/EU
– Measures concerning events of major importance for an EEA State – FIFA World Cup
– Freedom to provide services – Right to property – Statement of reasons)
In Case E-21/13,
The Fédération Internationale de Football Association, represented by Ami
Barav, barrister and avocat, Peter Dyrberg, advokat, and Damien Reymond, avocat,
applicant,
v
EFTA Surveillance Authority, represented by Xavier Lewis, Director, and Maria
Moustakali, Officer, Department of Legal & Executive Affairs, acting as Agents,
defendant,
APPLICATION for the partial annulment of EFTA Surveillance Authority Decision No
309/13/COL of 16 July 2013 on the compatibility with EEA law of measures to be
taken by Norway pursuant to Article 14 of Directive 2010/13/EU of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 10 March 2010 on the coordination of certain
provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States
concerning the provision of audiovisual media services (OJ 2010 L 95, p. 1) (“the
Directive”),

THE COURT,
composed of: Per Christiansen (acting President), Páll Hreinsson (Judge-Rapporteur),
and Martin Ospelt (ad hoc judge),
Registrar: Gunnar Selvik,
having regard to the written pleadings of the parties and the written observations
of the Norwegian Government, represented by Beate Gabrielsen, Adviser, Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and Magnus Schei, advokat, Office of the Attorney General (Civil
Affairs), acting as Agents; and the European Commission (“the Commission”),
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represented by Elisabetta Montaguti and Anna Marcoulli, members of its Legal
Service, acting as Agents,
having regard to the Report for the Hearing,
having heard oral argument of the Fédération Internationale de Football Association
(“FIFA” or “the applicant”), represented by Ami Barav; the EFTA Surveillance Authority
(“ESA” or “the defendant”), represented by Xavier Lewis and Maria Moustakali; the
Norwegian Government, represented by Beate Gabrielsen and Magnus Schei, and
the Commission, represented by Elisabetta Montaguti, at the hearing on 14 April
2014,
gives the following

JUDGMENT
I

INTRODUCTION
1

On 16 July 2013, ESA adopted Decision No 309/13/COL (“the contested
decision”) in which it approved the inclusion on the Norwegian events list,
drawn up pursuant to Article 14(1) of the Directive, of all the matches
played in the final stage of the FIFA World Cup (“the World Cup”).

2

FIFA – the world governing body of association football – is the organiser
and the sole original rights’ holder of the World Cup. FIFA considers the
final, the two semi-finals and all matches of the national team in the final
stage of the World Cup to be “prime matches” and all other matches
“non-prime matches”. The applicant claims that the contested decision is
contrary to EEA law in so far as it approves the inclusion of the non-prime
matches on the Norwegian events list.

3

In its application, FIFA seeks the partial annulment of the contested
decision, relying on two main pleas. First, the applicant argues that the
contested decision is not sufficiently reasoned to satisfy the requirements
laid down in Article 16 of the Agreement between the EFTA States on the
Establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice (“SCA”).
Second, it contends that ESA has breached EEA law, in particular Article
14(2) of the Directive and Article 5(2)(d) SCA, by approving the designation
of the entire World Cup as an event of major importance for Norwegian
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society and as such qualifying for inclusion on the events list pursuant to
Article 14(1) of the Directive.

II LEGAL CONTEXT
EEA law
4

Article 5(2)(d) SCA reads:
... [T]he EFTA Surveillance Authority shall:
...
(d) carry out the functions which, through the application of Protocol 1 to
the EEA Agreement, follow from the acts referred to in the Annexes to
that Agreement, as specified in Protocol 1 to the present Agreement.

5

Article 16 SCA reads:
Decisions of the EFTA Surveillance Authority shall state the reasons on
which they are based.

6

Article 36 SCA reads:
The EFTA Court shall have jurisdiction in actions brought by an EFTA State
against a decision of the EFTA Surveillance Authority on grounds of lack
of competence, infringement of an essential procedural requirement, or
infringement of this Agreement, of the EEA Agreement or of any rule of law
relating to their application, or misuse of powers.
Any natural or legal person may, under the same conditions, institute
proceedings before the EFTA Court against a decision of the EFTA
Surveillance Authority addressed to that person or against a decision
addressed to another person, if it is of direct and individual concern to the
former.
The proceedings provided for in this Article shall be instituted within two
months of the publication of the measure, or of its notification to the
plaintiff, or, in the absence thereof, of the day on which it came to the
knowledge of the latter, as the case may be.
If the action is well founded the decision of the EFTA Surveillance Authority
shall be declared void.
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Pursuant to Decision of the EEA Joint Committee No 109/12 of 15 June
2012 (OJ 2012 L 270, p. 31 and EEA Supplement No 56, p. 31), the
Directive was incorporated at point 5p of Annex XI to the EEA Agreement.
The Decision entered into force on 1 February 2013.

8

Recitals 48, 49, 52 and 53 in the preamble to the Directive read:
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(48) Television broadcasting rights for events of high interest to the public
may be acquired by broadcasters on an exclusive basis. However,
it is essential to promote pluralism through the diversity of news
production and programming across the Union and to respect the
principles recognised by Article 11 of the Charter of Fundamental
Rights of the European Union.
(49) It is essential that Member States should be able to take measures
to protect the right to information and to ensure wide access by
the public to television coverage of national or non-national events
of major importance for society, such as the Olympic Games, the
football World Cup and the European football championship. To this
end, Member States retain the right to take measures compatible with
Union law aimed at regulating the exercise by broadcasters under
their jurisdiction of exclusive broadcasting rights to such events.
…
(52) Events of major importance for society should, for the purposes of
this Directive, meet certain criteria, that is to say be outstanding
events which are of interest to the general public in the Union or in
a given Member State or in an important component part of a given
Member State and are organised in advance by an event organiser
who is legally entitled to sell the rights pertaining to those events.
(53) For the purposes of this Directive, ‘free television’ means broadcasting on a
channel, either public or commercial, of programmes which are accessible
to the public without payment in addition to the modes of funding of
broadcasting that are widely prevailing in each Member State (such as
licence fee and/or the basic tier subscription fee to a cable network).
9

Article 14 of the Directive reads:
1. Each Member State may take measures in accordance with Union
law to ensure that broadcasters under its jurisdiction do not broadcast
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on an exclusive basis events which are regarded by that Member State
as being of major importance for society in such a way as to deprive a
substantial proportion of the public in that Member State of the possibility
of following such events by live coverage or deferred coverage on free
television. If it does so, the Member State concerned shall draw up a list
of designated events, national or non-national, which it considers to be
of major importance for society. It shall do so in a clear and transparent
manner in due time. In so doing the Member State concerned shall also
determine whether these events should be available by whole or partial live
coverage or, where necessary or appropriate for objective reasons in the
public interest, whole or partial deferred coverage.
2. Member States shall immediately notify to the Commission any
measures taken or to be taken pursuant to paragraph 1. Within a period
of 3 months from the notification, the Commission shall verify that such
measures are compatible with Union law and communicate them to the
other Member States. It shall seek the opinion of the contact committee
established pursuant to Article 29. It shall forthwith publish the measures
taken in the Official Journal of the European Union and at least once a year
the consolidated list of the measures taken by Member States.
3. Member States shall ensure, by appropriate means within the
framework of their legislation, that broadcasters under their jurisdiction do
not exercise the exclusive rights purchased by those broadcasters after
30 July 1997 in such a way that a substantial proportion of the public in
another Member State is deprived of the possibility of following events
which are designated by that other Member State in accordance with
paragraphs 1 and 2 by whole or partial live coverage or, where necessary
or appropriate for objective reasons in the public interest, whole or partial
deferred coverage on free television as determined by that other Member
State in accordance with paragraph 1.
10

Article 29(1) of the Directive reads:
A contact committee is established under the aegis of the Commission. It
shall be composed of representatives of the competent authorities of the
Member States. It shall be chaired by a representative of the Commission
and meet either on his initiative or at the request of the delegation of a
Member State.
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III FACTS AND PRE-LITIGATION PROCEDURE
The administrative procedure
11

On 27 March 2011, the Norwegian Ministry of Culture (“the Ministry”)
submitted to ESA data referring to the 2010 World Cup final and semifinals and the related qualification matches of the Norwegian national team.
A pre-notification process with the Ministry started in April 2011.

12

On 24 June 2011, the Ministry issued a consultation paper on a proposal
for introducing amendments to Regulation of 28 February 1997 No 153
on Broadcasting and Audiovisual Services (“the national regulation”)
(forskrift 28. februar 1997 nr. 153 om kringkasting og audiovisuelle
bestillingstjenester), listing events of major importance for society,
pursuant to Section 2-8 of Act of 4 December 1992 No 127 relating to
Broadcasting and Audiovisual Services (lov 4. desember 1992 nr. 127 om
kringkasting og audiovisuelle bestillingstjenester).

13

The proposal contained a list of major events for society drawn up under
Article 14 of the Directive. The list included all the 64 matches played in
the final stage of the World Cup, that is, 48 group-stage matches, 8 “round
of 16” matches, 4 quarter-finals, 2 semi-finals, the third-place play-off and
the final. The proposed amendments provided that the listed events may,
in practice, be broadcast on an exclusive basis only on channels which
may be received by at least 90% of the population and without payment
other than the licence fee and/or the basic tier package fee (“the qualified
broadcasters”). Measures concerning the sale of rights by non-qualified
broadcasters to qualified broadcasters and the resolution of disputes
between them as regards the price of those rights were also envisaged.

14

The Ministry received a total of 29 responses from interested parties,
including comments on the draft list. In this context, the applicant
presented its observations to the Ministry, arguing that non-prime matches
of the World Cup did not fulfil the criteria for inclusion in the list of major
events, because they are not played by the national team, do not attract a
sufficient number of TV viewers, and it is questionable that these matches
have special resonance in Norway. However, in light of the observations
submitted by all the interested parties, the Ministry confirmed the listing of
the entire final stage of the World Cup.
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15

On 31 May and 17 December 2012, the Ministry submitted further data
to ESA on the 2002 and 2006 World Cups in support of the listing of the
tournament as an event of major importance.

16

On 22 April 2013, in accordance with Article 14(2) of the Directive,
Norway notified to ESA the proposed draft amendments. Attached to its
notification, the Ministry submitted the consolidated list of the events of
major importance, as well as a list summarising the criteria fulfilled for
each of the listed events and viewing data.

17

On 30 May 2013, the applicant obtained Norway’s notification from ESA.
On 28 June 2013, the applicant presented to ESA its observations.

The contested decision
18

The preamble to the contested decision of 16 July 2013 includes the
following recitals:
“…
(2) [ESA] verified, within a period of three months from this notification,
that such measures are compatible with EEA law, in particular with
regard to the proportionality of the measures and the transparency of
the national consultation procedure.
(3) In its verification, [ESA] considered the available data on the
Norwegian media market.
(4) The list of events of major importance for society included in the
Norwegian measures was drawn up in a clear and transparent
manner. Furthermore, a far-reaching consultation had been launched
in Norway in this regard.
(5) [ESA] was satisfied that the events listed in the Norwegian measures
met at least two of the … criteria considered to be reliable indicators of
the importance of events for society [as referred to in the Directive].
…
(9) The Men’s World Cup … both in [its] entirety and including qualifying
games with Norwegian participation, [is] among the most popular
sports events in Norway. The Norwegian public and media take
great interest in the Norwegian team’s qualifying matches as well
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as the matches in the final round, especially the final matches. The
events have traditionally been broadcast on free-to-air television
and have commanded a large television audience. As the matches
between other countries in the final round may affect the matches
that Norway may play as well as the overall result, they also enjoy a
special resonance in Norway.
…
(16) The Norwegian measures appear proportionate to justify, by the
overriding reason of public interest in ensuring wide public access to
broadcasts of events of major importance for society, the derogation
from the fundamental freedom to provide services laid down in Article
36 of the [EEA] Agreement.
…
(18) The general proportionality of the Norwegian measures is
supported by several factors. Firstly, the introduction of the 90%
threshold of the required potential coverage of the population
for qualifying broadcasters increases the proportionality of the
measures, in so far as it increases the number of broadcasters
who potentially qualify. Secondly, the number of events included
in the list is proportionate. Thirdly, a mechanism has been
introduced for the resolution of disputes between broadcasters
as regards the payment of fair compensation for broadcasting
rights. Furthermore, the Norwegian measures provide for
appropriate arrangements in situations where the events listed
are purchased by non-qualifying broadcasters, in order to
ensure a system for relicensing of exclusive rights to qualifying
broadcasters. Furthermore, the Norwegian measures anticipate
situations in which the rights to the events listed are purchased by
a non-qualifying broadcaster, and no request has been received
from a qualified buyer, in order to ensure that the non-qualifying
broadcaster is able to exercise its rights. Finally, the entry into
force of the final Norwegian [measures] is postponed to 1 July
2014 in order to ensure that any contract negotiations made
before that date are not adversely effected.”
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19

The operative part of the contested decision reads:
“Article 1
The measures to be adopted by Norway pursuant to the [Directive], and
in particular Article 14(1) thereof, notified to [ESA] pursuant to Article
14(2) of the [Directive] on 22 April 2013 and received by [ESA] on 23 April
2013, are compatible with EEA law.
Article 2
Norway shall communicate to [ESA] the measures as finally adopted. [ESA]
shall publish these measures in the EEA Supplement to the Official Journal of
the European Union in accordance with Article 14(2) of [the] Directive ….
Article 3
This Decision is addressed to Norway.”

20

On 9 August 2013, the Norwegian King in Council adopted the
amendments to the national regulation, which have been made available on
the Government’s website from 13 August 2013. On 23 August 2013, the
adopted measures were communicated to ESA.

IV PROCEDURE AND FORMS OF ORDER SOUGHT
21

The applicant lodged the present action at the Registry of the Court on
4 October 2013. ESA submitted a statement of defence, which was
registered at the Court on 9 December 2013.

22

On 24 December 2013, the applicant requested and was granted an
extension to the deadline for submitting its reply. A new deadline was set
for 11 February 2014. The reply from FIFA was registered at the Court on
11 February 2014. The rejoinder from ESA was registered at the Court on
17 March 2014. The parties presented oral arguments at the hearing on
14 April 2014.

23

The applicant requests the Court to:
1.

annul the contested decision in as far as it approves the inclusion
of the “non-prime” matches of the [World Cup] on the Norwegian
events list;

2.

order ESA to pay its own costs and the costs incurred by FIFA in
connection with these proceedings.
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The defendant claims that the Court should:
1.

dismiss the application;

2.

order the applicant to pay the costs.

25

On 18 February 2014, the Norwegian Government and the Commission
submitted written observations pursuant to Article 20 of the Statute of the
Court.

26

Reference is made to the Report for the Hearing for a fuller account of the
facts, the procedure and the pleas and arguments of the parties, which are
mentioned or discussed hereinafter only in so far as is necessary for the
reasoning of the Court.

V LAW
Preliminary observations
27

Pursuant to Article 14(1) of the Directive, an EEA State may take measures
to ensure that broadcasters under its jurisdiction do not transmit, on an
exclusive basis, events which are regarded by that EEA State as being
of major importance for society, in a way that deprives a substantial
proportion of the public of the possibility of following these events on free
television. If such measures are taken, the EEA State is required to draw
up a list of designated national or non-national events which it considers
as being of major importance for society (“events of major importance”).
According to Article 14(2) of the Directive, EEA States shall immediately
notify the Commission or ESA of measures taken, or to be taken, to that
effect. The Commission or ESA will then verify whether such measures are
compatible with EEA law. This assessment must take place within a period
of three months from the notification. The contact committee established
pursuant to Article 29 of the Directive must be consulted during this
period.

28

The designation of an event as being of major importance restricts
the freedom to provide services, the freedom of establishment, free
competition and the right to property. However, such restrictions
are allowed provided that they are unavoidable consequences of the
designation. As is apparent from recital 49 in the preamble to the
Directive, such obstacles are considered justified by the objective of
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protecting the right to information and ensuring wide public access
to television coverage of those events (compare, to that effect, Case
C-201/11 P UEFA v Commission, judgment of 18 July 2013, reported
electronically, paragraph 10; Case C-204/11 P FIFA v Commission,
judgment of 18 July 2013, reported electronically, paragraph 11, and
Case C-205/11 P FIFA v Commission, judgment of 18 July 2013, reported
electronically, paragraph 12). Pursuit of that objective is also legitimate
since the marketing on an exclusive basis of events of high interest to the
public is liable to restrict considerably the access of the general public to
information relating to those events.
29

The purpose of the Directive is the mutual recognition of lists of events of
major importance. EEA States must ensure that broadcasters under their
jurisdiction respect the lists of other EEA States which are notified to the
Commission or to ESA.

30

The EEA States have a broad discretion when determining the events
which are of major importance pursuant to Article 14(1) of the Directive.
Instead of harmonising the list of such events, the Directive is based on
the premise that considerable social and cultural differences exist between
EEA States as regards their importance for the general public. Recital 49
in the preamble also underlines the discretion accorded to EEA States, in
stating that it is essential that they be able to take measures to protect the
right to information and to ensure wide access by the public to television
coverage of events of major importance (compare, to that effect, UEFA v
Commission, cited above, paragraphs 12 and 13).

31

The extent of that margin of discretion is further apparent from the fact
that the Directive does not set out detailed criteria for its exercise. The
only criteria laid down are referred to in recital 52 in the preamble, namely
that they must be outstanding events which are of interest to the general
public in the EEA or in a given EEA State or in an important component
part of a given EEA State and are organised in advance by an event
organiser who is legally entitled to sell the rights pertaining to that event
(compare, to that effect, UEFA v Commission, paragraph 14).

32

Given their relatively imprecise nature, it is for each EEA State to give
substance to the criteria and to assess the interest of the general
public in the events concerned, taking account of the social and cultural
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particularities of society in that State (compare, to that effect, UEFA v
Commission, cited above, paragraph 15).
33

However, it may be observed that the Commission has issued guidelines
to assess whether an event may be considered to be of major importance
to the society in question (European Commission Working Document CC
TVSF (97) 9/3, Implementation of Article 3A of Directive 89/552/EEC, as
modified by Directive 97/36/EC. Evaluation of National Measures). These
guidelines offer four reliable indicators to assess if an event is of major
importance for society. The indicators are: (i) the event and its outcome
have a special general resonance and have not simply a significance to
those who ordinarily follow the sport or activity concerned; (ii) the event
has a generally recognised, distinct cultural importance for the population,
in particular as a catalyst of its cultural identity; (iii) the event involves the
national team in the sport concerned in a major international tournament;
and (iv) it has traditionally been broadcast on free television and has
commanded large television audiences. Fulfilment of at least two of
these indicators should suffice for including an event on the list drawn up
pursuant to the Directive.

34

In the examination under Article 14(2) of the Directive, ESA is required,
in particular, to verify whether the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) the event has been added to the list in accordance with a clear and
transparent procedure in due time; (b) such an event may validly be
regarded as being of major importance; (c) the designation of the event
as being of major importance is compatible with the general principles of
EEA law, such as the principles of proportionality and non-discrimination,
with the principles of the freedom to provide services and the freedom of
establishment, and with the rules of free competition (compare, to that
effect, UEFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 17).

35

However, ESA’s power of review is limited. First, it follows from the
extent of the discretion accorded to the EEA States that ESA must limit
its assessment to determining whether the EEA State has committed a
manifest error in designating an event of major importance. ESA must
examine carefully and impartially all the relevant facts of the individual
case, facts which support the conclusions reached (compare, to that
effect, UEFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 19).
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36

Second, the designation of an event as being of major importance
inevitably results in obstacles to the freedom to provide services, the
freedom of establishment, free competition and the right to property.
However, such obstacles have been considered justified in the general
interest of protecting the right to information and ensuring wide public
access to television coverage of those events (compare, to that effect,
UEFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 20).

37

Consequently, if an EEA State has designated an event as being of major
importance, ESA is required to examine only the effects of that designation
on the freedom to provide services and the freedom of establishment,
free competition and the right to property which exceed effects which are
intrinsically linked to the inclusion of that event in the list provided for in
Article 14(1) of the Directive (compare, to that effect, UEFA v Commission,
cited above, paragraph 21).

38

The Court finds it appropriate in the case at hand to consider the plea
challenging the contested decision’s compatibility with EEA law before
examining the plea alleging lack of reasons.

Compatibility of the contested decision with EEA law
Arguments of the parties
39

The applicant submits that ESA has disregarded its obligations under
Article 14(2) of the Directive and Article 5(2)(d) SCA in failing adequately
to verify the compatibility of the notified measures with EEA law. On this
ground, the contested decision should be annulled in so far as it concerns
the non-prime matches of the World Cup.

40

The applicant argues that the limited information supplied in the
notification, that is, viewing figures only relating to a small number of
matches of the World Cups held in 2002, 2006 and 2010 (4, 10 and
10 matches, respectively), could not substantiate the claim that the
broadcasting of the World Cup has attracted large television audiences
and that the non-prime matches have special general resonance with those
who do not ordinarily follow football. Only complete, accurate and reliable
evidence allows it to be ascertained whether the conditions required by
the Directive are fulfilled. The applicant contends that ESA could not validly
approve the inclusion of the entire World Cup on the Norwegian events
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list on the basis of the fragmentary and partial evidence supplied in the
notification and its annexes.
41

The applicant argues that ESA’s failure to conduct an adequate verification
of the notified measures is compounded by the fact that no viewing data
from the 1998 World Cup was included in the notification, and none seems
to have been envisaged by ESA, even though this was the last World Cup
in which the Norwegian team participated.

42

The applicant submits further that ESA should have requested copies of the
surveys and analysis of the viewing figures in Norway of the World Cup which
the applicant mentioned in its observations. These viewing figures contradict
Norway’s assertions and refute the grounds advanced by the Norwegian
authorities. In these circumstances, ESA should have had doubts whether
the claims made in the notification were sufficient and sustainable.

43

Furthermore, the applicant submits that ESA has wrongfully relied on
recital 49 in the preamble to the Directive when approving the inclusion of
the entire World Cup on the events list. Although recital 49 mentions the
World Cup as an example of an event of major importance for society,
it follows from the case law of the European Union courts that this
tournament is, in principle, divisible into different matches or stages, not
all of which are necessarily capable of being characterised as an event of
major importance. Whether or not the final stage of the World Cup can be
included in its entirety as an event of major importance depends on the
interest generated by the individual matches in the EEA State concerned.

44

The applicant asserts that ESA has committed a manifest error in holding
that the non-prime matches of the World Cup can validly be regarded as
events of major importance for Norwegian society.

45

In this regard, the applicant argues that the notification from Norway
cannot justify a finding that the World Cup has traditionally been broadcast
on free television in Norway. In the 2002 World Cup, only 11 of the 64
matches of the final stage were broadcast on free television in Norway,
and only 4 of these live and in full. In examining whether the World Cup
matches have been traditionally broadcast on free television in Norway,
it cannot be of significance that many of the matches were broadcast on
Swedish TV and Canal Digital available to Norwegian viewers.
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46

Furthermore, the applicant contends, the broadcasting of the non-prime
matches of the World Cup on free television has not commanded large
television audiences in Norway. According to surveys and analysis the
applicant has commissioned of the viewing figures of the 2006 and 2010
World Cups, the non-prime matches attracted on average less than 10% of
the potential viewing public. The applicant submits that the same pattern
can be seen also in respect of the 1998 and 2002 World Cups. Thus,
there is nothing to support the claim that the non-prime matches have
attracted large television audiences.

47

The applicant also contests ESA’s finding that the non-prime matches have
a special general resonance in Norway and are not simply of significance
to those who ordinarily follow football. According to the applicant, the
available viewing figures do not support a finding that “non-football fans”
follow football to a greater extent during the World Cup than what is
otherwise the case.

48

The applicant submits further that ESA has erred in holding that the
designation of the entire World Cup as an event of major importance
was compatible with EEA law and that the restrictions on EEA rights
and freedoms entailed by the notified measures were appropriate
and proportionate for attaining the legitimate objective sought. The
applicant argues that the Norwegian measures are disproportionate
in that they impose no obligation on qualified broadcasters to acquire
rights to the listed events in general and to the World Cup in particular.
The measures also unduly and severely infringe upon the applicant’s
property rights, its freedom to provide services and upon free
competition. The effects of the approval of the measures are therefore,
as far as the non-prime matches are concerned, disproportionate and
exceed those which are intrinsically linked to their inclusion on the
Norwegian events list.

49

ESA, whose submissions are essentially supported by the Norwegian
Government and the Commission, stresses that it is for the EEA States
to determine the events of major importance for their society and
thus to be included in their national lists. The EEA States have broad
discretion in this regard. ESA argues that its power to review is limited
to determining whether an EEA State has committed any manifest
errors of assessment in designating events of major importance.
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In order to make this assessment, ESA needs to examine carefully
and impartially all the relevant facts of the case which support the
conclusions reached.
50

ESA argues that it complied fully with this obligation both in the prenotification phase as well as within the three-month period following
formal notification. It avers that it sought additional information from the
Norwegian authorities several times during the pre-notification phase.

51

As regards the viewing figures provided for the matches considered,
ESA observes that the viewing figures represented all the viewing figures
available to the Ministry, as confirmed by the Norwegian authorities. For
the 2002 World Cup, all available data were taken into consideration.
Furthermore, all matches of the 2006 and 2010 World Cups were taken
into account, as average ratings referring to the entire population and
to different special groups of viewers were provided for those two World
Cups. In addition, average ratings for each tournament’s 10 most-watched
matches were provided.

52

In relation to viewing rates concerning the 1998 World Cup, ESA indicates
that they were not assessed as they were not available to the Ministry.
Having regard to the Commission’s practice, ESA did not consider that
including 1998 viewing rates would have enabled it to make a better
projection for the future. However, given the fact that viewers are even
more interested in the World Cup when their national team participates,
ESA considered it plausible that the 1998 World Cup attracted an even
larger audience in Norway as the national team participated in that
tournament.

53

According to ESA, the observations submitted by the applicant in the
course of the administrative procedure, including the viewing data
provided, were carefully assessed. ESA’s conclusion regarding the viewing
figures provided was that for the 2006 and 2010 World Cups, the average
of some 10% of the viewing population for the non-prime matches was
fairly high and did not support the applicant’s assertion that these matches
did not attract large audiences.

54

ESA agrees with the applicant that including the entire final stage of
the World Cup in a national list of major events cannot be automatic,
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unfounded or lacking any justification. Thus, the EEA State has to provide
reasons justifying whether the individual matches comprising the World
Cup attract sufficient attention. Accordingly, ESA did not only rely on recital
49 of the preamble to the Directive, but conducted an examination of the
detailed information provided by the Norwegian authorities. ESA found
Norway to have communicated the reasons why the entire final stage of
the World Cup was included in the list.
55

ESA maintains the finding that the non-prime matches of the World Cup
can validly be regarded as an event of major importance for Norwegian
society. It avers that it received confirmation from the Norwegian
authorities that the final stage of the World Cup has traditionally been
broadcast on free television in Norway. According to ESA, all viewing
figures and ratings provided to it concern broadcasts on free television.
The lack of viewing figures from the 2002 World Cup is due to the fact
that this particular World Cup was transmitted on pay TV to a large extent.
Consequently, the year 2002 was an exception to the rule that the World
Cup has traditionally been broadcast on free television in Norway.

56

Furthermore, ESA contends that both the prime and non-prime matches
attracted large television audiences in Norway. The inclusion of non-prime
matches in the national list of events of major importance for society
does not require that these matches draw the same number of viewers as
prime matches. When determining whether the individual matches of the
World Cup attracted large television audiences, ESA relied on Commission
practice approving the inclusion of the World Cup in its entirety in the
national list of events of major importance of another EEA State when
the average viewing shares ranged from 4.7% to 30.1% for the individual
matches (both prime and non-prime) when the national team of that EEA
State was playing and from 1.8% to 9.9% for individual matches (both
prime and non-prime) not involving the national team.

57

Thus, the viewing rates provided by the applicant concerning the nonprime matches of the 2006 and 2010 World Cups, indicating an average
television audience between 9% and 10%, were considered satisfactory
for substantiating the inclusion of the World Cup in the Norwegian list. The
same consideration applies for the non-prime matches during the 1998
and 2002 World Cups, which attracted 11.3% and allegedly 6.6% of the
viewing public, respectively.
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ESA stresses that it explicitly requested the Norwegian authorities
to provide viewing figures for prime and non-prime matches in order
to assess the interest generated by the individual matches. Norway
provided for the 2006 and 2010 World Cups average viewing figures and
market shares for the entire population as well as for several categories
of viewers on the basis of gender and age group. In addition, figures
corresponding to the 10 most-watched matches of the 2006 and 2010
World Cups, as well as the equivalent data for certain matches of the 2002
World Cup, were provided. Three of these ten most-watched matches
correspond to what the applicant refers to as prime matches. Moreover,
according to ESA, the fact cannot be ignored that the remaining seven
most-watched games in the 2006 and 2010 World Cups are spread across
all phases of the tournament, i.e. at the group stage, the round of 16 and
the quarter-finals. It should also be acknowledged, ESA continues, that,
whether a match is prime or non-prime, the number of viewers watching it
is influenced also by other factors, such as the teams playing and the time
of the day that a game is broadcast.

59

In determining whether the non-prime matches have a special general
resonance in Norway, not simply being of significance to those who
ordinarily follow football, the Norwegian authorities employed a
methodology consisting in the provision of average audience ratings
and market shares based on television audience measurements. To
show the special general resonance of the World Cup in Norway,
ESA found that this methodology was not manifestly erroneous; it
was reasonable and acceptable. The viewing figures provided show
that, in fact, all broadcasts of the 2006 and 2010 World Cups had a
special general resonance in all groups of the Norwegian population,
irrespective of gender and age.

60

Finally, as regards the alleged disproportionality of the Norwegian
measures, ESA submits that the European Union legislature has expressly
authorised obstacles to the freedom to provide services and freedom
of establishment, free competition and the right to property, which are
an unavoidable consequence of such a designation. In ESA’s view, the
inclusion of the World Cup on the Norwegian list does not entail restrictions
on EEA rights and freedoms which exceed those intrinsically linked to its
designation as an event of major importance.
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Findings of the Court
61

When adopting a decision under Article 14(2) of the Directive, ESA does
not exercise its own power of decision as such, but its power of review.
This power is limited to determining whether an EEA State has committed
any manifest errors of assessment in designating events as being of major
importance. In order to verify whether such an error has been committed,
ESA must carefully and impartially examine all the relevant facts of the
individual case which support the conclusions reached (compare, to that
effect, UEFA v Commission, cited above, paragraphs 19 and 109).

62

For ESA to be able to exercise its power of review, the reasons given by
an EEA State to designate an event as being of major importance may
be succinct, so long as they are appropriate. It cannot be required, in
particular, that the EEA State provide, in the notification of the measures
concerned, detailed information and figures regarding each element or
part of the event which has been notified to ESA (compare, to this effect,
UEFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 48).

63

If ESA has doubts in relation to the designation of an event as one of
major importance, it is required to seek clarification from the EEA State
concerned (compare, to that effect, UEFA v Commission, cited above,
paragraph 49).

64

In the present case, the Norwegian authorities have designated all
the matches in the final stage of the World Cup as an event of major
importance. The reason is that these matches, including the non-prime
matches, have special general resonance at national level, as they arouse
great interest amongst the Norwegian public.

65

Moreover, the notification to ESA also stated that the final stage of the
World Cup had traditionally been broadcast in Norway on free television
channels and commanded large television audiences. The Norwegian
authorities considered the final round of the World Cup to be a single
event in which matches between other countries also affect the matches
that Norway may play and the overall result. The non-prime matches
might therefore, depending on the Norwegian team’s results in the World
Cup, attract a sufficient number of television viewers and have a special
resonance in Norway.
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66

In providing such information, in accordance with the requirements of
Article 14(2) of the Directive, the Norwegian authorities enabled ESA to
exercise its power of review and to seek clarification from Norway of the
information provided in the notification. ESA requested such clarifications.

67

There is nothing to indicate that ESA did not exercise its limited power of
review or that ESA failed to examine whether the Norwegian authorities
had committed a manifest error of assessment in designating all matches
in the final stage of the World Cup as an event of major importance.

68

It is apparent from recitals 2 and 5 of the contested decision that ESA
verified whether the whole of the final stage of the World Cup, thus
including non-prime matches, had a special general resonance in Norway,
that is to say, whether the matches in that tournament were popular for
the general public. It follows from both the case file and recital 3 of the
contested decision that ESA considered the available statistical data on the
Norwegian market in its verification.

69

In principle, the World Cup is an event divisible into different matches or
stages, not all of which are necessarily capable of being characterised
as an event of major importance (compare, to that effect, UEFA v
Commission, cited above, paragraph 38). Given this, the EEA State
concerned must notify ESA of the reasons justifying the designation of the
final stage of the World Cup as such as an event of major importance for
the society at issue, rather than a compilation of individual events divided
into matches of different levels of interest (compare, to that effect, UEFA v
Commission, cited above, paragraph 44).

70

In the present case, the Norwegian authorities designated the entire final
stage of the World Cup as an event of major importance. ESA’s decision
to approve the Norwegian measures was based on the information
provided, and not on a mere interpretation of recital 49 in the preamble
to the Directive. The Court therefore finds no merit in the claim that ESA
unlawfully relied on that recital.

71

The applicant claims that ESA erred in its finding that the World Cup has
traditionally been broadcast on free television in Norway. The Court notes
that it is uncontested that all matches of the 2006 World Cup and a vast
majority of matches of the 2010 World Cup were broadcast on free
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television within the meaning of the Directive. As regards the 2002 World
Cup, the majority of matches were also broadcast on Swedish television
publicly accessible to Norwegian viewers. The notification to ESA also
specifically states that the World Cup has traditionally been broadcast on
free television in Norway. In light of the margin of discretion accorded to
the EEA States under the Directive, the Court sees no manifest error in
ESA’s finding that all the matches of the World Cup have traditionally been
broadcast on free television in Norway.
72

Turning to the submission that ESA erred in its finding that the World Cup
has attracted a large television audience in Norway, the Court observes
that ESA relied on the available statistical data provided by the parties.
ESA found that the matches of the World Cup with large television
audiences could be found in all the phases of the tournament. On average,
59.6% of all television sets in use were tuned to the matches of the
final stage of the 2006 World Cup on NRK 1, whereas the same figure
in relation to matches broadcast on TV2 amounted to 59.4%. Based
on a sample of the 10 most-watched matches broadcast on NRK1 and
TV2, consisting also of non-prime games in the group stage, the lowest
percentage of television sets in use tuned to a non-prime match was
56.9% (Portugal v Netherlands). As regards the final stage of the 2010
World Cup, on average, 47.4% of television sets in use were tuned to the
broadcasts on TV2, whereas the number was 33.6% for broadcasts on
Viasat 4. Based on a sample of the 10 most-watched matches on TV2
and Viasat 4, the viewing figures for non-prime matches ranged from
37.9% (Argentina v Mexico) to 51% (Spain v Portugal) and 51.6% (Uruguay
v Ghana) of all television sets in use. According to the statistical data
provided, the figures mentioned in this paragraph reflect viewing shares
ranging from 7.5% to 19.3% of the total population.

73

The applicant has not disputed that these data constituted the basis for the
contested decision. Moreover, the data provided by the applicant as regards
the average viewings of the 2006 and 2010 World Cups do not demonstrate
that the World Cup does not attract a large television audience.

74

For comparison, the Court notes that the 2009 and 2010 Norwegian
Men’s Football Cup finals attracted an audience share which amounted
to 69% and 62.6%, respectively, of all television sets in use tuned to the
programme.
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75

The viewing figures provided show that also the non-prime matches
of the World Cup command large audiences in Norway. Those viewing
figures thus confirm the findings set out in recital 18 of the preamble to
the contested decision to the effect that matches in the final stage of
the World Cup, including non-prime matches, have traditionally drawn
large numbers of viewers. Moreover, when compared to prime matches,
the relevant figures for non-prime matches do not show that non-prime
matches failed to attract large audiences.

76

As regards the applicant’s claim that ESA manifestly erred in its finding that
non-prime matches of the World Cup have a special resonance in Norway,
the Court finds that the data provided by the Norwegian authorities
and applied by ESA, including market shares, audience ratings and the
number of viewers in a particular age group or of a particular gender are
appropriate to warrant a finding that non-prime matches enjoy a special
resonance in a wider section of Norwegian society.

77

The Court thus concludes that ESA did not commit any manifest
errors in holding that the entire final stage of the World Cup satisfies
the requirements justifying its characterisation as an event of major
importance for Norwegian society and its inclusion on the Norwegian
events list.

78

The applicant submits that the inclusion of the non-prime matches of
the World Cup entails unnecessary and disproportionate restrictions on
the exercise of EEA rights and freedoms; in other words, the effects
of these restrictions exceed those intrinsically linked to the inclusion of
these matches on the list. However, the European Union legislature has
expressly authorised obstacles to the freedom to provide services, free
competition and the right to property, since these effects are unavoidable
consequences of listing events of major importance. Such obstacles are
justified by the objective of protecting the public’s right to information and
ensuring the public wide access to television coverage of those events
(compare, to that effect, UEFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph
10). National measures can therefore be justified, provided that they are
appropriate for attaining the objective which they pursue and do not go
beyond what is necessary in order to attain it (compare, to that effect,
Case T-55/08 UEFA v Commission [2011] ECR II-271, paragraph 50).
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79

ESA is required to carry out a limited review of the proportionality of national
measures designating an event as being one of major importance. In
particular, ESA needs only to examine the effects of that designation on
the freedom to provide services, free competition and the right to property
which exceeded those which are intrinsically linked to the inclusion of that
event in the list provided for in Article 14(1) of the Directive (compare, to that
effect, Case C-201/11 P UEFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 21).

80

In the present case, it appears that ESA conducted a comprehensive
verification of the effects of the listing of the World Cup as an event of
major importance and concluded that the effects were compatible with
EEA law with regard to the freedom to provide services, property rights
and competition law. ESA took account of the fact that the list will have no
retroactive effect, and that most of the broadcasting rights for the World
Cup in Norway have already been sold until 2022. Consequently, the list
will impact on the 2026 World Cup and future World Cups thereafter.

81

Article 14(1) of the Directive gives concrete expression to the ability
of the EEA States to derogate from certain EEA rules, such as those
governing freedom to provide services, and to adopt measures attaining
the objectives of the Directive. Such restrictions are considered to be
indispensable for protecting the right to information and to ensure wide
public access to television broadcasts of national or non-national events
of major importance. As such, they must be considered justified and,
therefore, proportionate, subject to compliance by the EEA States with the
conditions laid down for drawing up national lists, a matter which ESA is
required to verify.

82

As regards the restrictions on free competition, the effects on the number
of potential competitors, which are presented as being an unavoidable
consequence of the obstacles to the freedom to provide services, cannot
be considered to be contrary to the articles of the EEA Agreement on
competition (compare, to that effect, Case T-55/08 UEFA v Commission,
cited above, paragraph 164).

83

Also the exercise of the right to property may be restricted, provided that
those restrictions in fact correspond to objectives in the public interest
and do not constitute in relation to the aim pursued a disproportionate
and intolerable interference, impairing the very substance of the right
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guaranteed (compare, to that effect, Case T-55/08 UEFA v Commission,
cited above, paragraph 180, and the case law cited).
84

It appears that ESA has taken account of the fact that the Norwegian
measures make provision for situations in which there could be no
qualifying buyers for the events listed, ensuring that a non-qualified
broadcaster is able to exercise its rights such as to avoid a situation
in which the event listed is not broadcast at all. Similarly, ESA appears
to have considered the fact that the Norwegian measures provide for
arrangements for the relicensing of exclusive rights by non-qualified
broadcasters to the qualified ones and a mechanism for dispute resolution
between qualified and non-qualified broadcasters in relation to the price of
those rights.

85

Consequently, it appears that those restrictions correspond to objectives
in the public interest and, in relation to the aim pursued, do not constitute
a disproportionate and intolerable interference, impairing the substance
of the right guaranteed. Accordingly, ESA did not err in finding that the
Norwegian measures were proportionate.

86

The Court thus finds no manifest error on the part of ESA such as to
suggest that ESA should have rejected the notified measures. ESA had
no basis to go beyond the inherently restricted nature of its power of
review. The plea challenging the substance of the contested decision must
therefore be rejected.

Infringement of the obligation to state reasons
Arguments of the parties
87

According to the applicant, the general nature of the statement of
reasons in the contested decision did not allow it to know the basis
on which ESA verified the inclusion of the entire World Cup on the
Norwegian events list nor does it enable the Court to exercise its power
of review. The reasons for approving the inclusion of the non-prime
matches of the World Cup on the Norwegian events list given in the
contested decision are therefore vitiated by error violating Article 16
SCA. Consequently, the contested decision should be annulled pursuant
to Article 36 SCA.
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88

ESA, with the support of the Norwegian Government and the Commission,
submits that the contested decision must be read in its relevant context
and taking into consideration the relevant legal rules. ESA submits that the
contested decision is appropriately reasoned and fulfils the test required
by Article 16 SCA.

Findings of the Court
89

The Court notes that the statement of reasons required by Article 16 SCA
must be appropriate to the measure at issue. It must disclose in a clear
and unequivocal fashion the reasoning followed by ESA, in such a way as
to enable the persons concerned to ascertain the reasons for the measure
and thus enable them to defend their rights and enable the Court to
exercise its power of review (see Joined Cases E-4/10, E-6/10 and E-7/10
Liechtenstein and Others v ESA [2011] EFTA Ct. Rep. 22, paragraph 171,
and the case law cited).

90

The requirements to be satisfied by the statement of reasons depend on
the circumstances of each case (see Case E-14/10 Konkurrenten.no AS v
ESA [2011] EFTA Ct. Rep. 266, paragraph 43). In particular, what matters
is the content of the measure in question, the nature of the reasons given
and the interest which the addressees of the measure, or other parties
to whom it is of direct and individual concern, may have in obtaining
explanations.

91

It is not necessary for the reasoning to go into all the relevant facts
and points of law, since the question whether the statement of reasons
meets the requirements of Article 16 SCA must be assessed with regard
not only to its wording but also to its context and to all the legal rules
governing the matter in question (see Liechtenstein and Others v ESA,
cited above, paragraph 172, and the case law cited). When the measure
at issue is adopted in a context with which the persons concerned are
familiar, summary reasons may be given (compare, to that effect, Case
C-201/11 P UEFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 108, and the
case law cited).

92

As regards decisions under Article 14(2) of the Directive, it should be kept
in mind that such decisions mainly concern broadcasters with an in-depth
knowledge of the context in which those decisions are adopted, and that
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ESA’s power of review is limited. In those circumstances, the statement
of reasons for an ESA decision adopted pursuant to Article 14(2) of the
Directive may be brief. In particular, it is permissible for ESA to indicate
only succinct grounds for having considered an event to be of major
importance (compare Case C-201/11 P UEFA v Commission, cited above,
paragraph 111).
93

In light of these considerations, ESA’s statement of reasons must be
considered as sufficient. It follows that the plea alleging infringment of
Article 16 SCA must be rejected.

94

As the Court has found all the pleas in law advanced by the applicant
unfounded, the application must be dismissed.

VI COSTS
95

Under Article 66(2) of the Rules of Procedure, the unsuccessful party is to
be ordered to pay the costs if they have been applied for in the successful
party’s pleadings. ESA has asked for the applicant to be ordered to pay
the costs. Since the latter has been unsuccessful in its application, it must
be ordered to do so. The costs incurred by the Kingdom of Norway and
the European Commission are not recoverable.
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On those grounds,

THE COURT
hereby:
1.

Dismisses the application.

2.

Orders the Fédération Internationale de Football Association to pay the
costs of the proceedings.

Per Christiansen

Páll Hreinsson

Martin Ospelt

Delivered in open court in Luxembourg on 3 October 2014.
Gunnar Selvik

Per Christiansen

Registrar

Acting President
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REPORT FOR THE HEARING
in Case E-21/13
APPLICATION to the Court pursuant to Article 36 of the Agreement between the EFTA
States on the Establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice in the
case between
The Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA)
and
EFTA Surveillance Authority
seeking the partial annulment of the EFTA Surveillance Authority’s Decision No
309/13/COL of 16 July 2013 on the compatibility with EEA law of measures to be
taken by Norway pursuant to Article 14 of Directive 2010/13/EU of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 10 March 2010 on the coordination of certain
provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States
concerning the provision of audiovisual media services (the “Audiovisual Media
Services Directive” or the “Directive”).1

I

1

INTRODUCTION
1.

On 16 July 2013, the EFTA Surveillance Authority (“ESA” or “the
defendant”) adopted Decision No 309/13/COL (“the contested decision”),
in which it decided to approve the inclusion on the Norwegian events list,
drawn up pursuant to Article 14(1) of the Directive, of all the matches
played within the framework of the final stage of the FIFA World CupTM (the
“World Cup”), including the matches other than the final, the two semi-finals
and the matches played by the Norwegian team (the “non-prime” matches)
played within the framework of that event.

2.

The final stage of the World Cup consists of a total of sixty-four matches:
in the group round, the thirty-two teams taking part in the World Cup are

OJ 2010 L 95, p. 1, as corrected by OJ 2010 L 263, p. 15. The Directive codifies Directive 89/552/
EEC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 3 October 1989 on the coordination of certain
provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the
provision of audiovisual media services (Audiovisual Media Services Directive) (OJ 1989 L 298, p. 23),
which was substantially amended several times. The original title of the act was “Council Directive
89/552/EEC of 3 October 1989 on the coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation
or administrative action in Member States concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting activities”.
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divided into eight groups of four teams. In each group each team plays
three matches. The subsequent rounds consist of knockout matches.
Those who accede to the round of sixteen play one match each. Then, the
eight teams which remain in the competition play one match each in the
quarter-final round. The four teams who won their respective quarter-final
match play one match each in the semi-finals round. The two unsuccessful
teams in the semi-final round play a match for the third place (“play-off”),
and the successful two semi-finalists play the final match.
3.

The Fédération Internationale de Football Association (“FIFA” or “the
applicant”) – the world governing body of association football – is the
organiser and the sole original rights’ holder of, inter alia, the World
Cup. FIFA considers that, in approving the inclusion on the Norwegian
events list, drawn up pursuant to Article 14(1) of the Directive, of the
entire final stage of the World Cup, in particular the “non-prime” matches’
competition, ESA has committed a manifest error and disregarded EEA
law and the Agreement between the EFTA States on the Establishment of a
Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice (the “SCA”).

4.

In its application, FIFA seeks the partial annulment of the contested
decision, relying on two main pleas.

5.

By its first plea, the applicant argues that ESA has breached its obligation
to give valid or adequate reasons for approving as compatible with EEA
law the Norwegian authorities’ view that the entire World Cup is an event
of major importance for Norwegian society within the meaning of the
Directive which, as such, may be included on a list drawn up pursuant to
Article 14(1) of the Directive.

6.

By its second plea, which is divided into four branches, FIFA contends that:
(i) ESA has violated Article 14(2) of the Directive and Article 5(2)(d) SCA
in failing adequately to verify the compatibility of the Norwegian notified
measures with EEA law; (ii) ESA has unlawfully relied on recital 49 in the
preamble to the Directive for upholding the designation of the entire World
Cup as an event of major importance for Norwegian society within the
meaning of the Directive; (iii) ESA has unlawfully approved the Norwegian
authorities’ claim that the entire World Cup is an event of major importance
for Norwegian society and that it has been traditionally broadcast on
free-to-air television in Norway, has attracted large Norwegian television
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audiences and is of significance in Norway, not only to “football fans”, but
also to those who do not ordinarily follow football; (iv) ESA has unlawfully
found that the restrictions on the freedom to provide services, on
competition and on FIFA’s property rights entailed by the inclusion of the
“non-prime” matches of the World Cup on the Norwegian events list are
proportionate to the objective sought and compatible with EEA law.

II LEGAL CONTEXT
A – EEA law
7.

Recital 15 in the preamble to the Agreement on the European Economic
Area (“EEA Agreement”) states:
… [I]n full deference to the independence of the courts, the objective
of the Contracting Parties is to arrive at, and maintain, a uniform
interpretation and application of this Agreement and those provisions
of Community legislation which are substantially reproduced in this
Agreement and to arrive at an equal treatment of individuals and economic
operators as regards the four freedoms and the conditions of competition;

8.

Article 6 of the EEA Agreement reads as follows:
Without prejudice to future developments of case law, the provisions of this
Agreement, in so far as they are identical in substance to corresponding
rules of the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community and the
Treaty establishing the European Coal and Steel Community and to acts
adopted in application of these two Treaties, shall, in their implementation
and application, be interpreted in conformity with the relevant rulings of the
Court of Justice of the European Communities given prior to the date of
signature of this Agreement.

9.

Article 36(1) of the EEA Agreement provides that:
Within the framework of the provisions of this Agreement, there shall be
no restrictions on freedom to provide services within the territory of the
Contracting Parties in respect of nationals of EC Member States and EFTA
States who are established in an EC Member State or an EFTA State other
than that of the person for whom the services are intended.
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10.

According to Article 3(2) SCA:
In the interpretation and application of the EEA Agreement and this
Agreement, the EFTA Surveillance Authority and the EFTA Court shall pay
due account to the principles laid down by the relevant rulings by the
Court of Justice of the European Communities given after the date of
signature of the EEA Agreement and which concern the interpretation of
that Agreement or of such rules of the Treaty establishing the European
Economic Community and the Treaty establishing the European Coal
and Steel Community in so far as they are identical in substance to the
provisions of the EEA Agreement or to the provisions of Protocols 1 to 4
and the provisions of the acts corresponding to those listed in Annexes I
and II to the present Agreement.

11.

Article 5(2)(d) SCA provides that:
... [T]he EFTA Surveillance Authority shall:
...
(d) carry out the functions which, through the application of Protocol 1 to
the EEA Agreement, follow from the acts referred to in the Annexes to
that Agreement, as specified in Protocol 1 to the present Agreement.

12.

Article 16 SCA reads as follows:
Decisions of the EFTA Surveillance Authority shall state the reasons on
which they are based.

13.

The first paragraph of Article 36 SCA provides that:
The EFTA Court shall have jurisdiction in actions brought by an EFTA State
against a decision of the EFTA Surveillance Authority on grounds of lack
of competence, infringement of an essential procedural requirement, or
infringement of this Agreement, of the EEA Agreement or of any rule of law
relating to their application, or misuse of powers.

B – The Audiovisual Media Services Directive
14.

Recitals 48, 49 and 52 in the preamble to the Directive read as follows:
(48) Television broadcasting rights for events of high interest to the public
may be acquired by broadcasters on an exclusive basis. However, it is
essential to promote pluralism through the diversity of news production
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and programming across the Union and to respect the principles
recognised by Article 11 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the
European Union.
(49) It is essential that Member States should be able to take measures to
protect the right to information and to ensure wide access by the public to
television coverage of national or non-national events of major importance
for society, such as the Olympic Games, the football World Cup and the
European football championship. To this end, Member States retain the
right to take measures compatible with Union law aimed at regulating the
exercise by broadcasters under their jurisdiction of exclusive broadcasting
rights to such events.
…
(52) Events of major importance for society should, for the purposes of
this Directive, meet certain criteria, that is to say be outstanding events
which are of interest to the general public in the Union or in a given
Member State or in an important component part of a given Member State
and are organised in advance by an event organiser who is legally entitled
to sell the rights pertaining to those events.
15.

Article 14 of the Directive reads as follows:
1. Each Member State may take measures in accordance with Union
law to ensure that broadcasters under its jurisdiction do not broadcast
on an exclusive basis events which are regarded by that Member State
as being of major importance for society in such a way as to deprive a
substantial proportion of the public in that Member State of the possibility
of following such events by live coverage or deferred coverage on free
television. If it does so, the Member State concerned shall draw up a list
of designated events, national or non-national, which it considers to be
of major importance for society. It shall do so in a clear and transparent
manner in due time. In so doing the Member State concerned shall also
determine whether these events should be available by whole or partial live
coverage or, where necessary or appropriate for objective reasons in the
public interest, whole or partial deferred coverage.
2. Member States shall immediately notify to the Commission any
measures taken or to be taken pursuant to paragraph 1. Within a period
of 3 months from the notification, the Commission shall verify that such
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measures are compatible with Union law and communicate them to the
other Member States. It shall seek the opinion of the contact committee
established pursuant to Article 29. It shall forthwith publish the measures
taken in the Official Journal of the European Union and at least once a year
the consolidated list of the measures taken by Member States.
3. Member States shall ensure, by appropriate means within the
framework of their legislation, that broadcasters under their jurisdiction do
not exercise the exclusive rights purchased by those broadcasters after
30 July 1997 in such a way that a substantial proportion of the public in
another Member State is deprived of the possibility of following events
which are designated by that other Member State in accordance with
paragraphs 1 and 2 by whole or partial live coverage or, where necessary
or appropriate for objective reasons in the public interest, whole or partial
deferred coverage on free television as determined by that other Member
State in accordance with paragraph 1.
16.

Pursuant to Article 29(1) of the Directive:
A contact committee is established under the aegis of the Commission. It
shall be composed of representatives of the competent authorities of the
Member States. It shall be chaired by a representative of the Commission
and meet either on his initiative or at the request of the delegation of a
Member State.

17.

According to Article 29(2)(b) of the Directive, the tasks of the contact
committee include the delivery of opinions, on its own initiative or on
request from the European Commission (“the Commission”), on the
application of the Directive by the Member States.

18.

Pursuant to Decision of the EEA Joint Committee No 109/12 of 15 June
2012,2 the Directive has been incorporated into the EEA Agreement.

III FACTS
Background
19.

2

The Directive lays down framework conditions to ensure that EEA States
are given effective means to prevent broadcasters from transmitting, on

OJ 2012 L 270, p. 31. EEA Agreement, Annex XI.
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an exclusive basis, events which are regarded by that EEA State as being
of major importance for society, in such a way that deprives a substantial
proportion of the public of the possibility of following these events on free
television.

3

20.

Each EEA State is entitled to draw up a list of national or non-national
events which are seen as being of major importance for society. Although
the wording of the Directive gives a certain flexibility to each EEA State
in assessing the importance of the event in question, recital 52 in the
preamble to the Directive states, however, that events of major importance
for society should meet certain criteria, that is to say to be outstanding
events which are of interest to the general public in the Union or in a given
Member State or in an important component part of a given Member State
and are organised in advance by an event organiser who is legally entitled
to sell the rights pertaining to those events.

21.

A set of guidelines applied by the Commission3 to assess whether an
event may be considered to be of major importance to the society offers
in general terms, and without prejudice to a case by case evaluation on
the basis of the documentation provided by Member States, four reliable
indicators which may be retained for an event to be regarded of major
importance for society, the fulfilment of any two suffices for including it
on a list drawn up pursuant to the Directive: (i) the event and its outcome
have a special general resonance in the relevant Member State, and not
simply a significance to those who ordinarily follow the sport or activity
concerned; (ii) the event has a generally recognised, distinct cultural
importance for the population in the Member State concerned, in particular
as a catalyst of its cultural identity; (iii) the event involves the national team
in the sport concerned in a major international tournament; and (iv) it has
traditionally been broadcast on free television and has commanded large
television audiences in the Member State concerned.

22.

The core purpose of the Directive is the mutual recognition of lists of major
events. EEA States must ensure that broadcasters under their jurisdiction
respect the lists of other EEA States which are notified to the Commission
or to ESA.

European Commission Working Document CC TVSF (97) 9/3, Implementation of Article 3A of
Directive 89/552/EEC (as modified by Directive 97/36/EC). Evaluation of National Measures.
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23.

Pursuant to Article 14(2) of the Directive, EEA States shall immediately
notify the Commission or ESA of any measures taken or to be taken to that
effect. The Commission or ESA will then verify whether these measures
are compatible with EEA law within a period of three months from the
notification and after having consulted the contact committee established
pursuant to Article 29 of the Directive.

24.

Where this evaluation process results in a positive outcome, the measures
are published in the Official Journal of the European Union or in the EEA
Supplement to the Official Journal.

Administrative procedure
25.

The administrative procedure leading to the contested decision consisted
of two phases: first, the pre-notification discussions with the Norwegian
Ministry of Culture (“the Ministry” or “the Norwegian authorities”), which
lasted for almost two years; and, second, the three-month period, starting
from receipt of Norway’s formal notification of the draft measures, that
ESA has at its disposal, pursuant to Article 14(2) of the Directive, to
assess the notified national measures. Within this three-month period, ESA
is also required to consult the contact committee.

26.

The pre-notification process with the Ministry started in April 2011. In the
course of the pre-notification discussions, ESA cooperated closely with the
Norwegian authorities and consulted the Commission.

27.

On 27 June 2011, the Ministry issued a consultation paper on a proposal
for introducing amendments to the Broadcasting Regulations (No 153
of 28 February 1997), listing events of major importance for society,
pursuant to Section 2-8 of the Act No 127 of 4 December 1992 relating to
broadcasting.

28.

The proposed amendments consisted in a list of major events for society
drawn up in pursuance of the above-mentioned provision, which included
all the matches played within the framework of the final stage of the
World Cup. They provided that the listed events which, in principle, should
be broadcast live in their entirety may, in practice, be broadcast on an
exclusive basis only on channels which may be received by, at least, 90%
of the population and without payment other than the licence fee and/
or the basic tier package fee (the “qualified broadcasters”). Measures
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concerning the sale of rights by non-qualified broadcasters to qualified
broadcasters and the resolution of disputes between them as regards the
rights’ price were also envisaged.
29.

Interested parties were invited to submit their views on the proposed
measures. Accordingly, FIFA presented its observations to the Ministry on
26 September 2011.

30.

On 22 April 2013, in accordance with Article 14(2) of the Directive,
Norway notified to ESA the proposed draft amendments. On 30 May 2013,
at FIFA’s request, it obtained from ESA Norway’s notification. On 28 June
2013, FIFA presented to ESA its observations.

The contested decision

4
5
6
7

31.

On 16 July 2013, ESA took the contested decision, in which it stated
that it had verified the notified measures’ compatibility with EEA law, in
particular with regard to the proportionality of the measures and the
transparency of the national consultation procedure.4

32.

ESA indicated that it had considered the available data on the Norwegian
media market.5

33.

ESA concluded that the list of events of major importance for society
included in the Norwegian measures was drawn up in a clear and
transparent manner, after the launch of a far-reaching consultation in this
regard.6

34.

ESA declared that the events listed in the Norwegian measures met
at least two of the criteria considered to be reliable indicators of the
importance of events for society as referred to in the Directive.7

35.

In particular, as regards the World Cup, in its entirety and including qualifying
games with Norwegian participation, ESA stated that it is among the most
popular sports events in Norway, that the Norwegian public and media take
great interest in the Norwegian team’s qualifying matches as well as the

Recital 2 in the preamble to the contested decision.
Recital 3 in the preamble to the contested decision.
Recital 4 in the preamble to the contested decision.
Recital 5 in the preamble to the contested decision. See paragraph 21 of the present Report for the
Hearing.
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matches in the final round, especially the final matches. ESA added that
the events have traditionally been broadcast on free television and have
commanded a large television audience. As the matches between other
countries in the final round may affect the matches that Norway may play as
well as the overall result, they also enjoy a special resonance in Norway.8

8
9
10
11

36.

According to ESA, the Norwegian measures appear proportionate to
justify, by the overriding reason of public interest in ensuring wide public
access to broadcasts of events of major importance for society, the
derogation from the fundamental freedom to provide services laid down in
Article 36 of the EEA Agreement.9

37.

As regards the general proportionality of the Norwegian measures, ESA
concluded that it was supported by several factors. First, the introduction
of the 90% threshold of the required potential coverage of the population
for qualifying broadcasters supported the proportionality of the measures,
in so far as it increases the number of broadcasters who potentially qualify.
Second, the number of events included in the list was proportionate.
Third, a mechanism was introduced for the resolution of disputes
between broadcasters as regards the payment of fair compensation for
broadcasting rights. Furthermore, the Norwegian measures provided
for appropriate management in situations where the events listed are
purchased by non-qualifying broadcasters, in order to ensure a system
for re-licensing of exclusive rights to qualifying broadcasters. In addition,
the Norwegian measures anticipated situations in which the rights to
the events listed are purchased by a non-qualifying broadcaster, and no
request has been received from a qualified buyer, in order to ensure that
the non-qualifying broadcaster is able to exercise its rights. Finally, the
entry into force of the final Norwegian measures was postponed to 1 July
2014 in order to ensure that any contract negotiations made before that
date were not adversely effected.10

38.

ESA therefore decided that the measures to be adopted by Norway
pursuant to the Directive, and in particular Article 14(1) thereof, were
compatible with EEA law11 and required Norway to communicate to it the

Recital 9 in the preamble to the contested decision.
Recital 16 in the preamble to the contested decision.
Recital 18 in the preamble to the contested decision.
Article 1 of the contested decision.
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measures as finally adopted. ESA indicated that it would publish these
measures in the EEA Supplement to the Official Journal of the European
Union, as required by Article 14(2) of the Directive.12
39.

On 9 August 2013, the Norwegian King in Council adopted, in the light of
an Explanatory Memorandum produced by the Ministry, the amendments
to the Broadcasting Regulations which have been made available on the
government’s website from 13 August 2013.

40.

The measures as adopted were communicated to ESA on 23 August
2013. Following this communication, the Explanatory Memorandum was
transmitted by the Norwegian authorities to ESA on 11 September 2013.

IV PROCEDURE AND FORMS OF ORDER SOUGHT
41.

By application registered at the Court on 4 October 2013, the applicant
lodged the present action. ESA submitted a statement of defence, which
was registered at the Court on 11 December 2013. The reply from FIFA
was registered at the Court on 11 February 2014. The rejoinder from ESA
was registered at the Court on 17 March 2014.

42.

The applicant, FIFA, requests the Court to:

43.

1.

annul the contested decision in as far as it approves the inclusion of the
“non-prime” matches of the [World Cup] on the Norwegian events list;

2.

order ESA to pay its own costs and the costs incurred by FIFA in
connection with these proceedings.

ESA claims that the Court should:
1.

dismiss the application;

2.

order the applicant to pay the costs.

V WRITTEN PROCEDURE BEFORE THE COURT
44.

Pleadings have been received from:
–-

12

the applicant, represented by Ami Barav, Barrister and Avocat of the
Paris Bar, Peter Dyrberg, Advokat of the Danish Bar, and Damien
Reymond, Avocat of the Paris Bar;

Article 2 of the contested decision.
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–-

45.

the defendant, represented by Xavier Lewis, Director, and Maria
Moustakali, Legal Officer, Department of Legal & Executive Affairs,
acting as Agents.

Pursuant to Article 20 of the Statute of the Court, written observations
have been received from:
–-

the Government of the Kingdom of Norway, represented by Beate
Gabrielsen, Adviser, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Magnus Schei,
Advocate, Office of the Attorney General (Civil Affairs), acting as
Agents;

–-

the Commission, represented by Elisabetta Montaguti and Anna
Marcoulli, members of its Legal Service, acting as Agents.

VI SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENTS SUBMITTED
Admissibility
The applicant

13
14

15

46.

According to FIFA, a decision by which an events list drawn up pursuant to
Article 14(1) of the Directive is approved constitutes an act which may be
subject to judicial review.13

47.

FIFA submits that such a decision is of direct and individual concern to
broadcasting rights’ holders and organisers of the listed events, which
are therefore entitled to initiate proceedings for the annulment of such a
decision.14

48.

FIFA argues that its legal standing to bring proceeding has been expressly
recognised.15

49.

Moreover, according to FIFA, the action was lodged within the time-limit laid
down in Article 36(3) SCA, Article 19 of Protocol 5 to the SCA on the Statute
of the EFTA Court, and Article 76(1)(a) and (b) of the Rules of procedure.

Reference is made to Case T-33/01 Infront WM AG v Commission [2005] ECR II-5897, paragraph 111.
Reference is made to Infront WM AG v Commission, paragraph 111, cited above, and to the related
appeal judgment in Case C-125/06 P Commission v Infront WM AG [2008] ECR I-1451, paragraphs
52 and 76-77.
Reference is made to Case T-68/08 FIFA v Commission [2011] ECR II-349, paragraphs 38 and 42
and Case T-385/07 FIFA v Commission [2011] ECR II-205, paragraphs 42 and 45.
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FIFA submits therefore that its application is admissible.

General observations
The applicant
51.

FIFA submits that its primary source of revenue, which allows it to
discharge its statutory duties, is the sale of broadcasting and marketing
rights relating to the World Cup. FIFA claims that in its broadcasting rights’
licensing policy it has always strived to reconcile the interest of having
the World Cup matches viewed by as large a public as possible, and its
vital need to raise revenue to enable it to discharge its statutory duties, to
fund and contribute financially to various development programmes. In this
regard the matches of the World Cup have traditionally been divided into
“prime” and “non-prime” matches.

52.

FIFA submits further that it is one of its basic requirements that the “prime”
matches have to be broadcast live on free television channels which have
nationwide coverage, whether or not they are considered to be events of
major importance within the meaning of the Directive.

53.

Moreover, FIFA states that it has been its policy and practice to require of
its licensees that a significant number of matches, other than the “prime”
matches, should equally be broadcast live on free television channels with
national coverage.

54.

The applicant underlines the fact that, except for the UK and Belgian lists,
none of the lists of designated events under Article 14(1) of the Directive
submitted to and approved by the Commission includes all the matches of
the World Cup.

55.

As regards Norway, according to the applicant, the licence agreement for
the 2010 World Cup stipulated that at least twenty-two matches had to
be broadcast live in their entirety on free television channels with national
coverage of at least 95%. For the 2014, 2018 and 2022 World Cups,
the licence agreements ensured that forty-six of the sixty-four matches
in each of the three future World Cups will be broadcast in Norway by
qualified broadcasters.
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16

56.

In its reply, the applicant submits, in the first place, that the Norwegian
measures as notified to, and approved by ESA, have been subsequently
altered, in one significant and consequential respect.

57.

Namely, according to the applicant, in an Explanatory Memorandum
presented by the Ministry to the King in Council on the very date of the
adoption of the Norwegian Regulation, and which the applicant submits not
to have been communicated to ESA at the time when the Regulation, as
adopted, was notified to it, it is explained that Article 5(4) of the Regulation
should be read subject to the proviso that, as regards, inter alia, the World
Cup, it is for the television channels to select the events to be broadcast.
In the draft version notified to ESA and the version adopted by the King in
Council and communicated to ESA, however, Article 5(4) provides that a
television channel that has acquired, pursuant to Article 5(3) of the same
Regulation, the right to broadcast a listed event shall broadcast the entire
event live.

58.

Accordingly, the applicant claims that ESA should have refrained from
publishing the contested decision.

59.

In the second place, FIFA submits that qualified broadcasters are obliged
neither to purchase rights to the World Cup nor to exploit them, while
no provision is made for the sub-licensing by a qualified broadcaster to
qualified or non-qualified broadcasters of rights which it does not wish to
exploit.

60.

In the third place, according to FIFA, ESA invokes unwarrantedly an
allegedly excessively reduced scope of its supervisory task in the matter
of verification of measures notified to it under the Directive. FIFA submits
that ESA did not examine all the relevant facts of the individual case nor
the effects exceeding those which are intrinsically linked to the inclusion
of the relevant event on the events list.16 According to the applicant, ESA
should have required the removal of “non-prime” matches of the World Cup
from the proposed list as a pre-condition for its approval.

61.

In the fourth place, FIFA submits that the distinction between “prime”
and “non-prime” matches has been applied by the majority of the

Reference is made to Case C-205/11 P FIFA v Commission, judgment of 18 July 2013, not yet
reported, paragraphs 21 and 23.
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Member States whose events lists have been approved by the
Commission and was equally adopted by the Norwegian authorities
themselves in the past.

17

18

19

62.

In the fifth place, FIFA submits that no reliance may be placed on the
judgments of the General Court referred to by ESA in the defence, since
several of the General Court’s findings concern the basic premise that
the World Cup is a single event,17 a premise which the Court of Justice
has rejected. In any event, pursuant to the Directive, each case should
be decided on its own merits and it is for each Member State to give
substance to the criteria and to assess the interest of the general
public in the events concerned, taking account of the social and cultural
particularities of society in that Member State.18

63.

In the sixth place, FIFA argues that ESA and the Court should pay due
regard to the main principles established by the Commission and the
European Union courts.19

64.

In the seventh place, FIFA submits that ESA has referred to internal
memoranda and confidential information allegedly received from the
Commission whose evidentiary value may be doubted.

65.

In the eighth place, FIFA’s position is that ESA has failed properly to
verify the notified Norwegian measures, has committed a manifest error
in holding that the criteria allowing for the inclusion of the entire World
Cup on the Norwegian events list have been fulfilled. Alternatively,
FIFA claims that ESA committed a manifest error in holding that the
restrictions on the exercise of various EEA rights and freedoms
resulting from its inclusion on the Norwegian events list do not exceed
those which are intrinsically linked to that characterisation and do not
go beyond those which are necessary for achieving the Directive’s
objectives.

Reference is made to Case T-385/07 FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 72, and Case
T-68/08 FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 70.
Reference is made to Case C-205/11 P FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraphs 17 and 21, and
Case C-204/11 P FIFA v Commission, judgment of 18 July 2013, not yet reported, paragraphs 16 and 20.
Reference is made to Case C-205/11 P FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraphs 14-16, 18 and
21-23, and Case C-204/11 P FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraphs 13-15 and 19-22 and to
European Commission Working Document CC TVSF (97) 9/3, cited above, pages 3-5.
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20

21
22

66.

In its preliminary observations, the defendant submits at the outset that it
did not have to exercise its own power of decision as such, but its power
of review, which is restricted and limited to determining whether Norway
has committed any manifest errors of assessment in designating events
as being of major importance. The contested decision must thus be read
in the light of the notified measures.20

67.

According to the defendant, EEA law expressly authorises obstacles
to the freedom to provide services, the freedom of establishment, the
freedom of competition and the right to property, which are an unavoidable
consequence of such a designation. Such obstacles are justified by the
objective of protecting the right to information and ensuring wide public
access to television coverage of those events.21

68.

Furthermore, the defendant claims that it is for the Member States alone
to determine the events which are of major importance and they have a
broad discretion in that respect.22

69.

Second, the defendant argues that the distinction between “prime” and
“non-prime” matches is an artificial one and does not necessarily reflect
the interest generated by the individual matches in the World Cup.
Moreover, if the distinction were to be adopted, only three out of the sixtyfour matches of the final round of the World Cup will be broadcast on free
television in the event that the Norwegian national team does not qualify.

70.

Third, ESA states that its assessment consists, inter alia, in checking
whether the inclusion of the events in the list of event of major importance is
substantiated by viewing figures provided by Norway. This exercise involves
looking at the past figures in order to extrapolate trends for the future and
it is therefore inherently limited. ESA avers that it followed the Commission’s
practice and, in the present case, examined all viewing data submitted by
the Norwegian authorities in relation to the 2006 and the 2010 World Cups
and also as regards a limited number of matches of the 2002 World Cup.

Reference is made to Case C-201/11 P UEFA v Commission, judgment of 18 July 2013, not yet
reported, paragraph 109.
Reference is made to Case C-204/11 P FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 11.
Reference is made to Case C-205/11 P FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 14.
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71.

Fourth, the defendant argues that the Norwegian list of events of major
importance has no retroactive or immediate effect. As it will enter into
force on 1 July 2014, it will not affect the rights already acquired and
the contracts already concluded at that date. Thus, according to the
defendant, the broadcasting rights for the 2014, 2018 and 2022 World
Cup events are unaffected by the contested decision and parties engaging
in negotiations on the acquisition of future broadcasting rights will be
able to take account of the fact that a certain event constitutes an event
of major importance in Norway and that the relevant broadcasting rights
enjoy a special status.

72.

In its rejoinder, the defendant submits, first, that, pursuant to Article 37(2)
of the Rules of Procedure of the Court (“RoP”), the plea concerning the
alteration of measures should be rejected as inadmissible, since it was
not put forward in the application and is not based on matters of law or of
fact which came to light in the course of the procedure. In the alternative,
ESA avers that it did examine the Explanatory Memorandum which did not
entail any deviations from the document notified in the formal notification
proceedings.

73.

Second, the defendant argues that non-qualified broadcasters are allowed
to exploit their exclusive rights if no qualified broadcaster acquires the
rights at market price until ten months before the event takes place. Also,
qualified broadcasters having acquired the rights to an event of major
importance are under the obligation to broadcast the entire event either
live or at a deferred time, thus FIFA’s argument is unfounded.

74.

Third, ESA avers that it complied with all the requirements of the
Directive and with the case law of the European Union courts and that
it followed the Commission’s practice. Consequently, according to
the defendant, it did not commit any manifest error of assessment.
Moreover, the defendant argues that the claim in relation to the
Commission’s request for the removal of several events is not only
unsubstantiated, but also does not prove that ESA did not comply with
the requirements concerning its supervisory and review task in relation
to the Norwegian list. Furthermore, the defendant observes that it did
in fact lead the Norwegian authorities to remove other events initially
included in the pre-notified list.
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75.

As regards the fourth, fifth and sixth general observations made by the
applicant, the defendant submits that the practice of other EEA States
is irrelevant since each case should be decided on its own merits.
Furthermore, ESA contends that it proved that the circumstances in
Norway, namely the interest generated by the individual matches of the
World Cup, justify the inclusion of the entire World Cup in the Norwegian
events list.

76.

The defendant argues that, in seeking guidance on the interpretation of
the Directive, it has taken into consideration the case law of the European
Union courts and applied the most stringent criteria for the approval of
the Norwegian list. The defendant avers that it did not consider the World
Cup a single indivisible event and assessed the interest generated by the
individual matches, applying the principles enshrined in the case law.23

77.

In reply to FIFA’s seventh general observation, the defendant contends that
it demonstrated its carefulness and impartiality throughout its assessment,
aligning its practice with that of the Commission.

European Commission

23

78.

According to the Commission, the standard of review applied by the
verifying authority is necessarily restricted to one of manifest error on the
part of the EEA Member State. Since the national measures have been
adopted in the exercise of a wide margin of discretion by the national
authorities and the verifying authority has in respect of such national
measures the mere role of reviewer, the obligation on the verifying
authority to give reasons for a decision verifying the compatibility with EEA
law of the EEA Member State measures listing such World Cup matches is
also limited.

79.

The Commission further notes that the designating State is free to
establish criteria and its own methodological approach in which to present
the factual assessment as long as this allows the verifying authority to
replicate its findings for the purpose of discharging its verifying function
under Article 14(2) of the Directive.

Reference is made to Case T-68/08 and Case T-385/07 FIFA v Commission, both cited above, and
Case C-204/11 P and Case C-205/11 P FIFA v Commission, both cited above.
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Moreover, according to the Commission, since the Norwegian authorities
have ensured the non-retroactivity of the contested decision, the holders of
rights for broadcast of the World Cup are not adversely affected and their
legitimate expectations are in no way interfered with.

First plea: infringement of the obligation to state reasons
The applicant

24

81.

At the outset, the applicant submits that ESA has infringed an essential
procedural requirement, which pursuant to the first paragraph of Article
36 SCA constitutes grounds for annulment, in that it disregarded the
obligation, pursuant to Article 16 SCA, to provide adequate and sufficient
reasons for holding the Norwegian notified measures compatible with EEA
law.

82.

FIFA argues that the statement of reasons provided in the contested
decision for approving the inclusion of the “non-prime” matches of the
World Cup on the Norwegian events list is deficient and flawed in several
respects. According to the applicant, none of the reasons given in the
contested decision is substantiated or supported by evidence, nor
warrants the approval of the inclusion of the entire World Cup on the
Norwegian events list.

83.

In relation to ESA’s obligation laid down in Article 14(2) of the Directive,
the applicant submits that ESA fails to give any indication on the course
of action it took to verify the proposed measures’ compatibility with EEA
law. Similarly, the applicant claims that ESA has not indicated whether
it has examined relevant data other than those available concerning the
Norwegian media market and, if so, what that data included.24

84.

Moreover, according to the applicant, several recitals in the contested
decision on the inclusion of the entire World Cup on the Norwegian list
merely reproduce unsupported assertions made in the notification.

85.

In addition, the applicant observes that the reference contained in recital
6 in the preamble to the contested decision to recital 49 in the preamble
of the Directive, which mentions the World Cup as an example of event of

Reference is made to Case 24/62 Germany v Commission [1963] ECR 63, p. 69.
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major importance for society, is insufficient to consider it an outstanding
event as required by recital 52 in the preamble to the Directive, since the
World Cup is, in principle, divisible into different matches or stages, not
all of which are necessarily capable of being characterised as an event of
major importance.25
86.

According to FIFA, popularity is not a relevant criterion for an event to
be regarded as of major importance for society within the meaning of
the Directive. Furthermore, the applicant submits that the broadcasting
of “non-prime” matches has invariably attracted very small Norwegian
audiences of the public in general and of “non-football fans” in particular
and the contested decision does not state that the event interests
audiences who would not normally follow it.

87.

FIFA argues that not all the matches of the World Cup have traditionally
been broadcast on free television in Norway and that broadcast “nonprime” matches attracted only small audiences.

88.

The applicant further observes that it cannot be validly held that the “nonprime” matches of the World Cup have a “special resonance” in Norway
beyond the circle of those who ordinarily follow football since they affect
the matches that Norway may play and the overall result. According to the
applicant, this conclusion is based on a presumed indivisibility of the World
Cup which case law has rejected.26

89.

Moreover, the applicant submits that the reasons given do not support
the finding that these restrictions are proportionate and that they do not
exceed those which unavoidably arise from the very listing.

90.

FIFA contends that the reasons for approving the inclusion of the “nonprime” matches of the World Cup on the Norwegian events list given in
the contested decision are vitiated by error and violate Article 16 SCA and
that, consequently, the contested decision should be annulled.

25
26

Reference is made to Case C-205/11 P FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 35.
Reference is made to Case T-68/08 FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 70, and to FIFA’s
appeal: Case C-205/11 P FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 35.
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91.

In its reply, the applicant stresses the case law according to which the
reasons for a decision must appear in the actual body of it,27 the decision
must be self-sufficient,28 and deficiencies in the statement of reasons for
a decision may not be remedied subsequently during court proceedings.29
Moreover, according to the applicant, an argument alleging absence or
inadequacy of the reasons stated pertains to an issue of infringement
of essential procedural requirements which, involving a matter of public
policy, must be raised by the Court of its own motion.30

92.

The applicant emphasises that the consultation paper was deficient and
inadequate information provided on the data on which the inclusion of the
entire World Cup in the Norwegian events list was based. According to
FIFA, the generality of the statement of reasons in the contested decision
did not allow it to know the grounds on which the defendant approved the
inclusion of the entire World Cup on the Norwegian events list nor does it
enable the Court to exercise its power of review.
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The defendant
93.

27

28

29

30

31

According to the defendant, the statement of reasons must be adapted to
the circumstances of each case. In particular, the defendant submits that
the content of the measure in question, the nature of the reasons given
and the interest which the addressees of the measure, or other parties
to whom it is of direct and individual concern, may have in obtaining
explanations must be emphasised. The defendant states that it is not a
requirement for the reasoning to go into all the relevant facts and points of
law. According to the defendant, whether the statement of reasons meets
the requirements of Article 16 SCA must be assessed with regard not only
to its wording but also to its context and to all the legal rules governing the
matter in question.31

Reference is made to Case T-68/03 Olympiaki Aeroporia Ypiresies AE v Commission [2007] ECR
II-2911, paragraph 254.
Reference is made to Case T-123/00 Dr. Karl Thomae GmbH v Commission [2002] ECR II-5193,
paragraph 81.
Reference is made to Case 195/80 Bernard Michel v European Parliament [1981] ECR 2861,
paragraph 22, and Joined Cases T-371/94 and T-394/94 British Airways & Others v Commission
[1998] ECR II-2405, paragraph 279.
Reference is made to Case T-349/03 Corsica Ferries France SAS v Commission [2005] ECR II-2197,
paragraph 52.
Reference is made to Case E-9/12 Iceland v EFTA Surveillance Authority, judgment of 22 July 2013,
not yet reported, paragraph 130.
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32

33

34

35

36

94.

The defendant submits that the contested decision, read in its relevant
context and taking into consideration the relevant legal rules, is
appropriately reasoned in that it fulfils the test under Article 16 SCA.

95.

Moreover, ESA points out that the contested decision is closely modelled
on Commission Decision 2007/479/EC of 25 June 2007,32 challenged
in Case T-385/07 and Case C-204/11 P,33 and Commission Decision
2007/730/EC of 16 October 2007,34 challenged in Case T-68/08 and
Case C-205/11 P.35

96.

Given the similarity between the decisions and the deliberate policy
of the defendant to adopt, for the sake of homogeneity, the same
methodology and a materially similar procedure in dealing with the
Norwegian notification as the Commission adopted, and given the similarity
of the pleas raised, the defendant contends that it followed the same
methodology adopted by the Commission and that has been upheld by
the European Union courts. Consequently, ESA submits that the plea of
inadequacy of reasons should be similarly dismissed in the present case.

97.

The defendant argues further that the reasons given for a measure
adversely affecting a person or operator are sufficient if that measure
was adopted in circumstances known to that person which enable him to
understand the scope of the measure concerning him.36

98.

Since the draft Norwegian measures were made public and were the
object of a public consultation, according to the defendant, the applicant
was fully aware of them and of the data on which they were based and was
able to and did actually make representations to the Norwegian authorities.

Commission Decision 2007/479/EC of 25 June 2007 on the compatibility with Community law
of measures taken by Belgium pursuant to Article 3a(1) of Council Directive 89/552/EEC on the
coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member
States concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting activities (OJ 2007 L 180, p. 24).
Reference is made to Case T-385/07 FIFA v Commission and the appeal of that judgment in Case
C-204/11 P, both cited above.
Commission Decision 2007/730/EC of 16 October 2007 on the compatibility with Community law of
measures taken by the United Kingdom pursuant to Article 3a(1) of Council Directive 89/552/EEC on
the coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member
States concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting activities (OJ 2007 L 295, p. 12).
Reference is made to Case T-68/08 FIFA v Commission and the appeal of that judgment in Case
C205/11 P, both cited above.
Reference is made to Case C-417/11 P Council v Bamba, judgment of 15 November 2012, not yet
reported, paragraph 54.
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Consequently, the defendant observes that the applicant knew that the final
stage of the World Cup was not included in its entirety in a list of major
importance irrespective of the interest generated by the individual matches
in Norway37 and was in the position to and actually did challenge the
lawfulness of the merits of the contested decision.

100. Accordingly, the defendant submits that the first plea concerning the
inadequacy of reasons should be dismissed.
101. In its rejoinder, the defendant argues that FIFA’s submission relating to the
deficiencies of the consultation paper constitutes a new plea which should
be rejected as inadmissible pursuant to Article 37(2) RoP. If declared
admissible, the Court should reject it as irrelevant, since ESA’s task was to
review whether the Norwegian authorities had committed a manifest error
of assessment in including the World Cup in the list of major events.38
The Norwegian Government and the European Commission
102. In their written observations, the Norwegian Government and the
Commission share and support ESA’s position. They conclude that the first
plea concerning the inadequacy of reasons should be dismissed on the
basis that ESA discharged its obligation to state the reasons on which the
contested decision was based.
Second plea: infringement of the EEA Agreement, of the SCA or of any
rule of law relating to their application
A – First branch: infringement of Article 14(2) of the Directive and Article 5(2)(d)
SCA
The applicant
103. The applicant submits that, in failing adequately to verify the compatibility
of the Norwegian measures with EEA law, ESA has disregarded its
obligations under Article 14(2) of the Directive and Article 5(2)(d) SCA and,
on this ground, the contested decision should be annulled in so far as it
concerns the “non-prime” matches of the World Cup.
37
38

Reference is made to Case C-205/11 P FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 41.
Reference is made to Case T-68/08 and Case T-385/07 FIFA v Commission, both cited above, where
the General Court found that the Commission’s decisions were adequately reasoned; a finding not
reversed by the Court of Justice on appeal.
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104. According to the applicant, ESA has endorsed the bare unsupported
assertions made by the Norwegian authorities, without assessing the
adequacy of the information supplied and without inquiring into the
pertinence of the incomplete evidence on which the Norwegian authorities
have based the inclusion of the entire World Cup on their events list and,
furthermore, did not seek additional information beyond that which was
included in the notification.
105. The applicant argues that ESA could not validly approve such an inclusion
referring only to the small number of matches and to average viewing
figures as provided in the notification and its annexes. According to the
applicant, the information supplied could not substantiate the claim that
the broadcasting of the World Cup has attracted large television audiences
and that it has, especially as regards the “non-prime” matches, special
general resonance with those who do not ordinarily follow football.
106. The applicant observes that no viewing data was included in the notification
and none appears to have been envisaged by ESA as regards the
1998 World Cup, an event which, in the applicant’s view, was of utmost
significance, since this was the last World Cup in which the Norwegian
team participated.
107. The applicant submits that ESA disregarded its obligation to verify carefully
and impartially the notified measures’ compatibility with EEA law, since, in
its observations on the Norwegian notification, FIFA provided it with viewing
figures which contradict Norway’s assertions, but ESA did not seek any
further clarifications from the Member State.
108. Furthermore, according to the applicant, ESA did not address the matter
as to whether unnecessary restrictions are imposed on non-qualified
broadcasters, in that such a broadcaster could be legally obliged to sell
to a qualified broadcaster the exclusive rights, had it acquired them from
FIFA, at a price determined by the Media Authority, even if it deemed such
price to be unacceptably low, and even when that price is lower than the
price paid by it to FIFA. On the other hand, according to the applicant,
a qualified broadcaster which initially sought to obtain these rights may
withdraw its offer if it deems the price determined by the Media Authority
to be too high.
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109. The applicant concludes that the contested decision should, on this
ground, be annulled in so far as it approves the inclusion of the “non-prime”
matches of the World Cup on the Norwegian events list.
110. In its reply, the applicant submits that ESA has justified its ratification of
Norway’s claims by the latter’s obligation to comply with the duty of loyal
cooperation in providing the information relevant to the case.
111. According to the applicant, when as regards the three most recent World
Cups, only one was broadcast in its entirety on free television, while of
the second only eleven of the sixty-four matches were so broadcast (four
live and in full and seven partially and deferred), and of the third forty-eight
matches were broadcast on free television (four of which were deferred),
ESA’s verification whether the criterion according to which the World Cup
has traditionally been broadcast in Norway consisted in an unreserved
acceptance of the Norwegian authorities’ unsupported contention in the
notification and subsequent unsubstantiated confirmation that this was
indeed the case.
112. In order to verify that the broadcast of matches of the World Cup was of
significance to those who do not ordinarily follow football, the applicant
observes that also the average viewing figures for both “football fans” and
“non-fans”, respectively, should have been examined.
113. The applicant submits further that ESA should have insisted that the
Norwegian authorities obtained and communicated more comprehensive
and pertinent information and fuller appropriate data to enable it to
perform a proper verification.
114. In addition, the applicant contends that no evidence was sought or
obtained in support of the Norwegian authorities’ claim that the World Cup
is among the most popular sporting events in Norway.
115. According to the applicant, ESA did not verify the extent to which, if any,
consideration should be given to matches broadcast on Swedish television.
116. Similarly, in verifying whether the restrictions imposed by the Norwegian
measures concerning the listed events exceeded those intrinsically linked
to listing, the applicant submits that ESA omitted to consider the fact
that, whereas a qualified broadcaster is legally entitled to purchase the
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rights to the World Cup from a non-qualified broadcaster, the latter has
no equivalent right to acquire those rights which the qualified broadcaster
does not wish to exploit.
The defendant
117. The defendant avers that it exercised its limited power of review and, in
that regard, fully complied with its obligation to determine whether Norway
committed any manifest errors of assessment in designating events of
major importance.
118. According to the defendant, its exercise of scrutiny with regard to the
viewing figures available reflects the entire process of verification of the
Norwegian measures’ compatibility with EEA law. The defendant observes
that the outcome of the process of seeking additional information is
reflected in the volume of viewing figures provided by the authorities in
the course of the procedure, regarding all events listed and in particular
viewing figures relating to the World Cup.
119. The defendant submits more specifically that, as confirmed by the
Norwegian authorities, the viewing figures provided represent the entirety
of viewing figures available to the Norwegian Ministry. According to the
defendant, for the 2002 World Cup, all available data were taken into
consideration, while for all matches of the 2006 and 2010 World Cups
average ratings referring to the entire population were provided as well
as average ratings referring to different special groups of viewers for
the ten most-watched matches. The defendant observes that of the ten
most-watched matches in each of the 2006 and 2010 World Cups only
three correspond to “prime” matches whereas the remaining seven mostwatched games for each World Cup are spread across all stages of the
tournament.
120. According to the defendant, viewing rates referring to the 1998 World Cup
were not assessed as they were not available to the Ministry. However, the
defendant observes that, given the fact that viewers are generally even
more interested in the World Cup when their national team participates, it
would seem plausible that the 1998 World Cup attracted an even larger
audience in Norway as the Norwegian national football team participated in
that tournament.
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121. The defendant submits further that the Norwegian authorities confirmed
that the World Cup has traditionally been broadcast on free television
as was mentioned in the notification, information which was confirmed,
moreover, by FIFA’s data.
122. The defendant contends, first, that rights already acquired before the
entry into force of the Norwegian list are not affected by such list as
this will apply only to future rights. Second, procedural provisions and a
mechanism for the setting of the market price by an independent authority
were established by Norway to prevent unnecessary and unfair restrictions
from being imposed on non-qualified broadcasters.
123. In view of the above, ESA submits that it fully and adequately discharged
its obligation under Article 14(2) of the Directive and Article 5(2)(d) SCA
and thus this branch of FIFA’s second plea should be rejected.
124. The defendant stresses in its rejoinder that all matches of the 2006 World
Cup were broadcast on free television as well as forty-eight matches of
the 2010 World Cup. For the World Cups before 1998, the defendant
observes that all broadcasts of the tournament were on free television in
the absence of any pay-TV channels. According to the defendant, all these
factors were sufficient to establish that the final stage of the World Cup
was traditionally broadcast on free television.
125. The defendant reiterates that it meticulously examined the average viewing
data and the market shares for the World Cup submitted by the Norwegian
authorities as well as the equivalent figures submitted by FIFA and found
that this event is among the most popular in Norway among both genders
and all age groups.
126. As regards the 1998 World Cup, the defendant argues that, according
to the Commission’s practice, assessing viewing data for two to three
seasons of the tournament is sufficient to draw a conclusion about
the importance of an event for the society of that State. Second, the
defendant submits that viewing figures for the most recent World Cup are
of greater importance in order to extrapolate trends for the future. Third,
according to the defendant, even if the non-assessment of the figures of
1998 World Cup were considered an error, this error would not have had
a decisive effect in the particular circumstances of the case, since ESA
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would have reached the same conclusion on the inclusion of the entire
World Cup in the light of the viewing figures and market shares for the
most recent tournaments.39
127. The defendant further submits that all data received regarding Norwegian
channels sufficiently demonstrated that the World Cup has been
traditionally broadcast on free television in Norway.
128. The defendant observes that, according to the Norwegian measures, a
television channel that has acquired an event of major importance for
society is under the obligation to broadcast the entire event either live or
at a deferred time.
129. In view of the above, the defendant submits that it properly verified the
Norwegian measures and correctly concluded that they are in line with
EEA law and their effects do not exceed those intrinsically linked to their
inclusion on the list.
The Norwegian Government and the European Commission
130. The Norwegian Government reiterates that it is for the EEA States alone
to determine the events which are of major importance for their societies.
It argues further that the Norwegian authorities did not consider the World
Cup as a single and indivisible event and provided figures which were
related to different stages of the World Cup and which included viewing
figures of both “prime” and “non-prime” matches. Third, the Norwegian
Government underlines that it did not base the inclusion of the entire
final stage of the World Cup in the list of events of major importance on
incomplete evidence.
131. That being said, the Norwegian Government stresses that the relevant
question for the Court is not whether the entire final stage of the World
Cup is of major importance to the Norwegian society, but whether ESA
made a manifest error in approving the inclusion of it in the Norwegian list
of events of major importance.
39

Reference is made to Case T-126/99 Graphischer Maschinenbau GmbH v Commission [2002] ECR
II-2427, paragraph 49 and the case law cited therein, and Case C-132/12 Stichting Woonpunt and
Others v Commission, judgment of 27 February 2014, not yet reported, paragraph 54.
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132. The Commission considers that there is no reason to assume that ESA did
not fully comply with its obligations during the administrative procedure
leading to the adoption of the contested decision.
133. Both the Norwegian Government and the Commission submit that ESA fulfilled
its obligations under Article 14(2) of the Directive and Article 5(2)(d) SCA.
B – Second branch: unlawful reliance on recital 49 in the preamble to the
Directive
The applicant
134. According to the applicant, one of the reasons on which ESA relied for
approving the inclusion of the entire World Cup was the fact that recital 49
in the preamble to the Directive mentions this tournament as an example
of an event of major importance for society.
135. FIFA submits that in doing so ESA disregarded the case law of the General
Court40 and of the Court of Justice,41 which held, on the contrary, that the
World Cup must be regarded as an event which is, in principle, divisible
into different matches or stages, not all of which are necessarily capable
of being characterised as an event of major importance. Moreover,
according to the applicant, the final stage of the World Cup cannot
validly be included in its entirety in a list of events of major importance
irrespective of the interest generated by the individual matches in
the Member State concerned. Thus, the applicant observes that the
designation of each match as being an event of major importance may
differ from one Member State to another.
136. The applicant states that the defendant committed a manifest error of law
which should, in this respect, entail the partial annulment of the contested
decision.
137. In its reply, the applicant submits further that the weight and relevance
accorded by ESA to recital 49 in the preamble to the Directive in approving
the inclusion of the World Cup on the Norwegian events list are not
disclosed. According to the applicant, to the extent that ESA has relied on
that recital, it has committed a manifest error.
40
41

Reference is made to Case T-68/08 FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraphs 69 and 114.
Reference is made to Case C-205/11 P FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraphs 34, 35 and 41.
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The defendant
138. The defendant agrees with the applicant that, in view of the statements
by the Court of Justice, the process of including the entire final stage
of the World Cup in a national list of major events cannot be automatic,
unfounded or lacking any justification. On the contrary, the defendant
submits that the EEA State has to provide reasons justifying whether the
individual matches comprising the World Cup attract sufficient attention.
139. According to the defendant, Norway was correct to refer to the World Cup
as a single event in its notification,42 since, at the time, the Court of Justice
had not yet delivered its appeal judgments.43 In any event, the defendant
avers that it found Norway to have communicated the reasons why the
entire final stage of the World Cup was included in the list, stating that it is
among the most popular sports events in Norway, it has traditionally been
broadcast on free television and the different matches are interdependent.
140. Moreover, the defendant argues that the Ministry submitted at its
request very analytical data, in particular on the audience ratings, ratings
percentages and market shares for the entire population and for several
population groups for numerous matches of the World Cup in the years
2002, 2006 and 2010.
141. The defendant avers that, in reaching its conclusion that the Norwegian
authorities had not committed a manifest error of assessment when they
decided to include the World Cup in its entirety in the Norwegian list of
major events, it did not rely on recital 49 alone regardless of the interest
generated by the individual matches. On the contrary, according to the
defendant, the interest generated by individual (“prime” and “non-prime”)
matches was assessed. Thus, the defendant submits that this branch of
FIFA’s second plea should be rejected.
The Norwegian Government
142. According to the Norwegian Government, the World Cup must be regarded
as an event which is, in principle, divisible into different matches or stages,
not all of which are necessarily capable of being characterised as an event
of major importance.
42
43

Reference is made to Case T-68/08 FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 70.
Reference is made to Case C-205/11 P FIFA v Commission, cited above.
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143. The Norwegian Government submits that it is relevant to take into account,
when interpreting a directive, any statements in the preamble concerning
the relevant article. Clearly recital 49 in the preamble to the Directive is
relevant to the interpretation of Article 14 of the Directive, as it provides
examples of events which may fall within the scope of the Article.
144. According to the Norwegian Government, ESA, in reaching its conclusion
that the Norwegian authorities had not committed a manifest error of
assessment when including the entire final stage of the World Cup in the
Norwegian list of major events, did not rely on recital 49 alone regardless
of the interest generated by the individual matches.
European Commission
145. According to the Commission, the fact that the Court of Justice considered
the World Cup divisible into different matches or stages requires the
Member States to provide evidence that also “non-prime” matches are
events of major importance to society. The Commission observes that
this should be ascertained with reference to each Member State’s specific
situation.
146. Consequently, the Commission states that Member States must provide
the reasons why these matches could attract interest amongst their
population and it is then for the verifying authority to discharge its
obligation, assessing whether the notifying Member State has complied
with EU/EEA law in designating the entire final round of the World Cup as
an event of major importance for the society of that Member State.
147. The Commission submits that, in the present case, ESA sets out in a
comprehensive manner the reasons that led it to approve the Norwegian
authorities’ listing of the entire final round of the World Cup and Norway’s
qualifying matches as an event of major importance. Despite the fact that,
at the time of the notification, the Court of Justice had not yet delivered
its appeal judgment,44 according to the Commission, ESA did ask the
Norwegian authorities to communicate the reasons why the entire event in
question was considered of major importance for Norwegian society and
Norway did indeed communicate those data.
44

Reference is made to Case C-205/11 P FIFA v Commission, cited above.
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148. The Commission observes that, on the basis of those data, ESA found
that the decision of the Norwegian authorities was based on appropriate
data and that those authorities did not commit a manifest error in their
appreciation. Therefore, according to the Commission, the contested
decision was based on an actual assessment of the measures notified by
Norway and not on the mere interpretation of recital 49 in the preamble to
the Directive.
C – Third branch: manifest error in holding that the “non-prime” matches of the
World Cup satisfy the requirements justifying their characterisation as events
of major importance for Norway’s society and their inclusion on the Norwegian
events list
The applicant
149. FIFA reproaches ESA for committing a manifest error of assessment in
holding that the criteria on which the Norwegian authorities based the
inclusion of the entire World Cup on the events list have been fulfilled.
150. The applicant submits at the outset that the defendant has failed properly
to conduct the verification of the notified measures’ compatibility with
EEA law and to comply with the principle of good administration. Rather
than basing its decision on the information and data which the Norwegian
authorities alleged to have been the only such available and which it
wrongly found both sufficient and adequate, in the applicant’s view, ESA
should have required the Norwegian authorities to supply information, data
and evidence demonstrating that the criteria upon which the entire World
Cup was included on the events list were fulfilled, and withhold its decision
until such data and information had been provided.
151. Moreover, FIFA submits that the “non-prime” matches of the World Cup do
not satisfy the criteria of events of major importance for Norwegian society
within the meaning of Article 14(1) of the Directive, and may not be regarded
as outstanding events which are of interest to the general public in Norway.
152. In the first limb of the third branch of the second plea, FIFA submits that
ESA has committed a manifest error in holding that the World Cup has
traditionally been broadcast in Norway on free television.45
45

Reference is made to recital 9 in the preamble to the contested decision.
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153. According to FIFA, the statistical data contained in the notification could
not have allowed ESA to reach the conclusion that the matches of the
World Cup have been traditionally broadcast on free television in Norway.
154. FIFA submits that, of the three World Cups considered in the contested
decision, only the 2006 World Cup was broadcast in its entirety on free
television channels in Norway.
155. FIFA observes that, of the sixty-four matches played within the framework
of the 2002 World Cup, only eleven matches were broadcast on free
television in Norway, and only four of these live and in full. Except for the
three “prime” matches and the opening match, the other seven matches
were subject to only a partial and deferred broadcast in Norway.
156. Moreover, according to the applicant, the reference to the matches
which were broadcast on Swedish television channels46 is misleading,
unsubstantiated and is of no relevance to the inquiry whether the matches
of the tournament were broadcast on free television channels in Norway.
FIFA submits that, in all cases, the broadcasting by broadcasters in
countries other than Norway cannot be validly taken into account in
verifying whether the matches of the World Cup have been traditionally
broadcast on free television in Norway.
157. According to the applicant, within the framework of the 2010 World Cup,
only forty-eight of a total of sixty-four matches were broadcast on free
television channels in Norway. The applicant observes that the statistical
viewing data contained in the notification relate to only ten matches. The
applicant submits that this could not provide any basis for ESA’s holding
that the World Cup has traditionally been broadcast in Norway.
158. In these circumstances, according to the applicant, ESA should have had
doubts as to the validity of the designation of the entire World Cup as an
event of major importance for society by reference to this criterion.
159. Consequently, FIFA submits that the defendant erred in holding that
the World Cup has traditionally been broadcast in Norway by free
broadcasters. The finding that this criterion has been fulfilled and that, on
this ground, the “non-prime” matches of the World Cup have been lawfully
46

Reference is made to Annex A.2 – Annex III relating to the 2002 World Cup.
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included on the Norwegian events list is, according to the applicant,
vitiated by manifest error which should entail the annulment of the
contested decision in this respect.
160. In its reply, FIFA observes that there is nothing in the arguments advanced
by ESA to uphold the factually erroneous finding that the World Cup has
traditionally been broadcast on free television in Norway and to justify, on
that misrepresented count, the inclusion of this competition in its entirety
on the Norwegian events list.
161. In the second limb of the third branch of the second plea, FIFA submits that
ESA committed a manifest error in holding that the “non-prime” matches of
the World Cup have attracted large television audiences in Norway. 47
162. According to the applicant, the figures supplied in the notification are
not such as to warrant the finding that the broadcasting of the “nonprime” matches of the World Cup on free television has commanded
large television audiences in Norway. The applicant submits further that
neither market shares and audience ratings by channel, nor the numbers
of viewers per age and per gender, also by channel, permit it to be
ascertained whether the broadcasting of the matches of the World Cup has
attracted large audiences by reference to the potential Norwegian viewing
population.
163. According to the applicant, only the average viewing figures of the “nonprime” matches of the World Cup, by reference to the potential viewing
public in Norway, can allow it to be ascertained whether the broadcast of
these matches attracted a large television audience.
164. In this regard, FIFA submits that surveys and analysis of the viewing figures
of the two most recent World Cups, which it commissioned from TNS
Gallup (Oslo),48 demonstrate that the World Cup, especially the “non-prime”
matches, have never attracted large Norwegian television audiences.
165. The applicant observes that no viewing figures are given in the notification and
its annexes in relation to the 1998 World Cup despite the fact that this was the
last time that Norway’s team qualified for, and participated in, the World Cup.
47
48

Reference is made to recital 9 of the contested decision.
The TNS Gallup TV panel is acknowledged to constitute the official TV figures in Norway (see Annex
A.2 – Annex III).
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166. Since the final stage of the World Cup cannot validly be included in its
entirety in a list of events of major importance irrespective of the interest
generated by the individual matches in the Member State concerned,49
and the viewing figures of the last four World Cups, from 1998 to 2010,
unequivocally demonstrate that the “non-prime” matches of the World
Cup, whether Norway has participated in that competition or not, have
never elicited large public interest or attracted large television audiences
justifying their listing, it is FIFA’s contention that ESA erred in holding
that the broadcasting of the World Cup on free channels in Norway has
attracted a large television audience. According to the applicant, the
finding that this criterion has been fulfilled and that, on this ground, the
“non-prime” matches of the World Cup have been lawfully included in the
Norwegian events list is vitiated by manifest error which should entail the
annulment of the contested decision in this respect.
167. In its reply, the applicant submits that, with a view to justifying the
inclusion of the entire World Cup on an events list, the distinction between
“prime” and “non-prime” matches is not artificial, although, naturally, the
importance accorded to “prime” matches may not be equivalent to that
of the “non-prime” matches.50 Namely, according to the applicant, when
an events list purports to include all the matches of the World Cup, it has
to be shown that the broadcasting of both categories of match, “prime”
and “non-prime”, has commanded large television audiences. According
to FIFA, the viewing figures provided by the Norwegian authorities did not
allow it to be ascertained whether that was the case and, consequently,
ESA erred in holding that this criterion has been fulfilled.
168. In the third limb of the third branch of the second plea, FIFA submits
that ESA has committed a manifest error in holding that the “non-prime”
matches of the World Cup have a special general resonance in Norway51,
and are not simply of significance to those who ordinarily follow football.
169. According to the applicant, the alleged great interest that the Norwegian
public and media take in the World Cup does not cover the whole
competition and is limited to the final (“prime”) matches.
49
50
51

Reference is made to Case C-205/11 P FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 41.
Ibid., paragraph 33.
Reference is made to recital 9 in the preamble to the contested decision.
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170. Moreover, the applicant observes that the special general resonance of
“non-prime” matches cannot be inferred from the fact that these matches
may affect the matches that Norway may play as well as the overall result.
FIFA submits that the pertinence of this consideration has been rejected52
and, more generally, Norway’s participation or non-participation in the
World Cup has no impact on the number of viewers, especially those who
do not ordinarily follow football, of the television broadcast of “non-prime”
matches which is, invariably, low.
171. According to the applicant, only the average viewing figures for “nonfootball fans” compared with “football fans” allows it to be ascertained
whether the “non-prime” matches of the World Cup are of significance
to those who do not ordinarily follow football and, therefore, that these
matches have a special general resonance in Norway. The applicant
submits that no such figures are mentioned in the contested decision and
none have been included in the notification to ESA.
172. The applicant states that the viewing figures for the 2006 and the 2010
World Cups presented in the TNS Gallup Report that FIFA has submitted
are based on a workable distinction of that kind between “football fans”
and “non-fans” and clearly disprove any claim that the matches of the
World Cup, especially the “non-prime” matches, enjoy a special resonance
in Norway, in the sense that they are of significance to those who ordinarily
do not follow football.
173. According to the applicant, neither market shares and audience ratings,
nor the numbers of viewers per age and per gender53 warrants the
finding that “non-prime” matches of the World Cup have a special general
resonance in Norway. The applicant observes that the average viewing
figures according to gender, provided in the TNS Gallup Report, also
invalidate this conclusion.
174. The applicant submits that the assertions made in the notification and the
inadequate and fragmentary data provided in its annexes could not have
been validly relied upon by ESA in order to approve the designation of the
entire World Cup as an event of major importance for Norwegian society.
52

53

Reference is made to Case C-205/11 P FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraphs 32-33, and
Case C-204/11 P FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraphs 31-34.
Reference is made to Annex A.2 – Annex III.
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175. FIFA contends that ESA committed a manifest error in holding that the
criteria for including the “non-prime” matches of the World Cup on the
Norwegian events list have been fulfilled and that, on this ground, the
contested decision should be annulled in this respect.
The defendant
176. Referring to the guidelines developed by the Commission to test whether
an event may be considered of major importance for a particular society,54
the defendant concludes that the entire World Cup satisfies at least three
of those conditions in relation to Norway, first, it has traditionally been
broadcast on free television attracting large audiences; second, it has a
special general resonance in Norway and, third, it involves the Norwegian
national team.
177. Under the first limb of the third branch of the second plea, the defendant
avers that on several occasions it received confirmation from the
Norwegian authorities that the final stage of the World Cup has traditionally
been broadcast on free television in Norway. Moreover, according to the
defendant, all viewing figures and ratings provided to it concern broadcasts
on free television in the possession of the Norwegian authorities.
178. The defendant contends that it took account of the fact that the
tournament, in its entirety or the vast majority of the matches, had
traditionally been broadcast on free television channels and commanded
large television audiences.55
179. According to the defendant, the Norwegian authorities complied with their
duty of loyal cooperation and provided all information of relevance to
the case. The defendant was therefore in a position to make a definitive
assessment of the Norwegian measures.
180. Regarding the submission of the applicant according to which only a
limited number of matches of the 2002 World Cup were broadcast on free
television, the defendant claims that the 2002 World Cup is an example of
the situation that Norway intends to avoid by including the entire final stage
of the tournament in the Norwegian list.
54
55

See paragraph 21 of the present Report for the Hearing.
Reference is made to recital 9 in the preamble to the contested decision and to Case C-205/11 P
FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 50.
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181. According to the defendant, the viewing figures submitted by FIFA for 2006
confirm that the entire World Cup was broadcast on free television (i.e.
sixty-four matches) with the figures for the 2010 World Cup confirming that
the vast majority of the matches of that tournament (forty-eight of a total
of sixty-four games) were also broadcast on free television.
182. The defendant adds that the broadcasting rights for the 2014, 2018 and
2022 World Cups have already been acquired for the Norwegian market.
As regards the 2014 World Cup, forty-six of the sixty-four matches will be
broadcast on free television.
183. As regards the issue of deferred television coverage, the defendant
observes that the contested decision refers to broadcasts on free
television and not those that were necessarily broadcast live.56
184. The defendant argues further that it did not entertain any doubts on the
designation of the World Cup in the Norwegian events list as the data
submitted by the Norwegian authorities substantiate the valid inclusion of
the World Cup in its entirety in the Norwegian list.
185. The defendant concludes therefore that it did not err in accepting that the
World Cup has traditionally been broadcast on free television in Norway
and, thus, that FIFA’s allegation in this respect should be rejected.
186. In its rejoinder, the defendant reiterates that the pattern of broadcasting
the 2006 and 2010 World Cups as well as the future pattern until 2022
World Cup (the year up to which the broadcasting rights have been
purchased for the Norwegian market) was sufficient for ESA to establish a
“tradition” of broadcasting on free television.
187. The defendant underlines that the matches of the 2002 World Cup
broadcast on Swedish channels were not taken into consideration, since ESA
was not in a position to know the Swedish broadcasters’ identity, character
(free or pay TV) and coverage in Norway. The approval of the Norwegian list
thus was not based on the broadcasts of the Swedish channels in Norway.
188. Under the second limb of the third branch of the second plea, the
defendant avers that, in its assessment of the Norwegian measures, it
56

Reference is made to Case T-385/07 FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 103.
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took into consideration the fact that the World Cup, both the “prime” and
“non-prime” matches, attracted large audiences in Norway.57
189. The defendant argues that the comparison between “prime” and “nonprime” matches is artificial and irrelevant, since, for the purposes of
the inclusion of the “non-prime” matches in the list of events of major
importance for society, what is significant is whether the requirement of
attraction of large audiences is fulfilled in general terms in the sense that
the matches generate interest.58
190. The defendant submits that its assessment of the large audience was
based on the previous Commission practice in this field and on the viewing
figures it received from the latter by way of example in relation to the lists
of other EEA States. It thus considered the average viewing rates provided
by FIFA satisfactory to substantiate the inclusion of the entire World Cup in
the Norwegian list.
191. Moreover, the defendant contends that it assessed the method chosen by the
Norwegian authorities for measuring the interest an event generates and thus
its importance for society, i.e. the average audience ratings (for the entire
population and also by gender and age) and the market shares provided.59
The defendant avers that it expressly requested the Norwegian authorities to
provide viewing figures for “prime” and “non-prime” matches and that Norway
responded to this request, providing for the 2006 and 2010 World Cups
average viewing figures and market shares for the entire population as well as
for several categories of viewers on the basis of gender and age group, and in
addition the figures relating to the ten most-watched games of the 2006 and
2010 World Cups as well as the equivalent data for certain matches of the
2002 World Cup. According to the defendant, those data confirmed that even
“non-prime” matches generate significant interest in Norway.
192. ESA submits further that other factors should not be disregarded, such
as the teams playing and the time of the day when a match is broadcast,
which may influence the number of viewers watching it.60
57
58

59
60

Reference is made to recital 9 of the contested decision.
Reference is made to Cases T-385/07 FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 105 and T-68/08
FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 123.
Reference is made to Case T-68/08 FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 87.
Reference is made to Case T-68/08 FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 129, and Case
T-385/07 FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 108.
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193. On the basis of those data, the defendant concludes that the Norwegian
measures were justified in considering the final stage of the World Cup as
a unique event which must be regarded in its entirety as being of major
importance for Norwegian society and not a compilation of individual
events divided into matches of different levels of interest.61
194. As regards FIFA’s allegation that ESA did not assess data for the 1998
World Cup, the defendant submits, first, that it was not deemed necessary
to go back that far in time in order to make a projection for the future;
second, the defendant avers that it followed the Commission’s practice
and thus discharged its task by assessing data from 2006 and 2010 as
well as the available data from 2002.
195. Under the third limb of the third branch of the second plea, the defendant
reiterates that its obligation was to assess whether the Norwegian
authorities had made a manifest error of assessment in suggesting that at
least two out of the four indicators that may be retained for an event to be
regarded of major importance for society62 were satisfied in order to verify
whether the inclusion of the World Cup in its entirety in the Norwegian
list of events of major importance was in compliance with EEA law.
The defendant contends that it took account of the reasons presented,
examined the methodology employed and investigated the figures provided
by the Norwegian authorities.
196. The defendant avers that it assessed the viewing figures provided and
concluded that the methodology employed by Norway to demonstrate
the special general resonance of the World Cup in that State was not
manifestly erroneous but, on the contrary, was reasonable and acceptable.
197. According to the defendant, the alternative methodology proposed by
FIFA was, first, not appropriate and clear for application in measuring the
special general resonance of the World Cup in Norway.63 Second, the
defendant observes that FIFA’s methodology and the data it generated do
not provide any grounds to support the contention that the methodology
employed by the Norwegian authorities was manifestly erroneous. Third,
even under the FIFA methodology, the defendant notes that a large
61
62
63

Reference is made to Case C-205/11 P FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 41.
See paragraph 21 of the present Report for the Hearing.
Reference is made to Case T-385/07 FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 102.
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audience was attracted both by “prime” and “non-prime” matches, and that
this holds true also for the female population.
198. In its rejoinder, the defendant submits that the mere fact that there might
be other methods measuring the special general resonance of the World
Cup in a different manner, whether or not produced by specialised media
research companies, such as the one commissioned by FIFA and produced
for it by TNS Gallup, cannot as such discredit the methodology opted for
by the Norwegian Ministry and assessed by ESA.
199. Moreover, according to the defendant, the methodology favoured by
FIFA is based on a distinction between “fans” and “non-fans” that could
be characterised as arbitrary. Further, its reference to the absolute
number of viewers can be misleading by definition as it does not take into
consideration the total number of viewers watching television programmes
at the time the World Cup matches are broadcast. The defendant contends
that circumstances such as the time of the broadcast have significant
impact on whether both “fans” and “non-fans” actually opt to watch a
match.
200. The defendant avers that it did not err in not identifying a manifest error
in the methodology employed by the Norwegian authorities and in their
conclusion that the World Cup has a special general resonance in Norway.
Thus, according to the defendant, also the third branch of the applicant’s
second plea should be rejected.
The Norwegian Government
201. The Norwegian Government maintains that ESA did not manifestly err in
approving the inclusion of the entire final stage of the World Cup in the list
of events of major importance.
202. The Norwegian Government submits that ESA did not make a manifest
error in concluding that the World Cup has traditionally been broadcast on
free television in Norway, that it has a special general resonance in Norway
and that the “non-prime matches” of the World Cup have attracted large
television audiences in Norway.
203. The Norwegian Government agrees with ESA that other factors, such as
the teams playing and the time of the day that a game is broadcast, may
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influence the number of viewers watching it. Moreover, according to the
Norwegian Government, it is impossible to know in advance which specific
games in a championship will attract large interest and many viewers and
to know, at the time the broadcasting rights are sold, how the national
team will perform.
204. The Norwegian Government emphasises in addition that the entire World
Cup, including both the “prime” and the “non-prime” matches, also involves
the national team. According to the Norwegian Government, the fact that
the national team has not participated in the final stage of the World Cup
since 1998 is not of decisive importance, because the absence of the
national team is usually not established until after the list of events of
major importance for society has been drawn up and after the television
broadcasting rights have been sold for the relevant year.
European Commission
205. The Commission observes at the outset that, according to recital 53 in
the preamble to the Directive, the term “free television” extends to public
or commercial broadcasts publicly accessible without payment in addition
to the widely prevailing funding modes in each Member State. According
to the Commission, consideration of broadcast activities originating
outside Norway may therefore be relevant to the verification of the notified
measures to the extent that these form an integral element of Norwegian
television broadcasting.
206. As regards FIFA’s assertion that the number of matches considered did not
allow ESA to conclude that the World Cup had traditionally been broadcast
on free television in Norway, the Commission emphasises that the criterion,
which does not follow directly from the Directive, to the extent it is relied
on by the notifying state, is subject to the latter’s interpretative discretion
within the boundaries of the manifest error test established by the European
Union courts. According to the Commission, the applicant did not clearly
demonstrate a manifest error by way of appropriate evidence and, as a
result, there is no basis for a plea of annulment on these grounds in respect
of the number of matches broadcast on free television.
207. As regards the criterion of commanding large television audiences, the
Commission observes that FIFA’s assertions appear to be contradictory
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and without relation to the wording of the criterion itself. According to the
Commission, audience figures can be expressed either in absolute terms
or in relation to another relevant measurement. The Commission finds that
ESA’s assessment of the numbers presented by the Norwegian authorities
in support of their appraisal and of the method chosen by the Norwegian
authorities in order to measure the interest an event generates and thus its
importance, i.e. average viewings and market shares must be considered
correct.
208. As regards the application of the special general resonance test, the
Commission contends that FIFA’s proposed methodology must be rejected
on several grounds. According to the Commission, neither the Directive
nor the criteria used as indicators for determining the major importance
of an event within the meaning of Article 14(1) of the Directive implies
any specific method for assessing this importance. In its view, the data
provided by the Norwegian authorities are such as to warrant a finding that
the “non-prime” matches do enjoy a special resonance in a wider section
of Norwegian society.
209. Moreover, the Commission emphasises the fact that responsibility for the
completeness of the notified measures and possible supporting materials
resides with the notifying state. In the absence of any manifest error on the
latter’s behalf, which must lead the verifying authority to reject the notified
measures, the Commission states that there is no basis for ESA to go
beyond the inherently restricted nature of its power of review.
D – Fourth branch: the approval of the inclusion of the “non-prime” matches
of the World Cup on the Norwegian events list entails unnecessary and
disproportionate restrictions on the exercise of EEA rights and freedoms which
exceed those intrinsically linked to their inclusion on a list drawn up pursuant to
Article 14(1) of the Directive
The applicant
210. The applicant submits at the outset that restrictions on the exercise of
European and EEA rights and freedoms may be imposed in the pursuit
of legitimate objectives in the public interest. According to the applicant,
restrictive measures, including those applying indistinctly to national and
other Member States’ service providers and which are liable to prohibit or
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impede the activities of the latter, must be non-discriminatory, necessary
and proportionate to the attainment of such objectives and must reflect a
genuine concern to achieve such objectives in a consistent and systematic
manner.64
211. According to the applicant, the Court of Justice has emphasised that the
very listing itself entails unavoidable65 and inevitable66 obstacles to certain
European freedoms and rights. It has underlined that the Commission is
required to verify, inter alia, whether the designation of an event as being
of major importance for society is compatible with the general principles
of proportionality and non-discrimination, with the principles of the freedom
to provide services and the freedom of establishment and with the rules
on free competition.67 When an event has validly been designated by a
Member State as being of major importance, the Commission must inquire
whether the effects of that designation on the freedom to provide services,
the freedom of establishment, the freedom of competition and the right to
property do not exceed those which are intrinsically linked to the inclusion
of that event in the list.68
212. According to the applicant, the defendant has erred in holding that the
designation of the entire World Cup as an event of major importance for
Norwegian society was compatible with EEA law and that the restrictions
on EEA rights and freedoms entailed by the Norwegian measures were
appropriate and proportionate for attaining the legitimate objective sought.
On these grounds, the applicant submits that the contested decision
should be annulled in so far as it concerns the “non-prime” matches of the
World Cup.
213. FIFA contends that the Norwegian measures, as approved by the
contested decision, are disproportionate in that they impose no obligation
on qualified broadcasters to acquire rights to the listed events in general
and to the World Cup in particular. According to the applicant, non-qualified
64

65
66
67
68

Reference is made to Case C-169/07 Hartlauer [2009] ECR I-1721, paragraph 55, Case C-153/08
Commission v Spain [2009] ECR I-9735, paragraph 38, and Case C-384/08 Attanasio Group [2010]
ECR I-2055, paragraph 51. Reference is also made to Case E-1/06 ESA v Norway [2007] EFTA Ct.
Rep. 8, paragraph 43, and Case E-3/06 Ladbrokes [2007] EFTA Ct. Rep. 86, paragraph 53.
Reference is made to Case C-205/11 P FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 12.
Ibid., paragraph 22.
Ibid., paragraph 19.
Ibid., paragraphs 23, 126 and 131.
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broadcasters will have no incentive to acquire exclusive rights to these
events since they will be precluded from exploiting them and constrained
to sell them to a qualified broadcaster who offers to buy them, at a
price which could be determined by the Media Authority. Moreover, the
applicant observes that it is for the qualified television broadcaster which
acquired exclusive rights to decide whether, and if so, which matches
of the World Cup will be broadcast. According to the applicant, qualified
broadcasters do not have a legal obligation to offer to qualified and/or
non-qualified broadcasters rights which they do not wish to exploit. In these
circumstances, the applicant observes that it is possible that listed events,
including the World Cup, will not be broadcast at all. The applicant submits
that the restrictions entailed by the Norwegian measures, as approved
by the contested decision, are therefore not suitable or appropriate for
attaining the objective sought by the Directive and do not reflect a genuine
concern to achieve it in a consistent and systematic manner.
214. Moreover, according to the applicant, except in special circumstances,
none of the matches of the final stage of the World Cup (including
those which attract a very small audience) may be broadcast on an
exclusive basis by non-qualified broadcasters, whereas all the matches
of the qualifying stage of the World Cup played by teams other than
the Norwegian team may be broadcast in this way by non-qualified
broadcasters (regardless of the size of the viewing audience).
215. The applicant claims that in citing reasons which equally apply to both
the “non-prime” matches of the World Cup and to the qualifying matches
played by teams other than the Norwegian team, while including on the
list only the former, ESA has approved restrictions on the exercise of EEA
rights and freedoms by rights holders to the World Cup and by “nonqualified” broadcasters in respect of this entire competition which may
not be deemed to genuinely reflect a concern to attain in a consistent and
systematic manner the objective of ensuring wide access by the public to
television coverage of events of major importance for society.69
216. In FIFA’s submission, ESA has committed a manifest error in holding the
designation of the entire World Cup, especially the “non-prime” matches,
as an event of major importance for Norwegian society to be valid and
69

Reference is made to recital 49 in the preamble to the Directive.
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compatible with EEA law. On the contrary, according to the applicant,
the effects of the approval of the Norwegian measures are, as far as the
“non-prime” matches of the World Cup are concerned, disproportionate
and exceed those which are intrinsically linked to their inclusion on the
Norwegian events list.
217. FIFA argues further that its property rights are unduly and severely
interfered with. The elimination of any real competition between
qualified and non-qualified broadcasters for the acquisition of the
broadcasting rights to the World Cup impacts detrimentally on the price
which FIFA may be able to obtain for granting broadcasting licences
and, consequently, on FIFA’s ability to discharge its various statutory
obligations and tasks.
218. As regards the restrictions on the freedom to provide services, according
to the applicant, ESA did not go far enough, concluding simply that the
Norwegian measures appear proportionate,70 whereas, in fact, these
restrictions largely exceed the intrinsic effects which may be deemed
inevitably entailed by the inclusion of the entire World Cup on the
Norwegian events list.
219. As for the restrictions on the freedom of competition, FIFA submits that the
assessment of the defendant fails to address the crucial issue of the actual
total exclusion of non-qualified broadcasters from such a competition, even
when qualified broadcasters do not wish to acquire the broadcasting rights
to the World Cup.
220. According to the applicant, ESA should have assessed the
proportionality of the measures in respect of each restriction and each
relevant right or freedom. On the contrary, the applicant observes
that the factors alleged to support the general proportionality of the
Norwegian measures do not prove that the restrictions on the exercise
of EEA rights and freedoms at stake were unavoidable consequences
which do not exceed those intrinsically linked to the designation of
the entire World Cup as an event of major importance for Norwegian
society within the meaning of the Directive.
70

Reference is made to recital 16 in the preamble to the contested decision.
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221. The applicant submits further that the defendant should have given due regard
to the practice of those EEA States that have drawn up lists pursuant to the
Directive and not included the entire World Cup on their events list.71
222. FIFA concludes that the contested decision should be annulled in so far as
it approves the inclusion of the “non-prime” matches of the World Cup on
the Norwegian events list.
The defendant
223. The defendant submits at the outset that the assessment of the
possible disproportionate nature of a provision of EEA law must be
carried out with a view to reconciling the requirements of the protection
of those different rights and freedoms.72 According to the defendant,
recitals 48 and 49 in the preamble to the Directive aim to achieve this
balancing of interests.
224. Second, the defendant states that the European Union legislature has
expressly authorised obstacles to the freedom to provide services, the
freedom of establishment, the freedom of competition and the right to
property, which are an unavoidable consequence of such a designation.73
225. As regards property rights, the defendant submits that the potential
reduction in revenues suffered by sport organisations must be regarded
as included within the notion that obstacles to the right to property are an
inevitable consequence of the valid designation of the World Cup as an
event of major importance for Norwegian society. Moreover, according
to the defendant, the protection of the fundamental right to property is
not absolute and must be viewed in relation to its social function.74 The
defendant observes that the Directive aims at drawing a balance between
the right to property and the right to information in the form of wide public
access to television broadcasts of events, national or non-national, of
major importance for society.
71

72

73
74

Reference is made to Case C-137/09 Marc Michel Josemans v Burgmeester van Maastricht [2010]
ECR I-13019, paragraphs 36 and 37, Case C-333/08 Commission v France [2010] ECR I-757,
paragraph 105, and Case C-421/09 Humanplasma v Austria [2011] ECR I-12869, paragraph 41.
Reference is made to Case C-283/11 Sky Österreich GmbH v Österreichischer Rundfunk, judgment
of 22 January 2013, not yet reported, paragraph 60 and case law cited therein.
Reference is made to Case C-205/11 P FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 12.
Ibid., paragraph 143 and case law cited therein.
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226. Furthermore, according to the defendant, the lack of retroactive effect
– i.e. the Norwegian authorities will start applying the measures only to
agreements which are entered into after the list comes into force – goes
further to disproving the arguments put forward by FIFA relating to the
violation of its property rights. Since the Norwegian measures do not apply
to broadcasting rights already acquired and having an asset value, the
defendant submits that the protection of the fundamental right to property
guaranteed by EEA law cannot be invoked in relation to commercial
interests or opportunities, the uncertainties of which are part of the very
essence of economic activity.75 Moreover, according to the defendant, FIFA
did not adduce any evidence to substantiate its claim that the obstacles
to its alleged property rights exceed those which are intrinsically linked to
their inclusion on the Norwegian events list.
227. The defendant submits that the restrictions on the freedom to provide
services are justified since they are intended to protect the right to
information and to ensure wide public access to television broadcasts
of events of major importance to society. Moreover, according to the
defendant, these restrictions are also appropriate, necessary and
proportionate and are inherently linked to the valid designation of the World
Cup as an event of major importance for Norwegian society. Finally, the
defendant observes that FIFA did not provide any evidence to substantiate
its claim that these restrictions largely exceed the intrinsic effects which
may be deemed inevitably entailed by the inclusion of the entire World Cup
on the Norwegian events list.
228. As regards freedom of competition, the defendant claims that the
purpose of the Directive is to ensure that EEA citizens have access
to broadcasts of events of major importance without having to pay
additional fees. Moreover, contrary to FIFA’s submission, the defendant
states that non-qualified broadcasters are not excluded from competing
for the rights since they may exercise an exclusive right to a listed
event if no requests for resale have been received from any qualified
broadcaster within ten months before the event takes place or no
qualified television channels are willing to acquire the broadcasting
rights at market price.
75

Reference is made to Sky Österreich GmbH, cited above, paragraphs 34, 39 and 64.
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229. The defendant submits that several factors support and reinforce the
proportionality of the Norwegian measures: first, the requirement of
potential coverage as opposed to actual national coverage; second, the
arrangements providing for the re-licensing of exclusive rights by nonqualified broadcasters; third, the establishment of a dispute resolution
mechanism for determining the remuneration for the resale of the rights
between non-qualified and qualified broadcasters; fourth, the possibility for
a non-qualified broadcaster to sell the rights to parts of an event if it does
not receive any offers from qualified broadcasters; and, fifth, the absence
of retroactive effect of the list.
230. According to the defendant, the fact that other EEA States have not
included the World Cup in its entirety in their national lists of major events
is irrelevant, since it is for the Member States alone to determine the
events which are of major importance and they have a broad discretion in
this respect due to the considerable social and cultural differences that
exist across the EEA.76
231. The defendant concludes therefore that the inclusion of the World Cup
on the Norwegian list of major events does not entail restrictions on
EEA rights and freedoms which exceed those intrinsically linked to its
designation as an event of major importance.
The Norwegian Government
232. The Norwegian Government maintains that the effects of the
designation of the entire final stage of the World Cup, including both the
“prime” and the “non-prime” matches, as an event of major importance
are intrinsically linked to the inclusion of the event in the list and, thus,
are proportionate.
233. The Norwegian Government emphasises that the EEA States enjoy
a broad margin of discretion in designating events as being of
major importance and, accordingly, ESA is required to carry out a
limited review of the national measures. According to the Norwegian
Government, ESA should examine only the effects of that designation
on the freedom to provide services, the freedom of establishment, the
freedom of competition and the rights to property which exceed those
76

Reference is made to Case C-205/11 P FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraphs 14 and 15.
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which are intrinsically linked to the inclusion of that event in the list
provided for in Article 14(1) of the Directive.77
234. The Norwegian Government maintains that nothing in this case suggests
that the effects on the freedom to provide services and on the freedom of
competition go beyond those which are intrinsically linked to the inclusion of
the final stage of the World Cup in the list of events of major importance.
235. According to the Norwegian Government, the applicant’s arguments
in support of the allegation that the Norwegian measures are
disproportionate should also be rejected as unfounded.
236. With regard to the alleged infringement of the applicant’s property rights,
the Norwegian Government submits that the effects of the designation
of the matches in the final stage of the World Cup as an event of major
importance were not excessive.
237. The Norwegian Government concludes that ESA’s approval of the inclusion
of the entire final stage of the World Cup in the Norwegian list of events
of major importance does not entail unnecessary and disproportionate
restrictions on the exercise of EEA rights and freedoms which exceed
those intrinsically linked to their inclusion on a list drawn up pursuant to
Article 14(1) of the Directive.
European Commission
238. The Commission submits that ESA’s examination of the effect of the
listing of the World Cup in its entirety by the Norwegian authorities
was conducted properly and confirmed the proportionality and nondiscrimination of the measures as regards the principles of the freedom to
provide services, the freedom of establishment, the right to property and
the competition rules. Therefore, the Commission states that the claims of
the applicant should be rejected.
Páll Hreinsson
Judge-Rapporteur
77

Reference is made to Case C-205/11 P FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 23, Case
C-204/11 P FIFA v Commission, cited above, paragraph 22, and Case C-201/11 P UEFA v
Commission, cited above, paragraph 21.
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JOINED CASES E-4/12 AND E-5/12 COSTS
EFTA Surveillance Authority
v
Risdal Touring AS and Konkurrenten.no AS
(Taxation of costs – Recoverable costs – VAT)
Order of the Court, 14 October 2014............................................................. 936
Summary of the Order
1. It follows from Article 69(b) RoP
that recoverable costs are limited, first,
to those incurred for the purpose of
the proceedings before the Court and,
second, to those which are necessary
for that purpose.
2. When taxing the recoverable
costs, it is settled case law that the
Court must, in the absence of EEA
provisions laying down fee-scales, make
an unfettered assessment of the facts
of the case, taking into account the
purpose and nature of the proceedings,
their significance from the point of view
of EEA law as well as the difficulties
presented by the case, the amount of
work generated by the proceedings for
the agents and advisers involved and the
financial interests which the parties had
in the proceedings.
3. The Court notes that in cases
where parties seek access to
documents, their financial interest
in the proceedings is unlikely to
be a determinative factor in the
Court’s assessment as the value of

the information contained within the
relevant document is both uncertain and
unknown.
4. Where a party’s lawyers have
already assisted that party during
proceedings or procedures prior to
the relevant action, it is also necessary
to have regard to the fact that those
lawyers are aware of matters relevant
to the action, which is likely to have
facilitated their work and reduced the
preparation time required for the judicial
proceedings.
5. For the purposes of determining
the amount of recoverable legal fees
these can usefully be assessed by
the Court as a number of hours’ work
at a certain hourly rate. The primary
consideration of the Court is the total
number of hours of work which may
appear to be objectively necessary for
the purpose of the proceedings before
the Court.
6. VAT on recoverable costs may
also be recoverable. However, if an
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applicant is accountable for VAT, it is
usually entitled to recover from the
tax authorities VAT paid on goods
and services purchased by it. VAT
thus does not represent an expense
for it and, accordingly, it cannot
claim reimbursement of VAT on

Summary
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&
&
E-5/12
E-5/12 COSTS
COSTS

costs which are recoverable under
Article 69(b) RoP. There can be no
reimbursement of VAT on legal fees
and disbursements if an applicant is
able to deduct the amounts paid in
that respect and, thus, has not had to
bear those sums itself.
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ORDER OF THE COURT
14 October 2014
(Taxation of costs – Recoverable costs – VAT)

In Joined Cases E-4/12 and E-5/12 COSTS,
EFTA Surveillance Authority, represented by Markus Schneider, Deputy Director,
Gjermund Mathisen and Auður Ýr Steinarsdóttir, Officers, Department of Legal &
Executive Affairs, acting as Agents,
applicant,
v
Risdal Touring AS, established in Evje, Norway,
Konkurrenten.no AS, established in Evje, Norway,
represented by Jon Midthjell, advokat,
defendants,
APPLICATION for the taxation of costs recoverable following the order of the Court
of 7 October 2013 in Joined Cases E-4/12 and E-5/12 Risdal Touring AS and
Konkurrenten.no AS v EFTA Surveillance Authority [2013] EFTA Ct. Rep. 668,

THE COURT,
composed of: Carl Baudenbacher, President and Judge-Rapporteur, Per Christiansen
and Páll Hreinsson, Judges,
Registrar: Gunnar Selvik,
makes the following
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CASES
E-4/12 &
E-5/12 COSTS

ORDER
I

FACTS, PROCEDURE AND FORMS OF ORDER SOUGHT
1

Risdal Touring AS (“Risdal Touring”) operates in the tour bus market in
Norway and several EU Member States. It is owned by Olto Holding AS
(“Olto group”) which also owns Konkurrenten.no AS (“Konkurrenten”).
Konkurrenten operates in the regional express bus market between the
Southern and Central region in Norway.

2

Case E-4/12 concerned an access to document request made by Risdal
Touring to the EFTA Surveillance Authority (“ESA”) under Article 2(1) of the
Rules on Access to Documents 2008 (“RAD”) seeking public access to the
statement of content in ESA Case No 70506 and to specific documents
believed to be included in that file concerning ESA’s handling of the Olto
group’s State aid complaint. The Olto group’s complaint, submitted on 8
September 2011, concerned potentially unlawful aid granted by the City
of Oslo to Kollektivtransportproduksjon AS (“KTP”) (formerly known as AS
Oslo Sporveier (“Oslo Sporveier”)). KTP is a company owned and controlled
by the City of Oslo, and is a direct competitor of Konkurrenten and Risdal
Touring in the express bus and tour bus markets.

3

Risdal Touring sought the annulment of ESA’s decision, as notified on 5
April 2012 without stating reasons, and subsequently notified on 4 May
2012, denying public access to the complete statement of content in ESA
Case No 70506 and certain documents believed to be included in that file.

4

Case E-5/12 concerned a request submitted by Konkurrenten to ESA on
21 March 2012 pursuant to Article 2(1) RAD seeking public access to the
statement of content in ESA Case No 60510 concerning ESA’s handling
of the group’s State aid complaint submitted on 11 August 2006. The
complaint concerned potentially unlawful aid granted by the City of Oslo to
KTP. Konkurrenten sought the annulment of ESA’s decision, as notified on
5 April 2012 without stating reasons, which denies public access to the
complete statement of content of that file.

5

In its judgment in Case E-14/10 Konkurrenten.no v ESA [2011] EFTA Ct.
Rep. 266, the Court annulled ESA Decision No 254/10/COL of 21 June
2010 (AS Oslo Sporveier and AS Sporveisbussene) to close Case No
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60510 on the grant of State aid by the Norwegian authorities to Oslo
Sporveier and AS Sporveisbussene (“Sporveisbussene”) for the provision
of scheduled bus services in Oslo.
6

By its action in Case E-5/12, Konkurrenten sought access to the complete
statement of content of ESA Case No 60510 such that it could fully
identify documents on file that might be relevant to understanding how its
complaint was handled until ESA Decision No 254/10/COL was taken in
2010 and how ESA handled the case after that decision was overturned by
the Court in 2011.

7

In its order of 7 October 2013 in Joined Cases E-4/12 and E-5/12 Risdal
Touring and Konkurrenten v ESA, as regards Case E-4/12 Risdal Touring,
the Court (i) dismissed the part of the application directed at specific
documents as inadmissible; (ii) found that there was no longer any need
to adjudicate on the remainder of the application; (iii) ordered ESA to bear
its own costs and half of the costs incurred by Risdal Touring; and (iv)
ordered Risdal Touring to bear half of its costs. As regards Case E-5/12
Konkurrenten, the Court (i) dismissed the application as inadmissible;
and (ii) ordered ESA to bear its own costs and the costs incurred by
Konkurrenten.

8

In paragraph 182 of that order, as regards Case E-4/12 Risdal Touring, the
Court held that ESA had provided what, only in the context of that case,
might be considered an appropriate statement of content of the file in ESA
Case No 70506 in its rejoinder. As a result, there was no longer any need
to adjudicate upon that part of the case. The Court held that only furnishing
such a list 47 weeks after the request was made was unreasonable.
However, the Court stated that ESA was correct, in the circumstances,
in bringing the general presumption to the attention of Risdal Touring and
inviting that party to make document specific submissions to rebut the
presumption. Thus, the Court found it appropriate to order ESA to bear its
own costs and half of the costs incurred by Risdal Touring. Risdal Touring
was ordered to bear half of its own costs.

9

In paragraph 183 of the order, as regards Case E-5/12 Konkurrenten,
the Court held that ESA itself had characterised its own conduct as
regrettable. The Court found that, since ESA had sought the dismissal
of the case for reasons of inadmissibility yet had refrained from taking
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measures to rectify its willingly acknowledged failure to act, it was
necessary to order ESA to bear not only its own costs but also the costs
incurred by Konkurrenten.
10

On 14 February 2014, Risdal Touring and Konkurrenten served cost claims
on ESA requesting payment no later than 28 February 2014. Konkurrenten
sought a total of EUR 34 395. Risdal Touring sought a total of
EUR 27 982, i.e. half of the full sum of EUR 55 964.

11

On 21 February 2014, ESA replied to Risdal Touring and Konkurrenten.
ESA acknowledged its obligation to pay half of Risdal Touring’s costs
and all of Konkurrenten’s costs, but asserted that the sums claimed
were excessive and disputed some elements of the claims. ESA offered
a total of EUR 5 390 to Risdal Touring and EUR 7 363 to Konkurrenten.
ESA requested Risdal Touring and Konkurrenten to confirm whether,
and, if so, to what extent, its offers were accepted no later than
7 March 2014.

12

Given the considerable discrepancy between the parties’ views as regards
the costs recoverable under Article 69 of the Rules of Procedure (“RoP”)
by Risdal Touring in Case E-4/12 and by Konkurrenten in Case E-5/12,
ESA stated that it would consider making an application for taxation of
costs if no agreement could be reached by 7 March 2014. ESA stressed
that that the offers, in sum and in all their constituent elements, were
wholly without prejudice to ESA’s claims and arguments should the matter
be referred to the Court for taxation of costs.

13

Also on 21 February 2014, both Risdal Touring and Konkurrenten wrote
to ESA requesting ESA to make full use of the remaining period before 28
February 2014 to review the cost claims again.

14

On 28 February 2014, ESA responded to the letters of Risdal Touring and
Konkurrenten of 21 February 2014. ESA indicated that it had reviewed its
offers to settle costs. ESA now offered a total of EUR 5 994.50 to Risdal
Touring and EUR 8 985 to Konkurrenten and requested Risdal Touring
and Konkurrenten to confirm whether, and, if so, to what extent, its offers
were accepted no later than 7 March 2014. ESA’s letters stated that these
offers were without prejudice to ESA’s claims and arguments should the
matters be referred to the Court for taxation of costs.
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15

On 3 March 2014, both Risdal Touring and Konkurrenten wrote to ESA
giving ESA a final opportunity to take a formal position on the costs
claims by 10 March 2014. Both letters state that, to the extent that ESA
wished to contest the costs claims, it would have to set out its reasons for
doing so in a formal manner disclosable to the Court and to pay the noncontested part of the claim. If ESA also wished to make a non-disclosable
settlement offer, it would have to do so by way of a separate letter.

16

On 4 March 2014, ESA emailed both Risdal Touring and Konkurrenten,
attaching its letters of 28 February 2014, and stated, in addition, that “[a]
s is clear from the terms of the attached letter, it does not constitute a
refusal to pay the costs ordered by the EFTA Court. The letter is an offer to
settle and to engage in a negotiation to find a settlement on the quantum
of costs of your client.”

17

Also on 4 March 2014, both Risdal Touring and Konkurrenten emailed ESA
with attached letters. Both companies referred to their letters of 3 March
2014 and ESA’s email of 4 March 2014 and asserted that, in resending an
earlier letter in which it was stated that ESA’s position was non-binding and
non-disclosable, ESA had reiterated that it would not take a formal position
on the cost claim. Both companies stated that, as had been explained in
their letters of the previous day, the time limit for paying the costs claims
had expired on 28 February 2014 and noted that ESA had failed both to
make any payment and to take a formal position on the cost claim.

18

Therefore, both companies gave ESA a final opportunity to take a formal
position on the cost claims by 10 March 2014. They asserted that, to
the extent that ESA wished to contest the costs claims, it would have
to set out its reasons for doing so in a formal manner disclosable to
the Court and to pay the non-contested part of the claims. If ESA also
wished to make a non-disclosable settlement offer, it would have to do
so by separate letter. In the event that ESA continued not to take formal
positions on the cost claims, both companies stated that they would have
no choice but to consider this a refusal to pay any part of the claims.

19

On 10 March 2014, ESA emailed both companies. In its emails, ESA
noted that it had not received by 7 March 2014, the date by which it had
requested a reply to its letters of 21 February 2014, a reply to its offers
to settle the claims for costs. ESA observed that although the companies
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may have read ESA as having taken a “non-binding” and “non-disclosable”
position, it wished to confirm that its offer for settlement was indeed
a binding offer and that, as far as ESA was concerned, none of the
correspondence between the parties in the present case was confidential.
Indeed, ESA indicated that it would find it only appropriate that the entire
correspondence between the parties be disclosed in full to the Court.
Moreover, as the parties seemed to find themselves at an impasse, ESA
stated that it was prepared to take the issue of taxation of costs to the
Court in their mutual interest of resolving the matter as quickly as possible.
However, if the companies informed ESA without delay that they would
rather be the applicants in such proceedings, ESA would await such
applications for a reasonable period.
20

On 14 March 2014, both Risdal Touring and Konkurrenten emailed ESA
with attached letters. The two companies both contended that ESA had
failed to pay the non-contested part of the cost claims and alleged that
ESA had failed to provide any explanation for its refusal to do so. Both
companies requested ESA to pay the non-contested part of the costs
claims no later than 21 March 2014 and indicated that, once payment
had been received, they would review and respond to ESA’s “(now) formal
reasons for contesting the remaining part, with the aim of considering the
prospects for reaching a settlement on that part of the claim[s]”.

21

On 21 March 2014, ESA emailed Risdal Touring and Konkurrenten notifying
them that, in its view, the two companies still had not engaged with the
substance of ESA’s offers to settle the costs claims and informed them
that it was submitting an application to the Court for taxation of costs.
ESA contended that at no stage in its correspondence on this matter had
it made any “request that all correspondence in this matter be considered
non-binding and non-disclosable in the EFTA Court”. Hence, it had also
not “reversed” any such request. Moreover, ESA observed that it had not
headed any of its correspondence “without prejudice”, “confidential” or
similar, and that it had not attempted to give any impression that it would
in any way object to full disclosure of all correspondence in this matter.

22

On 21 March 2014, ESA lodged an application for taxation of costs
pursuant to Article 70(1) RoP in Joined Cases E-4/12 and E-5/12 Risdal
Touring and Konkurrenten v ESA. ESA requests that:
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23

1.

The total amount of the costs to be paid by the EFTA Surveillance
Authority to Risdal Touring AS is fixed at the discretion of the Court,
though they should not exceed EUR 5 000 in legal fees, with no
reimbursement of VAT, but with the addition of such copying costs
exclusive of VAT, shipping costs and travel/accommodation/
subsistence costs as properly documented before the Court.

2.

The total amount of the costs to be paid by the EFTA Surveillance
Authority to Konkurrenten.no AS is fixed at the discretion of the
Court, though they should not exceed EUR 7 000 in legal fees, with
no reimbursement of VAT, but with the addition of such copying
costs exclusive of VAT, shipping costs and travel/accommodation/
subsistence costs as properly documented before the Court.

On 5 May 2014, Risdal Touring and Konkurrenten submitted their joint
response to ESA’s application for taxation of costs. In Case E-4/12,
Risdal Touring respectfully asks that the Court:
Set the recoverable costs from the EFTA Surveillance Authority in Case
E-4/12 to Risdal Touring AS to EUR 29 328.

24

In Case E-5/12, Konkurrenten respectfully asks that the Court:
Set the recoverable costs from the EFTA Surveillance Authority in Case
E-5/12 to Konkurrenten.no AS to EUR 35 795.

II LAW AND ASSESSMENT OF THE CASE
Arguments of the parties
EFTA Surveillance Authority
25

ESA notes that while the application for taxation of costs is most often
lodged by the party claiming costs, pursuant to Article 70(1) RoP,
the provision does allow for an application to be made from the party
ordered to pay the costs (see, for instance, Case C-554/11 P-DEP
Internationaler Hilfsfonds v Commission, order of 24 October 2013,
published electronically, and Case C-208/11 P-DEP Internationaler
Hilfsfonds v Commission, order of 16 May 2013, published
electronically).
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VAT
26

ESA submits that both Risdal Touring and Konkurrenten are subject to
VAT in Norway. This entails that they are entitled to recover VAT paid on
services purchased by them, including legal services, from the national
tax authorities. It notes that both companies are listed on the Norwegian
Register of Business Enterprises as being registered for VAT. Therefore,
the input VAT claimed by Risdal Touring and Konkurrenten does not
represent an expense as such for them, and consequently they cannot claim
reimbursement from ESA of the VAT paid on the legal services at issue as
they cannot be reimbursed by ESA for what they are also reimbursed by
the Norwegian tax authorities. Thus, the VAT paid by Risdal Touring and
Konkurrenten cannot be taken into account for the purposes of calculating
the expenses recoverable in accordance with Article 69 RoP. ESA refers
in this respect to Case C-582/11 P-DEP Schwaaner Fischwaren, order of
14 November 2013, published electronically, paragraph 31, and Case
C-521/09 P-DEP Elf Aquitaine v Commission, order of 1 October 2013,
published electronically, paragraph 24 and case law cited. ESA alleges
that the companies have remained silent on the fact that their claim for
reimbursement of Norwegian VAT has no basis in EEA law.

27

ESA submits that the situation in Case E-9/04 COSTS European Banking
Federation v ESA [2007] EFTA Ct. Rep. 74 was different, as the European
Banking Federation, a non-profit organisation under Belgian law, was not
subject to VAT, and therefore the VAT paid by it represented an expense it
could claim for reimbursement. ESA notes that, in Case E-9/04 COSTS II
Bankers’ and Securities’ Dealers Association of Iceland v ESA [2007] EFTA
Ct. Rep. 220, the reimbursement of VAT was not claimed. Moreover, it was
seemingly in error that VAT was included in the costs to be paid by the
defendant in Case E-14/10 COSTS Konkurrenten.no v ESA [2012] EFTA
Ct. Rep. 900.

Legal fees
28

ESA submits that costs recoverable under Article 69 RoP are strictly
limited to expenses necessarily incurred for the purpose of the relevant
proceedings. It is settled case law, according to ESA, that in the absence
of any provisions of EEA law relating to tariffs or to the necessary
working time, the Court must take account in its assessment: the
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purpose and nature of the proceedings; their significance from the point
of view of EEA law; the difficulties presented by the case; the economic
interests which the parties had in the proceedings and the amount of
work which the contentious proceedings generated for counsel. In that
respect, ESA recalls that the ability of the Court to assess the value of
the work carried out is dependent on the accuracy of the information
provided. ESA refers to Case E-14/10 COSTS Konkurrenten.no v ESA,
cited above, paragraphs 26 and 27.
29

ESA submits that where a party’s lawyer has already assisted that party
during proceedings or procedures prior to the relevant action, it is
necessary to have regard to the fact that the lawyer is aware of matters
relevant to the action, which is likely to have facilitated his work, and so
reduced the preparation time required for the judicial proceedings (refers to
Case T-34/02 DEP Le Levant 015 and Others v Commission [2010] ECR
II-6375, paragraphs 42 to 44 and case law cited). It contends, however, that
no discounts of that kind are discernible thus far from the documentation
presented by the two companies, despite the fact that counsel for the
two companies had represented them both throughout the pre-litigation
procedure for public access to documents, and had also represented
Konkurrenten as a State aid complainant in the investigation concerned (ESA
refers in that regard to the pending Case E-19/13 Konkurrenten.no v ESA).

30

ESA submits that the present case did not call for an in-depth legal analysis
but could be solved by the mere application of EEA law. ESA refers to
Joined Cases E-4/12 and E-5/12 Risdal Touring and Konkurrenten v ESA,
paragraphs 101 to 106, and Case C-252/10 P-DEP EMSA, order of 13
December 2012, published electronically, paragraph 19. As the Court did
not have to consider the substance of the case, the proceedings were of
only limited significance from the point of view of EEA law.

31

Nor did the case raise new questions of law and so did not present
particular difficulties. ESA refers in this regard to Case C-254/09 P-DEP
Zafra Marroquineros, order of 12 October 2012, published electronically,
paragraphs 29 and 34; Case C-197/07 P-DEP TDK Kabushiki Kaisha,
order of 19 September 2012, published electronically, paragraph 19;
Case C-406/11 P-DEP Atlas Air, order of 5 December 2013, published
electronically, paragraph 16; and, Schwaaner Fischwaren, cited above,
paragraph 29.
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ESA submits that the proceedings were of no economic interest as such
for Risdal Touring. ESA refers in this regard to Case C-554/11 P-DEP
Internationaler Hilfsfonds v Commission, cited above, paragraph 22, and
Case C-208/11 PDEP Internationaler Hilfsfonds v Commission, cited above,
paragraph 23, and submits that this case law is relevant on grounds of
homogeneity, making reference to Case E-14/10 COSTS Konkurrenten.no v
ESA, cited above, paragraphs 20 to 23 and case law cited.

33

Moreover, according to ESA, the interests of Risdal Touring must be
contrasted with the economic interests of an interested third party, the
publication of whose documents is at stake. ESA refers in this regard
to Case C-404/10 P-DEP Lagardère v Éditions Odile Jacob, order of
28 November 2013, published electronically, paragraph 36, Case
C-554/11 P-DEP Internationaler Hilfsfonds v Commission, cited above,
paragraph 22, and Case C-208/11 P-DEP Internationaler Hilfsfonds v
Commission, cited above, paragraph 23.

34

ESA notes that these proceedings involved three exchanges of written
pleadings and an oral hearing. In these circumstances, ESA submits that
107 billable hours at an hourly rate of NOK 3 000 [an effective rate of
EUR 403.55 as calculated by counsel for the applicants] exceeds what
can be considered indispensable legal fees.

35

ESA states that it would find it difficult to agree to the calculation being
based on an hourly rate of EUR 340, a rate the parties in previous taxation
proceedings explicitly agreed and which the Court approved in Case
E-14/10 COSTS Konkurrenten.no v ESA, cited above, paragraph 29.
However, those cases were substantially more complex. ESA submits
therefore that an hourly rate of EUR 400 greatly exceeds what could
be considered appropriate remuneration, even for the services of a
particularly experienced professional, capable of working very quickly
and efficiently, and refers in this regard to Le Levant 015 and Others v
Commission, cited above, paragraph 54 and case law cited.

36

ESA submits that, in any event, there must be a strict assessment
of the total number of hours of work necessary for the purposes of
the proceedings before the Court and refers in this regard to Case
T-121/09 DEP Al Shanfari v Council and Commission, order of 20 November
2012, published electronically, paragraph 40 and the case law cited.
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37

ESA submits that the Court may find a rate of EUR 200 appropriate as a
basis for calculation, which cannot be considered as low, and refers to
Case T-47/03 DEP Sison v Council [2009] ECR II-1483, paragraph 49;
Case T-85/04 DEP Strack v Commission, order of 27 September 2012,
published electronically, paragraph 32; Case T-389/09 DEP Labate
v Commission, order of 19 October 2011, published electronically,
paragraph 45; Case C-191/11 P-DEP Norma Lebensmittelfilialbetrieb
v Yorma’s, order of 10 July 2012, published electronically, paragraph
23; and Joined Cases C-12/03 P-DEP and C-13/03 P-DEP Tetra Laval v
Commission [2010] ECR I-67*, paragraphs 63 and 64.

38

ESA submits that, in setting the hourly rate, the Court is invited to take
into account that the present case did not require expert knowledge.
It contends that the proceedings centred on procedural issues and,
on the substance, concerned public access to documents in the field
of State aid, which the Court of Justice of the European Union (“ECJ”)
had addressed, it submits, in Case C-139/07 P Technische Glaswerke
Illmenau [2010] ECR I-5885.

39

ESA submits that 107 hours’ work cannot reasonably be claimed to have been
essential. In its view, the documentation submitted lacks any detail beyond the
total number of hours billed at each stage of the procedure. ESA contends
that it would appear impossible for the Court to verify that the hours claimed
relate exclusively to the contentious proceedings, and not to work undertaken
during the pre-litigation procedure and refers in this regard to Case E-14/10
COSTS Konkurrenten.no v ESA, cited above, paragraph 27.

40

In detail, as regards Case E-4/12 Risdal Touring, ESA submits that it
would consider a reasonable number of billable hours to be limited to
12 hours for the preparation of the application for annulment as counsel
was already familiar with the case having represented Risdal Touring
throughout the administrative procedure, 8 hours for the review of the
preliminary objection of inadmissibility and the preparation of the response
thereto, 18 hours for counsel to review the defence and to prepare the
reply, 8 hours’ work for the review of the rejoinder and preparation for the
oral hearing, 3 hours for the review and commenting upon the draft report
for the hearing, and 1 hour for the hearing. As regards the hearing costs,
ESA refers to Case C-38/09 P-DEP CPVO v Schräder, order of
10 October 2013, paragraph 37.
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ESA submits that an appropriate numbers of hours would thus not exceed
a total of 50 hours. ESA refers in this regard to Case C-554/11 P-DEP
Internationaler Hilfsfonds v Commission, cited above, and Case
C-208/11 P-DEP Internationaler Hilfsfonds v Commission, cited above.

42

Upon ESA’s calculations, total legal fees would amount to no more than
EUR 10 000, presupposing an hourly rate of EUR 200. Therefore, as ESA
is obliged to cover 50% of the costs, that would equal EUR 5 000. ESA
observes that these calculations are indicative only and not agreed between
the parties and underlines the fact that the Court is in no way bound by the
parties’ views as it always remains unfettered in its assessment. ESA notes
that the Court is also free to award costs calculated on the basis of a lower
hourly rate and refers in this regard to Al Shanfari v Council and Commission,
cited above, paragraphs 39 and 40.

43

Turning to Case E-5/12 Konkurrenten, as regards the purpose and nature
of the contentious proceedings, ESA submits that the case did not call for
an in-depth legal analysis but could be solved by the application of EEA law
as already interpreted by the Court and the ECJ. Moreover, as the case
was dismissed as inadmissible, it did not raise new questions of law and
thus did not present particular difficulties. In addition, as the case at hand
was a transparency case, it must be considered to be of no economic
interest as such to Konkurrenten.

44

ESA notes that these proceedings involved three exchanges of written
pleadings and an oral hearing. ESA submits that 64.25 hours at an hourly
rate of EUR 400 exceeds what can be considered indispensable legal
fees. ESA contends that the hourly rate is overly high. While ESA leaves
the taxation of an appropriate hourly rate to the wisdom of the Court, ESA
refers to its arguments set out above in paragraphs 28 to 42, which apply
mutatis mutandis.

45

In addition, ESA submits that 64.25 hours of work cannot reasonably be
claimed as essential for the purposes of the proceedings. ESA submits
that the documentation submitted lacks any detail beyond the total number
of hours billed at each stage of the procedure.

46

In detail, as regards the costs in Case E-5/12 Konkurrenten, ESA submits
that 10 hours to prepare the application for annulment would seem more
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reasonable in light of the fact that counsel was already familiar with the
case having represented Konkurrenten throughout the administrative
procedure, as would 3 hours to review the preliminary objection of
inadmissibility and to prepare its response, with 12 hours for counsel
to review the defence and to prepare the reply, 2 hours for the review
of comments on the draft report for the hearing, 6 hours to review the
rejoinder and prepare the oral hearing, and 1 hour for the oral hearing.
47

In ESA’s estimation, an appropriate number of hours would thus not exceed
a total of 35 hours. Therefore, legal fees would equate to a maximum of
EUR 7 000, presupposing an hourly rate of EUR 200. ESA observes that
these calculations are indicative only and not agreed between the parties
and underlines the fact that the Court is in no way bound by the parties’
views as it always remains unfettered in its assessment.

Copying and shipping costs
48

ESA indicates its willingness to pay the copying costs specified by Risdal
Touring and Konkurrenten but only exclusive of VAT and contends that the
sums claimed “may seem to include Norwegian VAT”.

49

In relation to shipping costs, ESA states that it offered in the pre-litigation
correspondence to pay these as specified.

Travel, accommodation and subsistence costs
50

In relation to these costs, ESA states that it offered in the pre-litigation
correspondence to pay these as specified.

Risdal Touring
51

Risdal Touring notes that the Court ordered ESA to bear its own costs and
50% of the costs of Risdal Touring in Case E-4/12.

Legal costs
52

Risdal Touring notes that recoverable costs, pursuant to Article 69(b) RoP
are limited, first, to those incurred for the purpose of the proceedings before
the Court and, second, to those which are necessary for that purpose, and
refers to Case E-14/10 COSTS Konkurrenten v ESA, cited above, paragraph
24. Risdal Touring submits that its costs meet those criteria.
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53

Risdal Touring submits that it is only seeking to recover costs incurred
in the period starting with the application for annulment and ending with
the oral hearing. The only exception to this is a claim for 3.5 hours of
additional legal work required for the preparation of the pleading in the
present costs case.

54

Risdal Touring submits that its costs were necessary for the purpose of
the proceedings, having regard to the facts of the case and taking into
account the purpose and nature of the proceedings, their significance from
the point of view of EEA law as well as the difficulties presented by the
case, the amount of work generated by the proceedings for the agents
and advisers involved and the financial interest which the parties had in
the proceedings. Risdal Touring refers to European Banking Federation,
cited above, paragraph 17, Bankers’ and Securities’ Dealers Association
of Iceland v ESA, cited above, paragraph 29, and Case E-14/10 COSTS
Konkurrenten.no v ESA, cited above, paragraph 26.

55

As regards the amount of work generated by the proceedings, Risdal
Touring observes that the length of the pleadings totalled 206 pages with
44 annexes which themselves totalled a further 274 pages.

56

As to the purpose and nature of the proceedings, the case involved an
annulment action challenging a refusal to disclose the statement of content
of a State aid case and a refusal to disclose three specific groups of
documents believed to be included in that case file. Risdal Touring submits
that, as the Court reserved its decision on ESA’s inadmissibility plea, ESA
cannot now contend that it was unnecessary for the company to prepare a
full rebuttal of both the procedural and substantive issues.

57

Risdal Touring submits that the case was the first of its kind before
the Court under the RAD and that the case raised novel and complex
admissibility issues which, due to the differences between the RAD and
Regulation No 1049/2001, could not be easily solved by reference to
case law of the European Union Courts. Moreover, ESA replaced the RAD
with RAD 2012 four months after the action had been commenced and
those new rules purported to have retroactive effect.

58

Risdal Touring submits that the group to which the company belongs
has a substantial financial interest in the proceedings through its sister
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company Konkurrenten, the complainant in the underlying State aid
investigation. Risdal Touring contends that the alleged aid in question has
led to substantial distortions in its sister company’s primary market, even
threatening its survival. In that regard, Risdal Touring submits that it has
shouldered part of the financial burden in pursuing the evidence needed for
the corporate group to make effective use of its right to be heard during
ESA’s State aid investigation.
59

Finally, on this point, Risdal Touring submits that there is no intrinsic link
between the scope of Article 69 RoP and the scope of the RAD provisions
in question. Consequently, it rejects ESA’s attempts to limit Risdal Touring’s
right to recover costs under Article 69(b) RoP on the basis that it had no
private financial interest in the proceedings simply because the RAD, in
some respects, requires that an overriding public interest be shown.

Preparation of the application for annulment
60

Risdal Touring is seeking to recover 18.75 hours of legal work for the
drafting of the application. This cannot be considered unusual for the
preparation of a 40-page application with 33 annexes. Risdal Touring
submits that the case raised novel and complex issues concerning the
interpretation of the case law, the general presumption against public
access to State aid files in relation to three specific groups of State aid
documents, and the exception for overriding public interests from that
general presumption, which had not been reviewed before by the EU
courts.

61

Risdal Touring also notes that its low use of time to produce the application
reflects the fact that counsel had prior knowledge of the case, from which
ESA ultimately now benefits in the taxation procedure.

Analysis of ESA’s inadmissibility pleading and preparation of Risdal Touring’s
response
62

Risdal Touring is seeking to recover 12.5 hours of legal work to analyse
ESA’s inadmissibility pleading and for the drafting of its response.
According to Risdal Touring, this cannot be considered out of the ordinary
for the preparation of a response which dealt with complex admissibility
issues that the Court itself chose to reserve for its final judgment.
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Risdal Touring also notes that the factual basis leading to the contested
refusals was not identical to that which applied in Konkurrenten’s case and
that there was only a limited overlap in which the companies benefited
from any joint effort.

Analysis of the defence and preparation of Risdal Touring’s reply
64

Risdal Touring is seeking to recover 45.25 hours of legal work for the
analysis of the defence and for the drafting of the reply. Given that the
defendant submitted a comprehensive 35-page defence, Risdal Touring
asserts that this volume of work cannot, in any way, be considered
out of the ordinary. A major part of the work on the reply fell on Risdal
Touring simply because its case extended significantly beyond that of
Konkurrenten. There was no EU case law on point and the issues before
the Court were novel and complex in nature. Moreover, the procedural
issues differed from EU law because the RAD contained an administrative
procedure governing decisions on public access requests different to that
laid down in Regulation No 1049/2001.

Analysis of the rejoinder and preparations for the oral hearing
65

Risdal Touring is seeking to recover 19.5 hours of legal work for the
analysis of the rejoinder and preparation of its contribution to the hearing,
which includes preparing a new round of rebuttals, preparing responses to
anticipated questions from the Court, and drafting talking points and the
hearing manuscript.

Review of the hearing report and preparations of comments
66

Risdal Touring is seeking to recover 7 hours of legal work for the review
of the hearing report and for the preparation of comments. This cannot,
in any way, be considered out of the ordinary for the review of a 60-page
hearing report, of which large parts related exclusively to Risdal Touring’s
action.

Oral hearing
67

Risdal Touring had a right to be represented by counsel at the hearing,
which inherently required a full day away from the office. The company is
seeking to recover a half-day, i.e. 4 hours; the other part being borne by
Konkurrenten.
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Total number of hours and average hourly rates incurred
68

In total, Risdal Touring’s claim totals 107 hours of legal fees. The average
hourly rate charged was NOK 3 000. Risdal Touring submits that, in a
similar and comparable case, the ECJ awarded hourly legal fees of
EUR 390 and EUR 450 in the General Court and in the subsequent appeal
before the Court of Justice, respectively, and refers to Lagardère v
Editions Odile Jacob, cited above.

69

Risdal Touring notes that ESA assigned three agents to the main
proceedings and suspects that if ESA were compelled to disclose its own
use of time, the total time spent on the main proceedings by ESA’s agents
would far exceed the hours incurred by counsel for Risdal Touring.

Legal costs for the preparation of Risdal Touring’s response to ESA’s application
for taxation of costs
70

Risdal Touring seeks to recover EUR 1 400 in legal costs for the present
proceedings, which represents 3.5 hours of work.

Norwegian VAT outside the scope of EEA secondary law
71

Risdal Touring seeks to recover Norwegian VAT on the legal costs that
it has incurred. The VAT amounts to EUR 10 795. Reference is made to
Konkurrenten’s submissions on this point, set out in paragraphs 99 to
102 below.

Travel costs
72

Risdal Touring seeks to recover EUR 548 in travel costs pursuant to
Article 69(b) RoP. This includes the costs of counsel making a round trip
from Oslo to Luxembourg (EUR 362) and staying one night in Luxembourg
(EUR 186) for the hearing on 17 April 2013.

73

These costs represent half of the actual hotel costs; the other half being
borne by Konkurrenten because the oral hearing took place on the same
day as Konkurrenten’s hearing. Moreover, the airfare represents one third
of the actual ticket price; the other two thirds being borne by Konkurrenten
and another client of counsel that had an oral hearing before the Court the
next day, 18 April 2013.
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Copying costs
74

Risdal Touring seeks to recover EUR 390 in copying costs pursuant to
Article 69(b) RoP. This includes only the copying of the application for
annulment, its 33 annexes and 6 sets of copies that were submitted to the
Court, in addition to a copy for counsel and a copy for the company.

Shipment costs
75

Risdal Touring seeks to recover EUR 1 051 in shipment costs pursuant
to Article 69(b) RoP. This includes the shipments of the application for
annulment on 7 June 2012 (EUR 757) and the response to the defendant’s
inadmissibility plea on 6 September 2012 (EUR 294).

Conclusion
76

In conclusion, Risdal Touring seeks to recover EUR 43 180 in legal costs
before the Court, Norwegian VAT (25%) on those legal costs of EUR 10 795,
EUR 548 for travel costs for counsel to attend the hearing, copying costs
of EUR 390, and EUR 1 051 for shipping of pleadings. Thus, in accordance
with the Court’s order in Case E-4/12 Risdal Touring, this is halved to EUR
27 982. In addition, Risdal Touring seeks EUR 1 400 in legal costs for the
present taxation procedure. This results in a final total of EUR 29 382.

Konkurrenten
77

Konkurrenten observes that the Court ordered ESA to bear its own costs
and those of Konkurrenten in Case E-5/12.

Legal costs
78

Konkurrenten observes that the parties are in disagreement over the amount
of legal costs that are recoverable under Article 69(b) RoP. Konkurrenten
submits that recoverable costs are limited, first, to those incurred for
the purpose of the proceedings before the Court and, second, to those
which are necessary for that purpose. On this point, Konkurrenten makes
reference to Case E-14/10 COSTS Konkurrenten.no v ESA, cited above,
paragraph 24. Konkurrenten submits that its costs meet those criteria.

79

Konkurrenten submits that it is only seeking to recover costs that it
incurred in the period starting with the application for annulment and
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ending with the oral hearing. No prior or subsequent costs have been
included in the claim other than for the preparation of the pleading in the
present costs case.
80

Konkurrenten submits that its costs were necessary for the purpose of
the proceedings, having regard to the facts of the case and taking into
account the purpose and nature of the proceedings, their significance
from the point of view of EEA law as well as the difficulties presented
by the case, the amount of work generated by the proceedings for the
agents and advisers involved and the financial interest which the parties
had in the proceedings. On this point, Konkurrenten makes reference
to European Banking Federation, cited above, paragraph 17, Bankers’
and Securities’ Dealers Association of Iceland v ESA, cited above,
paragraph 29, and Case E-14/10 COSTS Konkurrenten.no v ESA, cited
above, paragraph 26.

81

Konkurrenten submits that the volume of the pleadings and evidence was
significant. In total, the pleadings totalled 181 pages, with 40 annexes.
Those annexes totalled 258 pages in addition.

82

Konkurrenten observes that the case at issue was an annulment action
challenging a refusal to disclose the statement of content in a State
aid case in a context in which the Court had previously annulled ESA’s
closing of its case without a formal investigation in Case E-14/10
Konkurrenten.no v ESA, cited above. Following the Court’s judgment in
that case, Konkurrenten issued a formal pre-litigation notice to ESA, as
ESA had not acted in the subsequent six months, prior to taking legal
action challenging the failure to act. Only at the last moment did ESA finally
open a formal investigation. Konkurrenten therefore made a request for
public access to the statement of content of the file that would identify
how ESA had conducted its investigation and to identify specific pieces of
correspondence and evidence to which Konkurrenten would be entitled to
demand public access, in order to make full use of its right to be heard
during the formal investigation.

83

Konkurrenten contends, in this regard, that the format of ESA’s refusal to
grant public access to that key document, without which the public right
of access is rendered illusory, bears no intrinsic link to the actual work
that the main proceedings required. The proceedings required a full review
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of the facts of the case and all legal issues needed to be addressed,
particularly bearing in mind that the Court decided to reserve its decision
on ESA’s inadmissibility plea.
84

Konkurrenten submits that the case was the first of its kind before the
Court under the RAD and that it raised novel and complex admissibility
issues which, due to the differences between the RAD and Regulation
No 1049/2001, could not be easily solved by reference to case law of the
EU Courts. Moreover, ESA replaced the RAD with RAD 2012 four months
after the action had been commenced and those new rules purported to
have retroactive effect. In addition, Konkurrenten observes that the Court
found the “final print-outs” ESA eventually provided appropriately detailed
only in the context of the present case and refers to paragraphs 127 and
179 of the Order of the Court.

85

Konkurrenten submits that it had a substantial financial interest in
the proceedings as it is the complainant in the underlying State aid
investigation. It contends that the alleged aid in question has led to
substantial distortions in its primary market, even threatening its survival.

86

Finally, on this point, Konkurrenten submits that there is no intrinsic
link between the scope of Article 69 RoP and the scope of the RAD
provisions in question. Consequently, it rejects ESA’s attempts to limit
Konkurrenten’s right to recover costs under Article 69(b) RoP on the
basis that it had no private financial interest in the proceedings simply
because the RAD, in some respects, requires that an overriding public
interest be shown.

Preparation of the application for annulment
87

Konkurrenten is seeking to recover 15.5 hours of legal work for the
drafting of the application. This cannot be considered unusual for the
preparation of a 25-page application with 29 annexes. Konkurrenten
submits that the case raised novel and complex issues concerning public
access under the RAD to electronically stored statements of content.

88

Konkurrenten also notes that its low use of time to produce the application
reflects the fact that counsel had prior knowledge of the case, from which
ESA ultimately now benefits in the taxation procedure.
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Analysis of ESA’s inadmissibility pleading and preparation of Konkurrenten’s response
89

Konkurrenten is seeking to recover 4.5 hours of legal work to analyse
ESA’s inadmissibility pleading and for the drafting of its response.
According to Konkurrenten, this cannot be considered out of the ordinary
for the preparation of a response which dealt with complex admissibility
issues that the Court itself chose to reserve for its final judgment.

90

Konkurrenten also notes that the factual basis for Risdal Touring’s parallel
action was different to that which applied in Konkurrenten’s case, thus
limiting the scope for “cross-work benefit”.

Analysis of the defence and preparation of Konkurrenten’s reply
91

Konkurrenten is seeking to recover 26 hours of legal work for the analysis
of the defence and for the drafting of the reply. Given that the defendant
submitted a comprehensive 35-page defence, Konkurrenten asserts that
this cannot, in any way, be considered out of the ordinary. That a joint reply
was submitted does not detract from the fact that Konkurrenten incurred
costs in preparing its part of that reply.

Analysis of the rejoinder and preparations for the oral hearing
92

Konkurrenten is seeking to recover 9.75 hours of legal work for the
analysis of the rejoinder and preparation of its contribution to the hearing,
which includes preparing a new round of rebuttals, preparing responses to
anticipated questions from the Court, and drafting talking points and the
hearing manuscript.

Review of the hearing report and preparations of comments
93

Konkurrenten is seeking to recover 4.5 hours of legal work for the review
of the relevant parts of the report for the hearing and for the preparation
of comments. This cannot, in any way, be considered out of the ordinary
for the review of a 60-page report for the hearing.

Oral hearing
94

Konkurrenten had a right to be represented by counsel at the hearing, which
inherently required a full day away from the office. The company is seeking to
recover a half-day, i.e. 4 hours; the other part being borne by Risdal Touring.
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Total number of hours and average hourly rates incurred
95

In total, Konkurrenten’s claim totals 64.25 hours of legal fees. The average
hourly rate charged was NOK 3 000. Konkurrenten submits that in a similar
and comparable case, the ECJ awarded hourly legal fees of EUR 390 and
EUR 450 in the General Court and in the subsequent appeal before the
Court of Justice, respectively, and refers to Lagardère v Editions Odile
Jacob, cited above.

96

Konkurrenten notes that ESA assigned three agents to the main
proceedings and suspects that if ESA were compelled to disclose its own
use of time, the total time spent on the main proceedings by ESA’s agents
would far exceed the hours incurred by counsel for Konkurrenten.

Preparation of Konkurrenten’s response to ESA’s application for taxation of costs
97

Konkurrenten seeks to recover EUR 1 400 in legal costs for the present
cost proceedings, which represents 3.5 hours of work.

Norwegian VAT outside the scope of EEA secondary law
98

Konkurrenten seeks to recover Norwegian VAT on the legal costs that it
has incurred, which amounts to EUR 6 482.

99

Konkurrenten notes that the Court awarded compensation for Norwegian
VAT on Konkurrenten’s legal costs on 9 November 2012 in its order in
Case E-14/10 COSTS Konkurrenten.no v ESA, cited above. Konkurrenten
submits that ESA now seeks to contest this part of the claim on the
basis of EU case law which predates the Court’s last order on this point.
Konkurrenten submits that ESA is seeking to convince the Court to change
its stance on VAT.

100 Konkurrenten disagrees with ESA’s view on this matter for three main
reasons. First, VAT is not regulated by secondary EEA law, and falls
outside the scope of the EEA Agreement altogether to the extent that it
does not amount to an unlawful restriction on the four freedoms or unlawful
State aid. Second, the EU case law is premised on the fact that VAT is fully
harmonised among the EU Member States. Konkurrenten submits that this
provides the Court with the necessary foundation to maintain its present
stance on VAT in its taxation orders.
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101 Third, there are important differences between Norwegian VAT law and
EU VAT law and it remains unclear how Norwegian VAT law applies to legal
costs. This lack of clarity stems in part from a recent judgment by the
Norwegian Supreme Court of 11 October 2012, which appears to hold that
legal work carried out in relation to litigation in a non-Norwegian court might
fall outside the scope of Norwegian VAT, even though the work is carried out
by a Norwegian law firm for a Norwegian client. Whereas most Norwegian
law firms continue to apply VAT to their litigation services, at home and
abroad, in relation to national clients (VAT which in the present case has long
since been paid to the tax authorities), the ultimate risk is inherently borne
by the client, as the final link in the chain, with regard to the deductibility of
that VAT. This means, in essence, according to Konkurrenten, that as long
as the Court awards compensation for Norwegian VAT incurred on legal
costs there is never any risk that Konkurrenten will be “overcompensated”
but an inherent risk will be created that the company may end up
“undercompensated” if no such compensation is awarded.
102 In sum, Konkurrenten asserts that as long as ESA has no reason to
contest the fact that Konkurrenten has paid VAT on its legal costs due to
the law firm, the Court should not alter its stance and shift the deductibility
risk to Konkurrenten. Under the circumstances, Konkurrenten continues,
the Court might be wise to consider the implications of making bold
assumptions concerning the interpretation of Norwegian VAT law in the
context of a taxation procedure, in as much as that national law falls
outside the scope of the EEA Agreement.
Travel costs
103 Konkurrenten seeks to recover EUR 548 in travel costs pursuant to Article
69(b) RoP. This includes the costs of counsel making a round trip from
Oslo to Luxembourg (EUR 362) and staying one night in Luxembourg (EUR
186) for the hearing on 17 April 2013.
104 These costs represent half of the actual hotel costs; the other half being
borne by Risdal Touring because the oral hearing took place on the same
day as Risdal Touring’s hearing. Moreover, the airfare represents one
third of the actual ticket price; the other two thirds being borne by Risdal
Touring and another client of counsel that had an oral hearing before the
Court the next day, 18 April 2013.
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Copying costs
105 Konkurrenten seeks to recover EUR 363 in copying costs pursuant to
Article 69(b) RoP. This includes only the copying of the application for
annulment, its 29 annexes and 6 sets of copies that were submitted to the
Court, in addition to a copy for counsel and a copy for the company.
Shipment costs
106 Konkurrenten seeks to recover EUR 1 074 in shipment costs pursuant
to Article 69(b) RoP. This includes the shipments of the application for
annulment on 7 June 2012 (EUR 449) and the response to the defendant’s
inadmissibility plea on 6 September 2012 (EUR 294) and the reply on 10
January 2013 (EUR 331).
Conclusion
107 In conclusion, Konkurrenten seeks to recover EUR 25 928 in legal costs
before the Court, Norwegian VAT (25%) on those legal costs of EUR
6 482, EUR 548 for travel costs for counsel to attend the hearing, copying
costs of EUR 363 and EUR 1 074 for shipping of pleadings. In addition,
Konkurrenten seeks EUR 1 400 in legal costs for the present taxation
procedure. This results in a final total of EUR 35 795.
Findings of the Court
108 Under Article 70(1) RoP, the Court shall, if there is a dispute concerning
the costs to be recovered, on application by the party concerned and
after hearing the opposite party, make an order. In that regard, it is of no
consequence that ESA is the applicant in these proceedings.
109 According to Article 69(b) RoP, “expenses necessarily incurred by the
parties for the purpose of the proceedings, in particular the travel and
subsistence expenses and the remuneration of agents, advisers or
lawyers”, shall be regarded as costs which are recoverable from the party
ordered to pay the costs.
110 The Court has recognised the principle of procedural homogeneity and
held that, where necessary, homogeneity cannot be restricted to the
interpretation of provisions whose wording is identical in substance to
parallel provisions of EU law (see, inter alia, Case E-14/11 DB Schenker
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v ESA (“DB Schenker I”) [2012] EFTA Ct. Rep. 1178, paragraph 78, and,
with regard to the taxation of costs, see, specifically, Case E-14/10
COSTS Konkurrenten.no v ESA, cited above, paragraph 23 and case law
cited, and Case E-15/10 COSTS DB Schenker v Posten Norge, order of
28 August 2014, not yet reported, paragraph 57).
111 It follows from Article 69(b) RoP that recoverable costs are limited, first, to
those incurred for the purpose of the proceedings before the Court and,
second, to those which are necessary for that purpose (see Case E-14/10
COSTS Konkurrenten.no v ESA, cited above, paragraph 24 and case law
cited, and DB Schenker v Posten Norge, cited above, paragraph 58).
112 When taxing the recoverable costs, it is settled case law that the Court
must, in the absence of EEA provisions laying down fee-scales, make
an unfettered assessment of the facts of the case, taking into account
the purpose and nature of the proceedings, their significance from the
point of view of EEA law as well as the difficulties presented by the case,
the amount of work generated by the proceedings for the agents and
advisers involved and the financial interests which the parties had in the
proceedings (see Case E-14/10 COSTS Konkurrenten.no v ESA, cited
above, paragraph 26 and case law cited, and DB Schenker v Posten
Norge, cited above, paragraph 59).
113 In that regard, the Court notes that in cases where parties seek access
to documents, their financial interest in the proceedings is unlikely to
be a determinative factor in the Court’s assessment as the value of the
information contained within the relevant document is both uncertain and
unknown.
114 Where a party’s lawyers have already assisted that party during
proceedings or procedures prior to the relevant action, it is also necessary
to have regard to the fact that those lawyers are aware of matters relevant
to the action, which is likely to have facilitated their work and reduced
the preparation time required for the judicial proceedings (compare Case
T-331/94 DEP IPK-München v Commission [2006] ECR II-51, paragraph 59
and case law cited).
115 In that respect, it must also be recalled that the ability of the Court to
assess the value of work carried out is dependent on the accuracy of the
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information provided (see Case E-14/10 COSTS Konkurrenten.no v ESA,
cited above, paragraph 27 and case law cited, and DB Schenker v Posten
Norge, cited above, paragraph 60).
116 The amount of costs recoverable in the present cases must be assessed
in the light of those criteria.
117 The dispute in the present cases concerned access to documents
requests made by Risdal Touring and Konkurrenten prior to ESA opening
its formal investigation procedure into potential State aid to Oslo
Sporveier and Sporveisbussene (see Joined Cases E-4/12 and E-5/12
Risdal Touring and Konkurrenten v ESA, cited above, paragraph 112).
The cases were significant as they were the first access to documents
cases before the Court to concern State aid and were brought by a sole
counsel. Furthermore, the Court decided to reserve its decision on ESA’s
preliminary objection concerning inadmissibility for the final judgment
pursuant to Article 87(4) RoP, and a hearing was held on 17 April 2013.
118 The Court recalls that in Case E-4/12 Risdal Touring the application was
partially dismissed as inadmissible and there was no longer a need to
adjudicate upon the remainder. The Court held at paragraph 182 that,
“ESA provided, what only in the present circumstances may be considered
an appropriate statement of content of the file in ESA Case No 70506
in its rejoinder. The result of which is that there is no longer any need
to adjudicate upon this part of the case. Only furnishing such a list 47
weeks after the request was made was unreasonable. However, ESA was
correct in bringing the general presumption to the applicant’s attention, in
the circumstances, and inviting Risdal Touring to make document specific
submissions to rebut the presumption. It is therefore appropriate that ESA
be ordered to bear its own costs and half of the costs incurred by Risdal
Touring. Risdal Touring is to bear half of its own costs.”
119 In Case E-5/12 Konkurrenten, the case was dismissed as inadmissible
as the first contested correspondence did not amount to a decision. The
Court held at paragraph 183 that “ESA itself has characterised its conduct
as regrettable. The Court finds that since ESA was seeking the dismissal of
the case for reasons of inadmissibility yet refraining from taking measures
to rectify its willingly acknowledged failure to act, it must be ordered to
bear not only its own costs but also the costs incurred by Konkurrenten.”
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120 ESA has submitted that an hourly rate of EUR 400 for legal fees
would be excessive in the present cases, and that EUR 200 might be
more appropriate. ESA contends that the cases did not require expert
knowledge and submits that the proceedings centred on procedural
matters and asserts that the substance of the case had already been
addressed by previous ECJ case law.
121 The Court notes that the hourly rate charged by counsel to Risdal Touring
and Konkurrenten was NOK 3 000. This was converted into euro by Risdal
Touring’s counsel when invoicing ESA at an effective rate of EUR 403.55,
on the basis of Norges Bank’s monthly average of daily NOK/EUR rates
between May 2012 and April 2013.
122 The Court finds that recoverable lawyers’ fees in the cases at hand can
reasonably be assessed on the basis of an hourly rate of EUR 403.55.
This rate presupposes that the work was carried out by an experienced
lawyer in the relevant field (see DB Schenker v Posten Norge, cited above,
paragraph 67 and case law cited).
123 The fact that remuneration at these rates is taken into account requires in
return a strict assessment of the total number of hours’ work essential for
the purposes of the proceedings in question (see DB Schenker v Posten
Norge, cited above, paragraph 68 and case law cited).
124 For the purposes of determining the amount of recoverable legal fees
these can usefully be assessed by the Court as a number of hours’ work
at a certain hourly rate. The primary consideration of the Court is the total
number of hours of work which may appear to be objectively necessary
for the purpose of the proceedings before the Court (see DB Schenker v
Posten Norge, cited above, paragraph 69 and case law cited).
Case E-4/12 Risdal Touring
125 As regards the preparation of its application for annulment, Risdal Touring
claims 18.75 hours of legal assistance. ESA submits that 12 hours seems
appropriate. While this was the first application of its type to come before
the Court, the Court finds that 15 hours is sufficient.
126 As regards the preparation of its response to ESA’s inadmissibility
pleading, Risdal Touring seeks to recover 12.5 hours to analyse ESA’s
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pleading and to draft its response. In this regard, it observes that the
factual basis leading to the contested correspondence was not the same
as in Konkurrenten’s case and there was only a limited overlap of work
from which Risdal Touring and Konkurrenten could benefit. ESA contends
that 8 hours seems more reasonable for this part of the case. The Court
finds that 12.5 hours of legal fees are appropriate.
127 As regards the preparation of its reply and to analyse the defence, Risdal
Touring claims 45.25 hours of legal assistance. Risdal Touring submits
that this period of time is not out of the ordinary and that a major part of
the work on the reply fell on Risdal Touring because its case extended
significantly beyond that of Konkurrenten. In addition, there was no case
law on point and the issues before the Court were both novel and complex.
ESA submits that 18 hours could be considered acceptable for this part of
the case. The Court finds that 32 hours of legal fees are appropriate.
128 As regards its preparations for the oral hearing and to review the rejoinder,
Risdal Touring claims 19.5 hours of legal assistance. ESA contends that
8 hours could be regarded as acceptable. The Court finds that 12.5 hours
of legal fees are appropriate.
129 As regards its review of the Report for the Hearing and for the preparation
of comments, Risdal Touring claims 7 hours of legal assistance. ESA
contends that 3 hours could be regarded as acceptable. The Court finds
that 3 hours of legal fees are appropriate.
130 As regards the oral hearing, Risdal Touring claims a half-day, i.e. 4 hours
of legal assistance. ESA asserts that, on splitting the legal fees for the oral
hearing equally between the joined cases, only 1 hour could be reasonably
attributed to Case E-4/12 Risdal Touring. The Court finds that 4 hours of
legal fees are appropriate.
131 Consequently, the Court finds that a total of 79 hours of legal fees were
necessarily incurred.
132 As regards the preparation of its response to the application for taxation
of costs, Risdal Touring seeks to recover EUR 1 400 in legal costs, which
represents 3.5 hours of legal assistance. The Court finds these legal fees
to be appropriate.
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133 Risdal Touring has claimed the cost of Norwegian VAT on its legal fees.
134 VAT on recoverable costs may also be recoverable. However, if an
applicant is accountable for VAT, it is usually entitled to recover from
the tax authorities VAT paid on goods and services purchased by it.
VAT thus does not represent an expense for it and, accordingly, it cannot
claim reimbursement of VAT on costs which are recoverable under Article
69(b) RoP. There can be no reimbursement of VAT on legal fees and
disbursements if an applicant is able to deduct the amounts paid in that
respect and, thus, has not had to bear those sums itself (see DB Schenker
v Posten Norge, cited above, paragraph 79 and case law cited).
135 Risdal Touring is listed on the Norwegian Register of Business Enterprises
as being registered for VAT. Consequently, Risdal Touring is not entitled to
claim reimbursement of VAT on its recoverable costs as it has been able to
deduct the amounts paid in VAT and, as a result, has not had to bear those
sums itself.
136 As regards the attendance of its counsel at the hearing, Risdal Touring
seeks to recover EUR 548 in travel costs pursuant to Article 69(b) RoP.
This includes a one-third share of the costs of counsel making a round
trip between Oslo and Luxembourg and half the cost of one night’s
accommodation in Luxembourg (EUR 186) for the hearing. The Court finds
that these costs amounting to EUR 548 were necessarily incurred.
137 As regards the copying of its pleadings, Risdal Touring seeks to recover
EUR 390 in copying costs pursuant to Article 69(b) RoP. This includes
the costs of copying the application for annulment, its 33 annexes and 6
sets of copies submitted to the Court, in addition to a copy for counsel
and a copy for the company itself. ESA states its willingness to pay the
copying costs as specified but only exclusive of VAT. The Court finds that
these costs, exclusive of VAT, charged to Risdal Touring of EUR 390 were
necessarily incurred.
138 As regards the shipping of its pleadings, Risdal Touring seeks to recover
EUR 1 051 in shipment costs pursuant to Article 69(b) RoP. This includes
the costs of shipments made on 7 June 2012 for the application for
annulment (EUR 757), and on 6 September 2012 for the response to
ESA’s inadmissibility plea (EUR 294). ESA states that it offered to pay
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these costs, as specified in the pre-litigation correspondence.
The Court finds that these costs, amounting to EUR 1 051, were
necessarily incurred.
139 It follows from the foregoing that the costs which the Court has found
to be recoverable are lawyers’ fees for the original proceedings of
EUR 31 880.45, travel and subsistence expenses for the applicant’s counsel
of EUR 548, copying expenses of EUR 390 and shipping expenses of
EUR 1 051. These costs amount in total to EUR 33 869.45. Bearing in mind
that ESA is to pay only half of Risdal Touring’s costs, the sum recoverable is
EUR 16 934.73 to which must be added EUR 1 400 for Risdal Touring’s
response to the application for taxation of costs. The final total is
EUR 18 334.73.
Case E-5/12 Konkurrenten
140 As regards the preparation of its application for annulment, Konkurrenten
claims 15.5 hours of legal assistance. ESA submits that 10 hours
seems appropriate. The Court recalls that counsel for Konkurrenten had
prior knowledge of the case having been the company’s representative
throughout the administrative procedure. The Court finds that 11.5 hours
of legal fees were reasonably incurred.
141 As regards the preparation of its response to ESA’s inadmissibility
pleading, Konkurrenten seeks to recover 4.5 hours to analyse ESA’s
pleading and to draft its response. In this regard, it observes that the
factual basis for Risdal Touring’s parallel action was different from
Konkurrenten’s own, thus limiting the scope for cross-work benefit. ESA
contends that 3 hours seems more reasonable for this part of the case.
The Court finds that 4.5 hours of legal fees are appropriate.
142 As regards the preparation of its reply and to analyse the defence,
Konkurrenten claims 26 hours of legal assistance. Konkurrenten submits
that this period of time is not out of the ordinary. In addition, there was no
case law on point and the issues before the Court were both novel and
complex. That a joint reply was submitted does not detract from the fact
that Konkurrenten incurred costs in preparing its part of that reply. ESA
submits that 12 hours could be considered acceptable for this part of the
case. The Court finds that 12 hours of legal fees are appropriate.
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143 As regards its preparations for the oral hearing and to review the rejoinder,
Konkurrenten claims 9.75 hours of legal assistance. ESA contends that 6
hours could be regarded as acceptable. The Court finds that 7 hours of
legal fees are appropriate.
144 As regards its review of the Report for the Hearing and for the preparation
of comments, Konkurrenten claims 4.5 hours of legal assistance. ESA
contends that 2 hours could be regarded as acceptable. The Court finds
that 2.5 hours of legal fees are appropriate.
145 As regards the oral hearing, Konkurrenten claims a half-day, i.e. 4 hours of
legal assistance. ESA asserts that, on splitting the legal fees for the oral
hearing equally between the joined cases, only 1 hour could be reasonably
attributed to Case E-5/12 Konkurrenten. The Court finds that 4 hours of
legal fees are appropriate.
146 Consequently, the Court finds that a total of 41.5 hours of legal fees were
necessarily incurred.
147 As regards the preparation of its response to the application for taxation
of costs, Konkurrenten seeks to recover EUR 1 400 in legal costs, which
represents 3.5 hours of legal assistance. The Court finds these legal fees
to be appropriate.
148 Konkurrenten has claimed the cost of Norwegian VAT on its legal fees.
Konkurrenten is listed on the Norwegian Register of Business Enterprises
as being registered for VAT. Consequently, Konkurrenten is not entitled to
claim reimbursement of VAT on its recoverable costs as it has been able to
deduct the amounts paid in VAT and as a result has not had to bear those
sums itself (see paragraph 134 above and case law cited).
149 As regards the attendance of its counsel at the hearing, Konkurrenten
seeks to recover EUR 548 in travel costs pursuant to Article 69(b) RoP.
This includes a one-third share of the costs of counsel making a round
trip between Oslo and Luxembourg and half the cost of one night’s
accommodation in Luxembourg (EUR 186) for the hearing. The Court finds
that these costs of EUR 548 were necessarily incurred.
150 As regards the copying of its pleadings, Konkurrenten seeks to recover
EUR 363 in copying costs pursuant to Article 69(b) RoP. This includes the
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costs of copying the application for annulment, its 29 annexes and 6 sets
of copies submitted to the Court, in addition to a copy for counsel and a
copy for the company itself. ESA states its willingness to pay the copying
costs as specified but only exclusive of VAT. The Court finds that these
costs, exclusive of VAT, amounting to EUR 363 were necessarily incurred.
151 As regards the shipping of its pleadings, Konkurrenten seeks to recover
EUR 1 074 in shipment costs pursuant to Article 69(b) RoP. This includes
the costs of shipments made on 7 June 2012 for the application for
annulment (EUR 449), on 6 September 2012 for the response to ESA’s
inadmissibility plea (EUR 294), and on 10 January 2013 for the reply
(EUR 331). ESA states that it offered to pay these costs, as specified
in the pre-litigation correspondence. The Court finds that these costs,
amounting to EUR 1 074, were necessarily incurred.
152 It follows from the foregoing that the costs which the Court has found
to be recoverable are lawyers’ fees for the original proceedings of
EUR 16 747.33, travel and subsistence expenses for the applicant’s
counsel of EUR 548, copying expenses of EUR 363 and shipping expenses
of EUR 1 074. These costs amount a recoverable sum of EUR 18 732.33
to which must be added EUR 1 400 for Konkurrenten’s response to the
application for taxation of costs. The final total is EUR 20 132.33.
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On those grounds,

THE COURT
hereby orders:
1.

In Case E-4/12 Risdal Touring AS v EFTA Surveillance Authority:
The EFTA Surveillance Authority is to pay Risdal Touring AS
EUR 18 334.73 in costs.

2.

In Case E-5/12 Konkurrenten.no AS v EFTA Surveillance Authority:
The EFTA Surveillance Authority is to pay Konkurrenten.no AS
EUR 20 132.33 in costs.

Carl Baudenbacher

Per Christiansen

Páll Hreinsson

Luxembourg, 14 October 2014
Gunnar Selvik

Carl Baudenbacher

Registrar

President
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CASE E-28/13
LBI hf.
v
Merrill Lynch International Ltd
(Article 30(1) of Directive 2001/24/EC - Winding up of credit institutions - Applicable
law - Voidness, voidability or unenforceability of legal acts - Acts governed by the law
of another EEA State)
Judgment of the Court, 17 October 2014....................................................... 972
Report for the Hearing................................................................................... 994
Summary of the Judgment
1. Pursuant to Directive 2001/24/
EC, credit institutions shall be wound
up in accordance with the law of their
home State. An exception applies
to the rules on voidness, voidability
or unenforceability of legal acts
detrimental to the creditors as a
whole, provided that the beneficiary
proves that the act is subject to the
law of another EEA State, and that
the law of that State does not allow
any means of challenging the act in
question.
2. The Directive does not limit the
basis on which to invoke voidness,
voidability or unenforceability of an
act. The decisive criterion is the
capacity of an act to be prejudicial to
creditorsʼ rights. Thus, the expression
voidness, voidability or unenforceability

of legal acts also refers to rescission
in bankruptcy law on the basis of
avoidance rules.
3. As long as the act is regarded
as detrimental to the entire mass of
creditors, it is not decisive whether
the possibility of challenging it is
classified as a part of bankruptcy
law. Neither is it of significance
whether the challenge is based on a
substantive or procedural rule, such
as for example that a time limit has
passed. A concrete assessment of
the specific act must be undertaken.
Consequently, even if the act can be
challenged, in principle, under the
national law governing it, it is sufficient
for the beneficiary to prove that the
requirements for a challenge are not
fulfilled in the case at hand.
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MÁL E-28/13
LBI hf.
gegn
Merill Lynch International Ltd
(1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunar 2001/24/EB – slit lánastofnana – lagaskil – ógildi,
ógildanleiki eða skortur á réttarvernd löggerninga – löggerningar sem lög annars
EES-ríkis eiga við um)
Dómur EFTA-dómstólsins, 17. október 2014................................................... 972
Skýrsla framsögumanns................................................................................ 994
Samantekt
1. Samkvæmt tilskipun 2001/24/
EB, skal lánastofnun slitið í samræmi
við lög, reglur og málsmeðferð sem
í gildi eru í því EES-ríki þar sem hún
hefur heimilisfesti („heimaaðildarríki“).
Frá þessu er þó gerð undartekning um
reglur er varða það hvort löggerningar,
sem eru öllum lánardrottnum skaðlegir,
séu ógildir, ógildanlegir eða skorti
réttarvernd, svo framarlega sem þeim
sem hefur hag af löggerningnum takist
að sanna að gerningurinn falli undir lög
annars EES-ríkis en heimaaðildarríkis, og
að lög hins ríkisins bjóði engin úrræði til
að vefengja gerninginn sem um ræðir.
2. Tilskipunin takmarkar ekki á
hvaða grundvelli telja megi löggerning
ógildan, ógildanlegan eða að hann
skorti réttarvernd. Sjónarmiðið sem
ræður úrslitum er hvort gerningurinn
geti skaðað réttindi lánardrottna.
Þar að leiðandi vísar orðalagið

,,ógildi, ógildanleiki eða skortur á
réttarvernd“ einnig til riftunar samkvæmt
gjaldþrotarétti á grundvelli reglna um
undanskot eigna frá gjaldþrotaskiptum.
3. Svo framarlega sem löggerningur
telst öllum lánardrottnum skaðlegur
skiptir það ekki sköpum hvort úrræði
til að vefengja löggerninginn séu á
grundvelli gjaldþrotaréttar eða annarra
reglna. Þá hefur það ekki þýðingu
hvort vefenging byggist á efnislegum
reglum eða reglum sem lýta að
málsmeðferð, eins og til dæmis reglum
um málshöfðunarfrest. Sérstakt mat á
viðkomandi löggerningi verður að fara
fram hverju sinni. Af því leiðir að þótt
almennt séð væri hægt að vefengja
gerninginn samkvæmt lögum þess EESríkis sem við eiga, nægir þeim sem hag
hefur af gerningnum að sýna fram á að
skilyrði fyrir vefengingu séu ekki uppfyllt
í því tiltekna máli sem til meðferðar er.
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4.

It must be assessed according

proved that the law applicable to

to the rules of the home EEA State

the act does not allow any means of

whether or not the beneficiary has

challenge.
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að sanna að lögin sem eiga við um

heimaaðildarríkisins hvort þeim sem

gerninginn veiti engin úrræði til að

hag hefur af löggerningnum hafi tekist

vefengja hann.
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JUDGMENT OF THE COURT
17 October 2014*
(Article 30(1) of Directive 2001/24/EC – Winding up of credit institutions – Applicable
law – Voidness, voidability or unenforceability of legal acts – Acts governed by the law
of another EEA State)
In Case E-28/13,
REQUEST to the Court under Article 34 of the Agreement between the EFTA States
on the Establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice by Reykjavík
District Court (Héraðsdómur Reykjavíkur) in the case between
LBI hf.
and
Merrill Lynch International Ltd
concerning the interpretation of Article 30(1) of Directive 2001/24/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council on the reorganisation and winding up of
credit institutions,

THE COURT,
composed of: Carl Baudenbacher, President, Per Christiansen (Judge-Rapporteur)
and Páll Hreinsson, Judges,
Registrar: Gunnar Selvik,
having considered the written observations submitted on behalf of:
–

LBI hf. (“the plaintiff”), represented by Jóhannes Sigurðsson, Supreme Court
Attorney, and Hafliði Kristján Lárusson, Solicitor, of AKTIS Legal Services;

–

Merrill Lynch International Ltd. (“the defendant”), represented by Hróbjartur
Jónatansson, Supreme Court Attorney, assisted by Margrét Anna Einarsdóttir,
District Court Attorney, Jónatansson & Co Legal Services;

*

Language of the request: Icelandic.
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CASE
E-28/13

DÓMUR DÓMSTÓLSINS
17. október 2014*
(1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunar 2001/24/EB – slit lánastofnana – lagaskil – ógildi,
ógildanleiki eða skortur á réttarvernd löggerninga – löggerningar sem lög annars EESríkis eiga við um)
Mál E-28/13,
BEIÐNI, samkvæmt 34. gr. samningsins milli EFTA-ríkjanna um stofnun
eftirlitsstofnunar og dómstóls, um ráðgefandi álit EFTA-dómstólsins, frá Héraðsdómi
Reykjavíkur, í máli sem þar er rekið
LBI hf.
gegn
Merrill Lynch International Ltd
um túlkun 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunar Evrópuþingsins og ráðsins 2001/24/EB um
endurskipulagningu og slit lánastofnana.

DÓMSTÓLLINN,
skipaður dómurunum Carl Baudenbacher, forseta, Per Christiansen, framsögumanni,
og Páli Hreinssyni,
dómritari: Gunnar Selvik,
hefur, með tilliti til skriflegra greinargerða frá:
–

Stefnanda, LBI hf., í fyrirsvari eru Jóhannes Sigurðsson, hrl., og Hafliði Kristján
Lárusson, lögmaður, hjá AKTIS lögmannsstofu;

–

Stefnda, Merrill Lynch International Ltd., í fyrirsvari er Hróbjartur
Jónatansson, hrl., sem nýtur aðstoðar Margrétar Önnu Einarsdóttur, hdl., hjá
lögmannsstofunni Jónatansson & Co;

*

Beiðni um ráðgefandi álit á íslensku.
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–

the Belgian Government, represented by Jean-Christophe Halleux and Marie Jacobs,
Attachés, Directorate General Legal Affairs of the Federal Public Service for Foreign
Affairs, Foreign Trade and Development Cooperation, acting as Agents;

–

the Liechtenstein Government, represented by Dr Andrea Entner-Koch, Director,
EEA Coordination Unit, acting as Agent;

–

the EFTA Surveillance Authority (“ESA”), represented by Xavier Lewis, Director,
and Maria Moustakali, Officer, Department of Legal & Executive Affairs, acting
as Agents; and

–

the European Commission (“the Commission”), represented by Audroné Steiblyté
and Karl-Philipp Wojcik, Members of its Legal Service, acting as Agents,

having regard to the Report for the Hearing,
having heard oral argument of the plaintiff, represented by Jóhannes Sigurðsson; the
defendant, represented by Hróbjartur Jónatansson; the Liechtenstein Government,
represented by Dr Andrea Entner-Koch; ESA, represented by Maria Moustakali; and
the Commission, represented by Audroné Steiblyté, at the hearing on 10 June 2014,
gives the following

JUDGMENT
I

LEGAL BACKGROUND
EEA law
1

Directive 2001/24/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on
the reorganisation and winding up of credit institutions (“the Directive”) (OJ
2001 L 125, p. 15) was incorporated into Annex IX to the EEA Agreement
at point 16c by Decision of the EEA Joint Committee No 167/2002 of 6
December 2002 (“Decision No 167/2002”) (OJ 2003 L 38, p. 28, and
EEA Supplement No 9, p. 20). Decision No 167/2002 entered into force
on 1 August 2003. Pursuant to Article 34 of the Directive, the deadline for
transposition was 5 May 2004.
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–

Ríkisstjórn Belgíu, í fyrirsvari sem umboðsmenn eru Jean-Christophe Halleux og
Marie Jacobs, hjá lögfræðisviði utanríkisráðuneytisins;

–

Ríkisstjórn Liechtenstein, í fyrirsvari sem umboðsmaður er Dr. Andrea EntnerKoch, forstöðumaður hjá stofnuninni um framkvæmd EES-samningsins;

–

Eftirlitsstofnun EFTA („ESA“), í fyrirsvari sem umboðsmenn eru Xavier Lewis,
framkvæmdastjóri lögfræði- og framkvæmdasviðs og Maria Moustakali
lögfræðingur, á sama sviði, og

–

Framkvæmdastjórn Evrópusambandsins („framkvæmdastjórnin“), í fyrirsvari
sem umboðsmenn eru Audroné Steiblyté og Karl-Philipp Wojcik, hjá
lagaskrifstofu framkvæmdastjórnarinnar.

Judgment

CASE
E-28/13

með tilliti til skýrslu framsögumanns,
og munnlegs málflutnings lögmanns stefnanda, Jóhannesar Sigurðssonar,
lögmanns stefnda, Hróbjarts Jónatanssonar, umboðsmanns ríkisstjórnar
Liechtenstein, Dr. Andrea Entner-Koch, fulltrúa ESA, Maríu Moustakali, og fulltrúa
framkvæmdastjórnarinnar, Audroné Steiblyté, sem fram fór 10. júní 2014,
kveðið upp svofelldan

DÓM
I

LÖGGJÖF
EES-réttur
1

Tilskipun Evrópuþingsins og ráðsins 2001/24/EB um endurskipulagningu
og slit lánastofnana (tilskipunin) (Stjtíð. ESB 2001 L 125, bls. 15) var
tekin upp í lið 16c í IX. viðauka við EES-samninginn samkvæmt ákvörðun
sameiginlegu EES-nefndarinnar nr. 167/2002 frá 6. desember 2002
(ákvörðun nr. 167/2002) (Stjtíð. ESB 2003 L 38, bls. 28 og EESviðbætir nr. 9, bls. 20). Ákvörðun nr. 167/2002 tók gildi 1. ágúst 2003.
Samkvæmt 34. gr. tilskipunarinnar var lokafrestur til innleiðingar
5. maí 2004.
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2

Recitals 3, 4, 6, 16, 23 and 28 in the preamble to the Directive read:
(3) This Directive forms part of the Community legislative framework set
up by Directive 2000/12/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 20 March 2000 relating to the taking up and pursuit of the
business of credit institutions. It follows therefrom that, while they are
in operation, a credit institution and its branches form a single entity
subject to the supervision of the competent authorities of the State
where authorisation valid throughout the Community was granted.
(4) It would be particularly undesirable to relinquish such unity between
an institution and its branches where it is necessary to adopt
reorganisation measures or open winding-up proceedings.
…
(6) The administrative or judicial authorities of the home Member
State must have sole power to decide upon and to implement the
reorganisation measures provided for in the law and practices in
force in that Member State. Owing to the difficulty of harmonising
Member States’ laws and practices, it is necessary to establish mutual
recognition by the Member States of the measures taken by each of
them to restore to viability the credit institutions which it has authorised.
…
(16) Equal treatment of creditors requires that the credit institution is
wound up according to the principles of unity and universality, which
require the administrative or judicial authorities of the home Member
State to have sole jurisdiction and their decisions to be recognised
and to be capable of producing in all the other Member States,
without any formality, the effects ascribed to them by the law of the
home Member State, except where this Directive provides otherwise.
…
(23) Although it is important to follow the principle that the law of the home
Member State determines all the effects of reorganisation measures
or winding-up proceedings, both procedural and substantive, it is
also necessary to bear in mind that those effects may conflict with
the rules normally applicable in the context of the economic and
financial activity of the credit institution in question and its branches in
other Member States. In some cases reference to the law of another
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Í 3., 4., 6., 16., 23. og 28. lið formálsorða tilskipunarinnar segir:
(3) Þessi tilskipun er hluti af lagaramma bandalagsins sem sniðinn var
með tilskipun Evrópuþingsins og ráðsins 2000/12/EB frá 20 mars
2000 um stofnun og rekstur lánastofnana. Af þessu leiðir að á meðan
þau eru í rekstri mynda lánastofnun og útibú hennar eina stofnun sem
er háð eftirliti lögbærra yfirvalda þess ríkis þar sem starfsleyfi, sem
gildir alls staðar í bandalaginu, var gefið út.
(4) Það væri afar óæskilegt að hafna slíkri einingu stofnunar og útibúa
hennar þegar nauðsynlegt er að gera endurskipulagningarráðstafanir
eða slíta starfseminni.
...
(6) Stjórnvöld og dómsmálayfirvöld heimaaðildarríkis
skulu ein hafa vald til þess að ákveða og framkvæma
endurskipulagningarráðstafanir sem kveðið er á um í gildandi
lögum og venjum í því aðildarríki. Vegna erfiðleikanna samfara því
að samræma lög og venjur aðildarríkjanna er nauðsynlegt að koma
á gagnkvæmri viðurkenningu aðildarríkjanna á ráðstöfunum sem
þau gera hvert og eitt til að koma lánastofnunum, sem það hefur
veitt starfsleyfi, aftur í starfshæft ástand.
…
(16) Jöfn meðferð allra lánardrottna krefst þess að lánastofnun sé slitið í
samræmi við meginreglurnar um einingu (principle of unity) og algildi
(principle of universality), en þess er krafist samkvæmt þeim að
stjórnvöld eða dómsmálayfirvöld heimaaðildarríkis hafi einkalögsögu
og að ákvarðanir þeirra séu virtar og geti haft þau áhrif sem þeim er
ætlað að hafa samkvæmt lögum heimaaðildarríkis, án formsatriða
nema kveðið sé á um annað í þessari tilskipun.
...
(23) Þó að mikilvægt sé að fylgja meginreglunni um að lög
heimaaðildarríkis gildi um endurskipulagningarráðstafanir eða
slitameðferð, bæði hvað varðar málsmeðferð og efnislega,
er einnig nauðsynlegt að hafa í huga að þetta getur verið
ósamrýmanlegt þeim reglum sem almennt gilda varðandi
efnahagslega og fjárhagslega starfsemi lánastofnunarinnar sem
um ræðir og útibúa hennar í öðrum aðildarríkjum. Í sumum tilvikum
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Member State represents an unavoidable qualification of the principle
that the law of the home Member State is to apply.
…
(28) Creditors who have entered into contracts with a credit institution
before a reorganisation measure is adopted or winding-up proceedings
are opened should be protected against provisions relating to voidness,
voidability or unenforceability laid down in the law of the home Member
State, where the beneficiary of the transaction produces evidence that
in the law applicable to that transaction there is no available means of
contesting the act concerned in the case in point.
3

Article 1(1) of the Directive reads:
Scope
1. This Directive shall apply to credit institutions and their branches
set up in Member States other than those in which they have their
head offices, as defined in points (1) and (3) of Article 1 of Directive
2000/12/EC, subject to the conditions and exemptions laid down in
Article 2(3) of that Directive.

4

Article 2 of the Directive reads:
Definitions
For the purposes of this Directive:
–

“home Member State” shall mean the Member State of origin within
the meaning of Article 1, point (6) of Directive 2000/12/EC;

…
5

Article 3 of the Directive reads:
Adoption of reorganisation measures - applicable law
1. The administrative or judicial authorities of the home Member State
shall alone be empowered to decide on the implementation of one or
more reorganisation measures in a credit institution, including branches
established in other Member States.
2. The reorganisation measures shall be applied in accordance with the
laws, regulations and procedures applicable in the home Member State,
unless otherwise provided in this Directive.
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er tilvísun í lög annars aðildarríkis óhjákvæmilegt frávik frá þeirri
meginreglu að lög heimaaðildarríkis skuli gilda.
...
(28) Lánardrottnar, sem hafa gert samninga við lánastofnun áður en
endurskipulagningarráðstafanir voru samþykktar eða slitameðferð
hófst, skulu njóta verndar gagnvart ákvæðum er varða ógildingu,
ógildanleika eða skort á réttarvernd, sem mælt er fyrir um í lögum
heimaaðildarríkis, ef sá sem hefur hag af viðskiptunum færir rök
fyrir því að engin leið sé til andæfa þeirri aðgerð sem um ræðir í
viðkomandi máli.
3

Í 1. mgr. 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar segir:
Gildissvið
1. Þessi tilskipun skal gilda um lánastofnanir og útibú þeirra sem stofnuð
eru í aðildarríkjum öðrum en þeim þar sem aðalskrifstofa þeirra er,
samkvæmt skilgreiningum í 1. og 3. tölul. 1. gr. tilskipunar 2000/12/EB,
með fyrirvara um þau skilyrði og undanþágur sem mælt er fyrir um í 3.
mgr. 2. gr. þeirrar tilskipunar.

4

Í 2. gr. tilskipunarinnar segir:
Skilgreiningar
Í þessari tilskipun er merking eftirfarandi hugtaka sem hér segir:
–

„heimaaðildarríki“: upprunaaðildarríki í merkingu 6. tölul. 1. gr.
tilskipunar 2000/12/EB;

...
5

Í 3. gr. tilskipunarinnar segir:
Samþykkt endurskipulagningarráðstafana — gildandi lög
1. Stjórnvöld og dómsmálayfirvöld heimaaðildarríkis skulu
ein hafa vald til þess að ákveða framkvæmd einnar eða fleiri
endurskipulagningarráðstafana í lánastofnun, þ.m.t. útibú með staðfestu í
öðrum aðildarríkjum.
2. Endurskipulagningarráðstöfunum skal beitt í samræmi við lög, reglur
og málsmeðferð sem í gildi eru í heimaaðildarríkinu, nema kveðið sé á um
annað í þessari tilskipun.
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They shall be fully effective in accordance with the legislation of that Member
State throughout the Community without any further formalities, including
as against third parties in other Member States, even where the rules of the
host Member State applicable to them do not provide for such measures or
make their implementation subject to conditions which are not fulfilled.
…
6

Article 9(1) of the Directive reads:
Opening of winding-up proceedings - Information to be communicated to
other competent authorities
1. The administrative or judicial authorities of the home Member State
which are responsible for winding up shall alone be empowered to decide
on the opening of winding-up proceedings concerning a credit institution,
including branches established in other Member States.
A decision to open winding-up proceedings taken by the administrative or
judicial authority of the home Member State shall be recognised, without
further formality, within the territory of all other Member States and shall
be effective there when the decision is effective in the Member State in
which the proceedings are opened.

7

Article 10(1) and Article 10(2)(l) of the Directive read:
Law applicable
1. A credit institution shall be wound up in accordance with the laws,
regulations and procedures applicable in its home Member State insofar as
this Directive does not provide otherwise.
2.

The law of the home Member State shall determine in particular:

…
(l)
8

the rules relating to the voidness, voidability or unenforceability of
legal acts detrimental to all the creditors.

Article 30(1) of the Directive reads:
Detrimental acts
1. Article 10 shall not apply as regards the rules relating to the voidness,
voidability or unenforceability of legal acts detrimental to the creditors as a
whole, where the beneficiary of these acts provides proof that:
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Þær skulu hafa fullt gildi, án frekari formsatriða, í öllu bandalaginu í
samræmi við löggjöf þess aðildarríkis, þ.m.t. gagnvart þriðju aðilum í
öðrum aðildarríkjum og einnig þegar reglur gistiaðildarríkja, sem um þær
gilda, kveða ekki á um slíkar ráðstafanir eða gera framkvæmd þeirra háða
skilyrðum sem ekki eru uppfyllt.
...
6

Í 1. mgr. 9. gr. tilskipunarinnar segir:
Upphaf slitameðferðar — upplýsingar til annarra lögbærra yfirvalda
1. Stjórnvöld eða dómsmálayfirvöld heimaaðildarríkis, sem bera
ábyrgð á slitum, skulu ein hafa vald til þess að ákveða að slitameðferð
lánastofnunar skuli hefjast, þ.m.t. fyrir útibú með staðfestu í öðrum
aðildarríkjum.
Ákvörðun um að hefja slitameðferð, sem tekin er af stjórnvöldum eða
dómsmálayfirvöldum heimaaðildarríkis, skal viðurkennd, án frekari
formsatriða, á yfirráðasvæði allra annarra aðildarríkja og gilda þar á
meðan ákvörðunin gildir í aðildarríkinu þar sem málsmeðferðin hefst.

7

Í 1. mgr. 10. gr. og l-lið. 2. mgr. 10. gr. tilskipunarinnar segir:
Gildandi lög
1. Lánastofnun skal slitið í samræmi við lög, reglur og málsmeðferð
sem í gildi er í heimaaðildarríkinu, nema kveðið sé á um annað í þessari
tilskipun.
2.

Lög heimaaðildarríkis skulu einkum ákvarða:

...
(l)
8

reglur er varða það hvort löggerningar, sem eru öllum lánardrottnum
skaðlegir, séu ógildir, ógildanlegir eða skorti réttarvernd.

Í 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar segir:
Löggerningar sem eru lánardrottnum skaðlegir
1. Ákvæði 10. gr. skal ekki gilda um reglur er varða það hvort
löggerningar, sem eru öllum lánardrottnum skaðlegir, séu ógildir,
ógildanlegir eða skorti réttarvernd, í þeim tilfellum þegar sá sem hefur hag
af þessum löggerningum leggur fram sannanir um að:
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–

the act detrimental to the creditors as a whole is subject to the law of
a Member State other than the home Member State, and

–

that law does not allow any means of challenging that act in the case
in point.

National law
9

Chapter XII (Articles 98 to 105) of Act No 161/2002 on Financial
Undertakings (“the Financial Undertakings Act”) governs financial
reorganisation, winding up and merger of financial undertakings.

10

Article 103(4) of the Financial Undertakings Act states that, in windingup proceedings, rescission under Chapter XX of Act No 21/1991 on
Bankruptcy (“the Bankruptcy Act”) applies to a financial undertaking when it
is evident that its assets will not be sufficient to meet its liabilities.

11

According to the request, rescission under Chapter XX of the Bankruptcy
Act is intended to void retroactively measures taken by a bankrupt party,
the aim being to avoid discrimination between claimholders and to have
more assets subject to division in the winding-up process.

12

Article 134 of the Bankruptcy Act, which is placed in Chapter XX, reads as
follows:
Rescission may be claimed of a payment of a debt in the six months
preceding the reference date, if the payment was made in an unusual form,
made unreasonably early, or made in an amount that significantly impaired
the bankrupt’s payment ability, unless the payment appeared ordinary in
the circumstances.
Rescission may be claimed of such payment to the bankrupt’s relatives in the
six to twenty-four months before the reference date, unless it is established
that the bankrupt was solvent at that time, despite the payment.

13

It follows from Article 104(1) of the Financial Undertakings Act that
the winding up of a credit institution which is established and licensed
to operate in Iceland shall be governed by Icelandic law subject to the
exceptions listed in the second paragraph of Article 99.
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gerningurinn, sem er skaðlegur öllum lánardrottnum, fellur undir lög
aðildarríkis annars en heimaaðildarríkisins, og

–

lögin bjóða engin úrræði til að vefengja gerninginn sem um ræðir.

Landsréttur
9

Í XII. kafla (98. til 105. gr.) laga nr. 161/2002 um fjármálafyrirtæki
er fjallað um endurskipulagningu fjárhags, slit og samruna
fjármálafyrirtækja.

10

Í 4. mgr. 103. gr. laga um fjármálafyrirtæki kemur fram að við
slitameðferð eigi reglur um riftun samkvæmt XX. kafla laga nr. 21/1991
um gjaldþrotaskipti o.fl. (gjaldþrotalaganna) við um fjármálafyrirtæki,
þegar sýnt er að eignir fjármálafyrirtækis muni ekki nægja til að efna
skuldbindingar þess.

11

Í beiðni héraðsdóms kemur fram að riftun samkvæmt XX. kafla laga
nr. 21/1991 miði að því að ógilda með afturvirkum hætti ráðstafanir
þrotamanns í þeim tilgangi að koma í veg fyrir mismunun kröfuhafa og
draga fleiri eignir undir skiptin.

12

Í 134. gr., sem er hluti af XX. kafla gjaldþrotalaga, segir:
Krefjast má riftunar á greiðslu skuldar á síðustu sex mánuðum fyrir
frestdag ef greitt var með óvenjulegum greiðslueyri, fyrr en eðlilegt var eða
greidd var fjárhæð sem hefur skert greiðslugetu þrotamannsins verulega,
nema greiðslan hafi virst venjuleg eftir atvikum.
Krefjast má riftunar slíkrar greiðslu til nákominna sex til tuttugu og fjórum
mánuðum fyrir frestdag nema leitt sé í ljós að þrotamaðurinn hafi þá verið
gjaldfær og það þrátt fyrir greiðsluna.

13

Af 1. mgr. 104. gr. laga um fjármálafyrirtæki leiðir að slitameðferð
lánastofnunar sem hefur staðfestu og starfsleyfi á Íslandi skuli fara að
íslenskum lögum með þeim takmörkunum er greinir í 2. mgr. 99. gr.
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Article 99 of the Financial Undertakings Act reads:
Financial reorganisation of a credit institution with head offices in Iceland
and branches in another EEA state
1. If a court of law in Iceland grants to a credit institution permission for
suspension of payment or composition with creditors such permission
shall automatically extend to all branches operated by the credit institution
in another member state.
2. Icelandic law shall apply concerning the legal effect, procedure and
implementation of the decision, with the following exceptions:
…
(n) … the provision of Chapter III of the Act on conclusion of contracts,
power of attorney and invalid legal instruments, No 7/1936, on invalid
legal instruments, may be applied unless the law of the host State does
not allow this. A legal instrument may not, however, be invalidated if the
party benefiting from the continuing validity of such a legal instrument
provides satisfactory evidence that the law of another State should
apply to the legal instrument and that the respective law does not
include an invalidating rule which applies to the instance in question.

15

According to the request by the national court, Article 99(2)(n) was
intended to implement the provisions of Article 30(1) of the Directive.

16

Chapter III of Act No 7/1936 on Contracts, Mandates and Invalid Legal
Instruments (“the Act on Invalid Legal Instruments”) contains the general
rules on the rescission of legal acts in contract law, for example in cases
where they have been executed under coercion, through deception, the
abuse of position or by unfair means. However, the Act on Invalid Legal
Instruments contains no rules on the rescission of measures taken by a
bankrupt party within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Act.

II FACTS AND PROCEDURE BEFORE THE NATIONAL COURT
17

Under the name Landsbanki Íslands hf., the plaintiff operated as a financial
undertaking, registered in Iceland, until it collapsed in October 2008. The
plaintiff had business relations with the defendant, another credit institution.

18

Between 2001 and 2008, the plaintiff issued bonds in the form of
Temporary Global Notes. The bonds were lodged with Euroclear Bank SA
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Í 99. gr. laga um fjármálafyrirtæki segir:
Fjárhagsleg endurskipulagning lánastofnunar með höfuðstöðvar á Íslandi
og útibú í öðru EES-ríki.
1. Nú veitir dómstóll hér á landi lánastofnun heimild til greiðslustöðvunar
eða til að leita nauðasamninga og skal þá sú heimild ná sjálfkrafa til allra
útibúa sem lánastofnunin starfrækir í öðru aðildarríki.
2, Um réttaráhrif, málsmeðferð og framkvæmd ákvörðunarinnar skal fara
að íslenskum lögum, með eftirtöldum frávikum:
...
(n) [...] er heimilt að beita ákvæðum III. kafla laga um samningsgerð,
umboð og ógilda gerninga, nr. 7/1936, um ógilda löggerninga, nema
lög gistiríkis heimili ekki slíkt. Löggerningur verður þó ekki ógiltur ef
sá sem hag hefur af því að slíkur löggerningur haldi gildi sínu leggur
fram fullnægjandi sönnun um að um löggerninginn eigi að gilda lög
annars ríkis og að þar sé ekki að finna ógildingarreglu sem tekur til
þess tilviks sem um ræðir.

15

Samkvæmt beiðni héraðsdóms var n-lið 2. mgr. 99. gr. laga um
fjármálafyrirtæki ætlað að innleiða 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar.

16

Í III. kafla laga nr. 7/1936 um samningsgerð, umboð og ógilda
löggerninga (samningalög) er að finna meginreglur íslensks réttar um
ógilda löggerninga, til dæmis í málum þar sem nauðung, svikum eða
misneytingu var beitt við samningsgerðina eða þar sem samningsgerðin
telst ósanngjörn. Þar er þó ekkert ákvæði að finna um riftun á gerningum
gjaldþrota aðila í skilningi gjaldþrotalaga.

II MÁLAVEXTIR OG MEÐFERÐ MÁLSINS FYRIR LANDSDÓMSTÓLNUM
17

Stefnandi starfaði sem fjármálafyrirtæki, skráð á Íslandi, undir
nafninu Landsbanki Íslands hf., þar til hann varð ógjaldfær í október
2008. Stefnandi átti í viðskiptasambandi við stefnda, sem er önnur
lánastofnun.

18

Á tímabilinu 2001 til 2008 gaf stefnandi út tímabundin allsherjarskuldabréf
(e. Temporary Global Notes). Skuldabréfin voru vistuð hjá almennum
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and Clearstream Banking SA as common depositories. When bonds had
been issued and lodged with one of the common depositories, investors
were able to subscribe to units corresponding to the bonds. According
to the terms of issue, the issuer and its agents were to regard those who
were registered in the records of the common depositories as owning units
in the bonds at any given time as the holders of bonds for corresponding
amounts. However, no bonds or written documents were issued to those
who purchased unit claims.
19

According to the national court, the agency agreement, bonds and
payment coupons are subject to English law.

20

In 2008 the plaintiff made three payments to the defendant in relation
to the bonds. The first was payment of 9 July 2008 in the amount of
EUR 4 131 879.16 in accordance with a bond due on 21 December
2009. The second was payment of 15 August 2008 in the amount of
EUR 243 710.67 in accordance with a bond due on 18 May 2012. The
third was payment of 9 September 2008 in the amount of EUR 87 616.39
in accordance with a bond due on 19 October 2010.

21

On 7 October 2008, the Icelandic Financial Supervisory Authority
dismissed the plaintiff’s board of directors and appointed a resolution
committee to exercise all the functions of the board and see to all the
plaintiff’s affairs, including its operations and the supervision of its assets.
By the Financial Supervisory Authority’s decision of 9 October 2008,
the plaintiff’s domestic activities were transferred to another legal entity
established for this purpose.

22

Following the adoption of Act No 44/2009, which amended certain
provisions of the Financial Undertakings Act, the plaintiff was to be put into
winding-up proceedings. These proceedings were to begin on the date of
entry into force of the Act on 22 April 2009, with a reference date of 15
November 2008.

23

On 29 May 2012, the plaintiff brought a claim against the defendant
before the requesting court. Pursuant to Article 134 of the Bankruptcy
Act, the plaintiff seeks rescission of the three aforementioned payments.
In essence, the plaintiff argues that the payments must be regarded as
repayment by an insolvent actor of debts before the date of maturity.
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vörsluaðilum, Euroclear Bank SA og Clearstream Banking SA. Þegar
skuldabréf höfðu verið gefin út og vistuð hjá einum hinna almennu
vörsluaðila gátu fjárfestar skráð sig fyrir einingum sem svöruðu til
skuldabréfanna. Samkvæmt útgáfuskilmálum skyldi útgefandinn og
umboðsmenn hans líta á þá sem hlutdeild áttu í allsherjarskuldabréfunum
samkvæmt skráningu hinna almennu vörsluaðila hverju sinni, sem eigendur
skuldabréfa að samsvarandi fjárhæð. Engin skuldabréf eða skrifleg skjöl
voru hins vegar gefin út til kaupenda hlutdeildarkrafna.
19

Fram kemur í beiðni héraðsdóms að umsýslusamningurinn, skuldabréf og
greiðslumiðar lúti enskum lögum.

20

Árið 2008 innti stefnandi af hendi þrjár greiðslur til stefnda vegna
skuldabréfa. Fyrsta greiðslan, að fjárhæð 4.131.879,16 evrur, fór fram 9.
júlí 2008, vegna skuldabréfs með gjalddaga 21. desember 2009. Önnur
greiðslan, að fjárhæð 243.710,67 evrur, fór fram 15. ágúst 2008, vegna
skuldabréfs með gjalddaga 18. maí 2012. Þriðja greiðslan, að fjárhæð
87.616,39 evrur, fór fram 9. september 2008, vegna skuldabréfs með
gjalddaga 19. október 2010.

21

Hinn 7. október 2008 vék Fjármálaeftirlitið stjórn stefnanda frá störfum
og skipaði honum skilanefnd til að fara með allar heimildir stjórnar og
málefni stefnanda, þar á meðal rekstur hans og umsjón eigna. Með
ákvörðun Fjármálaeftirlitsins 9. október 2008 var innlend starfsemi
stefnanda flutt yfir til annars lögaðila sem stofnaður var sérstaklega í
þessu skyni.

22

Með setningu laga nr. 44/2009, þar sem tilteknum ákvæðum laga
um fjármálafyrirtæki var breytt, var stefnandi tekinn til slita. Upphaf
slitameðferðar átti að miðast við gildistöku laganna, 22. apríl 2009, og
frestdagur við 15. nóvember 2008.

23

Þann 29. maí 2012 var dómsmál stefnanda gegn stefnda þingfest
fyrir Héraðsdómi Reykjavíkur. Stefnandi fer fram á riftun hinna þriggja
framangreindu greiðslna með vísan til 134. gr. gjaldþrotalaganna.
Stefnandi telur í grundvallaratriðum að greiðslurnar verði að teljast
endurgreiðsla ógjaldfærs aðila á skuld fyrir gjalddaga.
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24

The defendant argues that the situation must be qualified as a purchase
by the plaintiff of its own securities and not as the repayment of a debt.
In any event, under Article 30 (also with reference to Article 10) of the
Directive, the measures in question can only be rescinded if this would
be permissible also under English law. In the defendant’s view, rescission
would not be possible under English law. The plaintiff rejects this argument,
arguing that Article 99(2)(n) of the Financial Undertakings Act, which
implements Article 30 of the Directive, applies only to the invalidation of
agreements pursuant to Chapter III of the Act on Invalid Legal Instruments.
In the plaintiff’s view, it is not relevant to the resolution of the case whether
Article 30 of the Directive also applies to rescission under Chapter XX of
the Bankruptcy Act, since the Directive cannot overrule Icelandic law.

25

On 7 November 2013, the District Court decided to seek an Advisory
Opinion from the Court and referred the following questions:
1.

Should Article 30(1) of Directive 2001/24/EC, on the reorganisation
and winding up of credit institutions, be interpreted as meaning that
“the voidness, voidability or unenforceability of legal acts” refers
to the rules on the rescission of measures taken by a financial
undertaking according to rules that are comparable to those that
apply to the rescission of measures taken by a bankrupt individual
under the Bankruptcy (Etc.) Act?

2.

If the answer to the first question is in the affirmative, should Article
30(1) of the Directive be interpreted as meaning that it is sufficient for
the party against whom a demand for rescission is directed to present
proof that rescission of the measure would not be permitted under the
laws of the Member State applicable to the measure, with reference
to rules of any type, e.g. rules on time limits for taking legal action?

3.

If the answer to the second question is in the negative, should Article
30(1) of the Directive be interpreted as meaning that it is necessary
for the party against whom a demand for rescission is directed to
present proof that the conditions for rescission under the laws of the
Member State applicable to the measure have evidently not been
met, e.g. because there is a complete lack of authorisation for the
rescission of the type of measure involved?
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Stefndi heldur því fram að meta verði málsatvik með þeim hætti að
stefnandi hafi keypt eigin skuldabréf en ekki greitt skuld. Stefndi telur
þó að hvað sem því líður leiði það af 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar (einnig
með vísan til 10. gr. hennar) að einungis sé hægt að rifta greiðslunum
ef slík riftun er einnig heimil samkvæmt enskum lögum. Að hans mati
getur slík riftun ekki farið fram að enskum lögum. Stefnandi hafnar
þessari röksemdafærslu og telur að n-liður 2. mgr. 99. gr. laga um
fjármálafyrirtæki, sem innleiddi 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar, eigi aðeins við
um ógildingu samninga samkvæmt III. kafla samningalaga. Að mati
stefnanda hefur það enga þýðingu fyrir niðurstöðu málsins hvort 30. gr.
tilskipunarinnar taki einnig til riftunar á grundvelli XX. kafla gjaldþrotalaga
þar sem tilskipunin geti ekki gengið íslenskum lögum framar.

25

Þann 7. nóvember 2013 ákvað héraðsdómur að leita ráðgefandi álits EFTAdómstólsins og beindi eftirfarandi spurningum til hans.
1.

Ber að skýra 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunar nr. 2001/24/EB um
endurskipulagningu og slit lánastofnana á þá leið að með reglum um
ógildi, ógildanleika eða skort á réttarvernd sé vísað til reglna um riftun
ráðstöfunar fjármálafyrirtækis samkvæmt reglum sambærilegum
þeim sem gilda um riftun ráðstafana þrotamanns samkvæmt
gjaldþrotalögum?

2.

Ef fyrstu spurningu er svarað játandi, ber að skýra 1. mgr. 30.
gr. tilskipunarinnar þannig að þeim, sem riftunarkröfu er beint að,
sé nægilegt að leggja fram sannanir um að riftun ráðstöfunar,
samkvæmt lögum þess aðildarríkis sem gilda um ráðstöfun,
væri óheimil með vísan til hvers kyns reglna, t.d. reglna um
málshöfðunarfresti?

3.

Ef annarri spurningunni er svarað neitandi, ber að skýra 1. mgr. 30.
gr. tilskipunarinnar þannig að þeim, sem riftunarkröfu er beint að,
sé nauðsynlegt að leggja fram sannanir um að skilyrðum fyrir riftun,
samkvæmt lögum þess aðildarríkis sem gilda um ráðstöfun, sé
bersýnilega ekki fullnægt, svo sem vegna þess að heimild til riftunar
skorti alfarið um þá tegund ráðstöfunar sem um er að ræða?
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26

Reference is made to the Report for the Hearing for a fuller account of the
legal framework, the facts, the procedure and the written observations
submitted to the, Court, which are mentioned or discussed hereinafter only
insofar as is necessary for the reasoning of the Court.

III THE QUESTIONS REFERRED TO THE COURT
Preliminary remarks on the scope of the Directive
27

As explained in recital 3 of its preamble, the Directive forms part of the
legislative framework set up by Directive 2000/12/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 20 March 2000 relating to the taking up
and pursuit of the business of credit institutions (OJ 2000 L 126, p. 1),
later replaced by Directive 2006/48/EC of the European Parliament and
of the Council of 14 June 2006 relating to the taking up and pursuit of the
business of credit institutions (recast) (OJ 2006 L 177, p. 1).

28

That framework establishes mutual recognition of authorisation and of
prudential supervision systems, making possible the granting of a single
licence recognised throughout the EEA, and the application of the principle
of home EEA State prudential supervision. While a credit institution and
its branches are in operation, they form a single entity subject to the
supervision of the competent authorities of the home State where the
authorisation valid throughout the EEA was granted.

29

In order to keep such unity between an institution and its branches
where it is necessary to adopt reorganisation measures or open windingup proceedings, the Directive lays down uniform rules on jurisdiction,
applicable law and mutual recognition and enforcement of measures taken
(see recitals 4, 6, 16 and 23 in the preamble to the Directive).

30

In relation to jurisdiction, Articles 3 and 9 of the Directive provide that only
the administrative or judicial authorities of the home EEA State shall have
jurisdiction to decide on the implementation of reorganisation measures and on
the opening of winding-up proceedings in accordance with the law in that State.

31

As regards applicable law, Articles 3(2) and 10(1) of the Directive state
that a credit institution shall be reorganised or wound up in accordance
with the laws, regulations and procedures applicable in its home EEA State
unless otherwise provided in the Directive.
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Vísað er til skýrslu framsögumanns um frekari lýsingu löggjafar,
málsatvika, meðferðar málsins og skriflegra greinargerða sem
dómstólnum bárust. Verða þau ekki rakin frekar nema að því leyti sem
forsendur dómsins krefjast.

III SPURNINGARNAR SEM VÍSAÐ ER TIL DÓMSTÓLSINS
Formálsorð um gildissvið tilskipunarinnar
27

Eins og útskýrt er í 3. lið formálsorða tilskipunarinnar myndar hún hluta af
lagalegri umgjörð sem sniðin var með tilskipun Evrópuþingsins og ráðsins
2000/12/EB frá 20. mars 2000, um stofnun og rekstur lánastofnana
(Stjtíð. ESB 2000 L 126, bls. 1). Síðarnefnda tilskipunin var leyst af hólmi
með setningu tilskipunar Evrópuþingsins og ráðsins 2006/48/EB frá 14.
júní 2006 um stofnun og rekstur lánastofnana (endursamin) (Stjtíð. ESB
2006, L 177, bls. 1).

28

Í réttarreglum EES-réttar um lánastofnanir er kveðið á um gagnkvæma
viðurkenningu leyfisveitinga- og eftirlitskerfa. Af þessum reglum leiðir
að unnt er að gefa út eitt starfsleyfi til lánastofnunar sem nýtur þá
viðurkenningar innan alls EES-svæðisins. Samkvæmt reglunum ber þá að
líta á stofnun og útibú hennar sem eina heild sem lýtur að meginstefnu
til eftirliti stjórnvalda í því ríki þar sem stofnunin hefur heimilisfesti
(heimaaðildarríki) og þar sem starfsleyfi hennar fyrir EES-svæðið var veitt.

29

Til þess að unnt sé að viðhalda einingu lánastofnunar og útibúa hennar
þegar nauðsynlegt reynist að ráðast í endurskipulagningu eða hefja
slitameðferð, er í tilskipuninni mælt fyrir um samræmdar reglur varðandi
lögsögu, lagaskil, gagnkvæma viðurkenningu og beitingu þeirra úrræða
sem gripið er til (sjá 4., 6., 16., og 23. lið formálsorða tilskipunarinnar).

30

Um lögsögu segir í 3. og 9. gr. tilskipunarinnar að einungis stjórnvöld eða
dómstólar heimaaðildarríkis skuli hafa vald til þess að ákveða með hvaða
hætti ráðstafanir til endurskipulagningar fara fram og þá hvort slitameðferð
skuli hafin í samræmi við ákvæði landsréttar.

31

Að því er snertir lagaskil segir í 2. mgr. 3. gr. og 1. mgr. 10. gr.
tilskipunarinnar að endurskipuleggja eða slíta skuli lánastofnun í samræmi
við lög, reglur og málsmeðferð sem í gildi eru í heimaaðildarríki, nema
kveðið sé á um annað í tilskipuninni.
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32

In winding-up proceedings, Article 10(2)(l) of the Directive specifically sets
out that the law of the home EEA State shall determine the rules relating to
the voidness, voidability or unenforceability of legal acts detrimental to all
the creditors.

33

Moreover, as stated in recital 23 of the preamble to the Directive, it
is important to follow the principle that the law of the home EEA State
determines all the effects of reorganisation measures or winding-up
proceedings, i.e. both procedural and substantive. However, those
effects may conflict with the rules normally applicable to the economic
and financial activities of the credit institution in question in other EEA
States. For example, as set out in recital 28 of the preamble, creditors
who have entered into contracts with a credit institution before a
reorganisation measure is adopted or winding-up proceedings are
opened should be protected.

34

Therefore, as an exception to the main rule that the law of the home EEA
State applies, Article 30(1) of the Directive provides that the law of the
home State shall not apply as regards the rules relating to the voidness,
voidability or unenforceability of legal acts detrimental to the creditors
as a whole, where the beneficiary of these acts provides proof that (i)
the act detrimental to the creditors as a whole is subject to the law of
an EEA State other than the home EEA State, and (ii) that law does not
allow any means of challenging that act in the case in point. In the case
before the national court, it is undisputed that English law applies to the
payments in question.

The first question
35

By its first question, the requesting court seeks in essence to clarify
whether the expression “voidness, voidability or unenforceability” of legal
acts in Article 30(1) of the Directive refers merely to rescission under
contract law, or also to rescission in bankruptcy law on the basis of
avoidance rules, such as those included in Chapter XX of the Bankruptcy
Act. Avoidance rules in the context of bankruptcy allow for the reversal of
transactions and other acts made before the opening of the bankruptcy
proceedings deemed to be to the detriment of a fair distribution of the
bankrupt estate’s property among the unsecured creditors.
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Við slitameðferð er sérstaklega kveðið á um það í l-lið 2. mgr. 10. gr. að
það fari eftir reglum heimaaðildarríkis að hvaða leyti löggerningar, sem
eru öllum lánardrottnum skaðlegir, séu ógildir, ógildanlegir eða skorti
réttarvernd.

33

Jafnframt er tekið fram í 23. lið formálsorða tilskipunarinnar að mikilvægt
sé að fylgja meginreglunni um að lög heimaaðildarríkis gildi alfarið um
hvaða áhrif ráðstafanir til endurskipulagningar eða slitameðferð hafi, bæði
hvað varðar málsmeðferð og efni. Gildi þá einu hvort þessi áhrif kunni að
vera ósamrýmanleg þeim reglum sem almennt gilda um efnahagslega og
fjárhagslega starfsemi lánastofnunarinnar í öðrum aðildarríkjum. Þannig
segir í 28. lið formálsorðanna að lánardrottnar, sem hafa gert samninga
við lánastofnun áður en ráðstafanir til endurskipulagningar voru samþykktar
eða slitameðferð hófst, skuli njóta verndar.

34

Sú regla sem fram kemur í 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar felur því í
sér undantekningu frá framangreindri meginreglu tilskipunarinnar að
lög heimaaðildarríkisins gildi. Í 1. mgr. 30. gr. er kveðið sérstaklega
á um að lög heimaaðildarríkis skuli ekki gilda um reglur er varða það
hvort löggerningar, sem eru öllum lánardrottnum skaðlegir, séu ógildir,
ógildanlegir eða skorti réttarvernd, þegar sá sem hefur hag af slíkum
löggerningum leggur fram sannanir um að (i) gerningurinn, sem er
skaðlegur öllum lánardrottnum, falli undir lög annars aðildarríkis en
heimaaðildarríkisins, og (ii) lögin bjóði engin úrræði til að vefengja
gerninginn sem um ræðir. Í málinu sem rekið er fyrir héraðsdómi er
óumdeilt að ensk lög eiga við um greiðslurnar.
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Fyrsta spurningin
35

Með fyrstu spurningunni leitar landsdómstóllinn svara við því hvort
orðalagið ,,ógildi, ógildanleiki eða skortur á réttarvernd“ löggerninga
sem notað er í 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar taki einungis til ógildingar
samkvæmt samningarétti, eða hvort það nái einnig yfir riftun samkvæmt
gjaldþrotaskiptarétti, á grundvelli reglna um undanskot eins og þeirra
sem er að finna í XX. kafla gjaldþrotaskiptalaga. Reglur um undanskot í
tengslum við gjaldþrot heimila riftun ráðstafana sem gerðar hafa verið
áður en gjaldþrotaskipti hófust og teljast ekki í samræmi við sanngjarna
skiptingu á eignum þrotabúsins meðal almennra lánardrottna.
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36

All those who have submitted observations argue that the first question
must be answered in the affirmative.

37

Article 30(1) of the Directive does not limit the basis on which to invoke
voidness, voidability or unenforceability of an act. The decisive criterion is
the capacity of an act to be prejudicial to creditors’ rights. According to
the description given in the request, it appears that the rules on rescission
in Icelandic bankruptcy law may apply to acts that affect the creditors as a
whole in a detrimental manner.

38

Accordingly, in winding-up proceedings of financial undertakings governed
by the Directive, the rules in the home State on rescission in bankruptcy
law, such as those included in Chapter XX of the Bankruptcy Act, shall
not apply to an act detrimental to the creditors as a whole, if the act
in question is subject to the law of an EEA State other than the home
State and the law in that other EEA State does not allow any means of
challenging that act in the case in point.

39

Article 99(2)(n) of the Financial Undertakings Act was intended to
implement Article 30(1) of the Directive. However, according to the
request, Article 99(2)(n) seems to limit the non-application of Icelandic law,
where the act in question is governed by the law of another EEA State,
to rescission in accordance with Chapter III of the Act on Invalid Legal
Instruments.

40

The EEA/EFTA States’ obligations arising from a directive to achieve its
result and from Article 3 EEA to take all appropriate measures, whether
general or particular, are binding on all the authorities of the EEA/EFTA
States, including the courts, for matters within their competence. It is
therefore the responsibility of the national courts in particular to provide
the legal protection individuals derive from the EEA Agreement and to
ensure that those rules are fully effective.

41

This is the case all the more when the national court is seised of a dispute
concerning the interpretation of domestic provisions specifically enacted
for the purpose of transposing a directive intended to confer rights
on individuals. In the light of Article 7(b) EEA, the national court must
presume that the EEA/EFTA State had the intention of fulfilling entirely the
obligations arising from the directive concerned.
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36

Öllum sem skiluðu greinargerðum ber saman um að svara beri fyrstu
spurningunni játandi.

37

Ákvæði 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar takmarkar ekki á hvaða
grundvelli telja megi löggerning ógildan, ógildanlegan eða að hann skorti
réttarvernd. Sjónarmiðið sem ræður úrslitum er hvort gerningurinn geti
skaðað réttindi lánardrottna. Samkvæmt lýsingunni sem fylgir beiðninni
um ráðgefandi álit er ekki annað að sjá en að riftunarreglum um
gjaldþrotaskipti megi beita vegna ráðstafana sem hafa skaðleg áhrif á
hagsmuni allra lánardrottna.

38

Reglur um riftun samkvæmt gjaldþrotarétti heimaaðildarríkisins á borð við
þær sem koma fram í XX. kafla gjaldþrotaskiptalaganna, gilda því ekki við
slitameðferð fjármálafyrirtækis sem fellur undir tilskipunina um löggerning
sem telst öllum lánardrottnum skaðlegur ef umræddur gerningur heyrir
undir lög annars EES-ríkis og engin leið er að vefengja hann samkvæmt
löggjöf þess ríkis.

39

Ákvæði n-liðar 2. mgr. 99. gr. laga um fjármálafyrirtæki var ætlað að
innleiða 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar. Af beiðni héraðsdóms verður hins
vegar ekki annað séð en að n-liður 2. mgr. 99. gr. takmarki undanþágur frá
beitingu íslenskra laga um löggerning, sem heyrir undir lög annars EESríkis, við ógildingu samkvæmt III. kafla samningalaga.

40

Skuldbindingar EES-/EFTA-ríkjanna til að ná markmiðum tilskipunar, á
grundvelli hennar og að gera allar viðeigandi ráðstafanir, almennar eða
sérstakar, í samræmi við 3. gr. EES-samningsins, eru bindandi fyrir allar
stofnanir EES-/EFTA-ríkjanna, þar á meðal dómstólana, í málum sem undir
starfssvið þeirra falla. Sú skylda hvílir því á dómstólum aðildarríkjanna
að tryggja þá lagalegu vernd sem einstaklingar njóta samkvæmt EESsamningnum og að reglunum sé beitt með virkum hætti.

41

Brýn þörf er á að þessa sé gætt þegar landsdómstólum er gert að
skera úr ágreiningi sem varðar túlkun ákvæða landslaga sem voru
sérstaklega sett til að innleiða tilskipun sem veitir einstaklingum og
öðrum einkaaðilum réttindi. Með hliðsjón af b-lið 7. gr. EES-samningsins
ber landsdómstólum að gera ráð fyrir því að EES-/EFTA-ríkið sem í hlut
á hafi ætlað sér að uppfylla allar skyldur sínar samkvæmt þeirri tilskipun
sem um ræðir.
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42

Moreover, it is inherent in the objectives of the EEA Agreement, as well
as in recital 15 in its preamble and Articles 1 and 3 EEA, that when a
national court applies domestic law, whether adopted before or after
the directive, it is bound to interpret national law within its competence
in conformity with EEA law. The Court has therefore consistently held
that a national court must apply the interpretative methods recognised
by national law, as far as possible, in the light of the wording and the
purpose of the directive concerned in order to achieve the result sought
by the directive, favouring the interpretation of the national rules which
is the most consistent with that purpose. This complies with Article 7(b)
and Article 104 EEA (see, to that effect, Case E-25/13 Engilbertsson,
judgment of 28 August 2014, not yet reported, paragraph 159, and
case law cited).

43

Although this principle chiefly concerns domestic provisions to
implement the directive in question, the national court must consider
the whole body of domestic law in order to assess to what extent the
principle may be applied to prevent a result contrary to the directive
(see, to that effect, Engilbertsson, cited above, paragraph 163, and
case law cited).

44

Therefore, if the national court finds that the payments in question are acts
detrimental to the creditors as a whole, which entails that Article 30(1)
of the Directive is applicable, it must apply the methods of interpretation
recognised by Icelandic law as far as possible in order to achieve the
result sought by this provision (see Case E-1/07 Criminal proceedings
against A [2007] EFTA Ct. Rep. 246, paragraph 39).

45

However, an interpretation in line with Article 30(1) of the Directive may be
impossible according to the interpretative methods recognised by national
law. If this leads to a violation of EEA law, the EEA State concerned
is obliged to provide compensation for loss and damage caused to
individuals and economic operators, in accordance with the principle of
State liability. This principle is an integral part of the EEA Agreement (see,
inter alia, Case E-18/11 Irish Bank Resolution Corporation [2012] EFTA Ct.
Rep. 592, paragraph 125, and case law cited).
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Það er enn fremur samofið markmiðum EES-samningsins, sem og
ákvæðum 15. liðar formálsorða og 1. og 3. gr. hans, að landsdómstóli
er skylt að túlka landsrétt til samræmis við EES-rétt, eftir því sem hann
er bær til, þegar hann beitir landslögum, og er sú skylda óháð því hvort
umrædd landslög tóku gildi fyrir eða eftir innleiðingu tilskipunarinnar.
EFTA-dómstóllinn hefur því ítrekað áréttað að landsdómstóli beri að beita
viðurkenndum lögskýringaraðferðum landsréttar og ganga eins langt og
framast er unnt, með hliðsjón af orðalagi og tilgangi tilskipunarinnar, til
að ná því markmiði sem stefnt er að með henni, með því að leggja til
grundvallar þá túlkun reglna landsréttar sem samræmist best áðurnefndu
markmiði. Með því eru kröfur b-liðar 7. gr. og 104. gr. EES-samningsins
jafnframt uppfylltar (sjá, um þetta atriði, mál E-25/13 Gunnar V.
Engilbertsson gegn Íslandsbanka hf., óbirtur dómur frá 28. ágúst 2014,
159. mgr. og dómaframkvæmdir sem þar er vitnað til.)

43

Þótt meginreglan eigi aðallega við um innlend ákvæði sem ætlað er
að innleiða þá tilskipun sem við á hverju sinni, verður landsdómstóllinn
að taka landsrétt í heild sinni til athugunar til að geta metið að hvaða
marki meginreglunni megi beita til að koma í veg fyrir niðurstöðu sem er
andstæð tilskipuninni (sjá, um þetta atriði, áður tilvitnað mál, Gunnar V.
Engilbertsson, 163. mgr. og dómaframkvæmdir sem þar er vitnað til).

44

Ef landsdómstóllinn telur að umræddar greiðslur séu skaðlegar öllum
lánardrottnum þannig að 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar eigi við um þær,
verður hann að beita þeim lögskýringaraðferðum sem viðurkenndar eru í
íslenskum rétti, eins og framast er unnt, til að komast að þeirri niðurstöðu
sem ákvæðið miðar að (sjá mál E-1/07 Ákæruvaldið gegn A [2007] EFTA
Ct. Rep. 246, 39. mgr.).

45

Túlkun sem samræmist 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar getur þó reynst
ótæk samkvæmt viðurkenndum lögskýringaraðferðum landsréttar. Ef það
leiðir til brots á EES-rétti er því aðildarríki sem í hlut á skylt að greiða
bætur fyrir það tjón sem einstaklingar og aðilar í atvinnurekstri hafa orðið
fyrir, í samræmi við meginregluna um bótaábyrgð ríkisins. Sú meginregla
er óaðskiljanlegur hluti EES-samningsins (sjá meðal annars mál E-18/11
Irish Bank Resolution Corporation gegn Kaupþingi hf. [2012] EFTA Ct.
Rep. 592, 125. mgr., og dómaframkvæmdir sem þar er vísað til).
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46

The answer to the first question must therefore be that the expression
“voidness, voidability or unenforceability of legal acts” in Article 30(1) of
the Directive also refers to rescission in bankruptcy law on the basis of
avoidance rules, such as those included in Chapter XX of the Icelandic
Bankruptcy Act No 21/1991.

The second and third questions
47

By its second and third questions, the national court seeks in essence to
ascertain what the beneficiary must prove and which standard of proof is
required under the second indent of Article 30(1) of the Directive in order
to trigger the non-application of the law of the home EEA State.

48

More precisely, in terms of what the beneficiary must prove, the national
court queries whether it is sufficient for the beneficiary to submit proof that
the law of the EEA State governing the act does not permit a challenge
to the act on the basis of any type of rule, including formal rules such as
time limits for bringing an action, or if only substantive rules are relevant in
this regard. Second, the national court queries whether the beneficiary is
required to demonstrate that under the law of that other EEA State, the act
in question is as such unchallengeable, or if it suffices for the beneficiary
to prove that the act is challengeable, but that the requirements for such a
challenge are not fulfilled in the specific case.

49

The Court finds it appropriate to assess the two questions together.

Observations submitted to the Court
50

The plaintiff submits that only substantive rules are relevant in the
context of Article 30(1) of the Directive. Only substantive rules can be
used to challenge the validity of an act and no procedural rules decide
whether an act is void, voidable or unenforceable. A procedural rule
may have an effect on the ability to commence a legal action in relation
to the act. However, Article 30(1) is not concerned with legal actions in
relation to the act, but rather with the act itself. Moreover, the rationale
behind the rule is to protect the fair and legitimate expectations of
the beneficiary concerning the validity of the act. In this regard, only
substantive rules are relevant.
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Fyrstu spurningunni verður því að svara þannig að orðalagið ,,ógildi,
ógildanleiki eða skortur á réttarvernd“ löggerninga í 1. mgr. 30. gr.
tilskipunarinnar vísi einnig til riftunar samkvæmt gjaldþrotarétti á grundvelli
reglna um undanskot eigna frá gjaldþrotaskiptum, eins og þeirra sem er að
finna í XX. kafla íslenskra laga nr. 21/1991 um gjaldþrotaskipti.

Önnur og þriðja spurningin
47

Með annarri og þriðju spurningu leitar landsdómstóllinn í aðalatriðum svars
við því, hvað þeim sem hefur hag af löggerningnum beri að sanna, og
hvaða sönnunarkröfur beri að leggja til grundvallar samkvæmt 2. undirlið 1.
mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar til að beiting löggjafar heimaaðildarríkisins eigi
ekki við.

48

Varðandi sönnunarfærslu þess sem nýtur góðs af löggerningnum, spyr
landsdómstóllinn nánar tiltekið hvort það nægi að færa sönnur á að lög
EES-ríkisins sem eiga við um gerninginn heimili ekki að hann sé vefengdur
á grundvelli neinna reglna, þar með töldum formreglum, eins og reglum um
málshöfðunarfresti, eða hvort einungis efnisreglur skipti máli í þessu tilliti. Í
öðru lagi spyr landsdómstóllinn hvort ætlast sé til þess af þeim sem nýtur
góðs af löggerningnum að hann sýni fram á að umræddur löggerningur
verði í raun ekki vefengdur samkvæmt lögum hins EES-aðildarríkisins, eða
hvort nægilegt sé að hann sýni fram á að skilyrði fyrir slíkri vefengingu séu
ekki uppfyllt í hinu tiltekna máli.

49

Dómurinn telur rétt að leggja mat á spurningarnar tvær í einu lagi.

Athugasemdir sem lagðar voru fyrir dómstólinn
50

Stefnandi heldur því fram að einungis efnisreglur skipti máli í tengslum
við 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar. Aðeins megi beita efnisreglum til
að vefengja gildi löggernings og engar málsmeðferðarreglur geti ráðið
úrslitum um það hvort löggerningur sé ógildur, ógildanlegur eða skorti
réttarvernd. Málsmeðferðarregla geti haft áhrif á það hvort unnt sé að
höfða mál vegna löggerningsins. 1. mgr. 30. gr. varðar þó ekki málsóknir
í tengslum við löggerninginn, heldur löggerninginn sjálfan. Jafnframt séu
rökin að baki reglunni verndun sanngjarnra og lögmætra væntinga þess
sem nýtur góðs af löggerningnum, í tengslum við gildi hans. Um það atriði
hafi aðeins efnisreglur vægi.
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51

Moreover, it is a general principle of private international law that the
procedural rules applicable to an action are those of the court hearing the
case. Hence, according to the plaintiff, the procedural rules of the home
EEA State must apply to any procedural issues, such as the time limits
within which to commence legal action in relation to the act in question.

52

Furthermore, since Article 30(1) of the Directive is an exception to the
general principle set out in Article 10(1), it should be interpreted narrowly.

53

Finally, the standard of proof should be high. Also in this regard, the
plaintiff refers to the fact that Article 30(1) of the Directive is an exception
to the main rule that the law of the home State applies. Consequently, the
party relying on this defence must clearly demonstrate that the relevant
law does not allow any means of challenging that act in the case in point
and, hence, that the conditions for challenging the act have not been met.

54

The defendant submits that Article 30(1) of the Directive must be
construed such that it affords creditors protection against actions intended
to produce retroactive effects with regard to the validity of a legal act on
the basis of any type of rules. In its view, there is no basis for excluding
the rules on prescription and limitation of actions from the exception
provided for in Article 30(1).

55

The defendant challenges the plaintiff’s contention that procedural rules
should be separated from substantive rules in the context of Article 30(1)
of the Directive. Not only does the wording not allow for such a distinction,
but such a split would differ between the EEA States and thus prevent
Article 30(1) from having uniform effect. In any event, in the defendant’s
view, rules regarding limitation periods are considered to be substantive.

56

At the same time, however, in the defendant’s view, the phrase “any
means” must be limited to insolvency law. Therefore, it is sufficient for the
beneficiary to prove that the act cannot be challenged under the insolvency
law of the EEA State governing the act. Whether the act can be challenged
according to contract law is not relevant, as contract law does not permit
voidance of an act on the sole basis that the act is detrimental to the
general body of creditors.

57

The right to challenge the act must be examined at the point in time when
the voidance action is initiated. Consequently, according to the defendant,
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Stefnandi telur enn fremur að það sé meginregla alþjóðlegs
einkamálaréttar að þær málsmeðferðarreglur sem gilda um málarekstur
séu reglur dómstólsins sem málið er rekið fyrir. Þar af leiðandi, telur
stefnandi, að málsmeðferðarreglur heimaaðildarríkisins skuli gilda um atriði
sem lúta að málsmeðferð, líkt og málshöfðunarfresti í málinu.

52

Enn fremur telur stefnandi að þar sem 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar feli í
sér undantekningu frá meginreglunni sem kveðið er á um í 1. mgr. 10. gr.
beri að túlka hana þröngt.

53

Loks verði að gera ríkar sönnunarkröfur. Varðandi þetta atriði bendir
stefnandi á þá staðreynd að 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar sé undanþága
frá meginreglunni um að löggjöf heimaaðildarríkisins eigi við. Þar af leiðandi
verði málsaðili sem reiðir sig á þá vörn að sýna fram á með ótvíræðum hætti
að umrædd lög bjóði engin úrræði til að vefengja löggerninginn sem um
ræðir, og því hafi skilyrði fyrir slíkri vefengingu ekki verið uppfyllt.

54

Stefndi telur að 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar beri að skýra með þeim
hætti að hún veiti lánardrottnum vernd gegn aðgerðum sem ætlað er að
hafa afturvirk áhrif á gildi löggerninga á grundvelli hvers kyns reglna. Að mati
stefnda er engin stoð fyrir því að undanskilja reglur um málshöfðunarfresti
frá undanþágunni sem kveðið er á um í 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar.

55

Stefndi mótmælir staðhæfingum stefnanda um að greina beri á
milli málsmeðferðarreglna og efnisreglna í skilningi 1. mgr. 30. gr.
tilskipunarinnar. Fyrir utan að orðalag greinarinnar veiti ekki tilefni til slíkrar
aðgreiningar, þá væri slík aðgreining ólík frá einu EES-ríki til annars og kæmi
því í veg fyrir samræmda beitingu 1. mgr. 30. gr. Hvað sem öðru líður verða
reglur um málshöfðunarfresti að teljast efnisreglur, að mati stefnda.

56

Auk þess telur stefndi að orðalagið ,,engin úrræði“ verði að takmarka
við gjaldþrotaskiptarétt. Þeim sem nýtur góðs af löggerningnum nægi
því að sýna fram á að gerningurinn verði ekki vefengdur á grundvelli
gjaldþrotaskiptalöggjafar þess EES-ríkis sem hann fellur undir. Ekki skipti
máli hvort hægt sé að vefengja hann samkvæmt samningarétti, þar sem
samningaréttur heimilar ekki ógildingu löggernings á þeim grundvelli einum,
að hann teljist skaðlegur öllum lánardrottnum.

57

Réttinn til að vefengja löggerninginn verður að skoða á þeim tímapunkti
þegar ógildingarmál er höfðað. Stefndi telur því að skilyrðið sem kveðið
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the requirement established in Article 30(1) of the Directive will be fulfilled
also where there is a possibility to challenge the act in the law of the
EEA State governing the act, but where the time limit for bringing an
action of that kind has expired. Such an interpretation is consistent with
legal certainty and the provision’s objective of upholding the legitimate
expectations of a counterparty of a credit institution.
58

In the defendant’s view, the general standard of proof in the law of the
home EEA State applies. Consequently, it must be sufficient to present
proof that the act in question is not likely to be rescindable under the law
of the EEA State concerned.

59

The Belgian Government argues that the wording “any means” implies that
the impossibility under the law applying to the detrimental act to challenge
it concerns both the insolvency rules and the general rules of national
law applying to such an act. As for the phrase “in the case in point”, the
Belgian Government argues that it implies that the possibility of challenging
the detrimental act must be assessed in a concrete manner, taking into
account all the specific elements of the case in point. It is therefore not
sufficient to determine in an abstract manner whether or not the act may
be challenged.

60

The Liechtenstein Government submits that Article 30(1) of the Directive
does not restrict the voidness, voidability or unenforceability to rules
arising out of or applicable only within the constraints of insolvency
proceedings in general or winding-up proceedings in particular. Nor is the
expression “any means” restricted to substantive law. This is for good
reasons. It may well be that a rule of English procedural law may be
deemed substantive law in Iceland or vice versa.

61

However, in its view, the burden of proof resting upon the beneficiary
cannot extend to the foreign law applicable to the act concerned as a
whole, but is limited to provisions of said law corresponding in essence
to those otherwise applicable under the home EEA State’s law. Therefore,
the beneficiary can prevent their application by proving that there are no
corresponding provisions under the law applicable to the act concerned
which would equally lead to its voidness, voidability or unenforceability on
comparable grounds. If the beneficiary were required to prove that the law
applicable to the act at issue does not provide any possibility to challenge
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er á um í 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar muni einnig vera uppfyllt í
tilvikum þar sem mögulegt er að vefengja löggerning samkvæmt lögum
EES-ríkisins sem hann fellur undir, þótt frestur til höfðunar slíks máls sé
útrunninn. Slík túlkun sé í samræmi við réttarvissu og markmið ákvæðisins
um að vernda réttmætar væntingar gagnaðila lánastofnunar.
58

Stefndi telur að almennar sönnunarkröfur samkvæmt lögum EESheimaaðildarríkisins eigi við. Þar af leiðandi verði að teljast nægilegt
að færa sönnur á að ekki séu líkur fyrir því að unnt væri að rifta
löggerningnum sem um ræðir samkvæmt löggjöf hlutaðeigandi EES-ríkis.

59

Ríkisstjórn Belgíu heldur því fram að orðalagið ,,engin úrræði“ gefi til kynna
að ómöguleiki vefengingar samkvæmt lögum sem gilda um hinn skaðlega
löggerning lúti bæði að reglum gjaldþrotaréttar sem og öðrum réttarreglum
aðildarríkis sem gilda um slíka ráðstöfun. Að hennar mati felur orðalagið
,,gerningurinn sem um ræðir“ í sér að meta verði möguleikann á að
vefengja skaðlegan löggerning í hverju tilviki fyrir sig, að teknu tilliti til allra
atriða sem hann varða. Það nægi þess vegna ekki að slá því föstu, með
almennum hætti, hvort unnt sé að vefengja löggerninginn.

60

Ríkisstjórn Liechtenstein heldur því fram að 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar
einskorði ekki ógildi, ógildanleika eða skort á réttarvernd við reglur sem
varða gjaldþrotaskipti almennt, eða sérreglur um slitameðferð. Orðalagið
,,engin úrræði“ takmarkast að hennar mati heldur ekki við efnisreglur.
Góðar ástæður liggi þar að baki. Vel megi vera að málsmeðferðarregla
ensks réttar teljist efnisregla á Íslandi, og öfugt.

61

Sönnunarbyrðin sem hvílir á þeim sem nýtur hags af gerningnum verður,
að mati ríkisstjórnar Liechtenstein, ekki rýmkuð með þeim hætti að hún
nái til erlendra laga sem eiga við um ráðstöfunina, í heild sinni, heldur
takmarkast hún við þau ákvæði laganna sem svara til þeirra sem annars
ættu við samkvæmt lögum heimaaðildarríkisins. Sá sem nýtur góðs af
gerningnum getur því komið í veg fyrir beitingu erlendra lagaákvæða með
því að sýna fram á að engin samsvarandi ákvæði sé að finna í lögum
þess ríkis sem annars ættu við um ráðstöfunina, sem myndu með sama
hætti leiða til ógildis, ógildanleika eða skorts á réttarvernd á svipuðum
forsendum. Ef sá sem nýtur góðs af gerningnum þyrfti að sanna að lögin
sem gilda um umræddan löggerning geri ekki ráð fyrir þeim möguleika
að hægt sé að bera brigður á hann undir nokkrum kringumstæðum,
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such an act in all circumstances whatsoever, proof thereof would be bound
to fail in every case, thus rendering Article 30(1) of the Directive moot.
62

Furthermore, where an EEA State whose laws are applicable to the act at
issue provides for rules allowing such an act to be challenged in theory,
but the conditions for such challenge are not fulfilled in the case at hand,
according to the Liechtenstein Government, that foreign law equally does
not allow any means of challenging that act in the case in point.

63

Therefore, it is for the beneficiary – in this case the defendant – to prove
that, in the specific circumstances of the present case, English law would
not allow rescission of the legal act challenged by the plaintiff. In this
regard, it is irrelevant whether rescission is impossible under English law
by reason of substantive or procedural rules.

64

As regards the standard of proof, including whether and, if so, to what
extent evidence on the law applicable to the act at stake is permissible
and has to be considered, the Liechtenstein Government submits that this
matter has to be determined by the law of the home State.

65

ESA submits that the wording of Article 30(1) of the Directive does
not distinguish between substantive and procedural rules of the law
applicable to the act. In the legal systems of Iceland, Norway and
Liechtenstein, as well as in many other EEA States, the possibility to
obtain rescission or, in general, the voidance of an act detrimental
to all creditors is subject to certain substantive and procedural
conditions, including rules on time limitation or the duration of the
reach-back period. In its view, these conditions, and also rules on time
limitations and on the duration of the reach-back period, should not be
disregarded when the law of the other State is invoked on the basis of
Article 30(1) of the Directive.

66

Therefore, according to ESA, the wording “any means” indicates that the
impossibility to challenge the detrimental act under the law applicable
to such act relates both to substantive and procedural rules and both to
insolvency rules as well as general contract law.

67

Moreover, ESA continues, the phrase “in the case in point” suggests
that the fulfilment of the requirement has to be assessed on an ad hoc
basis. Thus, the specific features of the act challenged must be taken
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myndi slík sönnunarfærsla mistakast í öllum tilvikum og því grafa undan
beitingu 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar.
62

Ríkisstjórn Liechtenstein telur enn fremur að í tilvikum þar sem lög
þess aðildarríkis sem við eiga um löggerninginn hafa að geyma reglur
sem heimila að hann sé vefengdur, almennt séð, en skilyrði fyrir slíkri
vefengingu eru óuppfyllt varðandi gerninginn í því máli sem um ræðir, geti
þessi erlendu lög heldur ekki talist bjóða upp á ,,úrræði til að vefengja
gerninginn sem um ræðir“.

63

Það sé því þess sem nýtur góðs af gerningnum – stefnda í þessu máli –
að sanna, með hliðsjón af atvikum málsins, að riftun löggerningsins sem
stefnandi vefengir sé óheimil samkvæmt enskum lögum. Um þetta atriði
skipti ekki máli hvort riftun sé ófær samkvæmt enskum lögum vegna efniseða málsmeðferðarreglna.

64

Varðandi sönnunarkröfurnar, þar með talið hvort og að hvaða marki taka
beri tillit til sönnunar um hvaða lög skuli gilda um löggerninginn, telur
ríkisstjórn Liechtenstein það fara eftir löggjöf heimaaðildarríkisins.

65

ESA telur að í 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar sé ekki gerður greinarmunur
á efnisreglum og málsmeðferðarreglum þeirra laga sem eiga við um
löggerninginn. Innan lagakerfis Íslands, Noregs og Liechtenstein,
sem og margra annarra EES-ríkja, er riftunarkrafa eða, almennt séð,
ógildingarkrafa vegna löggernings sem talinn er öllum lánardrottnum
skaðlegur, háð ákveðnum skilyrðum varðandi efni og málsmeðferð, þar
á meðal reglum um málshöfðunarfresti og lengd riftunarfrests. Að mati
stofnunarinnar verður hvorki litið framhjá þessum skilyrðum, né reglum um
málshöfðunarfresti og riftunarfrest, þegar vísað er til laga annars ríkis á
grundvelli 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar.

66

ESA telur því orðalagið ,,engin úrræði“ gefa til kynna að ómöguleiki
þess að bornar séu brigður á skaðlegan löggerning, samkvæmt þeim
lögum sem eiga við um hann, taki hvort tveggja til efnisreglna og
málsmeðferðarreglna og einnig jafnt til reglna gjaldþrotaskiptaréttar sem
og reglna samningaréttar.

67

ESA telur enn fremur að orðalagið ,,gerningurinn sem um ræðir“ gefi til
kynna að skilyrðið verði að meta í hverju tilviki fyrir sig. Því verði að taka
sérstaklega mið af efni löggerningsins sem vefengdur er þegar meta skal
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into account when assessing whether the law applicable to the act allows
for any means of challenging that act in the case at hand. The exception
to the general rule introduced by Article 30(1) of the Directive cannot be
interpreted as expanding the possibilities for rescission afforded under the
law governing the act. Therefore, if there is no possibility of challenging the
act under the law governing it or no longer such a possibility, whether for
substantive or procedural reasons, rescission under the law of the home
State must be regarded as precluded.
68

As regards the standard of proof, ESA observes that, under private
international law, foreign law must be proved as a fact. Therefore, the level
of proof required under Article 30(1) of the Directive is the standard of
proof applicable in civil proceedings in the home EEA State with regard to
proving the factual elements of the case.

69

The Commission submits that a beneficiary must demonstrate that no
court action for a declaration of voidness, voidability or unenforceability in
relation to the act in question would be available under the law of the EEA
State governing the act.

70

The reference to “any means” indicates that voidness, voidability or
unenforceability is not restricted to the rules that directly govern insolvency
proceedings. It covers all provisions of national law applicable to the act
on the basis of which voidness, voidability or unenforceability of the legal
act may be decided. The wording does not explicitly distinguish between
substantive and procedural rules.

71

According to the Commission, the phrase “in the case in point” requires
a concrete assessment of the possibility to challenge the act. However,
this does not mean that the condition that the act cannot be challenged is
met where it was possible to challenge the act, but where it is no longer
possible to do so, for example, because the period in which to bring an
action has expired. This interpretation ensures that it is always clear which
law is applicable and that this clarity is not impaired or affected by any
possible negligence on the part of the interested party in not bringing an
action in time.

72

As regards the standard of proof, the Commission contends that this
should be determined by the law of the home EEA State.
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hvort lögin sem um hann gilda heimili vefengingu hans. Undanþágan frá
meginreglunni, sem sett er fram í 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar, verði ekki
skýrð með þeim hætti að hún rýmki riftunarástæður þeirra laga sem eiga við
um löggerninginn. Ef engin úrræði eru til að vefengja hann á grundvelli þeirra
laga sem eiga við um hann, eða slík úrræði bjóðast ekki lengur, hvort sem
það ræðst af efnislegum skilyrðum eða skilyrðum sem lúta að málsmeðferð,
verður að telja að riftun samkvæmt löggjöf heimaaðildarríkisins sé útilokuð.
68

Hvað sönnunarkröfurnar varðar, bendir ESA á að samkvæmt alþjóðlegum
einkamálarétti verði að sanna tilvist erlendrar réttarreglu með sama hætti
og málsatvik. Sönnunarkrafan samkvæmt 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar
sé því sú sama og varðandi sönnun á atvikum málsins samkvæmt
einkamálaréttarfari heimaaðildarríkisins.

69

Að mati framkvæmdastjórnarinnar verður sá sem nýtur hagsbóta af
gerningnum að sýna fram á að ekki sé unnt að sækja mál fyrir dómstólum
annarra aðildarríkja en heimaaðildarríkisins varðandi það hvort gerningurinn
sem um ræðir sé ógildur, ógildanlegur eða að hann skorti réttarvernd.

70

Framkvæmdastjórnin telur orðalagið ,,engin úrræði“ gefa til kynna að
ógildi, ógildanleiki eða skortur á réttarvernd löggernings takmarkist
ekki við þær reglur sem beinlínis eigi við um gjaldþrotaskipti heldur vísi
það til allra ákvæða landsréttar sem eiga við um ráðstöfun sem getur
orðið grundvöllur ógildis, eða ógildingar löggernings eða það að hann
glati að öðru leyti réttarvernd sinni. Með orðalaginu sé ekki gerður skýr
greinarmunur á reglum eftir því hvort þær varða efni eða málsmeðferð.

71

Að mati framkvæmdastjórnarinnar felst í orðalaginu ,,gerninginn sem um
ræðir“ krafa um að metið sé sérstaklega hverju sinni hvaða úrræði eru
til staðar til að vefengja löggerning. Það þýði þó ekki að skilyrðið um að
úrræði skorti til að vefengja gerninginn sé uppfyllt í þeim tilvikum þar sem
slíkt úrræði var fyrir hendi, en er síðan ótækt, til dæmis vegna þess að
málshöfðunarfrestur er liðinn. Sú túlkun tryggi að alltaf sé skýrt hvaða lög
eigi við um löggerning, og vanræksla af hálfu aðilans sem vill láta reyna á
réttmæti hans, en lætur undir höfuð leggjast að höfða mál í tæka tíð, hafi
ekki áhrif á slíkan skýrleika eða dragi úr honum.

72

Varðandi sönnunarkröfurnar, telur framkvæmdastjórnin að þær eigi að
ráðast af lögum heimaaðildarríkisins.
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Findings of the Court
73

The application of the law of the home EEA State on voidness, voidability
and unenforceability of acts detrimental to the creditors as a whole may
be prevented by the cumulative effects of the first and second indents of
Article 30(1) of the Directive. The second indent requires the beneficiary of
such an act to provide proof that the law of the EEA State applicable to the
act does not allow any means of challenging that act in the case in point.
As an exception to the general rule that the effects of reorganisation and
winding-up measures are governed by the law of the home EEA State, it
must be interpreted strictly (compare Case C-85/12 LBI, judgment of
24 October 2013, published electronically, paragraph 52).

74

Both the expression “rules relating to the voidance, voidability and
unenforceability” and the phrase “any means of challenging” are broad.
Neither limits the basis on which the act may be challenged. Therefore, as
long as the act is regarded as detrimental to the entire mass of creditors,
it is not decisive whether or not the possibility of challenging it is classified
as part of bankruptcy law. Moreover, there is nothing to suggest that only
substantive rules are relevant. A rule may be classified as substantive in
one jurisdiction and procedural in another. Therefore, rules such as time
limits for bringing an action must also be relevant.

75

Furthermore, the use of the words “in the case in point” entails that a
concrete assessment of the specific act in question must be undertaken.
Consequently, it is not necessary for the beneficiary to prove that the act
is unchallengeable as such. Even if the act may be challenged, in principle,
under the law of the EEA State governing it, it is sufficient if the beneficiary
proves that the requirements for such a challenge are not fulfilled in the
specific case at hand.

76

The Commission has argued that the condition that the act is
unchallengeable under the law governing it should not be considered met
if, for example, the act could have been challenged but such legal action is
now time-barred.

77

There is not much to support this interpretation. The phrase “in the
case in point” does not suggest it. Furthermore, the purpose of
Article 30(1) of the Directive is to protect those who have entered into
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Álit dómstólsins
73

Samanlögð áhrif fyrsta og annars undirliðar 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar
geta komið í veg fyrir beitingu löggjafar heimaaðildarríkisins varðandi
ógildi, ógildanleika og skort á réttarvernd löggerninga sem eru skaðlegir
öllum lánardrottnum. Sú krafa er gerð samkvæmt öðrum undirlið að sá
sem hefur hag af slíkum gerningi leggi fram sannanir um að lög þess EESaðildarríkis sem eiga við um gerninginn bjóði engin úrræði til að vefengja
hann. Sem undantekningu frá meginreglunni um að endurskipulagning og
slitameðferð lúti lögum heimaaðildarríkisins verður að skýra ákvæði 1.
mgr. 30. gr. þröngt (sjá til samanburðar mál C-85/12 LBI, dómur frá
24. október 2013, birtur með rafrænum hætti, 52. mgr.).

74

Orðalagið ,,reglur er varða það hvort löggerningar [...] séu ógildir,
ógildanlegir eða skorti réttarvernd“ sem og orðalagið ,,engin úrræði til
að véfengja“ er víðtækt. Hvorugt takmarkar á hvaða grundvelli unnt er að
vefengja gerning. Ef gerningurinn telst skaðlegur öllum lánardrottnum,
ræður ekki úrslitum hvort úrræði til að vefengja hann fari eftir reglum
gjaldþrotaréttar. Enn fremur er ekkert sem bendir til þess að einungis
efnisreglur hafi þýðingu að þessu leyti. Þannig getur regla sem telst
efnisregla í einni lögsögu talist til málsmeðferðarreglna í annarri lögsögu.
Af því leiðir að reglur um málshöfðunarfresti geta einnig skipt máli.

75

Enn fremur felur notkun orðalagsins ,,í viðkomandi máli“ í sér að leggja
verður sérstakt mat á þann gerning sem um ræðir hverju sinni. Þar af
leiðandi er ekki nauðsynlegt fyrir þann sem hefur hag af gerningnum að
sanna að hann sé óvefengjanlegur sem slíkur. Jafnvel þó að vefengja mætti
löggerninginn almennt samkvæmt lögum þess aðildarríkis sem við eiga
er nægilegt að sýnt sé fram á að skilyrðin fyrir slíkri vefengingu séu ekki
uppfyllt í málinu sem rekið er fyrir landsdómstólnum.

76

Framkvæmdastjórnin hefur haldið því fram að skilyrðið um að löggerningur
verði ekki vefengdur samkvæmt þeim lögum sem eiga við skuli ekki teljast
uppfyllt ef, til dæmis, unnt hefði verið að vefengja gerninginn, en frestur til
slíkrar málshöfðunar er liðinn.

77

Ýmiss rök hníga gegn slíkri túlkun og orðalagið ,,í viðkomandi máli“
rennir ekki stoðum undir hana. Það er jafnframt markmið 1. mgr. 30. gr.
tilskipunarinnar að vernda þá sem hafa stofnað til viðskipta við lánastofnun
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transactions with a credit institution from challenges under the law of
the home EEA State that would not be possible under the law of the
EEA State governing the act. This requires that the possibilities to
challenge the act may not be expanded by the law of the home State
when compared with what would follow under the law governing the
act. Therefore, the purpose of that provision would be better served if
the requirement that the act is unchallengeable is also considered met
where the act can no longer be challenged under the law governing the
act, for example, because the period within which to bring an action
has expired.
78

Finally, as regards the standard of proof, the main rule in Article 10(1)
of the Directive is that the law of the home EEA State shall apply to the
winding-up proceedings. This must entail that the standard of proof is
determined by the law of the home State. In some jurisdictions, the
content of foreign law, when applicable, is treated as a matter of fact,
in others as a matter of law. Consequently, the question whether the
beneficiary has proved that the law applicable to the act does not allow
any means of challenging it must be assessed according to the rules of
the home EEA State for determining the substance of foreign law.

79

The answer to the second and third questions must therefore be that
under the second indent of Article 30(1) of the Directive, the beneficiary
must prove that, whether for substantive or procedural reasons, under
the law governing the act detrimental to the creditors as a whole, there
is no possibility, or no longer any possibility, to challenge the act in
question.

80

A concrete assessment of the specific act in question must be
undertaken. Consequently, even if the act can in principle be challenged
under the law of the EEA State governing it, it is sufficient that the
beneficiary proves that the requirements for such a challenge are not
fulfilled in the case at hand.

81

It must be assessed according to the rules of the home EEA State whether
or not the beneficiary has proved that the law applicable to the act does
not allow any means of challenge.
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fyrir því að þau verði vefengd samkvæmt lögum heimaaðildarríkisins, þegar
slíkt er ófært samkvæmt lögum þess aðildarríkis sem við eiga. Samkvæmt
því mega úrræðin til að vefengja gerninginn ekki vera rýmri samkvæmt
lögum heimaaðildarríkisins en þau úrræði sem í boði væru samkvæmt
lögum þess EES-ríkis sem eiga við um gerninginn. Markmiði 1. mgr. 30.
gr. verður því betur náð ef skilyrðið um að engin úrræði séu til að vefengja
gerninginn telst einnig uppfyllt í þeim tilvikum þar sem ekki er lengur hægt
að vefengja gerninginn samkvæmt þeim lögum sem eiga við um hann, til
dæmis vegna þess að málshöfðunarfrestur er liðinn.
78

Loks ber að geta þess að því er snertir sönnunarkröfur, að það
er meginregla samkvæmt 1. mgr. 10. gr. tilskipunarinnar að lög
heimaaðildarríkisins gilda um slitameðferðina. Telja verður að það feli í sér
að sönnunarkröfur fari eftir lögum heimaaðildarríkisins. Í lögsögu sumra
ríkja er farið með efnislegt innihald erlendra lagareglna, þar sem þær eiga
við, líkt og um málsatvik væri að ræða, en í öðrum er farið með þær sem
aðrar lagareglur. Þar af leiðandi verður mat á því, hvort sá sem hag hefur
af löggerningnum hafi fært sönnur á að þau lög sem eiga við um hann
bjóði engin úrræði til að vefengja hann, að fara fram samkvæmt reglum
heimaaðildarríkisins um hvernig slá megi föstu efni erlendrar lagareglu.

79

Því ber að svara annarri og þriðju spurningu með þeim hætti, að
samkvæmt öðrum undirlið 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar verður sá sem
hefur hag af löggerningi sem telst skaðlegur öllum lánardrottnum, að sanna
að engin úrræði séu tiltæk, eða að engin úrræði séu lengur tiltæk, til að
vefengja viðkomandi gerning, hvort sem því valda efnislegar ástæður eða
ástæður sem lúta að málsmeðferð.

80

Sérstakt mat á viðkomandi löggerningi verður að fara fram hverju sinni.
Þótt almennt séð væri unnt að vefengja gerninginn samkvæmt lögum þess
EES-ríkis sem eiga við um hann, myndi þeim sem hag hefur af honum
nægja að sýna fram á að skilyrði fyrir slíkri vefengingu séu ekki uppfyllt í
þessu tiltekna máli.

81

Meta verður samkvæmt reglum heimaaðildarríkisins hvort þeim sem
hefur hag af löggerningnum hafi tekist að sanna að lögin sem eiga við um
gerninginn veiti engin úrræði til að vefengja hann.
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IV COSTS
82

The costs incurred by the Belgian and Liechtenstein Governments, ESA
and the Commission, which have submitted observations to the Court, are
not recoverable. Since these proceedings are a step in the proceedings
pending before Reykjavík District Court, any decision on costs for the
parties to those proceedings is a matter for that court.
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IV MÁLSKOSTNAÐUR
82

Ríkisstjórnir Belgíu og Liechtenstein, ESA og framkvæmdastjórnin, sem
skilað hafa greinargerðum til EFTA-dómstólsins skulu hver bera sinn
málskostnað. Þar sem um er að ræða mál sem er hluti af málarekstri fyrir
Héraðsdómi Reykjavíkur kemur það í hlut þess dómstóls að kveða á um
kostnað málsaðila.
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On those grounds,

THE COURT
in answer to the questions referred to it by Héraðsdómur Reykjavíkur hereby gives
the following Advisory Opinion:
1.

The expression “voidness, voidability or unenforceability of legal acts”
in Article 30(1) of Directive 2001/24/EC of the European Parliament
and of the Council on the reorganisation and winding up of credit
institutions also refers to rescission in bankruptcy law on the basis of
avoidance rules, such as those included in Chapter XX of the Icelandic
Bankruptcy Act No 21/1991.

2.

Under the second indent of Article 30(1) of Directive 2001/24/EC the
beneficiary must prove that, whether for substantive or procedural
reasons, under the law governing the act detrimental to the creditors
as a whole, there is no possibility, or no longer a possibility, to
challenge the act in question.
A concrete assessment of the specific act in question must be
undertaken. Consequently, even if the act can in principle be
challenged under the law of the EEA State governing it, it is sufficient
that the beneficiary proves that the requirements for such a challenge
are not fulfilled in the case at hand.
It must be assessed according to the rules of the home EEA State
whether or not the beneficiary has proved that the law applicable to the
act does not allow any means of challenge.

Carl Baudenbacher

Per Christiansen

Páll Hreinsson

Delivered in open court in Luxembourg on 17 October 2014.
Gunnar Selvik

Carl Baudenbacher

Registrar

President
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Með vísan til framangreindra forsenda lætur,

DÓMSTÓLLINN
uppi svohljóðandi ráðgefandi álit um spurningar þær sem Héraðsdómur Reykjavíkur
beindi til dómstólsins:
1.

Orðalagið ,,ógildi, ógildanleiki eða skortur á réttarvernd“ í 1. mgr.
30. gr. tilskipunar Evrópuþingsins og ráðsins 2001/24/EB um
endurskipulagningu og slit lánastofnana vísar einnig til riftunar
samkvæmt gjaldþrotarétti á grundvelli reglna um undanskot eigna
frá gjaldþrotaskiptum eins og þeirra sem er að finna í XX. kafla
gjaldþrotaskiptalaga nr. 21/1991.

2.

Samkvæmt öðrum undirlið 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunar 2001/24/EB
verður sá sem hefur hag af löggerningi sem telst skaðlegur öllum
lánardrottnum, að sanna að engin úrræði séu tiltæk, eða að engin
úrræði séu lengur tiltæk, til að vefengja viðkomandi gerning, hvort sem
því valda efnislegar ástæður eða ástæður sem lúta að málsmeðferð.
Sérstakt mat á viðkomandi löggerningi verður að fara fram hverju
sinni. Þótt almennt séð væri unnt að vefengja gerninginn samkvæmt
lögum þess EES-ríkis sem eiga við um hann, myndi þeim sem hag hefur
af honum nægja að sýna fram á að skilyrði fyrir slíkri vefengingu séu
ekki uppfyllt í þessu tiltekna máli.
Meta verður samkvæmt reglum heimaaðildarríkisins hvort þeim sem
hefur hag af löggerningnum hafi tekist að sanna að lögin sem eiga við
um gerninginn veiti engin úrræði til að vefengja hann.

Carl Baudenbacher

Per Christiansen

Páll Hreinsson

Kveðið upp í heyranda hljóði í Lúxemborg 17. október 2014.
Gunnar Selvik

Carl Baudenbacher

Dómritari

Forseti
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REPORT FOR THE HEARING
in Case E-28/13
REQUEST to the Court under Article 34 of the Agreement between the EFTA States
on the Establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice by Reykjavík
District Court (Héraðsdómur Reykjavíkur) in the case between
LBI hf.
and
Merrill Lynch International Ltd
concerning the interpretation of Article 30(1) of Directive 2001/24/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council on the reorganisation and winding up of credit institutions.

I

INTRODUCTION
1.

By letter of 17 December 2013, Reykjavík District Court requested an
Advisory Opinion in a case pending before it between LBI hf. (“the plaintiff”)
and Merrill Lynch International Ltd (“the defendant”). The case before the
national court concerns a demand for the rescission of three payments
made by the plaintiff to the defendant.

II LEGAL BACKGROUND
EEA law
2.

Directive 2001/24/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on
the reorganisation and winding up of credit institutions (“the Directive”) (OJ
2001 L 125, p. 15) was incorporated into Annex IX to the EEA Agreement
at point 16c by Decision of the EEA Joint Committee No 167/2002
of 6 December 2002 (“the Decision”) (OJ 2003 L 38, p. 28, and EEA
Supplement No 9, p. 20).

3.

Iceland and Liechtenstein indicated constitutional requirements for the
purposes of Article 103 EEA. As the second of those two countries,
Liechtenstein gave notification on 6 June 2003 that constitutional
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SKÝRSLA FRAMSÖGUMANNS
í máli E-28/13
BEIÐNI Héraðsdóms Reykjavíkur um ráðgefandi álit EFTA-dómstólsins samkvæmt 34.
gr. samningsins milli EFTA-ríkjanna um stofnun eftirlitsstofnunar og dómstóls, í máli

LBI hf.
gegn
Merrill Lynch International Ltd
um túlkun á 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunar Evrópuþingsins og ráðsins 2001/24/EB um
endurskipulagningu og slit lánastofnana.

I

INNGANGUR
1.

Með bréfi dagsettu 17. desember 2013, óskaði Héraðsdómur Reykjavíkur
eftir ráðgefandi áliti í máli sem rekið er fyrir dómstólnum, milli LBI hf.
(stefnanda), og Merrill Lynch International Ltd (stefnda). Málið fyrir
héraðsdómi varðar riftunarkröfu vegna þriggja greiðslna sem stefnandi innti
af hendi til stefnda.

II LÖGGJÖF
EES-réttur
2.

Tilskipun Evrópuþingsins og ráðsins nr. 2001/24/EB um
endurskipulagningu og slit lánastofnana (tilskipunin). (Stjtíð. ESB 2001
L 125, bls. 15) var tekin upp í lið 16c í IX. viðauka EES-samningsins
samkvæmt ákvörðun sameiginlegu EES-nefndarinnar nr. 167/2002 frá 6.
desember 2002 (ákvörðunin) (Stjtíð. ESB 2003 L 38, bls. 28 og EESviðbætir nr. 9, bls. 20).

3.

Ísland og Liechtenstein tilkynntu um stjórnskipuleg skilyrði í samræmi við
103. gr. EES-samningsins. Þann 6. júní 2003 varð Liechtenstein hið síðara
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requirements had been fulfilled. Consequently, the Decision entered into
force on 1 August 2003. According to Article 34 of the Directive, the
deadline for transposition was 5 May 2004.
4.

Recital 16 in the preamble to the Directive reads:
Equal treatment of creditors requires that the credit institution is wound
up according to the principles of unity and universality, which require the
administrative or judicial authorities of the home Member State to have
sole jurisdiction and their decisions to be recognised and to be capable of
producing in all the other Member States, without any formality, the effects
ascribed to them by the law of the home Member State, except where this
Directive provides otherwise.

5.

Recital 23 in the preamble to the Directive reads:
Although it is important to follow the principle that the law of the home
Member State determines all the effects of reorganisation measures
or winding-up proceedings, both procedural and substantive, it is also
necessary to bear in mind that those effects may conflict with the rules
normally applicable in the context of the economic and financial activity of
the credit institution in question and its branches in other Member States.
In some cases reference to the law of another Member State represents
an unavoidable qualification of the principle that the law of the home
Member State is to apply.

6.

Recital 28 in the preamble to the Directive reads:
Creditors who have entered into contracts with a credit institution before a
reorganisation measure is adopted or winding-up proceedings are opened
should be protected against provisions relating to voidness, voidability or
unenforceability laid down in the law of the home Member State, where the
beneficiary of the transaction produces evidence that in the law applicable
to that transaction there is no available means of contesting the act
concerned in the case in point.

7.

Article 1 of the Directive reads:
Scope
1. This Directive shall apply to credit institutions and their branches set up
in Member States other than those in which they have their head offices, as
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ríkjanna tveggja til að tilkynna að stjórnskipuleg skilyrði hefðu verið uppfyllt.
Ákvörðunin tók því gildi 1. ágúst 2003. Samkvæmt 34. gr. tilskipunarinnar
var lokafrestur til innleiðingar 5. maí 2004.
4.

Í 16. lið formálsorða tilskipunarinnar segir:
Jöfn meðferð allra lánardrottna krefst þess að lánastofnun sé slitið í
samræmi við meginreglurnar um einingu (principle of unity) og algildi
(principle of universality), en þess er krafist samkvæmt þeim að stjórnvöld
eða dómsmálayfirvöld heimaaðildarríkis hafi einkalögsögu og að ákvarðanir
þeirra séu virtar og geti haft þau áhrif sem þeim er ætlað að hafa
samkvæmt lögum heimaðildarríkis, án formsatriða nema kveðið sé á um
annað í þessari tilskipun.

5.

Í 23. lið formálsorða tilskipunarinnar segir:
Þó að mikilvægt sé að fylgja meginreglunni um að lög heimaaðildarríkis
gildi um endurskipulagningar-ráðstafanir eða slitameðferð, bæði hvað
varðar málsmeðferð og efnislega, er einnig nauðsynlegt að hafa í huga að
þetta getur verið ósamrýmanlegt þeim reglum sem almennt gilda varðandi
efnahagslega og fjárhagslega starfsemi lánastofnunarinnar sem um ræðir
og útibúa hennar í öðrum aðildarríkjum. Í sumum tilvikum er tilvísun í
lög annars aðildarríkis óhjákvæmilegt frávik frá þeirri meginreglu að lög
heimaaðildarríkis skuli gilda.

6.

Í 28. lið formálsorða tilskipunarinnar segir:
Lánardrottnar, sem hafa gert samninga við lánastofnun áður en
endurskipulagningarráðstafanir voru samþykktar eða slitameðferð hófst,
skulu njóta verndar gagnvart ákvæðum er varða ógildingu, ógildanleika eða
skort á réttarvernd, sem mælt er fyrir um í lögum heimaaðildarríkis, ef sá
sem hefur hag af viðskiptunum færir rök fyrir því að engin leið sé til andæfa
þeirri aðgerð sem um ræðir í viðkomandi máli.

7.

Í 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar segir:
Gildissvið
1. Þessi tilskipun skal gilda um lánastofnanir og útibú þeirra sem
stofnuð eru í aðildarríkjum öðrum en þeim þar sem aðalskrifstofa þeirra
er, samkvæmt skilgreiningum í 1. og 3. tölul. 1. gr. tilskipunar
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defined in points (1) and (3) of Article 1 of Directive 2000/12/EC, subject to
the conditions and exemptions laid down in Article 2(3) of that Directive.
2. The provisions of this Directive concerning the branches of a credit
institution having a head office outside the Community shall apply only
where that institution has branches in at least two Member States of the
Community.
8.

Article 10(1) and 10(2)(l) of the Directive reads:
Law applicable
1. A credit institution shall be wound up in accordance with the laws,
regulations and procedures applicable in its home Member State insofar as
this Directive does not provide otherwise.
2. The law of the home Member State shall determine in particular:
…
(l)

9.

the rules relating to the voidness, voidability or unenforceability of
legal acts detrimental to all the creditors.

Article 30(1) of the Directive reads:
Detrimental acts
1. Article 10 shall not apply as regards the rules relating to the voidness,
voidability or unenforceability of legal acts detrimental to the creditors as a
whole, where the beneficiary of these acts provides proof that:
–

the act detrimental to the creditors as a whole is subject to the law of
a Member State other than the home Member State, and

–

that law does not allow any means of challenging that act in the case
in point.

National law
10.

Article 134 of the Bankruptcy Act No 21/1991 (“the Bankruptcy Act”)
reads as follows:
Rescission may be claimed of a payment of a debt in the six months
preceding the reference date, if the payment was made in an unusual form,
made unreasonably early, or made in an amount that significantly impaired
the bankrupt’s payment ability, unless the payment appeared ordinary in
the circumstances.
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2000/12/EB, með fyrirvara um þau skilyrði og undanþágur sem mælt
er fyrir um í 3. mgr. 2. gr. þeirrar tilskipunar.
2. Ákvæði þessarar tilskipunar um útibú lánastofnunar með
aðalskrifstofur utan bandalagsins skulu einungis gilda þegar viðkomandi
stofnun hefur útibú í a.m.k. tveimur aðildarríkjum bandalagsins.
8.

Í 1. mgr. 10. gr. og l-lið. 2. mgr. 10. gr. tilskipunarinnar segir:
Gildandi lög
1. Lánastofnun skal slitið í samræmi við lög, reglur og málsmeðferð
sem í gildi er í heimaaðildarríkinu, nema kveðið sé á um annað í þessari
tilskipun.
2. Lög heimaaðildarríkis skulu einkum ákvarða:
...
(l)

9.

reglur er varða það hvort löggerningar, sem eru öllum lánardrottnum
skaðlegir, séu ógildir, ógildanlegir eða skorti réttarvernd.

Í 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar segir:
Löggerningar sem eru lánardrottnum skaðlegir
1. Ákvæði 10. gr. skal ekki gilda um reglur er varða það hvort
löggerningar, sem eru öllum lánardrottnum skaðlegir, séu ógildir,
ógildanlegir eða skorti réttarvernd, í þeim tilfellum þegar sá sem hefur hag
af þessum löggerningum leggur fram sannanir um að:
–

gerningurinn, sem er skaðlegur öllum lánardrottnum, fellur undir lög
aðildarríkis annars en heimaaðildarríkisins, og

–

ögin bjóða engin úrræði til að véfengja gerninginn sem um ræðir.

Landsréttur
10.

Í 134. gr. laga nr. 21/1991 um gjaldþrotaskipti o.fl. (gjaldþrotalög) segir:
Krefjast má riftunar á greiðslu skuldar á síðustu sex mánuðum fyrir
frestdag ef greitt var með óvenjulegum greiðslueyri, fyrr en eðlilegt var eða
greidd var fjárhæð sem hefur skert greiðslugetu þrotamannsins verulega,
nema greiðslan hafi virst venjuleg eftir atvikum.
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Rescission may be claimed of such payment to the bankrupt’s relatives in the
six to twenty-four months before the reference date, unless it is established
that the bankrupt was solvent at that time, despite the payment.
11.

Act No 161/2002 on Financial Undertakings (“the Financial Undertakings
Act”) states that Chapter XX of the Bankruptcy Act applies to a financial
undertaking when it is evident that its assets will not be sufficient to meet
its liabilities. Article 99(2)(n) of the Financial Undertakings Act, which,
according to the request by the national court, was intended to implement
the provisions of Article 30(1) of the Directive, reads as follows:
Notwithstanding the provisions of subparagraphs d and e, the provision
of Chapter III of the Act on conclusion of contracts, power of attorney and
invalid legal instruments, No 7/1936, on invalid legal instruments, may
be applied unless the law of the host State does not allow this. A legal
instrument may not, however, be invalidated if the party benefiting from
the continuing validity of such a legal instrument provides satisfactory
evidence that the law of another State should apply to the legal instrument
and that the respective law does not include an invalidating rule which
applies to the instance in question.

12.

Chapter III of Act No 7/1936 on Contracts, Mandates and Invalid Legal
Instruments (“the Act on Invalid Legal Instruments”) contains the principal rules
of Icelandic law on the voidness of legal instruments, for example in cases
where they have been executed under coercion, through deception, the abuse
of position or by unfair means, but it contains no rules on the rescission of
measures taken by a bankrupt party within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Act.

III FACTS AND PROCEDURE
13.

Under the name Landsbanki Íslands hf., the plaintiff operated as a financial
undertaking, registered in Iceland, until it collapsed in October 2008. The
plaintiff had business relations with the defendant, a credit institution.

14.

Between 2001 and 2008, the plaintiff issued bonds in the form of Temporary
Global Notes. The bonds were lodged with Euroclear bank SA and Clearstream
banking SA as common depositories. When bonds had been issued and
lodged with one of the common depositories, investors were able to subscribe
to units corresponding to the bonds. According to the terms of issue, the
issuer and its agents were to regard those who were registered in the records
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Krefjast má riftunar slíkrar greiðslu til nákominna sex til tuttugu og fjórum
mánuðum fyrir frestdag nema leitt sé í ljós að þrotamaðurinn hafi þá verið
gjaldfær og það þrátt fyrir greiðsluna.
11.

Í lögum nr. 161/2002 um fjármálafyrirtæki kemur fram að XX. kafli
gjaldþrotalaganna eigi við um fjármálafyrirtæki þegar sýnt er að
eignir fjármálafyrirtækis muni ekki nægja til að efna skuldbindingar
þess. Samkvæmt beiðni héraðsdóms var n-lið 2. mgr. 99. gr. laga um
fjármálafyrirtæki ætlað að innleiða 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar, en
þar segir:
Þrátt fyrir ákvæði d- og e-liðar er heimilt að beita ákvæðum III. kafla laga
um samningsgerð, umboð og ógilda gerninga, nr. 7/1936, um ógilda
löggerninga, nema lög gistiríkis heimili ekki slíkt. Löggerningur verður þó
ekki ógiltur ef sá sem hag hefur af því að slíkur löggerningur haldi gildi sínu
leggur fram fullnægjandi sönnun um að um löggerninginn eigi að gilda lög
annars ríkis og að þar sé ekki að finna ógildingarreglu sem tekur til þess
tilviks sem um ræðir.

12.

III. kafli laga nr. 7/1936 um samningsgerð, umboð og ógilda löggerninga
(samningalög) hefur að geyma meginreglur íslensks réttar um ógilda
löggerninga, til dæmis í málum þar sem nauðung, svikum eða misneytingu
var beitt við samningsgerðina eða þar sem samningsgerðin telst
ósanngjörn. Þar er þó ekkert ákvæði að finna um riftun á gerningum
gjaldþrota aðila í skilningi gjaldþrotalaga.

III MÁLAVEXTIR OG MEÐFERÐ MÁLSINS
13.

Stefnandi starfaði sem fjármálafyrirtæki, skráð á Íslandi, undir nafninu
Landsbanki Íslands hf., þar til hann varð ógjaldfær í október 2008.
Stefnandi átti í viðskiptasambandi við stefnda, sem er lánastofnun.

14.

Á tímabilinu 2001 til 2008 gaf stefnandi út tímabundin
allsherjarskuldabréf (e. Temporary Global Notes). Skuldabréfin voru
vistuð hjá almennum vörsluaðilum, Euroclear Bank SA og Clearstream
Banking SA. Þegar skuldabréf höfðu verið gefin út og vistuð hjá einum
hinna almennu vörsluaðila gátu fjárfestar skráð sig fyrir einingum
sem svöruðu til skuldabréfanna. Samkvæmt útgáfuskilmálum skyldi
útgefandinn og umboðsmenn hans líta á þá sem hlutdeild áttu í
allsherjarskuldabréfunum samkvæmt skráningu hinna almennu
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of the common depositories as owning units in the bonds at any given time
as the holders of bonds for corresponding amounts. However, no bonds or
written documents were issued to those who purchased unit claims.
15.

According to the requesting court, the agency agreement, bonds and
payment coupons are subject to English law.

16.

In 2008 the plaintiff made three payments of certain amounts to the defendant
in relation to the bonds. The first of these was the payment of 9 July 2008
in the amount of EUR 4 131 879.16 in accordance with a bond due on 21
December 2009. The second was the payment of 15 August 2008 in the
amount of EUR 243 710.67 in accordance with a bond due on 18 May
2012. The third was the payment of 9 September 2008 in the amount of
EUR 87 616.39 in accordance with a bond due on 19 October 2010.

17.

On 7 October 2008, the Financial Supervisory Authority in Iceland
dismissed the plaintiff’s board of directors and appointed a resolution
committee to exercise all the functions of the board and see to all the
plaintiff’s affairs, including its operations and the supervision of its assets.
By the Financial Supervisory Authority’s decision of 9 October 2008,
the plaintiff’s domestic activities were transferred to another legal entity
established for this purpose.

18.

Following the adoption of Act No 44/2009, which amended certain provisions
of the Financial Undertakings Act, the plaintiff was to be put into winding-up
proceedings. These proceedings were to begin on the date of entry into force
of the Act on 22 April 2009, with a reference date of 15 November 2008.

19.

On 29 May 2012, the plaintiff brought a claim against the defendant
before the requesting court. Pursuant to Article 134 of the Bankruptcy
Act, the plaintiff seeks rescission of the three aforementioned payments.
In essence, the plaintiff argues that the payments must be regarded as
repayment by an insolvent actor of debts before the date of maturity.

20.

The defendant argues that the situation must be qualified as a purchase by
the plaintiff of its own securities and not as the repayment of a debt. In any
event, the defendant argues that, under Article 30 (also with reference to
Article 10) of the Directive, the measures in question can only be rescinded if
this would also be permissible under English law. In its view, rescission would
not be possible under English law. The plaintiff rejects this argument, arguing
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vörsluaðila hverju sinni, sem eigendur skuldabréfa að samsvarandi
fjárhæð. Engin skuldabréf eða skrifleg skjöl voru hins vegar gefin út til
kaupenda hlutdeildarkrafna..
15.

Samkvæmt beiðni héraðsdóms lúta umsýslusamningurinn, skuldabréf og
greiðslumiðar enskum lögum.

16.

Árið 2008 innti stefnandi af hendi þrjár greiðslur af ákveðinni upphæð
til stefnda sem svöruðu til skuldabréfa. Fyrsta greiðslan, að fjárhæð
4.131.879,16 evrur, fór fram 9. júlí 2008, vegna skuldabréfs
með gjalddaga 21. desember 2009. Önnur greiðslan, að fjárhæð
243.710,67 evrur, fór fram 15. ágúst 2008, vegna skuldabréfs með
gjalddaga 18. maí 2012. Þriðja greiðslan, að fjárhæð 87.616,39 evrur,
fór fram 9. september 2008, vegna skuldabréfs með gjalddaga
19. október 2010.

17.

Hinn 7. október 2008 vék Fjármálaeftirlitið stjórn stefnanda frá störfum
og skipaði honum skilanefnd til að fara með allar heimildir stjórnar og
málefni stefnanda, þar á meðal rekstur hans og umsjón eigna. Með
ákvörðun Fjármálaeftirlitsins 9. október 2008 var innlend starfsemi
stefnanda flutt yfir til annars lögaðila sem stofnaður var sérstaklega í
þessu skyni.

18.

Með setningu laga nr. 44/2009, þar sem tilteknum ákvæðum laga
um fjármálafyrirtæki var breytt, var stefnandi tekinn til slita. Upphaf
slitameðferðar átti að miðast við gildistöku laganna, 22. apríl 2009, og
frestsdagur við 15. nóvember 2008.

19.

29. maí 2012 var dómsmál stefnanda gegn stefnda þingfest fyrir
Héraðsdómi Reykjavíkur. Stefnandi fer fram á riftun hinna þriggja
framangreindra greiðslna með vísan til 134. gr. gjaldþrotalaganna.
Stefnandi telur í grundvallaratriðum að greiðslurnar verði að teljast
endurgreiðsla ógjaldfærs aðila á skuld fyrir gjalddaga.

20.

Stefndi heldur því fram að meta verði málsatvik með þeim hætti að
stefnandi hafi keypt eigin skuldabréf en ekki greitt skuld. Stefndi telur
þó að hvað sem því líður leiði það af 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar (einnig
með vísan til 10. gr.) að einungis sé hægt að rifta greiðslunum ef
slík riftun er einnig heimil samkvæmt enskum lögum. Að hans mati
getur slík riftun ekki farið fram að enskum lögum. Stefnandi hafnar
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that Article 99(2)(n) of the Financial Undertakings Act, which implements
Article 30 of the Directive, only applies to the invalidation of agreements
in accordance with Chapter III of the Act on Invalid Legal Instruments. In
the plaintiff’s view, it is not relevant to the resolution of the case whether
Article 30 of the Directive also applies to rescission under Chapter XX of the
Bankruptcy Act, since the Directive cannot overrule Icelandic law.
21.

On 7 November 2013, the District Court decided to seek an Advisory
Opinion from the Court, and referred the following questions:
1.

Should Article 30(1) of Directive 2001/24/EC, on the reorganisation
and winding up of credit institutions, be interpreted as meaning that
“the voidness, voidability or unenforceability of legal acts” refers
to the rules on the rescission of measures taken by a financial
undertaking according to rules that are comparable to those that
apply to the rescission of measures taken by a bankrupt individual
under the Bankruptcy (Etc.) Act?

2.

If the answer to the first question is in the affirmative, should Article
30(1) of the Directive be interpreted as meaning that it is sufficient for
the party against whom a demand for rescission is directed to present
proof that rescission of the measure would not be permitted under the
laws of the Member State applicable to the measure, with reference
to rules of any type, e.g. rules on time limits for taking legal action?

3.

If the answer to the second question is in the negative, should Article
30(1) of the Directive be interpreted as meaning that it is necessary
for the party against whom a demand for rescission is directed to
present proof that the conditions for rescission under the laws of the
Member State applicable to the measure have evidently not been
met, e.g. because there is a complete lack of authorisation for the
rescission of the type of measure involved.

IV WRITTEN OBSERVATIONS
22.

Pursuant to Article 20 of the Statute of the Court and Article 97 of the
Rules of Procedure, written observations have been received from:
–

the plaintiff, represented by Jóhannes Sigurðsson, Supreme Court
Attorney, and Hafliði Kristján Lárusson, Solicitor, of AKTIS Legal
Services;
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þessari röksemdafærslu og telur að n-liður 2. mgr. 99. gr. laga um
fjármálafyrirtæki, sem innleiddi 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar, eigi aðeins við
um ógildingu samninga samkvæmt III. kafla samningalaga. Að mati
stefnanda hefur það enga þýðingu fyrir niðurstöðu málsins hvort 30. gr.
tilskipunarinnar taki einnig til riftunar á grundvelli XX. kafla gjaldþrotalaga
þar sem tilskipunin geti ekki gengið íslenskum lögum framar.
21.

Þann 7. nóvember 2013 ákvað héraðsdómur að leita ráðgefandi álits EFTAdómstólsins og beindi eftirfarandi spurningum til hans.
1.

Ber að skýra 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunar nr. 2001/24/EB um
endurskipulagningu og slit lánastofnana á þá leið að með reglum um
ógildi, ógildanleika eða skort á réttarvernd sé vísað til reglna um riftun
ráðstöfunar fjármálafyrirtækis samkvæmt reglum sambærilegum
þeim sem gilda um riftun ráðstafana þrotamanns samkvæmt
gjaldþrotalögum?

2.

Ef fyrstu spurningu er svarað játandi, ber að skýra 1. mgr. 30.
gr. tilskipunarinnar þannig að þeim, sem riftunarkröfu er beint að,
sé nægilegt að leggja fram sannanir um að riftun ráðstöfunar,
samkvæmt lögum þess aðildarríkis sem gilda um ráðstöfun,
væri óheimil með vísan til hvers kyns reglna, t.d. reglna um
málshöfðunarfresti?

3.

Ef annarri spurningunni er svarað neitandi, ber að skýra 1. mgr. 30.
gr. tilskipunarinnar þannig að þeim, sem riftunarkröfu er beint að,
sé nauðsynlegt að leggja fram sannanir um að skilyrðum fyrir riftun,
samkvæmt lögum þess aðildarríkis sem gilda um ráðstöfun, sé
bersýnilega ekki fullnægt, svo sem vegna þess að heimild til riftunar
skorti alfarið um þá tegund ráðstöfunar sem um er að ræða?

IV SKRIFLEGAR GREINARGERÐIR
22.

Í samræmi við 20. gr. stofnsamþykktar EFTA-dómstólsins og 97. gr.
starfsreglna hans hafa skriflegar greinargerðir borist frá eftirtöldum aðilum:
–

Stefnanda, í fyrirsvari er Jóhannes Sigurðsson, hrl., og Hafliði Kristján
Lárusson, lögmaður, hjá AKTIS lögmannsstofu;
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–

the defendant, represented by Hróbjartur Jónatansson, Supreme
Court Attorney, assisted by Margrét Anna Einarsdóttir, District Court
Attorney, Jónatansson & Co Legal Services;

–

the Belgian Government, represented by Jean-Christophe Halleux and
Marie Jacobs, Attachés within the Directorate General Legal Affairs
of the Federal Public Service for Foreign Affairs, Foreign Trade and
Development Cooperation, acting as Agents;

–

the Liechtenstein Government, represented by Dr Andrea Entner-Koch,
Director, EEA Coordination Unit, acting as Agent;

–

ESA, represented by Xavier Lewis, Director, and Maria Moustakali,
Officer, Department of Legal & Executive Affairs, acting as Agents; and

–

the European Commission (“the Commission”), represented by
Audroné Steiblyté and Karl-Philipp Wojcik, Members of its Legal
Service, acting as Agents.

V SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENTS SUBMITTED
The plaintiff
23.

As regards the first question, the plaintiff submits that the words “rules
relating to the voidness, voidability or unenforceability of legal acts
detrimental to all creditors” in Article 10(2)(l) of the Directive seemingly
refer to rules relating to the rescission of certain acts made by an
insolvent credit institution prior to its winding up.

24.

More importantly, the plaintiff asserts, the words “detrimental to the
creditors as a whole” in Article 30(1) of the Directive similarly seem
to refer to such rules, as the purpose of rules authorising the setting
aside in insolvency proceedings of certain acts made by the insolvent
credit institution prior to its winding up is to ensure equality among the
creditors and to avoid the possibility that individual creditors receive
a preferential treatment to the detriment of other creditors within a
specified time period prior to the credit institution’s insolvency. It finds
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Stefnda, í fyrirsvari er Hróbjartur Jónatansson, hrl., sem nýtur
aðstoðar Margrétar Önnu Einarsdóttur, hdl., hjá lögmannsstofunni
Jónatansson & Co;

–

Ríkisstjórn Belgíu, í fyrirsvari sem umboðsmenn eru Jean-Christophe
Halleux og Marie Jacobs, hjá lögfræðisviði utanríkisráðuneytisins;

–

Ríkisstjórn Liechtenstein, í fyrirsvari sem umboðsmaður er Dr. Andrea
Entner-Koch, forstöðumaður hjá stofnuninni um framkvæmd EESsamningsins;

–

Eftirlitsstofnun EFTA („ESA“), í fyrirsvari sem umboðsmenn eru Xavier
Lewis, framkvæmdastjóri lögfræði- og framkvæmdasviðs og Maria
Moustakali lögfræðingur á lögfræði- og framkvæmdasviði, og

–

Framkvæmdastjórn Evrópusambandsins („framkvæmdastjórnin“), í
fyrirsvari sem umboðsmenn eru Audroné Steiblyté og Karl-Philipp
Wojcik, hjá lagaskrifstofu framkvæmdastjórnarinnar.

V SAMANTEKT YFIR MÁLSÁSTÆÐUR OG RÖK AÐILA
Stefnandi
23.

Að því er snertir fyrstu spurninguna, sýnist stefnanda orðalag l-liðar 2.
mgr. 10. gr. tilskipunarinnar, ,,reglur er varða það hvort löggerningar,
sem eru öllum lánardrottnum skaðlegir, séu ógildir, ógildanlegir eða skorti
réttarvernd“, vísa til reglna sem gilda um riftun tiltekinna löggerninga sem
ógjaldfær fjármálastofnun hefur stofnað til fyrir slitameðferð.

24.

Stefnandi telur enn mikilvægara að orðalagið ,,öllum lánardrottnum
skaðlegir“ í 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar virðist einnig vísa til
reglna sem heimila að tilteknum gerningum sem hin ógjaldfæra
lánastofnun hefur gert, áður en slitameðferð á henni hefst, sé vikið til
hliðar við gjaldþrotameðferðina hafi þann tilgang að tryggja jafnræði
lánardrottna og að koma í veg fyrir að einstakir lánardrottnar fái
ívilnandi meðferð á kostnað annarra lánardrottna á tilteknu tímabili
áður en lánastofnunin varð ógjaldfær. Stefnandi styður þá
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support for its view in recital 16 in the preamble to the Directive, as well as
in case law1 and academic writing.2

1
2

3

25.

Turning to the second question, the plaintiff submits that the question
should be read as referring to procedural rules of any type, and not
substantive rules.

26.

The plaintiff submits that Article 30(1) of the Directive does not appear to
make a distinction between procedural and substantive rules. However,
procedural rules, such as rules on time limits within which to commence
legal action, have no relevance regarding the voidness, voidability or
unenforceability of the act as such. Moreover, Article 9(1) of the Directive
makes it clear that the relevant authorities of the home Member State
alone have jurisdiction in the relevant winding-up proceedings. Hence it can
be concluded that the applicable procedural rules are the procedural rules
of the home Member State alone and that only those rules will apply to
any procedural issues, such as the time limits within which to commence
legal action in relation to the act in question. According to the plaintiff,
this interpretation is supported by Article 13 of Council Regulation (EC)
No 1346/2000 on insolvency proceedings (OJ 2000 L 160, p. 1) (“the
Insolvency Regulation”), on which Article 30(1) of the Directive is based,
and Article 13 of the Convention on Insolvency Proceedings.3

27.

Finally, concerning the third question, the plaintiff submits at the outset
that the question should be read as referring not only to the conditions for
rescission but also to voidness, voidability and unenforceability, as in the
first two questions.

28.

The plaintiff observes that the Directive is silent on the standard of proof
required of a party wishing to invoke an Article 30(1) defence. However,
it submits that, since Article 30(1) is an exception to the general principle

Reference is made to Cases 133/78 Gourdain [1979] ECR 1733 and C-339/07 Frick [2009] ECR I-767.
Reference is made to Ian F. Fletcher and Marcus Haywood, “United Kingdom”, in EU Banking and
Insurance Insolvency, edited by Gabriel Moss and Bob Wessels, Oxford University Press, 2006,
paragraph 20.89, and Miguel Virgós and Francisco Garcimartín, The European Insolvency Regulation:
Law & Practice, Kluwer Law International, 2004, p. 138.
Reference is made to Miguel Virgós & Etienne Schmit, Report on the Convention on Insolvency
Proceedings, Council Doc. 6500/96, DRS 8(CFC), 3 May 1996; The European Insolvency Regulation:
Law & Practice, cited above, p. 138; EU Banking and Insurance Insolvency, cited above, paragraph
20.90; and François Mélin, Le règlement communautaire du 29 mai 2000 relatif aux procédures
d’insolvabilité, Forum Européen de la Communication and Bruylant, 2008, paragraph 240.
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röksemd með vísan til 16. liðar formálsorða tilskipunarinnar, sem og
dómaframkvæmdar1 og skrifa fræðimanna.2
25.

Að því er snertir aðra spurninguna telur stefnandi að hana beri að skoða
með hliðsjón af hvers kyns málsmeðferðarreglum en ekki efnisreglum.

26.

Stefnanda virðist sem ekki sé gerður greinarmunur á málsmeðferðarreglum
og efnisreglum í 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar. Málsmeðferðarreglur,
á borð við reglur um málshöfðunarfresti, hafi þó engin áhrif á gildi,
ógildanleika eða skort á réttarvernd löggerningsins sem slíks. Enn
fremur sé skýrt, samkvæmt 1. mgr. 9. gr. tilskipunarinnar, að einungis
viðeigandi yfirvöld heimaaðildarríkisins hafi lögsögu í slitameðferðinni
sem um ræðir. Það megi því álykta að reglur heimaaðildarríkisins eigi
við um málsmeðferðina, og að einungis þær reglur gildi um atriði eins
og málshöfðunarfresti vegna umrædds gernings. Samkvæmt stefnanda
styðst sú túlkun við 13. gr. reglugerðar ráðsins EB nr. 1346/2000
um gjaldþrotaskipti (Stjtíð. ESB 2000 L 160, bls. 1) (reglugerðin um
gjaldþrotaskipti), sem 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar byggir á, og 13. gr.
sáttmálans um gjaldþrotaskipti.3

27.

Að því er snertir þriðju spurninguna telur stefnandi loks að hana beri
að skilja með þeim hætti að hún vísi ekki aðeins til riftunarskilyrða,
heldur einnig til ógildi, ógildanleika og skorts á réttarvernd, líkt og fyrri
spurningarnar tvær.

28.

Stefnandi bendir á að ekkert komi fram í tilskipuninni um þær
sönnunarkröfur sem gerðar eru til aðila sem bera vill fyrir sig 1. mgr.
30. gr. Hann bendir þó á að þar sem 1. mgr. 30. gr. sé undantekning frá

1
2

3

Vísað er til mála 133/78 Gourdain [1979] ECR 1733 og C-339/07 Frick [2009] ECR I-767.
Vísað er til skrifa Ian F. Fletcher og Marcus Haywood, “United Kingdom”, í EU Banking and Insurance
Insolvency, í ritstjórn Gabriel Moss og Bob Wessels, Oxford University Press, 2006, 20.89 mgr., og
Miguel Virgós og Francisco Garcimartín, The European Insolvency Regulation: Law & Practice, Kluwer
Law International, 2004, bls. 138.
Vísað er til rita Miguel Virgós & Etienne Schmit, Report on the Convention on Insolvency Proceedings,
Council Doc. 6500/96, DRS 8(CFC), 3. maí 1996; áður tilvitnaðs rits The European Insolvency
Regulation: Law & Practice, bls. 138; áður tilvitnaðs rits EU Banking and Insurance Insolvency,
20.90 mgr.; og François Mélin, Le règlement communautaire du 29 mai 2000 relatif aux procédures
d’insolvabilité, Forum Européen de la Communication and Bruylant, 2008, 240. mgr.
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that the law of the State of the opening of insolvency proceedings shall
apply (“lex fori concursus”), that provision must be interpreted strictly.4
Therefore, the standard of proof should be high.
29.

Consequently, according to the plaintiff, it is not sufficient to adduce a
likelihood of the existence of an Article 30(1) defence. The party relying on
this defence must clearly demonstrate that the relevant law does not allow
any means of challenging that act in the case in point and hence that the
conditions for voidness, voidability or unenforceability under the laws of the
Member State applicable to the act have not been met.

30.

The plaintiff proposes that the Court should answer the questions as
follows:
Question 1: Yes.
Question 2 (with suggested amendments): No.
Question 3 (with suggested amendments): Yes.

The defendant

4

31.

The defendant submits that the objective of the Directive clearly indicates
that Article 30(1) is to be construed to mean that it pertains to rescission
under national bankruptcy law. The terms voidness, voidability or
unenforceability should therefore extend to all instances when a legal
act is deemed detrimental to creditors and thus voidable as a result of
the opening of winding-up proceedings, whether the act is rescinded on
the basis of the provisions of bankruptcy law, the voiding provisions of
contract law, or other statutory provisions.

32.

The defendant contends that in interpreting Article 30(1) of the Directive
the expression “any means” clearly indicates that the legal act, allegedly
detrimental to the creditors, cannot be challenged whether by specific
provisions of insolvency law or by any other laws of the Member State
governing the act at issue. Thus, to confine the exception to the application
of home Member State law, for example, simply to contract law provisions
would be contrary to the meaning of the said expression and entail a
significant reduction in the protection that Article 30(1) of the Directive is

Reference is made to Case C-85/12 LBI, judgment of 24 October 2013, published electronically,
paragraph 52, and EU Banking and Insurance Insolvency, cited above, paragraph 20.90.
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meginreglunni um að lög ríkisins þar sem gjaldþrotaskipti fara fram skuli
gilda (l. lex fori concursus) beri að túlka ákvæðið með þröngum hætti.4 Þar
af leiðandi verði að gera ríkar sönnunarkröfur.
29.

Stefnandi telur að af þessu leiði að ekki sé nægilegt að leiða líkur að því að
málsvörn samkvæmt 1. mgr. 30. gr. sé til staðar. Málsaðili sem reiðir sig á
þá vörn verður að sýna fram á með ótvíræðum hætti að umrædd lög bjóði
engin úrræði til að vefengja löggerninginn sem um sem ræðir, og því hafi
skilyrði um ógildi, ógildanleika og skort á réttarvernd, samkvæmt lögum
viðeigandi aðildarríkis ekki verið uppfyllt.

30.

Stefnandi leggur til að dómstóllinn svari spurningunum með eftirfarandi
hætti:
1. spurning: já.
2. spurning (í samræmi við breytingartillögu): nei.
3. spurning (í samræmi við breytingartillögu): já.

Stefndi

4

31.

Stefndi telur að markmið tilskipunarinnar gefi skýrlega til kynna að 1.
mgr. 30. gr. beri að túlka á þann veg að hún taki til riftunar samkvæmt
innlendum gjaldþrotaskiptarétti. Hugtökin ógildi, ógildanleiki og skortur á
réttarvernd skuli því ná yfir öll tilvik þar sem löggerningur telst skaðlegur
lánardrottnum og því ógildanlegur vegna upphafs slitameðferðar, óháð
því hvort gerningnum er rift á grundvelli ákvæða gjaldþrotaskiptaréttar,
ógildingarákvæða samningaréttar eða á grundvelli annarra lagaákvæða.

32.

Stefndi heldur því fram að við túlkun 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar
gefi orðalagið ,,engin úrræði“ skýrlega til kynna að löggerningur
sem fullyrt er að sé skaðlegur lánardrottnum verði ekki vefengdur,
hvorki á grundvelli sérstakra ákvæða gjaldþrotalaga, né annarra
laga þess aðildarríkis sem gerningurinn fellur undir. Ef gildissvið
undanþágunnar um beitingu laga heimaaðildarríkisins væri takmarkað,
til dæmis við ákvæði samningaréttar, væri það andstætt fyrrnefndu
orðalagi, auk þess sem það hefði í för með sér verulega skerðingu á
réttarvernd þeirri sem 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar er ætlað að veita

Vísað er til máls C-85/12 LBI, dómur frá 24. október 2013, sem birtur var með rafrænum hætti, 52.
mgr.,og hins áður tilvitnaða rits EU Banking and Insurance Insolvency, 20.90 mgr.
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intended to afford creditors. According to the defendant, the purpose of
this provision is to ensure protection against retroactive actions by the
estate to invalidate a legal act in relation to which the creditor has legitimate
expectations that it will be regarded as binding on the financial institution.

5
6

33.

In the defendant’s view, the expression “in the relevant case” means that
the detrimental act should not be capable of being challenged in fact,
taking account of all the individual circumstances of the case at hand.
It is not sufficient to determine whether the act can be challenged in
the abstract. In this regard, it relies also on Article 13 of the Insolvency
Regulation. This provision establishes an exception to the applicability of
lex fori concursus in relation to acts detrimental to all creditors in the same
way as Article 30(1) of the Directive.5

34.

The defendant submits that the Danish, Norwegian and Swedish language
versions of the Directive support this interpretation. However, the Icelandic
language version differs somewhat concerning the key words of Article
10 and 30 of the Directive: “voidness, voidability or unenforceability”.
The Icelandic version contains the terms “ógildir, ógildanlegir eða skortir
réttarvernd”. According to the defendant, the proper translation of these
terms into English would be “invalid, invalidatable or lack of judicial
protection”. It contends that the legislation implementing the Directive in
Iceland reflects the terms used in the Icelandic version of the Directive.

35.

The Defendant notes that, according to Article 129 EEA, all versions of
a directive are equally authentic. However, when there is a discrepancy
between official languages, the wording contained in the majority of the
language versions should be accepted.6

36.

Consequently, in the defendant’s view, insofar as the Icelandic version of the
Directive is considered ambiguous and not to reflect clearly the subject matter
of Article 30(1), it should be ignored. Furthermore, the Directive must prevail
over domestic law regardless of the form and method of implementation.

37.

Turning to the second question, the defendant submits that Article 30
must be construed such that it affords creditors a protection from actions

Reference is made to Report on the Convention on Insolvency Proceedings, cited above, paragraph 137.
Reference is made to Cases E-18/11 Irish Bank [2012] EFTA Ct. Rep. 592, paragraphs 88 to 90,
and C-64/95 Lubella [1996] ECR I-5124, paragraph 18.
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lánardrottnum. Að mati stefnda er markmið ákvæðisins að tryggja vernd
gegn öllum afturvirkum aðgerðum þrotabús sem miða að því að ógilda
löggerninga sem lánardrottinn hefur réttmætar væntingar um að teljist
bindandi fyrir fjármálastofnunina.

5
6

33.

Stefndi telur að orðalagið ,,í málinu sem um ræðir“ þýði í reynd að ekki
megi bera brigður á hinn skaðlega löggerning, þegar horft sé til hinna
sérstöku aðstæðna sem uppi eru í máli þessu. Að mati stefnda nægir
ekki að taka afstöðu til þess hvort löggerninginn megi almennt vefengja.
Að þessu leyti ber stefndi einnig fyrir sig 13. gr. reglugerðarinnar um
gjaldþrotaskipti. Í því ákvæði er að finna undanþágu frá reglunni um að lög
ríkisins þar sem gjaldþrotaskipti fara fram eigi við (l. lex fori concursus)
varðandi löggerninga sem eru skaðlegir öllum lánardrottnum, með sama
hætti og 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar.5

34.

Stefndi bendir á að dönsk, norsk og sænsk útgáfa tilskipunarinnar renni
stoðum undir þessa túlkun. Íslenska útgáfan sé þó nokkuð frábrugðin um
lykilhugtök 10. og 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar, sem á ensku eru: ,,voidness,
voidability or unenforceability“. Í íslensku útgáfunni eru notuð hugtökin
,,ógildir, ógildanlegir eða skortir réttarvernd“. Að mati stefnda er rétt ensk
þýðing þessara íslensku hugtaka: ,,invalid, invalidatable or lack of judicial
protection“. Hann telur að löggjöf sem innleiðir tilskipunina á Íslandi byggi á
þeim hugtökum sem notuð eru í íslensku útgáfu tilskipunarinnar.

35.

Stefndi bendir á að samkvæmt 129. gr. EES-samningsins séu allar útgáfur
tilskipunarinnar jafngildar. Ef misræmi reynist vera á milli útgáfnanna á
hinum opinberu tungumálum, skal orðalagið sem notað er í meirihluta
þeirra gilda.6

36.

Stefndi telur því að líta beri framhjá íslensku útgáfu tilskipunarinnar, að
svo miklu leyti sem hún telst tvíræð og ekki varpa skýru ljósi á efnislegt
inntak 1. mgr. 30. gr. Jafnframt verður tilskipunin, að hans mati, að ganga
landslögum framar, óháð formi og aðferð við innleiðingu.

37.

Að því er snertir aðra spurninguna telur stefndi að 30. gr. beri að skýra
með þeim hætti að hún veiti lánardrottnum vernd gegn aðgerðum sem

Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðrar skýrslu Report on the Convention on Insolvency Proceedings, 137. mgr.
Vísað er til mála E-18/11 Irish Bank [2012] EFTA Ct. Rep. 592, 88. til 90. mgr. og C-64/95 Lubella
[1996] ECR I-5124, 18. mgr.
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intended to have retroactive effects on the validity of a legal act on the
basis of any type of rules. In its view, there is no basis for excluding the
rules on prescription and limitation of actions from the exception stated in
Article 30 of the Directive. In this regard, the defendant makes reference
to Article 12(1) of Regulation (EC) No 593/2008 of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 17 June 2008 on the law applicable to
contractual obligations (Rome I) (OJ 2008 L 177, p. 6).7

7
8
9

38.

As regards the third question, the defendant submits that the term
“provides proof” in Article 30(1) of the Directive must refer to the general
standard of proof applicable in the law of civil procedure of the lex fori
concursus.8 Consequently, it must be sufficient to present proof that the
act in question is not likely to be rescindable under the laws of the Member
State concerned. Adverse construction of the provision would lead to an
undue burden of proof on the defendant and set the standard of proof
significantly higher than the preponderance of the evidence criteria does in
general. Such an interpretation has neither a foundation in the Directive nor
in the Insolvency Regulation.9

39.

The defendant proposes that the Court should answer the questions as
follows:
1.

Article 30, Paragraph 1 of Directive 2001/24/EC on the
reorganisation and winding up of credit institutions must be
construed to the effect that rules relating to voidness, voidability or
unenforceability include rules regarding the rescission of a disposition
by a financial undertaking under rules which are comparable to those
which are in effect regarding the rescission of dispositions by a
bankrupt under the Act on Bankruptcy.

2.

Article 30, Paragraph 1 of the Directive must be construed to
the effect that it is sufficient for the party to which a demand
for rescission is directed to present proof that rescission of the
disposition under the laws of the Member State applicable to said

Reference is made to The European Insolvency Regulation: Law & Practice, cited above, p. 136.
Reference is made to Article 18 of Regulation (EC) No 593/2008, which concerns burden of proof.
Reference is made to the judgment of 24 October 1997 of the Supreme Court of the Netherlands,
reported NIPR 1998, 114, and NJ 1999, 316. In this case, it was held that Article 13 of the
Insolvency Regulation does not require a higher standard with respect to the burden of proof than is
generally required in civil cases.
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ætlað er að hafa afturvirk áhrif á gildi löggerninga, óháð því hvers konar
reglur þar er um að ræða. Að mati stefnda er engin stoð fyrir því að
undanskilja reglur um fyrningarfresti frá undanþágunni sem gerð er í 30.
gr. tilskipunarinnar. Hvað þetta varðar, vísar stefndi til 1. mgr. 12. gr.
reglugerðar Evrópuþingsins og ráðsins (EB) 593/2008 frá 17. júní 2008
um lög sem gilda um samningsbundnar skyldur (Róm I) (Stjtíð. ESB 2008
L 177, bls. 6).7
38.

Að því er snertir þriðju spurninguna, telur stefndi að orðalagið ,,leggur fram
sannanir“ í 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar hljóti að vísa til hinnar almennu
sönnunarbyrði sem krafist er í einkamálum á þeim stað sem gjaldþrotaaðili
á varnarþing.8 Það verður því, að mati stefnda, að teljast nægilegt að
leggja fram sannanir um að ólíklegt sé að löggerningurinn sem deilt er
um væri riftanlegur samkvæmt lögum þess aðildarríkis. Gagnstæð túlkun
ákvæðisins myndi leiða til ótilhlýðilegrar sönnunarbyrði stefnda og gera
verulega auknar sönnunarkröfur en hin almenna krafa um meiri líkindi en
minni gerir. Slík túlkun á sér hvorki stoð í tilskipuninni né reglugerðinni um
gjaldþrotaskipti.9

39.

Stefndi leggur til að dómstóllinn svari spurningunum með eftirfarandi hætti:
1.

Skýra verður 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunar nr. 2001/24/EB um
endurskipulagningu og slit lánastofnana á þá leið að reglur um
ógildi, ógildanleika eða skort á réttarvernd feli í sér reglur um
riftun ráðstöfunar fjármálafyrirtækis samkvæmt reglum sem eru
sambærilegar þeim sem gilda um riftun ráðstafana þrotamanns
samkvæmt gjaldþrotalögum.

2.

1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar ber að skýra þannig að þeim, sem
riftunarkröfu er beint að, sé nægilegt að leggja fram sannanir um
að riftun ráðstöfunar, samkvæmt lögum þess aðildarríkis sem

7
8
9

Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs rits The European Insolvency Regulation: Law & Practice, bls. 136.
Vísað er til 18. gr. reglugerðar (EB) nr. 593/2008, sem varðar sönnunarbyrði.
Vísað er til dóms Hæstaréttar Hollands frá 24. október 1997, birtur í NIPR 1998, 114, og NJ 1999,
316. Í því máli var talið að 13 .gr. reglugerðarinnar um gjaldþrotaskipti geri ekki auknar kröfur um
sönnunarbyrði en þær sem almennt tíðkast í einkamálum.
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disposition would be prohibited on the basis of any type of rules, e.g.
rules regarding the statute of limitations to bring legal action.
3.

If answer to the second question is in the negative, Article 30,
Paragraph 1 of the Directive must be construed to the effect that it
is sufficient for the party to which a demand for rescission is directed
to present sufficient proof that the conditions for rescission of the
disposition under the laws of the Member State applicable to the
disposition have likely not been met.

The Belgian Government
40.

At the outset, the Belgian Government observes that the Directive unifies
the rules on jurisdiction and legislative competence in reorganising and
liquidating credit institutions by providing that the home Member State has
sole jurisdiction (lex fori concursus).

41.

The Belgian Government submits that the Directive provides for two
kinds of exceptions to the application of the lex fori concursus. These
are certain issues affected by the proceedings, for which the Directive
provides the application of another law, and certain issues not affected
by the procedures (that is subject to “negative rules of conflict”), whereby
the application of the lex fori concursus is not questioned. In its view,
Article 30 of the Directive has to be interpreted from the perspective of
such negative rules of conflict, establishing issues not affected by the
proceedings.

42.

In the view of the Belgian Government, the first question seeks to establish
whether the words “the voidness, voidability or unenforceability of legal
acts” in Article 30(1) of the Directive refers to the rules on the rescission
of measures taken by a financial institution in accordance with rules
comparable to those that apply to the rescission of measures taken by a
bankrupt individual under the Bankruptcy (Etc.) Act.

43.

According to the Belgian Government, the question should be answered
in the affirmative. Except where provided otherwise, the same bankruptcy
rules apply to non-financial companies, individuals and financial institutions.
There is no distinction as to the meaning of the words “the voidness,
voidability or unenforceability of legal acts” whether the party concerned is
a natural person, a non-financial company or a financial institution.
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um hana gilda, sé óheimil með vísan til hvers kyns reglna, meðal
annars reglna um málshöfðunarfresti.
3.

Ef annarri spurningunni er svarað neitandi ber að skýra 1. mgr. 30. gr.
tilskipunarinnar þannig að þeim sem riftunarkröfu er beint að sé nægilegt
að leggja fram sannanir um að skilyrðum fyrir riftun sé líklega ekki
fullnægt samkvæmt lögum þess aðildarríkis sem gilda um ráðstöfun.

Ríkisstjórn Belgíu
40.

Ríkisstjórn Belgíu vill í upphafi taka fram að tilskipunin samhæfir reglur um
lögsögu og hvaða ríki sé bært til að setja lög varðandi endurskipulagningu
og slit lánastofnana með því að kveða á um að heimaaðildarríkið eitt hafi
lögsögu (l. lex fori concursus).

41.

Ríkisstjórn Belgíu telur að í tilskipuninni sé kveðið á um tvenns konar
undantekningar frá beitingu reglunnar um að lög ríkisins þar sem
gjaldþrotaskiptin fara fram skuli gilda (l. lex fori concursus). Þær lúti að
ákveðnum atriðum sem tengjast málsmeðferðinni, þar sem tilskipunin kveður
á um beitingu laga annars ríkis, og atriðum ótengdum málsmeðferðinni
(sem falla undir ,,neikvætt skilgreind lagaskil“), þar sem beiting reglunnar
um að lög ríkisins þar sem gjaldþrotaskiptin fara fram skuli gilda (l. lex fori
concursus) er ekki dregin í efa. Að mati ríkisstjórnarinnar verður að túlka 30.
gr. tilskipunarinnar frá sjónarhóli slíkra neikvætt skilgreindra lagaskila sem
kveða á um atriði sem málsmeðferðin hefur ekki áhrif á.

42.

Að mati ríkisstjórnar Belgíu er með fyrstu spurningunni leitast við að
svara því hvort orðalagið að löggerningar ,,séu ógildir, ógildanlegir eða
skorti réttarvernd“, í 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar vísi til reglna um riftun
ráðstafana sem fjármálastofnun hefur gert í samræmi við reglur sem eru
sambærilegar þeim sem eiga við um riftun ráðstafana sem þrotamaður
hefur gert, samkvæmt gjaldþrotalögum.

43.

Að mati ríkisstjórnar Belgíu ber að svara spurningunni játandi. Þegar
ekki sé kveðið á um annað, skuli sömu reglur gilda um gjaldþrotaskipti
hvort sem þar eiga í hlut fyrirtæki utan fjármálageirans, einstaklingar eða
fjármálastofnanir. Ekki sé gerður greinarmunur á merkingu þeirra orða að
löggerningar ,,séu ógildir, ógildanlegir eða skorti réttarvernd“ eftir því hvort
sá aðili sem um ræðir sé einstaklingur, fyrirtæki utan fjármálageirans eða
fjármálastofnun.
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44.

The Belgian Government submits that also the second question should be
answered in the affirmative. Reference is made to the explanatory report
on the Insolvency Convention,10 which became the Insolvency Regulation.
Given that the wording of the Convention and the Regulation – and by
extension also the Directive – is the same, the Report constitutes a source
of interpretation for the Directive as well.

45.

Specifically, the Belgian Government stresses that, according to the
explanatory report, the wording “any means” implies that the impossibility
under the law applying to the detrimental act to challenge it concerns both
the insolvency rules and the general rules of national law applying to such
act, such as a Paulian action.

46.

As to the wording “in the case in point”, the Belgian Government argues
that it implies that the possibility of challenging the detrimental act must
be assessed in a concrete manner, taking into account all the specific
elements of the case in point. It is therefore not sufficient to determine in
an abstract manner whether or not the act can be challenged.11

47.

The Belgian Government proposes that the Court should answer the
questions as follows:
Since the same bankruptcy rules apply to non-financial companies,
individuals and financial institutions there is no distinction as to the
meaning of the words “the voidness, voidability or unenforceability of legal
acts” whether the concerned party is a natural person, a non-financial
company or a financial institution. The general rules of bankruptcy law
should apply.
Since Directive 2001/24/EC refers to “any means”, the party against
whom a demand for rescission is directed should provide proof that
under the law applying to the detrimental act (both insolvency law and
the national law’s general rules applying to the act) such act cannot be
challenged.
Since Directive 2001/24/EC refers to “in the case in point” proof of the
fact that such act cannot be challenged should be delivered in a concrete
manner, taken into account all concrete elements of the case at hand.

10
11

Reference is made to Report on the Convention on Insolvency Proceedings, cited above.
Reference is made to The European Insolvency Regulation: Law & Practice, cited above, no 240.
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44.

Ríkisstjórn Belgíu telur einnig að annarri spurningunni beri að svara játandi.
Hún vísar til greinargerðar um sáttmálann um gjaldþrotaskipti,10 sem
varð að reglugerðinni um gjaldþrotaskipti. Þar sem orðalag sáttmálans
og reglugerðarinnar og þar af leiðandi tilskipunarinnar sé hið sama, telst
greinargerðin einnig lögskýringargagn um efni tilskipunarinnar.

45.

Ríkisstjórn Belgíu bendir sérstaklega á að samkvæmt greinargerðinni
gefi orðalagið ,,engin úrræði“ til kynna að ómöguleikinn til þess að bera
brigður á skaðlegan löggerning, samkvæmt þeim lögum sem eiga við um
hann, taki bæði til gjaldþrotaskiptareglna sem og þeirra almennu reglna
landsréttar sem gilda um slíkan gerning, eins og riftunarkröfu vegna
ráðstafana hins gjaldþrota til þriðja aðila.

46.

Að mati ríkisstjórnar Belgíu felur orðalagið ,,gerningurinn sem um ræðir“ í
sér að meta verði möguleikann til að bera brigður á skaðlegan löggerning
í hverju tilviki fyrir sig, að teknu tilliti til hinna sérstöku atriða sem hann
varða. Það nægi því ekki að slá því föstu, með almennum hætti, hvort unnt
sé að vefengja löggerninginn.11

47.

Ríkisstjórn Belgíu leggur til að dómstóllinn svari spurningunum með
eftirfarandi hætti:
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Þar sem sömu reglur um gjaldþrotaskipti gilda um fyrirtæki utan
fjármálageirans, einstaklinga og fjármálastofnanir er enginn greinarmunur
gerður á orðunum um að löggerningar ,,séu ógildir, ógildanlegir
eða skorti réttarvernd“ eftir því hvort um sé að ræða einstakling,
fyrirtæki utan fjármálageirans eða fjármálastofnun. Almennar reglur
gjaldþrotaskiptaréttar gilda.
Þar sem í tilskipun 2001/24/EB er notað orðalagið ,,engin úrræði“ ber
þeim sem riftunarkröfu er beint að, að færa sönnur fyrir því að ekki sé
mögulegt að vefengja slíka ráðstöfun samkvæmt lögum sem gilda um
hinn skaðlega löggerning (bæði samkvæmt gjaldþrotalögum og almennum
réttarreglum aðildarríkisins sem gilda um ráðstöfunina).
Þar sem tilskipun 2001/24/EB vísar til ,,gerningsins sem um ræðir“ verður
að færa sönnur fyrir því að ekki sé mögulegt að vefengja slíkan löggerning
í þessu ákveðna tilviki að teknu tilliti til allra sérstakra atvika sem eiga við
um þetta mál.
10
11

Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðrar skýrslu Report on the Convention on Insolvency Proceedings.
Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs rits The European Insolvency Regulation: Law & Practice, nr. 240.
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The Liechtenstein Government
48.

As regards the first question, the Liechtenstein Government submits that
it is clear from recital 16 in the preamble and Articles 10 and 20 et seq.
of the Directive that even though the lex fori concursus should be applied
as a general rule, the European legislature never intended the rule to
be exclusive and all-encompassing. Rather, it recognised that in certain
instances an act needs to be assessed under the laws of an EU Member
State other than the home State.

49.

The Liechtenstein Government submits that while Article 10(2)(l) of the
Directive specifies that the home Member State’s laws should generally
govern the rules “relating to the voidness, voidability or unenforceability
of legal acts detrimental to all the creditors”, Article 30(1) provides an
exception if the beneficiary of the contested act proves that the act is
subject to the law of another Member State and that other law does not
foresee any possibility to challenge the act at stake “in the case in point”.
Only where these two requirements can be proven by the beneficiary of
such an act do the laws of the home Member State not apply.

50.

In the view of the Liechtenstein Government, it is for the national court to
decide whether the evidence submitted by the beneficiary in support of
these two requirements set out in Article 30(1) of the Directive is sufficient
to establish this exception to Article 10. It is therefore a question of the lex
fori and its rules on conflict of laws whether and to what extent evidence
on the law applicable to the act at stake is permissible and has to be
considered. This applies likewise to evidence on the state of foreign law,
that is in this case on the absence of provisions corresponding to the
domestic rules on the voidness, voidability or unenforceability of legal acts
detrimental to creditors as a whole.

51.

Turning to the second question, the Liechtenstein Government submits
that, when interpreting Article 30(1) of the Directive, it is evident that
it does not restrict the “rules relating to the voidness, voidability or
unenforceability” to rules arising out of or applicable only within the
constraints of insolvency proceedings in general or winding-up proceedings
in particular. This is true not only with respect to the rules that would
otherwise apply according to Article 10 of the Directive, but also to the
corresponding provisions of another Member State which have to be
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Ríkisstjórn Liechtenstein
48.

Að því er snertir fyrstu spurninguna telur ríkisstjórn Liechtenstein að ljóst
sé af 16. lið formálsorða tilskipunarinnar, 10. gr. hennar, 20. gr. og áfram,
að þrátt fyrir meginregluna um að lög ríkisins þar sem gjaldþrotaskiptin
fara fram skuli gilda (l. lex fori concursus), hafi evrópski löggjafinn ekki
gengið út frá því að reglan væri ófrávíkjanleg og altæk. Þess í stað hafi
hann viðurkennt að í ákveðnum tilvikum verði að meta ráðstöfun eftir lögum
annars aðildarríkis en heimaaðildarríkisins.

49.

Ríkisstjórn Liechtenstein telur að þótt tekið sé fram í l-lið 2. mgr. 10. gr.
tilskipunarinnar að lög heimaaðildarríkisins eigi almennt að gilda um reglur
sem varða ,,ógildi, ógildanleika og skort á réttarvernd“ löggerninga sem
eru öllum lánardrottnum skaðlegir sé í 1. mgr. 30. gr. gerð undantekning
þar á ef sá sem hefur hag af hinum umdeilda löggerningi leggur fram
sönnun um að gerningurinn falli undir lög annars aðildarríkis og að önnur
lög bjóði engin úrræði til að vefengja ,,gerninginn sem um ræðir“. Það
sé þó aðeins ef sá sem nýtur góðs af slíkum gerningi færir sönnur á að
þessi tvö skilyrði séu uppfyllt að lög heimaaðildarríkisins gildi ekki um þann
gerning.

50.

Að mati ríkisstjórnar Liechtenstein er það landsdómstólsins að skera úr um
hvort sá sem nýtur góðs af löggerningnum hafi fært nægar sönnur fyrir því
að skilyrðin tvö í 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar séu uppfyllt, sem leiði þá
til þess að undanþáguákvæði 10. gr. verði beitt. Það reyni því á reglur um
varnarþing og lagaskil hvort og að hvaða marki taka beri tillit til sönnunar
um hvaða lög skuli gilda um lögerninginn. Sama eigi við um sönnun þess
hvað sé mælt fyrir um í erlendri löggjöf, það er að segja hvort sú staða sé
uppi í þessu máli að í erlendri löggjöf skorti reglur um ógildi, ógildanleika
eða skort á réttarvernd vegna löggerninga sem eru skaðlegir öllum
lánardrottnum er svara til þeirra reglna sem gilda í íslenskum rétti.

51.

Um aðra spurninguna heldur ríkisstjórn Liechtenstein því fram að ljóst
sé við túlkun 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar að orðalagið ,,reglur er
varða það hvort löggerningar [...] séu ógildir, ógildanlegir eða skorti
réttarvernd“ einskorðist ekki við reglur sem varða gjaldþrotaskipti almennt,
eða sérreglur um slitameðferð. Ákvæðið eigi ekki aðeins við um reglur
sem annars ættu við samkvæmt 10. gr. tilskipunarinnar heldur einnig um
sambærileg ákvæði í landsrétti annars aðildarríkis sem taka beri mið af í
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considered according to the second indent of Article 30(1), which even
spells out that “that law” as a whole must be silent with respect to “any
means of challenging that act in the case in point”.
52.

However, the Liechtenstein Government continues, having regard to the
context surrounding Article 30(1) and to recital 28 in the preamble to the
Directive, it is clear that the burden of proof resting upon the beneficiary
cannot extend to the foreign law applicable to the act concerned as a
whole, but is limited to provisions of said law corresponding in essence to
those otherwise applicable under the home Member State’s law. Therefore,
the beneficiary can prevent their application by proving that there are no
corresponding provisions under the law applicable to the act concerned
which would equally lead to its voidness, voidability or unenforceability on
comparable grounds. If the beneficiary were required to prove that the law
applicable to the act at issue fails to foresee any imaginable possibility to
challenge said act in all circumstances whatsoever, proof thereof would be
bound to fail in every case, thus rendering Article 30(1) moot.

53.

Furthermore, according to the Liechtenstein Government, where a Member
State whose laws are applicable to the act at stake provides for rules
allowing such an act to be challenged in theory, but the conditions thereof
are not fulfilled with respect to the act at stake in the circumstances of
the individual case, that foreign law equally “does not allow any means
of challenging that act in the case in point”. Again, this is also for the
beneficiary to prove as specified in Article 30(1) of the Directive. If the
beneficiary is successful, the home Member State’s rules would not apply.

54.

Therefore, in the view of the Liechtenstein Government, while it is sufficient
for the beneficiary to show that the law applicable to the act concerned
does not provide a corresponding possibility to challenge said act, it is
evidently equally “sufficient” (albeit in excess of his burden of proof) for the
beneficiary to prove “that the rescission of a disposition under the laws of
the Member State applicable to said disposition would be prohibited on
the basis of any type of rules, for example rules regarding the statute of
limitations to bring legal action”.

55.

Since the Liechtenstein Government proposes that the second question
should be answered in the affirmative, it does not see any need to answer
the third question.
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samræmi við 2. málslið 1. mgr. 30. gr. beri að taka mið af. Þar er berum
orðum gert að skilyrði að ,,lögin“, í heild sinni, bjóði engin úrræði til að
vefengja gerninginn sem um ræðir.
52.

Þegar horft sé til samhengis 1. mgr. 30. gr. og 28. liðar formálsorða
tilskipunarinnar telur ríkisstjórn Liechtenstein þó einnig að ljóst sé að
sönnunarbyrðin sem hvílir á þeim sem nýtur hags af gerningnum verði
ekki rýmkuð með þeim hætti að hún nái til erlendra laga sem eiga við
um ráðstöfunina í heild sinni, heldur takmarkist hún við þau ákvæði
laganna sem svari til þeirra sem annars ættu við samkvæmt lögum
heimaaðildarríkisins. Sá sem nýtur góðs af gerningnum getur því komið í
veg fyrir beitingu erlendra lagaákvæða með því að sýna fram á að engin
samsvarandi ákvæði sé að finna í lögum þess ríkis sem annars ættu við
um ráðstöfunina, sem myndu með sama hætti leiða til ógildis, ógildanleika
eða skorts á réttarvernd á svipuðum forsendum. Ef sá sem nýtur góðs af
gerningnum þyrfti að sanna að lögin sem gilda um umræddan löggerning
geri ekki ráð fyrir þeim möguleika að hægt sé að bera brigður á hann undir
nokkrum kringumstæðum, myndi slík sönnunarfærsla mistakast í öllum
tilvikum og því grafa undan beitingu 1. mgr. 30. gr.

53.

Ríkisstjórn Liechtenstein telur enn fremur að í tilvikum þar sem lög þess
aðildarríkis sem við eiga um löggerninginn hafa að geyma reglur sem
heimila almennt séð að hann sé vefengdur en skilyrði fyrir slíkri vefengingu
eru óuppfyllt varðandi gerninginn sem um ræðir í einstöku máli, geti þessi
erlendu lög heldur ekki talist bjóða upp á ,,úrræði til að vefengja gerninginn
sem um ræðir“. Hér er það einnig þess sem nýtur góðs af gerningnum
að sanna að svo sé, í samræmi við 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar. Takist
honum að færa sönnur þar á eiga lög heimaaðildarríkisins ekki við.

54.

Það er því mat ríkisstjórnar Liechtenstein að þótt þeim sem nýtur góðs
af gerningnum nægi að sýna fram á að lögin sem gilda um gerninginn
bjóði ekki upp á sambærileg úrræði til að vefengja hann nægi honum að
sama skapi (þótt það leggist ofan á sönnunarbyrði hans) að sýna fram
á að ,,riftun ráðstöfunar, samkvæmt lögum þess aðildarríkis sem gilda
um hana, væri óheimil með vísan til hvers kyns reglna, t.d. reglna um
málshöfðunarfresti“.

55.

Þar sem ríkisstjórn Liechtenstein leggur til að annarri spurningunni skuli
svarað játandi telur hún enga þörf á að svara þriðju spurningunni.
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56.

The Liechtenstein Government proposes that the Court should answer the
questions as follows:
1.

Article 30, Paragraph 1 of Directive 2001/24/EC on the reorganisation
and winding up of credit institutions must be construed to the effect
that rules relating to voidness, voidability or enforceability refer to rules
regarding the rescission of a disposition by a financial undertaking under
rules which are comparable to those which are in effect regarding the
rescission of dispositions by a bankrupt under the Act on Bankruptcy.

2.

Article 30, Paragraph 1 of the Directive has the effect that it is
sufficient for the party to which a demand for rescission is directed
to submit evidence showing that the rescission of a disposition under
the laws of the Member State applicable to said disposition would be
prohibited on the basis of any type of rules, e.g. rules regarding the
statute of limitations to bring legal action.

ESA
57.

ESA submits that Article 30(1) of the Directive is formulated in a broad
manner, comprising voidness, voidability and unenforceability of acts,
intended to reflect the different concepts used in different EEA States.
Article 30(1) of the Directive provides that the lex fori concursus is
competent to determine the rules concerning legal actions against a
detrimental act, provided that this act in the specific circumstances of the
case could also be challenged on the basis of the law governing the act
itself. Otherwise the lex fori concursus does not apply and the act remains
free from any challenge.

58.

ESA contends that the distinctive element of this provision concerns not
the nature of the invalidity applicable to the act but its capacity of being
prejudicial to creditors’ rights. Article 30(1) of the Directive introduces
an exception to Article 10(2)(l) on the law applicable in relation to acts
detrimental to the estate, that is to say, to all creditors. Pursuant to
Article 30(1), notwithstanding the fact that an act may be characterised
as detrimental to all creditors, it may not be challenged and avoided if the
beneficiary of the act provides proof that the act as a whole is subject to
the law of another EEA State and that law does not allow any means of
challenging that act.
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Ríkisstjórn Liechtenstein leggur til að dómstóllinn svari spurningunum með
eftirfarandi hætti:
1.

1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunar nr. 2001/24/EB um endurskipulagningu
og slit lánastofnana verður að skýra á þá leið, að reglur um
ógildi, ógildanleika eða skort á réttarvernd vísi til reglna um riftun
ráðstöfunar fjármálafyrirtækis samkvæmt reglum sambærilegum
þeim sem gilda um riftun ráðstafana þrotamanns samkvæmt
gjaldþrotalögum.

2.

1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar ber að skýra þannig, að þeim, sem
riftunarkröfu er beint að sé nægilegt að leggja fram sannanir um að
riftun ráðstöfunar, samkvæmt lögum þess aðildarríkis sem gilda um
ráðstöfun, væri óheimil með vísan til hvers kyns reglna t.d. reglna um
málshöfðunarfresti.

ESA
57.

ESA telur að 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar sé orðuð með víðtækum
hætti, sem tekur til ógildi, ógildanleika og skorts á réttarvernd
löggerninga, til að endurspegla hin mismunandi hugtök sem notuð eru í
EES-ríkjunum. 1. mgr. 30. gr. kveður á um að dómstólar aðildarríkisins
þar sem slitameðferð fer fram (l. lex fori concursus) séu bærir til að
ákveða hvaða reglur gildi í málum sem varða löggerninga sem skaðlegir
eru lánardrottnum, að því gefnu að vefengja megi löggerninginn á
grundvelli þeirra laga sem um hann gilda með hliðsjón af atvikum máls
hverju sinni. Annars á reglan um lex fori concursus ekki við og þá er ekki
unnt að vefengja löggerninginn.

58.

ESA heldur því fram að það sem ráði úrslitum að þessu leyti sé ekki á
hvaða grundvelli löggerningur sé talinn ógildur heldur hvort hann geti
skaðað réttindi lánardrottna. 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar hafi að geyma
undanþágu frá l-lið 2. mgr. 10. gr. um hvaða lög gilda um löggerninga sem
skaðlegir eru þrotabúinu, það er að segja öllum lánardrottnum. Jafnvel
þótt löggerning megi telja skaðlegan öllum lánardrottnum verði hann ekki
vefengdur og vikið til hliðar samkvæmt 1. mgr. 30. gr., ef sá sem nýtur
góðs af honum færir sönnur á að löggerningurinn heyri í heild sinni undir
löggjöf annars EES-ríkis og að engin leið sé að vefengja hann samkvæmt
löggjöf þess ríkis.
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59.

Thus, ESA continues, the essential question to be answered in the present
case is whether the payments made by Landsbanki in exchange for
securities must be regarded as payments detrimental to its creditors
as a whole. In ESA’s view, the referring court has not provided sufficient
details on the transactions in question. As a consequence, ESA cannot
make submissions on this point which could provide any useful guidance.
If the payments are detrimental to the creditors as a whole, it must be
assessed whether the requirements for the application of Article 30(1) of
the Directive are met in the case at hand, that is whether the beneficiary
of the payment provides proof that (a) the act detrimental to creditors as a
whole is subject to the law of another EEA State and (b) that law does not
allow any means of challenging that act in the case at hand.

60.

ESA asserts that Article 30(1) of the Directive does not contain any
limitation as regards the underlying basis on which to invoke voidness,
voidability or unenforceability other than the fact that the act must be
detrimental to the creditors as a whole.

61.

ESA observes that, according to the table of correspondence notified to it
by Iceland, Article 30(1) of the Directive is implemented into Icelandic law
by Article 99(2)(n) of the Act on Financial Undertakings.

62.

Consequently, ESA argues, also the implementing provision of the Icelandic
legislation, that is Article 99(2)(n) of the Act on Financial Undertakings,
should, in the light of Article 30(1) of the Directive, be read as free of
any such limitation on its scope. If the beneficiary of the act provides
the necessary evidence concerning the application and substance of
the law applicable to the act, Article 99(2)(n) should apply whatever the
underlying basis on which invalidity is invoked; in other words, regardless
of whether the invalidity is asserted on the basis of the Act on Invalid Legal
Instruments or Chapter XX of the Bankruptcy Act.

63.

Therefore, in the case at hand, according to ESA, if the national court
concludes that the payment for the securities was an act detrimental to
the creditors of Landsbanki as a whole, it should assess the action for
the invalidation of such payments according to Icelandic law unless the
defendant provides proof that English law is applicable to all transactions
related to the securities and that the English law does not allow any means
of challenging that act in the case in point.
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59.

Af þessum sökum telur ESA það grundvallaratriði við úrlausn máls þessa
að þeirri spurningu sé svarað hvort greiðslur sem Landsbankinn innti af
hendi í skiptum fyrir skuldabréf beri að telja skaðlegar öllum lánardrottnum.
Að mati ESA hefur héraðsdómurinn ekki veitt nægilega greinagóðar
upplýsingar um umrædd viðskipti. Þar af leiðandi telur ESA sig ekki
geta lagt neitt til málanna sem veitt gæti leiðsögn um þetta atriði. Ef
greiðslurnar teljast skaðlegar öllum lánardrottnum verði að leggja á það
mat hvort skilyrðin fyrir beitingu 1. mgr. 30. gr. séu uppfyllt í máli þessu,
það er að segja, hvort þeim sem naut góðs af greiðslunni takist að sanna
að (a) löggerningurinn sem er skaðlegur öllum lánardrottnum falli undir
lög annars EES-ríkis, og (b) að þau lög bjóði engin úrræði til að vefengja
gerninginn sem um ræðir í málinu.

60.

ESA telur að 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar takmarki ekki undirliggjandi
grundvöll þess að skírskota megi til ógilds, ógildanleika eða skorts á
réttarvernd löggernings með öðrum hætti en þeim að gerningurinn verður
að vera skaðlegur öllum lánardrottnum.

61.

ESA bendir á að samkvæmt samanburðartöflu sem Ísland hafi kynnt
stofnuninni hafi tilskipunin verið leidd í íslensk lög með n-lið 2. mgr. 99. gr.
laga um fjármálafyrirtæki.

62.

Í ljósi 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar telur ESA því að
innleiðingarákvæðið, það er n-lið 2. mgr. 99. gr. laga um
fjármálafyrirtæki, beri að túlka með þeim hætti að það hafi engar
slíkar takmarkanir á gildissviði að geyma. Ef þeim sem nýtur góðs af
löggerningnum tekst að leggja fram nauðsynlega sönnun fyrir beitingu
og inntaki laganna sem eiga við um gerninginn, ætti n-liður 2. mgr. 99.
gr. að gilda, óháð því á hvaða grundvelli krafist er ógildingar löggernings
- með öðrum orðum - óháð því hvort vísað er til ógildis hans á grundvelli
samningalaga eða XX. kafla gjaldþrotalaga.

63.

Ef landsdómstóllinn kemst að því í máli þessu að greiðslan fyrir
skuldabréfin hafi verið öllum lánardrottnum Landsbankans skaðleg telur
ESA leiða af því að hann eigi að leggja mat á hvort slíkum greiðslum verði
hnekkt samkvæmt íslenskum lögum, nema stefndi sýni fram á að ensk lög
eigi við um öll viðskipti með skuldabréfin og að ensk lög bjóði engin úrræði
til að vefengja gerninginn sem um ræðir í málinu.
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64.

As regards the second question referred, ESA submits that the wording of
Article 30(1) of the Directive does not distinguish in the second cumulative
requirement between substantive and procedural rules of the law
applicable to the act. Moreover, the phrase “in the case in point” suggests
that the fulfilment of the second requirement has to be assessed on an ad
hoc basis. In other words, the specific features of the act challenged must
be taken into account when assessing whether the law applicable to the
act allows for any means of challenging that act in the case at hand.

65.

Thus, in ESA’s view, Article 30(1) of the Directive should be interpreted
as meaning that it is sufficient for the party against whom a demand for
rescission is directed to present proof that rescission of the measure
would not be permitted under the laws of the EEA State applicable to the
measure with reference to both substantive and procedural rules.

66.

Given its view on the first and second questions, ESA considers it
unnecessary to answer the third question referred.

67.

ESA contends further that, according to established case law of the Court,
it is inherent in the objectives of the EEA Agreement that national courts
are bound to interpret national law in conformity with EEA law. In particular,
the national court is bound to interpret domestic law, and in particular
legislative provisions specifically adopted to transpose EEA rules into
national law, so far as possible, in the light of the wording and the purpose
of the Directive in order to achieve the result sought and consequently
comply with Articles 3 and 7 EEA and Protocol 35 to the EEA Agreement.12
In order to attain this objective, the national courts must apply the methods
of interpretation recognised by national law in order to achieve the result
sought by the relevant EEA rule.13

68.

Thus, in the present case, the principle of interpretation in conformity with EEA
law requires that the referring court does whatever lies within its competence,
having regard to the whole body of rules of national law, to ensure that these
rules are interpreted in the light of Article 30(1) of the Directive as regards the
voidness, voidability and unenforceability of acts detrimental to creditors.

Reference is made to Irish Bank, cited above, paragraph 123 and the case law cited.
Reference is made to Cases E-12/13 ESA v Iceland, judgment of 11 February 2014, not yet
reported, paragraph 73, and E-15/12 Wahl [2013] EFTA Ct. Rep. 534, paragraph 54 and the case
law cited.
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64.

Að því er snertir aðra spurninguna, telur ESA að með orðalagi síðara
skilyrðisins sem uppfylla verður samkvæmt 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar
sé enginn greinarmunur gerður á því hvort ákvæði þeirra laga sem eiga
við um löggerninginn hafi að geyma efnisreglur eða málsmeðferðarreglur.
Hún telur enn fremur að orðalagið ,,gerningurinn sem um ræðir“ gefi til
kynna að síðara skilyrðið verði að meta í hverju tilviki fyrir sig. Með öðrum
orðum, að taka verði sérstaklega mið af efni löggerningsins sem vefengdur
er þegar meta skal hvort lögin sem um hann gilda heimili vefengingu hans í
málinu sem rekið er fyrir héraðsdómi.

65.

ESA telur því að túlka verði 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar með þeim hætti
að það nægi þeim sem riftunarkröfu er beint að, að leggja fram sönnun fyrir
því að riftun ráðstöfunarinnar væri óheimil samkvæmt lögum þess EES-ríkis
sem eiga við um hana. Skipti þá ekki máli hvort riftunin sé óheimil á grundvelli
reglna sem varða efni löggerningsins eða reglna sem lúta að málsmeðferð.

66.

Með vísan til afstöðu sinnar til fyrstu og annarrar spurningar telur ESA ekki
nauðsynlegt að svara þriðju spurningunni.

67.

ESA telur jafnframt að samkvæmt skýrri dómaframkvæmd dómstólsins
megi leiða það af markmiðum EES-samningsins að dómstólum
aðildarríkjanna beri að túlka landslög í samræmi við EES-rétt. Einkum beri
landsdómstólum að túlka landslög, og þá sérstaklega lagaákvæði sem
sérstaklega hafa verið lögtekin til að innleiða EES-reglur í landsrétt, eftir
því sem kostur er með hliðsjón af orðalagi og markmiði tilskipunarinnar
þannig að niðurstöðunni sem hún stefnir að sé náð og 3. og 7. gr. EESsamningsins og bókun 35 sé þar með fylgt.12 Til að það markmið náist
verða dómstólar aðildarríkjanna að beita þeim túlkunarreglum sem
viðurkenndar eru að landsrétti í því skyni að ná þeim áhrifum sem stefnt er
að með hlutaðeigandi reglu EES-réttar.13

68.

Í ljósi meginreglunnar um að lög beri að túlka í samræmi við EES-rétt ber
landsdómstólnum í þessu máli að gera allt sem honum er framast unnt, að
teknu tilliti til reglna landsréttar, til að tryggja að þessar reglur séu túlkaðar
í ljósi 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar hvað varðar ógildi, ógildanleika og
skort á réttarvernd löggerninga sem eru skaðlegir lánardrottnum.
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Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls Irish Bank, 123. mgr. og dómaframkvæmdar sem þar er vísað til.
Vísað er til málanna E-12/13 ESA v Iceland, óbirtur dómur frá 11. febrúar 2014, 73. gr., og E-15/12
Wahl [2013] EFTA Ct. Rep. 534, 54. mgr. og dómaframkvæmdar sem þar er vísað til.
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69.

In particular, ESA continues, the national court is required to interpret national
law to the effect that Icelandic law does not apply in relation to the voidness,
voidability or unenforceability of legal acts detrimental to all creditors, whether
these acts fall to be dealt with under Chapter III of the Act on Invalid Legal
Instruments or the invalidation rules under Chapter XX of the Bankruptcy Act,
where the beneficiary of these acts provides proof that (a) the act detrimental
to the creditors as a whole is subject to English law, and (b) that law does not
allow any means of challenging that act in the case in point.

70.

However, ESA adds, if, in accordance with the interpretative methods
recognised by national law, an interpretation in line with Article 30(1)
of the Directive is not possible, Iceland would be obliged to provide
compensation for loss and damage caused to individuals and economic
operators, in accordance with the principle of State liability, which is an
integral part of the EEA Agreement.14

71.

ESA proposes that the Court should answer the questions as follows:
1.

Article 30(1) of Directive 2001/24/EC, on the reorganisation and
winding up of credit institutions should be interpreted as meaning
that “the voidness, voidability or unenforceability of legal acts” also
refers to the rules on the rescission of measures taken by a financial
undertaking according to rules that are comparable to those that
apply to the rescission of measures taken by a bankrupt individual
under the Bankruptcy Act.

2.

Article 30(1) of the Directive should be interpreted as meaning that
it is sufficient for the party against whom a demand for rescission is
directed to present proof that rescission of the measure would not be
permitted under the law of the Member State applicable to the measure
with reference to rules of any type, i.e. both substantive and procedural.

The Commission
72.

14

At the outset, the Commission submits that Article 10 of the Directive is
a cornerstone of the Directive laying down the principle whereby a credit
institution is to be wound up subject to the laws, regulations and procedures

Reference is made to Cases E-9/97 Sveinbjörnsdóttir [1998] EFTA Ct. Rep. 95, paragraph 62 et
seq., E-4/01 Karlsson [2002] EFTA Ct. Rep. 240, paragraphs 25 and 37 to 48, and E-1/07 Criminal
Proceedings against A [2007] EFTA Ct. Rep. 246, paragraph 42.
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69.

ESA tekur sérstaklega fram að landsdómstólnum sé skylt að skýra
landsrétt með þeim hætti að íslensk lög eigi ekki við um ógildi,
ógildanleika eða skort á réttarvernd löggerninga sem skaðlegir eru
öllum lánardrottnum, hvort sem þessir gerningar falla undir III. kafla
samningalaga eða ógildingarákvæði XX. kafla gjaldþrotalaga, í tilvikum
þar sem sá sem nýtur góðs af löggerningunum færir sönnur á að (a)
löggerningurinn sem skaðlegur er öllum lánardrottnum falli undir ensk lög
og (b) lögin bjóði engin úrræði til að vefengja gerninginn sem um ræðir.

70.

ESA telur þó, að ef ómögulegt reynist að skýra lögin til samræmis við 1.
mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar samkvæmt viðurkenndum túlkunaraðferðum
landsréttar, beri Ísland bótaskyldu vegna tjóns sem einstaklingar eða
fyrirtæki verða fyrir í samræmi við meginregluna um skaðabótaskyldu ríkis,
sem sé órjúfanlegur hluti EES-samningsins.14

71.

ESA leggur til að dómstóllinn svari spurningunum með eftirfarandi hætti:
1.

Skýra ber 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunar nr. 2001/24/EB um
endurskipulagningu og slit lánastofnana á þá leið að reglur um
ógildi, ógildanleika eða skort á réttarvernd vísi einnig til reglna um
riftun ráðstöfunar fjármálafyrirtækis á grundvelli reglna sem eru
sambærilegar þeim sem gilda um riftun ráðstafana þrotamanns
samkvæmt gjaldþrotalögum.

2.

Skýra ber 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar þannig að þeim sem
riftunarkröfu er beint að sé nægilegt að leggja fram sannanir um að
riftun ráðstöfunar, samkvæmt lögum þess aðildarríkis sem gilda um
ráðstöfun, væri óheimil með vísan til hvers kyns reglna, það er bæði
efnisreglna og málsmeðferðarreglna.
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Framkvæmdastjórn Evrópusambandsins
72.

14

Framkvæmdastjórnin telur 10. gr. tilskipunarinnar vera hornstein
hennar, þar sem mælt sé fyrir um meginregluna um að lánastofnun skuli
slitið í samræmi við lög, reglur og málsmeðferð í heimaaðildarríkinu.

Vísað er til málanna E-9/97 Sveinbjörnsdóttir [1998] EFTA Ct. Rep. 95, 62. mgr. og áfram., E-4/01
Karlsson [2002] EFTA Ct. Rep. 240, 25. og 37. til 48. mgr., og E-1/07 Criminal Proceedings against
A [2007] EFTA Ct. Rep. 246, 42. mgr.
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applicable in its home Member State. It is a conflict of laws rule which together
with the rule of competence laid down in Article 9 of the Directive, which
provides that the authorities of the Member State where a credit institution is
established (the home Member State) have sole responsibility to decide on
the opening of winding-up proceedings concerning that institution, illustrate,
as stated in recital 16 in the preamble to the Directive, the principles of
“unity” and “universality” of winding-up proceedings. They complement the EU
banking directives which, in accordance with Treaty provisions on freedom of
establishment and the freedom to provide services, allow credit institutions
to operate freely throughout the internal market on the sole basis of an
authorisation issued in the Member State of establishment.

15

73.

The Commission observes further that the principles of unity and
universality may be subject to explicit exceptions laid down in the Directive.
However, all provisions which constitute an exception to the general rule
that the effects of reorganisation and winding-up measures are governed
by the law of the home Member State must be interpreted strictly.15

74.

The terms “rules relating to the voidness, voidability or unenforceability
of legal acts detrimental to all the creditors” is rather broad. Voidness,
voidability or unenforceability encompass various situations and aim at
undoing the prejudicial effect of such acts on all creditors. Thus, it is
in light of the objective of creditor protection that the terms have to be
interpreted. Consequently, it is the Commission’s view that rules which do
not under private law void a measure but which legally or economically
reverse the detrimental effect of a legal act for the entire mass of
creditors can be qualified as “rules relating to the voidness, voidability or
unenforceability of legal acts detrimental to all the creditors”.

75.

The Commission observes that, according to the requesting court’s
description, rescission under Chapter XX of the Bankruptcy Act, the remedy
sought by the plaintiff, is intended to void, retroactively, measures taken by a
bankrupt party, the aim being to avoid discrimination between claimholders
and to increase the assets available for distribution in the winding-up
process. Furthermore, rescission is not equivalent to voiding the measure
in private law; nor does it mean that the measure was fraudulent. Finally,
rescission generally has the legal implication that the party that benefited

Reference is made to LBI, cited above, paragraph 52.
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Reglan tekur til lagaskila sem ásamt valdheimildarreglu 9. gr.
tilskipunarinnar, þar sem kveðið er á um að stjórnvöld ríkisins þar sem
lánastofnun hefur aðalskrifstofu (heimaaðildarríkisins) hafi ein vald til þess
að ákveða að slitameðferð lánastofnunar skuli hefjast, skýra, líkt og kveðið
er á um í 16. lið formálsorða tilskipunarinnar, meginreglurnar um einingu
og algildi slitameðferðar. Þær eru ESB-tilskipunum um bankastarfsemi til
fyllingar, sem taka mið af stofnsáttmálaákvæðum um staðfesturétt og frelsi
til að veita þjónustu, og veita lánastofnunum frelsi til að starfa á öllu innra
markaðssvæðinu á grundvelli leyfisveitingar heimaaðildarríkis þeirra.

15

73.

Framkvæmdastjórnin bendir jafnframt á að meginreglurnar um einingu og
algildi kunni að vera háðar skýrum undantekningum í tilskipuninni. Þó verði
að túlka allar undantekningar frá meginreglunni um að endurskipulagning
og slitameðferð fylgi lögum heimaaðildarríkisins þröngt.15

74.

Hugtakanotkunin ,,reglur er varða það hvort löggerningar, sem eru öllum
lánardrottnum skaðlegir, séu ógildir, ógildanlegir eða skorti réttarvernd“
er fremur víðtæk. Ógildi, ógildanleiki eða skortur á réttarvernd geta átt við
um ólíkar aðstæður og miða að því að koma í veg fyrir neikvæð áhrif slíkra
gerninga á alla lánardrottna. Því verði að túlka tilskipunina með hliðsjón af
því markmiði hennar að vernda lánardrottna. Þar af leiðandi er það skoðun
framkvæmdastjórnarinnar að reglur sem ógilda ekki ráðstöfun að einkarétti
en snúa engu að síður við neikvæðum áhrifum hennar á alla lánardrottna
með lagalegum eða efnahagslegum hætti, geti flokkast sem ,,reglur er
varða það hvort löggerningar, sem eru öllum lánardrottnum skaðlegir, séu
ógildir, ógildanlegir eða skorti réttarvernd“.

75.

Framkvæmdastjórnin bendir á að samkvæmt lýsingu héraðsdóms sé
riftun samkvæmt XX. kafla gjaldþrotalaga, úrræðinu sem stefndi vill beita,
ætlað að ógilda, með afturvirkum hætti, ráðstafanir sem gjaldþrota aðili
hefur gert með það að markmiði að koma í veg fyrir að kröfuhöfum
sé mismunað og að auka þær eignir sem til skipta koma í slitaferlinu.
Framkvæmdastjórnin bendir enn fremur á að riftun sé hvorki jafngild
ógildingu ráðstöfunar að einkarétti né feli hún í sér að ráðstöfunin hafi
verið sviksamleg. Loks segir hún lögfylgju riftunar þá að sá aðili er naut

Vísað er til áður tilvitnaðs máls LBI, 52. mgr.
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from the measure rescinded must pay the bankruptcy estate an amount
corresponding to his benefit from the bankrupt party’s payment.
76.

The Commission acknowledges that, naturally, it is for the national court
to assess the exact characteristics and legal effects of an action for
rescission under Icelandic law. Nevertheless, the Commission takes
the view that Articles 10(2)(l) and 30(1) of the Directive cover rules that
void retroactively measures taken by a bankrupt party, in order to avoid
discrimination between claimholders and to increase the assets available
for distribution in the winding-up process, even where such action is
not equivalent to voiding the measure in private law. Consequently, the
exception provided for in Article 30(1) of the Directive could be applied to
rules which have similar features to those provided for in Chapter XX of the
Bankruptcy Act.

77.

The Commission adds that it is irrelevant, for the purpose of applying
Articles 10(2) and 30(1) of the Directive, whether or not these rules are
laid down in general bankruptcy law, as long as the rules in question apply
to measures taken by a credit institution within the meaning of Article 1 of
the Directive.

78.

The Commission proposes joining the second and third questions.

79.

According to the Commission, recital 28 in the preamble to the Directive
suggests that the purpose of the derogation in Article 30(1) is to protect
creditors who have entered into contracts with a credit institution before a
reorganisation measure is adopted or winding-up proceedings are opened.

80.

The Commission observes that the evidence referred to in the second
indent of Article 30(1) of the Directive relates to the absence of any means
under the law of a Member State other than the home Member State of an
institution which is being wound up to challenge the legal act detrimental
to the creditors as a whole in the case in point. In the Commission’s
view, a beneficiary seeking to prove that the condition is satisfied must
demonstrate that no court action for a declaration of voidness, voidability
or unenforceability in relation to the act in question would be available
under the law of the Member State other than the home Member State.

81.

More specifically, the Commission continues, the absence of an action
for rescission under English law with regard to the payments made by the
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góðs af ráðstöfuninni sem rift er verði að endurgreiða þrotabúinu þá
fjárhæð sem svarar til hagnaðar hans af greiðslu hins gjaldþrota aðila.
76.

Framkvæmdastjórnin viðurkennir að eðlilega sé það landsdómstólsins
að meta nákvæmlega hvað riftunarmál samkvæmt íslenskum rétti felur í
sér og hver séu réttaráhrif riftunar. Hún er þó þeirrar skoðunar að l-liður
2. mgr. 10. gr. og 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar nái yfir reglur sem
ógildi ráðstafanir gjaldþrota aðila með afturvirkum hætti til að koma í
veg fyrir mismunun kröfuhafa og auka þær eignir sem til skipta koma í
slitaferlinu, jafnvel þótt slík aðgerð jafngildi ekki ógildingu löggernings
að einkarétti. Þar af leiðandi sé unnt að beita undanþágunni í 1. mgr. 30.
gr. tilskipunarinnar um reglur svipaðar þeim sem er að finna í XX. kafla
gjaldþrotalaganna.

77.

Framkvæmdastjórnin bætir því við, að ekki skipti máli við beitingu 2. mgr.
10. gr. og 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar hvort þessar reglur sé að finna
í almennum gjaldþrotalögum að því gefnu að reglurnar sem um ræðir eigi
við um ráðstafanir lánastofnunar í skilningi 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar.

78.

Framkvæmdastjórnin leggur til að önnur og þriðja spurningin verði
sameinaðar.

79.

Framkvæmdastjórnin telur að 28. liður formálsorða tilskipunarinnar bendi
til þess að tilgangur fráviksins í 1. mgr. 30. gr. sé að vernda lánardrottna
sem gert hafa samninga við lánastofnun áður en endurskipulagning fer
fram eða slitameðferð hefst.

80.

Framkvæmdastjórnin bendir á að sú sönnun sem vísað er til í öðrum
málslið 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar vísi til þess að engin önnur úrræði
séu tiltæk samkvæmt löggjöf annars aðildarríkis en heimaaðildarríkis
stofnunar sem undirgengst slitameðferð til að vefengja löggerning sem
er skaðlegur öllum lánardrottnum. Að mati framkvæmdastjórnarinnar
verður sá sem nýtur hagsbóta af gerningnum, og leitast við að sanna
að umrætt skilyrði sé uppfyllt, að sýna fram á að ekki sé unnt að sækja
mál fyrir dómstólum annarra aðildarríkja en heimaaðildarríkisins til að
gerningurinn sem um ræðir sé lýstur ógildur, ógildanlegur eða að hann
skorti réttarvernd.

81.

Nánar tiltekið, telur framkvæmdastjórnin að skortur á möguleikanum til
höfðunar riftunarmáls samkvæmt enskum rétti, varðandi þær greiðslur
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plaintiff in the main proceedings would by definition meet the condition
since the action would a fortiori be unavailable in the case in point.
However, it remains necessary to analyse whether the condition would
also be met if the beneficiary demonstrated that, although a possibility to
challenge acts identical to the one under consideration existed in general,
it was not available or no longer available in the case in point, for example
because the time limit for bringing the action had expired.
82.

The Commission maintains that, even if the second indent of Article 30(1)
of the Directive uses the phrase the “case in point”, this phrase may not
be interpreted as meaning that the condition is not deemed met because
the means to challenge the act in question did indeed exist but they are no
longer available at this point in time. Such an interpretation would impair
upon legal certainty.

83.

The Commission suggests therefore that the second indent of Article 30(1)
of the Directive should be interpreted as requiring proof of the absence of
legal means to challenge the specific act under the law of a Member State
other than the home Member State, taking into account specific features
of that act as well as the relevant circumstances of its conclusion.

84.

In the Commission’s view, the national judge is the best placed to assess
all relevant circumstances of the case and to examine whether the proof
presented by the defendant in the main proceedings, to the effect that
English law does not allow for an action requiring a rescission of the
payments effected by the plaintiff in the main proceedings, is adequate
and sufficient.

85.

The Commission proposes that the Court should answer the questions as
follows:
1.

The notion of “rules relating to the voidness, voidability or
unenforceability of legal acts detrimental to the creditors as a
whole” as referred to in Articles 10(2) and 30(1) of the Directive
can be interpreted as including such rules which intend to void,
retroactively, measures taken by a credit institution, the aim being
to avoid discrimination between claimholders and to have more
assets subject to division in the winding-up process, even where
they do not entail the voidness under private law.
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sem stefnandi innti af hendi og fjallað er um í málinu sem rekið er fyrir
héraðsdómi, myndi af sjálfu sér uppfylla skilyrðið úr því að slík málshöfðun
væri enn fremur ótiltæk í máli þessu. Þó sé nauðsynlegt að kanna hvort
skilyrðið sé einnig uppfyllt ef þeim sem nýtur góðs af gjörningnum tekst
að sanna að jafnvel þótt almennt væri mögulegt að vefengja samsvarandi
löggerninga og þann sem hér er til athugunar, hafi sá möguleiki
annaðhvort ekki verið fyrir hendi í þessu máli eða hann glatast vegna t.d.
málshöfðunarfresta.
82.

Framkvæmdastjórnin heldur því fram að jafnvel þótt orðalagið ,,gerninginn
sem um ræðir“ sé notað í öðrum málslið 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar sé
ekki hægt að túlka það orðalag á þann veg að skilyrðið sé ekki uppfyllt þar
sem úrræði til að vefengja löggerninginn sem um ræðir hafi vissulega verið
til staðar en standi nú ekki lengur til boða. Slík túlkun hefði neikvæð áhrif á
réttarvissu.

83.

Framkvæmdastjórnin leggur því til að 2. málsliður 1. mgr. 30. gr.
tilskipunarinnar verði túlkaður með þeim hætti að krafist skuli sönnunar fyrir
skorti á lagalegum úrræðum til að vefengja tiltekinn löggerning samkvæmt
lögum aðildarríkis, annars en heimaaðildarríkisins, með þeim hætti að
jafnframt sé tekið tillit sérstakra einkenna gernings og þeirra aðstæðna
sem uppi voru við gerð hans.

84.

Að mati framkvæmdastjórnarinnar er dómari landsdómstólsins í bestri
aðstöðu til að leggja mat á öll málsatvik og kanna hvort sönnunarfærsla
stefnda, um það atriði hvort ensk lög heimili málshöfðun þar sem krafist er
riftunar á greiðslum stefnda af því tagi sem á reynir í málinu sem rekið er
fyrir héraðsdómi sé fullnægjandi og nægileg.

85.

Framkvæmdastjórnin leggur til að dómstóllinn svari spurningunum með
eftirfarandi hætti:
1.

Orðalagið ,,reglur er varða það hvort löggerningar, sem eru öllum
lánardrottnum skaðlegir, séu ógildir, ógildanlegir eða skorti réttarvernd“
eins og hún birtist í 2. mgr. 10. gr. og 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar
má skýra með þeim hætti að það taki til þeirra reglna sem ætlað er
að ógilda, með afturvirkum hætti, ráðstafanir sem lánastofnun hefur
gert þar sem markmiðið er að koma í veg fyrir mismunun kröfuhafa og
að auka þær eignir sem til skipta koma í slitaferlinu, jafnvel þótt þær
ráðstafanir teljist ekki ógildar að einkarétti.
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It is irrelevant, for the purpose of applying Articles 10(2) and 30(1) of
the Directive, whether these rules are laid down in general bankruptcy
law, as long as the rules in question apply to the measures taken by a
credit institution within the meaning of Article 1 of the Directive
2.&3. The second indent of Article 30(1) of the Directive should be
interpreted as requiring to submit proof that the law of a Member
State other than the home Member State does not permit to bring
an action requesting rescission of the legal act as the one subject
to dispute in the home Member State.
Per Christiansen
Judge-Rapporteur
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Ekki skiptir máli, við beitingu 2. mgr. 10. gr. og 1. mgr. 30.
gr. tilskipunarinnar hvort þessar reglur sé að finna í almennum
gjaldþrotalögum ef þær eiga við um ráðstafanir lánastofnunar í
skilningi 1. gr. tilskipunarinnar.
2.&3. Annan málslið 1. mgr. 30. gr. tilskipunarinnar verður að skýra með
þeim hætti að krafist skuli sönnunar á því að lög aðildarríkis annars
en heimaaðildarríkisins bjóði engin úrræði til höfðunar riftunarmáls
vegna löggernings eins og þess sem deilt er um í málinu sem rekið
er fyrir dómstóli heimaaðildarríkisins.
Per Christiansen
Framsögumaður
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CASE E-2/14
EFTA Surveillance Authority
v
Iceland
(Failure by a Contracting Party to fulfil its obligations – Directive 2005/35/EC –
Failure to implement)
Judgment of the Court, 10 November 2014.................................................. 1019
Summary of the Judgment
1. Under Article 7 EEA, the
Contracting Parties are obliged to
implement all acts referred to in the
Annexes to the EEA Agreement, as
amended by decisions of the EEA
Joint Committee. Furthermore, Article
3 EEA imposes upon the Contracting
Parties the general obligation to take all
appropriate measures, whether general
or particular, to ensure fulfillment of
the obligations arising out of the EEA
Agreement.
2. The question of whether an EFTA
State has failed to fulfil its obligations
must be determined by reference to
the situation in that State as it stood at

the end of the period laid down in the
reasoned opinion.
3. Iceland failed to fulfil its obligations
under the Act referred to at point 56v
of Annex XIII to the EEA Agreement,
that is Directive 2005/35/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council
of 7 September 2005 on ship-source
pollution and on the introduction of
penalties for infringements, as adapted
to the EEA Agreement by way of
Protocol 1 thereto, and under Article
7 of the EEA Agreement, by failing
to adopt all the measures necessary
to implement the Act within the time
prescribed.
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JUDGMENT OF THE COURT
10 November 2014
(Failure by a Contracting Party to fulfil its obligations – Directive 2005/35/EC – Failure
to implement)
In Case E-2/14,
EFTA Surveillance Authority, represented by Xavier Lewis, Director, and Markus
Schneider, Deputy Director, Department of Legal & Executive Affairs, acting as
Agents,
applicant,
v
Iceland, represented by Anna Katrín Vilhjálmsdóttir, First Secretary, Ministry for
Foreign Affairs, acting as Agent,
defendant,
APPLICATION for a declaration that by failing, within the time prescribed, to adopt
and/or to notify the EFTA Surveillance Authority forthwith of all measures necessary
to implement the Act referred to at point 56v of Annex XIII to the Agreement on the
European Economic Area, that is Directive 2005/35/EC of the European Parliament
and of the Council of 7 September 2005 on ship-source pollution and on the
introduction of penalties for infringements, as adapted to the Agreement by way of
Protocol 1 thereto and by EEA Joint Committee Decision No 65/2009 of 29 May
2009, Iceland has failed to fulfil its obligations under the Act and Article 7 EEA.

THE COURT,
composed of: Carl Baudenbacher, President, Per Christiansen (Judge-Rapporteur)
and Páll Hreinsson, Judges,
Registrar: Gunnar Selvik,
having regard to the written pleadings of the parties,
having decided to dispense with the oral procedure,
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gives the following

JUDGMENT
I

INTRODUCTION
1

By application lodged at the Court Registry on 10 January 2014, the
EFTA Surveillance Authority (“ESA”) brought an action under the second
paragraph of Article 31 of the Agreement between the EFTA States on the
Establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice (“SCA”),
for a declaration that by failing, within the time prescribed, to adopt and/
or to notify ESA forthwith of all measures necessary to implement the Act
referred to at point 56v of Annex XIII to the Agreement on the European
Economic Area, that is Directive 2005/35/EC of the European Parliament
and of the Council of 7 September 2005 on ship-source pollution and on
the introduction of penalties for infringements (OJ 2005 L 255, p. 11) (“the
Directive” or “the Act”), as adapted to the Agreement by way of Protocol
1 thereto and by EEA Joint Committee Decision No 65/2009 of 29 May
2009 (“Decision 65/2009”) (OJ 2009 L 232, p. 21 and EEA Supplement
No 47, p. 22), Iceland has failed to fulfil its obligations under the Act and
Article 7 EEA.

II RELEVANT LAW
2

Decision 65/2009 amended Annex XIII to the EEA Agreement by adding
the Directive to point 56v of the Annex.

3

The Directive incorporates international standards for ship-source pollution
into EEA law, and regulates the enforcement of these rules. It establishes
that violations of the discharge rules shall be regarded as infringements,
and aims to ensure that persons responsible for such discharges are
subject to adequate penalties. The main principle is that ship-source
discharges of polluting substances are considered infringements if
committed with intent, recklessly or by serious negligence.

4

Iceland indicated constitutional requirements for the purposes of Article
103 EEA. The six-month period for notification prescribed in Article 103
EEA expired on 29 November 2009. On 18 November 2011, Iceland
notified a delay in the fulfilment of the constitutional requirements.
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On 5 September 2012, Iceland notified that the constitutional
requirements had been fulfilled. Consequently, Decision 65/2009
entered into force on 1 November 2012. The time limit for the EEA/
EFTA States to adopt the measures necessary to implement the
Directive expired on the same date.

III FACTS AND PRE-LITIGATION PROCEDURE
6

By letter of 10 October 2012, ESA reminded Iceland of its obligations to
implement the Directive into its legal order by 1 November 2012.

7

On 6 February 2013, having received no further information from
Iceland, ESA issued a letter of formal notice. ESA concluded that, by
failing to adopt or, in any event, to inform ESA of the national measures
it had adopted to implement the Directive, Iceland had failed to fulfil its
obligations under the Directive and under Article 7 EEA.

8

Iceland did not reply to the letter of formal notice.

9

On 12 June 2013, ESA delivered a reasoned opinion to Iceland,
maintaining the conclusion set out in its letter of formal notice. Pursuant to
Article 31(2) SCA, ESA required Iceland to take the measures necessary
to comply with the reasoned opinion within two months following its
notification, that is no later than 12 August 2013.

10

On 2 December 2013, in response to an informal inquiry by ESA one
month earlier, Iceland explained that due to a clerical mistake, the
reasoned opinion had not reached the correct governmental body in
time. Iceland also explained that it had already prepared a bill to correctly
implement the Directive and that it was currently looking into whether any
legislative changes, beyond what was included in this bill, were needed in
order to fully implement the Directive, and that further information in this
regard would be provided to ESA by 20 December 2013.

11

On 18 December 2013, having received no further information as regards
the implementation of the Directive, ESA decided to bring the matter
before the Court pursuant to Article 31(2) SCA.

12

By email of 19 December 2013, Iceland indicated that only minor
legislative changes were necessary in order to fully implement the
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Directive, and that these had already been added to a bill that would be
presented to the Parliament in January 2014.

IV PROCEDURE AND FORMS OF ORDER SOUGHT
13

ESA lodged the present application at the Court Registry on 10 January
2014. Iceland submitted a statement of defence which was registered at
the Court on 17 March 2014. In a fax of 26 March 2014, ESA waived its
right to submit a reply and consented to dispense with the oral procedure
should the Court wish to do so. On 18 June 2014, Iceland also consented
to dispense with the oral procedure.

14

The applicant, ESA, requests the Court to:
1.

Declare that by failing to adopt, and/or to notify the EFTA Surveillance
Authority forthwith of, all the measures necessary to implement the
Act referred to at point 56v of Annex XIII to the Agreement on the
European Economic Area (Directive 2005/35/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 7 September 2005 on ship-source
pollution and on the introduction of penalties for infringements), as
adapted to the Agreement by way of Protocol 1 thereto and by Joint
Committee Decision No 65/2009 of 29 May 2009, within the time
prescribed, Iceland has failed to fulfil its obligations under the Act and
under Article 7 of the Agreement.

2.

Order Iceland to bear the costs of these proceedings.

15

The defendant, Iceland, submits that the facts of the case as set out in
the application are correct and undisputed. Iceland disputes neither the
declaration nor the order sought by the applicant. It follows nevertheless
from the statement of the defence that a bill implementing the Directive
has been presented to the Parliament, and that the following legal
procedure eventually will result in a full implementation of the Directive into
the Icelandic legal order.

16

On 3 October 2014, following the Court’s measures of inquiry of 17
September 2014, the EFTA Secretariat provided the Court with general
information on the notifications received from the EFTA States on
whether constitutional requirements for the entry into force of certain
decisions of the EEA Joint Committee had or had not been met within
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the time limit referred to in Article 103 EEA. In particular, the EFTA
Secretariat provided the Court with information on the content of the
notification of 18 November 2011 from Iceland, where it was stated
that provisional application pending fulfilment of the constitutional
requirements was not possible.
17

After having received the express consent of the parties, the Court,
acting on a report from the Judge-Rapporteur, decided pursuant to
Article 41(2) of the Rules of Procedure (“RoP”) to dispense with the oral
procedure.

V FINDINGS OF THE COURT
18

Article 3 EEA imposes upon the Contracting Parties the general
obligation to take all appropriate measures, whether general or
particular, to ensure fulfilment of the obligations arising out of the
EEA Agreement (see, inter alia, Case E-18/13 ESA v Iceland [2013]
EFTA Ct. Rep. 962, paragraph 14 and the case law cited). Under
Article 7 EEA, the Contracting Parties are obliged to implement all acts
referred to in the Annexes to the EEA Agreement, as amended by decisions
of the EEA Joint Committee. An obligation to implement the Directive, and to
notify ESA thereof, also follows from Article 16 of the Directive.

19

Decision 65/2009 entered into force on 1 November 2012. The time limit
for the EEA/EFTA States to adopt the measures necessary to implement
the Directive expired on the same date.

20

The question of whether an EEA/EFTA State has failed to fulfil its
obligations must be determined by reference to the situation in that State
as it stood at the end of the period laid down in the reasoned opinion
(see, inter alia, ESA v Iceland, cited above, paragraph 16, and the case
law cited). It is undisputed that Iceland did not adopt measures necessary
to implement the Directive before the expiry of the time limit given in the
reasoned opinion.

21

Since Iceland did not implement the Directive within the time limit
prescribed, there is no need to examine the alternative form of order
sought against Iceland for failing to notify ESA of the measures
implementing the Directive.
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22

It must therefore be held that, by failing, within the time prescribed, to
adopt the measures necessary to implement into its national legislation the
Act referred to at point 56v of Annex XIII to the Agreement on the European
Economic Area (Directive 2005/35/EC of the European Parliament and
of the Council of 7 September 2005 on ship-source pollution and on the
introduction of penalties for infringements), as adapted to the Agreement
by way of Protocol 1 thereto and by EEA Joint Committee Decision No
65/2009 of 29 May 2009, Iceland has failed to fulfil its obligations under
the Directive and under Article 7 EEA.

VI COSTS
23

Under Article 66(2) RoP, the unsuccessful party is to be ordered to pay
the costs if they have been applied for in the successful party’s pleadings.
Since the EFTA Surveillance Authority has requested that Iceland be
ordered to pay the costs, and the latter has been unsuccessful, and none
of the exceptions in Article 66(3) apply, Iceland must therefore be ordered
to pay the costs.
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On those grounds,

THE COURT
hereby:
1.

Declares that by failing, within the time prescribed, to adopt the
measures necessary to implement the Act referred to at point 56v of
Annex XIII to the Agreement on the European Economic Area (Directive
2005/35/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7
September 2005 on ship-source pollution and on the introduction of
penalties for infringements), as adapted to the Agreement by way of
Protocol 1 thereto and by EEA Joint Committee Decision No 65/2009
of 29 May 2009, Iceland has failed to fulfil its obligations under the Act
and under Article 7 of the Agreement.

2.

Orders Iceland to bear the costs of the proceedings.

Carl Baudenbacher

Per Christiansen

Páll Hreinsson

Delivered in open court in Luxembourg on 10 November 2014.
Gunnar Selvik

Carl Baudenbacher

Registrar

President
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CASE E-6/14
EFTA Surveillance Authority
v
Iceland
(Failure by a Contracting Party to fulfil its obligations – Directive 2008/43/EC –
Failure to implement)
Judgment of the Court, 10 November 2014.................................................. 1029
Summary of the Judgment
1. Under Article 7 EEA, the
Contracting Parties are obliged to
implement all acts referred to in the
Annexes to the EEA Agreement, as
amended by decisions of the EEA
Joint Committee. Furthermore, Article
3 EEA imposes upon the Contracting
Parties the general obligation to take
all appropriate measures, whether
general or particular, to ensure
fulfillment of the obligations arising out
of the EEA Agreement.
2. The question of whether an EFTA
State has failed to fulfil its obligations
must be determined by reference to
the situation in that State as it stood at

the end of the period laid down in the
reasoned opinion.
3. Iceland failed to fulfil its obligations
under the Act referred to at point 5 of
Chapter XXIX of Annex II to the EEA
Agreement, that is Commission Directive
2008/43/EC of 4 April 2008 setting
up, pursuant to Council Directive
93/15/EEC, a system for the
identification and traceability of
explosives for civil uses, as adapted
to the EEA Agreement by Protocol 1
thereto, and under Article 7 of the EEA
Agreement, by failing to adopt all the
measures necessary to implement the
Act within the time prescribed.
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JUDGMENT OF THE COURT
10 November 2014
(Failure by a Contracting Party to fulfil its obligations – Directive 2008/43/EC – Failure
to implement)
In Case E-6/14,
EFTA Surveillance Authority, represented by Xavier Lewis, Director, and
Gjermund Mathisen and Auður Ýr Steinarsdóttir, Officers, Department of Legal &
Executive Affairs, acting as Agents,
applicant,
v
Iceland, represented by Anna Katrín Vilhjálmsdóttir, First Secretary, Ministry for
Foreign Affairs, acting as Agent,
defendant,
APPLICATION for a declaration that by failing, within the time prescribed to adopt and/
or to notify the EFTA Surveillance Authority forthwith of all measures necessary to
implement the Act referred to at point 5 of Chapter XXIX of Annex II to the Agreement
on the European Economic Area, that is Commission Directive 2008/43/EC of
4 April 2008 setting up, pursuant to Council Directive 93/15/EEC, a system for
the identification and traceability of explosives for civil uses, as adapted to the
Agreement by way of Protocol 1 thereto, Iceland has failed to fulfil its obligations
under the Act and Article 7 EEA.

THE COURT,
composed of: Carl Baudenbacher, President, Per Christiansen (Judge-Rapporteur)
and Páll Hreinsson, Judges,
Registrar: Gunnar Selvik,
having regard to the written pleadings of the parties,
having decided to dispense with the oral procedure,
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gives the following

JUDGMENT
I

INTRODUCTION
1

By application lodged at the Court Registry on 14 January 2014, the
EFTA Surveillance Authority (“ESA”) brought an action under the second
paragraph of Article 31 of the Agreement between the EFTA States on the
Establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice (“SCA”),
for a declaration that by failing, within the time prescribed, to adopt and/
or to notify ESA forthwith of all measures necessary to implement the Act
referred to at point 5 of Chapter XXIX of Annex II to the Agreement on the
European Economic Area, that is Commission Directive 2008/43/EC of
4 April 2008 setting up, pursuant to Council Directive 93/15/EEC, a
system for the identification and traceability of explosives for civil uses
(OJ 2008 L 94, p. 8) (“the Directive” or “the Act”), as adapted to the
Agreement by way of Protocol 1 thereto, Iceland has failed to fulfil its
obligations under the Act and Article 7 EEA.

II RELEVANT LAW
2

EEA Joint Committee Decision No 119/2010 of 10 November 2010
(“Decision 119/2010”) (OJ 2011 L 58, p. 76 and EEA Supplement No 12,
2011, p. 18) amended Annex II to the EEA Agreement by adding the
Directive to point 5 of Chapter XXIX of the Annex.

3

The Directive sets up a harmonised system for the unique identification
and traceability of explosives for civil uses. It shall not apply to explosives
transported and delivered unpackaged or in pump trucks for their direct
unloading into the blast-hole, to explosives manufactured at the blasting
sites and that are loaded immediately after being produced, and to
ammunitions. In addition to setting out rules for the labelling and unique
identification of different types of explosives, the Directive also aims at
ensuring that undertakings in this sector establish systems of recordkeeping and data collection.

4

Iceland indicated constitutional requirements for the purposes of Article
103 EEA. The six-month period for notification prescribed in Article 103
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EEA expired on 10 May 2011. On 18 November 2011, Iceland notified a
delay in the fulfilment of the constitutional requirements.
5

On 5 September 2012, Iceland notified that the constitutional requirements
had been fulfilled. Consequently, Decision 119/2010 entered into force on
1 November 2012. The time limit for the EEA/EFTA States to adopt the
measures necessary to implement the Directive expired on the same date.

III FACTS AND PRE-LITIGATION PROCEDURE
6

By letter of 31 October 2012, ESA reminded Iceland of its obligations to
implement the Directive into its legal order by 1 November 2012.

7

On 6 February 2013, having received no further information from
Iceland, ESA issued a letter of formal notice. ESA concluded that, by
failing to adopt or, in any event, to inform ESA of the national measures
it had adopted to implement the Directive, Iceland had failed to fulfil its
obligations under the Act and Article 7 EEA.

8

By email of 7 February 2013, Iceland informed ESA that a bill providing
for the proper legal provisions was being processed in the Parliament.
Provided that the Parliament approved the proposal, the implementation
process was expected to be finalised by 1 May 2013.

9

However, by email of 29 May 2013 Iceland explained that, contrary to
its expectations, the bill had not been passed in the last parliamentary
session and that it would be difficult to predict the development of the
proposal. Iceland added that it would aim to introduce the bill in the autumn
2013 parliamentary session.

10

On 3 July 2013, ESA delivered a reasoned opinion to Iceland, maintaining
the conclusion set out in its letter of formal notice. Pursuant to Article
31(2) SCA, ESA required Iceland to take the measures necessary
to comply with the reasoned opinion within two months following its
notification, that is no later than 3 September 2013.

11

By email of 4 July 2013, Iceland replied to the reasoned opinion, restating
that a bill partly implementing and preparing the final implementation of the
Directive had been processed by the Parliament, and that the Government
aimed to put forth the bill again in autumn 2013.
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12

By email of 30 October 2013, Iceland informed ESA that the bill was not to
be put forth when previously expected, but would be put forth by the end
of January 2014, and would hopefully be agreed upon before the end of
that Parliamentary session in April or May 2014.

13

On 18 December 2013, having received no further information as regards
the implementation of the Directive, ESA decided to bring the matter
before the Court pursuant to Article 31(2) SCA.

IV PROCEDURE AND FORMS OF ORDER SOUGHT
14

ESA lodged the present application at the Court Registry on 14 January
2014. Iceland submitted a statement of defence which was registered at
the Court on 4 April 2014. In a fax dated 22 April 2014, ESA waived its
right to submit a reply and consented to dispense with the oral procedure
should the Court wish to do so. On 18 June 2014, Iceland also consented
to dispense with the oral procedure.

15

The applicant, ESA, requests the Court to:
1.

Declare that by failing to adopt, and/or to notify the EFTA Surveillance
Authority forthwith of, all the measures necessary to implement the
Act referred to at point 5 of Chapter XXIX of Annex II to the Agreement
on the European Economic Area (Commission Directive 2008/43/EC
of a April 2008 setting up, pursuant to Council Directive 93/75/EEC,
a system for the identification and traceability of explosives for civil
uses), as adapted to the Agreement by way of Protocol 1 thereto,
within the time prescribed, Iceland has failed to fulfil its obligations
under the Act and under Article 7 of the Agreement.

2.

Order Iceland to bear the costs of these proceedings.

16

The defendant, Iceland, submits that the facts of the case as set out in
the application are correct and undisputed. Iceland neither disputes the
declaration nor the order sought by the applicant.

17

On 3 October 2014, following the Court’s measures of inquiry of 17
September 2014, the EFTA Secretariat provided the Court with general
information on the notifications received from the EFTA States on whether
constitutional requirements for the entry into force of certain decisions
of the EEA Joint Committee had or had not been met within the time
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limit referred to in Article 103 EEA. In particular, the EFTA Secretariat
provided the Court with information on the content of the notification of
18 November 2011 from Iceland, where it was stated that provisional
application pending fulfilment of the constitutional requirements was not
possible.
18

After having received the express consent of the parties, the Court, acting
on a report from the Judge-Rapporteur, decided pursuant to Article 41(2)
of the Rules of Procedure (“RoP”) to dispense with the oral procedure.

V FINDINGS OF THE COURT
19

Article 3 EEA imposes upon the Contracting Parties the general obligation
to take all appropriate measures, whether general or particular, to ensure
fulfilment of the obligations arising out of the EEA Agreement (see, inter
alia, Case E-18/13 ESA v Iceland, [2013] EFTA Ct. Rep. 962, paragraph
14, and the case law cited). Under Article 7 EEA, the Contracting Parties
are obliged to implement all acts referred to in the Annexes to the EEA
Agreement, as amended by decisions of the EEA Joint Committee. An
obligation to implement the Directive, and to notify ESA thereof, also
follows from Article 15 of the Directive.

20

Decision 119/2010 entered into force on 1 November 2012. The time
limit for the EEA/EFTA States to adopt the measures necessary to
implement the Directive expired on the same date.

21

The question of whether an EFTA State has failed to fulfil its obligations
must be determined by reference to the situation in that State as it stood
at the end of the period laid down in the reasoned opinion (see, inter
alia, ESA v Iceland, cited above, paragraph 16, and case law cited). It is
undisputed that Iceland did not adopt measures necessary to implement
the Directive before the expiry of the time limit given in the reasoned
opinion.

22

Since Iceland did not implement the Directive within the time limit
prescribed, there is no need to examine the alternative form of order
sought against Iceland for failing to notify ESA of the measures
implementing the Directive.
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23

It must therefore be held that by failing, within the time prescribed, to
adopt the measures necessary to implement the Act referred to at point 5
of Chapter XXIX of Annex II to the Agreement on the European Economic
Area (Commission Directive 2008/43/EC of a April 2008 setting up,
pursuant to Council Directive 93/75/EEC, a system for the identification
and traceability of explosives for civil uses), as adapted to the Agreement
by way of Protocol 1 thereto, Iceland has failed to fulfil its obligations
under the Directive and Article 7 EEA.

VI COSTS
24

Under Article 66(2) RoP, the unsuccessful party is to be ordered to pay
the costs if they have been applied for in the successful party’s pleadings.
Since the EFTA Surveillance Authority has requested that Iceland be
ordered to pay the costs, and the latter has been unsuccessful, and none
of the exceptions in Article 66(3) apply, Iceland must therefore be ordered
to pay the costs.
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On those grounds,

THE COURT
hereby:
1.

Declares that by failing, within the time prescribed, to adopt the
measures necessary to implement the Act referred to at point 5 of
Chapter XXIX of Annex II to the Agreement on the European Economic
Area (Commission Directive 2008/43/EC of 4 April 2008 setting
up, pursuant to Council Directive 93/15/EEC, a system for the
identification and traceability of explosives for civil uses), as adapted to
the Agreement by way of Protocol 1 thereto, Iceland has failed to fulfil
its obligations under the Act and under Article 7 of the Agreement.

2.

Orders Iceland to bear the costs of the proceedings.

Carl Baudenbacher

Per Christiansen

Páll Hreinsson

Delivered in open court in Luxembourg on 10 November 2014.
Gunnar Selvik

Carl Baudenbacher

Registrar

President
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CASE E-8/14
EFTA Surveillance Authority
v
Iceland
(Failure by a Contracting Party to fulfil its obligations – Directive 2009/38/EC –
Failure to implement)
Judgment of the Court, 10 November 2014.................................................. 1039
Summary of the Judgment
1. Under Article 7 EEA, the
Contracting Parties are obliged to
implement all acts referred to in the
Annexes to the EEA Agreement, as
amended by decisions of the EEA
Joint Committee. Furthermore, Article
3 EEA imposes upon the Contracting
Parties the general obligation to take all
appropriate measures, whether general
or particular, to ensure fulfillment of
the obligations arising out of the EEA
Agreement.
2. The question of whether an EFTA
State has failed to fulfil its obligations
must be determined by reference to
the situation in that State as it stood at
the end of the period laid down in the
reasoned opinion.

3. Iceland failed to fulfil its
obligations under the Act referred to
at point 27 of Annex XVIII to the EEA
Agreement, that is Directive 2009/38/
EC of the European Parliament and
of the Council of 6 May 2009 on
the establishment of a European
Works Council or a procedure in
Community-scale undertakings and
and Community-scale groups of
undertakings for the purposes of
informing and consulting employees
(Recast), as adapted to the EEA
Agreement by Protocol 1 thereto, and
under Article 7 of the EEA Agreement,
by failing to adopt all the measures
necessary to implement the Act within
the time prescribed.
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JUDGMENT OF THE COURT
10 November 2014
(Failure by a Contracting Party to fulfil its obligations – Directive 2009/38/EC – Failure
to implement)
In Case E-8/14,
EFTA Surveillance Authority, represented by Xavier Lewis, Director, and Maria
Moustakali, Officer, Department of Legal & Executive Affairs, acting as Agents,
applicant,
v
Iceland, represented by Anna Katrín Vilhjálmsdóttir, First Secretary, Ministry for
Foreign Affairs, acting as Agent,
defendant,
APPLICATION for a declaration that by failing, within the time prescribed to adopt
and/or to notify the EFTA Surveillance Authority forthwith of all measures necessary
to implement the Act referred to at point 27 of Annex XVIII to the Agreement on the
European Economic Area, that is Directive 2009/38/EC of the European Parliament
and of the Council of 6 May 2009 on the establishment of a European Works Council
or a procedure in Community-scale undertakings and Community-scale groups of
undertakings for the purposes of informing and consulting employees (Recast), as
adapted to the Agreement by way of Protocol 1 thereto and by EEA Joint Committee
Decision No. 54/2010 of 30 April 2010, Iceland has failed to fulfil its obligations
under the Act and Article 7 EEA.

THE COURT,
composed of: Carl Baudenbacher, President, Per Christiansen (Judge-Rapporteur)
and Páll Hreinsson, Judges,
Registrar: Gunnar Selvik,
having regard to the written pleadings of the parties,
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having decided to dispense with the oral procedure,
gives the following

JUDGMENT
I

INTRODUCTION
1

By application lodged at the Court Registry on 17 January 2014, the
EFTA Surveillance Authority (“ESA”) brought an action under the second
paragraph of Article 31 of the Agreement between the EFTA States on the
Establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice (“SCA”), for
a declaration that by failing, within the time limit prescribed, to adopt and/
or to notify ESA forthwith of all measures necessary to implement the Act
referred to at point 27 of Annex XVIII to the Agreement on the European
Economic Area, that is Directive 2009/38/EC of the European Parliament
and of the Council of 6 May 2009 on the establishment of a European Works
Council or a procedure in Community-scale undertakings and Communityscale groups of undertakings for the purposes of informing and consulting
employees (Recast) (OJ 2009 L 122, p. 28) (“the Directive” or “the Act”), as
adapted to the Agreement by way of Protocol 1 thereto and by EEA Joint
Committee Decision No 54/2010 of 30 April 2010 (“Decision 54/2010”)
(OJ 2010 L 181, p. 22 and EEA Supplement No 37, p. 29), Iceland has
failed to fulfil its obligations under the Act and Article 7 EEA.

II RELEVANT LAW
2

Decision 54/2010 amended Annex XVIII to the EEA Agreement by adding
the Directive to point 27 of the Annex.

3

The Directive sets out to establish a European Works Council (“EWC”)
or a procedure for informing and consulting employees in every
Community-scale undertaking and every Community-scale group of
undertakings. The purpose of the Directive is to improve the right to
information and to consultation of employees in such undertakings and
in particular to ensure the effectiveness of employees’ transnational
information and consultation rights, to favour the creation of new EWCs
and to ensure legal certainty in their setting up and operation. The
Directive applies to any undertaking with at least 1 000 employees
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within the EEA States and at least 150 employees in each of at least
two EEA States, and to groups of such undertakings.
4

Iceland and Liechtenstein indicated constitutional requirements for
the purposes of Article 103 EEA. The six-month period for notification
prescribed in Article 103 EEA expired on 30 October 2010. On
18 November 2011, Iceland notified a delay in the fulfilment of the
constitutional requirements.

5

On 5 September 2012, Iceland notified that the constitutional requirements
had been fulfilled. Consequently, Decision 54/2010 entered into force on
1 November 2012. The time limit for the EEA/EFTA States to adopt the
measures necessary to implement the Directive expired on the same date.

III FACTS AND PRE-LITIGATION PROCEDURE
6

By letter of 21 November 2012, ESA reminded Iceland of its obligations to
implement the Directive into its legal order by 1 November 2012.

7

On 6 February 2013, having received no further information from
Iceland, ESA issued a letter of formal notice. ESA concluded that, by
failing to adopt or, in any event, to inform ESA of the national measures
it had adopted to implement the Directive, Iceland had failed to fulfil its
obligations under the Act and Article 7 EEA.

8

Iceland did not formally reply to the letter of formal notice. However, at a
meeting on 6 June 2013, it informed ESA that it intended to submit a bill
to the Parliament in autumn 2013 in order to complete the transposition of
the Directive.

9

On 26 June 2013, ESA delivered a reasoned opinion to Iceland,
maintaining the conclusion set out in its letter of formal notice. Pursuant to
Article 31(2) SCA, ESA required Iceland to take the measures necessary
to comply with the reasoned opinion within two months following the
notification thereof, that is no later than 26 August 2013.

10

On 18 September 2013, ESA received written observations on the
reasoned opinion. Iceland stated that it would submit a bill to the
Parliament implementing the Directive in October 2013, and enclosed the
draft of the bill.
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11

On 18 December 2013, having received no further information as regards
the implementation of the Directive, ESA decided to bring the matter
before the Court pursuant to Article 31(2) SCA.

IV PROCEDURE AND FORMS OF ORDER SOUGHT
12

ESA lodged the present application at the Court Registry on
20 January 2014. Iceland submitted a statement of defence which was
registered at the Court on 7 April 2014. In a fax dated 15 May 2014, ESA
waived its right to submit a reply and consented to dispense with the oral
procedure should the Court wish to do so. On 18 June 2014, Iceland also
consented to dispense with the oral procedure.

13

The applicant, ESA, requests the Court to:
1.

Declare that by failing to adopt, and/or to notify the EFTA Surveillance
Authority forthwith of, all the measures necessary to implement the
Act referred to at point 27 of Annex XVIII to the Agreement on the
European Economic Area (Directive 2009/38/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 6 May 2009 on the establishment
of a European Works Council or a procedure in Community-scale
undertakings and Community-scale groups of undertakings for the
purposes of informing and consulting employees (Recast), as adapted
to the Agreement by way of Protocol 1 and by way of Joint Committee
Decision No. 54/2010 thereto, within the time prescribed, Iceland has
failed to fulfil its obligations under the Act and under Article 7 of the
EEA Agreement.

2.

Order Iceland to bear the costs of these proceedings.

14

The defendant, Iceland, submits that the facts of the case as set out in
the application are correct and undisputed. Iceland neither disputes the
declaration nor the order sought by the applicant.

15

On 3 October 2014, following the Court’s measures of inquiry of
17 September 2014, the EFTA Secretariat provided the Court with
general information on the notifications received from the EFTA States
on whether constitutional requirements for the entry into force of certain
decisions of the EEA Joint Committee had or had not been met within
the time limit referred to in Article 103 EEA. In particular, the EFTA
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Secretariat provided the Court with information on the content of the
notification of 18 November 2011 from Iceland, where it was stated
that provisional application pending fulfilment of the constitutional
requirements was not possible.
16

After having received the express consent of the parties, the Court, acting
on a report from the Judge-Rapporteur, decided pursuant to Article 41(2)
of the Rules of Procedure (“RoP”) to dispense with the oral procedure.

V FINDINGS OF THE COURT
17

Article 3 EEA imposes upon the Contracting Parties the general obligation
to take all appropriate measures, whether general or particular, to ensure
fulfilment of the obligations arising out of the EEA Agreement (see, inter
alia, Case E-18/13 ESA v Iceland, [2013] EFTA Ct. Rep. 962, paragraph
14, and the case law cited). Under Article 7 EEA, the Contracting Parties
are obliged to implement all acts referred to in the Annexes to the EEA
Agreement, as amended by decisions of the EEA Joint Committee. An
obligation to implement the Directive, and to notify ESA thereof, also
follows from Article 16 of the Directive.

18

Decision 54/2010 entered into force on 1 November 2012. The time limit
for the EEA/EFTA States to adopt the measures necessary to implement
the Directive expired on the same date.

19

The question of whether an EFTA State has failed to fulfil its obligations
must be determined by reference to the situation in that State as it stood
at the end of the period laid down in the reasoned opinion (see, inter alia,
ESA v Iceland, paragraph 16, and case law cited). It is undisputed that
Iceland did not adopt measures necessary to implement the Directive
before the expiry of the time limit given in the reasoned opinion.

20

Since Iceland did not implement the Directive within the time limit
prescribed, there is no need to examine the alternative form of order
sought against Iceland for failing to notify ESA of the measures
implementing the Directive.

21

It must therefore be held that by failing, within the time prescribed, to
adopt the measures necessary to implement the Act referred to at point
27 of Annex XVIII to the Agreement on the European Economic Area, that
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is Directive 2009/38/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council
of 6 May 2009 on the establishment of a European Works Council or a
procedure in Community-scale undertakings and Community-scale groups
of undertakings for the purposes of informing and consulting employees
(Recast), as adapted to the Agreement by way of Protocol 1 thereto and
by EEA Joint Committee Decision No. 54/2010 of 30 April 2010, Iceland
has failed to fulfil its obligations under the Directive and Article 7 EEA.

VI COSTS
22

Under Article 66(2) RoP, the unsuccessful party is to be ordered to pay
the costs if they have been applied for in the successful party’s pleadings.
Since the EFTA Surveillance Authority has requested that Iceland be
ordered to pay the costs, and the latter has been unsuccessful, and none
of the exceptions in Article 66(3) apply, Iceland must therefore be ordered
to pay the costs.
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On those grounds,

THE COURT
hereby:
1.

Declares that by failing, within the time prescribed, to adopt all the
measures necessary to implement the Act referred to at point 27 of
Annex XVIII to the Agreement on the European Economic Area, that is
Directive 2009/38/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council
of 6 May 2009 on the establishment of a European Works Council or
a procedure in Community-scale undertakings and Community-scale
groups of undertakings for the purposes of informing and consulting
employees (Recast), as adapted to the EEA Agreement by way of
Protocol 1 thereto and by Joint Committee Decision No. 54/2010,
Iceland has failed to fulfil its obligations under the Act and under
Article 7 of the Agreement.

2.

Orders Iceland to bear the costs of the proceedings.

Carl Baudenbacher

Per Christiansen

Páll Hreinsson

Delivered in open court in Luxembourg on 10 November 2014.
Gunnar Selvik

Carl Baudenbacher

Registrar

President
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The EFTA Court was set up under the Agreement on the European
Economic Area (the EEA Agreement) of 2 May 1992. The EEA Agreement
entered into force on 1 January 1994. The EFTA Court is composed of
three judges. The EFTA States which are parties to the EEA Agreement are
Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway.
This report contains information on the EFTA Court and the
administration of the Court for the period from 1 January to
31 December 2014. In addition, it has a short section on the Judges and
the staff and the Court’s activities in 2014.
The report includes the full texts of the decisions of the EFTA Court as
well as the reports for the hearing prepared by the Judge-Rapporteurs
during this period. This Report also contains an index of decisions
printed in prior editions of the EFTA Court Report.

